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According to the Records
Francis (Franz) Hieronymus was born September 24, 1729, in Vienna, Austria.
He arrived in America October 13, 1747, aboard the Dutch ship "The Two Brothers,"
Capt. Thomas Arnot, Commander. He settled in Loudon County, Virginia. In 1760
he married Elizabeth Rector, born 1746. They had ten children, of whom Henry
Hieronymus was one.
The children of Henry Hieronymus and his wife, Sarah, included James W.
Hieronymus (who later served in the Union Army, was captured, and died in Libby
prison, Andersonville, Georgia) who married Nancy Miller (born October 17, 1831 ).
James W. Hieronymus (born 1832) bought a 135 acre farm 12 miles south of
Lav.rrenceburg, Kentucky.
My father, James Frederick Hieronymus was born on that farm on March 5, 1861.
My father lived on that farm for 19 years. He tended the farm and the stock. He
taught music and sold organs in four counties of Kentucky for two years, then went
to Jackson County, Missouri in August, 1882, where he continued to sell organs and
teach singing schools in various parts of the area. Later, he raised saddle horses and
short horned cattle. He was married hvice. The first time to Matilda Stayton and
raised a daughter, Fedora May. He was married in 1894 to Mary Jane Tatum (1872),
my mother. They had four children.
James Frederick and Mattie Hieronymus were the parents of Thomas Galen
Hieronymus, who was born November 21, 1895, at Valpariso, Indiana and died
February 21, 1988, at Clayton, Georgia. Thomas Galen Hieronymus married Edith
Hughes (born 1901) in 1916. Their only child was Velma Hieronymus (born in 1917,
died in 1981). The marriage ended in divorce.
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Thomas Galen Hieronymus' second wife was Louise Barbara Williams, born
1901 in Lake Charles, Louisiana, and who died in 1974 in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
Their children were Alan Van Lieu Hieronymus (born 1927), and Janet Gale
Hieronymus (born August 1930).
Alan's wife's name is Barbara. They had a son, and possibly other children.
Janet Gale married Charles Mullis in 1951, and they now live in Organ, New
Mexico. Their children are Linda, Charles Jr., and Galen Mullis.
Linda Mullis married Charles Specht. Their children are Jimmie andJadee (short
for Janet Dorothy).
Charles Mullis, Jr. (Chad) married Rene Marz in 1981. They have two children,
Devon Marie, born August 3, 1983, and Keaton, age two-and-a-half years.
Thomas Galen Hieronymus married Sarah Williams Gran., February 13, 1980.
His stepchildren by this marriage are Marta Gran Scott, Judith Gran Mitzlaff, Victor
Gran and Constance A. Gran.
Marta Gran Scott and her husband, George Scott have 3 children, George M.
Scott, Gregory William Scott, and Denise (DeeDee) Scott.
Judi th Gran Mitzlaff and Alan Mitzlaff have 2 children, Daniel and Karl Mitzlaff.
Victor and Roberta Gran have two children, Jill, and Jacquelyn.
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Tracking the Astronauts:

A still hidden milestone in the history of science.
By: Rho Sigma

It was about 20 years ago, at the height of the US Space program. The lunar landing project, set
as a goal by then President John Kennedy for the decade ending with 1970, was nearing its climax.
A middle-aged aerospace research engineer at the NASA-MSFC facility in Huntsville, Alabama,
had heard persistent rumors about a gentleman named Galen T. Hieronymus and his amazing
invention, and was on his way to said inventor's then residence in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Recalling
Thomas Huxley's admonition: "I am too much of a skeptic to deny the possibility of anything," his
curiosity prompted him to pay Galen Hieronymus a personal visit in order to learn more about him
and his experiments.
Galen, at that time a very youthful septuagenarian with the natural curiosity of a child and the
persistence of a trial lawyer welcomed the stranger-yours truly-and showed him some of his
equipment, telling him at the same time of his research and experiments with an astounding form of
energy which was quite evidently not part of the known textbook physics and/or part of the E/M
spectrum. Jokingly, he mentioned the various states of his frustration concerning the stony silence
of the establishment in view of the amazing results he had achieved with what he chose to call
"Eloptic Energy."
"I feel like saying 'STOP THE PLANET AND LET ME GET OFP"'
Well, fate had decreed otherwise, as his many friends found out, and Galen was merely
scheduled to leave his ho-hum retirement community in Florida with the shuffle boards and gala
community affairs, and again to enter the life of an active scientific pioneer for another 20 yea rs of new
achievements in the wilds of the quiet Georgia mountains, interrupted only by frequent travels,
including to places in Switzerland and Brazil.
Recalling his successful experiments with personnel aboard submerged submarines, he sug
gested to start investigating the possibility of tracking the biological functions of American astro
nauts drding the moon during the upcoming APOLLO 8 flight. So far, the energy he was dealing with
had shown no detectable attenuation characteristics. Would it be possible to utilize it also out in
space, following the astronauts on their way to the moon and back again?
This intriguing question was privately discussed among some of the technical and scientific
people at the NASA Center in Huntsville, and preparations were made to prepare the first private
forum for Galen Hieronymus in our residence there. Soon a hardcore of about 20 engineers with
various qualifications listened to Galen's and his operator-wife's lively accounts of their various
experiences, and his instrument was duplicated by some of the engineering types-with success!
Thereafter, some excellent photos of the astronauts scheduled to go on APOLLO 8 were secured
from NASA channels and a hot-line was prepared between Galen's residence in Florida and our
private residence in the space-city of Huntsville, Alabama. With the help of Mrs. Hieronymus, the
astronauts were checked out about 2 days before the flight and a baseline of their various biological
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Preface
values established. The tracking of these values was continued before and during lift-off of the
APOLLO 8 moon rocket and periodically checked at short intervals during the flight to the moon.
One of the prime questions was: Would the energy-connection hold for thousands of miles in airless
space, even when radio-contact with the astronauts would be interrupted when their vehicle was
"behind the moon," and thus all communication with them would cease? How would NASA know
whether the retro-rockets would function properly during this critical time period? If this particular
small rocket, (without backup system) did not function properly, the correct otbit around the moon
might not be established and the brave crew could be lost in space, period. A call from Florida, not
from the Kennedy flight Center, but from the home of Galen and his wife, brought welcome news.
The adrenal glands of the astronauts had registered a change, together with the vitality of their
bodies. Everything had worked as scheduled and the astronauts were safe!
There was considerable excitement among the small band of "those in the know" in Huntsville
and a subsequent 300 copy report with graphs and charts of intensity values was prepared by
volunteers, including Galen himself, who worked late into the night, with the enthusiam of a teenager
expecting to drive a car for the first time in his life. Free copies were sent to journals and personalities
who should have been interested in this remarkable experiment. A former secretary of Dr. Wernher
V. Braun, the Director of the Space Center in Huntsville, persuaded him to take a copy of the report
along to a conference with the space medical people in Houston, Texas. Well, the expectations were
premature, and not even a small science fiction magazine known for its "far-out" material showed
any inclination to publish anything about it! Dr.V.Braun was told in unmistaken ways to "stick to
his rocket-building" and leave the medical projects to the authorized NASA medical doctors.The
iron curtain of the establishment did not open, period.Many more interesting sessions in Huntsville
with Galen and his wife forged a close bond between him and yours truly. In one case, our German
Shepherd was bitten by a poisonous snake d uring one of his visits to a deep drainage ditch and came
limping home, his paw badly swollen and showing the teeth mark of the snake. A proper "rate"
brought relief within a few hours and the dog recovered beautifully. Many of us wondered at the
time: Would application of this new knowledge be limited to the animal and plant kingdom because
of the dose-minded attitude of "vested interests?"
Was this civilization so blinded by greed that it could or would not see the tremendous impact
this space experiment should have made? Was nobody curious anymore?
The space program was winding down and the qualified research people are gone with the wind,
it seems. A strong personal bond had developed and many hours of happy and wild ideas with Galen,
who liked to introduce himself as "one of the Jones' boys," were registered in the Akashic Records.
His passing will be mourned by many, since the undersigned and most of his friends fully expected
to see him celebrate his 100th birthday. But his achievements will be kept alive and his work
continued.
Farewell, dear friend, until we meet again! Your laudatio will be written by more evolved beings
than those who rejected your experiment with the astronauts ...
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To my beloved Wife and Partner, Sarah Williams Hieronymus,
who, with her love, devotion to me and my work, and her faithful
and unselfish work in my behalf, made these years since 1979
the best years of my life; to her children and grandchildren,
to my daughter Gale and her family; to my faithful employees
and associates, and to our research associates,
this book is affectionately dedicated,
with all my Love and Appreciation.
T. Galen Hieronymus, Ph.D.
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Of my arrival and early sojourn in this world . . .

I
Of my arrival and early sojourn in this world ...
Once upon a time, as the stories in storybooks begin, there was a young man
named James Frederick Hieronymus and his wife, Martha Jane Tatum Hieronymus.
They were living in a town called Valpariso, Indiana, on the date of my arrival in this
world on November 21, 1895.
Apparently, from all accounts, I was greatly endowed with insatiable curiosity,
even at an early age, and possessed an analytical mind over-stocked with question
marks.
!do not remember when myparents moved back to South Missouri. We lived out
in the country near my grandparents and I had lots of cousins. We used to play
throwing a ball over my maternal grandmother's house. We usually chose the time
for our game when my dear grandmother had finished her chores and had retired
to a quiet place to meditate. Upon her anguished protest, we had to move our game
elsewhere. As time went on, a baby sister joined our family, and then another! And
another. Instead of just "son," I became "big brother." I was a typical country boy,
barefoot in summer, wearing a blue chambray shirt and a pair of blue denim
overalls. I went fishing for crawdads in the creek As the eldest of the children, I
helped my mother wash dishes and did small chores. I started to a little country
school when I was about six years old. All the boys wore blue shirts and overalls too,
so I felt right at home dressed just as they were.
My mother had a stiff knee and found it difficult to move about without crutches,
but with what little help I could give with the chores, she took excellent care of her
family. Tho' I was quite young, I remember her sisters coming to dinner at our house
on Sundays. After a beautiful meal my mother had cooked over a hot stove on a hot
1
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Sunday, our dinner guests would say, "Mattie, that was a tasty dinner! We'll go out
and sit on the porch now. If you need any help with clearing away, just call us." Then
they sat on the vine-shaded porch fanning themselves and gossiping while mother
and I cleared the table and washed and dried the dishes. I made a big decision then,
though I was just a little boy, that when I grew up and had a wife and home, we
would never have company for Sunday dinner. I kept that resolution, too, for I never
forgot how hard my mother had to work, and how no one helped her but me.
By that time my paternal grandfather had moved to Kansas City. My father went
to Kansas City to see if he could find work there. We had raised many rabbits. One
evening I put two pet rabbits in a box and took them into the house. That night a
crowd of night-riding hunters came by our house. They cut our fence down and
turned their dogs loose on our rabbits. When the slaughter was over, we had only
three rabbits left; the ones I had put in a box and taken into the house, and the one
which got away and came back the next day.
My father found work in Kansas City so my mother, my sisters and I (and the
rabbits) made the adventurous journey to Kansas City on the train. We went to my
grandfather's house to stay until my mother and father could find a house for us.
It was September, just before school opened. I was almost seven years old and in
the second grade. I wanted some new clothes for school. I wanted a new pair of blue
denim overalls and a new blue chambray shirt. My aunts said they would go
shopping and buy my school clothes for me. They did go shopping, and they did buy
some school clothes for me. Imagine how shocked I was when I saw the little dark
knee pants, short jacket and the white shirt with a ruffled collar and fancy tie. The
style was called a "Little Lord Fauntleroy" suit. I rebelled. I said I wouldn't wear
such clothes. Such clothes were for a "sissy." I, Thomas Galen Hieronymus, was no
"sissy." I wanted a new pair of blue denim overalls and a new blue chambray shirt
to wear to school. I waged a long and desperate battle. Finally, in behalf of peace, my
grandfather intervened. He proposed a compromise. "Just wear these clothes the
first day," he said. "I will go to school with you. Then, if the other boys aren't wearing
suits like yours, we will go to town, you and I, and buy you some new overalls and
new blue shirts!" I had to be satisfied with that. I believed my grandfather's promise.
He had always done what he told me he would do. Monday morning, the first day
of school, came all too soon. I was scrubbed and my ears washed. After breakfast I
was assisted in donning the hated "Little Lord Fauntleroy" suit. My shoes were
polished, my hair combed. I couldn't stand to look at myself in the mirror. I looked
just like a "sissy." I hated the way I looked. My aunts were very pleased. They said
I looked so handsome. My grandfather and I walked to school. "Remember," he told
2
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me, "if all the other boys aren't dressed like this, we will go right downtown and buy
you some new overalls and new blue shirts." That was some comfort. I was just
scared stiff. I didn't want to be labeled "sissy" on my first day in a strange school.
It was about 1 / 4mile to the school. I wished it was even further. We finally arrived
and behold, a miracle wrought just for me. Then I couldn't imagine why God would
do a miracle just for me. All the boys my age were wearing suits just like mine! The
boys in their "Little Lord Fauntleroy" suits were playing baseball. The school
principal, a friend of my grandfather's, was on the playground and my grandfather
introduced me. The principal called one of the boys, who was captain of one team,
and told him to put me on his team. So I played ball, dressed just like the other boys
whose mothers wanted them to be dressed up for their first day in school. Playing
ball didn't help keep our fancy suits clean.
My grandfather was a real good sport. He used to take me around with him on
Saturdays and holidays. I can remember going downtown in Kansas City, Missouri,
on the streetcar with him when the snow plows had piled the snow up in high
mounds on both sides of the street. I remember a big beer wagon pulled with big
Percheron type horses. The driver was keeping just ahead of the street car. There
were big barrels of draft beer piled up in the wagon. When the driver came to a
saloon where he was to deliver a barrel of beer, he stopped the wagon and took it in
the saloon. No matter how much the streetcar motorman clanged the bell, he
couldn't move until the driver came back through the little opening between the
mounds of piled up snow, got back in the driver's seat and yelled to the horses to
move on.
When I was about eight years old, I went with my grandfather to visit one of his
friends who was a Station Manager for the Missouri Pacific Railroad in a suburb of
Kansas City. While they were talking and I was waiting, the telegraph instrument
began to chatter. Immediately I had to know what that was. While I was thinking
how to ask, to my amazement, my grandfather's friend began playing with a gadget
on a desk making the same kind of noise as the incoming noise had been. Seeing my
great interest, when he had finished answering the message, he explained what the
equipment was and showed me how it worked. He also taught me the Morse Code.
To say I was delighted is to put it mildly. I was thrilled beyond measure with my new
knowledge. We went home and I proceeded to build a workable telegraph key for
my own use, to practice with. About that time I also invented a surveyor's transit
which worked very well. Of course, I didn't know it had already been invented. I had
considered a problem, figured out a means of solving the problem and built the
instrument I had rationalized would be the means of solving the problem. I knew it
3
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would work, and it did!
My father had become a painting contractor. As I grew a year or so older, I went
to his painting job right after school and went to work. All the hard-to-get-at spots
and the trim were left for me. I painted right along with my father and his work crew.
On Friday and Saturday nights, my buddies and I used to go camping. I had
made a tent for myself with some tow sacks (Croker bags) opened up flat and sewed
together end to end. Then I took all the old paint cans with little amounts of paint in
them and painted the bags with the paint. I did this over and over until the sacks
were covered with paint. I then threw the sacks over my mother's clothesline and
tied the corners to pegs. When we went camping I would take my tent along, borrow
my mother's clothesline, stretch it between two saplings, put the sacks over it and
tie the corners to pegs I pounded into the ground. We cooked out and slept in our
tents.
It was about that time I was doing some thinking about religion. I went to church
because my mother and my aunts went and wanted me to go with them. I was
somewhat skeptical about a lot of things the preacher said when he was preaching,
so one Sunday I stayed back and asked him some questions. He said, "You aren't old
enough to understand," and, "You'll have to take it on faith." I figured maybe he
didn't know so much about it himselfsince he couldn't give me an answer, so I gave
up on going to church.
Since I had built a telegraph key and learned the Morse Code, I needed some
power for my wireless telegraph. Telephones in those days worked with the power
of big, dry batteries which had to be replaced every so often. I watched for the
discarded ones and took them home. Then I rejuvenated them. I punched holes in
zinc casings, set each one in a big jar full of a solution of Sal Ammoniac and water.
Most of the batteries were dried out; putting them into the Sal Ammoniac solution
revived their chemical properties. They worked just right for my purpose.
As I grew older school became more interesting. Manual Training Class was my
favorite. Once I was building book shelves in the principal's office when I noticed
some interesting looking books. I forgot about the shelves, sat down on the floor and
started reading. In the middle of an exciting account of exciting events, I looked up
and the principal was standing there looking at me. I got up and started to make
some excuses, but he stopped me. When I got the shelves up and started to go, he
loaned me the book and told me when to bring it back. I read it. When I went to his
office to return it, he asked me for an account of what I had read. I just couldn't
remember what I had read, so he loaned me the book again and told me he would
expect an account of it when I returned it. I gave him an account of the story when

4
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I took it back to him. He loaned me another; I read it and reported on it. He loaned
me other books and I gave him a report on each one. I learned something then that
helped me later. I learned to eliminate the extra words and window dressing when
I read books and concentrate on the important part, which was the action. Thanks
to the lessons I learned by reading the principal's books and making reports to him
on what I had read, I could make adequate,meaningful book reports in High School
English Class and not have to spend hours and hours reading the books.
I remember very well Christmas at the age of twelve. I got a long desired
Christmas present-a shiny, new Stevens 22 single shot long rifle. My cousin also got
one. We went hunting together the afternoon of Christmas Day. The snow had fallen
heavily the day before and all that night,on top of snow from a few days before, and
had blown into drifts higher than our shoulders.
There was a Skeet Shooting Range not far away. On Sundays they used real live
pigeons for targets. Many of the pigeons escaped and lived in the woods where my
cousin and I went hunting. We shot many of them, and shot wild rabbits, too. We
used to leave the feathers or fur on the game we shot and after cleaning the game,
cover them with clay, feathers or fur and all, and roast them in the coals. I learned
to be an accurate shot. We lived off the land on our camping trips.
One day my Manual Training teacher, Charley Barrett, told me, "Come over to
my house Thursday evening. We are going to organize a Boy Scout Troup." I said,
"Sure. What's a Boy Scoutr' He said, "Just come Thursday night and you will find
out." I had been going camping with several other boys. I called them together and
we went over to Mr. Barrett's house. My camping friends and I formed "The Cobra
Patrol" of the Boy Scout Troop. That was on Thursday night. Friday night, after we
got our homework done, we went camping as a Scout Patrol, staying out over
Saturday night and going home Sunday. Becoming Boy Scouts just enlarged our
camping activities. This was the first Scout Patrol in Kansas City,Missouri. Later we
went to summer camp. At the summer camp the price was $.50 a day. If a boy had
$2.00, he could stay for four days. This proved a great incentive to work and save up
money for the Scout Camp. I was the first boy of our Troop to become a Second Class
Scout. Becoming a Boy Scout started me in an activity I pursued for 60 years.
My activities with the telegraph became more intense as I grew older. Some of
my friends became interested and soon could operate the telegraph, too. We used to
hook an instrument to a barbed wire fence and send messages along the wire to
another friend who was a mile down the length of ranch fence with his receiving set.
I built my first "wireless" set in 1911.
Most people didn't realize what "wireless" was and didn't believe it when we
5
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tried to tell them about it. One man, a friend of my father's was openly skeptical,
teasing me about wasting my time with that "gadget that didn't work." One of my
friends and I decided to convince him. So the next time he came to visit us, I asked
him to write a short message on a sheet of paper. Then I went to my "wireless" and
telegraphed the man's message to my friend. My friend then rang our phone and
asked to speak to our visitor. When the man answered, he told the man what he had
written on the paper. While the man was surprised and wondered how my friend
had found out what he had written on the paper, he still didn't believe I had been
in communication with my friend and told him the message. I hadn't left the room,
so how could I have told my friend anything when he was a mile away?
In 1911, when I was sixteen years old, I had a wireless station in operation, and
in 1913 when a license to operate a wireless station became mandatory, I proved I
had a station in operation in 1912, so they gave me what has become known as a
"grandfathers' license" or a license to operate a wireless station without having to
prove (by examination) that I was a competent operator.
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By tree, Thomas Galen Hiero11ym11s, age 17, with his wireless set. Ca/en tUf/S
the only samt in ihe Uriiterf Stales who built a11d rfcmo,istl'nled a wireless set
to a district scout meeting.
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FORT LAUDERDALE POWER SQUADRON
A Unit of UNITED STATES POWER SQUADRONS

P/C T. GALEN HIERONYMUS, N

March I, 1962.

Honorable l!. "oe Ilartle.
11ayor, Kansas City, Mo.
Dear Roe:.
Whe11 you were here a yeai· ago and I told you I planned
to send for my 50 year Veterai1 1 s Status, you suggested
that I send the applieati011 to you and that you would
sec it through.
This was do11e but I have never heard from the application
nor has my check been cashed, so I conclude that it has
been lost somewheres along the line.

I

E11closcd is another copy of the application and my
copy of the letter I wrotc with it. Also, I am enclosing
another check foi· $10.00 to cover any expense involvtd ••
If this is 11ot c11ough, have the Scout·office notify me.

I
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In loold.ng over my file which was misplaced for several
years, I find a lot of data. Included is my certificate
dated Jim. 8th, 1924 showing that I completed the "Course
in Scouting" and signed by o. u. Hover, training chairman,
Another certificate dated Dec, 15, 1930 showes that I
completed the "Specialization Course in Commissionership"
by one H. · ::toe Bartle as Scout Executive and by
si!!'ncd
0
W. Everly as President of the local council.
I also havc the charter issued to the {11 (RADIO) Troop
of K.1ns,1�: City, �lo. Council :mcl with T. G. Hieronymus as
2x:) lorcr Lc.:1clcr, signed by only national officers but
elated Dec. 31, 1933 and spons6red by all of the ltadio
statio�1s in I<nnsas City.
:,nclo"cd i.s ::;omothinr; that wi 1.1 brin;; hack memories to
you. It ic the .survey of the land deeclcd to the City of
6ccola for rca.so!1::; you h'ill 1�crncmbci�.
Tel1 :-i.:.u:_;rot I cnjnycc! twlkin2; to her and ai-n very :::;o�ry
.-:c c.!iclr:. 't h•��vc an opportul1ity to sec her. All OUl"' best
!.:o you..
1
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February 7, 1961

Honorable H. Roe Bartle
Mayor, Kansas City, Mo.
Dear Roe;
When you were here, I told you I planned to apply for my fifty
year Scout Veteran's Status and you suggested that I send the
application to you.
My file on Scouting activities seems to have been mislaid so I
cannot fill in the exact date I became a Scout but it was at the
beginning of the fall school term. I saw Charley Barrett during
the summer vacation and he told me about the Scout m ovement and
suggested that I get some of my friends together for the first
meeting. I did that and organized the Cobra patrol as patrol
leader.
Some of my pals and I had been camping out during the summer. We
took a week end out just after the first meeting of the new troop
and I have always thought it was the first overnight hike of a
Kansas City Scout group, my Cobra Patrol. I had learned to
telegraph at the old Mo. Pacific station at 15th St. and the Mo.
Pac. tracks in Centropolis, I built two telegraph sets and the
patrol used to send messages over barbed wire fences in the
country while on hikes.
Enclosed is my check for $10.00 made out to Scout Hq. to cover
cost of a pin and tie clasp and any registration that may be
necessary. If they need more, let me know.
It was a real treat to have you here even for so short a time.
Next time you can make a trip here, let me know ahead of time and
plan to spend some time with us. I can guarantee you some rest
from the angry mob. Louise is a good cook.
All our best to you,
encl
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" .:;:· _D� r· ::�::�::::·losef;our,' Certii1�t�1l�f,�;1:&tIP·.{��t;iri;;,:::�1;i·
d. thia
·; ;'; ::.; 99un o 1l, \Boy Soouts of Ameri.o a. I� J,a.,.,an, l\.011�?1. e,nd pr\vi.\•.
o
.
,;>}:�{�� y :�Jng the war perio�, .t��
£i�::d��i�-1�;t.1 �-'i�.i�, : ·· I
di fferen � _p �oJ �ota ., ·.-��''.�8��-�-. :t.o_\C?��;-�.�1 t�1t:�.l�!.,g�q._���e1, �� '��-�·,�Pi;:�.!\'o{ ·_o ur
great lo,(ses of volunteei:;s - Soout'!'aste:rf!;:a.n�•,1C.olJl!lli•�l,qner.s1:"�·,a.n.d.;',Q:(\_9ur i
ProfessiO_nal Personne1,,·soOuting· had· a' ·t$�-�i�}\d�s·:�r·��\�1 ·dur�-n�t?!���'.t�.��years. Soouting seems t o thrive as S o out� 'carry ,out .• illoir Good Turn•"idsa
to BE PREPARBD to help otJ+er people
;_;ii
There is, and he.a been1, g;;�J.t:•�1,;�,!,,�&�!!;;�:it�)�.�.mi,•·o�j¥,•1i��;; ���pu
�s
.
of· the. World - Building Together.�- 'l'!{,;�l\11-,)t��l!!}.�,9:voz:\I\hf
�-1:\)!'illi' e� oy
tll_ia letter that came. t o _us from q�am, c:·'thei'w_rU�r.::t!.�t
·'..!'g;J.�, B_o�_ut·
from Philadelphia .and is. now•a Lie1,ttenant�.�n;::;t�e:u;[��ii,I\.
.':' .. .

'ao)¼{l��f;:f
t

.J

?iff::' ::tt".t'.:'. lt··. ic1:t�7�
•7 ,:·

1
•Sunday we hold the fir!tS.oimiiJ�i£?"•� �-feyer:h�·1c1 I .l
on Guam. The Jamboree we.a •.�;r�v�eJ,1µg_.th?-t
.�.i;cmore . P�. ,,
satisfaction and delight from. i Lthan::.!1'9.
J:se .:J:·:h!'v• ·
-··- --:---... ·-·t:fver-·abtie·:·-·--At i'ooo•·.-01 · tiie ·:a.ot·�•:;SIXfe'e?{SO
-':i.�-".:"t["e� moat.,.:.· __
.�rb
.:
e�e
..
l�Aed}i�hehind
varied' array of Scout Uniforms you' ever '!�w
.

1

w,

thefr leaders at Anigua village. A l.1��le .�.o:o�t:maro!1�d.' out ;n
front and. in pidgin English led the"Boout :Oath;' .. �·:Thei"r(ial·.,Soout
llseting started at i:3�'5 and was the, ,!"Ost ;sati'.sfiing demonstration
of S o outing one can hope to see, S06ut1ng is/ o'! a firm. f9u,nda� ·
tion here, I think, ·ror tho boys ancl, the lea.ders:. have .seen-the
fun you can have '.from, b_eing a good'· Scout,•

, . .

�'.; •

· .,,.., ,r�fii1->';.-;,:.:

Sooutii:ig in this post·�war period demands''oU:r": olearest thinking in oon
atru o tive., cooporati.ve ac.tion.
llay-I add thii.J;.·I.hope you· elljoy7.our Soouting.
.

�

Ve
B

EKl'rmto
lino.
••ac: PRtPARICD"

,:,\.,\:�'),

:·, ' :

.sino�rely yours,
AJIERICA.,,
cou.:1·s.·
�')..
. l,'(!�1) i �·
. . .
..
•
!
Elbert X; Fretwell .
Chief Scout Executive

.O.ll COMMU .. <CATIO .. S SHOULD OC AOORESS[O TO THC 80'1' SCOUTS Of' AMtRICA,
2 PARI( AVENUE, NEW YORI( 1e,H.Y.
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Kunsas City1s Groo.tost Show
TJ-IB SILVER fu".:UMRSARY BO¥ SCOUT ROUND-UP
Eo.y :,rd - 1th, Hl35

h,<;ricn.n Royol l3ldg.

D-!PORT.IJ�r FIN}.L INSTRUCT IONS
DRESS ImJIEAilSAL

�

'l'IEDNESDAY NIGHT

7� ,

FOR THESE EVENTS

corn�:

All Scouts who aro to po.rticipo.to in the follQWing ovoii.ts:

COME:

Tho First Handbook - Sigru:1ling - Son Scouting - Morit Badge
To.blenux - Opening To.bleo.ux .- Colorod Soout!I - War Sorvioe Event
·Ro;tary�� -oopo:.r.�tj.on.J>vo n.�. - Fi��-J;_,·:!�.�.��� -- Or,£lls ".' Wull ___
Scali ng -· .Pa�rio tio Pil�_� s - 1
ge ·�,7 1f�-M���� �1- �-�
,
_
�
All adult loaders of Troops havin5 b:oys pres'ent.- -Thi's is 1!10st important

STAY AWAY:

All Scouts not purtioipatini:; in o.ny event.

DRESS REJ-IBARS.AI, TmRSDAY NIGHT, !JAY 2nc1., 7:00

FOR THESE E'Vl':NTS ONLYJ

Disuster Relief - Avio.tion - Cubbing - WOrl� Adventurors
Chariots - curnping - Pionoerini;: - Indians.
(Sumo instructions as o.bovo)
ENTRANCE:

Seouts end Scout Loaders will enter tho kierican Royal Building
on Wednesday, Thursday, Fr iday and Saturday nights at the Y{yoming
Stroot Entrunco on the incline north of Twenty-third Street.

SUPPLIES &
'!,;QT/ IP:· iliNl : Tro_o_l:' s , should ar_rane;e �?:.. t ro.n_�po_rt,e.\i,�J��g£_;,�qti\i�•J.�:,;.�.j\�½o.l,�� �h ;...
,.
Use yo1:r Troo;; Co:nrn.ittee :i.n_ th:i.a..cop.����f/C\�__e��.S!f$.�?YQ.l"',>1,.\0�,t�{
lluildinr; will be oncn all do.y Wodnosday and THurs"do.:y:·to-rooei��
cquipmon�. If you c:.i.n 1 t posoibly provide transp9rtation for
your oqui!}mcnt, call Mr. Modlin before Wedno \���•
,
Tho telephone nur:ibor of the filllorico.n Roynl is 1f.ain 6800,
Scout Officials should reservo thoir scats onrly, as tiokot
sfllos have been oxoollont o.nd rosorvod soc.ts will be in dcmo.nd,
T.ALK TUE ROIJN!'l UPI - - Mako suro tho entire personnol of your Troop is present
both Friday nnd Saturday nifjhts.
U:T EVERY SCOUTER PUT

HIS SHOULD,:R TO THE WHEEL

Tl-IE SILVER ANNIVERSAll.Y ROUND UP !!UST BE THE BEST JI
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THE
ROUND UP

GRAND ENTRY

Mo.y 3rd - 4th, 1935

AMERICAN ROYAL

J.. DlHEC'l'OH�:
---;.. i.•o,�tor: T. G. 111<-ronyml\s
Do G:::NEf,'AL Ii•:S1'l(UC'L'I0!1S: (Head Curcfully)
l.
2.
3�
4.
5,
6,
7•
8.
9,
10,
11,
12,

Boys and lenders will repoi·t nt Wyoming Street Entrnnce to Americllil. Royal
B1d(>;o Troops will fc,rm by Divi.dons in t:-:Co Anne'x under oow1r.
Troops should be in place not later th[;n 7:�0 P. M.
Permit no boys to bi•inc; r;1ms,0 � blank or otho:;;-wise 0 - or other explosiveso
Send uniformed Scout vrith /,;nerioan Plo.i; ir.1;o Arono. at Northeast Door.
Keep yo1n· Troop Flo.r, o.nd num'\:ler dc;n ·with youo
Members of tho To.bloo.ux and CL?wnc w:i.11 rvpor·:; nt once to dressing roomse
Each Troop should bring a large gunny sack or blanket ihto whioh all coo:�.�,
cups und other beloni;il1e;:; can be plo.ced o \',bon filled, aend .. to thA chod:
room neur the Wyoming Stror,t Entrunco. No checking will (be done':for'�
individuolso BE PREPARED!
Boys not in unifol'm will mnrch with their own Troops but should be placed
in inner ranks to L�prove Troop appcarnnceo
Troops woll equipped with ho.ts s:1.ould wear them, If. only a few boys hav,3
huts 1 entire Troop should bo bai·o-hoaded,
When pas.-;inr, Rcviewlll(!; Stand o.t '!'-fest side of Arena, give oomnand, "Eye:: L>clt'·�"
or "Right", Hold this for six paces before a.nd after pO.ssing stand, Do r.rtl;
solute, Boys do not snlutol
When po_ssinr, iDfl'ont-;--1' Flags in center of hnll, give 1Jor.mand, "Right Hand
Saluto", Do tbis only when passing directly in front of flags for first
time,
Eo.ch Troop should prepare 11. numbered sign similar to thou, shown to be
curried opnosite Troop Flo.go Patrol Flo.gs ehould be stretched on wire and
curried at proper intervals:

ED0

4\Cv \V

� Cf) 0
)

After tbo Grand Entry.

13,
14.
]S 0
16,

J\oop Troop under control ut ull tir.ios and sto.y with your Troop,
Koep boys buck of /lronu pents o.nd scntod if possible.
Coopornto with men u;::sii;n,,d to kooping boya in plo.co•
Follow tho pl'OGrnm cull shoot closely o..�d see that your entries got to point
of formution in plenty of time.
17, Rom ind your boys tha.t the nudienco judges Scouting by their behnvior on the
floor.
10. All ovunt;:: forn, iu /\J1wJ:,: und cntur from North !.!nln Uoor. Evonto exit nt So11th
East nn<l l'iost exits,
Asr-omh]y Instructions
Division�- Division Cor:unissiorn;r 1 Jamos G. lluzoll md stuff in chnrr;e.
Form: L>1 numoriccl ardor in /\nno:c in sections I ond J.
Tim°": 7:15 p. !.!,
Troops: 4-6-9-l�-19-24-41-47-56-57-58-65-70-101-106-107-109-lll-112-113
114-122-127-152-301
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l

ion ll. Division comrnis.sionar 1 John R. Long o.nd staff in ohnrga
o:nn•:':n numerical order in }.nnox :In Sections Band C
Ti!ll81 7:15 P, M.
/
Troops: 5-14-17-le-21-22-SS 22-33-34-36-38•39-45-59-64-67-75-B0-87•85
.
Hll,�l 25-12 6-131-l32-l33•134•l35-l36-l55-160-l 76 ··
/ I.iivilli.on 111. Di.vision ColTITlissioner 1 Glen O. Drown nnd stofi' in ohnrgo.
Form: In n1unorionl order in Annex in Seotions D - E .. F.
T.iniu: 'l:15 P. V.,
Troops : 1-7· •6-l0-!:'1-lS-25-30-31-29-32-3 5...
44.4 9-50-54-55-60-61•66-68-7 6
78-€1-1!2•·84-06-88-100-SS l00-102•119-123-138-140-144•149-150;-:
162•-l 6•1-!6$--88-142
Division lVo DiYidon Coll'Dllissioner, W, D, Whinery and stai'.t' in charge
Form: In numerical order in Annex in Seotion1J K arid L,
,,.�' T:i,tzie;. f.:15 P. M, ,
�
Trciop s : 2-3.-11..1s-20-2 6-27-28-3 7-40-43-46-48•51-53-63-71- 72-73-74-79-69
B9-105-l08-llO-llS•ll6-ll7-llB-121-128-129-l30•l37-l45•147-l48
Division v. Area Presidont, John w. Dia.mond, Distriot ·chairmen and Distriot
Commissioner:; in charge,
Forml _..ll]__.numorica� o;:der in. Ann�x in Sections G and H
Time: 7:15 }>, M,
._.:•···•_;,,•�"'"--..,"'"�'.:_""";.���
. ..-·
_, ·:·,.,:.
Troops= 139-201-202-204-222-223-224".' 225- 2Z6;.'2'z7.;.z28:;'i29�30:231::.203.-20G'r1De'0"-�.:'"��
23 s-200- 211-21s-214.:.216-21 7.. 21a-219.:.2 20-221-236'.:.231�23 a.:. 23 s.:.240
241-244-300-302-304•306.:.308-309-310.:.311-312-315•316-318--319-324
333-407-408-409-410-411-414-415�416-417-412.:.317
Division Vl, Field Exooutive Raymond Marshall and Collllllissioner J, A, Jeffress
in eho.rge,
Form: In numerical order in Annex in Section A,
Time 1 7:15 P, U,
Troops: 90-91•92-93-94-95•96-97-98-99-191-192-193- 290.:.2.sl-390-413
Cubst Commissioner Claude Vunoe in char�e
Form, In numerical order in Annex in center of Sections F and L� (see map)
Time: 7:15 P, M,
THE GRAND ENTRY

,.

At 7:30 P,M, tho loo.ding Division will be led to the South Entro.noo to the
Arona. Other Divisions will be 11111.rched into p0111iti0n� . -.
,,.,
·,. . ·
The Troops should be forrnod 11.s follows:
:-l-�:....��;f�i),H;,/;;i;i, ��,\, .._:,
·�-;_�� «<��-�e,':i*'!�:�;;;·
-�- - ·-. ·
X
Sooutmaster ·· :;·
Assistant Sooutinastor
xx
-Troop. Committe_emen •·--- '.'"'--1"··
. :..#�:fl</��· -":..-:4.)\t�_�ri,jt,..:-,
TROOP �'LAG-....__
4321
S '--,>XXXX (X)� Senior Patrol Loader
No.l Scout must tt�y on white
C
XXXX
lino throughout tho mnrc:i, .
:,- xx.xx
-�=-,:
0
,TROOP SIGN
PA'l'HOL F'LAGS��

=

s

3.

��_!�half stop,

xxxx

(X) � Junior .As.!it• s. M.

DO NOT SALUTE A'l' REVIEWING STA!ID,

4.

Thero, ohould not bo moro thun 10 foot intervol11 between Troops. Nor more
thnn 20 foot botwoon Divii::ion::;•
As tho Grund Entry is eornphtoda Troops will bo :marohtid into position in
the 11paee rosorved for Scouts,. Boys to.king part in the first throe events
must leave floor at side exits 11.nd hurry to their assembly pointS.
�a-,.J , ,..;, �o ?;:_� �� ?�� �d � 011rnittoemen will please shy with their Ti-oop s.
., , .
.
; s.
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DI:!lECTORS OF SILVER JUBILEE ROUND UP 1935
__ ,:,;,1,1·

---------·•rn,<;,;_Jlr,a0:.F:C -e :.T O:.R: ;;________B:.u=c•:.*_-_-..:Pc:HO.:; c:NE=Sc.-_-_·.::Rc:e...::••

D::W!L i.;�d Bu.;l•J Co.r·ps

9

R, T, Scott

D.istiug;uished Guests

1

President Harry C. \Talton

Opening Tableaux

HA 9900

CH 4845

Charles A� Barrett

8:02-8:32

Grand Entr·y

T" G. Hieronymus

GR 0060

8:32-8:35

First Har�c ::iook

3

Charles Wntson

VI 3870

0:35-8:37

Signaiing

2

1,rt Dods

WE 870C

8:37-8:39

Sea Scout 1ng

2

R, J, Woods

8:�9-8:42

Merit Badgo Program

8:42-8:45

Colored Seoct :;_!'lg

3

J. A. Jeffress

r

30

JA 5214
WE 4499
JA 3017
LI0536
GR 0885

8:45-8:47

War Service

2

Charles E. Teal

HA 5307

�:47-8:49

Rotary Co-operntion

2

Will F. Dawson

VI 5353

0:49-8:52

First Jamboree

3

Charles A. Barrett

8:52-8:55

Health and Drills

3

K.

8:55-8:59

Wall Seal in�

4

M. B. Hansell

BE 3100

8:59-9:01

Patriotic Pilgrim�ges

2

K. M. Howery

!{.A 7500

9:01-9:03

Leadership Training

2

GR 0060

JA 5214

9:03-9:06

Disaster Relief

3

T. G. Hieronymus,

'Nea·'Ed..,,:},i_'i('·..

GR 5460

HI2971

9:C6-9: 10

Area Event

!/:10-9:25
9: 10-9:25

Friday: Troop,Awards
Saturday: Eagle Class

4
15
15

s.

McEntire

HI 6395
VA )467
CH 4845

WE 6777

CH 3524

J. ;v-. Dia:nond

GR onso

IND 4855

Jayceilaff- ··George H, Charno

GR 2456

HI 6612

9:25-9:�2

Aviation

7

E, L. Hughes

HA 7195

HI 626'3

9:32-9:34

\7orld Adventurers

2

Carl \luimby

HA 8700

WA 2635

9:34-9:37

Cubbinr-:

3

Claude Vance

MA 3606

HI 4585

9:37-9:10

Chu.riots

3

�harles R. Kew

WE 7683

5

H. R, Heal

MA 722D
(Sta.32)
LO 1284

E. Wilkes, Jr.

VI 3931

WA 32I4

U:40-;J:4.G

9:45-9:55

Pioneering

9:55-9:58

Indians

12
3

c.

J. Razen

GR 8923

3

Parker Shirling

VA 5786

Closing·
Clowns

18

WA 0013
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KANSAS CITY COUNCIL

Boy Scouts of America
THE BOY SCOUTS BUILDING
LAND BANK BUILDING • KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

October 5, 1935

Mr. T. G. Hieronymous, Supt.
Underground System
Kansas City Power & Light Co.
1330 Baltimore Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri
My dear Hi:
Thank you very kindly for your fine letter of October 2. I
am delighted that you are going to be associated with us in
the working out of these WPA projects. We are hoping for
great things. Say your prayers regularly and the Lord may
take care of us.
With the best of good wishes, I am
Faithfully yours,
H. Roe Bartle
Scout Executive
HRB:MAH
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KANSAS CITY COUNCIL

Boy Scouts of America
THE BOY SCOUTS BUILDING
3215 PARK AVENUE • KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

June 19, 1933

Mr. T. G. Hieronymus
K. C. Pr. & Lt. Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
Dear Hi:
The Camporee Coordinating Committee wishes to express its thanks and
appreciation to you for the unusual amount of time and efforts you
expended in helping put over this Camp. We believe that without your
help the Camp would not have been the success that it was. We hope you
enjoyed your work as much as we did ours.
Yours for Scouting,
Camporee Coordinating Committee
By John R. Long
Secretary
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KANSAS CITY COUNCIL

Boy Scouts of America
THE BOY SCOUTS BUILDING
BUILDING • KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

LAND BANK

November 12, 1934

Mr, T. G. Hieronymus
Kansas City Power & Light Co.
Kansas City, Missouri
My dear Hi:

I am happy to enclose herewith your commission which has
been duly and properly issued by the National Council.
May the Lord permit you to serve for many more years in the
great game of Scouting. We need you as badly as you wanted
this commission.
With best of good wishes, I am,
Faithfully yours,
H, Roe Bartle
Scout Executive
HRB:JL
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FIVE, TEN or FIFTEEN YEAR
VETERAN SCOUT APPLICATION BLANK
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

(Incorporated Febru•f"J' 8, 1910.

Chartered b1 Concru■ June 15, 1916.)

National Council, 2 Park Avenue, New York
NoncE-

REGION

CODE NUMBERS
COUNCIL

I

I

TROOP

DO NOT WRITE HERE
REMITTANCE
TIME STAMP

Read pages 3 & 4 Before Using This Blank

NATIONAL COUNCIL,
Boy Scouts of America, New York City.

Gentlemen:

After having carefully considered the requirements for membership in the Veteran Scout Association of the

ar
�Y�,
Boy Scouts of :\mL"rica as prescribed by the National Council, I hereby apply for enrollment as a2
Veteran Scout.
(date)
rescribed tests a� � :f'i�st:Cla�-�--S�.o.ut on
} successfully passed t
h��
I
d

( was commis:-ioncd as� (1�

Jq //

1« "

:>t:=:, on __________ (date)

u

and I have had{��omplete registered years of service in the Boy Scouts of America as set forth in detail
on the Scout history herewith.
I agree to do my best to live up to the obligations of the Scout Oath•and Law, to keep the local Scout
autflorities of the community in which I may liv e informed as to my address in order that I may be available
for service to the community in case of any emergency; and as circumstances and conditions permit I agree to
aster, Scoutmaster, member of Troop Commit•
tender my service either as Scout Instructor, Assistant Seo
tee, member of Local Council, or as a contributor to th
Movtment.
SIGNATURE;_ __
Present Status
:s,
City +"====��---Stat•����-Date� /
'3-:1?2

,--S---

....':,,��,-:!;;;;;�r�;;i;iti�:!�;�iii�t

---�

i�f��

RECOMMENDATION OF SCOUTMASTER.
(To be used only in case the applicant is at present an active member of a Troop.)
FaVorable action is recommended upon the fotegoing application. Applicant is a member in good standing
of my Troop, having enrolted on _________ Year _ ___________
I certify upon my honor that the statement made in the information sheet herewith as to Scout service is
true from my personal knowledge, from, ________ to __________ and to the best of my
.______ .to _______
knowledge and belief from
SIGNATURE ______________________
Troop Number ________________
Address __________________
CitY-----------+-------Stat.,__________________
Date____________
---o--RECOMMENDATION OF LOCAL COUNCIL.
(To be used in all cases where applicant comes from a community in which there is a Local Council.}

The above named applicant has personally appeared before repfescntatives or the Local Council and has
demonstrated to our satisfaction that he has been a member in good standing or the Boy Scouts of America

for a period of{��nc
years either as an Active or Associate ·scout, or as a Scout Official, in accordance with the
fifteen
statement:,. 111:-icl<' l1y the applicant on the information sheet herewith.
v

Favor.ihlc :it:tion ls rccummcnJcJ.
D:11(•

..-,c-,.. -..,-.,-c-::5,-00-ut E,,;7cuihe · ----- SIGNATURE.____________°"s;cCouncil _______________________
_
Address, City and State______
,
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FIVE, TEN or FIFTEJ;:N YEAR
VETERAN SCOUT APPLICATION BLANK
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

(lncorpor•ted February 8, 1910,

Cha.rten.d by Cona-ren Jurac JS, 1916,)

REGION

CODE NUMBERS
COUNCIL

TROOP

DO NOT WRITE HERE
REMITTANCE
TIME STAMP

National Council, 2 Park Avenue, New York

NoncE- Read pages 3 & 4 Before Using This Blank
NATIONAL COUNCIL,
Boy Scouts of America, New York City.

Gentlemen:
After having carefully considered the requirements for membership in the Veteran Scout Association of the

•"
1(date)

Boy Scouts of AnH:rica as prescribed by the National Council, I hereby apply for enroliment as a.2"'�Y�:1
Veteran Scout.

I

( successfully passed th

pr cribed tests as a First-Cla_ss_ _S�_out on
� _:

Jq //

r

l was comrnis:-.ionc<l as���;,,(-:, on __________ (date)

and I have had{��omplete registered years of service in the Boy Scouts of America as set forth in detail
on the Scout history herewith.

I agree to do my best to live up to the obligations of the Scout Oath•and Law, to keep the local Scout
authorities of the community in which I may live informed as to my address in order that I may be available
for service to the community in case of any emergency; and as circumstances and conditions permit I agree to
tender my service either as Scout Instructor, Assistant Seo
aster, Scoutmaster, member of Troop Committee, member of Local Council, or as a contributor to th
Movement.

SIGNATU E
R ._-::-�-zi�1;;;�;2�i;;;Eitt;;;�
Present Status

51
�;�iii���
�f��
City ..,_,,===���--- State-���--

Date__LL::- / r-5:- ::i-z>

---o---

RECOMMENDATION OF SCOUTMASTER.
(To be used only in case the applicant is at present an active member of a Troop.)
Favorable action is recommended upon the foc.egoing application. Applicant is a member in good standing
of my Troop, having enrolied on ____ ___ __Year __ __________
I certify upon my honor that the statement made in the information sheet herewith as to Scout service is
true from my personal knowledge, from _______to _________ _.and to the best of my
knowledge and belief from __ ___ ___ _
_ to _______

SIGNATURE ______________________

Date_____ _______

Troop Number ________________
Address ____,_______________
City ___________.________
Stat.____________________

---o---

RECOMMENDATION OF LOCAL COUNCIL.
(To be used in all cases where applicant comes from a community in which there is a Local Council.)
The above named applicant has personally appeared before reprc&cntatives of the Local Council and has
demonstrated to our satisfaction that he has been a member in good standing of the Boy Scouts of America
v

for a period o({[� �

years either as an Active or Associate ·scout, or as a Scout Official, in accordance with the

fifteen
statement\- 111:icic- hy the applicant on the information sheet herewith.

l•';:1voral.ilc :1ction is rccu111111c11JcJ.
D:1lt•

SIGNATUR�•--------------..-,-,.-,.,--.-,..-iix-;;;.,
1.,
.,
s;
1

Council _______________________
Address, City and Stat.________
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SCOUT HISTORY

As Scout

DETAIL REGISTRATION RECORD MUST BE GIVEN BELOW

Frof::.p/-G-1'1!• tnlh,.,�Tr. No. OF L
(Mo. imd Yr.) ...,(£-;;:-and Yr.)

:";f¼L,U)_ ?�

"

As �r�,';;"l't..l� lo/_� as - �(Mo. :m<I Yr.)

(Mo. ;nul Yr.)

.. ;�_ " _LV_1 "

&-� �
lhnk

_M---�

.. � �

5

'fl-<.o,

,L. •
• .Lt.,,..6.
'
., I� "� =---=----�
-IJ..AJ.&a•'', . I� �-&-o
.. /�;;;,,:_, ,,._ � �d���-"----------- " ------- .. ��� �

Was there any part of the period of service entered above for which you did i1ot receive an official B. S. A.
membership certificate? _
If
If

_____ _ _______________
Oate

l'l,,ce

R1111k

Tr. No.

so, attach written statement cxpbining the circumstances.
application is for 10-year Registration, answer the following questions:

1. Have you registered as a Five Year Veteran?_________
In this c a s e additional
{registration fee of SO cts.
2. If not, do you desire Five Year Certificate?__________
is required.
If application is £or 15-year Registz;ation, answer the following questions:
�
1. Have you registered as a Ten Year Veteran?
In this case additional
{ registration fee of 50 cts.
/1/.,-,.,,� � � �� �
2. 'trnOt�do fou- desire Ten Year Certificate�
is required.
SHOULD YOU DESIRE LARGE CERTIFICATE-SO els. extra. Enclosed____ for Larg-e Certificate
for framing. 'j".)1- � �
{ff""O,..........,
/CJ ;l. C.. � {b_ �.

National Council Record

:#..,ey

�

'7

,,,..:_

Do

Not Write Here

(!) PREVIOUS SCOUT HISTORY.
Reg. fr. ____ to ____ as - - - - ----Troop--- of

Remarks___

---------- ----------0, K. for__________________
Not 0. K. for
_____________Toto.I service only_______________
(2)

Registered as Five

(3)

" Ten

(•I)

" Fifteen Year Veteran Scout No. ____ DatC---

Year Veteran Scout No. _ _
_ Date ___

Year Veteran Scout No____ Date_

_

(5)

Certificate written____________________

(6)

Veteran letter writtci�--

(7)

Large Ccrtilicat�·------- _________________

(8)

Alpl i ;1Lctical Veteran card wrillcn.______.________

(9)

l.1·114-r and n:rtific;1te 111:iilnl
_____ _

(10) Entered _
(11)

_

__________________

Filed

Supply Order Detached
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,..........

C"'"'·••A. hH•TY

T�u,,.o,,._,
M�hn,c ••••J

OI1r t)nrrrtt :Qriut @�np
4508 East Twenty-fifth Street
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

November

14th, 1930

'I'o '.h(\m It �!ny Conr:(•rn:
'l'r-1:oi 1� t;o certify that 'l'. G. Hieronymus started in the Boy Scout
of America on September 6th, 1910.

Enrolling; in my troop, which

at that time was 'l'roop :S: of Kansas City•

He passed the Tenderfoot

tests and took oath on November 10th the same year.

He transfer?•e1'

to Troop 4 durinv, th� yaAr of 1911.
To my knowlerl�e, he was active in scoutine; in various capacities
up t.o t'HJ ttmP. hP. r"r.eived his r'ifl.<,cn Year S1-1rvlce bodp;e.
c.,,i VtH; t!-iis b::d�f! ,,t the same moment.

rtf'! re-

011"" beloved Dim 3c::.!'d present

ed 1·.e tv10 and three others with a fifteen year service medal from
the KAnans City Council f�r �ontinuoua service here in Kans�s Citv.
l'ln;.' further information tl-i.A.t I c1:on sup';"")ly, w111 be glad to furnish.

��;�
{Chas, A, Bnrrett)
D1stt,tr.t Co,nmti-P1i.on0r,
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lflY GC·Jl/T :3EHVICE RECOHD OF T. G. HI �::lWIHMUd
Joined �couts '.>eptember f:,, 1910, Troop 5, Chas.

1, .

Barrett, S.!.l.

UP.de patrol lender of the Cobra patrol.
Became tenderfoot November 10, 1910.
We took the first overni,•r,ht hike that waa taken in Kan1rns r::tty, Mo.

Transferred to Troop ii, Wm. !f.. Rhodes, 8.M. Spring 1911.
Passed 2nd class (the first in the K.G. IJounoil to pAss it)
June 22, 1911 at the first scout or the K. c. Council held at

OBllas Park near Kanaas City, Mo.
Pa:-JSed 1st class in the fall 1911.
Demonstrated a portable field wireless station in Convention Hall

at the December 30, 1912 round-up and sent messages to another
permanent station in the hall.
Went to the Uexica.n border with the Sighal Corps from Mia!':ouri
fro•n June 1916 to January 1917.
Aasistant Scoutm�ster Troop 4-.Pe.f111e. �>1-1�,,..;"1 ,-.,·/;-f,;,.'1 ri::.-vi�i:: •
In militnry service ;,u;;uat 5, 1917;to France, October lB,1917
returned home June 1919 ( was carried on records of Troop 4- as
A.3.!l. rJnrin!!, military service)
Asst. ')coutmaater troop 4 from middle of 1919 until commissioned
District Co•nmisuioner in either 1920 or 1921 and acted in that
ca1)1;1ci ty until middle of 1927,

!!eri t bad;�e exa:niner in "'Hreless 11 from middle of 1919 until in

1925.
�eri t b:'ld-l;e exP.miner in Electr1o1 ty from 1923 to present time.
f/na Scoutm;:ioter of Camp troop

11 T"

tJ-1c Oznrko 1921.
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'!ins aid to the Di rector of our first permanent ecout ca:np at
Noel, \lisaouri, 1922u:/-ls director of the summer camp at Noel, !disaouri, 1923.
\'las Ht all scout oampe on up to and including: 192$.
'1'ook part in Rll annual "ro•.1nd-up1' of the K. C. Council except
the ll'lst one when I was out of town ori business.
•

:c1.s ·:sc1istant director of the

1

was

'rc\nd entry at .the 1926 ro1•nd-up.

Direoto:r of the Grand entry at the 1927 round-up.

:=:as Director of the Pioneerin�
wae Director 6f the Pioneering
Have been student

events

events

at the 1928 round-up.
at the 1929 round-up.

and instructor at various scout leader 1 s training

courses.
Am takin·:; the scout oommisdoners course at this time in the
Council

Ia

x.c.

uni verei ty of c.icouting.

Became active as district commiaeioner again in September 1930.

o/""':r � ,., •

� "- � � � .;,........ -/1.,. I<,.._ �,�.:.
d
(}t,..,4 6lA..__
;.r-� � �,..;. --�
�
___--<
_r/"
A-�

"':-',-..,.......=.1�-':J

e..::s, �--

�fr'-

'3-"'

�
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FIVE, TEN AND FIFTEEN YEAR VETERAN
INFORMATION SHEET

S 11 P P I, Y
Ill1.lillTTANC&

When a Scout has had an all around training, being thoroughly grounded in Scout work, and well dCvel•
oped, through long, continued service in the Scout Movement, it is but fitting that some suitable recognition of
that fact be made. This is provided for through the establishment of the VETERAN SCOUT ASSOCIATION.
There :ire thn·c comlitinns of tncrnbn.�hip in thi,; A�suci:ition;
(1) Tl1a1t the Sc,rnt be at least a First Class Scout, Scout Official or Adult Member,
(:!) That he has a lutal of at le.1st ftvc, ten or fifteen years-not necessarily co11tinuous-service.
(3) That he agrees (a) lo live up to his Scout obligation; (b ) to keep local Scout authorities in the community
in which he lives informed .is to his availability for service to the community in case of emergency, and (c)
to take an active part in the promotion of the cause of Scouting as the circumstances and conditions in his
case permit.
Registration as a Veteran Scout , at a cost of $.50, makes him a life member of the Vcter:in Scout Associ :i 
Veteran Scout badge on his uniform and the Veteran metal badge
tion, and entitles him to wear
· -·-the embroidered
·
un hb,-civilian clothes.
. .
----� --- -----·-- •- •
___

Membership in the Veteran Scout Association is open to all Scout Officials and Adult Members-of five or
more years' total registered service.
NOTE-If a member of the Veteran Scout Association desires further recognition as a 10 year Veteran,
15 year Veteran, etc., he must maintain an active registered relationship in some official ca pacity as a Scout or
a Scouter and pay the annual registration £ee of his membership class-Scout SO cents, Scouter $1.00.
Registration as a Ten Year Veteran Scout costs SO cents ,.-whether or not the Scout has registered pre•
viously as a Five Year Veter:in. If a ten-year applicant has not been registered as a Five Year Veteran, his
ten-year registration enrolls him as a life member of th e Veteran Seout Association, If he also desires a five
year certificate, it will cost him SO cents additional.
Q uestions regarding eligibility to membership in the Veteran Scout Association arc answered on the
back of this sheet.

TRANSMITTAL BLA NK
NATIONAL COUNCIL, BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,
2 Park Avenue, New Yurk Cit y.

Mail Address StrceL . __________

Notc:-Rcgistration fee not
to be included on supply items
ordered below.

Res_pectfully submitted,

City and State ____________

o,,,�-----------

(SUPPLIES ORDERED SHOULD BE LISTED ON SEPARATE ORDER BLANK)

\-��

��

Council _____________________.,,�

A<ldrcs•�---------------------
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C<fltE OF H-IE CHCUTIVE

March 7, 1 ?Ml

'.'.r, �'. r,. lii.eronyimis
;\.1ns;ic; City Powor ': Li,".ht Go,,
F, 0, Do::-: 679, 10
J(r_n:;2s City, l.iissour:i
l•.'.y de:1r Good Scouter F.xtraordin.1ry:
I count it a deep pleasure and a privil�ge to hand
you with this co1•11mmication your commission from
tho Nation,11 Co1mci.l of t.hc Doy Scouts of .!i.merica
<1-S a member of our board of directors for the
year 1%8,
1.i;,y we unitedly continue to keep faith vlith the
boys whom we serve throueh our great program of
:_;,�ouLiiw in the i(a1v�:1s City /1rea Council - the #1
council- of /,merica.
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-4A PARTIAL DESCRIPTION OF A BOY
A fellow by tho namo of Herbert M. Snith is credited with the authorship of
this pa.rlinl doscription of a. critter tho.t may be found in r.i..n.ny a. hono.
Possibly you mo.y bo ablo to find one in yourss
11Af'tor n ma.le baby has grown out of long clothes and ha.s acquired pants
and freckles and so much dtrt thl'.1.t woll-:r.i.eo.ning rola.tivcs do not dare to kiss
it between racals, it bocorn.os a. BOY.
11A boy is Na.turo 1 s irrefutable nnswor to r.m.nkincl's belief thnt there is
no such thing us porpctuo.l motion. A boy is a. mo.n :minus pride, ru::bition,
protonso, c;roed, and a.bout one hundred a.nd ton pounds. Tlho,1 he grows up ho
will tra.do romo..nco, energy, bo.sh£ulness, warta, a.nd a s:w.;. ..ictiG.f stonw.ch f'or
these other possessions. But then a. boy is usually coti.:::.11;; t}.e Horst of it
in sor.1.e tro.dc or another.
11Tho world is so full of boys thnt it is impossil-lc i:;o touch off a. firc
cro.ckcr,. strike up a. ba.nd, or pitch o. bo.11 cc.uno withoi.;�; �-,:-L.J.0ctinG c.bout 11
thousa.nd of them. Boys aro not ornrunonta.l, but they a ,.�,J u·;o.i."ul. If it were
not for boys the ncwspn.pcrs of this country would go undelivered a.nd unrond.,
a.nd a. thousci.nd circus clcphunts would die of thirst.
11Boys a.ro usoi'ul in ru.r:;nini; crrnnds. Tho zoi:;t with which a. boy doos a.n
orra.nd is only cqua.lod by tho spirit in which a. twonty-yoar-old Missouri mule
pulls a wo.gon lca.ded with bridks. With the o.id of fivo or six o.dults, a boy
can oo.sily do tho fanily crro.nds.
11Tho boy is a. no.tura.l spocto.tor; watchint; thin[;S is his force. Ho
watches pa.ro.dos, firos, fi.s;hts, bo.11 i:;o.r.10s, dogs, ico wa.gons, mud turtles,
bunblo boos, o.utomobilos, troins, boo.ts, lnnd organs and airpla.nes with oqua.l
fervor. But he will not wa.t ch tho clock. Tho r,..a.n who invents � clock tho. t
will stand upon its head o.nd sine o. sonb whon it strikes, will confer o.n in
ostimo.blo bocn on nillions of fn.rn.ilios whoso boys o.ro forevor coming homo to
dinnor nlonG a.bout suripor tir:i.o.
"Doy:, a.re not popular excopt 'l'lith thoir po.rents, but they do hnve mn.ny
fino points. Ono is thoir entiro trustworthiness. You can o.bsolutcly rely
on o. boy, if you know who.t to rely on. Trust him to ,cet into samo kind of
r:i.isohicf every day, for insto.nco,, o.nd ho will not disappoint you.
11Doys a.re o.bstor:i.ious, on.tine only when o.wo.ke. Thsy o.ro a.lso vary dur
o.blo. A boy, if not we.shed too often c.nd if kept in o. cool, quiet pla.co
for o. while o.f'tcr co.ch o.ccidont, will survive broken bonos, hornets,. swimning
holes, mo.sso.cros, a.nd nine holpin:;s of r,io o.t ono sitting. If only some
genius would invent o. noth od of mo.ldng a. boy I s clothes as duro.blo us ho is •
this old world would bo much hnp::>ior for boy-ro.iscrs.11
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;:;:nG!i:��nynK)-::•

. . . ' •· . ' .•

t·
,),

March 2.:3rd 193<1-

.
I ��iewitb _en�lose:-_you r ;rec9rd -�tlfi_r OQ� f·\ as my records show
.
.
. .
.
and trust 1t . may·!be ·satisfactory,
.
',' . ·•·•'!. .' .
.
Ow1n .t to tho-fact that tho 11/ltlonal Hdqti1Jd1d not keep .any
records until s4rpe t&mo 1h 1912 lfansao Ci_ty 14 j11U · 2iya•r• behind everybody
else. This is-not as it shoµld,be but inasmuch-as I- a� not connected with
scouting in,any/iway at this time it 1&-ittipossible -for}rm -to (_l:o anything about
it except to urge you and Barrett to work through Scoutmaster of Tr 4 -L
Thomas to see th�t Kansas ,C_itY gets _her _::l'igbtful· plaCe ln, .sco_uUng. As you
kno'l'i Troop 4 was, organized Aug 19th 1910 and is th e @ly troop that _has· not lost
its identity or· inunber since that tine but the Nationtll records sho,v that-�this
is only the 21.s tj year -instead of 23:t'd year- 01' its existence and if this error
is alawed to· stapd then ther� will be no record WhatSoever that Mr A,Yi,Stypes
who actually eel.Wed from Aiig 19-1910 till •May 9-1911 and as a consequence your
record prior to,the sctualt registration of Thoop 4 in New York cDnnot be Q18de
official-on the - other ,hand, if they recognize yolll" re.cord 8..S • accurate then it
must necess-aril f'ollow y troop 4 is more than 21 year's old. when ·as an actual fact
Troop 4 is on his day exactly 23 yrs? months and 4::tlays old and the best way to
establish Kans a Citys seno.ri ty is thru Tro6p 41 a actual record coupled with those
of' Mr Ba:rrett
d your _own -rec_ord. We thr'ee -,-I· .:th1nk J.iar• :the, only survi vars of
.
y data On the·--·subject.
1910 Who have
Even Scout
had to cotne to my
. . Hd· ts here
.
records .to fin out ·w.h.Q -their officers were from 181.j to
. 1925. I wish you could
come in and se n:e when You.have an hour to spare as•,; 1 want also to discuss with
1
you another
or o��vital interest.
Sincor•:���

maJ
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IC=- Qty Area Coundl

9J"'f Scau1<1

•I <Im.e..ica

1021 McGe• Slrffl
Vietor 2-f.322

To Mr, TC Hieronymus

Dat•

7/11/74

Mr. Hieronymus we received your letter that you

sent Mr. John D Armstrong concerning your 50 year veteran pin.
If you will fill out the Veteran Application that is enclosed

and send it in to us we will forward it to natioal to be
approved. Please give us all dates and Troop Numbers and

postions on the application.

THANK YOU
Nadine Hayes
REGISTRAR
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DIRECTORS OF SILVER Jll:!ILEE ROm:D UP 1935

l '�-;-:

-1• .;,';JJLi::D

:32-8:35

9

( Grand ljz1tr�

it'�
Fir:;t Handbook
0

p{�11.(i �

□; 35-8:37

Signaling

6:37-8:39

s ••

8,39-S:42

Merit Badge Program

Scouting

Colored Scouting

8:45-S:47

l'lar Service

c.
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'
'

Charles Wats,m

VI

Art Dads

WE 8700

LI 0536

J. A. Jeffress

GR 0885
HA 5307

HI 8395

VI

VA J467

Will f. Dawson
Charles A. Barrett

8:52 .. 6:55

Health and Drills

3

K.

8:55-6:59

Wall Scaling".,,"

8:59-9:01

Patriotic Pilgrimo.ges

s.

•• '"if, ·:s:
K, M.

McEntire

5353

CH 4845
WE 6777

'Hii.ii.5-e'il

BE 3100'

Hower:,

MA 7500

T. G. Hieronymus

GR

3

Nod Edwa.rds

GR 5460

4

J.

w.

0060

CH .3524

JA 5214

HI

2971

·s-9: 10

11rea Event

JC,-9. 25

lt., -9 25

Friday: Troop Awards
So.turday: Eagl-e Cla.ss

25-9:32

Aviation

7

E .. L. Hughes

HA 7195

HI 6260

World Adventurers

2

Carl Quimby

HA 8700

WA 2_635

3

Clo.ude Ve.nee

MA 3606

HI

5

H. R, Heal

12

E. Wilkes,

.32-9:34

9 34-9:37

Cubbiui;

9: 37-D:40

Che.riots

9:40-9:45

Camping

'};

3)17

Charles E. Tee.l

3

Leadership Tro.lning

WE 449fl

Henry Steubenrach

2

Diso.ster Relief

3878

JA

First Jamboree

06

JA E211

R. ·J. 'Woods

Rotary Co-operation

82>-9

CH 48:i.f
GR 0060

3:47-8:49

:01-9:r'lZ,

Walton

T. G • Hiero!lym·..1s

a:49-s,s2-

'

HA 9900

Charles A. Barrett

2

8:42-8:45

T. Scott

President Harry

Opening Tableaux
i::,., �r ·

,.

Bus*-PHC'/IT:f--• '!<.t!� ,
--·-··-·-··-·

'r:D,rr: •. _ !);1<:':G'rCR

Distinr;ui,;hed Gue:its

;,<;.(1,0(1

:00-8:02
'1:02-8:32

EVENT
Drum and Bugle Co,ps

5c, •. 7 ,59

45-9:55

Pioneering

S'i-9:58

Indians

GS-H:,00

Clo,;ing
Clowns

15
15

Diamond

Joyce Hall
George H. Charno

Charles

'

c.

J.

R. Kew
J,.

Rnzen

GR QC'ISO

GR

2456

MA 7220
(Sta.32)
LO 1284

VI

3931

GR 8923

H. Ros De.rt lo
3
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Parkor Shirling.

VA 5786

IND 4855

HI

6s1:::

4565

WE 7683
WA 0013
WA 3214
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Scout Racollid of G-alen Hieronywous in Troop 4- :a.:::.A.
Eronsferred to Troop 4- Plrot Congl Church May 24th 1911 From Troop 5
Pssaed Tend Test '.('r 5- 1;ov 10-1910
"

"

2nd class '.l'r 4

lst class Tr 4

Aue 15-1911 (l<lrst 2nd class scout in K1C.Uo
"
Oct Hi-1911 ( Second First class "

appoin�ed
Because of his interest in Si1;-nelline; mis/Patrol lead.or of sif;nal patrol
Attended first oar:cp at Dallas Uo June 14-24 incl -1911
Built 1st portable v;irless set • demonstl'atad sam at the annual [First]

exhibition in Convantion hall Dec 30-1912.

Becane the first !oy scout in U.3.(So far as known) to receive a Colll!lJOrct.tl
license as a wireless opr.
Asst s.;,:, '.l'roop 4 1915

border in 1916.

-Joined 3rd regiment liignol Corps & went to '..:S.:.:lcan

Volunteered from 'l'roop 4 Aug 5-1917 fol' war in the 117 th field eignal Bat
went to Fl'ance in October 1917 6lld returned 1919,
During his absence both nt the ..iexicon bol'del' and in Fr:mce he was cc:rl'iad
on the rolle of tl'oop 4 as Aset Soutmaster by authority of National F.dcta
ruling thot "Volunteer sel'vico ln iVol'lde war wee good scouting" & counted aD
Scout eervlce.
I have newspaper articles in my possession relative tr> hie attendSDce in
scout csmp in 1911- to h�e eel'vice on the 11:exioen border in Which he waS3
reporhd by his comr.isndinr, gfficer Ruby Gal'rett, ea having lIISde the Rer,-ulsr
Army Sicnel Corps et Ft McIntosh Tex ,sit up end ta1,.- notice of the "Eoy
Scout mlitismsn,". and relative to his ''Pol'table wireless demonstration in
Convention Holl ln 1912.
This is to certify that the above record of scout •.r,G.llioronymou.s wae taken
fl'om my records of Troop 4 ll.S.A, and I believe them to be accurate. I was
scoutmaster of •.rroop 4 from ::.ay 4-1911 until (Tal'l 17"- 1925 which poriod cov
ered !-.is entire service with troop 4.

_ _ _ ._ _ _

uarch 8th 1934.

veb:lran {1925)
_ &P.-i....te_ 20\. !wJJ.traill .El,g.g, .?.PU �!Ult.. l!it.h St
Kan11a11
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"BE

,,

PREPAR,Jt'Dl�-.

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED �
ON BEHALF OF THE
.
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE BOY scours OF AMERICA
UPON THE RECOMMENDATION OF
!EPARrm:lfl' QI EIJJCAUOII
IWISll.ll CITY CWIICIL

AND IS TO CERTIFY THAT
t. G. lllEROlmlUS

I

·.<:

HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED ,' \,
.
THE SPECIALIZATION coURS'�IN'\ .
!'11:
·
COIOOSS!OlllllslllP
"
..
GIVEN AT

·1l:

KANSAS cttY,� ursSOU'l!I.

,
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BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
December 4, 1930

Mr. T. G. Hieronymus
417 East 79th Terrace
Kansas City, Mo.
My dear Mr. Hieronymus:

Thru Kansas City Council, #309

Some twenty years ago one of our citizens was lost in a London
fog, but the enthusiasm of a boy inspired with a new ideal guided
him to his destination; - yes, to a destiny which was to bring a
similar ideal to millions of our boys and men.
In those early days you too found a destiny and now with your
twenty years of service we salute you as a veteran in the truest
sense of the word. You stood by Scouting in all of its development
and growth and share in the glories of its present success as one
of the foundation stones upon which it was built.
I wish there was some way in which we could measure the results of
your twenty years of effort in order that your splendid
accomplishment could be cited as a living memorial. We perhaps can
never know the far reaching effects of your work on the lives of
the boys with whom you came in contact. You are not richer in gold
and jewels, because of these twenty years, but your inner
satisfaction in the knowledge of the help rendered youth makes you
rich beyond comparison with m aterial wealth.

And now, on behalf of the National Council, I wish to present to
you this certificate, with our sincere congratulations and thanks.
May I extend to you my personal congratulations and thanks for all
that you have done to help make Scouting the wonderful movement
that it is. Without your tireless support and that of all the
early pioneers, it could never have achieved its present force,
magnitude, and good will. For this reason I am very grateful, and
extend to you my best wishes for your continued support and help.

JEW:Rf'

Sincerely and cordially yours,
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
James E. West
Chief Scout Executive
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June 11, 19:Sl

�r. E. s. Martin,

N.-i�ional Director of ?ublications,
Boy Scouts of America,
2 P::i.rk Avenue,
l';ew York City.

If tl1c.1 o �-wrc tir.1EJ b,.-f,)1·c t! .i i:;:rno -,f y;.,ur 1n5.1:.:ine,
..md s.,acc avn.ilable, I :.i.:n suro th:�t :.i. b!'CJ.t d,n.l of
lnte1·m:tinr, re:nimlacing ruigiit be done ir. com1ectio11
1,;lti. the L,�t tv.cmty years existence cf tf,c Boy Scout
organization.
Your interpretation of roy p:u·ticul:lr ;;ervice record
'!.s al:aost ��ntlrcly correct insofar �s it t_;oes. I �m
att.:i.cl1ing a :.,ore co; .. ,1lt1tt; ;,ervice record.
As to tl:e ci,�racter bull.. 1.ing sources of boy se::iut
tI':11n1ng 1 much c,, :Jc s·J.id.
I c:m recall-numerous incldent.s where boys have had
their attituda towards otl:ers ::ind. toward life in general ,,,: ·
entirely c'., ..:.nced nfter bee.-· 11r.g :1ssoic'lted wlt!J a boy
sc.:iut troop.
In the kerit B:i.dge work, l hnve especially noticed tl,e
effect on so·r.e boys, l'.'e J-::we h ..d a number of insta1!ces v.-J1ere
tl'e entire life of n boy h."ls been ch::mgc-d G.:3 tLc result of
his lntereot in "'erlt Badge work and U1e attitude of ti.e
:..erlt Badge exailliner t-, him. There is one bay (now a man
by the V.-/:\y) v1/.o decided to beco,,e a doctor .md recently
graduated fro• ,1 a medicnl school as tl:e result 01" lnving
been detailed to dut:, in tht> camp hosr,it.il at c!1c of our
su.�.wer c-1.!'.ll::is.
Tilare i=1 :1Eoth"r youn� boy ·;,I..o is t!lking a course in
Sculpturing !l.t t: e ,;rt Institute as the result of his
11ork in atteupting to p,1,ss the sculptutine u1erit b·.,dge.
Since Le v1'l.s an Italian and his f:1tber ,,as ·i. r.uckster, _

•
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-2I am inclined to tLin.k tl:at the boy would in all
probability h::tve gro11m up to be a huckster had it not
. been for the �erit B,Age work .. A:; to L1yself, �y flrst
interest in radio w:1s manifested .,.,.!,en l undertook to
b:.11ld a wireless outfit in 1910 in order to use it in
cormection ;·:1th boy scout sign!!.l i\ork. Thru tLe interest
of rr.y m:mu<1l training teacher v;LO: ha9pened to be my

::;cout Master, I built the outfit nnd in later years made
tl:e bullUint: O.r r:q:ilo e·iuipment a. busine:is.

As r said in tLe beginning or this letter, if time and

sp,1ce pcl':.:itted, there is no question but· tint in
num�rable instruices cnlght be rcl'.ltE!d,.

I am lookin� forw3.rd to seeing a list of tl1e old. tLiers
cl..lld I am just irondering hol. m-my there a.re who have a
cont1nupus service record.•
Yours truli.y,

TGH:fH

r. G. Hieronymus
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BOY SCOUT SERVICE RECORD OFT. G. HIERONYMUS
0

Joined Troop 5 under S. t.1. . Chas. A. Barrett, Sept. a, 1910.
Patrol Leader and organized the Cobra Patrol.

\I/as made

Passed tests aud became ,:; tenderfoot, Nov. lO, 1910.
lily patrol took the first overnight hil!:ie of the K1rnsas City Council.
Transferred to Troop 4, l'I!!:. Y. Rhodes, S.iil. in the spring of 1911.
Attended the first swnmei· callip of the K. C. Council in June 1911
at Dallas Park. l\1tile there I passed the tests and on June 22, 1911
bee-"'"" the first, secor.d-class scout ill Kansas City.
Pas�\>d te:;ts and became first-class in the fall of 1911.
Demonstrated a portable field w1.reless at the f'irst Scout Round Up
December 30, 1912.
In lfoy 1913 while oper11tlng wy field wireless set, telegraphing to
another scout with .:i field statl011, W8 were seen by members of the
Signal Corps, National Guard of liissouri. As a result, I was induced
to J-:iin t'.le Signal Corps.
Was .iiade Assistant Sc:outwast<a!' or Troop 4 in 1915 and held that posi
tion until 1928.

Went to .liexican :Border with Signal Corps from June 1916 to J,muary
15, 1917 as 1st Class Sgt. and �aster Signal Electrician.
teft Kansas City for France, Augu11t 5, 1917 as II.aster Signal
Electrician �1th 117th Field Signal En. 42nd Vivision.
Returned from France,June lecll9 ;rn 2nd Lieutenant.

Merit badge exa�lner in Wireless f'rom 1919 until 1925.
Jiler1t badge exaniiner in Electricity from 1923 to present time.
Co:nmissiOBdd Distrkt. Commissioner in winter 1920 and aoted as 11uch
until 1927.
&warded Eagle Badge, &ay 11, 1925.

Presented 1� year gold service med�l by Y..C. Council, Spring of 1926.'
Colllllliss1oned District Co11m:1ss1oner again in 19W and 1931.
Presented with 20 year Veterans pin, Feb. Hl3l.
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I.fr. Jamee E. west,
Chief Scout Exeoutive 1
soy Scouts of America,
20 Park Avenue,

New York City.
11y

dear l!r. �·est:

Ycur lett"'r of December ti. &nd my twenty year piln
,md certifiof.te ;,;ere presented last nite at Court
of Honor.
! wL:;h �o nc:1nk :rr::u for your very nice letter.
It ahall ·ce put t•wa,, 1\'ith the other 'l:ementoe I
am oollectin:; in connec.tion with the Scout movement.
''ou will be interested to know that !'llY pin v;as
presented by !'r. r:hc:R. r. Barrett, e.lso fl t,:enty
year veteran, who waa my first scoutmaster.
A�ain thAnking you for your kindness, I am
Yours truly,

TGH:FH

T. G. Hieronymus
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KANSAS CITY COUNCIL

Boy Scouts of America
THE BOY SCOUTS BUILDING
LANO BANK BUILDING • KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

August 12, 1935

Mr. T. G. Hieronyrnous
%Kansas City Power & Light Co.
14th & Baltimore
Kansas City, Missouri
Dear Mr. Hieronyrnous
The Jamboree
appreciation
work out the
again proven
your project

Committee wishes to express its heartfelt
and thanks for your efforts in assisting us to
Kansas City Project. We feel that you have
yourself a good scout and are only sorry that
could not be constructed for all to see.

With best of scouting good wishes, I am
Very truly yours,
John R. Long
Assistant Secretary
Jamboree Committee
JRL:KB
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KANSAS CITY COUNCIL

Boy Scouts of America
THE BOY SCOUTS BUILDING
LAND BANK BUILDING • KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

February 22, 1936

Mr. T. G. Hieronymus
1330 Baltimore Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri
My dear Commissioner:
As these commissions pass through my hands to be checked
before being mailed to the field I want to pause long enough
to add my personal expression of appreciation for your fine
work for this council. You have in every way proved yourself
a true friend of this boy movement. Please be assured that
your unlimited industry and faithfulness is a constant
pleasure to me.
Faithfully yours,

H. Roe Bartle
Scout Executive
HRB;MAH
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Kanoa• 0 lty l!.o
:.:ey 16th i945
Oaoa! L 31111 th
Room-1003 Light & l'o""r alg
•I;,
•
C I 'I' ·r.
�
Rllfe"lrtng to our oonflnaUon regudlng l'tero
u and that "Card index "Of mine
,that oontalna all(? J tha 'lnfor!!l•tiOn .Cal.en wa bcrtt NOV tl-1695 .In COnflntlon -.
!!DU on Dec 30t;h 1912 ha axhlbtted and epernt&d fr<>m the floor to the upper
gall ery of the (old) hall ,Iha !Int wlrolen eat buUf in .l.nlllrloa by'• My sooUt
JIB wu my ofolotattt sooi.t..,oter ln 191� l!ld redg,:1ed t;o go to the �u,tcmi'
border ,nth the A!:18rlcen troopB and later wtth the 117 Field Signal Bat- In -Franca.
1;,m • raw eqibo hkan at random from the l.ndllx that mtg!'.lt tntereet you;-'•
Oslan";;o "tr,e flrot ocoii.t ln ,11:arlc• to reoetw ·P l1ce?lse oo a wirelaas op•:r.
GeOr{l8 ll lJyers Jl:l.actrtcal e:i<p<1rt ln tM earl 90•B pre,!lctad ln Oct 17-1992
that the annual Print of P•ll�a neats would ,1n o few y<>an ""'"" thrOU('Jl 01,e
1t ��t• With e}66tr1c,' 11owr. l"P to then the noato ""re t.oroe dra•,11),
C

0

staln.,,,o was the f)_li•t "'"" to discowr snd u�Ul.., tile "olta!-natine current",
,

--�-�-�"""ml:y-11ott�mi'r,;cr�f�1•01l!:li1Y"1�irtp¢�•,�i:h-elcc•,lt'c 11.gb.te in
l'E>brup•y 1890 ''"" tM hor>e of bd.:<lr. ll. !iee):a-,"lleotrlcton -at 1409 Cherry,
;
In 1692 '\'l'hen Electric caro wre eu.:;:i,,oted for W,'llnd6tte St (OcO Othj were
opposed by mmiy ,tti=na bocause of Ito deni;er to p&dootrinns -t:iey 011.f;i,t t."t o
ehOck and. be killed,
'l'he•'old Cable oer to we,tport J.to was ohangerl. to BlecOrio pom,...iay .hd 1900,
In 1902 The otr<1ot car co bes-an e:,;perlmeilte •1th an "eloctrlc !Mit,:h
whloh the car operator could thror. the r.;ltch wltho<it leaving hio post.

by

on �pt 4-1802 Thos A :.l<l110n thr<1w n ew\tch that :!)'1t into ppora�ion tl..,
l'IOP.lll'S I'!?.S"I ELJ::Cl'R:::C t.ra·�� I'U,!i'T, !.ocatoJ. in NY Cit:,. J;e also parfecOed
·a oyotem of 1<irlnc by- ·,11Lch one electric Us;ht codd be turned out ·,ltllout
affecting tho others - (he,-c0 one for ;1our enelneen to i,omler 0vor),
On Ootobo,- 26�1911! rtkolo ?oho ho;::an work en'• ple,i
nto•ton ,•;ltbout the use of ·.,tree,

. ,.

of olect,-\c po-.ror

On .''.sy 30-l9CO your coq,011:;· \y ,'.'.,n
_
tn•tallln;; ur..:ierr.ro""J. •;il'oo l>et·.-een
\,,ore ond );cGoe end hon 7th to l5tl) St,r/ondor if �•lei; kn�,-; thlo datO?
'

�·•::':;;:.!:".. -,:.

Laot but not lout or. ;.Uf; �4-l�O� '!'he otro:ot-.!�,- co�ony oO"{;i1: 00!:18
:,Jaottcal ,,.,thod of provLt:.1.ne llc;ht on Jt,-cst con othu than oil lomp•)
Golon woo only II yeBro old tll�n oo hO could not do onythtnr: about t'i..,- ·
·bu� I dare the bu.-ioh Oo ook httl rrn-Y:-Thi.ts oli fro�"Rhodeo Cord h:dO:<"�t thls tl"". !!OJ?"••l'havnl thod ;;ou
( .•
b"t I juot ·;
, anted to 8',e for ia;,aelf 3 '191"/ to,; of tllo 11:erno concornlnr; yOCJ:
line of ,;ork. Th&n declded Oo pass thet:i on •
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From "Snowbound"
By, James Greenleaf Whittler
Yet Love will dream, and faith will trnst,
11iat somehow, somewhere, meet we must.
Alas for him who never sees
The stars shine thru his Cypress trees:
who, hopeless, lays his dead away,
nor looks to see the breaking day
across the mournful marbles play:
who hath not learned, in hours of faith
The Truth, to sense and flesh unknown:
That Life is ever Lord of Death,
And Love can never lose its own.
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III
During the War ...
War clouds hung over us in 1916. Since we were Company A in the Kansas City
National Guard Division, we expected momentarily that our country would be
involved in war with Germany, and our Division would be on our way to France.
I continued my work with building wireless sets to order, designing and
building electrical, medical equipment for doctors, scout work, and functioning as
Master Signal Electrician in Company A, Kansas City National Guard. We were a
Signal Corps unit and functioned as communications experts for our division with
our wireless equipment.
Mindful of the war clouds and the certainty that I would go overseas with
Company A, I faced the possibility that I might not return. I had married that year,
and yet could not set up a home and get started on any regular family life because
of the possibility that I would be on my way to France at any time. Sure enough, this
country declared war on Germany. National Guard Divisions were alerted for active
duty. I was soon aboard a train with my buddies, en route to New York to embark
for England.
We left the train near New York City and set up camp in a corn field to await
embarkation orders. The U.S. had seized three German steamships that were in
Hoboken Harbor and held their crews and officers (native Germans) in protective
custody. The ships had been held for two years, with the complement of officers and
men living aboard a part of that time. The ships were food transports, fitted out with
enormous refrigeration facilities. The Kron Princess Cecilia, renamed "The Presi
dent Grant'' was the ship on which we were to sail to England. It had been
overhauled and fitted with bunks and adequate mess facilities, wireless equipment,
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and adequate boats.
I had had my smallpox vaccination on joining the National Guard. I received
another when we went to the border in 1916; before boarding The President Grant,
I had another.
The President Grant had six thousand troops aboard when we had all boarded.
The dangers of submarine warfare were very prevalent. As we steamed out of New
York Harbor, we were part of a large convoy sailing east. We found our bunks,
unpacked as much as possible, and when we could, explored the ship. I was given
permission to visit the wireless room, which was my main interest. Four days went
by. A friend and I decided the fourth evening to go up top to the deck, since our
quarters were close and quite warm. We took blankets with us and made ourselves
comfortable in a lifeboat.
The sky was dark. Thousands of stars twinkled overhead. We could see the lights
of the ship just ahead of us and the phosphorus lighting her wake. Finally we
realized the ships ahead were gone and our ship had turned around, going back in
the direction we came from. We jumped up and ran to the wireless shack, but the
operator was very busy and wouldn't talk to us. We finally found someone who told
us the ship had boiler troubles and was on her way back to New York.
When the interned German crew was living aboard the Kron Princess Cecilia nee
The President Grant, they had amused themselves by boring holes in the cylinder
walls of the huge boilers and filling the holes with corks which they painted the color
of the cylinder walls. The oiler of the ship's crew had showed me the places where
welders had repaired the damage. The German crew had also put small pieces of
iron, (screws, nails, etc.) and carborundum in the cylinders. All this sabotage had
been discovered and repaired. The ship had performed well on the shake-down
cruise to Hampton Roads Navy Yard, but when so much equipment and six
thousand troops were aboard, the ship rode lower in the water. It had not been
discovered that the Germans had put a solution in the boiler tubes that precipitated
scale,and clogged the boiler tubes. The Captain had decided to leave the convoy and
return to New York Harbor. With the boilers malfunctioning, the ship could not
have kept up with the convoy. She would have been a sitting duck for German
submarines.
We limped back up the East River to Fort Totten, New York, and we were there
four days. Then we were transported to New York where our battalion and some
nurses and other outfits went aboard one of the 35 small ships, in convoy. We took
a zig-zag course for England. We landed at Liverpool, and after a few days, went
aboard another ship, crossed the English Channel, and were at last in France. We
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landed at Le Havre. Accommodations had been arranged for pitching tents by
unrolling long rolls of chicken wire in rows. Tents were pitched over the wire rows
and we slept in our blankets on the chicken wire. The next day we got on a French
train pulled by a small engine. We would ride along for an hour or so on a single track
road. The train would back up for what seemed an hour until it got on side tracks to
let another train go by. This procedure continued for four days until we arrived at
the town of Vocaliers.
There seemed to be something magical about the number four, as applied to our
Division. We were aboard The President Grant four days before the ship returned
to New York and Fort Totten. We were at Fort Totten four days before we went
aboard the transport barges out to an English ship. We were aboard the English ship
four days on our way to Halifax, Nova Scotia. We were in Halifax four days before
we went aboard one of the ships in the convoy and sailed to England. We were in
England four days before we crossed the English Channel.
Finally, we spent a miserable four days aboard the French train. We were all
hungry, tired and disgusted. The canned goods our cooks were to use to prepare
meals for us aboard the train had made the trip from the United States in a damp hold
of a ship. In the dampness, all the printed labels had come off the cans, so no one
knew what was in the cans. We were always hopeful, but every meal aboard that
French train consisted of tomato puree and only tomato puree from those cans with
no labels.
In four days' train journey from the Le Havre, we disembarked from the train at
the little town of Vocaliers. Our Division set up camp in the City Park, with the soup
kitchens in a prominent position. At last all we hungry dough boys, still sick of
tomato puree, got some food we could eat.
The town was picturesque, but quite odorous. Most of the houses along the
streets were two room houses. Each house had two front doors, one to each room.
A French family lived in one room of the house, where they slept, cooked and ate.
The other room was the dwelling place of one or more cows, some pigs and chickens.
The manure was shoveled out all during the winter and piled high in front of the
house, along the street. Every house had a huge pile of manure in front of it. In the
spring the family would load the manure in a two-wheeled cart. In several trips the
farmer would haul the manure out to his little tract of land, seldom bigger than four
or five acres, and spread it on the land. Then he would plant his crop. But we didn't
know that.
Our Colonel was quite upset. It was very important to maintain sanitary
conditions, so the morning after our camp was pitched, we had orders to take our
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wagons and shovels and clean up the town. With several men to each wagon, we
were hauling off manure at a fast rate. We hauled it away outside the town and
dumped it. Then we heard the bugles blow Recall. We abandoned our manure
hauling activities and returned to camp. A lot of angry French farmers were there
confronting our officers, along with the mayor and an interpreter. Finally the
shouting died away and behveen the Mayor and the Colonel, a compromise was
reached. The American Colonel, being a stranger to French customs and manner of
life, was a very ignorant man. He did not know that manure was the wealth of the
people of the town. He did not know that when he had his soldiers haul the manure
away, he had robbed the people of their wealth. The Colonel apologized to the.
mayor and the people. He said he would have his soldiers take their manure out to
their fields and (at Major Garrett's suggestion) have his soldiers spread the manure
on their fields. The people liked that, for it would save them a lot of labor.
It was in December and snow was on the ground. The weather was cold. We were
out of fuel for our soup kitchens, so the Colonel ordered some men from each
company to take axes and wagons and go to the forest on one side of the town and
cut wood and bring back each wagon loaded with wood. Here, because of ignorance,
we committed our second faux pas. We found the forest. It was a beautiful forest,
with orderly rows of trees, like rows of com. The trunks of the trees were seven to
ten inches through. We cut and split enough wood to keep the stoves in our soup
kitchens burning for several days. Thereby, our officers were again involved in an
emotional shouting attack by our French hosts. We had again committed an
unpardonable crime: We had cut trees in a State Forest without permission. This
finally resulted in our having to pay a big fine to the French Government. We were
there to help them, and were even prepared to lay down our lives in defense of the
French people, but neither their Generals nor the Government made any provisions
for our use such as food, wood, or the other accommodations we needed.
After four days in Vocaliers, we were again the victim of political manipulations.
It seemed that the regular U.S. Army wanted replacements to fill in the ranks of
several Divisions. The officers argued that as National Guard battalions, we were
not trained nor had the experience that regular Army battalions boasted, so we of the
National Guard could not keep up. Our companies should immediately be broken
up and the members scattered around among the regular Army Companies.
We were aghast at the prospect of being forced to leave our officers and buddies.
That we should loseour identity was unthinkable. Our officers protested loudly and
long, citing our continuous training and our loyalty to our officers and ideals. The
result was that we were sent off, in cold December weather with eight inches of snow
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on the ground, on a forced foot-march, each man carrying full pack, through unfa
miliar mountains.
On the second day, a motorcycle messenger caught up with us. He told us that
one of our trucks carrying our wireless equipment was broken down about thirty
miles away back down the road. I was sent back to see what the problem was. I rode
on the motorcycle hanging on behind the driver. The road was rough and covered
with snow that was iced over. The air temperature was well below freezing. We were
lucky to find little cafes in homes at intervals along the way. We would alight from
the motorcycle and go into the cafe and order hot coffee. The coffee was made from
a spoonful of thick black coffee syrup spooned into a big mug and boiling water
added to fill the mug. It was thick and hot and of such a strength that I would have
bet my last dollar that it would corrode boiler tubes. But to two frozen dough boys,
it was veritable anti-freeze and fuel to enable us to go on down the road.
When I reached the disabled truck, the trouble was apparent. I sent the motor
cycle driver to the outfit with a request to Major Garrett for a team of mules and a
supply wagon. Then we waited for our request to be filled. The motorcycle man
came back with some tools. He admitted he hadn't asked for the mules and the
wagon. We sent him back again and he never came back to us, nor did we receive
the mules or wagon.
We would go into a town nearby to buy food. We scavenged wood and built fires
in our attempt to keep warm.
This went on for ten days. On the tenth day, a truck caught up with us and
stopped to help. We tried over and over to get the truck running again, but we didn't
have the proper parts or the right tools. I had not heard from the Company
Commander. I was a Master Signal Electrician, the highest ranking non-commis
sioned officer in our Company, so I took the responsibility of handling the situation.
Under my orders we cannibalized the wireless truck. We first took off all the wireless
equipment and loaded it on the other truck. Then we literally took the wireless truck
apart (even to hub-caps, wiring, carburetor, tires), everything we could take off.
With the load on the other truck, we made it back to the mountain camp just in time
to join our Company as they moved out on their way to their assignment. I had to
answer a lot of questions, but all in all, the Captain finally agreed that I had done
what was best under the circumstances.
I had orders to report to the Second Signal Corps School as a student. I was
already several days late. When I arrived I was interviewed by a First Lieutenant.
The Lieutenant was duly impressed by the fact that I had my license and a wireless
station on the air in 1913. He promptly appointed me Assistant Instructor and set me
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to work instructing Signal Corps recruits in the intricacies of building, repairing and
using wireless equipment.
By the time we had arrived in the little town where we were to remain for some
months, it was just a few days until Christmas. Our pay checks for several months
finally caught up with us. We went on a Christmas shopping spree. There wasn't
much left in the stores but U.S. money. Packages were dispatched back to loved ones
in the "good ol' U.S. of A.," and we had a terrific Christmas dinner.
Some of us who wished to send messages home went to the town wireless
station. All the young men of the town were in the French Army. The operator of the
wireless was an older man who sent messages very slowly. We realized that very
few of us would get our messages out at the rate the operator was sending, so several
good operators persuaded the old Frenchman to let them send the messages. They
sent their buddies' messages correctly and with speed. The Frenchman looked on in
astonishment at the speed and efficiency of "our operators."
I was billeted with a French family, which was large and had many food ration
stamps. The father had been on the front with his battalion, but was home on leave.
Everyday his wife would walk to a nearby tO'Wil and purchase food with money and
ration coupons. Because they had so many family members, they had many coupons
and could get enough food to share with me. I paid enough money for boarding that
with what I paid and the father's military pay, they had plenty of money with which
to buy food. One day they told me they were going to get "salade." I went with their
large family group down to a clear, flowing creek and helped them pull watercress
out of the creek with long handled wooded rakes. Some of the cress we had at the
next few meals. Some of it was put in crocks in vinegar, to save for winter use.
My next assignment was at Chateau Surseine. My orders were to report to the
First Corps Signal School. I couldn't find the First Corps Signal School. I finally
found the commanding officer. When I had reported to him, he gave me my orders.
I was to find a location for a school and set up a classroom! To say I was astonished
is to put it mildly. I recovered from my surprise in record time and set out around
the village to find a building suitable for a Signal Corps School. I found an available
granary. Another Signal Corps man had arrived. Together we swept and cleaned the
granary.
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IUlADQUI.RTEl1S 26th DIVISION
CJ<EIUCIIN EXPEDITIONARY ,'ORCE
Fr;o.noe, u.1.y 25, 1918.
SP-..::.CIA.L ORDERS
No. 143.

•

Extrnot

o.
In �ccordcnce ,·11th p:'!.r�rc.:ph 441 Speo1---.1 Ord.era No. 1421 Gener�l He::dqu.:-.rters, /11.�ric:-.n lf}:11editio1+-"'.ry Forces, d.."Ltod !5.".y 22nd, 1918, tho follovting.n::ir.ied enlisted r.:en, upon thoir reporting to these he�dc;_u:·.i-ters, Will .
/
-� ·. )'oport .!?"":the cc;,_!:r.::1ri:di�g o�! i_ cers ot "t4e org:-.nizo.tions indicc.ted ctter thei:i:
__
_
_-',::.;,. ·� ?esi;>eotive n.�r.:ea f'o:r duty mtn·spifclclfieR ::1156 1n0.1e�e-d tor � period ot ono ,d
neek•s intensive tr�ininG IN THE FROl�T LlHE, :-end u:von cor:�letion of this duty
\
they YJill return to t:.1eir proper stctions, ::.s directed by tho :-.forer::entionod
order.
TO ONE.-POIJNDER PLLTOOM
Sgt. :I. A. Prentiss, Co:·..p:•ny D, l65tl1 lnf:-J1try
TO SAPl)BRS & BC:iBillS :F.LATOON
Sgt, C, C, H.:lBh, Cor.11);ny D, 23rd Infc.ntry
TO RIFLE COr.1PANY
Scrt, w. H, Thor.".Son, Cor.w,:my E, 103rd lnf,:mtry
Ba:t, R. J. Jennil1Gs, 51st Cotip,".11yt 5th !l".rines
Si3t, All"-11 G. C:-.rton, Coqp:�ny :!, 28th Inftmtry
S1Jt, H. L. Frentz, Conr,,".ny G, 166th Inf:-.ntry
Sgt f H, F. Cullic\c'son• Coi'.lp..r.ny G, 104th lnf:mtry
S(st. \'in. J. rJhitr.:.ore, Conp:-:ny E, 16th Inf':mtry
S�t. E, J. White, Cor.1p..:ny K, 103rd lnfr-:nt:ry
Sa:t. Fred J. Nutter, Coq,.-..ny A, 103rd Inf:-.ntry
Sc;t, H. J, Linkey, Cor..p�ny L, 28th Inf:-ntry

to 101st Int�ntry

TO ;:ill.CHINE GUN co;.tF/�

S(3't, P, L. Rich, Cor.:p.;ey C, 102nd l.l. G, Bn.
scrt, E. Poldeni, Cot·,p:ny A, 2nd Brig, li,G.Bn,
Scrt, G, o. D.."'-rnell, 76th Cor.;p:-.ny, 6th JJ':-.rines
TO Sl GNAL C0,1PANY
a.s ,E. Thon..".s G. Hieronyrus, 117th F,B.S,C,
Sgt, Alv.: E. Sdth, 101, 5th F.B.s,c.
set, ·:it.:, L. Slr.ney, 101st F.n.s.c.

To 102nd M, 01 Bn 1

To 101st Fld, Bn, S, C.

The ()l:''.rterr.:."'.ster Corps v1ill furnish
Tho journey 1s nocestH'.ry for the J.Ubl1o service,

•

Dy cocQ·;;•.nd of �l".jor Cener.:l EDWARDSs
DtlNCL:.N l{. I1AJOR, Jt •,
Chief' ot St:-.ft•

0F.r�1cr.AL:
C. A, STEVENS,
Adjut.:'.11t Gcner:�l,
Adjut.:.nt.
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GENERAL HEADQUARTERS

AMERICAN J:.:XPEDITIONARY FORCES

France,

February 1st

1919.

To:

The Cou10u:1ndtH in ChtaJ
M.S .i. Thomas Ql.lon Hiero� 199923, 12th service Co. Signal Coll) s,
Through CommandAnt Army SClloois, Langi-as

Subject:

Appointment tn the OfCicare' Reserve Corps.

from:

l.

By auLhorit.)' of t.htj Seoret.ary of War contained in War Department

Cablegram No. 2345, dated Decombor 23 1 1918 1 and under the prov1e1ons of

the Act of Congress approved June 3, 1916, you ara hereby appointed a

ECOND
1n the

GIGNAL CORPS

OF THE UNITED STATES,

day of

Lll.!:UTENANT

SECTION OF THE OFFICERS' RESERVE CORPS, ARMY

to rank as such from the.

First

1919.

2. The acceptance of this comm1ss1on does not entitle you to the
pay or emoluments of the grade to which you are eppo1nted unless you are
called to active duty by competent authority.
by

3. Th.is letter will serve the purpose or a oomm1ee1on untll receipt
you of e0mm1as1on from the WAR DEPARTMENT.

JOHN J. PERSHiNG,
General, United States Army.
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Par. 6. Purouo.nt to telegmphi .1netructione Crom a. H. Q. •
Ameriean J:. T. 1 dated Janu11.ry 30th.
clUH "4" 100.'tl QI proYidld
in o. o. 114,c. a.,0, H. Q., Americo.n'iE• •• h granted the tollf,wir,g
named 1uooeetfull �andidate■ cf the >..nt; S1 nnl School,with permi11ion
h Yidt Mice,Fre.nce,
1
Sgt. l■t Cl. Duerr, W. A., l6'17(ij., 301 t r. O. Bn_.
r\ ll. S. E. Hhronymua, T. O.,100923, Uh 5ervieo Co., B. C.
II, 8, I, Noble. H. !,,'186055$,306th Field 81�tl Ila,
M. 8·� I:. Schurer, H. T.,'202111,·RA,1� Sectien,8� C.. /11.
Sgt, ln.cl.,Jd:way,C. H,, �38260. '13th Fld,81g, Ba,
U, S. I'. R6111nberger,Co L.,1'24482, J21ri 11,d. Big,
.
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. , 8ig,� •
Sgt, ht Cl, Price, r. u •• �2825$0, ·li
3 nd,,F1ol4 gll&l B \
. S1 .. Bo,
V. s. z. Brown.- w. Do, l2S81S51__J03rd, '.r..1•111
.
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,,
Sgt. Fr-c.oer, R;._v;, 2000'(:S, 11·,-,.h.T11!J:a.·::a1p�.11
.
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Blp 8"t
II, s. !. Swluohar:t; C, D.,111oe21,
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·.
.
16
,
Jtl&' rt, ·�1g� Bn. '
31
Bgt. lat Cla11 �n�m. D. X. . �6.
.
.�
Cor�ral Tru11dell, H. ll.• l�'i4Q6,,-l.
•i. . 8. Cl. ,
.
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Sj;t. lot Cl. Sa.bin. E. A,, 2.31'1��.l, 5· Fi�ld Si�r-'ll )3,c.
Sgt, lat Cl. DodJ, Le<tcr N., lll32GZ,9th fioU s;,g,1n:i. b"•
Sgt.le,t Cl. Lovendor. G.S., 1724:538, au-t F5.e} 1. Sigr• .:i.1 Bn.
·sgt. let Cl, Vlalsh, w. J., 1572142, 4Cst 'j:0133,,,,h rm.
Sgt. Flaming, w.· M.,. lJ.JJ/.j?·; 9th F.iel S,ig;•�al :1110
Sgt. let Cl. Poi:x, NcJl, J •• 211'2464, ).21 Field ;idrv'ior, Jo., s. c.
Sgt, lat CL llr • doury . r;. r., 15053µ;,.r.llth Fie�d s., 61'� :, !lrt.
.
Privato lat Cl... .YO.:imor.::;
. . · , n. 1V�, 166�'"")r--QQ:]. { Pw11d ,,�_ e:1··,l Hn
Sgt. 1"t Cl, Meroney,? ..r., 91rn2-1, oNth ne1J Sign,2, B,,,
Sgt. 1st Cl. Wehn0rt, Ct.1·] I !?�.[) 47.� zu2.1d Field Sic;r.o.l Bti.
Sgt. let Cl. Clarkt-l, C. :·:., lG(,7!;.l.:, 3Clst F;eld G5.g.rnd Zir.,
P�. 1st Cl, Hopkin□, i,, H •• j_Jt,,�.1, }17th ti 1Jld Sit;nal Bn.
Set, E·10.no 1 Chao._, 19�521, llGih.'5.o:',-! Sii,:.nl �11 ..
.
Upon complaticr: of tf'L; lcrj\/O, �l,o.::.•·; o:�lLJ"toj 1r.Yi1 •j 1.1 p1·ocHnd
t� Ho1dqu1trtoro; let D.ipot Di vio.lo�, 1.,r na,oignn,erc"� to duty.
0

Tho Quartor?r...1.!'tor Corps wi'1 t '...!"r.i�!1 tho �;c:c,.;:::;lil�•Y tl"'tiW'ff,o.r!:.atJ.o.r,:..,
und subsistoneo.

The tinvel diractod
X

X

l!. .3. D:LWQP.TH,
C::lonbl. Ci�--:.• .... :J. A.�
S_a:: rota:-y.
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WAR DEPARTMENT
THE ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE

WA9HINGTQN March 24, \919.
AG 201 (Hieronymus Thomas G11.lon)

Ott.

IIEIIORANDUU
for
Yra. T.a. Hieronymus,

3034 Wal.nut st.,

Ka.nu.a City, llo.
The Reserve Corps commission inclosed herewith is sent to you tor
safe keeping upon·request of the appointee whose name and other partic
ulars appear below. The appointment wa.s made in France by the Command
ing General ot the American Expeditionary Forces and ottioinl acceptance
of this commission is on file in this office. In thia connection :you

are advised that Reserve Corps Oftioers will not be called to active
duty cluring the present emerg:enc7 under commissions tendered subsequent

to November 11 1 1918, therefore the present military status of the
appointee ia not affected by this appointmerit.
Acknowledgement to

this

office

1a

not duired.

Na.me I serial number, preaent rank and organh:ation.
Hieron)'mua

Thonw.a Galen, 199923 1

USE 12th

Service

Co. s.c.

Reserve Corps rank and section.
second

Lieutenant, Sian�l

3eotion.

Date ot appointment.
Febru11ry 1 1 1919.
P.

a.

Harris,

The Adjutant General.

l Incl.
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Etsclmryc

2lrmcd jfoms of the 'llnitcd �rnm
, 1/),;;, ,;;, I,, U/J•/,jy/ thn/:
THOMAS 8 HIERONYMUS 199 923 Master Signal Electrician
12th Service Company enlisted 19 June 1916 at Kansas
City Missouri for Missouri National Guard and

21rm� of the CJ!initcd �tatcs
./,

Honorable Discharge

,,n,

21 /\pril 1919

.a?

Camp Zachary Taylor Kentucky

}/'

,�fi'l£/4:>-nf

!iJ. -ef!,

Rn/ 20 February 1961
; �,a?
J November 1917 to 28 March 1919
Service Outside US:
Age at enlistment and place of birth: 21 years 7 months
Valpariso Indiana
Mustered into Federal service 24 June 1916, mustered out of
Federal service 15 January 1917 and reported for World War I
service 5 August 1917
Subsequent Service:
�
Commissioned 19 February 191
' •
(ORC) 0 ·/3o Y(, 5
I t V Ln
Major G,tn,ra/, USA
TIN AdJuhmt G'r11m1/
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STATEMENT OF SERVICE

(CredJteble under Section 202(•) c.,.., Co,..,.,.aaUon Act ol 1949)

LAST NAME• FIRST NAME• Ml ODLE NAME

SERVICE NUMB ERIS)

Hieronymus, Thomas G.
NATURE 01" ACTION
(For •nll•l•d• ent■r
"BNL" and c°'""°"ont,J
(Pot -l••lonH• enlar
fredo and COIIIPOfteftl.J

2d Lt-ORC
2d Lt-ORC (Reapptd)
1st Lt-ORC
1st Lt-ORC (Reapptd)

0-110 46)
EP'P'l!CTIVE OATES
(For •Ille-•• .,.,.,
data of occep,.,.ce.)
(lnclu•lve •'•• of
..,,,,.,,, .,.,u.....
,n,-,-,11..,••,

Feb
(Feb
Feb
Aug
Jul
Jul

ACTIVE DUTY

l""OM

19, 1919
l, 1919
1, 1924
18, 1924
24, 1929
23, 1934)

SEPARATION
(lndlc•t• •w• ond ,oaaonJ

TO

Nope

Hon-termination or
appointment

TIME LOST (lnclt,al1'■ dalH)
TO

l"IIOM

OAYS

Noe

D,ATI:

February 20, 1961

AUTHII.NTICATION

7

[To, Mr. Thomas G. Hieronymus
1325 Orange Isle
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

J

L

�
R. V. LEE
Major Cenerol. USA

lbe Adjutant General

PREVIOUS EDITIONS 0111' THIS fl'O"M A'lll oaaOLII.Ttc, AGCC-PG/rr
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IV
1924-1952
The years of the 30's were, I thought then, the golden years!
Louise and I were married in 1924. Our son, Alan, was born in 1927, and our
daughter, Janet Gale, in 1930.
Our house on Lake Lottawana, I had built by the expedient of spending all my
spare time planning, selecting, and then cutting and numbering the cut lumber, so
when I had a vacation, I put these numbered parts together (according to my house
plans) on the site. It seemed to be a never-ending task, but finally we had a new
house. I did most of the wiring and some of the plumbing. The well and tank
presented a problem, at first glance, but with the help of a friend with whom I
swapped work, it was finally accomplished. To Louise and me, it was a wonderful
house and lot. We loved it and lived in it nine years.
Spring,. summer and fall were delightful, but winter was a problem to me. Snow
was frequent and deep. Since the highways were kept clear, it was no trouble to drive
from work to the road which turned off the highway and led to the lake. But for that
short interval of muddy, slick, full of potholes road, I was forced to stop at the service
station and put chains on the back wheels of my car. I left the chains on the car all
night. When I left to go to work in Kansas City each morning, I stopped at the service
station on the corner again, and removed the chains.
Springtime had really arrived when this part of my daily program was no longer
necessary.
During these years, I was 2nd Lieutenant Hieronymus of the Army Reserve and
was commissioned 1st Lieutenant before I resigned in 1935. I continued my work
with the Boy Scouts which I began as a tenderfoot in 1910. The scouting program is
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the greatest character building program for boys and girls I have ever discovered.
I worked as a Deputy Commissioner at first. After I completed my Eagle Scout
work, I was busy organizing new scouting activities, which mainly consisted of
setting up new scout patrols and troops.
Once I was invited to a PTA meeting at a local school to address the group on the
subject of sponsoring a Boy Scout Troop.
The President was a buxom lady with an authoritative voice and manners. I sat
in the back row and listened as the meeting proceeded under her chairmanship. It
went on and on and on. Finally she paused and said ''There's a man here who wants
to talk about Boy Scouts. We can give him five minutes."
I stood up, took my hat in my hands, walked up to the front of the room, and
looked at the Busy Biddy President and all the group of women, and said:
"I don't give a damn about any of you! I'm only interested in giving boys a
helping hand with growing up to be good men living useful and helpful lives. If you
decide that's what you want too, then get in touch with me!" I walked out of the room
and went home.
The next evening when I returned home from work, Louise said: "Two men were
here to see you this afternoon. They said they will return after dinner this evening.
They didn't say what they wanted."
They did return. They were two school patrons whose wives had attended that
PT A meeting. Their purpose in visiting me was to persuade me to run for a seat on
the School Board. They felt there were problems in the School Board's handling of
School business. They wanted a School Board member who wasn't afraid to say
what he thought.
I finally agreed to run for election to the School Board in this way: they could
enter my name as a candidate, but I would not campaign for the office.
Much to my surprise, I was elected. It seems that the candidates of both parties
had been candidates before, and the voters chose a dark horse, (me) with a good
reputation. So for three years, I served on the local School Board, and was elected
chairman at the first meeting I attended.
One of the problems I encountered was the very high cost of fire insurance on the
school building. I phoned a few of my friends who were in the insurance business,
gave them the facts, "all brick and cement building, (eight class rooms, four offices,
gymnasium, locker rooms, rest rooms, kitchen and dining room)," and asked them
for bids on an annual fire insurance policy.
When I received these bids, every one of them were markedly lower than the cost
of the policy we had.
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It turned out that a brother-in-law of the school board member who had been a
member of the board the longest had furnished fire insurance for many years, and
the policy increased somewhat every year. I and two other members were the
Finance Committee of the Board. We asked the Agency who had been supplying Fire
Insurance for so long for a bid, and got a slightly higher price than the past year's bid.
So we awarded the Fire Insurance purchase to the lowes t bidder among the people
who had submitted bids. I was told that the Senior Board Member, whom I had
succeeded as Finance Committee Chairman, didn't like me!
In going over accounts for the past year, I had noticed a charge of $50.00 every
time the PTA met.
Upon inquiry, I was informed that $50.00 was the regular charge for hauling
chairs to the school gymnasium from a local church for the use of the PTA at each
meeting.
I went out to the home of the man who hauled the chairs to the gym for the PTA
meeting, and hauled them back to the church the next day. The man wasn't home,
but I talked to his wife,saying I thought$50.00 was a high price for such a short haul.
She replied, "my husband only gets $5.00 for hauling the chairs."
After some more inquiries on my part, I finally found out who got the other
$45.00 every time the PTA met and stopped that financial leak. I found numerous
other little problems and solved them.
At the end of the three year term, I refused to run for election again. My scouting
duties had enlarged, and took more time. My work at the Power Company carried
much more responsibility.
I had been made Chief Engineer of the Underground Power Installation Depart
ment, and put in charge of eight engineers working in that Department. Kansas City,
Missouri, was growing rapidly, but it was still a big country town. Large businesses
moving to Kansas City were forced to build buildings suitable for their purposes,
since no large buildings were available. The Kansas City Power and Light Company
finished their new 32-story building and moved into it in 1930. My office was on the
16th floor.
The Depression of the 1930s did not affect our area of the country until two years
after the East was fully in the grip of heavy financial woes. When F.D.R. closed the
Banks, I had about $200 in my account in the Bank. I was warned by an old friend
as to what was going to happen, so I drew out all my money from the account the
day before the banks were closed. I was lucky that I did not have an account in any
of the banks that failed. Many of the young people I knew lost all the money they
were saving for their college expenses, when one bank after another had failed.
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In 1931, I did my experiment in which I proved that sunlight could be conducted
over wires into a dark basement, thus enabling green plants to grow in the dark. The
control plants, not connected to the conducting device, were all white.
I had followed with interest Dr. Albert Abram's work, and had acquired some
of his first instruments. I still have these. Stanley Rogers and I had built them into
a carrying case which could be slung around his shoulders, while we carried on our
mineral-finding experiment. This led to a most remarkable discovery: the fact that
the energy of silver, gold, and other minerals does not emanate out of the earth at a
90 ° angle, but varies as to angle of emanation according to the moon cycle. We also
made some findings as to procedures and methods by use of which the energy of
minerals can be gathered and traced back to it's source.
I had been building healing devices for doctors for many years, dating back to my
early teens, when I "fixed" static devices which would not start for the anxious
physicians who owned them. I had built a few inductance and resistance type
treating units, first of all, out of my own intense curiosity and then for some doctors
I knew. During the late 1930s, Dr. J. W. Wiggelsworth, D.C., of Chicago, the builder
and seller of the famous "Pathoclast" decided to go into selling food supplements
in a big way, so he sold the Pathoclasts and components he had on hand to Dr. Glen
Wills. Dr. Wills acquired parts for over thirty-five Pathoclasts. He brought these to
me, and asked me to put them together. I took on the job, which kept me busy for a
while.
Louise had been busy with home and children, gardening, etc. She did not feel
at all well, so visited one of our doctor friends for tests and a diagnosis. The verdict
was "heart trouble" and her instructions were to "go to bed and stay there." She felt
she could not obey these instructions, since she had a home, a husband, and two
children to take care of. She became very despondent, which did not help her heart
condition at all. One evening, while I was working on assembling Pathoclasts, she
read the instructions for using the instrument. I set up one of the instruments on the
table for her and she began experimenting with it. Inside a week, she had changed
her attitude, and had used the Pathoclast to heal her heart problems. Then she began
working on me, and the children, with great success.
We joined the PathometricSociety, a group of chiropractors and physicians, who
used instruments to heal patients. We already were acquainted with many of these
through my instrument building activities of the past.
About this time, we bought a home near the Country Club Development in
Kansas City, Missouri, on 77th Terrace, and moved to town. We considered this
move necessary, for we had one child already in school, and the other would start
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to school the next term. The winters were cold and snow was abundant. The school
the children would both attend was located only a few blocks from our new house.
We kept the house out at the lake and rented it for a while to help pay for the new
house. I built a set of swings, slides, and other playground equipment for our
backyard, so Louise was happy. Our children played in our own backyard., and so
did all the neighbors' children.
It was on my birthday, November 21, 1941, while Dr. Grace Edwards, D.C., of
Omaha,Nebraska, was visiting us, that I put together as an instrument, my ideas for
an energy Analyzer. I had the hypothesis all worked out for some time, and had been
assembling components with which to build the instrument. The Hypothesis on
which my instrument was built is, "The energy of an element, directed through a
prism, will refract out in the order of the contents of the nucleus of the Atom." The
instrument I invented proved this hypothesis.
Then I built working models of the instrument, and retained Attorney C. Earl
Hovey, an old friend, to apply for a patent. I built many of the instruments, those
designed to be used as an analyzer (my ElectricBiometer) and those designed to be
used for chemical analysis.
Louise and I set to work to find wavelengths of conditions and energies, so we
had a set of practical methods of using the instrument.
She had a natural gift of healing, and she concentrated her attention on working
out methods by which the instrument could be effectively used.
At the same time, I was busy building a wall-computer for the Power Company.
I spent some time at the Bell Telephone Laboratories and at the General Electric
Laboratories before I started the work of building the computer. I finished it
successfully. It was very helpful to the company.
About that time we acquired a new Vice President, who, by reason of having
powerful friends among the new stock-holders of the Power Company, was almost
tyrannical. I felt it was impossible to cope with the situations that arose in connection
with the activities of this man, so I went to the President with my problems. I had
begun work for the Power Company in 1919, worked five years as an Engineer, then
was promoted to Chief Engineer of the Department of Underground Power Instal
lation.
I worked in this job for nineteen years. When I insisted. that I could not work with
the new Vice President, I reminded the President that I had had no vacation for years,
and I had accumulated vacation and sick leave time. We finally agreed that I could
retire the next year, and that I was to have this year off with full pay in lieu of the
vacation time due me that I had been too busy to take.
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This arrangement freed me to setup my "Radiation Laboratory'' in Kansas City,
and start producing instruments. I had to sell these instruments we built, so that
meant that I went on regular trips all over the northern and western United States,
calling on physicians and chiropractors, and selling my instruments.
Louise had been auditing courses at the Chiropractic college for several years,
not with the idea of becoming a chiropractor, but to acquire the information we
needed. She took time off and travelled with me. We bought a Spartan Manor House
Trailer for our travels. The trips were very enjoyable.
We arranged with every physician and chiropractor who purchased an instru
ment to spend two weeks at our factory, learning how to use the instruments
efficiently and successfully.
In 1950 two things happened that affected our Radiation Laboratory. During
these years of slow business, doctors were no longer making as much money as they
had been, so in order to sell instruments, I had to take part of the price in promissory
notes signed by the purchasers. I had discounted these notes at a local bank where
I had been a customer for many years. Now, due to some new Government
regulations in the banking business, I could no longer discount these notes from
doctors and chiropractors in other states. This slowed down my supply of cash, and
made it difficult to continue building instruments for sale.
Another problem was increasing power of the AMA (American Medical Asso
ciation). Pushed by the AMA, the FADA (Food and Drug Administration) was
harassing physicians and chiropractors who used our instruments, or other instru
ments. Alawwas passed which stated that anything used to treat human beings was
to be construed as medicine in a bottle, which gave the FADA control over that
modality.
Not being minded to become a martyr, I sold the laboratory and equipment, and
ceased to build instruments.
Our son Alan had married, and our daughter Janet Gale, and Charles W. Mullis
were married in 1951. Louise and I closed up our home and spent six months out at
Santa Barbara, California. We did some work with Stewart and Betty White, and
occupied a cottage near the home of Hayward White.
We continued our research work and did some experiments leading to further
knowledge of poisonous emanations of underground water streams, where it
accumulated in underground caverns. We found cancer-causing emanations in
distinct energy patterns above such underground water configurations.
Louise and I agreed that we did not wish to live in California. We returned home
to Kansas City, and after a short stay, left on an extended trip to Florida. We drove
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down the east coast to Hollywood, and stopped at the Hollywood Trailer Park. The
beach was very nice and the ocean water was warm, so we enjoyed swimming. It was
very different from the section of California we had visited. We were delighted with
the idea of living there, so we went home, sold our home and our lake house, told
our friends good-bye, and moved to Florida.
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Louise Hieronymus operating Eloptic Energy Analyzer in 1950.

The Jensen Clinic, Ponca City, Oklahoma, Dr. Christine and Paul Jensen,
D.C.'s, who used the Genuine Hieronymus Instruments for many years.
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Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus, retired in 1955.

A six well treatment unit, with timer, built by Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus.
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Screened porch of home of Dr. and Mrs. Hieronymus, on canal at
Orange Isle, Fort Lauderdale, FL, in 1957.
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March 15, 1947.

Osteopathic Clinical Research Center

3829 Troost .il.VCDU8,

Aansas City 3, 11;0.

Dear Dr. Little:
Und.er S€para te cover I am mailing you
a specimen talcen i':com a Mrs. ffiari.r Urban of
Sylvan Grove, Kansas.

Thia lady is approximately seventy five
years of age. She recently underwent an exploratory
operation anii it was determined that she has a
malignancy affectin[; the Omentu.m. This in turn is

producing an ascites. She is being tapFcd at regular
intervals.

Her son ceme to me for information and

possible help. I informed him that due to tlle l&te

eta,:;e of the condition, I felt t'.:,.at my methods and

equipment were inadequate and eug3ested your me tJ,oc!..
Mr. Urban said tl1at he felt ths.t no harm

could be done in trying to help his mother and that

if you thought there might be a chance of helping
her, to proceed for at lease four TTecks.
I plan to see you in ha.ns£ s City next
\\'ednesda,y the 19th.
Sincerely,
/
-...,., I

Dr. J.
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an. J.J. MOELUJ1

Maroh 27, 1947.
Osteopathic Clinicol ;;er;carch Center
3829 Troost,
...,_ans es Ci t;y, i.'.io,
.Dear Dr. uittle:
M1.·s. Urben hoB been at tho Ellsr.ort:·. lfos.- i tel
the past tl:re,· days he.vine tbe fluid drained off. Her son
was to see her yesterday e11d sta:;ed that :he observed another
startling effect. }'or a long .time her sJ-:in hos been colorless

and pasty in appearance, Yesterday tte skin on her fuce nnd
extremities wue turning a natural color �nd be could see

the improvem.:.nt in condition oi her blood. This is good nc1·1s.

Received a report from idr. :...oz is ck from Denver,
-J.>::is is ·:;ho:: he St<ys:
"My hand. is irna! ing nicely 1:iut mo.y1e 1 t is just
waitine to break OlJ8D so1nev1here el:ie, I fe<.:l more rested
than I h�\Ve for a long time, fo1· ti',ey nw.lle me s tt!.y ir, bed
C:Xcep t for my meals. ::i th my s tome.ch on the e dee ( due toa course of Su.J.f1- drugs) I don't eat enough, I don't believe,
because althous;h I feel·preti-y de:cent, I um losir,:· some
neisht."
Colorado.

Mr. Kozisek requested that I scn<l. him some
Vitaminsra.l l plus and Vit11minernl i:o.12. I se,�t hi.m those
two numbe�-a.
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Dear Dr. Little:
Just a few lines to report on the cnse

of Mrs. Urban,

Mrs. Urban's Son was in the office this
evenins,and to say that he was "tickled pinlt", 1s
stressing it mildly.
These are the wo1·ds of the Surgeon who
bus been attending Mrs. Urban; " Soinething xemarl:nblo
is happening, The malignancy has stopped gi·o1TI.ng."

Mr. Urban was so elated that he fuilcd to

bring the in:f'orma. tion regardint; the dn te on which
hie i,iiother was so restless.

Best Regards to you and M's. Hieronr:us.·

Sincerely,
,

'

1
•'DX'i ·/: J. ·.MO&iler
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DR. J. J. MOELLER
WILSON, ICAHSAS

.1.pril 19, l'J-10.

Hediotion 1oborotorie:;;, .tr,c.
4209 i..ichigo.n,
h.unsua C.:1 ty 4, r,,o.
Dour i.;r. llioroll,YJnUS:
l olioulJ huvc writ\..uu bt,foro thi.o but l have been pressed
for time. 'i'hcre seems to be no tirno for anything else but
work from early morning until night at thia Bio business. 'i'hc::.:e
is so much comins in that 1 just ciin 1 t keep u1i \71 ti1 it. ,_·u1::
a.bout results, i;i,e entire area a:..·ow:ci h.:Jro ia buzzin;_�. 'i'hc 11!.oc
purt about it all is that these old Chronic:; ore really anaiJ�._ing
out of their troubles.
Sorry to have to report thu t those epeciJLCn :r;.:cJcs you tJn.ilcd
were broken to "amithereona". The top port o.nd con.nc,•tin� pos:.s
\7ere intact, but the bot�oma broken to pieces. If :·ou do not care
to cast a1iy more of them, J C.'.!n roplaoe the bot :..oms W1 th wood.
Perbllpa tl!i3 is a little too early but I would llF rl!ciate it
\'!heh the tilllEl is opportw.1e ti1�.t -;_;ou � .... ud UlO tiic 1iJa;1.-,s of a fc11
of the dom1 tom.1 i::otels 80 ti.ct I 0011 r:mko reeorvations for .i.ug.
27,28, 29 & 30� Uy \'life and DauGhtel.· c.:i.·c i-;r,t;-,L,' to aoooi;J!Uny me
to the C onventi on.
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Ol'P'ICI: r-.: t•fJOI
ftUIDl:..Cl:�l:►OS,O

O,,ICl:HOUflll:t.»t:DO
llVIPON• Arf"OlNTMDin
IION , Wl:O, ANO "II•
\

THE SCHMIDT HEALTH CLINIC
/·

OR. EDWARD D. SCHMIDT. D11111:cTott
(NAlU-ATHICf'HYIICIA..)
ICl5CI N TOf'llKA
WICHITA, l<AN■A•
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CANCER - TUMORS - ENCEl'!lALITIS
Dr, J, J, M, ,'II'itcs on November 1, 1948 (Original letter is on file),
"Little did I realize v,hat r ·: ifas getting into w�on I purchrised the
ELECTHO HIOi.:.1.E'rER. Wiwn busine�;s increu.seB to the point that one hc:is to turn
i:"-t!-1))licant.s dorm, that is somethir1r;. ThJt hns been my position this fnll.
It :l:s amc12ing to see the r0:mlts one gets wHh the ELECTilO BIOMETE!l,
Rcmcmb0.r a� t:rn convention, v,hen yon a:•;lrnd tho doctor from California wh;:}.t he
could do about cr.mcer or tumors and his answer wa5, 11I don• t know1�?
I know to
my own s3tisf�ction that the BIOMF:TI,R will do thn job.
On .Junco 29th of th"is year I undertook to treat a tumor in a lady 45 years
u c1,,_;e. The tumor vms 1ocated in the left breast. It was thren inches in
c'.i:!.ITletcr <ind about ,7J1 L:ch thick and had ·i;he consist::incy of ,·:ocid. It also w1.s
·1. •.:;C0naui aJh0red to the 3urrounding structures.
Definitely mnlignacy setting in.
n

I gnve this lady thirty treatments on the BIOMETER over a peri.od of four
m.;{ltlw. Lant week I rechecked ,·dth tho BI01IBTER and palpation, 'Chore isn•t a
trace, of the tumor left. The past three months she has been doing '111 her housework,.
and has felt very good. Before she came hei·e she was hardly able to
C<?o. :cry Ona
::lhe had heen ins1-ructed by other doctors to h:.w,, u radical operation pcrfo:tr,18d end in lieu of that, radium or x-r:�y trea.t::tlmt. 1'his che refused to do
bi"�c::-�1;sf.i she had lost several of her rela tivea follo.-ring those procedurE:S. CAncer
is de.finitely a trait in her family.
Ano th,,r irnvere illness the other professions have no way of diagnosi.iJg ,'.lnd
trun.tinz is an encephalitis tha.t is ver,' pr evnlcnt throughout tho country, The
centrr.l s:1!llptoms nr0 severe headaches J pains in the extremities, verigo, Hye
pains, v,,ry little fever, (onco in a while a case has high fever 104° to 105°,
:Ln th::tt case ice packs help very much). The head pr8soure and pnlns are
c;0v1:;.:r0,

Thia di[Hrnse is strictly one of the nervous system.

Evidently tlprendn like

I ht:.ve examined several pa tif_mt,s ·1:ho have gone throueh clinics at
Colorado 81_.1.rings, Colorado; KanstlB City, Missouri; and the M:1yo Clinic at
Hoch,-.::JLD.t', Minnesota. The verdict of tho:.;C?. clinica is the B<J.me. They cnll it
11 :nult,ipl,; sclrffosis 11 .�nd ;i spastic rw11riLit;.
It is nothing but n viru:1 in
fection oft.he nervous Gy3tem and thG results I get are conclusive proof of this.
U:iually in from five to seven days the patients recover completely, Best. results
aru st;cured w�;(:n th,� pc:.tient is tro;::.tcd t"'uice daily until recovery.
NO'.E: This doct .or has no financi.1.l or other dirnct ir.tcrest in tnis
labor:i'tory anJ. the ll'tt.er come to us voluntarily. T. G. H.
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EXCERPl'S FROM LE'l'TERS 011 F!l,J!
Dr, J, J, M.
There seems to be no time for anything else but work from early morning
till night at this Bio business. There is so much coining in that I just can 1 t
keep up with it. Talk about results, the entire area is buzzing. Tho nice part
about it all is that these old Chronics are really snapping out of their troubles,
ooOOOoo
Dr, C, I, G,
I just want to tell you that I am very pleased with my new instruments.
0000000
Dr, T, A, R,
I had my instrument brought home so I could become better ncqualnted with it.
I wn experimeat'lng, treatine, analyzing and doing resonrch work until about J:30
in the morning.
'rhc things that can be done with this instrument are just about unlimited.
I am certainly well pleased with the instrument. In fact, my wite is beginnine to
think she is a widow.
0000000
Dr. A, L, L,
I want to tell you how wonderfully pleased I am with the both instruments
working at the same time. (He has both types).
I find the rates on both machines make a very diversified way of checking.
0000000
Dre, C, & C.
We want to report that we are having fine results with the new instruments
a11d like them better everyday.
0000000
Jlr. E, C, R.
Have been lookine; for a letter from you and t..he third treating unit. I find
so many of the infections and toxins have a much higher intensity than heretofore
nnd cannot bP. neutralized on the oltl six dial treating units which I have. In
foirrn::,s to the patients, I have them w,�it for the new instruments. Therefore,
will you please rush that third treatinr; unit.
0000000
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- 2 EXCEHP!'S FHCM IUTl:RS ON FILE
CONT.)
Dr. P. A. G,
Just a few lines todny, to say that I r;till 11 believe in miracles11• What you
d.id to me I don I t lrn.ow, but you know somethina of hon I was Thursday eve and I
know you treated me at tho Lab. Got up Rt 6JU0 A. M. and drove a distance of 500
miles and ::itill felt fine, The last LO miles was thn.i sleet, driven by a furious
north wind, I have never driven so fllr and still felt so well -- not in the least
tired. Well, thanks a lot, Mrs. Hi.
I find that your instrument is more sensative than the ... , •••••• , •
build 0ne for me and notify me when it will be finished,

Please

0000000

D1·.

1

/,

n. C. 1\,

Thnnk you for the instrument. We are more than pleased ·with it. You huve
really improved it, The Lroublc r1ith your instruments is that you make them so
;:_:ood that thepatients won rt ever go back to the old ones. I havEJ four ••••••• ••
Lhut are not in use anymore.
0000000
Dr, E. D, S.
Our instruments are kept busy. My nurse can't find time to trike
all patients. be need another instrument.

care of

ooOOOoo
Dr, F. E. M.
We are very much pleased with this instrument. I am sure it is the finest
and most up-to-date Radionic instrument on the market ., 1-'le have had many cases
that responded in a remarkably short time under treatment on this machine.

Dr,

n.

0000000

S. N,

I arrived home, to bed, asleep, by 10:00 P.M. -- solid comfort until about
2:liO A,M. when all HELL let out for rec.:esa in my midriff and oet me to crowding
t.imo to the toilet, where a small improvised "atom bomb" detonated. saved the
results until the A,M. where.upon a cintrifugal waler-bath revealed a couple of
�t1hlespoonsful of gall stones of various flizes (No. 4 peas downward) and quite n
few colon calculi. Put the stones in a sliced onion arrJ in about trro hours they
had di�;,'3olved anU turned the onion blaclc. The colon stones required HCL solution
to dissolve them. So that is that, and if you remember the vibratory rate you used
on me, then you MUST HAVE SOMETHii:JG and I don't mean perhaps, Feeling GR.AND today.
f�: Ve had treated thii:; doctor the day before while he wan visiting our
1 Ph,,r11 tory, .and this is his letter that followed).
000000,
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1!.®MfD/11®Vi!J-:W\..!i'I1111IlS� ?,IIDSl'J�� � �@MIE;:i
@-l/1,

- ��lhereas

Thomas G. Hieronymus,
of

Kansas City,
:PRESENl"&n
·1·111,:; GnAN'f'

·ro

o•·

·ruE

Missouri,
CO.l"l..Xnlsslolll.C,... or Pa,tcI'l·lS

A PRTITION Pl\..4.YIN'O r--un

J.1�·rn-;ns. P..\.T&N"r 1 -'0R AN ALLEOl!D N'CW ANO U9&FlJL IMPllOVC�lENT fN

THE DETECTION OF EMANATIONS FROM MATERIALS AND MEASUR».IENT
OF.THE VOLUMES THEEEOF,
.A ocsc1ur,.·10N <>P ·w111c11 1NYEN'i·10N •s· coNTA1NE1> 1N "J·•-•E sri::clF"ICATION oF '-V111c11

A COP'\' Ui Jl �Ua.:;tJNTO ANNEXL::Ll ANU MAUI-:. A l"'Alt'I' IIEllEOJ;,•, A.HU C01\fPLl�D WITII
VA.RJOUS REQUlltk:MEN"l'S OF LA,v 1N eucu CABl!:8 11,fADE: .A.Z'lD PROVIDED. A.ND

G':!· \'i��1'wreas

UPON

'

.

DUE EXAMINATION MADE TUE

SAID CLAIMANT

A.Du'UJ)OED TO DE JUSTLY £.NT'ITL.ED ,'1'0 A PA'rENT 1;JND&R THE LA,v.
No·w THEREl�OnE THC:SE

Let·fe•s

Patent

Thomas G. Hieronymus, his heirs

Fdn Tu& T£:RM 011"

IC

iS

A.RE -ro ORAN'T UNTO TH:E SA.JV

on ASSIGN�

SEVENTEEN YEA.ti� vn:oM THE DA.TE OP THI& On.A.NT

ltXCi..USIV� RIGflT

TO 1'lAKE,VSE ANO VEND Ttl& SAID INVENTION THROUOHOur THE

STATES <A.NJ.> ·n1F. ' T'EnnrroRIES TIIEREOF.

i
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2,482,773

Patented Sept. 27, 1949

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
2.(82,773
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WILBUR

M, HOLLAND, D, C,

Ul2 Wl:■T MAIN ■nu:n
COLLll'iSVILLI:, ILLINOIU
0,,101: 11382
•n:■• ::1■4■111

Novem ber 14,1950
Radietio,i Laborato ries, Inc.
112()() �•ichir,an
Kanaan Oity, Mie•oouri

.....

Hello a,'.';C1in;

Well, today rnerke tha second day of my aeAoci A tion with
· e Anopothic unit,. and I don't mind tellinc; you t'-at I1v'3
tn
tr�.'.lted everything from th'3 local alle:r-cot on dow n.
I have n numb er of �uestione to as
· k, but first I must tell
you or oorne thin� !nte,·r,stinr;. I have a cnoe o·r intl.lrvontriculnr
saptal defect, patien t ·18 Ill:). old. Child wee having·quite a bit
of trouble yesterday,· ea they brought him up. I tooll: a speciman,
and had them wait outside while t took core of several other
people. While they t:ere waiting, I prepare d the epecbl!ln and
gave the bnby two °.fife minute treatments 1incor,nito 1 , and had
them ,brinp; the baby .in, Have ycu ever seen a blue baby? When
they\�1rsht him in he wa9 an blue ea J 1 ve Reen yeti but 11fter
th'3 trentlnf,, I wbeh you could h11ve eeen tho chanr;e thnt took
plnoe, his color had changed "to 'U1e
rosy-pink anyone
vould have desired.

'nfo'e'at
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"A N A P A T H I C"
FOR THE PATIENT:
GIVES DESIRED TREATMENT.
PLEASANT TO TAKE.

FOR THE DOCTOR:
EXACT DIAGNOSIS NOT NECESSARY.
PRODUCES MORE INCOME.

THEY LIKE IT.

SAVES TIME.

Based on the following observed phenomena:!. Each element and c o m b i n a t i o n of elements of material matter
emanates an energy called ELOPTIC, each at a frequency different
from all others.
2. ELOPTIC emanations can be implanted and held in water and certain
other carrier media.
3. ELOPTIC emanations from body tissues when returned to the body
tend to increase the vitality of that tissue.
4. ELOPTIC emanations from disease or other element not normal to
the body, when returned to the body, tend to d e c r e a s e the vital
potential of the disease.
These factors have been combined into an automatically operated instrument
that takes in the ELOPTlC emanations from every type of tissue organ and
part of the patient's body and from all foreign elements, bacteria, etc., that
have inv a d e d the patient's body, amplifies the ELOPTIC emanations and
makes them ready to be returned to the patient's body to produce the desired
therapeutic results.
Returning the energy back into the patient's body may be accomplished either
by induction {using electrodes), by hypodermic, or by oral administration.
Covered by patent issued by the U. S. Patent Office and other patents applied
for.
Until such time as this modality has received official approval from legally
constituted authority the apparatus and methods utilized must be considered
as entirely experimental and no claims are made for the apparatus or the
expected results. It is intended that this modality supplement but not replace
proven, accepted modalities.
RADIATION LABORATORIES, INC.
4209 Michigan Avenue
Kansas City 4, Missouri
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ANAPATHIC INSTRUCTIONS.FOR AUXILIARY MEDIA
To uee an auxiliary media instead of the ANAPATHIC aeanned media
proceed as follows:•
1.

Place patient 1 s �ecimen in SPECIMEN WELL.

2., Place auxiliary media also in SPEOIMEN WELL.
J.. Have nothing in the ANAPATHIC WE.LL•.
4•• Turn ANAPATHIC SWITCH to � position.,
5. Place THERAPY ELECTRODE on patient.
6,

Turn START SWITCH to the right and hold it for a moment
while the SCAN LIGHT glows and the _INDICATOR DIAL POINTER

turns through three or four degrees,

7. IX> NOT treat with more than one awd.liary media at a time.

If Itis desired to treat a patient with more that.t one
auxiliary media, treat with one then remove that auxiliary
media and replace with the second auxiliary media an d give
another five minute treatment,.

If desired you may scan and �lve a straight A.i"iAPATHIC treatment after
the treatment with the auxiliary media, hoWeveri not more than three
five minute treatments should be given a patient at one time. For
examplej treating with Colmetanese for five minutes then with Bile Salts
tor five minutes, then a scanned .ANAP.ATHIC treatment for five minutes.
If more than this is desired, it is better to spread the treatments
several hours apart or give the additional treatments the next day4
The following auxiliary media have been found to be very effective:
COLMETANFSE - for Undulant Fever.
AUREOMYCIN - for Streptococcus and Meningococcus.
"M" SUBSTANCE - for Carcinoma and T.B.
BILE SALTS - for all Colon disturbances - Excess B.Coli, Oas, etc,
SODIUM THIOSULPHATE - for all metallic poiBons such as, arsenic,
lead, nickel, etc •.
This ini'ormation must be considered as experimental in nature until such
time as it has been accepted by legally constituted authority, and should
lJe follo'll'ed only after you have given careful consideration to the many
factors involved in each specific case •. It is our intention to supplement
rather than substitute for accepted and proven curatives.
RADIATION LABORATORIES, INC.
4209 Michigan Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri

TGH:vj
4-5-50
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· · ELECTll.O .BIOMETER ANALYSIS CHA.J\T

--------------

-----------------

Patient

Ref, Dr.

case No. ____Sheet No. __ __Specimen No. ____Age_ __...;nate____ ___

Remarks: ___________________________.________

RATE
i 9-119
;1-70
;�-OJ
3-tl2
1·r-2\I
�l:-/Jl
i-95
L15-92
QJ-25
lb-20
)'J-77
b-'-07
·1.-05
06-23
j-9

Jj-J:,,
,21l-23
b-tl.L
ao-4
9-211
77-ti4
16-2;,
.1-6il
9-7u
Jb-J;,
tJ-7�
j-tl
5-91
'Sf-':14
:,9-9.!
· J-:,1!
0-ol
5-62
,::o-4.1
ll.J-tJq
�2-1.12
37-9J
3-23
110-0.1

VISCERAL

I AMT.

Gen' 1 Vitality
Heart
Lungs
l{idney
Liver
Lympnatics
SP.lean
Bone Marrow
i
Chloropnyll
P-J.nea.1
I
ThVInus
I
Pituitary
Pit.uit,ary Ant. I
Pituitary Post.
Adrena.10
Aclrenals Cort.ex I
Adrenals Medulla
I
Tnyroiu
Parathyroid
Parot1u
I
Stomach
I
Duodenum
I
Gall Bladder
:
Pancreas
Pancreas rs.Langi
Colon Wall
Appendix
Prostate, M.
I
I
Teot,es, M.
I
Breasts, F,
;
Ovaries, F.
Uterus F,
Nerves
!
I
A.lka.linity
Acidity
!
Souium
Cll.lorir.e
Neurasthenia
Menopause

REC;IECK

RATE

PATHOLOGY

RECHECK

AMI'.
I

!
I
J

I

:

I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

i

i

.

I

I

:

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

\

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

''

J

I

i

I

'

I

'

I

'

'
:
:

:

I
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DOY SCOUT SERVICE RECORD OFT. G. HIERONYMUS
0
Joined Troop 5 under S.M. Chas. A. Barrett, Sept. 6, 1910.
Patr·ol LeJ.der ,:md organized the? Cobra Patrol.

Was made

Passed tests o.i�d becMe c. tenderfoot, :Nov. 10, 1910.
l.ly patrol toolc the first overnight hike of the Kansas City CounciL
Transferred to Troop 4, �m. M. Rhodes, s.M. in the spring of 1911.

Attended the first summer camp of the K. C. Council in June l9ll
at Dallas Park. While there I passed the tests and on June 22, 1911
became the first .,. secor..d-class scout 1n Kansas City.
Passpd tests and became first-class in the fall of 1911.
Demonstrated a portable field wireless at the i'irst Scout Ro1.1nd Up
December 30, 1912.
In Mc.y 1913 while oper!::l.ting my field wireless set, telegraphing to
another scout with n field station, we were seen by members of the
Signal Corps, National Guard of Missouri. As a result, I was induced
to join t�t Signal Corps.
\'las i-'.lade .(issista11t Scoutmaster of Troop 4 in 1915 and held that posi
tion until 1920.
Went to 11exican Border with Signal Corps from June 1916 to January
15, 1917 as 1st Cla:s� Se;t. l:l.nd ?!aster Signal Electrician.
Left Kansas City for'" France, August 5 ,. 1917 as Master Sign!\l
Blectrician ;•,i tn 11. lth Field Signal Bn .. 42nd Division.
fleturned from li'r,.;:;_nce,June 1919 as 2nd Lieutenant.

llerit b�1dge exa�iner in Wireless from 1919 until 1925.
Merit badge exa,�liner in Electricity froa, 1923 to present time.
Cc!:1!!'.issio:edd District Commissioner in winter 1920 and acted as such
until l'i":.127.
Awarded Eagle Badge, May 11, 1925.

Presented 10 year gold service medal by K.C. Council, Spring of 1926.
Cor:i.missioned District Commissioner again in 1930 and 1931.
Presented with 20 year Veterans pin, Feb. 1931-
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"We shall rest, and .fuith, we shall need it,
Lie down for an aeon or two,
Until the Master of All good workmen,
Shall set us to work anew ...
"And no one shall work for
money, and no one shall work
for fame.
But each for the joy of working,
And each in his separate star,
Shall paint all things as he sees them,
For the God of Things as they a re."
Ily, Rudyard Kipling
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V
Correspondence with John W. Campbell
I present here some letters of an ongoing correspondence between John W.
Campbell, Editor of Smith and Streets Astounding Science Fiction Magazine (later
known as Analog) and me. These letters I include because they represent, on the part
of Mr. Campbell, a viewpoint of a man who seemed wedded to an opinion common
to many people, that of regarding the study of Eloptic Energy as something magical
or supernatural. He ignored the long years of research and application of the power
of Eloptic Energy for healing the human body, and dwelt on the conducting powers
of India Ink to create a replica of the schematic of my Eloptic Energy Biometer
(Analyzer).
This interest led me to sharing a grant of cash from my friend Eliott Pratt, with
the Ukaco group, and some soul-shaking discoveries I made in researching the
proper methods of destroying insect pests. Here also, I built instruments according
to some other peoples' ideas, instead of using what I knew of the natural laws
governing the uses of Eloptic Energy, and learned further what cannot be used in
building my instruments. There are instruments being built today by an almost
totally ignorant young technician over in Arkansas (and sold by an almost equally
ignorant entrepreneur in Ohio) for use in Agriculture. One of the touted features of
these instruments contains that same mistake I made in building the same type
instrument I made for the group I worked with during the late 1950s.
I appreciated Mr. Campbell's interest in my work, but over the years since then,
I have concluded he set back the acceptance of my work at least a hundred years by
his continual emphasis on what he termed the supernatural or "magic'' aspects of
a mind-control device he built by drawing the schematic of my patented instrument
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with India ink. The energy flowed over the lines of this drawing, because India ink
is conducting, but it wasn't worth a tinker's damn for serious research or actual
treating.
The letters I wrote to John W. Campbell and include here express my research
results and instruments in use in a way in which they would be a benefit to
humanity.
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JOHN W. CAMPBELL, JR.
1457

Orchard

Road

,Juno l�, 1956

1\/\our1toi11sicle, New Jersey

Dear i·lr. Hieronymus: I imcigihe Col. Gross will have coll'municated with you concern
ing the meetine between us in New York last Thu:rsday. I. suspect
it rnc1y Oe helpful if I write you some of the basic propositions--
hyr.iotheses---that I ve worl<ed out, and discussed with Col. Gross
:ond Nr. Benjamine •.
First, there are two aspects of the problem that must be
considered: It's cleArly evident that reliable demonstration of
effect is illl..9§!.sl.§fil.Y to win puhlic accept.<mce----but I by this time,
H 1 s equally, if sadly, evident that tbat's not surricient.
The demonstration must, evidently, not only l)e r·eliable aml
repeatable---it must also be an acceptable type of demonstration.
Evidence of many, many years of trying strongly indicates that
no demonstration wl1ich operates at the level of living foT>ces is
01· can be made acceptable.
It is also a1-1puant that no demonstration that negates the
prj_vacy-protection concepts will be tolerAhle. It makes no rlifference
tow valid it is, or how clearly demonstrated it is---the yery idea is
psycholop;ice1ll:y anathema. Unbear·ahle. Rejected becQlJ!& it s true,
not despite it s truth.
Tf you com kill insect pests hy worl{ing on a photogra!)li,
,3mJ at ::i distance of thousands of miles----if I accept that---it
implies thot you can kill I!JQ with such a machine, despite all I
J"light do to hide, wi thnut my hav:ine; �my ch8nce whatever of protectinr,
myself', 1,1ithout my lmowlerlge or opportunity to defend c1e;ainst the
;:ittaci'.. '.rhe r.iore you prove th:=it you £'.ill kill livin,c,; entities at a
huge riistPrnce, without :my .understandable linka1-:,e tbat can be
defended---the more you prove that I am helpless to protect myself.
n,e mo•··e you make a mfl.n kno;:i that such forces exist----the less he
can feel tl1flt he lives in a world ·of reasonable security, wherein
},e c;m, at least, have warnin� of attack, and prepare to meet it.
True, you're attacking only insects; you're belpinP, human
1--eings. But---the inherent imrlicotions are there, arnl cannot be
rlenied. You cannot tell me how to defend myself agaj_nst such an
;:ittack; if I acknowledf::e the reality of those forces---! acknowlede;e
th,:;1t I am helpless, and know of no defense.
In the As i-.ournlinp; Science Fiction article, J selected your
mRchine among the many possj_ble psionic mRcliines available, because
(1) it was patented,(2) the natent snecified simply a mineral-analyser,
and the life-affecting characteristics mentioned could be iF,nored, (3)
it look� like an electronic-physical machine---it anpe2n to make
some sort of almost-sense at the pur·ely phys kal-science �vel.
A 1nan can learn only at the boundary of the known; your macM.ne
�12.§ar� to be right on the boundary between pure-electronics and psicin:i<:s.
Therefore it anpears as though this were a leal'nable-understanclal:,le
device Uwt can, with a little study, be comprehE:>nded with just a
little extension of already-uncierstoon concepts.
The thera!)eUtic and dici;r,nostic aspects of the maC!1ine--th.i J if-ofo:rce aspects---coulrl 1,e totn.:11y ignored, and so physical
scjC'.ntjsts could ntt::,ck the problem without sti••-rine deep, anLl extremely
Do1-mrful fe;:irs.
'I'lv.1t machine of you�-s is :=ilmost pU''e Magic. In the old,
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r·eal, and potent sense; it casts spells, imposes death-magic, and
can 1,e used fo1• life-magic. It operates on the ancient]y known
laws of Sympathetic i-:agic; it, like Voodoo dolls, applies the
law that 11 The Symbol is the Ob.iect, and that which is done to
the Symbol 9ccurs also to the. Object."
That s a law, too---a real one. The primitive human tril1es
r.11 over the world, from Eskimos through Hawaians, Africans,
Inc;:is, ;:incient Greeks and pre-history European tribes, all,
If' such
independantly developed and applied tbat same concept.
completely independant, non-communicatinr, peoples separately and
independantly came to the same fundamental conclusions---it must be
thc1t the Laws of the Universe are, in fact, involved.
Magic is d;rngerous; it's a bred-in-the-bone fear that lies
in every human being, becfluse there have been eenera tions, lnmdreils
of gener�tions, who liven with the threat of Magic hanging over them.
Mankind finally combed the damned stuff out of the picture; now you
and the other psionics investigators are brineing it hack. But
this time you're bringing it back with a new, and eno:rmousl)• more
powerful technique; the scientific method of stabalizing and reinforcine
ideas will he backing it, and making it so powerful th,3t we'll
never a�ain he able to drive it out of our lives.
You 1 re scareing hell out of the people who underste1nd what
you've got. You may be useine it well---but release it, find what
liJ11its it? If a magician can destroy a man tracelessly----who is
safe from threat, from ransom demand, from the venv,eful hate of
cin unjust enemy?
You 1 :re scareinr, people---and they bRVe re;:,son for their fears,
1••:0ile you c,:rn name no limits to this powerful technique!
1
:hen I began ,..,o_rldn1:, vlith the macM.ne, I learned tl1At it
fl i.c'ln' t need a power supply. Then I learned that it woulrln 't work
ir a tube w:1s missi.nr; or defer.tive. I saw some of the other psionic
rn;.,chines, and saw th,1t they worked, despite the fact that their
vireirn". system made absolutely no logical sense. From that, I
de1·ived a new concept, a theory, and made a crucial expe:riment.
I have a model of your analytical machine, simplified and
streamlined to thE-' ultimate. It consists solely of the ci:rcuit
9..ifte.!'?!TI.,!.. I have a .2.Y.!!lh.91. of a prism, not a real prism, mounted on
a National Velvet Ve:rnli.er dial; that, and a sm<'lll copper loop,
alone appear on the I'ront surface of the panel. l::ack of the panel,
tlie circuit d:f.a�ram is drawn in India ink on standard drafting wiper;
the prims-sym'pol rotates in its approp:riate nlace in the circuit
diagram. The spiral coil is drawn in Indfa Ink on pc1per glued to
the back of the panel; it is connected ¥1th the symbolised vncuum tube
plate throup,:h a condenser-symbol by means of a nylon thread; the
other end of the coil-drawj_ng is connected to the symbolized vacuum
tube cathode by a second nylon thread from my wife I s sewing kit.
The machine works beautifully; the consistency of 11er
form<'lnce is eyceJlent.
\,Je 're working with Hagic---imd Magic doesn't depend on
m�tter, hut on form---on patt§rD. rather than suq§�Epce.
Your electronj_c circuit represents a pattern of relfltionshiJ1s;
t-hat is importRnt. The electrical ch::iracteristics 1-1:re utterly uni1nport
iint, ;;inr1 cen 'he d:ropped out completely. Tbe mach:lne ftd.ls when a
t1Jbe burns out bec;1use that alters the pettern; it WOJ'ks wlj.en there
j s no r,ov•er, beceuse the relationship of patterns is tntact.
),ly symboJ ic r}i_flf',rflm ,,1orks because the nflttern is present.

Jnn't nePalecL the help that 10,000 ye;:irs or Jiist1·oy, ,ind a
!'!i_J]jon rrd111on experiments of ),i:_m cRn give us. The Mag1ci8ns we:ren't
t-h€ .silJy fools our cu1tu1·e says they were; tr1e�, h�r] somethinr,, but
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sometM.n!� ineyp·- essRble in te:rins of logic, witb the :result that
our lof,:ic-orlented language can 1 t handle the ideas, and can't transmit
U1e unde1•stEindings to us. It can only tell us of the actions, noL al'
the unde:rstendings.
The Magicians placed immense value on symbols, and on Charms-

which, if you recall, were frequently symbols inscribed on somethinp;.

They weren't lcidding, my friend; my symbol-machine works just
as well as my object-machine!

One of the 1,1ajor failures trmt the psionics researchers have
-..un into is thAt they get turned down cold by scientists, eve1')' time.
I can guarantee that you'll continue to be turned down that way •••• so
long as you try to make a scientist believe your device is scientific.
It isn't; it couldn't possibly do what you claim if it were. No
vibration could hRVe the cockeyed properties that are evidenced by
the machines; it's plain anti-logical to pretend they do, and any
honest scientist will, inevitably and perfectly properly, call you
"in out and out liar if you tell hfrn that such vibrations exist.
They don 1 t, and they couldn 1 t. It s as anti-logical as sayine that
you have a square-sided cylinder that has a round cross-section.
Or that you 1 ve trisected the angle by the old Greelr rules of geomet
rical construction. That's log ically impossible; it absolutely,
O T>oveahly can not be done by the Gree\{ geometry rules.
Sure you can trisect an anele! But NOT within the rules of
Gree 1e\. geomet-rical construction. The methoci is incompetent to the task.
N,., -physicRl-science method can produce the results you produce.
'J'heT>Pfore claiminr; that you have a scientific device whicb does it
simply tells the .scientist that you 1 :re a liar, a nut, or haven't the
fo�giest notion of \•t!lat science is. He 1 ll decide you're a mixture
of all three.
My aprr oach in the ASJo' article was to say outrieht that
this_ is not.a scientific machine. Once I made that statement, the
Tea de rs were immediately barred from telling me, "Look, that thine
is completely unscientif·ic! 11 because the answer was, of course,
11 Then you agree with me in full, don't you. 11
My claims were (1) that it was not a scientific device,
(2) that the eloptic radiation theory was inadequate, mistaken, or
seriously incomplete, and (3} the machine did something. lfavine
denied all explanation, and denied that I Knew of any explanation--
the reader was completely unable to argue with me. Ee was forced to
ar·gue with the machine itself---which, of course, can't be done.
'l'l1e Scientist is then caught in a trap; he insists tlv�t
science can explain any real phenomenon. If you demonstrate a
real phenor1onon---an actj.on-level objective effect---and deny that
it is scientific, he is now forced to prove you're a liar, to nrove
thc1t it is so scientific!
(He can't, of course, because it isn't--
hut he '11 be forced to study the d1·atted thing, much to his own
annoyance.)
If :vou c;,,n put a man in the spot of trying to mr-ike you accept
his iOea, instead of tryine to m.1;1ke him Rccept yours, he '11 have
to think about the problem. So long as you're trying to make him
Rccept you� idea, he's busy thinkinr, at-out ways of defending against
yoU T> idea-attacl,;:, not about the problem.
J.-iy ':17'ticle WRS so cast that I didn't offer any ideas at all
HbODt the mc1chine, and denierl. that an:• idea available was valid.
I just offered the machine and c1 fact; it did somethinp; somehow.
I denie,l my own lcleas, yow· ideas, and Science 1 s ideas.
T:h(' result, as far c1s I Cl'!Il mcike out so far, is that several
hundred re;,ders scattered a1·ound the WO!"ld are starttng out to
buj ld a copy, and prove t.h;:it they 're smarter than we al'e; they Q.fil1
cypJ::iin it. 1' Jot of people �re r,oine to learn a lot (loinP, that,
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obviou.sly----cind c1 lot of people ar·e going to be more nearly in
8 nosition to accept some of the subsequent data that I'll hand
alon&.
People §J!Y they want to be given answers; this 1s 180° out of
phase with the truth. They want to know the answers---and.that means
they want to have achieved the answers themselves. If you demand
credit for having found the answer, they'll fir,ht you tooth and nail,
hecause that makes it impossihle for them to have found the answer.
Tl1ey·11 feel that you're imposing the :mswer on them, nnrl resist
like hell.
Throur,h some 25 years of tJ'ying, and failing most of the
time, I've had j_t knocked into me that tryinP, to r,et someone to
consider something he considers imposs:lble i'\i.• a toup,}:l :racket.
My business for a quarti•century has been trying to make people
consider ideas that they were sure were impossible. After you've
·butted you.r bead aRainst the stone-wall of tradit>ional-mindedness
th1:1t long;, you F:et some idea of what the harrier is like. I've
tried to stir inte1·est in rocket enp,ines, atomic enerey, R lot of
things---Rnd hact All my friends, neighbors, family 1md associates
tell me I was nuts.,
GT•;:idu;:illy, I ve learned some of the thinp.;s you can Find
cannot do, Fi·,·st ora11, you must convince them thF.1t you haven't
got ;:inytl1ing T..!@11� new; t!lat puts it on the border of the known,
:mrl you cc1n �et them to conside1· it. Then you expland it a U.ttle
t:'it ,cit R time, till, he fore they ii.nite know how it happened., they 1 ve
,:,:one so f;:i.,.. out into the pUl·e unknown thRt they can I t very well
bAck out.
They've got to get s0me benefit at eacb little step; the
fact of benefit then mAkes it very difficuJ.t for them to r,ive up
the J.ittle aflvance. Presently the accumulated benefits h1:ive mounted
to a point when� they I J'e thuroughly stuck ,..,i th goinp; on in the new
direction.
If they can see a great danger ahead, however, they will NOT
consider the small benefit worth the daneer.
In those terms, our problem with Hagie (which we call psillllics
so the p,reat dangers won 1 t be so obvious at the start) is to devise
something v!hich fulfills the following cequirements:1. It must be immediately useful in a way they want to use it.
2. It must not appear to be :really new---not impo:r-tDntly
rHfferent, and must not appear to itnply any great changes.
J. It must be so simple that makeine; it can be a routine,
mor·0n-oper1:1ted action. No intellectual consideration
1·eqUJT'ed, no eni:i;ineerinP, talent needed.
4. It must be somethinP, a business man---who doesn't give a
damn about �hy's So lonP, as how can make mone:v---can
;:-ipply directly, per.son-9lly, awl without the help of a
tecJ•,nician.
�- It r�ust :,c},ieve somethin17. tlll-lt is b::iiily needen flnrt c<'l.n't
'be ;:ichievefl scient·lfically, or can 1 t be achieverl ecconoP-1ic<1lly.
6, It mu.st not require any :research whateve1· bef01•e it cRn
l)e used commercially.
7. It must not hint at the violation of privacy--concepts
or lif'e-f'orce problems so that it will not call up
t:he old, (tc�e!) fears.
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Your plant-{reatinp, techniques fulfill all 'but f/7---but
violc'lt:i.on of that one blocks you cold. The violation of privacy
concepts 1s inherent in the proposition of actionJ:aDIIIII which is not
defeated by distance, or solid barriers. If you can do at a distance
th ...ough barrie:rs---it is implicit that you coulrl ohserv� fft a distance
th,..ougb barriers. Clairvoyance means the end of' personal privacy.
1'he fact is implicit in the action-at�a-distance-wlthout-mecahnism
at-the-other-end. It's friP,hteninP,.
I sur;gest that the ideal answer to the problem of the device
tb;_it er-in i.ntro1luce nsionics is a communlcntlon unit. It sho11lr.l
�J'llli!...5!.!. to be double-ended, like a radio tra11:smitter-rec1eveT' system.
If that appe:rance could be made extreme.ly strong, it would t-e of
enonnous advantage-•-both psycholor,ical ly, and in real fact.
Ex�mple of what I mean: Suvpose we have a key-object built
into unit A and a keyed-symbol part of Unit B. Then Unit B would
1·e�ct to unit A, but only to Unit A. This would give us an absolutely
private communic0tion channel unimpeded by distance o� b0rriers.
It would make the pocket telephone device possible, and would
make ;:i communication system 1:1bsolutely unlimited by frequency-spectrum
crowding that exists now. It would hyper-emphasize p:rivacy--instead of raising the ancient fear of privacy-violation!
Suell a communicntion device, set up as a 11 printed-circuit 11
communicator, could be
put into p:t:oduction without requireing any
1
scienti.st-technician s assistance. It would not inte1·fere with any
leeal requirements would not be practicinP, medicine without a
license, wouldn 1 t depend on 1:1ny technician's acceptance---any business
1r,.i n could see its advantages !---etc.
When networks of comrnunicatoJ'o were wanted, an indefinite
number of photographic prints of the key-object could 'he used as
thP kye-symbols in the recievers---and destruction of the·ner,ative
of the prints would always make possible cutting off of any network
that was no longer wanted!
A serrii-anual 1·ental basis could be set up by useing tbat
fact., you can see.
Incidentally, my hypothesis on how these devices works
involves the proposition that we al,'e '-'orking with .r.gl��ipri��P.J.n
fls such---relationship as an entity in itself. A photo�:raphic
ner,taive is IT1tl_§!g, to the object photographed; the print is :related
tn the ner,ative. Therefore the print is r·elated to the o'h;_iect.
But if the negative is destroye(1, the p:rint is no lonr.,er linked to
the object, :ind becomes ineffective.
Logic---on w}1icb all scientific th:i.nking is hasecl---is a
linear nhenomonon; you develop a line of argumE>nt by golnp; from
point to point.
1�
television J"eciever l s a typical l.Qr:Jr.eJ._ ri.ev1ce; ;it no
rnonient is there ever a picture on the screen --there I s only a point;
of argument following Fl complexly folded line of a:rgument! It's
the inteF;rfltive power of the human system that sees a pictul'e:
Scientific instrUJT1ents are all point-deterrriinJne <'levices;
a meter is read by determiniug the inte1•section of two ljr1es--
the line of the needle I s axis, anrl t}:e arc of the niete:r-scale.
An oscilloscope presents a point movini:,: on ;:i curverl lj_ne,
The pJ-:otog·,•;iphic fil.rn is the only a:rea-(levice adrni tted 1,y
sc:ence---and they use that only by :readin� off cooT'dj_nates, and
··erlucinp; the areB to line-expressions! /I spectrum, fo:r e::,rnmple,
is a pattern p}1enorrinnon---but it is used in science only l1y reducine;
it to a sequenc� of numbers.
Einstein s relativity fa not a desc:ription of the Univer-se-as
lt-:t.S, hut a precise despriptioil-Qf how the Universe will apJJear· to
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and. observer baving only one eye, and afflicted with su.ch acute
tunnel vision he can see only one point at a time. llaturally,
to suet, an observer, there can be no patte:rns; he sees tbe 1,m� a
television set does---one Point at a time, swept along a complexly
folded line. Simultaneity cannot exist for such an observer---so
Relativity denies simultaneity,
The Y'f!sult is tll;it RolativH:y, Anrl nlJ of modern .science,
is whRt I cc1J.J. ri view-reality. 'rhe GreRt Dipper is a conste�.lation;
it can be T1liotog1';:iphed, the anr,les between the stars me1:1sured, etc.
Th;1t t}wt pattern of stars exists in Uie he,wens is certainly
proveable •.••. p�'avicled, !!_D_d�onJ_:t_ nr:.gvi<l&Jl, you look from tpe
position of' the Solar S;vsteni. If you lived on a planet of Deneb,
for example, you would not see the Gr·eat Dipper; the different
angle of view wouJ.a show an entirely different pattern.
Then •.• is the Great Dipper real':'
Yes---as 8 view-reality, But the absolute, three-dimensional
1•ealJty is sometM.nf, decidedly different!
Sc1ence represents a perfectly valid view-reality of the
Eniverse; I,eJc1tivity is a p1·ecise formulation of what r.an he seen
from that viewpoint. But 1 t ls not a description of wliat-exists;
it's ;::i de script:ton of what-will-appear-to-exist! And that is, Actually,
exactly what Einsteln said he was descrjbine;.
In psionics, we 1 re useinr, a diffe1'ent method of observine.
Sunpose you have a man useine the old pre-HFII listenli;ng devices
to follow a plane flyinr:: by overhead at nip;ht. If the plane flew
past at twice the speed of sound, what t:rie sound-listner 1,,,oulU
renort would sound slir,htly insane; he 1 d he gettinp: the sounO-wwes
from two different directions simultaneously at one part of its
trip�
Hhat c1 raiia:r observe1· reported would he totally different; !Jis
llifferent mel'Jiocl of observation would lend to a tota l ly different
-nicture of the p;.ttern of movement of the plane.
Foth reports would lie perfectly c1ccin•ate and perfectly factuel--hut different view-realities.
Psionks gives us rt different view-reality of the absolute
reril1ty of the Universe. Naturally, its :reports don't aeree with
the :reports of science any better than you'ld expect a sound-listner's
report to jj_'re with a radar-observer's :report of a superson1-c pl-9ne!
We' re observinr. E!..t.'t�_rD�.---useinr, eyes thc1t don I t :have
th� t pin- point tunnel-vj_ slon---instP.tHl of rioinj;£..
Jn psionics, w!1e�e pAtterns 01,e importrint, the ol),iect isn't
impo.,...t.<:int. fl letter A is fl letter A whether it's ink on paper, or
conc1'ete c1nd steel 60 feet tall. Tt 7 s An A, even wlien it 1 s scrawled
hy ;:i 6-;vear-old.
Even, it 1 s on A when it's shaped thAt w<1y, or
1
w'nen it s shc1ped like this :a. Fsionics involves totally different
re.c,liU.es ,"lml levels of rec>lity; i1; wo:rks on ElnaJ.or;icaJ. rel.,tJonships
far more thnn on loP,ical relationships. J:;ut analogy isn't allowable
as means of reasoninr: in lor:ic---and therefore is not admi.ssable in
sciencEl! 1'hat means that psionics, based as it is on <maJ.or;ic;:il
rel;:itionships (the p�Cture is �filQE.91!-� to the tree) is non-logica�.
Hut there's a difference between something tr.LAt is non-logj cal,
and somethinP, th<1t is Anti-logical---anr1 the differen,ce jsn 1 t acknoW!lredr:eO
in norm<1l tM.nl.:j_np:. If a thing is not logical, then it is considereO.
illogical. But this equates the non-logical natm·e of 11 2 and ? are 5"
with "c1 photograph is equivalent to tlie object 11 • ('.);'h� latter is
::iccenter1 only with referrence to a purely symbolic-content object,
�ucJ·· ns a photor:1•;,iph or a doc11ment.) One is anti-logic;il; th"!
other sta teinent is anA] Of:',iCaJ.ly VRlir].
In deve.1 oping a communication device, we need to achieve
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t-1-:o things: a 1�eans of converting---trensducing----imposing modulation
--pl: 1 y
· s:Lc;il-action such as nushinp: I') tr·1-1.nsmit.ter key or vibratinP,
,i m.icropf!onF' rli[i"f)hr·Ap;m into a psj_onjc v;iriation, nnrl a rneBns of
converting that psionic va,..iation 'ti8ck into physical-action at
the ,·ec1ever end.
Fsionics evidently i:lo not involve enerey; we wovk with
rnennj_ngs rather them with :in.fo:rmation. 'rhe1•efo:re no enerp:y--.no rower
1
sunpl; ---is needed foT yoll'•' maclline. And no ene1·gy would he involved
in the tr;:ins111j_tter-reciever device at the__ psionic. level. Hut
ene,..r;y will he nee rte rt to produce the physical-action of a vibratei'ng
loud• speaker cone, or the like.
Tbe unsolved problem is. how _can_ psionic,: __ f.9rces be _marle t&.
m9:Jn_J.?t? _J1f1_sy_icuJ':'a c_tJ9!1 ...enrrg.1�.§� :w_it,h oµ_t__ th!?. i p:tfJfY!:!Pt_iQD__ 9_f p
l_i Y;i.D/L2.!'£�Pl-.$!Jll
I have some half-backed, hir:hly skeletonized theory on the
subject. It's not resolved enough yet to allow me to put it into
1wrd�, ,:1nrl I don 1 t have anywhere near enough data on the subject
of psionic e r.fects.
Until Col. Gross told us of your discoveries, I didn't lmow
that destruction of the negative blocke d action from the print;
I8d hypothesizer! a system that would account for that, but had no
d8ta to triat effect.
I c;,n I t pT'OCeed from where I aJll without a damn sip,ht more
rl.P.tf;l_ on psionic machines.
I don 1 t know the exact set-up of youT' diagnostic machine.
T tlon 1 t know the set-un of the plant-t,,eatment rnacldnes.
I rlon I t know the experiments you've made.
CT on' t need exctct specif:i CF.ltj_ons of coil-shane, etc; I know
rhwn wel1 tl1;:it the o"r;ject isn't impol'tant---the India Ink macM.ne
.sl--iow.s that. But I do neerl to i�now the OT'der of effects, the things
U1.:=it rlirl ;:inr1 rlir.ln't work, etc. imd the thini,;s thflt did NO'i' 1,101·k Are
ju�t as imnottant as the things th::it DJ"U in revealing the pattern;
lir,bt sho:rt-circuits the effects in youl' machines "because it
estB"blishes an flJ.1-ove:r, every-which -way relationship by multiple
.,,efJ ection. It makes everytl:iing inside the macl1ine J'elated to even1thing
else. Cpe:r Ation is possjble oniy when channeled :relationships--not me:rely Y..§..§. rut also !!Q_---exist.
T nec,cl to 1mr.le1·stand the pattern of rlevelopments. 'l'J le pattern
nf the v:::irious mc1chines.
And I :d like to sugp;est you try some o:f the InrUa Ink-Rncl pBper
mc1cl"1ines; it s a f'ell-of-a-damn-sight eAsier anil quicker to t:ry a
new pat.tern of T'elationships with pen and paper than it is to build
A. macbine out of wood, plastic and metal! It's al So pos sible to
t"y "vacuum tube desir,n 11 types that aren't possible hec�use HCA doesn't
make ,-,hflt you want. And yon can t:ry useine; devices that (\on 1 t
exist flt the object:ive level, or th;.t exist only in exceerllnP,ly
:rare ancl expensive tinits. You can 11 huild" your unit Bll of sdilver,
gold, nl�)tinum, and use di8mond cl"'ystal pilot lights; India lnl< on
paper- is always uhat you specify it is. '.l.'l,e opaque non-conductor
j_n ,-.1hich the slit is made is, in my symbolic machine india ink on
rc1per. fio are tl1e conper Hires. So is the elass enveiope of the tube,
the electr·onC.ernittine: c-:1thode, tlte grj_ds, and the jn1'luctance coil.
In a symholic sy!:'tern, it is wbat I say it is---1:-y definiLion.
Don't blow you:r st::1ck on that; try it. You can speed up,
::inrl innuensly che.<ipen your Y'ese.<il'Ch hy drRwinp; your proposerl clr
. cuj_t,
system ,,,i th sof't pencil; era sin17, the li.ne will anifd.late the relc1 tionsldp,
::ind yon cc1n ,-Jr;,w a rli rrerent one. Those ?006' s are e:xpensi; ve J.j ttle
h.<Jstards; ink on paper 1••01° ks as well, and is a dE1inn sir.ht che::ipej�.
Dot it calls for neat WOT'kliUJ1nship, of COUT'se; fl b]ot estnhlishes
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Y·e1FJtj.on�0 bip, w]7ethe-r you HAnt it or not.
Cn 1 .- J,e othe1' !,and, some tole-rnnces exj_st thnt ::ire dm11ned
kmdy. 1\nrl just LMnk; R �;ymllol-tube never buT'nR out, ages, or
gets broken! :Jroyiping the symbol-circuit on the floo:r- doesn 1 t
b1•epl{ a thjn,i;, anrl there's none of the c1E1mn-fi,uisflnce husiness of
dis;,ssemh7 j_n1� tl:le fF.J:iJ.ure to salvage tl1e components.
Dnn 1 t ne.e;lect tlle old t;:i1es of Hap,ic; the hays were no
f.iurnbeT' than ke are, c1nr1 they worked on the p1·ohlern for thous,:1nds
of yecns.
I understand :you 1 ve f'ounrl that putting something in an
j _1·on or· steel cPJbinet br·eaks the rel;:itionship. Interest.in�! T:he
old n1<1gicir.1ns, Ages ago, held that iron broke magic; the test for
1
i:ron broke the spell.
' fai:r:v i;old" was to drop it on an c1nvil---the
The olcl. boys were dolts, fools, arnl nuts, maybe? Hah!
I hAVe a slieht suspicion you may hc1ve some peculiar results
with silver, too. That's reported, in all the magic tales, to have
special characteristics.
Item: In nuclear· physics, i1·on represents the absolute
minimum in the curve of rree binding energies; hydrogen fuses
to T'elease the energy of the H-bomb; u:raniurn fissions---antl each
is headed for i:ron, the most statile of all confieurations.
Next to iron in stability is---silver.
IT"on is enormously magnetic; ma[;netic fields ai•e the
only non-mAterial reality tlwt science acknowleclges todfly. (To he
exact, m;:tgnetic, electl"i.c, and gT"avitic fields are.)
So the old m8gicfans were nuts, hnh'?
imrl theT'e is no sucJ1 thing as the Dtiath J.lagic? Or cureln;u,
Rt-a-dj strince'?
There I s no re::ison w}w Fe should trv to· do it ;,J.1 olir'selves--1/hen theT'e E l"'"e so mc<ny help.fu1, if poorly· cornrnunicc1ted, r·ecords
8101111(1;
11
1
::ver notice thi•t Eeauty and Tlie Beast" is a bem.Jtiful
clinico-,J riescription of a homocidal paranoirl, with rwescript:ton
of trefltment ;:inrl rT'or,nosis of cuT'e? The Beast .ldlled anyone ,,,Vo
c,'lme ne::i-:o hj_m; he:' !lc1ter'l c1nrl fec1:r·ed eve:ryone ••• until Beauty came
.g} ong. Py stand in,:; hy him, acceptinr, fully <1nri lov:lnP,ly, not
qUnGt:i on.lnp; OT' nen?j_n_<: 11im, Out lovinr; him exactly as he was foJ·
,<i ye RT' c1nri. a OA;-·, be·,Jurned into a prince of, R fellow. A man
,.1}:o s been doi,,n to hell, and come 'hack---who s been thrOUf_',b
the hel 1 of fe.eiT'inP, .;ind hateinp; everyone, ana is broue;flt bnck to
s,;1ni ty---1s eoing to be a fc.p• mo:re unde:r-str.1nrl.in1;, l'riiJe, <tnd eentle
man th:1n one ,,,flo_s neve·r been there.
Our ancesto1·s weren't fools---but ,,,e bave been, in deny:i.ng
their wisdom without invest:iP,ation!
/1
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June 14th, 1956
1024 N. 31st Road.
Hollywood, Florida
Dear Mr. Campbell:
Your most interesting (what an understatement) letter arrived and after reading
it twice, I shall attempt to reply, without attempting to answer all the many ideas
expressed. This would be impossible in one letter. You have opened up the door to
so many aspects of the universe, people's behavior patterns, so called scientific
approach etc., that it would take a book to cover the subjects involved.
First, when we wrote the patent specifications, my patent atty. who is one of the
country's best, thought it would be a good idea to include some sort of explanation
that would be accepted by the uninitiated. Also, that was written before the
application was first made in 1944. Since then, we have learned a lot about the
behavior of what I chose to call Eloptic Energy. Please do not hold me to those
original explanations.
I was quite surprised to learn that you had written anything on the subject. When
I was first told about it, the teller said, "You are not going to like what the article says
about your device". On the contrary, I think the article was so well written that I am
still amazed every time I re read it. I like the forceful way you put things. There is
no quibbling with words.
The Ostrich is supposed to bury his head in the sand and thus insulate himself
from the passing world and all the unpleasant things involved. If we could do that,
then we could become scientific and say, '1f it does not conform to our accepted rules
and tests, it cannot be and we want nothing to do with it." This would put an end
to the matter. This situation is not quite so simple to settle as that.
Lets face one fact right now. I don't like to even put this in writing, but you have
alread y done so in part and I might as well finish the job. We can kill insects at a great
distance. We have done it repeatedly. Some have been worms the size of your finger
and several inches long. We have made mistakes in technique of operation or in
handling situations or have had apparatus work backwards from what we expected
with the result that we have been really scared by the results obtained. There is
terrific power in the Eloptic Energy. It can be generated, it can be directed to a
pinpointed objective halfway around the globe. What we can do, others can do.
ff we allow ourselves to be shoved aside because some so called scientist says he
doesn't believe it, and we do not do all we can to learn all we can about the behavior,
what can be done, what can be done to prevent it etc., then we may some day awaken
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to find that another power on the globe where they are not tied down by so called
scientific tradition, where scientists do what they are told to do whether they like it
or not, another power may direct such unscientific forces against us and our
scientists who said, "It can't be done," will be helpless to protect us or themselves.
I have tried to get our government to try the idea out but I got the same old run
around. I have a letter from the Department of Defense signed by Donald Quarrels
that you will appreciate. Will show it to you some day.
There is some way to meet the opposition to the actuality of the results we can
obtain. I do not care whether we have the answer to how or why it works. I do not
believe we need to please the scientific, down in the groove, in order to get this to the
American people. I believe there is someone who has the public interest and in
whom the public has confidence, who can be found who can get to the public who
don't give a damn whether it is scientific or not.
I don't know who this person is or where he is, but I firmly believe he is
somewhere in the offing, just waiting to learn about this and he will carry the ball
from there.
It is all right for you to say that the world is afraid of Magic. I do not agree with
your entire premise. People are afraid of the unknown or what they do not
understand. The cave man was afraid of lightning. We have harnessed it and put it
to work. The rank and file still know about as much about electricity as the caveman.
What do we know about it? We know a lot about controlling it and using it. That is
enough for most people. The evidence seems to indicate that it acts sometimes as a
flow of tiny particles which we call electrons. What is it that goes from one place to
another when we send a "radio signal"? Certainly the books give a fine explanation.
We can manipulate the energy but what is it?
What is a thought? Are we to stop using the darned things (thoughts) just
because we have no scientific provable, measurable yard stick with which to meas
ure them? What is heat? Yes, I have read the text books and know most of the
explanations by heart.
Explorers took movies into the jungles and had their entire audience run like
mad into the dark woods to get away from the devil magic of the white man.
Cousins, only a few times removed from those natives are quite respected citizens
of the community here, today. They go to the movies. Why don't they run away like
their native cousins? Education and familiarity, that is the answer.
Yes, fear of the unknown, is the only real fear we have to fear. The fact that a force
or device or machine can kill, bothers most people. Everyone knows that the ,,A"
bomb is lethal and very highly destructive if used against us. We also know that the
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submarine and the many power plants being built all use the same energy, but in a,
shall we say, more peaceful manner.
Everything man has devised for warlike purposes has eventually been directed
to peacetime uses that so far over shadow the war uses as to be hardly describable.
Radar was invented by two Americans. Our VIP in Washington turned it down as
an impractical dream and the inventors took it to England. There, someone like the
person I am looking for, was able to see beyond the fact it had not been written up
in a scientific journal, and he told someone else to "Get busy and develop this idea."
The result was, we had to send officers to England to learn how to use the idea for
wartime purposes. Now take a look at Radar. We even have Radar Permanents for
the ladies, so the ad reads.
We must go deep into metaphysics for the real answer to how Eloptic Energy acts
and works and is controlled. It is so closely woven into the fabric of all our everyday
life and activities, it is a mystery to me why mankind has denied it for so long. I
personally believe the fault lies with our spiritual advisors. If you would like to read
something interesting, get "The Secret Science Behind the Miracles" by MaxFredom
Long, printed by Ksomon Press, 2208 West 11th St. Los Angeles 6, Cal. I happen to
have met Mr. Long and he is quite a nice person.
In his book, Long describes the Aka threads that connect such things as a
photograph with the thing photographed. To quote a paragraph, pp 99. "Other
experiments showed that the vital force could be stored for a time in various
substances such as wood, paper and cloth. Water took and held charges. Glass did
not."
We use cotton swabs to make specimens such as putting a little bit of saliva on
the cotton. Tissue paper works just as well. We can store energy (Eloptic) in water
and it can hold a very powerful charge. I use glass for all wells for specimens as it
does not hold the charge, once the specimen is removed.
A couple of numbers can be fed into a computer and out comes the answer,
whether you want the numbers added, subtracted, multiplied or divided. This
operation is wholly mechanical (electronic if you insist), it is not dependent upon the
presence of any specific person with some peculiar metaphysical ability. A Chinese
can take an Abacus and do some very intricate mathematical problems with it.
There, both the man and the device are necessary. There are a few people who have
the ability to do very complicated problems mentally, without any device to assist
them. In this case, it is wholly the personal equation that counts.
The same analogy holds good when it comes to doing things with apparatus for
the diagnosis or treatment of disease. There has been a lot written lately about the
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use of hypnosis of a non-medically minded person and have them describe very
technically the trouble with some patient. There are two explanations for this. One
is that it is the Superconscious or as the Kahunas call it, the Aumakua, that knows
all that has been experienced through the various millions of embodiments. Another
explanation is that some discarnate with former medical training and the ability to
see everything about the patient, is telling the one asking the questions. The very
clairvoyant will be able to 'hear' or 'sense' the answers from the discamate. Others
will use some means of getting yes or no answers, such as using a so called psionic
machine. One without anything inside the box will do as well as the most compli
cated. All that is needed, is a reaction plate. The operator asks mental questions and
the discarnate gives the answer, yes or no, by causing the plate to act accordingly.
The third category involves the person without the ability or desire to use such
an ability, who prefers to use a device such as we have developed. It is capable of
tuning in to the emanations that radiate from all material things in the universe. The
operator of such a device, sets the dials for the frequency of emanation desired and
measures the intensity of the radiation. The value of the intensity telling him that the
'thing' looked for is there or not, or of little importance.
These three categories are so mixed up in various people, that they seldom know
when they are using one and when using another. The important point is to be able
to know that all three do exist and not confuse them. A doctor can tell a patient that
a vial of plain water from the tap, will cure a pain or other ailment. The patient takes
the water and gets well fast. What has happened? First the doctor has the, perhaps
unknown, ability to project metaphysically, an energy into the water. Many people
have this developed to a great degree. Everybody has it latent within them. Second,
the patient has faith in the doctor and he accepts the ability of the water to cure him.
If he did not have that faith, the doctor's ability would have to be very well
developed in order to be potent enough to break down the wall of resistance the
patient unconsciously put up.
We can set the dials of one of our instruments to a specific frequency rate, put the
leaf from a tree in the instrument (to form the connection with the specific tree) and
even though the tree is hundreds of miles away and has no 'ideas' on the subject, we
can produce definite results in the tree. Anyone can do this. Not just me or my wife,
anyone who will take the time to learn the motions of operation of the device.
When you made the paper drawing of the circuit of that instrument of yours, you
gave it a terrific shot of power to do what you wanted it to do. Someone else might
or not get the same results. We have spent a third of a century trying to sort the wheat
from the rest, the seed, the land, the farmer who planted it, the stock on which it
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grew. Believe me, it has been no easy task to be impersonal about such things with
some of the people we have dealt with on the subject. When a man has an ability very
well developed, it is difficult to convince him that he is the exception.
About the communication device you mentioned as a best approach to 'selling'
the idea. You have undoubtedly heard about Nelson's attempt to get RCA inter
ested. In anticipation of his being sent here to see the idea at work for communica
tion, I built a transmitter and a receiver for the sending of dots, spaces and dashes.
Until we get a mechanical detector, we must necessarily depend upon what we have
for getting reactions.
Since I have already written up the idea and had it notarized for future patent
coverage, I don't mind telling you about the details, however, I would rather you
held all this as between us for the time.
I took a piece of gold that had been a filling from a tooth as the carrier frequency
source. This had some very specific characteristics that would hardly be found
elsewhere. I tried several pure form elements such as silver, antimony, selinium etc.,
and found those that had very distinct frequency patterns different from each other.
The carrier was caused to radiate from the transmitter, continuously. In order to
send a dash, I caused the energy from the dash element (e.g. selinium) to be
superimposed on the carrier (gold) and thus so modulated. To send a dot, the same
procedure, only the modulating frequency was from another element.
The receiver consisted of three complete prism units in the same case with
separate quantity measuring devices for each, with a switch that would cut in first
one then another of the preset prism units,each being tuned to a different frequency,
one for the dot (antimony e.g.) one for the dash (selenium) and another for the space
to be sent between characters to separate them.
Before putting the gold filling in the receiver, I photographed it. The photograph
was placed in the receiver so it would respond only to the energy from the one
source, the transmitter. The device does a very good job. If I were going to do this
for an important demonstration, I would want to search very carefully to get some
good elements for the dot, dash and space. I find that some elements work one way
and some another. For instance, you measure the amount of gold coming through
unmodulated. Then you cut in the modulator frequency. In some cases, the two
neutralize and cut down the intensity of the carrier. Others augment the carrier.
There is an affinity or the opposite between several of the elements. These are just
details of peculiar behavior. The important thing is that the darn thing works.
Lets take another idea. A photograph of a secret agent is taken. He goes to a
foreign area. Every night at 10:00 PM his time, the receiver is checked for possible
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reception on the modulation of his personal frequency with that of copper and silver,
or theoperator might be instructed to scan for one frequency at 10:00 PM and another
at 10:30 etc.,in order to find what he proposed to use. Then at e.g., 11:00 PM, he could
start his message by touching first one, then another of the modulators-things he
would be apt to have most anywhere he might be,even in prison. While the present
system would be quite slow, it would work, and under the most trying circum
stances.
I am only throwing these ideas at you at this time to try to get over (as if it were
necessary in your case) the fact that this has been developed far beyond the
interesting gadget stage. It has some very important aspects already usable, without
the need to do much further development.
Some day, I will have an automatic detector that will respond instantly and
actuate some type of electrical device so the responses can be recorded on tape,
graphic meter, etc., or actuate such a device as a speaker. Then the modulation can
be much faster such as the voice modulation of a radio carrier. Then, your idea of the
pocket telephone will be an actuality. The interesting point is that it will have no limit
as to distance. You can talk to China as easily as across the room.
I warned you at the outset that we need a book for this. Here we are at page 5 and
have not real! y started.
As to the automatic detector. It will not work on any idea involving electricity or
via any device that is electron operated. We are dealing with something different. In
your letter, you said you believe the important item is form rather than substance.
To a certain extent you are right. However, I believe if you go further, you will find
that there is something more potent than mere form.
Here it is. I believe there is an all pervading something that the great creator
started with and from which He created all the so called substance. He endowed us
with ''The ability to create," He made us in His image and likeness. I believe this
means that He gave us those of His abilities (likenesses) that would enable us to
create most anything we chose to create. In other words, He also gave us free will to
create as we want to. This idea is not in conflict with most of the great religions.
There is much written on the subject.With our imaging, with our cold reason and
mental picture,we form the pattern. With our emotional energy, we fill the form or
pattern or mold and thus create. The mental form must be made of something. The
emotional energy must come from somewhere. It comes from this sea of all
pervading something. When something has been formed, it must be kept in form by
some binding energy or it will revert to the original state. There is a constant
interchange of some kind in which there is a constant disintegration,reverting back
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to the original state, and a constant replenishment, to hold the form created. It is this
'disintegration' part in which we are interested when we tune in to the energy
emanating from a substance and find out what frequencies are emanating from it.
We can measure emotions and thoughts. That is really something. It is easily
done. We do it by measuring the effect of a thought or emotion directed at some
unsuspecting person. We do it with the same device as used in the detection of the
emanations from solid substance. And what is solid substance? As you well know,
there is more space (unfilled part) in a so called solid metal than there is filled. If
enough of the metal aluminum equal to the weight of the great battleship Missouri,
were compressed until the particles, electrons, neutrons and protons, of which it is
made, were just touching like marbles in a box, the result would be about one inch
cube. We do not know what the inside of a proton looks like. For all we know, it
might be all 'open' too.
When we can find the resonant frequency of a pest like a corn ear worm and
subject it to that frequency and the worm just goes from a lively worm to a moist spot
in 24 hours, what have we done? Have we not probably offset the 'binding' energy
or what have you, and allowed the component elements to revert to their origin�!
state?
This is a very big subject and we should not sell ourselves short by thinking of
it in too limited terms. I do not think we should allow the shortsightedness of our
scientific brethren who know all of the book by heart and can quote page and
paragraph of the work done by someone else, and who have set up a list of rules for
their own protection (protection of their own limited little sphere), to tell us we are
nuts and that there is nothing to this idea just because they do not and cannot
possibly understand it.
This is a good place to close this discourse. Hope I have not bored you with my
own ideas of a few controversial subjects. Will look forward to hearing from you
again. Let your hair down.
Sincerely,
Galen Hieronymus
cc Gross et al.
POST SCRIPT TO LEITER OF JUNE 14th, 1956 to John Campbell.
I believe this itern in answer to one part of your original letter, should be covered.
You mentioned the fact you could do without any electrical power to actuate the
original copy of my device. This is true for diagnostic work, that is, just getting your
reactions. When it comes to treating or producing such results as changing a disease
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condition in a person or in killing a pest, there is need for more power.
I recently built a device similar to but using certain slightly different parts. It
made a vast difference in the results obtained in treating. It was too powerful. In
reducing the plate voltage, I noted that the results seemed to drop in something like
the inverse square of the reduction of voltage. That is reverse English. I mean the
effect went up in a manner that seemed without actual measured values, to be of the
order of many times the actual voltage increase.
There is another important item. I am still so much amazed that you got such
excellent results on the first try at building an instrument for use with Eloptic energy.
I find that the insulation used is so very important. The brown or reddish colored
bakelite used in most switches and potentiometers is a very good conductor of
Eloptic energy while black bakelite is a relatively good insulator for it.
If you try to use e.g. a switch with 5,000 ohm resistors per step for an attenuator,
it will work fairly well. If you change these resistors to 20,000each, you will note little
if any difference. Take out all the resistors and it will probably work about the same
as with the 5,000 ohm resistors. At first, this would look as the form is the item of
importance, not the value of resistance. It really is the leakage factor in the brown
bakelite that is involved. Next make a switch with regular, black Bakelite insulation
and you will soon see the difference. Light on that will even cause it to act similarly
to the other however. I have found it very important to keep all light out of these
instruments if they are to work best.
Magnetic fields play a very important part in this work. Look out for them.
I understand from Col. Gross that you have an idea for an automatic detector.
Hope so. I hope to work it out some day. Have been too busy developing a foolproof
device for men to use in the field for killing pests, to spend much time on pure
research for some time. You see, I have had some experience with the answers given
by discarnates via the reaction plate with such things as your written (drawn) circuit
to place too much credit in the results. I find it more sure and dependable to actually
build each device complete. Yes it takes much time and costs much more but the
results are much more dependable. Sorry I must disagree with you on this point.
I do not mean to throw cold water on any of your ideas. Lord knows we need
some new ideas thrown to the pot. I just do not want you with your new enthusiasm
to be lead off on a tangent as many have been, and find yourself at a dead end and
give the idea up as a bunch of nonsense.
What brand of typewriter do you use? Mine just will not spell correctly. Maybe
all I need is just a different typewriter. Some of our friends working with this idea
use just that brand of logic. Sincerely, Galen Hieronymus.
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JOHN W. CAMPBELL, JR.
1457 Orchard Road

June 17, 1956

Dear Mr. Fieronymus:-

The great problem in working out new theoretical advances is
that it's so darned much easier to think in already-familiar terms
than it is to plow out a totally new pathway. That means you and
me, too; we'll have just as much of the human tendency to try
to explain what we see in already familiar terms as will any pro
fessional scientist. Sure, our terms are d ifferent from his---but
they're terms, too, and just as easy to get stuck with as his are!
My education was in theoretical physics.,,fortunately in
the period of 1926 through 1935, when nuclear physics was the
grandest mess of theories that has ever come down the pike, They
had a dozen different theories, all of which were good for explaining
some aspects of the observed data, but none of which would explain
all, The result was that physicists would use de Broglie's theory
when working on one kind of problem, shift to Bohj.r's for another
problem, go to Heisenberg for a third problem, and use Dirac's
work for a fourth. It's easy to learn, in such an environment,
that a theory is a tool like a hammer or saw or screwdriver.
You can't cut a board w :!. th a hammer, sink a nail with a saw, or
p,et a bolt out with a saw or hammer. Each tool is good, but only
within its own limits.
A theory, to me, is just a tool; keep it handy for use when
the matching problem comes up, and heave it mnto the shelf and take
doom another one when it isn't the useful tool a theory should be.
A fundamental of my philosophy is "If your theqry holds it is impossible
to do what you must do, the theory is futile. Get a new one." The
one, fundamental test of any theorµ, in other words, is Usefulness.
Truth? Wha'l!'s that? When? In what terms? "Thou shalt not kill'/"
Try that with a homocidal maniac after you some time. "Thou shalt
not bear false witness?" Who, other than God Almighty, knows the
absolute truth, and is, thus, able to obey that commandment in full?
Such commandments are futile as commandments; try a new theory that's
appropriate and useful to human beings living in a human world ••• ,and
have the humility to recognize that that is absolutely all you'll
ever be able to do anyway. Not being God Himself, you can't ever
tell "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth."
Then any theory is a human statement seeking to 1/Pproximate
as closely as possihle the Reality of the Universe, It s a map of
the Universe---and like any map, differs in some degree from Reality.

Since J wrote you Howard Armstrong stopped by, and loaned me
one of their three-transistor treatment machines. I learned from
Ed Herman the circuit of the original vacuum tube unit. Both turn
out to be standard, simple audio frequency amplifiers. I've built a
compa·able three-transistor unit, useing three GE 2Nl07's; I'm
g ing to have to get soim life-form to test it out on, and make some
experiments. White mice, hamsters, turtles, maybe fruit flies; I dwmo
yet. I'm also curious to see what happens lf the three PNP transistors,
which are positive-action types, are replaced, in exactly the same
c�rcuit, with three NPN transistors. All that I need do is pull the
three 2Nl07's and the little 6-volt battery, plug in Sylvania 2N35's '
their NPN transistors, and plug the battery back in with terminals
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The circuit, however, is evidently relatively unimportant;

I've hart audio amplifiers around here for years, rongine

jn

power

from a 20 milliwatt headphones job to my 750 watt push-pull 810's
modulator on the ham rig. WOR 1 s main transmitter's about 5 miles
away, and they've got about 75 kw of audio amplifier plate-modulating
their HF stage, If AF amplifier circuits did the business ••• somethine
strange would have been showing up before this!
t suspect it,s smmet.hing decidedly different. Frankly, I
feel it s plain, old fashioned Death Magic---only since we've grown
up in a culture of electronics and the like, we're useing electronic
circuitry devices, instead of eye of newt and wing of bat. Take a
look at what the old alchemists worked with; the stvff anyone could
collect in his own local society at the time. So it s easier for us
to collect transistors and 6SJ7's than to collect bat-wings and
carved ivory. Eye of newt is hard to come by, but a 100 uuF mica
condenser's eaJy to get.
But •••the old magi achieved the same things we are talking about.
Since their results were pretty similar, let's see if there isn't
some somewhat more fundamental similarity between the eye of newt
business and the ?H107's than we at first realize, shall we?
I think it s the abacus business---plus anything that
serves to focus the attention of the human operator.
I believe that I have spotted the basic flaw in modern
science, so far as this work is concerned.

First, I can tell you why you're not gettiq: oier with the
professional scientists; having lived in the field, and worked
with them a hell of a lot, I can (a) understand what you and your group
are trying to say and (b) see what the words you use mean to a
p ofessional scientist.
In the highly precise, very specifically defined terms of
physical science, your use of the term "frequency" and "vibration"
makes it clear that you don't know what you're talking about--
it' s absnlute nonsense. 1'emember that when you talk to anyone,
the words mean what he sayslor thinks) they mean, not what :lQJ!
think they mean. The English word "truth" is commonly translated
into Russian as "pravda"---but what "pravda" means to a Russian
is not what we mean by"Truth". "Pravda" literally means "the official
word on the subject". Therefore if the Russian Government decides
that Lysenko's cockeyed theories of genetics are valid, they are
"pravda" by definition. No argument about their being the "pravda"
is possible; it is a demonstrable fact that they are the offical
word on the subject, as can be shown by documents. Therefore they
are, beyon'l argument, "pravda". Now try telline a nussian "I know
that what Lysenko says is the offical word on the subject, but I
want to know what the truth is," It comes out "I know that what
Lysenko says is the pravda, but I want to know what the pravda is."
See? Obviously you're confused hoeplessly, and don't know
what you're talkine about. The Russians have no word signifying
fundamental, non-human truth. They have a word "istiea" or something
like that meaning "truth" in the sense of "the revealed reli■gious
gospel"---but again, no non-human, non-volitional truth term.
O.K.---when you talk t,o physical scientists, you're going
to have to use terms they do not already have mganings for. They
do hnve meaninp,s for "frequency"; they've eot it defined to a enat's
e,·elash. It's precisely what they say it is, and absolutely nothing
uhatsoever else.

You're a radio man; O.K., take the term "impedance". That
means resistance, capacitance or inductance, and absolutely no other
possible thinp, whatsoever. If you find somethinR else, somethine
new,
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fine and dandy •••• but do not call it "impedance", because the
term "impedance" has n fully-defined and delimited meaning.
Exa�ple: thyrite, or similar silicon carbide mush substances,
show a nonlinear characteristic that doesn't obey Ohm s laws;
they obey an exponential voltage-current relationship-law. What
they show in a circuit then is nQi impedance; you'll have to call
1t somethini; else, because it won't obey the mathematical laws relateing
to impedance. (I call it viscance; it acts like viscosity, rather
than frictional losses, as ordinary resistances do.)
If you say you "tune in" something at a "certain frequency"--
any professional scienceist will promptly demand that you name the
frequency in cycles per second. You can't; j_t isn't a matter of
cycles per second at all. Thereby you prove to him that, in his terms,
you're a liar, or a muddle-headed nit-wit. Because frequency is his
term! He invented it. He worked to define it. He devised techniques
for expressing it, handling it, and measureing it. And you have no
business misuseing it, and expecting him to understand you.
We need new terms.
Trouble� of course, that people always want to stick to
familiar grounds and familiar terms.
That's tough; we're exploreing new grounds, and we've got to
acknowledge that. The professional physicist, however, is stuck with
his theories, and with a specific mistaken concept; there are an
infinite number of proble�s that can be solved by the present known
techniques. (This is literally true; if we worked for a billion years
we'd never run out of possible problems within present techniques:)
The difficulty is that, because science-as-it-is can solve an infinil"e
number of problems, the false assumption is made that it can solve
,all problemsl It can't. Geometrically speaking, there are an infinite
number of points within the circle of the letter o; that doesn't
mean that all points are in it, though!
The problem has been to acknowledge the undeniable fact that
science works, and is real, and has a sound, overall map of the
territory of physical reality---and show that there's something
of enormous size that they've completely missed! Understandably,
they can't believe that they can, at one and the same time, have a
fully working, fully defined science, and yet have missed something
as huge as the psionic forces we're working with.
viell, try an analogy: Suppose that, at the 1920 anual meeting
of the National Geographic Society, a man stood up and said, "The
maps JOU have of the continental US are inadequate, grossly inadequate.
There s a river more than a dozen times bigger than the Mississippi
flowing through here, a river of immense ecconomic importance to
the nation, and it's not on any of your �aps. And there are three
or four canyons greater than the Grand Canyon of the Colorado that
aren't shown. 11
"Nonsense! Fantastic; Impossible! 11 says the learned secretary.

"We may have missed a few lakes and brooks, and some caves--but a river bigger than the Mississippi? Impossible! There's been
too much flying; any large feature would certainly be found. Where
is this remarkable river? Show us!"
,
"I can't," says the critic,"because it s invisible. That's
why your flyers haven't seen 1t either."
After the laughter died down, and the crackpot was ejected,
the meeting would resume its orderly business---and not ten miles
away, the stupendous river would roar on its way, dozens of times
greater than the Mississippi, completely invisible---a river
over 100 miles wide, two miles deep, and howling along at up to
300 miles an hour, the mighty Jet Stream, less than 10 miles
overhead, and one of the few features of our planet clearly visible
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from Mars!

Its ecconomic importance in controlline the weather of the
nation is now perfectly obvious.
One of the canyons, incidentally, starts a couple of miles
from Manhattan Island---the Canyon of the Hudson. Invisible, too,
from the air---but it's about three miles deep, and over 100 long!
The geographers had complete maps of the US in 1920; they
knew there could be no new ll.1g_ featu,·es to be discovered. Not on the
surface of the cont�nent; no. But above it,.,?
Physics has their territory too well mapped to allow the
existance of any major features such as we've been working with.
Insist that they have to fit it into their territory, and they'll
know for a fact---and be perfectzy correct---that you're a crackpot.
It rs NOT SCIENCE AND CAN NOT BE EX"LAINED WITHIN SCIENCE.
The problem, then, is two-fold; explain that it is not science,
and explain what it is.
Now there's a subtle sort of gimmick in science that most
scientists have forgotten, never knew and, many times, very much
want to deny; Einstein, who was a phiiosopher, not a scientist,
knew what he was talking about. His relativity theories are very
specifically, and expressedly, descriptions of the Universe�
ce,tain defined type of observer would see it.
Helativity specifically does net describe the Universe. Ein
stein never said it did. He said it described what one specific,
carefully defined, and sharply limited type of obeeBver would�
to see.
That observer can properly be described as a one-eyed logician
suffering from acute tunnel vision; he can see only one thine at
a time, never two or more, and can only look along straight lines.
P.e has memory, and can reason in a highly limited, formal-logic
fashion. Because of.this, he can't distinguish past from present
or future. He can't see two things at once because of his unfortunate
tunnel vision, so he denies that simultaneity exists.
In logic, you can't hold two different thin�s to be true at
the same time; that' s called "inconsistency". That s why, for our
logical observer, simultaneity---which involved recognizing two true
things at the same time---is impossible. He couldn't admit it if
he saw it, because he'd be• "inconsistent".
Now suppose someone describes how the Universe would look
to a two-eyed, rational being who had peripheral vision and could
see two or more things at once?
Obviously, he won't come to the same conclusions Einstein s
One Eyed Logician dld!
The above material indicates where the physical scientist's
present maps of the Universe must necessarily be deficient; the
method of observation is inadequate!
Now is there an "invisible river" flowing past here that
physical science has missed ·completely?
Yes; there is. The essential difference between inanimate,
non-living matter and living entities is purpose. A rock doesn't give
a damn whether you c~ush it -to dust or not; living things do.
Further, in inanimate nature, anything that� happen, must.
Describe accurately what the situation is, and it becomes possible
to state exactly what will happen, because whatever can, must.
Bnt for a living entity, that which £fill happen,•••!!!il•
Hill, purpose, desire, want---these are all characteristics of
living, and Q!l£L9f-1JY.1D_g_ entities.
Physical science has no map whatever of the forces of purposive
l.nfluences, no description whatever of want, or desire. But purpose
is direction; a purposive organism can---unlike Einstein's One Eyed
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Logician!---tell Past from Future; any living organism has a sense
of purpose, of direction-in-time.
0 .K.; now let's consider what that psionic machine that
controls insects, etc., is doing. Suppose for a moment that it somehow
influences purposive force; it can influace .!@!!j;_-energy.
-- Let's imagine a young, healthy vigorous aphid resting on a
nice, tender young ,·ose shoot. It is in a perfect position to be able
to eat; in that situation it � eat. If it were a purely inanimate
system, then, it would eat. But it isn't inanimate; suppose what
the machine does is to block the want-to-eat, The aphid sits there,
not wantine to eat, and starving to death,
Most of the tales of enchantments l.n the old days can be
explained in terms of an imposed want structure; a love philter
would be something that imposed on A a want-of-B. Death Magic would
impose on an entity a loss of want-to-live.
I have a hunch that the psionic machines, so far, have largely
served as means of concentrating or focussing human attention on a
specific target; the purpose-ener,.y of a human being is stupendously
greater than the purposive energy of any ordinary animal, The purposige
energies a human being exerts in such ordinary jobs as driving in
traffic must rep-esent a purposive-power sufficient to blast out of
existance hundreds of thousands of caterpillars or beetles!
Any method by which the enormous purposive energies of a human
being could be focussed against such fragile purposive structures
as jap betteles for instance, should make it possible to kill
tens of thousands without much noticeable effort on the part of the
human beinP,,
But.... don't try it on another human being! There you'll be
running into a purposive dynamo of your own ma nitude: If, moreover,
you tie into a violent neurosis in the patient9s structure, he'll
swing more and more of his total life-energies into defending it
against the attack of the therapist, and you might find yom·self
darned near knocked out yourself.
Sure human beings vary enormously in pu,-posive power. A
man like Gaiileo, who could take on the whole civilization of his
time, and battle 'em to a standstill, would be able to blast any
normal human being. The little guy who conforms placidly to whatever
he's faced with and likes it, on the other hand, would be crushed by
the opposition of an unusually high-power dog.
We're working, I think, with Purposive energies-.--and have
no definitions, and no understandings.
The other side of the matter is Meaning.
In ordinary experience, there are two major factors: Logic
and Action. Both are single-valued, purely sequential, points-on-a
line things. Logic, however, has no meaning, per se---any more than
Action, per se, does. I can do perfectly valid logic on the propo
sitions "The Moon 1s made of Green Cheese, 11 and "There is a cheese
shortage in Switzerland." Lewis Carroll had a lovely logical
item: "Given: All Scotchmen are canny. All Dragons are uncanny.
What conclusions can be drawn? 1 1 Answer: No Scotchman is a Dragon,
and no Dragon is a Scotchman," This is Logic ••• but it remains logical,
despite the lack of meaning!
I can stand up, dr8ssed in fancy robes, and intone, in a
solemn voice, a series of complex noises, This would be action ••••
but also meaningless, and purposeless.
Efficiency could be defined as "maximizing the ratio of
P/A"---maximizing of purpostl.ve result to action expended.
Your diagnostic-analytical machine is an effort to maximize
a different ratio---the ratio of M/D. The maximum of Meaning obtained
from Data used,
Meaning, I suspect, is the intellectual side of Purpose,
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while Lor,ic is the intellectnal side of Action. Just as many
a··tl.ons can yield the same purpose, so many logical structures can
yield the same meaning. There are a dozen different lor,ical
p.,·oofs of the Pythagorean Theorem, for example, each equally

valid---but only one Meaning.
"How much data is enough?" The answer to this question, in
Logic, is absolutely definite; "All the data, and only all, is enough."
That's why Logic, real J formal logic, worlts .QJYJc in mathematics,
wher e the Universe of Discourse can be fUlly defined.
Meaning is different; you do not need all the data to
determine meaning. Simple example: A newspaper half-tone print
visibly does not present all the picture; the half-tone dots visibly
interrupt the pattern. But the meaning is complete!
Also, despite my typographical errors, misspellings, etc.,
you can read this fluent�y; a computer machine, being logical,
coUldn't. You read meanings.
As I see it---and I'm rejecting all previous theories in a
completely arbitrary fashion, for reasons explained next---we have
to assume a Universe with an Heirarchic structure, with level on
level, stacked one above the other. Certainly the physical universe
shows that characteristic, anyway! There are the subnuclear particles,
organized to generate the level of nuclei, which form atoms, which
are organized to form molecules, which organize to form crystals,
which organize to form planets! and so on up to galaxies.
Each level shows laws or its o>m which are true for that
level, and are not true for either the level above, or the level
below. The binding energies of nuclei are not electrostatic; the
binding energies of nuclei-to-electrons are electrostatiq. And
so on.
As I see it, Being is the Zero Level of the Heirarchy of
Reality. (You can't do something until you �isl.) Action lllllli
is the First Level, or because "level"suggests a dimensional stacking,
let's invent a new term, !Llll®.i and say that Action is the First Nume.
Logic is the Second Nume. Motive is the Third Nume. Meaning, or
Understanding, is the Fourth Nume.
The higher-order nume determines the lower-order nume, but
there is interaction, a sort of feedback. Motive directs logicam
and Action. Meaning or Understanding, determines Motive(purpose).
The Fifth Nume, I believe, is something we can't do such a
hot job of defineine; call it the Yang-Yin Hume, or Shiva-Kali,
or God-Satan; it is Destruction and Creation.
,
The Sixth is even hazier---but I think it s Judgement.
Judgement alone can control and direct Anihilation and Creation.
We're working, so far, at the begining of the Third and Foruth
Numes; we 1 ve got a long way to go yet!
Reason for throwing out, arbitrarily, all earlier theories;
People have been hacking away at this problem for 6000 years of record.
Wise, highly competent, persevering men have tried whole lifetimes
to solve it. The state of the world indicates very forcefUlly that
they did not. Then their theories, evidently1 were not adequate tools
for solving the problem within a single lifet1me---and therefore are
inadequate for my use. I can learn, by studying the general nature of
their theories I what tools will not do the job within the time
I must solve it, if it is to be solved at all.
I �eject, for the above reasons, the theological approach.
I reject, for the same reasons, the reincarnation approach.
I reject the help of discarnate entities; the method's been
tried, and didn't work adequately for those that tried hard and sincerely.
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Ar,reed, that my methon may not work either, So what? The
rrobJ.em's •·•orth tacklinr,, and there's no use tackling it by methods

thnt hRve been tried consistently, many times, b}l men whose abilities,

sincerity, and persistance I respect. If I considered them fools and
lazy bums---there'd be good reason for tackling things their way.
I don't; I think the Mystics of old were Men,---� men, with
hip,h courage, r,reet determination, high intelligence and ability.
I cion't figure I'm so darned much smarter, more competent, or
more cou•·ages than they that I'll succeed where they failed,
I'lJ. try, therefore, ,-,here they did not.
The most successful method of attacking the problem of
the Universe has been that of physical science; it yielded more
Meanings per man-year than any other technique philosophers ever
tried, Just because it has now reached approximately the limit
of practical application is no reason to reject its main thesis;
Revelation dqsU,n't_yield enough results alone, St.ructured concepts.
plus revelation, �s essential.

I want to work out an instrumental technique for detecting
and measureing purposive energies. It can be done; if I can do that,
I'll have a method by which I can almost instantaneously determine
the effect of a change in a structure I'm studying.
I thinlc your theory on the operation of the tactile plate
detector leaves something unexplained. Notice this: the analytical
machine, which I made up with purely symbolic systems, appears
to work without energy input of any kind. That is not the case!
On a nice crisp winter evening, try gently stroking a cat's fur,
The cracklinr,s of static electricity make plainly audible the fact
that gentle stroking is a very definite energy input! The entire
sound 011tnut of a violin is the result of gentle stroking, isn't it?
Jlut there's something else worth noteing here; suppose
I expose a film in my camera, and then put it in the developer.
Until I develop it, there are no images on the film; the light energy
input wasn't enough to make a perceptible image, Oh, I could get
an image; if you put plain film in a camera, and expose it in
brilliant sunlight for ten hours or so, the light-energy alone
will reduce some metallic silver, and by simply il!ixing the film
in thiosulphate, you'll get a faint, but perceptible image,
But it's a darned inefficient way to do the job,
'l'he developer supplies chemical energy ••• but the intensity
of that energy is not quite great enough to reduce silver halide.
The light-struck silver grains, however, act as catalysts, and
the strong, useful image is formed,
For ideal results, the developer must offer a uniformly
distributed, perfectly random, supply of chemical energy, while
the act11al use of that energy is controlled by the exposed silver grains.
If the developer swirls in patterned movement across the film throughout
development, the picture comes out streaked; the film was not evenly
exposed to developer-energy.
What's needed, then, is a key pattern, plus perfectly random
available energy.
A precisely similar system exists in painting signs by
useing a stencile, and a paint-spray gun, The stencil determines
where the pairiishall go---but the spray-gun determines whether.
The exposed silver grains determine !:!ill!re development shall take
place, but the random spray of energy from the developer determines
whether.
I suspect that what we need is a spray of energy of some form,
which is influenced by a pattern of some psionic type, The effect
must be developed; it won't happen.
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The things we're workine with do not exist, and �o not happen;
they're .!2_qtentials. They' re "could be's", The essence of a third-nume
phenomonon is that it is not at the level of Beine, nor at the
level of Action, but at the level of Purpose---which implies
Futll.rity rather than Now.
The methods required do involve electronic techniques, I betcha!
"easont The electron is, already, known to show the non-physical
prnperty of being able to �o two ways at the same time, be in
two places at once. And it s been indicated that the positron can
be explained equally well as an electron with a positive charge,
or a normal electron travelline backward throueh time!

There's another reason for seeking the instrumental device
for displayine the phenomenon: if I make a black box with a button
on one end, and a hole on the other, such that when I press the button
a little white flag pops out of the hole half a second later, no one
will be too worried about the innards of the box. If I press the
button 25 times, and 25 times the flag pops out, on the 26th
try, if the flag fails to show, the ordinary observer will say,
"Tsk tsk! Something broke, I guess."
If, on the other hand, the flag pops out two weeks later,
and does it 25 times, and fails on the 26th try ••• the usualobserver
will tend to say, "I knew it was just coincidence. See, it doesn't
really work,"
If we make a test that involves many hours or days between
action and result, and involves a new and very sketchy theoretical
concept••••the long time lag allows for a lot of external factors
to work in. Suppose you're trying to show that you can kill white
mise, and it takes two weeks between turnine on the device and
having the mice die. Prove anything that way? !!ell, no! "White mice
are always getting colds, or fighting each other, or dying for
no particular reason at all anyway. That test doesn't prove anything;
probably they got some darned disease during the two weeks."
Feed the mice on strychnine, and use the machine therapeutically
to keep _em alive. "Hmm••• strpchnine must have been adulterated.
Obviously they didn't get real strychnine, because mice always die
if they get strychnine."
I'd never heard of the Aka Threads theory; mine is simply
that re�ationship is itself a reality. That is, every object in the
Universe is related to every other object in the universe---and
relationship is just as real as gravity. It's just a different type
of field-force, If a uery close relationship between A and B can be
established, then a force applied to B will, by reason of the
close relationship to A, be applied to A. I can knock a man cold
without touching him; if he's got a metal bar against the side of his
head, and I slug the other end of the metal bar, I may not have
touched him, but because of the close relationship between his
noggin and the metal bar, he'll know he's been slugged,
The trouble we're going to run into in this field is that
Will, Purpose, 1.§_ effyctive in this area! You say glass doesn't hold
a charge. O.K.---that s fine. Then your glass won't---because
your purposive energies prevent it. But if I say it does, then
!!!:l. �wil_l:
You say light conducts the force; I say it doesn't. In
my machine, as a consequence, it doesn 1 t!
I built that symbolic machine, and installed a 6.3 volt transformer,
power line, and switch, with a little pilot bulb, heason: plugging it
in, and turninP, on the pilot light helped convince people that "sCllllething
inside this box is now ready to function".
The light from the pilot bulb, however bathes the entire
circuit diagram, The machine works just as weil with the light on
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as with the light off. So, in my machine, light does not conduct
the force.
What we need is something that is an actual, genuine barrier
to purposive energy••••and I don't think we're goin1; to get that
for a long, long time. Matter, obviously, is not. I've got hunches,
but no evidence as yet.
The damndest part of this research is just exactly that
problem; purposive energies can saturate matter, as a magnetic field
can saturate steel, and magnetize it. I very studiedly saturated
my symbolic drawing with a conviction that this would work, by
reason of the laws of symbolic magic. I agroe that that was important.
I know I have very special talents along that line; hell, man
for 30 years I've been specializing in developing my talents in
the line of presenting imaginative concepts with conviction that
produces a sensation of reality! That s what a science-fiction
writer-editor does for a ,living•••and in that field, by God, I'm
good. If I can find a new amd more useful application for that
talent I've trained into myself over the years---cheers! Let's
go to i:!;!
Trouble is••••how the blazes do you do research to find
what is and is not inherently best? When the experimenter's own
powerful purpose can impose the quality of excellence on one
material, which may be inherently poor, actually 1 and deny effect
in a materi�l that may, inherently, be excellent,!
That s another reason why I want mechanical detectors of
purposive energies! The very best experimenters will be the oms
with great purpose and understanding. They'll also be the ones that
can impose magniflcent results on an inherent dud, that won't
do a damn thing in the hands of an ordinary human being!
Sure, you're a Grade A magician: you can plant a Charm on
a bone, some mud dug fram a graveyard at midnieht, and a three
stage broad-band impedance coupled amplifier, after which the
darned thinr, will work for ordinary people.
But ordinary people can't; therefore, for them, the things
are no r,ood, and, your theory obviously is nonsense.
Ed Herman s no doubt told you about the trouble the Delawarr
people have with their photographic machine? It works just fine,
for anybody••••provided Mr. Corte loads the plates! Unless Corte
puts the Charm on the plates---satu:rates them with purposive energy,
so to speak---the plates can't be used!
Until we can get instrumentation of a mechanical order ••••
we're stuck.
Herman told me about your communicator gadget. It_s still
several orders of magnitude too slow to serve the needed purpose.
We've got to cook up one that works in milliseconds, not seconds.
U less I•m way off base, we cai,, actually, achieve one
that works
.
with zero---and I mean �---time-lag. The moment ' ,e do,, we'11
knock the rug out from under modern physics, and Einsetin s One-Eyed
Logician; if we can signal from Australia to New York in 0.0001
second, or less---we make a liar out of Relativity! 'le will have
transmitted information at a speed much higher than the speed of
light, ancl that'll put the permanent kibosh on physical-science
objections.
Hy hunch is this order of phenomenon pays a s little attention
.
to time-interval as it does to spa.ce-interval!
·
.
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JOHN W. CAMPOELL, Jll.

1457

Orchard

Road

JW1e 19 1 1!!)56

Mounlai11sidc1 New .Jersey,

Dear Mr. Hieron;,mus: I've just returned from having lW1ch with Col. Gross and
Arthur Gray, who is President of Street & Smith Phb. Co., and
associated with me in the psionics research I've been doing.
I think it may be helpful if I sate what I had in mind in making
the suggestsions I did concerning the business arrangements about
this research.
First off, the patent system at the present time will not
offer us any protection whatever; it's completely useless, because
it was not set up to handle the type of problem we're rW1ning into.
I've built that purely symbolic machine, which works real
pretty; it's your basic machine, and you know it and I know it.
The only thing is that you know as well as I do that no court in
the land would hold that it is in any respect what you patented!
I don't use any vacuum tubes; therefore it obviously isn't what
you patented.
Moreover, unless I'm greatly mistaken, I could use a different
set of symbols, and get just as good resnl•ts. That is, the symbols
have the characteristics I arbitrarily assign them. If I want
to use a pentagon as a symbol for a pentode amplifier---it'll work.
Keeping in mind the type of thinking that dominates the
courts today, you can readily see that getting effective patent
protection on a psionic device is completely out of the question.
You can't patent a law of nature; what we're doing, however,
is discovering laws of Nature. No paten t protection possible.
You can spend a lot of money hireinr: patent lawyers, however,
and gettinp, patents on one, specific, special W1it. But inasmuch as
Mr. Upton can use a handy table top, and a pencil drawing on a paper
doiley and get the results of the diagnostic machine••• ,let's see
you get a patent that s worth two hoots in hell!
The patent laws were originated a few centuries back, when
technology first got started. They came into being when individuals
got bright ideas, and kept said ideas secret---"trade secrets".
The idea was that the Government would repay the inventor by giving
him a guaranteed, protected monopoly on his idea for a limited
time, in return for making the idea patent---literally 1 making
it clearly understandable.
The proposition worked, so long as both sides felt they were
benefiting. Trouble is, if you have very good analytical techniques,
a man doesn't have to tell you his secret; you can get hold of his
product and analyse it to determine what his secret was. \-/hy pay a
man for somethinp, you can get for yourself?
Additional trouble arose because, with the increasingly
rapid advance of technology, 17 years became a long, long time.
Darned few inventions are of any value after the first ten years
anyway; the actual llfe of an invention normally is less than that
period, so the original idea, that of 1·,aking it free to all after
a short time of earning return, no longer works. Fy the time the
patent r=s out, nobody wants it anyway, usually.
Consider electronic circuit patents as of 1939. Those patents
would just be rW1ning out. Since a good patent lawyer can argue with
the patent offl.ce for three or four years while under "patent pendling"
p r otection, inventjons made in 1935 are just runni
ng out.
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Who wants a 1935' radio set today?
The result is that the original purpose of the patent laws
has vanished, and the laws themselves are, in consequence, breaking
down completely.
The original purposes were based on (1) the existance of
trade secrets that� secrets, and (2) the inability of analytical
techniques available to crack those secrets. If a man wouldn't
tell you how he did it, you coUldn't find out.
The system is breaking down because you can find out, nowadays,
whether a man tells you or not.
Further, the patent office people ar� cook-book scientists;
they have to know what the books say. If it s in the books, it isn't
new, so you can't patent it. If it can be derived logically from
what's in the books, it's just "routineering by enpone skilled in
the art" and isn't patentable.
But if it's not in the books, and can't be logically derived
from what is in the books, it's impossible, so the patent office
terms it nonsense, and refuses a patent. If the books say specifically
it's impossible, naturally the patent office turns it down.
If, despite this, you get a patent1 you now have a license
to sue people---sort of a license to commlt
barratry.
A big corporation can afford to maintain a staff of lawyers;
they don't mind a legal fist-fight---they have them going on all
the time anyway.
An individual ordinarily can't afford it.
Rut that's all right; if a big corporation gets patents,
since a patent is a monopoly system, the anti-trust deoartment gets
after the corporation as a monopoly in restraint of trade, and takes
the patents away from them. See what happened to Bell Labs, which
certainly earned the transistor patents, and to IBM and their
computer patents.

So let's not play their game; the only people whn come out
ahead are the patent lawyers---and they get so many headaches they
lose too.

It seems to me that the answer is to go back to the Trade
Secret system. The lovely thing about these psionic devices is that
no technique of scientific analysis can find out why they work!
ResUlt: if we have a device which works, we don't give a damn how many
high-priced laboratories sweat blood trying to analyse what we have.
They can use everything from mass spectrographs to microanalysis,
and never find a damn thing!
Consider the spot the Delawarr people are in; they have a
machine that takes pictures of diseased organs. This is fine;
any operator can be trained to use it.
Provided Mr. Uorte loads the plates.
Suppose we develop a communicator that consists of a standard
microphone, audio amplifier, and speaker, with a psionic gimmicl,
linking it to the other communicator. Anybody can supply the
audio-electronics parts. But unless one of our trained hexers
puts the right charm on the psionic gimmick •••• nothing happens.
I'd love to see RCA labs or Bell Labs trying to run a psi-magnetized
strip of plastic through its analytical routines to find out why
a chemically identical strip they made up wouldn't do the same thing.
And just to make 'em go nuts a little faster, we could
use scraps of orange crate lumber, high-purity polystyrene, pieces of
old shoe leather, and plastic-impregnated glass-fiber fabric with
equally good results. After all, what does the nature of the material
matter to a symbol?
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You, .4rmstrong, Upton---a lot of others---have been in this
worl< for a number of years, plP ading, beggi'tg, strivine to make
someone pay some attention to the ideas. It s hell on wheels to
try to sell a man an idea that conflicts with his orientations, and
that he doesn't want.
But just try telling him it's your Trade Secret, and he can't
have it, and see what happens! He'll sweat blood tryine to pry
it out of you.
As I see it, what we need is a transducer that will convert
psionic forces to electromagnetic, or mechanical forces. (I suspect
it may turn out to be easier to go direct from psi to meilanical,
but we'll make out better if we can go from psi to electronic.
Electronics is more publicly acceptable these days. After all,
who wants an automatic supermarket door opener that is so old
fashioned it uses a mere mechanical pressure-plate switch? No, siree;
it's gotta be a photoelectronic relay that does 1t---no perfectly
reliable, cheap and simple pressure-plate actuated switches for
us, by Gad! We're modern, we are!)
The transducer would accept a psi input, and modulate an
electrical or mechanical force on one end, and at the other, accept
a modulated electrical or mechanical input and yield a psi output.
The transducer could, qiute readily, be a chemical system; if we could,
by means of a psi force, change the probability of a particular reaction
system i.n favor of substance A instead of B, in a perfectly balanced
reaction system, it'd be reasonably simple to detect it. Let's say
that A is strongly colored, and B is colorless; then we could detect
a cha nee of oolor photoelectronically. The rate of chanee should
be fairly hip,h, however, at least 4000 cps, which makes the chemical
system seem som�what unsatisfactory as a �uess.
But that s what we need. And I suspect that it'll turn
out to require an imposed purposive field-force---a psi field.
That, without it, the gimmick is just a useless and meaningless
hunk of matter---as useless as an umagnetized chunk of alnico.
(Wouldn't you love to see a chemist trying to analyze an alnico
magnet to separate out the substance that produces that attraction
effect•••. if he didn't know about magnetic fields?)
Another possible approach to consider is the dear old
Marconi coherer detector. What if we could make some kind of
dust or colloidal particles line up and fall out of line? Darned
little mechanical force would be required---• mere change in the
distribution of Brownian movement forces already present would do it!
Then we'd have something that would get us a start toward the goal,
anyhow!
As I see it, if you want to work with me, ann try to crack this
job as a team, we can each offer the other something; you've got
work-with-the-hands experience I haven't, and can't get without
working with my hands for a quart century or so.
On the other hand, through the quarter century I've put in
working with ideas and hypotheses, and watching some high-powered
creative thinkers here and there around the country, I've learned
some practical techniques for tinkerine with ideas. You've got
experience I haven't got; I've got a totally different kind that
you haven't had a chance to collect, not having edited a science
fiction magazine,
Could he that, between us, we could work like the two jaws of
a nutcracker to cracl< this problem, where neither jaw alone could
swing the deal.
A theory is no damn good, unless it can lead you to a
piece of hardware that works.
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Furthermore, manp a lovely and valid theory has gone down
the drain because the guy that had it didn I t have the hardware
skill necessary to build a workmanlike unit. (Babbage, who invented
the first computing machine1 had to quite. He couldn't carve a decent
gear to save him; the theorles he had were fine, but his workmanship
stunk.)
A good theory may give a good blueprint for a good �•chine•• ,
but if a man has that much, and no skill with hardware, it s still
no cigars.
On the other hand, a good theory can save a hardware expert,
the man who can translate ideas into something that worlcs, a lot of
effort and trouble. The old boys made some wonderCul steel in
Damascus, centuries ago. But having absolutely no understanding
of what steel was, or why, or what to do about it, they couldn't
make different varieties of steel. The Japs had some wonderful steel,
too---a fine molybdenum steel. Being totally ignorant of chemistry,
how could thep know that one of their iron mines was contaminated
with molybdenum ore?
Teaming up may save us both a hell of a lot of time, trouble,
and expense.
If the team effort produces results, moreover, nobody will
have any need to worry about who gets how much. We'll both be
trying to figure some way to stay out of the 99% income tax
bracl<et.
I know one of your major concerns is getting something
useful done about therapy. The dear old AMA is slightly thick in
the head; that would be an excellent place to start therapy, I
think. So they have a lovely cure for cancer. I know of a woman
who came down to the New York Memor�al cancer hospital from an upstate
farm town for diagnosis. She spent the lilrunlhm� entire savings of
her family for the last five years making the trip. The diagnosis
was cancer of the cervix; 90% probability of cure with two months
radiation therapy.
So then she want back to her upstate farm to die, having
been magnificently diagnosed, and told how her life could have been
saved if she had had money enough to keep from starving during the
two months she had to stay in New York. Oh, they were willing to
give her free radiation treatment•••• but after all, you couldn't
expect them to feed and house her for two months, could you?
Sure the AMA has some wonderful gadgets. Wonder ho·,, many
diagnostic EEG's and electrocardiographs and trained Roentgenologists
you'llf find in Shoo Fly, North Carolina? Or Mambayoo, Miss.?
Or some of the backwoods towns in Montana, Colorado, etc.?
You can't buck the situation by arguments. Practical people
will be found at the farmer-worker level, and at the top-executive
level. But inbetween there's a powerful group of trained theoretical
technicians. The executive can't get his ideas carried out lf the
technician's gum up the works for him; the worker can't get his ideas
through to management, for the same reason.
You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make him d rink•••
unless you can make him thirsty. You can lead a scientist to facts,
but you can't make him swallow---unless you can make him curious.
Nothing will make a scientist more annoyed than the idea that
someone's holding out on him.
The Tra 1e Secret approach is not only ecconomically the most
practical---it s a sure-fire, guaranteed technique to make the
scientist-technicians start demanding that you explain.
The one thing we need is a device that reacts so quickly
and on so seemingly pure-mechanical a level that they can't deny
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it happens.
Incidentally, the Armed Forces would just love a means of
transmitting a message to a guided missle that was absolutely
proof against any kind of interferrence whatsoever. They would most
happily throw the whole s�ience of electronics into the drink
if they could get a guided missle controls s�stem that was proof
against jamming, or over-controlling, immune to static, and wasn't
affected by distance.
Another one of the absolutely unsolved, and absolutely
critical problems is this:
In an atomic war, there won't be enough H-bombs to send a
dozen or more bombers to attack a given traget, all loaded with
bombs, They'll have to send a dozen bombers, however, to protect
each other against fighter attacks. Only one of them, however,
will carry the business.
Problem: "Which twin has the Tony?" The Air Force boys are
askinr, exactly that, in those words. How can you tell which bomber
is the� that has to be knocked out? The other eleven, we can
ignore---if we can be sure of getting the one,
Regards,
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Dear John:
We might as well get acquainted right away and sidetrack formalities, so you are
John. My friends call me Galen.
I have just re read your letter of June 17th and will comment on some items in it.
I just received a letter from Ed Korman with a lot of questions about the transistor
unit that Howard Armstrong loaned you and that you and Ed copied. I can either
try to be very diplomatic or try to be honest. I cannot seem to be both and at the same
time, put out the facts as I see them. You said in your letter that you had built the
transistor unit and planned to try it out on some kind of life form.
This work divides into two major divisions. Analysis, diagnosis or what have
you, and treating,. or trying to alter the condition found. The amount of energy
needed to alter a condition varies all over the lot. The amount of energy needed to
analyze is extremely small. The energy radiated from a substance is enough for any
good analyzer without any amplification. No power is required. I worked for years
without any amplification. Then I used chemical amplifiers in order to relieve the
strain on the operator when the energy was weak and he was tired.
When I went into the subject of treating or altering things, I found that it took a
long time to get a result when no power from local source (chemical or electric
power) was used but that the time element could be greatly reduced with the use of
amplification. Just as it takes more energy, more electron volts to move an electron
in an inner orbit than it does to move an electron in an orbit several 'shells' farther
out, just so does it take more energy to do some treating than it does to do other
treating. There seems to be a minimum value of energy needed to produce a result
regardless of the time of treatment.
The subject is so vast that it is difficult to keep from rambling from one phase to
another related phase. We started on Armstrong's transistor unit. I do not know
which one he loaned you. I saw the one that was built for Eliot Pratt last year, by, I
believe, the same man who built Howard's unit. It used a masonite panel, 1 mf
coupling condensers and an RC coupling system, a typical but crude low frequency
audio amplifier. The man who made it told me that "there is nothing but audio
frequency signals involved," so he built it with only that idea to control the design
and construction.
It seems to be necessary to keep pounding away at the idea of trying to get over
the important fact that we are dealing with a force or energy that is as different from
electricity and radio as electricity differs from heat. In fact, there is more difference
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since we are in a different medium than that involved in the electro-magnetic.
Electricity flowing through a wire will produce heat. This does not mean that
electricity is heat, any more than saying that since a flow of electrons, up and down
an antenna will produce something that radiates out away from the antenna, the two
phenomena are one and the same. By the way, what does take place when electrons
flow in an antenna? I too, have read the books, but they do not give an explanation
that will stand up. What is a wave motion in the ether? What is the ether? Send us
about a quart.
Fran Farrall just came in with the August issue of A.S.F. You did a fine job on the
very short article. Might just as well take off on the subject of why a burned out or
missing tube works as it does. I have been able to make a device without any kind
of electricity involved, that generated much more energy than the best radio
amplifier. It was all mechanical, no chemicals or batteries. Form or configuration
was most important. We are using the amplifier tubes for other than their typical
radio characteristics. The arrangement of the various grids etc., even the heater, is
important in the operation.
Some of my most time taking, heart breaking experiences resulted from not
knowing enough about conductors and insulators of this energy. I am going to use
my term, Eloptic. After building many devices over a period of time and finding they
would not work, they were discarded and I went on to other experiments. Later I
would find that some of the material used in earlier experiments was not the
insulator I thought it should, but a fair conductor of Eloptic energy.
An example is with bakelite. This is used rather extensively today in radio and
TV as insulation. All switches of the rotary type are punched from broVvn, yellow
brown or red broVvn colored material. This colored bakelite is not a very good
insulator of Eloptic energy. There is plenty of leakage through it. Black bakelite, on
the other hand, is a very good insulator. I can get away with using brown bakelite
switches in the input circuits where I only lose energy or waste it to ground. In other
places where feedback is involved or in the output end where I want all the El optic
energy to be radiated and not grounded, I never use brown bakelite.
If you want to try a simple little experiment, try this. Get two pieces of regular
300 ohm transmission line like Amphenol's translucent whitish insulation and the
brown dense kind. Then get some regular 30% black rubber flexible instrument wire
as used for water probe leads. Twist the latter into a pair of wires to be comparable
to the other pairs. Cut the length to about five feet and put terminals on for quick
changing of the three types. Use one of these pairs of wires to go between the output
of your original amplifier and the coil in the reaction plate. Naturally you will have
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the coil some foot or so away from the rest of the device to avoid reaction. I would
use the black 30% rubber first and set the instrument where you get a reaction,
showing that it is working. Now remove the30% rubber lead and put in its place, one
of the Amphenol leads. I think you will get no reaction at all through the 300 ohm
line because all the Eloptic energy has been shunted through the insulation to short
out the reaction coil.
To test insulations, build a pick up coil not over two inches in diameterwith leads
of at least a foot in length, preferably longer. Take a very small piece of any metal of
which there is no more around, e.g., silver, gold. A gold ring is fine. Tune in gold on
the analyzer so that you lose all reaction when the gold is removed from the input
coil, in other words, you are sure you are set for gold. Be sure you do not have a gold
ring or watch too close.
Next take some wax paper and place two or three thickness over the pick up coil,
large enough in size to extend well over the coil. Now place the ring in the center of
the coil but separated so radiations must pass through the wax paper. You may not
get any reaction at all. Recheck by carefully removing the wax paper without
disturbing the dial setting. The reaction should be as strong as it was at first.
When I say as strong, I mean that you should measure the amount or rather the
intensity of the radiation by inserting resistance until the reaction is lost. The decade
resistance or potentiometer is for that purpose. In this way, you can get a quantita
tive measure of the degree of insulation offered by the wax paper.
One of the best insulations of Eloptic energy is ordinary black friction or tire tape.
It unfortunately has something that radiates from it that is very bad for humans, so
I do not use it around medical instruments.
From this, you must gather that I do not think much of masonite as insulation,
or of the design ability of anyone who would use it in any kind of instrument.
What I have given you about insulations is the reason I was surprised that you
were able to build an instrument and have it work the first time. I shudder to think
what some who read your article and build a device may think when their's won't
work. Such language.
Which reminds me that I received an inquiry from two men in Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
who got a copy of my patent and built an analyzer. They are having trouble and sent
me a long list of questions to be answered. I wrote back for information on them and
what their interest was. This can lead to a lot of timetaking correspondence and
expense. That is why I asked why they are interested. They did not write on any
letterhead or on typewriter. The letter was in ink but very difficult to decipher.
As of the present, I am of the opinion that Eloptic energy travels on the surface
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much as very high electrical frequencies do. It could be that it travels on 'holes' in the
ether, if we can imagine that the ether or something is displaced by material things.
Of one thing I am convinced, Eloptic energy is of a different order than the ether,
finer probably. I believe Eloptic energy travels spirally rather than by the bunching
action that characterizes the action of a high frequency current through an electrical
conductor. This would make it possible for Eloptic energy to exhibit what is
definitely a frequency characteristic and, at the same time, not work with any of the
electrical devices.
Electricity energy can be converted to Eloptic energy because electricity can be
used to augment or amplify Eloptic energy. Someday, I hope to convert Eloptic
energy into an electrical current. Magnetic fields play a most important part in this
work. Eloptic energy can be dispersed much as static charges can be dispersed by the
action of X ray or Gamma rays, by the action of magnetic fields. Whoa! My tongue
got twisted. Magnetic fields work on Eloptic energy much as Gamma rays do on a
static charged ball. Now it's there, then it's gone. Dissipated. Discharged.
Take a few items like carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and a few others, add
them together and infuse another item called a life spark and you have a nice juicy
worm about 1 / 4 inch D x 1 1 /2 inch L. Put him in an ear of corn and he will have a
swell time. Remove the life spark and he will take several days to dry up and
disintegrate.
Take a similar combination eating away on said ear of corn. Find by use of an
Eloptic analyzer, some substance (we call it a reagent) that will reduce his vitality
value to near zero. Take a bit of the shuck from the ear of corn, place this and the
reagent in an Eloptic transmitter, removed many feet (e.g. 20) from said ear and
worm and start the transmitter going. Then leave town. House vacant. The only one
who knows what is going on is 250 or more miles away, having a good time with a
lot of people and not thinking at all about the worm. Two and a half days later, the
knowing ones return to find three out of four of the worms are just spots of moisture.
The fourth worm when tested, shows one twentieth the vitality he did three days
before. Keep him on the ear of corn while the treatment continues over night and
next day, he too is a moist spot. What happened there?He did not dry up and become
dust. The components were disassociated. The binder was removed or nullified.
Instead of a worm, intact, he became carbon, oxygen, nitrogen etc., again. That
would make a swell Astounding Science Fiction Story. It is astounding but not
fiction.
It seems to me that we are manipulating the so called, binding energy that holds
the electrons together in a molecule. The funny and interesting part is, the apparent
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amount of energy required is so little compared with that required when so called,
atomic energy is used, that there is no comparison. The reason for this is easy to
explain. The brute force method used in atomic fission is very inefficient. When you
find the resonant frequency of a molecular combination and feed this frequency into
it, the amountof energy necessary to neutralize the binding effect is relatively small.
Another point of interest. So many instruments and their method of operation
require that the operator be in the room with the instrument while it is operating,
apparently to furnish the energy necessary. When we treated the corn ear worms
while we were 250 or more miles away and they were completely dissolved, we
certainly did not need to fulfill that requirement of having to supply energy to make
the instrument work
There is a lot of difference in the way different instruments operate. We are quite
sure we are dealing with a form of energy that is not a flow of electrons (electricity),
or a wave motion in the ether (radio like propagation), or magnetic, or heat, or light.
We know that there is a great similarity between Eloptic energy and the energy
involved in thoughts and emotions, and in the nerve impulses (not the electrical part
set up by the chemical action). We know that Eloptic energy exhibits several
different states. We can store it like a static charge; we can generate it in a manner
similar to the generation of electricity; we can manipulate it by thoughts and
emotions. It can be transmitted over great distances without attenuation. It can be
made to disassociate the atoms in a molecule. It can and does manifest something
akin to frequency, as we use the term in connection with audio or radio etc., whether
pulsing or alternating.
I would refer you to a statement in my other letter in which I stated that I divide
operators and their instruments into a least three general groups: those who are able
to operate psychically and only use something like a reaction plate to get yes or no
answers to mental questions, either consciously or unconsciously asked; those who
have some psychic ability and are very sensitive operators, who require some type
of instrument that will tune to different frequencies; and last, those who have little
developed psychic ability, who would deny it, and who require a good instrument
to do most all of their work. Most often, the one in class one never knows whether
it is the instrument or himself that does the work. His work and findings are most
often unrepeatable by others. The second type operator is generally the most reliable
when he has a good instrument to work with and who knows that he must guard
against too much interference. The last operator is lost without a really good, well
built and well calibrated instrument. In your first article last October, you dwelt at
length on the subject of the cost and elaborateness of some of the instruments on the
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market, how they grew and often became very elaborate. Naturally, some of those
were made to sell at a very high price for the sole purpose of making a lot of money
for the builder. I was not referring to this last class. I have seensome doozies, one that
was built on contract for $5,000 and the builder lost his shirt on it.
As a case in point, I have two instruments of the prism type. One refracts the
entire spectrum of 90 odd elements in a pick up arc of about 30 degrees. The various
isotopes are so crowded that you can only pick up one energy peak, get a reaction,
at one place on the dial for each element. The other instrument is so constructed that
the same band of elements are spread out over 60 degrees and we can pick up each
isotope of an element without trouble.
There is a lot of difference in cost between a crystal detector, head phones radio
receiver and my communications receiver with a lot of tubes in it. One cost a few
dollars, the other cost a few hundred dollars. The results obtained justify the added
cost, in fact, I would not be bothered with one like the cheap one.
What I am trying to say is, Please do not try to put all instruments in one bin and
classify them as "Psonic Devices." As a radio man, I am sure if someone came to you
for advice on buying a radio receiver, you would not tell him not to squander his
money on an expensive device made by RCA or National, to save his money and buy
a piece of Galena a single head phone and wind some wire on a Quaker Oats Box,
unless he happened to be a Cub Scout with a project to build. That reminds me, my
first license was '9 CU' issued in 1913. I went from a Ford spark coil to 1 KW on 20
Meters.
It has been nice talking to you again. Wish you would get on your horse and come
to the land of bathing beauties, sand and sunshine (per the C. of C.) We could have
a swell time fighting the war.
Sincerely,
Galen Hieronymus.
cc to Gross et al.
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JOHN W. CAMPBELL, JR.
1457 Orchard Road

July 11 1 1956

Dear Mr. Hieronymus:-

I've mentioned hefore the importance of negative evidenceO-
of learnl.ne from what won't work, as well as from what wl.11.
I,ve got some negative evidence, and a theory that may,
I think, he helpful,
I've had a lot of people test the devices here at my house,
I've r,otten a lot of interest,amone highly trained technical people,
because of my maeazine, And I ve observed the results. Also, I've
had friends of my daughters' try it. The results work out
this way:1. The blasted thing won't work for me excent on a
highly erratic, unpredictable basis. I can predict, however,
that the frustratine contraption will !!Qi work any time I
am tryinp, to make a test of something new!
2. Every one of the dozen or more professional scientists
I've had out here has scored a flat zero. Not one of them has
succeeded! This includes men from Bell Labs, Esso Research,
Sperry Electronics, and several other outfits. They are real,
Grade A research men1 too, and have approached the problem
with genuine good faith
and open mindedness.
2. Kids of high school age and under have about 99\1
success.
3, Housewives, lawyers, doctors, insurance agents,
business executives---score about 85% success,
4. It won't work for my wife, except erratically
anrt uncertainly,
5, It works for both of my younger daughters, but
best for my 11-year-old,
The remarkable fact that stands out is that il...li911�:t_work_£0£
�cientists! I've heard from a number of the gang that tried buH,.line
it from the magazine. i\ll of them complained it didn't work, Not
one success reported to date!
Now this uniformity of observation is a predictable thine
hy this time; it calls for some thinking, in order to explain why
precisely the type of person we're most interested in convincinp,
shows nn absolute flat, 100% no-dice reaction,
They're not resisting the idea, A man doesn't take the trouble
to build the thin.e, without some willingness to see whether it works.
People don 't drive down from Connecticut, through \hat horrible
New York traffic just to refuse to try it,
They're giving it a sincere, honest test, to the best of
their ability---and showl.ng a 100% flat failure,
Anrt th•t is important data,
I think I 0ve got a clue as to why,
Some years
a computer-ga�get
of the thing is a
be set up to form

back, Claude Shannon, over at Bell' Labs, set up
that he cal.led a "mechanical mouse". The top
sort of table, on which aluminum panels can
a maze, A gadget that looks something like a
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mouse---.oncl is, of course, the exploreing device controlled by and
sip,nalline back to the built-in computer---is put in the maze,
:::in<l it seelrn to finci thA 11 chee:::ie 11 ---wl-1icl1 l!J nn o)ectrode that
shuts orr tlH-j computer by signalling 11 task accornplisl1ed".
Claude was studying problems of problem-solving. The maze
is the psychologist's classic problem .for testinp, animals; he
set up n 11 mouse 11 Rnd Pi maze to show th;:it ;i computor could clo ns ,..,eJ.l.
The other men flt Bell Lahs were, of course, Rmuseri :ind j_nterented,
Anci e;nth0rnrl round to experiment with Claude's 1 1mouse 11 problem-solver ..
One of the �anp, watcl1ed the performance, listned to Claude's
rHscusi:1on oJ' liow it worked, and saidljl "Say, Claude ••• I think I can
stop your beristie here. Let me set up a maze, hmmm? 11
"Go ahead---but it has to have a solution, it must be possible
to get to the cheese."
I
11

Um-hmm. Let s see • • • • • 11

In about five minutes he'd switched the maze wall-panels
around, and Claude started the mouse again.
Twnety minutes later, the "mouse" was still going around and
around, and getting nowhere. Each time around, it went right past
the opening that lead to the "cheese", but never found it.
Reason: The guy had set up a maze that was exactly matched
to the search-pattern of the 1 1mouse 11 • The 11mouse 11 � tried
to get out of a new square first by turning left to see �f there
was a door that way. If there was, it went to the next square.
If there wasn't, it would try straight ahead, and if still blocked,
woulrl try right. If there was no opening it would go back the way
it had come. But it alwavs tried (1) left, then(2) straight, then
( 3) rigl1t, and finally\i.:-y-back where it came.
Ry settinP, up a maze in which the mouse could always fin,]
a way out of the square hefore it tried right, Claude's friend
harl .1rraneed a maze wherein the mouse could never find the way
to the r,oal---because it involved tr�in� right instead of left.
You c;in tr�p the searcher if you design the problem to
match exactly the ct,aracteristics of his method of searching--
and arrange to lead him around l.n a circle.
Claude solved the problem for his "mouse". lie built in a
"discouragement circuit". After tryine 25 squares(the tahle is
five squr:ires ench way, so there are only 25 squares) if the 11 mouse u
hasn"t reached the "cheese", a relay throws, and, thenseforth the
"mouse" always tries right first instead of left. In suer, a simple
maze-problem, no maze can be immune to solution h§! both right and
left-seorcfiine techniques.
llote this; philosophically Calude 's "discouragement circuit"
1s di:nrmed sie;nj.ficantm. Discouragement does not mean 11You can't do
it; give up. 11 It means 11Tou can I t ever do it this wav; ::;earch
for the solution in a_giffeTIJDt manner."

Our problem is this: Children, housewives, almost anybody
hut a trained scientist, can get results. What, then, does scientific
trainine do to a man---or, possJbly, what different kind of man
becomes a scientist---that a scientist can't do what most people
can?

Science has achieved enormously; it has solved problems
,,-fi th mFlfnificent success, and to the trernenrtous advantage of Man.
It's unargueable that they have a problem-solving technique of
immense power ::ind importance.
O.K.---hut what type of problem so matches the search-pattern
of the Scientific Eethod that the Scientific Method is inherently
incarable of solvinF, it? Hhet type of maze will make this "mouse"
f;O round ann round and never get the answer?
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Uhnt l<irnJ of problem <loes true, scientific training prevent
n m:.ir1 from solvine?
If we annlyse thP. basic characteristics of the Scientific
i•!ethorl, we should he able to spot the characterJ.stic of that
method th::it woulO prevent cletectj_on o.f the way to the 1 'cheese 11 •
Then we mJ.ebt he able to specHiy the anproprlate "discouragement
cjrcuit 1 1 tlv1t wouJO convert the scientist to r1 mBn CApr,ble of
sol vinr.: the problem.

The answer, T thinl<, ll.e s in this: A sclentist is rigorously
traincd---and trains himself' to a strong self'-discipline---to
8VOi(l inject:Ln0 hiG own wishes, hopes, desires, or feelings into
his exneriment, He must determine what is there, and must not
seek to "prove his point", He must conduct his ,··experiments with
absolute objectivity; if the experiment is going to disprove the
theory he spent half a life-time building---why, J,e must conduct it
with the same honest, detached, and purely-factual nttitude he would
if, instead, it were provinp, his life work.
It was the introduction of, and development of that
comple�ely objective, honest approach that made Science what it
is, It s the foundation of scientific ethics, and every scientist
worth his salt accepts it .deeply, and with a degree of self-discipline
tt·at few laymen RppreciRte.
Now what happens if such a sincerely dedicated and honest
scientist tries to use somethine that works onl::,_j,f__):1§!_�!1:t�l'-..i!l.tQ
it and_,lrive.s . it with_his own_desires_and_wants?
Notlline, of course.

If these psionk devices are dependant, as I suspect, on
the applicai.ion of human purposive enereJ.es, then the scientific
method r,ives 100:% absolute assurance that they won't work, The
scienti.st must not inject his mm purpose, �le must he purely
ob,iective, '·'hich means he won't do a thine to he1p it! He
hos trninen l1Jmself to a state of complete1y witharmm, perfectly
neutral observatJon-witho11t-participation, WhJ.ch is precisely
what wJl l not work in a psionic experiment!
I've had the traininP,, I couldn't malce that blasted thine
work wortb a rlamn any time I was tryinr, to flnd out whethel' it
wonlrl worlc, It works only when I accept-without-question that it
works, nnil ask ahout. somethine else!
These are tools, but not yet machines. A tool is a device
cy which a man can do something, or do something more easily, that
wonlcl normally be impossible or very difficult without the tool.
The tool is, however, essentially a passive device, like paper
and pencil, or a tynewriter that works only when I push on it.
A machine, on the other hand, is a dynamic device; it
can work itself, An oil burner is a machine, A power shovel is a
machine where B sbovel is a tool.
,}he scientists are looking for psionic machjnes; devices that
dotit-tn-them, rather than psionic tools, with which they-do-it.
The scientist makes 11 objective II and "passive" mean the same thing.
Suppose someone with this attitude were reportinr, on the
first bicycle.
11
I try, 11 he s�ys, 11 to hHve an open mind---but the inventor 1 s
clntms are cl0.:1rJ.y preposterous. This device is inherently unstabil!e;
the idcn that it can stand uprieht with a load on top is nonsense,
Ann it has no power source; the statement Uwt it can carry a man
fart.her and faster than he can wallc is patently foolish. Why,
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tt ,.voulcl vtol;:i te the law of conservation of enerey !
11

1-Jowever, I r,ot on, in the way the inventor stated was

correct, and m::ide an honest test.

As could easily be predicted,

it wns un.stnble, :::inrl the whole contrflption promptly fell over.
Anrl it didn't show the slightest signs of movinf,.
"What sort of hoax the inventor is attempting, I do not
unclerstancl, lie dirl "rlemonstrate' it for us, and we were unable
at that tim0 to detect the mechanism he used for supporting and
propelline it, hut it is self-evident that such a structure could
not remain vertical without some hirtden support,"
If the would-be tester of the bicycle holrls it unethical
for the tester to <lo anythinP, himself, he'd sure have a hell of
a time discoverine a bicycle works!
Unfortunately, the professional scientist is in precisely
such a position with respect to psionic devices. The best, most
rledicated anrl ethical, honest scientists are precisely the ones
that, you can guarantee, will not get results!
In tryinr, to put this thing across, then, we must recognize
the difficulty this intrortuces, The scientist holds he must not
impose a motive on his experimental set-up; only if he does have a
motive, will his psl.onl.c experiment work!
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1'1athematics tries to do that---but it is strictly a limited
,ipproach. Because mathematicians don't understand that relationship
Itself is a real-world entity---• "thing" that isn't material, but is
real.
What I'm trying to do in ASF is to introduce little bits
and pieces of new ideas---each one so small and so vague that none of
them startles the reader too much. Mostly amuses and vaguely mystifies
him. By the time I've been at it for six months more, there'll be a
group of them that have accepted those bits and pieces without really
considering them too hard one way or another. And at that point I
can begin tightening up the ideas into more and more solid structures.
Now see if you can check this point: Call it psionic, call
it eloptic, or call it frahmstahl-moisenbur---nemes make no nevermind.
But there definitely is attenuation over intervals. Many of the scientists
have blown their stacks over the idea that distance has no effect.
Believe me, an increasing interval does have effect---only the proper
measure of interval is not_gJ�tangg_,_ The parameter for measurement is
relev2�. Relationship-separation, not space-separation.
You found, I understand, that if you were working with
a photo print, and the negative was destroyed, the print didn't work
any more.
Betcha: It does respond, still! BUT••• it responds far more
weakly. Reason: There is no longer as close a relationship between
print and object as there was.
Consider the relationship "mine". I have a car; it is
"mine". Does the degree of mine-ness change if I take � plane and fly
to San Francisco? Distance is the wrong measure of interval for
this phenomenon, isn't it? Suppose I do fly to San Francisco; the
car remains just as "mine" as it was. But suppose, while there, I
arrange a sale of the car with a friend, and then fly back to New
Jersey. I'm now only 10 feet from the car----but it isn't "mine"
anymore. However, part of the deal was that I would drive "his" car
do,m to the local railroad for shipment to him. It is "mine-to-drive"
on that trip---but the relationship of me-to-the-car !Jill! entails a
link that goes "his-car"-to-him-to-his-authorization-to-drive-it-to
me.
Distance is the wrong parameter••••but that doesn't mean
that there isn't .fil!X interval-measure that is relevant! I can attenuate
the ffect of this force, whatever it is, by various introductions
of irrelevancy. I suspect most of the ancient magic Charm-breaking
techniques actually involved introduction of ireelevancy---the
various possible ways of making the curse not-relevant-to-the-victim.
I suspect, for example, that you could "sell" a curse to someone else,
so that it wasn't "yours" any more. Suppose someone puts a curse on
a n:", ce, but rather weak-personal!ty friend of mine. I get annoyed
at the da!1'ned fool that's spiteful enough to do this to him, and
"buy" the curse from him. Now it is "mine"---and I' m not weak. I
now have a direct link to the bastard that pulled that stupid business,
and can send back along1that direct relationship link a charge of
whatever-it-is that'll pin his ears back in a bow-knot,
Just as, if some bully starts pushing my small daughter
around, he's apt to chase her around the cornor of the house and run
smack into me. (I have an intense antipathy to bullies; since I'm
over 6' tall, and wei�h over 210,f, I can make the antipathy stick.)
I can properly put all the instruments in one bin, Galen.
I can properly classify them all as "Psionic devices"---just as I can
classify radio recierves, transmitters, Geiger-Muller tubes, scaleing
counters, compute,s, servo-mechanisms, oscilloscopes, radars,

sonars, vacuum tube voltmeters, etc., etc., as "electronic devices".
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Just because they do dit!Jferent things doesn't deny they have a fundamental

commonality; they all function at the same level of reality, None of
them is a mechanical-energy device, primarily, and none of them is
a nuclear-energy device primarily, The Geiger-Muller gimmick is
triggered by nuclear phenomona--but it's a nuclear-to-electronic
transducer, The servo gadget will wind up with a mechanical-nil.energy
output---but it's an electronlc-to-mechanical contraption,
What we •re looking for is a psionic-to-electronic transducer,
dammit! I'm all too sadly and acutely aware that we don't have an
electronic phenomenon involved in this thing,

Item, by the way: Take a 3-inch scope tube. (Cost about
$3 in war-supplus these days.) Set up in an appropriate mount. Use
a variable-adjustable power supply for the tube that will allow you
to apply voltages from about 25 to 350 or so.
Rig so that the spot is completely de-focussed---Just makes
a big blur on the end of the tube. No difflection plate connections;
ground 'em, except for arnangement to bias one side enough to center
the spot reasonably.(The guns are never perfectly aligned,)
Apply about 40 volts to the tube, and slowl� raise that
voltage, very gradually, in total darkness---or a damn good equivalent--until you begin to be able to see a glow,
The results may surprise you considerably / It"s fascinating
anyway.
Wha' Happens:- The screen end of the scope tube is glass
coated with minute crystals of fluorescent material, bound on by a
sort of a kine! of a plastic glue. It's in a vacuum; it's dry, It
is an exceedinely lousey conductor. It's such a lousey conductor, in
fact, that any electron drifting up to it will p,et stuck, and unable
to get away.
Now when you ron the contraption with 2000 volts on the
gun, the way you're supposed to the electrons arrive at the screen
with vim, vigor, and violence. 1hey hit so hard they blast secondary
electrons loose---which secondaries are attracted from the screen toward
the graphite lineing of the tube's sides, caught there, and conducted
back to ground,
But at low voltages, 40-50 or so, secondaries are not emitted;
the electrons arrive, and get stuck there like flies in fly-paper,
Presently there's a large quantity of trapped electrons---and that means
a good� healthy negative charge. New electrons can't reach the screen
any more; they get bounced away by the charge already accumulated,
Even at 200 volts or so, which would originally have cause secondary
emission, the electrons don't arrive---because there's now about 190
volts of negative charge to slow them down on their approach.
The result is that the charge sticks there, and where the very-low
voltage spot hit at the hegining, is a big, sprawling dark spot.
Try the experiment. That pattern that results is two-dimensional
and is, because of the relatively low voltages involved, exceedingly
sensitive to interferrences of all kinds. Magnets affect it,
a cl1arged rod held near it affects it violently.
My hunch is that the approach to a psi-electronic transducer
may be through this sort of phenomonon. I think we have to work with
pPtterns, not with rn1,snt_;tj;_ies. You see, the total number of electrons
arriving at the screen need not be changed at all; no energy change
is required. \•!" simply shift the place of arrival, and get a clearly
visible difference. We shift the relationship, without shifting the
_gbject2•
B,. the way, the reason for dwelling on cost and elaborateness
of some of the gimmicks in my "Science of Psionics" editorial was
somewhat tricky. Tell a man "You can't afford to do this," and he'll
resent it. 1.-!arn .a m-111 that gettin� started on a thing is dangerous
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because he 1 ll eet addicted, and he'll deny that he 1 s so weak-willed.

He's very apt to set about doinp it to prove to himself and
to you that (a) he can to afford it, and (bl he can to stop when
he wants to.
Look, my friend •••what do we want 'em to do, huh?

Besides which•••if you think I'm a liar, aks yourself
this: How much has this work cost :'i.QJ!? And why haven't :'lQJ! quit, huh?
RGm:mber, I didn't say it wasn't worth the cost and the addiction;
I simply stated that cost and addiction to the research were highly
probable.
There's An old saying, "He was warned ag4n the woman,
She was warned agin the man, And if that don't make a weddin',
Why, there's nothin' else that can!"
Tell a man, "You can't!" and watch him start trying.

Item: You'ld be surprised how many psionic devices have
started comin� out from behind the weeds. Friend of min,a at White
Sands Proving.Grounds has suddenly started discoverinP, that dozens
of the boys there have psionic devices they've been working on
privately---and secretly, so they wouldn't be jeered at. Now that
ASF has revealed there is such work going on, and that there are
patents•••. the boys have started talking to each other.
One of the best is an olhija board. The roclrnteers have,
for years, been trying to predict the point where the rocket will
land when it falls back. Their best aerodynamic, physical, and what
not theories, worked over on huge electronic computers, scored about
a 10% correlation. One of bhe boys as a gag, brought in an olizija
board. From the start, they scored 80% correlations---including
an accurate prediction of the failure of their nice, new 115'0,000
Aerobee.
Need I mention that the engineers are loseing hair by
the handful?

Incidentally, my definition of that "life spark" you
mention is "purposeive force". Inorganic matter doesn't give a
damn; living entities do.

Suggestion: You know some chemistry, that's for sum-a,
but I dunno how much. The chemists have 100% effective, reliable,
and mechanically-sure wayse of analyzing for the elements. The
mineral analyzer, therefore, doesn't mean much to 'em.
But analyzing organic compounds drives them nuts.
Now it just happens that I can't get reliable results on
the analyzer myself; I have to get my small daughter to make reliable
tests for me. Child labor laws being what they are, Esso Refinery
Research isn't going to get children to run their analyzers•••unless
they h�ve an extrernel� good reason.
Now one extremely good reason would be a device that
could ta1<e a sample, and analyze it for organic structure. How
many double bonds, how many ketone linkages, how many hydroxyls?
Does it contain glyoine? Aalanine? Is there a cystine linkage between
chains? Is the hydroxyl in the meta or the ortho position?
I have a hell of a stronP, hunch that one of the step-switch
type jobs could be adapted to do magnificent comnlex-organic analysis.
And that, believe me, would make the most hard-bitten protien chemist
turn eagerly to the intensive study of ouija boards, pendulums,
aeromancy, ailuromancy, necromancy, or �nj• other -mancy that he
thought might, once in 10,000 tJtial�, work, It takes great laboratory
staffs, workine, in teams, years and years to analyze even simple
protiens.
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You see, I'm an exceedingly lazy cuss; I hate having to

compete with anybody. I invented this job of science-fiction editing
as it is now because I didn't have to compete with anybody in this
work.
I don't believe in competition. Don't like trying to do
what the other guy can already do pretty well. I believe the way
to live is to do what the other guy knows for sure is impossible.
Then he won't compete with you.
Your diagnostic machine got into a lot of trouble; you
were competeinc with the boys who thnught they already had an answer
that was good. (It is, too---if you have enough fancy equipment
and laboratories.)
Your mineral analyzer is competeing with gadgets that do
the same job, and are all worked out and perfected, and don't require
�ny new kind of learning.

But there is no device that can analyse an organic compound,
even in a half-ass way, without years and years of laborious work.
They don't lmow the actual structure of haemoglobin, for instance.
There's no one who'll resent your pushing him out of business.
There's nobody in that business, except some chemists who wish to God
they could escape the damned labor and futility and dissapointment.
Everybody's always willing to let somebody do a job they
want done, and can't do, or loathe doing, themselves. Even if
you �ot success only once in 20 tries, they'd love you dearly.
And if you can alter things with your treatment machine •• ,.
betcha you could alter things in organic chemical molecules,

-,�

i:;,s. Reminds me of a fellow out in Henry County, Ohio, I used to know.
He owned a couple dozen of the finest farms around made a lot of
money, an1 had no competition. He was the only man'around who cleaned
out cess pools; the farmers who were pretty hard up would hire him
to do the job they didn't want to do. And nobody was trying to take
his job away from him, or to stop him.
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October 6th, 1956.
Dear John:
Your manuscript, "UNPROVABLE SPECULATIONS" was sent to me by Col.
Gross this week, and I would like to make a few observations regarding some of your
statements.
I have labored long to try to separate the chaff from the grain in this great field
of the unusual. Like you, I have tried several devices such as the Drown, in fact, we
have experimented with dozens of such devices over the years. Some had real merit.
Others were plain fakes. Some were truly psi devices. Others were more "down to
earth." You classify ALL devices as psi. I divide into classes.
Not too long ago, a person with rubber soled shoes, a wool suit, in a dry
atmosphere could walk around, generate enough static electricity to produce a
spark when touching another person and they were SUPERHU�1AN, out of this
world people. Now, today, when we have learned some of the (then unknown) laws
of static electricity we understand a little more and do not consider the individual
as being other than normal, who does such things.
The same applies to these devices which you have dumped all together and
labeled psi machines. I have worked with some of the most amazing machines in the
thirty-five years I have been interested in this phenomena. Please do not get me
wrong. I do not set myself up as an authority on the subject. There is no such thing.
At the same time, I do not think the title Amateur is correct. Let's just say that some
have had more experience in the study of the subject than others. Of those who have
had lots of experience, many are not good observers. A person who has operated a
device for many years, doing the same thing over and over, day in and day out, not
changing a thing, just doing a job-that person in my book would not be "experi
enced," but just an operator.
In an earlier letter to you, I tried to get over the idea that there are at least three
different classes of people operating these devices. Some have the ability to take a
reaction plate, such as we use to get tactile reactions, ask questions verbally or
unconsciously, and successfully analyze a material or diagnose a case of physical
trouble in a sick person. Others, in a hypnotic or semi-hypnotic state, can do it
without the reaction plate. See "EDGAR CAYSE" by Joseph Millard, a gold medal
book just out, $.35 in the drug store. I have personally seen some of these operators
in action. They can take a box such as your contraption, "with nothing in it," and do
miracles with it. There are others who can take a "properly" built instrument and do
"miracles" with it, but cannot do a thing with devices like the "empty" box.
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I agree with you on the subject of Symbols and Magic. I have seen too much in
my lifetime to say otherwise. Take the case of some very "sensitive" people, who can
say, 'Write your name on a piece of paper,letme hold it inmy hand and! will answer
the question in your mind." Then they proceed to do just that. I come into the picture
and say, "You do not need a signature on the paper, all you need is for the other
person to make a few marks, just scratches, on the paper," The mind reader says, '1
don't know. I never tried that." When it is tried, it works just as well as the signature.
Why? When the subject scratched a few marks on the paper, he left a "specimen" of
himself on the paper. The operator could then take that piece of paper, hold it in his
hand, and he was in "contact" with the person and could successfully read the mind
of that person. This could be done, even if the two people, the one who wrote the
marks on the paper, and the operator who read his mind, were thousands of miles
apart.
Now I enter the picture again. After successfully reading the mind of the subject,
the operator hands me the paper. I also write scratches on the paper. Now the
operator cannot separate us but gets the thoughts of both the subject and myself.
Again a new piece of paper is used, the subject again puts marks on the paper and
again the operator is able to read the mind of the subject. I take the paper, subject it
to a strong magnetic field, expose it to strong ultraviolet light or X-rays and hand it
back to the operator who finds the paper "blank," that is, he no longer can read the
mind of the one who put the marks on the paper.
What happened to the potency of the "symbols'' (marks on the paper), and the
Magic, (ability to read the mind)? Just this. The contact has been broken. The
operator is no longer in "contact" with his subject. Another piece of paper and a few
marks put on it by the subject and the operator is back in business again and can read
the subject's mind as before.
Now, let's try another experiment. Have the subject take two pieces of paper. He
puts his mark on one piece and marks it No 1. He does a similar piece and marks it
No. 2, being sure to do the No. 1 piece first and the No. 2 piece LATER. We put the
No. 2 piece in the hands of the operator and he can easily read the mind of the subject.
We then put the No.1 in his hand and again, he reads the other's mind OK Now we
put the No. 2 paper in an empty coffee can or other metal container. Now the
operator finds he cannot read the sub ject's mind. They are isolated again. Just as
soon as the lid is removed from the can, contact is again made and the mind can be
read. What have we done?
We have uncovered a law of behavior of the energy that we have been manipu
lating. Make no mistake. This is no more Magic than was the generator of static
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electricity a few years ago, a SUPERMAN. May I quote from a book by one of my
favorite writers of, what is popularly known as fiction, TalbotMundi's "FullMoon."
"Ye who are proudly intellectual declare with scorn that there is no such thing
as sorcery. Like bell-weathers, that again and again unharmed have smelt the
shambles, ye mislead multitudes. On your heads be it, ye who know so much, yet
know not how, for instance, courteous and kindly men are maddened to make war
on one another; or how panic is imposed upon the bold and generous. Ye admit ye
know not. Chemistry and electricity were sorcery aforetime. Was sorcery then in
those days nothing, until a few enquired into the secrets, and then many learned and
it became not sorcery? Is whatever ye know not, therefore nothing? Superstition is
fear of unknown forces. Sorcery is the use of unknown forces. Unknown forces are
the means by which a few deceive a multitude; and ye proud mockers of the
ignorant, who say that sorcery is nothing, ye were better busied seeking what it is,
instead of lazily neglecting to destroy that veil of ignorance behind which sorcerers,
I tell you, labor vigilantly." From the second of nine books of Noor Ali.
Instead of talking about mind readers, lets get back to Eloptic energy. You can do
what I have just outlined, using your device and someone who can operate it, to take
the place of the mind reader. Be careful of one thing in handling specimens. If
someone places marks on a piece of paper to make a specimen and another person
handles that paper, the later will get perspiration on the paper which means that the
paper has the specimens of both people, and the slight moisture might be a stronger
specimen than the obvious marks, which are not too good.
Let's take another example. A friend, Newt, has his wife in the hospital, having
had surgery. Irene is in considerable pain. The pain dope appears to cause more
harm than good. The doctor suggests he could "try" two other drugs. Newt is quite
sold on our approach to such things so he brings Irene's specimen and the three
drugs for test. We find that the one they had been giving (we didn't know which one
it was) was very bad for her. So was one of the others. However, the third drug tested
OK. The doctor at the request of Newt, changed to the one we found to be best and
Irene snapped out of her distress but quickly.
Another case. My daughter called from Kansas City, about 2000 miles away. She
has one of our treating instruments but had not used it for quite a while. We wanted
to check it to see whether she could use it as the granddaughter was sick. We took
a specimen (several years old) of the daughter and tested for certain things. While
still talking on the phone, we had her start treating herself on her instrument and a
recheck here, showed changing conditions, indicating that the treating instrument
2000 miles away was functioning correctly. What happened?
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If I subject the daughter's specimen to a magnetic field, there is no longer any
value to the specimen. It acts as if it were never a specimen. Why?
All this adds up to the drawing of some conclusions. When a person makes a
specimen, by writing on a piece of paper, by being photographed, by putting a little
saliva or blood or perspiration on a piece of sterile paper etc., he has taken a little bit
of himself and separated it away from himself so far as appearances but actually, it
acts as if there were a telephone line running between him and his specimen. If we
take a photograph of a person, then make a print from the film, we find that either
will act as a good specimen. If we put the film in a metal box, then the print loses its
contact with the person and is not a useful specimen of that person. When we remove
the film from the metal box, instantly, the contact is restored and the print is a
representative specimen of the person again.
Now, I would like to discuss the item of RADIATION with you. From the
foregoing, there is no question of radiation, it is simple conduction, along what has
been named, Aka threads, by the Kahunas. The amount of energy necessary to send
an impulse via Trans-Atlantic cable is as nothing compared with the amount of
energy used to radiate a signal that distance, especially over static and QRM and
QR N.
If you will take that piece of type metal you wrote about, tune in 45 and get a
reaction on your device, then take the type metal out of the pickup well and move
away from the instrument, you should lose the reaction at the plate. Then, with the
operator still feeling for the reaction, start moving the metal closer and closer to the
pickup coil, you will reach a point where the reaction is again felt. Try this several
times and you will find that it comes in at about the same distance away each time.
This indicates the distance the energy radiates from the specimen of type metal. If
this is tried for several different metals, you will notice a difference in the radiation
distance for the various metals. I have an instrument so built that it is selective
enough to be able to pick out the various isotopes of each element. Some of these
isotopes have a radiation distance of up to two or more feet, while others have a
radiation distance of not over a few inches. This is RADIATION.
Take a piece of black Bakelite, just a strip half an inch wide of eighth inch panel
stock and a couple of feet long. Place one end against the pick up coil and place the
metal specimen at the other end. You should find that the black Bakelite does not
seem to conduct the Eloptic energy. Now the black Bakelite is to be removed and a
piece of brown Bakelite such as is used to punch out decks for rotary switches, put
in place. The brown will show conduction of the energy.
If brown Bakelite is not available, try one of those nice varnished yard sticks your
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wife probably has around. Stick a short length of wire a few inches long, into each
end of a two foot long piece of plastic tubing used as insulation around your lab. Try
this the same way as a conductor, by placing one wire (end terminal) at the pickup
coil and the other out away from the pickup coil. Some plastic is good insulation and
some is a conductor.
Take a roll of ordinary friction tape, the black rubberized cotton tape kind such
as used in earlier days by house wiring electricians on joints over rubber tape. Pull
a length of it out from the roll, fold it back and forth sticking it to itself at an angle
so as to make it into a sheet about two inches bigger each way than your pickup coil
box, all tight pressed together so, when placed over the pickup coil and a gold ring
as a specimen, energy from the ring will have to pass through the tape, or go several
inches around. Note that the cheap black rubber friction tape is an excellent insulator
of Eloptic energy. Try two or three thicknesses of wax paper the same way. A few
tests like this will convince you that there are conductors and insulators of Eloptic
energy and that symbols are not at all involved.
Take a small metal can such as 35 mm film comes in, with a screw top. Place a
piece of metal such as gold (anything you have a test rate for, and other than
aluminum such as the can is made of), in the can and place near but not on the pickup
coil. You should be able to pick up theradiation of the gold through the can, the latter
acting as a conductor of the radiated gold energy. After finding that the energy of the
gold is easily picked up, then with the can in the same place, run a ground wire from
the can to the chassis ground. All gold energy will have gone so far as picking it up
with the pickup coil. It is shielded and conducted away.
I believe you use a 45 degree prism and an eighth inch diam. pickup electrode at
the emergence side of the prism. Note the angular difference between where you
pickup two elements that are wide apart in the atomic scale such as Chromium, No.
24 and Bismuth, No. 83. Change to a 20 degree prism instead of the 45 degree and
again try it. You will find that the angular difference is greatly expanded, that is the
angle between where you get a reaction from the different elements.
After you have done a few experiments such as outlined, you will have uncov
ered some of the laws governing the behavior of Eloptic energy. I almost overlooked
telling you the fact that I use half mill thick electrodes, not eighth inch, and a slit the
same width. If you like, I will send you two electrodes. They are half mill foil blocked
in between Black Bakelite blocks for support. My prisms are 20 degree and the input
electrode is at 19 degrees angle of incidence. This makes for the very wide angle
through which the various elements radiate from the prism, nearly 60 degrees. You
probably get a band width of only 30 degrees or less.
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Now about the use of power. I built dozens of instruments without any power
of any kind and they work well. The reactions are harder to get. I used chemical
amplifiers. They help a lot. The drown instrument uses no power. Ibuilt instruments
for sale to doctors for several years. I had too many doctors who had spent $2000.00
for Drown equipment, put it aside and spend a like amount for my equipment
because they could demonstrate that they could get in fifteen minutes treatment
with my equipment, what it took eight hours to do with the Drown equipment. I
didn't kid anyone. I required a week schooling at my laboratory for doctors who
wanted to buy one of my analyzer-treating units. They paid $1945.00 for the
instrument and never questioned the price. They knew what they could do with it.
I did no advertising. A doctor would get one of my instruments and go to work on
his patients. His doctor friends would note the results and he then wanted one. They
were not kidding themselves. They wanted results. They got it.
Another little experiment in connection with radiation. Take a small piece of
wood, a couple of inches square and half an inch thick, it is not criticalr with no nail
holes or other metal around. Set the analyzer at your 45 rate, check to get the right
place to pick up your type metal. Remove the type metal but leave the instrument
set as it was. The reaction should quickly disappear, with the metal gone. Now try
the piece of wood on the pickup coil. You should not be able to get any reaction from
the wood with the instrument tuned for lead, or whatever it is set for. Again put the
type metal back on the pickup coil, and again you will get a reaction. Now, place the
block of wood somewhere away from the pickup coil and place the type metal on the
block of wood. Leave it there for a few moments. With the operator trying and
getting no reaction from the plate, quickly dump the type metal off the wood and
place the wood block on the pickup coil. Your operator should get a reaction for a
few moments and then the reaction will die out. The wood picked up and held for
a while the radiations from the metal.
Try this a different way. With the type metal on the pickup coil, adjust the
analyzer so your operator gets the usual reaction. Leave the instrument set at that
prism setting and place the wood on the reaction plate where the fingers were. Leave
it there a few moments. Then remove the type metal and put the charged wood block
on the pickup coil and you should find a strong reaction of the metal rate in the wood
block.
Take a test tube of water, distilled preferred. Check the test tube and water at the
type metal rate and you should get no reaction. Duplicate the last experiment using
the instrument set at the place where you get a reaction when the metal is on the
pickup coil, have the metal on the pickup coil and the test tube of water on the
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reaction plate. Leave it a few moments and the water should show the same reaction
as the metal when the water is on the pickup coil. The water should hold this effect
for a long time, indefinitely.
After this experiment has been successfully done, pass a magnet over the test
tube of "charged" water and see if the "radiations" that had been implanted in the
water have been "blown out." We have done hundreds of thousands of experiments
during the thirty-five years we have been exploring the possibilities of Eloptic
energy. I used to jump at conclusions too quickly, but hard knocks and the
boomeranging of some of my statements, have made me more cautious.
There is one of my prism type analyzers in New York. Arthur Young has one. I
believe you have met his operator, Frances Farr alley. She is a friend of Ed Herman.
She might allow you to see it. You might contact her if interested. The address is 35
East 75th Street, New York 21, N.Y.
Just read the first page of your article again. I have a 19 degree plexiglass prism,
black plexiglass, that works well. I built a number of instruments with clear
plexiglass prisms. They work well except that temperature will change the charac
teristics and the exact dial setting for a particular element will change from time to
time, just what should be expected from such a material. Also, a friend of mine in Los
Angeles has a French analyzer that uses silk cords to run from the patient to the
analyzer. They conduct the Eloptic energy very well. Better look over your instru
ment that "has nothing in it" again. There might be something in it after all.
We have analyzed some symbols and found them very potent. We have analyzed
some symbols before and after they had been ''blessed" by an Episcopal minister
friend. The difference was very marked. Symbols CAN have power.
Sincerely,
T. Galen Hieronymus.
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Orchard

October 16, 1956

11oad

Dear Galen�I am not, and never will be, the experimental investir,ator
you are; I'm largely a theoretician. When I do experiment, it's
generally on a basis of "If this theory of mine is valid
then X should happen when I do Y under conditions A1B,and c,
but not under condition D." My work is largely confined to
figureing out theories, and then making experimental cross-checks,
plus seeking out specific data for theoretical analysis.
I need your data; I'm not a good empermineter, and I know it.
Two heads are no better than one ••••when they're both the same
kind of heads."Two minds with but a single thought" is the
result of two heads that think the same way. Two heads� better
than one when they think in different ways.
I can give you an exact term for your status; nobody can
be a true "professional" in a field that's still as indefinite
as psl.onics now is; neither is it proper to make no distirtction
between a m'ln who has just started diddling in the field, and
someone who s spent many years working at it. There's a perfectly
good term, however, and it apulies; you're neither a professional,
nor an amateur---you're an artist. An artist is a professional,
highly skilled worker in a field that has not yet been reduced to
a forunulateable, defineable system. Such work ls known as an Art.
My friend, this field has long been known as an Art, anyway;
the one trouble is the slight left-over semantic hitch that it was
known as the Black Art.
The reason people don't like Arts these days is quite
understandable; throughout history it has been held that the Artist
works for the love of his Art, and shouldn't be paid for it.
This stems from the fact that noone who doesn't have a built-in,
practically inescapable compulsion toward doing the darned job
would undertake such tough, unrewarding work. Since such a man
is goinr, to do it anyway, ry reason of his built-in compulsion,
why •••• why pay him ? You can get him to do it for nothing, because
the poor slob has to do it anyway.
You're quite right that you're not in the business to make money;
believe me, you won't•••• so long as it's an art.
My own field of Art, writting, took centuries to get into
the class of Business. I'm an Artist; like you, I,ve spent years
learning by experiment. It' s a psionics field in itself, you know;
the Art of making someone want to understand something he hasn't
the slightest desire to understand. The Art of making someone
want to stop and think about something, when he doesn't have to,
to make a living.
My specialty is making people interested in something
they "know" is "imaginative nonsense". You think I haven't had
years of practice at that? Hah! We were working out the problems
of nuclear energy in 1935; the problems of space flight in the
'30' s and •4o•s to such an extent that's all old hat stuff for
the magazine now.
The problem is of a totally different order from the area of
problem you're working on; You're working on "How to make it work,"
and doing nicely. The problem I'm making my principle effort
on is "How to make people believe it works."
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You have, long since, learned that beine able to do it
isn't enough---it won't get you anywhere. The problem is to

maim someone helieve you can do it.

In solving that problem,

actually being able to do it helps, but isn't necessary.
That last statement is perfectly correct as it stands;
actually posessing the claimed ability helps to make people believe
you have it, but is not necessano.. That fact has been d emonstrated
n million times in history; that's why it is, now, so damn
cifficult to make someone believe you have it when you really have.
The old husJ.ness of the boy crying "vlolf ! Wolf!" The confidence
man operates entirely on the proposition that belief is essential,
but reality isn't, when it comes to makeing a sale,
Now part of the problem with gettine psionics over is that
it's almost impossible to reach the minds of the 1QJ2 men in
any field, One part of that difficulty is that it s damned hard
to find out who the top men are; they hide like crazy, Dr, Thomas
Q, Jones may be known as The Authority on WhatchamacUology
---but Dr. Jones is a Grade A stuffed shirt, and knows he is,
but very carefully watches Dr. D:).ck Smith, one of the practically
unknown boys in the backroom who s been calling all the right turns
for the last dozen years. Dick's real happy that way, too;
he loathes wearing boiled shirts at fancy banquets, and wasteing time
on co�mittees when he could be in a good bull-session with the
gang, working on the problem.
Col, Gross flopperoo with Dr. Vannevar Bush is an example;
Bush is one of the most finely stuffed shirts in science, The
way such a man stays in business is to be very careful to watch
what the back-room gang who do the real thinking are doing, and
not making any original statements of his own.
The admittedly second-line men in any field don't make
original state�ents; that.s why they're second-liners, of
course, but it s their uncanny ability to quote the right authority
at the right time that got 'em up from third-line.
Neither the Front Man, nor the second-liners are going to
do psionics agy appreciable good; we need the real, genuine,
backroom-front-line men, who don't attend the banquets, but tell
the Front men what the score is,
Claude Shannon, who is, now, at M.I.T., is the real,
genuine, front---line man in the field of Information Theory--
which is the fundamental theoretical work on which 90% of all
modern automation, cybernetics, computer design, and communication
equipment design is based, In practical, effective work, his
formulation of Information Theory has been far more important
than all Einstein's work. But you 'ld have a hell of a time finding
Claude; he's a backroom boy who avoids the banquets like crazy.
My friend John Pieree had to practically trap him into attending
an IDE dinner under false pretenses so they could award him
the a!lllal prize,
Claude's interested in psionics now, (He's an ASF reader,
and has been for years,) He wants demonstration of repeatable
effect. And he isn't kidding.
He is, as I say, one of the backroom gang who are the
real formulators of science. (lie' s currently engaged in work
headed toward buildJng a computer than can recognize patterns,
by use of non-logical analysis! lie needs, he figures, at least
1000 sub-systems, each having a minimum of 1,000,000 relay-switch
units, He isn't kidding on that, either; he's got the cryotron
now, to work with, They expect to be able to produce them by
a modified printed-circuit technique, getting about 1,000,000
0
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working relay-switch units per square inch of surface.
Since each unit is made of moderately pure tantalum and good
�r.s<ie niohium, each metal being tough strong, and malleable
and extremely corrosion resistant, and the entire system works
in an environment of liquid helium, the service life of each
relay-s,,itch unit is in the order of trilliqns of years.
Even multi-million unit systems will be reliable with that
sort of system!)
Shannon wants experimental data, and wants to see things
work. His gang won't give you the "pish-tush" treatment;
they're the ones who everybody else watches to see which way
science is going to jump next---and they don't have to watch
what anybody else thinks of what they're doing. Therefore they're
completely free to evaluate, without fear of being considered
out of line. Hell, they make the line!
When, and only when, you reach people at that level will
your communication be unhampered. Let the news get out that
Claude Shannon and his group are interested in the Hieronymus
machine, and every major technical school in the country, plus
half the major scientific research industrial labs will start
looking frantically into the subject,
That's a Grade A commundctaion channel.
Nelson of RCA has the required free-investigating mind •••
but he has orthodox bosses who report to Dav id Sarnoff.
Shannon doesn't have bosses.

Your letter was wonderful stuff; it's damned good, and
needs to be published. When I was up at MIT a couple weeks back,
I talked to the science-fiction club up there. The Psychic
Society group at MIT was meeting a week later; I was told that
three members of the Psychic Society of MIT had built one form
or another of the Hieronymus machine, ASF version, anrt that all
three would be on display.
Now: To date, I've gotten damn few reports from the field.
I haven't heard from readers who built one,
I want some data on experiments.
How about doing us an article about 5000 words or so,
describing simply the sort of experiments you discussed in your
letter to me? We pay up to 1+¢ a word, which may not be a critical
inducement by any means, hut is useful.
It's not advantageous, at this stage, to assure the r eaders
that you know what's going on; it tells them that there's no room
for originalitY---it's all cut and dried an9 only clerical
work of filline in the details remains. That 'd disadvantageous
for two reasons: 1. It ain't true. 2, It encourages the type we
need--the true, original thinkers---to go elsewhere.
Let 'em know that there� experiments, that fil!.!! be
repeated according to specific instructions, and that the
whole field is a Unknown Area, wide open for explorers with
new and orginal concepts, That's the bait the true experi menter
needs; a place to start from, a direction in which to go,
and absolutely nothing in the way of maps of the area"out that
away. 11
The approach I used in my psionics editorial, and in
the subsequent articles, was based on that idea; the degree of
response they've evoked indicates they've worked fairly well,
so till that method stops working effectively, let's use it.
At the Science Fiction Convention, last Labor Day weekend,
I gave a talk on the psionics machines, and had the original
and the symbolic machines on display. A lot of people tried
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them, and a lot had success. One of the most important of all
the discoveries made, so far as I was concerned, was one that

may be new to you, too.

Randy Garrett, one of the authors, and a professional
chemist, wns the first professionally trained sdientist to get
good, solid results. Tom Scortia, another professional chemist,
and another of the writers, also tried the machine, but got no
results. Tom and Randy have been friends for some years; Randy
suisgested trying it together. So Randy tuned, and stroked the
nlate, with Tom's fingers interlaced with his. This time Tom
felt the tacky effect with his own fingers!
Anperantly, when a successful operator interlocks fingers
with an unsuccessful one, the non-operator can feel the effect too.
Thereafter, Tom could tune the machine quite accurately ••••
but in a comnletely cockeyed manner! Still no tacky feeling--but he could tune to 45 on the nose, tuneing entirely blindfolded,
and did so five times running---by tuning to the point at which
he felt absolutely� the whole thing was impossible nonsense,
that simply couldn't happen! The intensity of his doubt-feeling
reached a sharp peak at precisely the correct setting!
One of the girls who tried it1 incidentally, tuned very
accurately and consistently by turning to the point at which
her fear reached a maximum. Each effort left her shaking and
quite indefineably terrified.
When I gave my talk on psionics at the Convention, dozens
of people kept pushing foreward with questions of the "Have you
tried •••• " type. Everybody had experiments they felt should l,e
run.
The reason why I'd like you to practically duplicate your
last letter, but in article form, is that it lists a series of
specific experiments, with specific predictions of resib.lts.
If you add the one about interlocked fingers makirr, it
pos sible for A, who doesn't get results to feel results when B
who does, strci>kes the thing, I think even more experimenting will
result.
Just today, I worked out one additional reason why there is
such violent resistance to psionics in our culture. (And note
that it is unique to our culture, and ours alone!)
Evidently, these psi phenomena are natural powers of
the human entity---with the usual variation of magnitude expectable
in human characteristics. (Plus a somewhat greater ratio variation;
the ratio between O and 1 is infinity; the ratio between 1 and 2
is only 2---yet the absolute quantity difference is equal. Some
human beings, I suspect have just ab�ut zero psi power; it's a
matter of evolution. Our race, like all others, is still evolving,
you know.)
Now the use of any natural ability is very easy, satisfying,
and automatic, while the process of learning a non-instinctive
ability is damned hard work, and since it frequently involves
the inhibition of a natural ability, not at all satisfying.
Intuition is a natural instinctive ability; it's the
ability to abstract a generai law from a collection of data.
We have no describeable way of doing that, incidentally---yet
it's evident that even small children do 1t, and do it well.
How else could they learn to talk?
Logical thinking, however, is !1Qi an instinctive ability;
it's something the individual has to learn---and it imposes severe
limitations on his intuitive thinking. A lot of times, logical
analysls says to intuition, "Oh•••yeah? You were so darned sure,
were you! Phhoey to you, friend!"
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Taite a look at India, however; they •ve been useing psi
and the psi abilities for ages, Yup---and dying like flies from
filth, abysmal ignorance, and lack of self-discipline, They've
P,ot some wonderftul thinkers over there; no doubt about it, But
they've done the human race as a whole remarkably liitle good.
Sure, Buddah contemplating his navel may have done great things
toward savl ng his soul •• ,. but the Holy Man cdmtem�lating his
navel isn't doing a hell of a +ot for anyone else, is he? Selfish
son of a bitch, ain't he? What s so darned great about posessing
your� soul in peace, huh? "God", at the local nuthouse, has
achieved that, hasn't he?
They may well have achieved something of immense value; so
what? They couldn't communicate it worth a damn.
Why are you, and Armstrong, and the rest of the psionics
people here in the West so frustrated? You're able to get results,
aren't you? Pnsess your soul in Hindu style peace, contemplate
the wonderfulness of being you, and sit on your tail in the
public square the way they do, why don't you?
Go on., .try it!
Put you can't do it, can you? You've been tricked; you
can't do what the Hindu Holy Man can---because you're the result
of some 2000-odd years of selective breeding to produce a type
of thinker who £!l!l.'..t_ crawl off in a hole and say "To hell with
the rest of the race:"
Just about 250,000 Englishmen licked the bejayzus out of
250 ,ooo ,ooo Hindus, when England took over India. How come?
The 250,000 Englishmen were the result of a selective breedine
system that selected for a deep driving urge to act as a team.
It started with the Greeks and Romans; the Roman Legionaire fought
"for the glory of the Xii th Legion"1 and not as an individual
warrior; the barbarians who died berore the Legions died because
each barbarian fought for his own personal glory.
If you're fiehting for your own glory, you can't let three
other guys help you defeat this big bruiser; you have to do it
all alone. If you're fighting for the Legion, however, all other
Legionaires are welcome.
For 2000 years, every barbarian, flghting-for-himself type
in Europe was a sucker for a team---and there were teams runninr,
allover the European area.
After millenia of that sort of selective breeding (the
Legionaires naturally raped the barbarian women, after the
barbarian warriors had been killed off; the winners always breed,
,,hne the losers don't) EUDDpe produced the Snanish Conquistadores.
In Mexico, the Aztecs were still useinp, the old, old barbarian
tactics, and the old, old, "I'm for me!" philosophy. So 300
Spaniards licked the bejayzus out of 20,000 Aztev warriors in
one battle.
Eow many pounds of beef does it take to defeat 10 pounds of
meat-grinder? The atoms of the steel are locked close and tight,
and act as a single, tightly-coupled teamed-up unit; the loose
molecules of the beef don't.
The Spaniards did not win because of horses, or armor,
or guns, either; the Aztec armor was better, as a matter of fact--
the Spaniards adopted it later onl Horses aren't much good in
battle; only for scouting, ftnd they didn't have enough poqder and ball
to make their guns mean much. They won because they were the
hard, rigid, driving, tough product of over 2000 years of selective
breeding; only the toughest individuals, capable of the closest
teaming up in the face of the enemy--whatever they may have
felt toward each other otherwise :---had survived those millenia.
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They weren't team-men simply by logical-intellectual
choice, by that time; it was bred so deep in their blood that
they had to team up.

Now you, descendant of that same long, harsh, and implacable

selectiye breeding process, go try doing like a Hindu Holy }mn.
You can t! The team-up type won, and won and won; it's a way
that worked. It defeated India at the physical-action level
centuries ago; Ghandi, in his desperate effort to reject westernization
was trying to defeat the B itish at the deeper level •••• and he
lost. The.team concept is winning in India now; the Holy Man and
his ineffable selfish egocentrism is. loseing again, as the
individualist-barbarian lost, centuries ago.
It's a damned rugged system of improving the breed---but it
works. There's the old comment, "I suggest you learn to enjoy the
inevitable."
O.K.---our culture, a few centuries back, went off on
another experiment. The team surpressed the individuai•s natural
instinctive egocentrism---and made of him a greater, more powerful,
more effective individual who was a member of a greater self-system;
The Team. (It's the essence of the "brotherly love" concept,
actually; it isn't to be forgotten that brothers will fight
for each other against a common enemy.) The new experiment was the
surpression of the right to use psi powers.
By surprssing the right to use psi, only those individuals
who could use logl.c would be able to achieve effective thinking,
Once, Euorpe bred for a team type of human being; recently
Euorpe has been breeding for a logical type human being---and
that required the rigid surpression of psi-type thinking.
rteason: Logic is, by its nature, communicable. I can
teach you logically; I can't intuit for you, or show you how to
intuit. Difference of intuitive process tends to break up teams;
logical communication allows them to hold together, and to work
together.
For the good of the race, psi powers had to be surpressed
until they could_be made communicable.
The difficulty is, that the reason why they had to be
surpressed hes now been forgotten(and was never consciously known)
and that constitutes a block to the development of £.Q]ill!lJIDicable
]JU.
So long as psi is a purely-individual thing, psi is an
anarchic force, a culture-destroyer. Hhen science was secret-science,
it lead to wars of conquest.(It would again, if the politicians
could eiler achieve scecrecy; fortunately the)' haven't got a prayer.)
The long history of anti-psi is founded on a longer history
of psi forces bejng used to break up cultures, The grouo can't
punish the magician, but he can punish them. You've got a death
magic m�chine; suppose you use it to murder a man in New York.
Who can prove it? How can you be punished? How can an organized
group exist, when there are individuals who can't be organized
and controlled by the group?
(Yeah, I know there's an answer to that question---but
no logical answer! And most human beings---the normal human being-
simply hasn't achieved even an adequate level of logical development
and evolution. To him, it is true that the reason people don't
steal or murder is because.J;,):)JU'_will be punished. To such a
mind, the idea of being made immune to all external punishment
means absolute freedom to do anything he wants, and naturally
he would, and naturally, he knows, anyone else would. Ethics
as a real power in the Universe doesn't exist to him; he can't see
that it exists for anyone else. Therefore) if his power to ounish
some other individual is rendered zero, ne must be in deadly
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fear of that individual •••• and he isl,

Psi is safe for ll>fil'..!!ll only when psi powers are strongly
coupled with ethical restraints. History indicates that they weren't
---particUlarly during the Dark Ages. You don't get" a tough,
hard, driving race of people like the European tribes of the
Dark Ages that scared, for that long, without something most
bodaciously potent to be scared of. There� magicians,
and they� unethical, and the raised as fine a demonstration
of Hell on Earth as you coUld ask for,
In the primitive tribes, the magician is controlled by
Ritual and Taboo---which apply as strongly to him as to any other.
But in the non-tribal culture, ritual and taboo are banished;
then the magician is free to do anything he can.
The shape of the history of Europe suggests that he did.
There's a difference between being smart, and being wise;
I suspect there were a bunch of smart, but unwise, magicians
having themselves a hell of a time.
How woUld you like a bunch of juvenile delinquents with
psi powers loose on the scene? Halloween •• , .with the McCoy
at work!

Tnere's plenty of good reason for the deep suspicion of
psi, and the powerfUl injunction "Thou shalt not suffer a
witch to live!"
We're bucking that, We're also bucking the foggy-headed
mystic who goes around in the happy, rosey delusion that the
oosession of these powers automatically assures that they will
be used only for good. They woUldn't be; they'd be used for
carrying out someone's pet idea---to the futile horror of the
victims thereof. "Arsenic & Old :(,ace"---with psionics, let's say.
If you haven't read the play, it s worth it.
My mother always knew she 'flas a sweet, kind generous,
gentle woman, who was constantly resisted by selfish and mean
tempered people. My mother was a brass-tailed hellion on wheels,
as a matter of fact. I have the greatest suspicion of roseyminded mystics who know that only good can come of it; my mother
woUld have agreed so warmly, and so happily swung to the task of
making her ideas go over via psionics, She was the type who woUldn't
think of killing someone who she considered un-nice to her;
she'd afflict him with assorted plagues until he admitted she
had been right in the first place, and thanked her for making him
see the error of his ways.
The race has every reason to suspect that psionics is
dangerous. It is. Torquemada tortured people only for the
ill!.§1 of reasons; to save their soUls for them,
That, in essence, is why I have most carefully stayed
away from discussion of any of the psi machines that have
action effects; the therapeutic machines fall in that class,
The detection machines are not action devices, but sensing
devices---eyes and ears, not hands and feet.
This culture accepts the need to know, to learn, to
find out; hence there is no great opposition to any sensory
devjce, ParticUlarly, any dev+ce for sensing physical-inorganic
ohenomona is acceptable; that s in line with microscopes,
telescopes, rad1o recievers, etc.
In the article stay away from personal-sensing points;
telepathy means invadinr, the individual s privacy. Stay away
from personal-affective systems; no therapeutic devices, and
the like. You can do anything you want to to inorganic matter;
you can probe its secrets, disrupt its nrivacy without limit.
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But, remember, the slightest hint that what you have can
affect me-as-a-person and you raise the back-hair of every individual
of normal mentality. He'll fight you instinctively.
Never attack an entrenched viewpoint frontally. I tried that
once, with dianetics. It doesn't matter whether you're right or
wrong; what matters is that you dared attack the entrenched ortho
doxy. If that entrenched orthodoxy is of personal moment to
the majority of the population---and rtoctors and psychiatrists are--
you'll get slapped down.
Attack from the undefended side. I'm still out to sabotage
psychiatrists---only I'm now attacking from trn undefended side of
psionics. Once establish psionics, and their orthodoxy of
"We know how the mind works" will be tumbled into rubbish without
attacking it at all; you just remove the entire foundation.
One reason Claude Shannon is so important: his Information
T0eory represents the first time in human history that a completely
structured, logical demonstration of the existance of a non-physical
reality has been achieved. Information is not physical and Claude
achieved a full, mathematically exact definition of it.l
As an old-time radio man, you might be interested in my
present line of attack on the instrumentation of psionics.
It requires, I feel, an area-type detector, a quadratic,
rather than a linear, detector.
I've started examining some clear, simple, direct metering
problems, where I can study the factors, with plenty of useful
and easily available tools. What�s voltage, for instance?
Take a l microsecond pulse, recurrine 100 times per second,
each pulse being 10,000 volts. The average voltage is 1.0 volt.
If it is developed across 1 ohm, the average power would appear
to be 1 llllllllllll watt. But I'm suspicious as hell; dammit, 2 x 3 may
be numerically equal to 3 plus 3---but power is a quadratic,
not a linear function. They always thought that IX EI W was
a simple, straightforeward function••••until they hit alternating
current machinery. Power is not a linear function; it' s a
quadratic; to handle AC circuits you� to acknowledge that!
The proper formula turns out to be IX E a w 2 ---watts is a
sauared function---a true planar, not a linear, function.
If I can build a meter that measures power instead of
volts-plus-amperes, I may have a clue to a psi meter:
Regards,
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Correspondence with John W. Campbell
November 6th, 1956.
Dear John:
Here is your article. I hope it is what you wanted. It may be a little longer than
you wanted, but I feel that the data on building an analyzer that should be expected
to work is most important.
If it is too long, try cutting it down to what you want. The curve and the data about
the relationship to atomic weight can be left out. Also the photograph and its
description, if you think the written data explains enough about the makeup of the
prism unit.
I am quite interested in your friend Claude Shannon. He sounds like the type of
physicist I have been looking for all the time I have been trying to find someone with
guts enough to stand back of his convictions if shown something, not in the book.
I can see now that I have contacted only stuffed shirts.
It would be very worthwhile to be able to spend some time with him so we could
run a series of experiments that would convince him beyond question, that there is
an energy that we claim to be working with, that is not mentioned in the books.
My approach would be to have him pick out several of his associates whom he
would trust and train one or more to operate an analyzer so the results obtained
would be by those in whom he has confidence. He just might be able to learn to
operate himself, but I would not count on it.
If facilities permit, we could do lots of other experiments other than just
analyzing things. We could do our egg-flu experiment where fertile eggs are
inoculated with flu virus and we keep the virus from developing. This would
require the assistance of a micro-biology laboratory. What do you think?
Sincerely,
T.G.H.
cc Henry Gross
Eliot Pratt
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AlilTOUNOING SCIENCE-FICTION

February 4, 1957

J.l:r. T. Galen Hieronymus,

Radiation Research Laboratory
102/, North 31st Road
Hollywood, Florida
Dear Ga.len:
I 1 ve boen very slow in replying on your article, because of some lone,

deep, and serious thin.�ine nbout the problem of optimum presentation.

I1 ve been checking the reactions to the articles I have run, arrl doing
it most carefully, and in many ways. The prOblem is one of presentation
of the facts. Facts alone are of little use, as you, over these nney
years, have learned. Facts don 1t help a bit, if you don 1t sncceed, some

how, in 1r..akine the other guy � they're facts.

I Im skittish a::i all cet out; I dnn 1 t know which Ha.y to jump next, o.nd I 1m
tryin,'?,' to fJnd out---bccause, in this lnst year or so, we h-:!.ve, throucrh
Astounding, made 1aore pribgress in getting the story over than all the hard
work with facts thnt went before.

Look at the recu.lts so far.
1. Claude Shannon of l-1. I. T. is interested; that1 s a real lead in.
2. I got a call from a cnpto.in at the Sandia Base; the.t•s the Special
Weapons research b..1se. (The atomic bombers have that as hom�-base.)
'l'he captain was callina to check with me whether the Army should
set up a Psionics Research project at this time. He felt that it
wasn't .ffi:9-te time--but that the Army should keep a very close nye
on what the amateurs wore doi.ne.
3. The Hnnd Corporation--one of the top pure-re�3P.nrch outfit,s in the
country--sent n man to see mo, and get what information I could give
him on psionics. They want in.
'�• I was vi;;itcd by the Director of Research for Bell Aircraft; he want
ed to find out more about psionics. 'l'hey want to keep tre.ck of it.
5. The A.1ooricnn \'1eek1.Y., th0 Hearst papers Swiday zaagazine, nent n couple
of men aroWld; they were pla.nnin� an 11 0ut of This World" isaue, with
some clean fun 3poofincr the p.sionics buoineso. •rheir sciencee:::litor,
and 1:1 reporter cnme arowrl to see mr:. Their sctence Editor got his ears
pinned back, because I could show him wide-open holEJs in science that
he had never noticed--an:l then Ed Herma1m swamped the pa.ir of •em with
sheer data and facts. Their attitude was mi�hty different when they
left. The fact that Sandia, Rand Copr., and Bell Aircraft were inter
ested was not without effect.
6. There are various modified versions of that mineral detector of yours
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being tested all over the world now. And there are positive reports·
coming in slowly. A man over in England, Eric Jones, buj.lt one work
inr, from the Astoun<line, dingrnm arrl a copy of your patent. It worked
fine.
7. A. eroup of top executives of the F,sso Research Labs was out at tho house;
three of them wore renenrch department heads. All three of them eot -10�
solid results on the symbolic machine. And, bei� professional research
ers, they rcal+..Y.: eave it the works.
8. I 1 ve been asked out, to the Texaco Research Labs, in Deacol1, New York, to
give a talk and demonstration out there next rn1Jnth.
In other words, this thing is, right n01,1, growine like a snowball rolling
clown hill.
Thnt I s never happened before--not at the level of professional, corporation
anct-univerni ty scientists, Every earlier effort to put it over, from Sil:
William Crooks and D. D. Horne, through Edgar Cayce, and Dr. Abrams, has been
srn.a.ohed, with oevere damage to the men who tried to put it over.
He, sir, now h-.,_ve n snowball rolling--nnd we'd better not make any false
steps that eet us crushed under th.... t ball.
I 1m bcr:inuin,� to [:'0t rcaction.<J to 1..hc 11Unprova.blo Speculation" piece. So
far, they1ve all been of the 11Give mo more data so I can build it better,"
tyPo. One fal::.e rnove :it this point, aril tho nicely rollillg' s1;otem io apt
to collnyrne---o.nd collapse uo Hi.th it. And the danr�Elr all centers nrourxl
one problem: prc::ientation. Not fact; C ayce had facto. Abrams had facts.
Sir William Crooks had facts. Furthermore, this isn't the only field that1s
had tough �oing; Galileo ITT.d facts, and for a.11 that he was dCUilil noar
destroyed.
Facts, nctually, seem to be the most dangerous possible thing, at this point.
Our success, so far, seems to me to be due to our insistine that we don 1 t
h. ,ve facts!
0

The ores that got smashed all bad facts, and insisted they did,
I 1ve insisted, f"rom the start, thei.t we didn't hn.ve facts, that we di<!.I!�
know what was eoine- on, thnt we were bewildered, confused, uncertain, and
had no tinderstandln.rr, of the thi1-:e -whatever. I 1 ve insisted we didn't know
wh:1t it was, and couldn't fi[tUI'fl out • I'vfl done 11othing but !!£.niknowle<lee
of causes. I 1 ve said it wasn't radiation of any lind, that it wsn•t sciance
ns ue know it, that it 1-rnsn•-::. lopica.l, thnt it wnon 1 t this nrxl wasn•t thnt,
and I didn't knou what it was.
SO ••• everybody jtunp:1 in to holp me out of my bewildered quandry.

Nobody

loves the guy who 1 s already got all the answers ••• but just try asking for
advice and wisdom, an:l watch 1 em gather around to help you w ith their brilliant
Annlysis and exp1n.nation of the problem!

Do not have un:::;wers; that turn�J 1 em against you, uith deterraina.tion to prove
they know better than you. Have prdiblems you can 1 t solve; you know how
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ready people are to give advice!
And each time they have advice all worked out, you have an ackli ti.anal problem,
th8.t that advice oomehow <locsn 1 t quite seem to .fit. By thir. t:ime, the f§ny is
deter:-:iined to solve the problem; he 1 s already gotten to work on it, in stnrt
"ing to give you advice in your poor befuddlement.
Hooked;

ono 8Ucker who was never going to believe in tha�_otuffJ

tell them ho.., it work:::i; let them tell you. You can always say, HQh •••
I see what you moan. m,.-hu••• but you know, I did this and thus, arrl that
happened, and that doesn't seem to fit. Wonder wha.t••• 11 and he 1 11 be off
trying tn explain that, too.
Don 1 t

The trou;)le with this article, 11s I1ve finally fiffU,I'e out after lone; nrrl hard
think:inr;, i:J th-1t you're telling them a.n:nmrs; why it works, a.rrl what the
theory is,
Tlmt ir, what has l!Ol' worked, Rnd that I o been tried repenteclly over the l"l$t
century and n half'. Sure people wo.nt answers; they always do. But they
Hant to orir,imte thoso answers; they want them to be the ;I£ a.13wers l
Only an mllll.teur co.n approcinto tho '.-i'ork of a profos:tlonal; the complete
lay.man thinks that he could do thnt in .fifteen minutes-it 1 s really easy
for someone of intellic-ence, but those profossiona.ls ma.led such a dramatic
sho11 of it!
Until you i;et a r,roup of amateurs who've tried the thing themselves, and
found out it isn't so darned easy, you aren't going to get any respect as
n prof�ssional. At the present t:\.me, there aren't enotteh amateurs. There
.fore, we have to malrn pretend we're all bumblinr, nitwits, arrl any moderate
ly intellif{ent man could straighten out the whole thire in a few hours.
'I'hat's the only Wfl"Y you can eet the intellieent man to start tryine. Once
he does, of courne•••he 1 s an runa.teur, and he'll suddenly start respecting
the professional.
What rs needed, as I see it--what I think has worked during this lnst year
is the presentation of 11 ! did this, and thus, aoo•••wll ., I dunno why, but
i'or some reason thi_� happened. 11
Ask for advice and wisom in your bewilderment, nrtl they come rushing with,
Tell them 11This works this wo.y, because ••• 11 an:l
11 He:ro, �11. ::ihow you•.• 11
they111 snort, turn away, and say, 11Ahhh ••• he 1 s nuts. Doesn 1 t nnke sense
anyway. 11
If you disagree•••take a look at \./nat1s happened to the efforts to put
psionics over, these last fifteen decade�!
Hh:>,t this nrticlc needs, then, is good, solid facts on what you £..i..s!, and
what happPned--D.nd lost of 11 for sonB reason••• 11 and 11 1 couldn 1 t figure
out why•.• 11 o.ncl 11 No CA-planation seems to caver all the facts, but••• 11
'.Je • vc c;ot to arouse in the reader the feeling,
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thr1t!J1 o.nd not tho feeline,
sense E'.t all. 11

11Ahhh•••

this stuff 1 s nuts.

Doesn't r;ake 8. ny

Look nt the pieces I clicl, not bec11u:=:e they're rn._1.sterpieces, but becnnse they
worked, '1'hey all say 11 1 did this, an:1 this happened, am. I clan 1 t Wlderstand
it at a.U. JL 1:; cra�y. IL �;houJ..d,1 1 t happen. Uut it did. 11
TcJl then thi; thcoriec you did h·1vc, and why you h..1.cJ to r,ive them up. nut
don't tell them the theory you do h.1.ve; they want the honor of orieinati�
The Answer.
The atomic explosions interfere with tho thing ••• for sorne unknow reason.
'l'hat 1 � fine bus:i.ness ! They 1 11 love th:1t! 11 It works because eloptic energy
111.s thu:, and {Hwh c!v:trncteristics • 11 11 0h, yeah •••? Sounds like nonsense to
me, Thi::. who.lo bunch of stuff is nuts anyway. Evnrybody ltnows the.t. 11
Th0 lon,; dclfl.:v in nnsw!·rine on the article wns the need to think out the
problem to a point where I could state in words what I felt, but couldn't
m:i.l down. 'l'hcre was no point rctnrni� the piece until I could state what
I needed.
I did not knou that you were no lonF,P-r t,rith the flo.diur1;:ic group; your inror
m_1.tj on probably cxplnins why Colonel 1 iross has not arra1�ed the trip up to
M.I.T. I discussed w:i.th him, ::;uegestinr.5 that you, ho, and I should go up.
Looks like \TC need to make some new arranr;ement; Claude Shannon was inter
ested in seein�� what the minnral detector would do.
I wish you would have Mr. Pratt {;et in touch with us, when he 1 s in Hew York.
I imagine he comes this way fairly frequently; Uew Mil.ford1o not far.
Your dollar is returned herewith;

we harxlle postage on solicited :mo.nuscripts.

Rcr,nrds,
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AOTOUNOING SCIENCE-FICTION

!-Ir, 'l'. G"l.lc n !lir:ron;ymu:J
10:1/1 • No. 3.1.:"t-L '.)tJ'ret,
!�o.lJyvood, Florida
Ds-ar Galen:
Pr. Arthur Gray and I went up to :�ee Hr. Ludlow Fowler on Monday, to dis
cues ncv0r:1.l ii:,cms concornin.<J your work.
!i'irst, Hr. Powler has asked me to tell yott what hnppened on too effort to
interest the doctors at Hemorin.l Hospital. As you expected, thr, n.m:wor is
very de cidcdly no. I hr.i.d expected tht'!.t, of courr.e; I 1ve told you before
this that I h:we n Gtron?, conviction that the opposit.ion to psionic devices
nffeCtin1; life eneriics will, at this staec in the rfovelopmcnt of our civ
iliz-ntion, meet the rno::;t virloroua, active onposition. It is not simply
ignored; it1s pos:itively �nil actively suppressecl.•
l1r. �i'01..,ler was decidedly <J.nnoyed at tho attitude he ran into; ht'l.vin� rW1
into it and become accustomed to it lonrr since, whethor we like it or not,
we h:we, I think, h<-"come rnoro or less resir�ned to it.
It iS my feelin'.;' thr.t the off'ort to put over the facts of therapeutic forces
medicine hasn't nckno1.rledr,fld is, as o.f now, impo:rnihlc-at lcnr.t from the
a�-iproo.ch of 9roof thnt the effects exiflt.
Let I s put it this wayi if all the very great power of tho CRtholic Church
h!'.1.S not, iH mnny <locatles of tr�ring, nnd with hundreds of solj.clly document
ed case hlstories, attested to by highly qualified physicians, been able to
induce the medical profession to acknowlodgo thRt miracle cures 2.2. ha�i:,en
c.t Lourdes ••• it seems sort of foolish for us to try to do wh.."\t the Cettholic
Chm·ch co.n 1 t accomplish!
It 1 s not. tho.t �l cnn 1 t do it, or ! can 1 t do it.--but, rather, th.i.t it can
not \JC"! done at all ••• thn.t wny.
'l'hc objection we are encounterin'; is t.hqt the suporM.tural absolutely will
not 00 accepted. J.L:v;ic, which is, after all, whnt we 1 re working with J W.?:.13
.for m:-i.ny centuries accepted an n. n':l.turnl phenor.icnon. Durinn: tho Hiddlo
r�.''.CS it 1-ma accepted as ng_tiJ.ral; durinr: the 'Rena.issancc, it 1-ias a.ccpp·i.-ed
o.s n.1.tural, but evil. Today, the culture holds that it is unnatural, and
therefore nonexistent.
The limits of 11 rw.tural 11 today arc defined by orthodox science---particular
ly by m.:i.them�tics.
To achieve the cncl.s we want, sim:-iJ.c demonstration of phenomena. th11t hanpon
is �.no"t,. cnoqg_h. 'l'h� Lourdes miracles are rejected bocn.twe they nre �pecifi-
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c;,:\:t.ly :n1pcrn·1 Lurnl; yorn• ro:�nlto n.rn ro;J ocLo<l lXJco.tt:m thoy cn.nnot bo :Jhown
to b0 l1!".turnl. 'J.'hf!..! it works isn't enoueh; how it works must be accepted,
Cm·iously, any phenomenon that is accepted as actually happenino; in physical
science, is irnrnc<lintely acceptnble to medicine. ( Without thanks, however.)
Thus, when Roentrren first discovered X rays, the new phenomenon was put to
use in u Vie,ma hospital almost hunedie.tely. When a biochemist discovers a
nr.w bioch0.n11cnl principlo, medicine immediately a.rlopts it--witho11t, thnnlrn
to the biocher.ti8t. uaually. If, .for instnnce, Dr. Isaac Asimov, Ph.D. in bio
cherni2try, discovered an enzyme that would destroy lune cancer, it would be
reported in the medical journals that Dr. John J. JonGB 1 assisted by Nr. l\8:l.mC1J 1
had discovered a cure for lung cancer.
Tho probabiJ.ity that you can eat al\Y honest credits from the medical. pro
fession is alo�e to zero; that has to be recognized beforehand. 'l'he MD 1 s
will, of course, be somewhat embarrassed by the quantit,ieo of dn'l:.a tha.t
has already anpeared, arrl will subsequently appear, under your name, but
they're used to that.
However, I believe thnt the only way to (�et the therapeutic possibilities
of nsionic devices into public use--the only way people who need their
holP can hope to r�et that helP--iS tlu.•r)ueh pure, inorganic, physical science.
Three \leeks ar;o, I was u-:-, in Cruabridee, H1ssachusetts, talking with Dr. Claude
Shannon, the discoverer of Information 'l'heory, and Dr. Wayne I3atteau, a close
friend of .Sh."..nnon'n, and several other people, I1 d brour,;ht aloni:, 11�y symbolic
version o.1' your T,1incral 11n1J.y�er; it hapPened thl'l.t none of the group then
y,re.s0nt wao ulJlc to :;ct ronultz rel.)00.tnbly. Uut I had, alno, ,3 letter from
Dr. Harry Stine, of Yfuite .(�ands Provin<3" Grounds research otr..ff, who had
built the symbolic minero.l nMlyzer fr0',1t the published descrj_ption, He hnd
r.otten vcr;v solid, repeatrtble, nnd useful results. So Md Dr. Clyde 'fombo.ueh,
the a::.tonomor best known for his discovery of the planet Pluto.
Dr. Shannon i.s very decidedly interested in explorina these phenomeM. I 1ve
known Claude for :JOme ten years, off and on. He I s been an A.stourxling reader
for mi.my yc,1.r�;. HEI I s o m.1n whose reputation is, in his field, as r,raat as
Rinotein 1 s was in his own field; Inforlll.1tion 'fheory, Shannon's discovery,
is at least as im.::iortant to human progress as Einstein's relativity. (Arxi
even harder to explain!)
Claude is not. n form..'ll-orthodox typa of scientist; he's more of a Natural
Philosopher. Hc 1 G too bie a man, and too compt1tent, to be ruled by ortho
doxy; orthodoxy is, instead, powerfully swayed by him. He is /lcut.ely in
terentcd in com:ntmicntj_on--any and all means of perceiving and conveyin.,�
in.formation.
He r:;enuinely Ha.ntc a demonstration of your miner,'ll analyzer. His atsternent
w�i.o th1;.t if th� real workaM.lity of the device can be derrmstrated on o. re
pent.9.ble experiment basis, under sound test conditions, it represe.nts an
cY.trenely jJilnortant discovery, one which must be developed vir,-oroualy. He
mean�; thc.t, 11.nd rne:,.ns it in full honesty.
The exnct tost.'3 Cl:::i.1100 would want to .'let U!) I do not !mow; I can rruarantee
th'lt t'ne:✓ 1/oulcl. be :enu:i.nely, but ri�orously, honest. He is not, the kind
oi' ��rson who iru:t1J to deceive himself, nor will he tolerate deception in
0
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ol:.hcru. Gonvincc h.l.m thnt U1E1re i� a. renl phenomenon preoent, o.:nd he w:i.J.l
turn hie very great talent::i to the task of maldng thnt phenomenon under
standable in tcrr1s of modern science. Once science has been shown how to
under3ta.nd the phenomena of psionics--medicine will, as urmal, tnc alon�
behind, proclo.imin,r: thrd.r wise lea.dcrf;hip.
Do you w.:int to ll1.'l.ke n. trip up to !3onton, nnd work w1 th Claude Shannon n.t
tr. J.'l'., rlc111on:; t.1·:,_t.i.1l7. tho min0rnl nnnly�or? PrecisoJ.y how lon_r: it woul<l
take, I do not know; it mip:ht, if the/89ts l-Tt'lre entirely succosoful, otrctch
out to ro.ny monthr.J of re3earch, of course. That, however, would be a sepa
rate urrnn,:,emont. Hbat I have in mind is a test-viait, arro.n:;ed �' agree
ment and discussion with Dr. Sharmon, of a week or less.
It is my plan thnt, if :mch a test is made, Astoundin.u, would publish a de
tailed report on the matter, rte3cribing in detn:11 test conditions, and test
results--?1P.Jnin[: the people who set up and carry out the test, thA observers
and operators, et cetern. He would publish beforehand that the test W1'1.S to
be ril!ld0; the next issue would carry the results obte,ined, whatever those
rer:.ults mif,ht be.
I believe U1<1t the work H(•u.ld be genuinely important Rn<l effective. ?-:r.
::;'owler and Hr, Gray both nr,-ree on that point. The nlf.lr:-azine co.n, in return
.for the d�ta report m:ide nvnilable to us, help finance the trip to the ex
tent oi.' •:";300. I bclteve thnt possibly Hr. Grny and Hr. li'owler may be able
to help f.i n1.11cc tlrn experiment to some extent in addit:ion.
If you A.re willinr; to undertalrn this experiment, lot me know, and we can
::ib.rt workin,r� 011t arra11f�e111cnt:\ with Dr. :3hannon 11t 1-1.I.T.
If you decide in frwor of m.:tkin.,. the experiment, I uill he r,lr1d to help in
r.ny way I can---includ·i nr-r f.teppine out. of the picture entirely, So'.lVe for
t�o one factor of receivin,a; the dafo. report for publication, if you prefer
thot.
Dr. Batteau i.s at Harvarcl's School of Applied Science, arrl ir. not A. meml::er
of Shannon•:_,; N.L'l'. e-roup; he is n perDon.,,..l friend of Shannon, and of my
self. He, too, is a rigorously honest man, and, likE" Shannon, not hide
boun<l by orthodoxy. I a; i sure hP will be acutely intere,sted, and h�lpf'ul
in workin'.: out proper test standards.
1
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Correspondence with John W. Campbell
May 19, 1957.
Dear John:
It was a pleasure to receive your letter of the 15th and to know that you are so
interested in trying to develop the acceptance of Eloptic energies.
I just finished writing a letter to Eliot Pratt of New Milford, Conn., who is
interested in the application of Eloptic energy to destroy insect pests. I have a
commitment to finish some research started for Mr. Pratt. I expect to receive his O.K
to set it aside and take the trip to Boston.
As you probably know, we have put on demonstrations several times with the
same results. Even with complete 100% perfect results of the operation of the
equipment, we have been pushed aside with the comment similar to that of the
farmer who visited the city zoo and saw a giraffe for the first time. "There ain't no
such animal," says the farmer.
We have discussed the problem numerous times as to what we would do if the
opportunity comes our way again, and we were called on to put on another
demonstration. We have arrived at some conclusions and, while waiting to hear
from Eliot, I shall give them to you to be thought over.
First, we would want to have at least three different instruments or analyzers so
the question of repeatability as to instruments can be set aside. We have them
available and with a little work they can be ready by the time we are ready to make
the trip.
Next, we will not run tests on so called Unknown samples. We do not propose
to be tricked anymore than we want to trick anyone else. Of more importance, so
called "PURE" metals are seldom found alone. We can pick up traces of other
elements that are not to be found with chemical analysis. Even Spectrographic
analysis is not absolutely dependable as often elements are masked by the lines of
other elements.
To avoid the generally given opposition statement that our work is not to be
repeated by others, we propose to train two or more people of the staff of the
investigator. We would want Dr. Shannon to make three or four people available for
us to train. We would prefer stenographers or others from his office in whom he has
full confidence. Some people are natural operators, just as some girls can become fast
accurate stenographers and others can never approach them. Just as not everyone
can become a good pianist, even though most anyone can "plunk the keys" and hit
the wrong note more often than the right one, just so, operators of our equipment
may be able to get their reactions often, but when it comes to accuracy and
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dependability they are just as dependable as the "piano plunkers."
Dr. Shannon would not think of setting up a set of tests in the field of medicine
without first consulting with qualified (I said "QUALIFIED") medical authorities,
in order to set up tests that were in accordance with accepted theories on the action
of drugs, etc.
Dr. Shannon would be well qualified to setup tests in the field of Physics, because
he is as well versed in the laws of physics as anyone else. The on1y way he can set up
acceptable tests in the field of Eloptics, is to first get an indoctrination in what we
know of the laws governing the behavior of Eloptic energy.
I would expect him to give me an opportunity to explain as much as possible of
what we have discovered of the apparent laws underlying the behavior of Eloptic
energy. We know that certain materials seem to be good insulators of Eloptic energy.
Other materials are good conductors. Other materials will "store" or hold Eloptic
energy much as a well insulated condenser will store or hold an electric charge for
a time.
For example, we can take a vial of distilled water, test for an element such as
iodine. It will be found to be completely free from iodine. We then can subject that
vial to the treatment, and then the vial of water's Eloptic energy will actually change
in the isotopes or reactions to the iodine. Some materials will take up the radiations
from other materials, just by being close by for a while.
We have been able to direct the Eloptic energy from a drug into a human being
before any tests were set up.
There is another important item to be considered. Tests will not be run in public,
with a number of people looking on, who are just skeptical and notactually involved
or necessary to the work in hand.
You will agree with me that a thought and an emotion are not the same thing. I
have found that they are activities that employ the same energy but in a different
way just as a beam of visible light is not the same as a radio wave to the average
observer, even though a physicist might classify them both as "the same thing."
Where you and I differ on one thing is that you lump all as "Psionic," regardless, and
I separate into groups, depending upon the special characteristics displayed.
The Eloptic energy that radiates from a pure element, such as silver, is not to be
effected as easily as the Eloptic energy involved in the nervous reactions of a human
being, even though they are both related. You can direct a "beam" of Eloptic energy
to a human being and cause a change in their actions or reactions. With many people,
this effect can be felt immediately, while with others, it is not felt at all.
We have been able to direct the Eloptic energy from a drug into a human being
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and produce the same results as if we had administered the drug. You cannot direct
such a radiation to a pure metal and cause a change in the structure of that metal.
There are many things we have discovered about the behavior of Eloptic energy.
We are firmly convinced that thoughts and emotions are using Eloptic energy. We
know that every element that makes up our material world radiates Eloptic energy.
What binds two elements in a chemical compound? We have untied the binding in
many cases by manipulation of Eloptic energy. Might they be similar?
Just as soon as I hear from Eliot Pratt, I will be able to tell you what we can do.
The answer is YES, we definitely want to go to Boston and work with Dr. Shannon.
Only the question of finances stands in the way.
Sincerely,
T.G.H.
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1325 Orange Isle.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Last of June '57
Dear John:
It has been six weeks since I wrote you and I am at a loss to figure out what gives.
I rather expected to have you send a copy of my letter to Claud Shannon for his
preliminary study as to a plan of procedure in connection with working out some
of the tests.
If you were waiting for further word from me, I am sorry I did not understand.
I have completed the time I was to spend on some research for Eliot Pratt and have
moved into my new home in Ft. Lauderdale.My new address is 1325 Orange Isle and
the phone number is Jackson 4 4247. That means that at last, we are free to go to
Boston at any time convenient for Dr. Shannon.
The situation is not clear as to whether I will go on with more research with Eliot
Pratt. The time was up June 30. In any event, I consider it to be more important to do
the tests with Dr. Shannon than anything else and I will not make any commitments
as to time until I hear from you or before at least two more weeks.
If this letter seems to be somewhat disjointed, please overlook it as I have been
working long hours getting things straightened up, curtain rods installed, mail box
put up, shelving in my lab, new sod watered, plants set in the ground. My lab is 14'
X 19' with shelving and work bench around most of the walls. Had to set up my lathe,
level it and bolt it down to the concrete floor. It is a Logan 11.5'' with quick change
gears, my pride and joy.
A group who are interested in research that will develop other uses for farm grain
products than food (industrial uses) and in anything that will improve the lot of the
farmer, have been interested in our work and we may find ourselves doing research
especially in the destruction of farm pests and increasing the yield of plants by
increasing the natural functions.
I would like to get this proposed Boston trip out of the way before they want to
start active work. There is nothing definite except that their representative has been
here three times to discuss the idea and he seems to be quite sold on the idea.
Please let me hear from you as to the status of Claud Shannon's interest at this
time. Or have you any new ideas?
Sincerely,
T.G.H.
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July 10, 1957
�1r. T. G. HiE-rOnJ,mlUS
1325 Omn".e Isle
li't. LR.urlerdnle, Fltt.
Dear (fci.1en:
The r8R.son you h,aven't heard from me is that I haven't he'lrd
from CJ,.._uc1e Sh"-nnon,
The thil13: came up mar the end of the shcool year; he w1s
nrobably th,,i up with thRt, He may be on vacation ocfore
::m.-1iu11er school a0u. �rm r�o5.n•· to writC' ldH nnc.1 recheck ,'l.S
to ,,> ,:,_t '•:o s on, nnd I'll let you know. But, of course, I
'10n 1 t th:i nl-:: ue should push too hnr<l on t�"C t�d�. Annoyin�,
I l:no•.1----but what can we do?
It rni·'.ht nlso be that the r.uestion I rais8cl, "Define wh�t j�
meant h�r I r.n �.r1e�u-:,.te demonstr.�tinn of n new prj_ncj_ple t, 11
h0.s cauqed hirn to do some thin.1<:in". "Inn M.scussin;:; th:,t J.e�ves
him nncertnin ns tri how to proceed, 1'hcr,a 1 s not much no:i.nt
in doin; son10thin� unlP,sr-; you h1.ve some i<l,-:m ?,S to 1,-rh�.t you 1 re
noinr'., 'R'hy you 1 re clo:lrr: it, "Incl the mcry_ninn; of' wh."-.t h,a_ppens �s
� rP.�nlt of doin:, it.
I'll write .-ind a'3k him, however, n.nd let. you lrnow wlnt. I
learn,
8:i.ncereJ.y,

p?�
••/ 1
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Hr. 'l'. Galen Hieron;ymus
11325 Orirnee Isle
l"t. L·rnderdale, Fla.
Dear Hieronymus:
I fimlly heard from Claude Shannon-and learned why there has been !luch a
dehy,
He I s been trnnsferred from M. I, Tl to the Imtitute for �dvanced Study of
'lehavioral Proi,lems, at Stanford, C,'.llifornia, for a year. 'l'hat1s a mnjor
Ford 1.i'oundation setup which has been irrvitin,;: the top creative thinkers-
not the hi13hly publicized men--of scienre to help att!lck the major problem
lhn J'aceg rj•>,ht now. The prnbl.e ms of psycholor;y arrl sociolorry-,
Claude's been busy c;oing six ways at once settlin� tM.�s both in l-l:iss0.chu
setts anrl i'l Ctlifornia; he 1 ,l just bour.;ht �- new house in M·rnsachusetts when
this C�.lifornia move came up, H0 1 s evidently been somewhat more than up to
his cc:irs.
So for the next year, Claude Is un<1vdilable. He sugP,ested that Dr. Hayne
Batteau of H,1rvard,mir;ht conduct the tests. I lmai Hayne well, and know he 1 s
.'.\ Grade .'l/11 man, a ;;cnuine thinker, ,url a brillfont nnd wine scfontist-phH
osopher. He wouldn't be a friend of .Shannon's ii' he weren't,
The onr., difficulty is thc.t our mnjor problel\l is thnt ncientiUc r�.cts ,,ren 1 t
n.n;a:in!:::t us, nor i.') r.;cj_0ntific testinp; something· we need uorrf R.bout. we•re
bcln<; stonpcd by the ancient "Galileo Problem"; Constituted /\uthorit:·: "knows"
tho iclen. is impossible, and 11 knows 11 there is no point in dienifyinr; such non
sen�c by 11 lookil'\'3 through the telescope," No amount of scientific clat'1 helps
on t.hat problmn; the only force that will combat C0nstitutcd Authority is, of
course, Authority. Wnyne Is a brillinnt man, he's perhaps as competent as
Clnude,.,but nt the moment, Cltmde is an /i.utl1ority, while Hayne is simply wise
and competent. (One doesn't need to be uide nnd competent, nctunlly, to be nn
t.ut.horjty, Onc, needs only reputnt,j.on, not wisdom.)
I •m goin:; to have to investirsate what can be done about the si tuatlon. Like
most really bi13 men, Clnucle is marvelously unaware of the fuct that he is an
t,uthority, �.nd that his Authority is a real, import9.nt, an,] critical f'e.ctor
in the problem. ::;o far as he sees it, he's just another one of the r,nnir work
in,� on problems. He 1 s �uite sincer·e in holclin'3 that '.-Tatme is fully n.s com
petent to do the :i ob as he M.mself.
I lv,ve, mcamrhile, been lookin'{ :c,t e.nothcr nn<;le of attack on the problem,
the /\!�\ is a mq,i or factor 'in this !)J.·oblem, slnce much of the import:mt data
on psionics lies in thr. psycho-medkal m·oa, n1Yl t.he /i.m� has been solidly,
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powerfully, and effectively clrunpinc down on it, with all the very gre11t o.nd
real we:i.1,ht of their Authority, As you well 1'now.
Frequently, when you need to ".et someone out of your way, rather thnn.attack
i.11[( him directly, it can holp to s,�t "Pa 11 Let 1 s you a11<'1. him have a fi3ht,
huh? 11 situation,
There I s a Tlll'.n by the mm<'> of Hoxsey, of whcm you h'lve no doubt heard, who I s
been �ivinn: the Am a hard time for tliirty years, Hoxsey 1 s 1-linnit\'3; the
Al!A hns recehly pulled the eggregious error of puttil\<( up advertj_sements about
the lloxsey cancer cure in all the post offices. 'J.'hey 1 re warnil\'!S: !\f;ainst it,
of course... but they tell people it costs only $1,60, doesn 1 t entail !<urp;ery
or radiation, and tell exactly where to eo to get the treatment, Inasmuch as
mo3t cancer victims can't be helped by medical science (even the MD 1 s claim
only 32% success), most cancer sufferers are desperately seekil\'s somethi�
else to try. 1\dvertisin� that there is another way to try will do the public
a great service-and help Hoxsey no end.
I have in mind thr,t I ma:r be able to stir up sometbin_c: in that aren. that will
force the AM� to do oome thinkiiw that 1 s badly needed, on the subject of
11 \-lhat constitute□ 1 proof 1 6f somcthi�?"
C:n the l!oxsey business, they're
b.'.lffled, frustrntod, nnd rin'.:ry, because the:y: ca n't prove something--to w"lt,
thRt Hoxsey 1 s '-'· fraud, (I don't think he is; I do think he 1 s mistaken in
his belief that he has a cancer opecific, howwer. One indication; the
patients he has tre."ttcd who h,ive been un:ler 10111; continued morphine senation
shoul9. after the cancer clears up, be morphine addicts. Thev !I ppear not. to
be, It lnoks as triough his medicine not only cures cancer, but plso morphine
addiction •• ,which is hip;hly interentin'!, j_ndeed, !lut which means that what
ever it is he has, it isn't a cancer specific.)
Since the bi,o;, wealthy, powerful, and authoritative AMA is otuck !'1ost frus
tratinc.;ly became of its imb:Uity to prove sorrethine that, tl1ey most desper
ately wrnt to prove••• "Let,'s you nnd him have a n,a,ht, huh? Let's you, ANA,
.'.".nd h:L-n, the problem of proof, h11ve a slug-fest, and cr11c!: the problem, huh?"
If wo coulcl r;et tho AMA to crack the problem of "How can somethin� be proven?"
we could ride in on the results very handily. One thillP,ls fo1• sure--if' the
AMA once takes n good, hard look nt the problem, they'll never hn.ve the pre
sent sttitune n.,r:ain,
The reason tho AHA i::: hclploso nr:ainst !loxoey in that they're tryin<c to nrovo
a. ner;ative pro!JosHion; that Hoxsey can .!l� cure cancer at all. They should
hire a good philosopher specializing in the Science of Proof·Theorema; he'd
hnve c;averl them no end of time, trouble, arrl worry, by telling them thnt no
one has ever found a way to prove ,s negative proposition. That 1 s why the
Enrrlish legal system is based on "Innocent until proven guilty, 11 rather than
on t.he older "Gnilty until he proves he is n0t. 11 To prove "He is r;nilty, 11
is a positive propo.sition; proof of positives 5.s possible.
Our problem is that they 1 ve r;iben us the ,iob of provinr; n nep:Rtive-"The
Hieronymus device is not.� hoax. 11 It cci.n't bo <lone, in ..,,,y yet-J,:no,..,n w�y.
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-3-Hr. Hicrony1nus
'I'h�.t•s whv I t,r,:;_'lk it would be ,,.rtv,,.nt!\r:eoun to rnnke the !1JIA rc,:,Ji?.e whnt
thofr problem with respect to Hoxscy ja ••• rind let them chil1"'." their mcthorls
enou�h to r:ive ur-> n way through.
I lv1vc c. hunch th'"'t Hoxr.eyrr.� rnndic:i no conta:i.1:.:1 an un_i.dcnt·iSicll nul,ri t.Rnce
th�1t i� fH•rt or thP. rofersc or the trnnquilt"?;�r clrn.n;��--thnt it jn D. nn:i�
nonr.-stiJnul[ltor, inst0n.d of n })lll":)One--cl.r.press.qnt. If my hnnch i-'1 rjr;ht,
thn n:-,c or t,hn� dru� woulcl. imrrovc scores on pa ionic devices. '£ranquil
:i.�ers .i!'U_l knock your �---:core down to zero. If you want to expcrim0.11t, try
t:,.l:inc: a Miltown, and then see ho\., you do on your device.
1

l!oxsey 1 s too busy slur;!;i� it out with the A}l\ on cancer to do any decent
research, and the AMI!. 1 s too busy attackin,: Hox:1ey to both,er to do honest
research. I wnnt sr,rrnhody to find out \-1hat Hoxsey1s r;ot; I think J can
UGe it.
You may nnd A.'ll!' doin somet pokine into that area shortly; don't hink
thnt means I 1 ve lost interest in the psi devices--it just n:cans I 1 m at
tackin.,. along more than one line at a time.
I 1 11 ,-:et in touch with Hayne, am. nee wh�.t can be worked out.
know t'!S soon as thin�s shape, up rtt nll.
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Correspondence with John W. Campbell
1325 Orange Isle
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Sept. 4th , 1957.
Mr. John W. Campbell, Jr.
Editor, A.S.F.
Street and Smith Publications, Inc.
304 East 45th St.
New York 17, N.Y.
Dear John:
Thanks for your letter of August 26th and your interest in our work. I have held
up answering until today, as I was in the midst of a most interesting experiment and
I wanted to give you a preliminary report on it.
A long time ago, I discovered that one of the laws of behavior of Eloptic energy
was that the energy would flow on light rays. The next stop was to photograph an
object and find the energy from the object on the film. Several other experiments
verified the fact that the energy could be picked up from light rays after having
traveled quite some distance.
We borrowed the films taken of some of the planets and found that we could
analyze them. For quite some time, I have been engaged in research of a definite kind
and the further analysis of the energy from the planets had to be dropped. Recently,
I made up an optical device that will allow a small telescope to be focussed on a
planet and a motor drive that will keep it trained on the target, just a simple
adaptation of the mechanism used on most large telescopes. In addition, I made a
special eye piece that would allow me to focus the telescope and at the same time,
to pick up the emanations, brought along the rays of light, and direct them into the
Eloptic Analyzer.
It works very well. I looked up the declination and hour angle of three of the
planets, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn, calculated the elevation and azimuth to be very
sure and took shots of them. We only worked for a few minutes that first night as the
mosquitoes were out in force. We did find that there was a showing of life energy
on both Venus and Saturn but not on Jupiter. Since there was only one test made on
each planet at that time and the apparatus had not been finished to the point where
itis today, I do not want to be at all positive as to the results obtained on either Jupiter
or Saturn.
With Venus,it is slightly different. On August 30th last, the western sky was free
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of clouds and very clear. At 7:15 PM, ZT 1915, GMT 0015 31 August, we started and
ran the same kind of analysis we generally run when trying to find out what is wrong
with a sick person. The attached chart shows the dial settings and the part of the
anatomy involved. We have known for a long time after many tests, that animals
show the same anatomical parts and the same frequency rates as humans. Many
plants have been tested but not with the same anatomical list as that used for
humans, until this week. We had tested plants for general vitality and diseases many
of the latter being similar to those found in humans.
In looking over the test results, please do not pay any attention to the low values
shovm. They probably represent contamination from the operator or perspiration
from the one building the instrument (myself), left on wiring or other parts inside,
that show a very small radiation when there is no other source of radiation to blanket
it. In other words, consider all values of around 50 or less, to be 0.
A study of the Venus chart shows some startling things. There was no heart
indicated. Also no liver, parts of the pituitary or adrenals, no thyroid, and in the
reproductive organs, no testes, breasts, or uterus.
This would indicate that there was life but not in the form of humans or animals
as we know them here on earth.
To run down the life aspect, we took leaves of plants and ran the same set of tests,
with some startling results. While there are certain differences between different
kinds of plants, there is a startling similarity between plants as we have them here
on earth, and the chart of life on Venus.
Naturally, we took specimens of trees and plants that were around us here in
Florida. We took a Mango as a fruit tree, a Willow tree as a tree that grows around
water, and a pine tree that grows in dry areas. For the Grasses, we used Bermuda
grass from our yard as a type that does not seed but puts out runners, and a weed
growing in the yard that has seeds for reproducing itself.
The startling items are that plants do not have a Heart. Naturally as they do not
pump sap round and round as we pump blood. Only the Pine showed that it had
something similar to the Islands of Langerhand, where the sap (blood sugar) is
changed to turpentine (I believe this is a turpentine Pine,itcould be a sugar sap type).
Note that the Bermuda grass has no reproductive organs while the seed type
plant and all the trees show some of the other organs of reproduction.
Now, the first thing a botanist will say is that plants do not have these types of
reproductive organs. Remember, we are dealing with energies radiated from the
plant or human or animal under analysis. I care not whether the energy comes from
an organ shaped like that of a human or whether it comes from something entirely
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different in shape, color, secretions etc. if it performs the function, it can well have
the same frequency of radiation.
Back to Venus, it would seem that Venus has plant life in plenty and of an order
very similar to that we have on this planet. I cannot believe that Venus has animals
or human beings of the warm blooded type as we have. There is no reason why there
might not be men of a higher order than we have here. Definitely, we are of the order
just slightly above the lower animal.
We tested the Venus rays for several of the common violent diseases found on
earth. We found no cancer but did find tuberculosis;no gonorrhea or syphilis but did
find one of the flus and one of the undulant fever rates. Then we tested the plants and
found that they also show several of the same diseases. They showed that they are
just like humans, they show diseases after being subjected to poisons such as DDT
and Malathion. Some trees definitely have cancers.
This is just one analysis chart on Venus. Others made over a period of time might
show different results. We are positive of the results obtained in each test. We have
done too many over many years so we know when they are to be trusted and when
there are other forces working that effect our results. Several individual tests were
duplicated to be sure of the results.
Now, about the Shannon-Batteau situation. Not long ago, every so called
scientist "absolutely KNEW" that the laws of conservation of energy and conserva
tion of matter were immutable and the very idea of their interchangeability was
unthinkable.
Dr. Millikan wrote a paper denying the possibility of Cosmic Rays. Later he ate
his words and went on to become the greatest student of the study of Cosmic Rays.
I do not want to spend time and money (either my own or someone elses) going
to Boston or New York to run tests for someone to disregard. Naturally, I am quite
disappointed in not having an opportunity to work with Dr. Shannon. However, if
he recommends Dr. Wayne Batteau, I am sure that Dr. Batteau would be as
interested as most anyone else and I believe that Dr. Shannon would believe
anything that Dr. Batteau told him resulted from our tests. That would mean that Dr.
Shannon would probably use his "authority" in the matter later.
I look at it this way. U Dr. Batteau finds any merit to the claims: 1. That there is
such an energy as we claim Eloptic energy to be; and 2. That we can do certain things
by manipulating Eloptic energy; then, that fulfills the requirement set out by Dr.
Shannon, "That if there is such an energy, then, it represents an extremely important
discovery, one which must be developed vigorous! y" (quoting your letter of May 15,
1957), and that tells me that he has not lost interest just because he happens to be
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diverted to another part of the country for important work in a new field. The fact
that he gives Dr. Batteau such a good recommendation would indicate that Shannon
would take the word of Dr. Batteau as to the results of the tests and then Shannon
could use his "Authority'' to get set up for more exhaustive tests and study of the
situation in a more formal way.
What I said in my letter to you of May 19th, 1957, still holds good. It will take
several days for the tests. I would bring several analyzers. I would expect Dr. Batteau
to first let me give him enough information on the behavior of Eloptic energy so we
could set up reasonable test procedures. I would want to train more than one other
whom Dr. Batteau would pick from his staff, so the question of only one person
could operate the instrument.
If we are to do it at all, then lets do it completely, and leave no loose ends dangling
for someone to take hold of and depreciate the results obtained.
I would even like to set up the optical device and show how to run analysis of the
energy received from one of the planets such as Venus. The device is mounted on one
corner of the roof of my lab which is an enlarged utility room built next to my home.
The head can be removed from the stand by loosening a set screw, or the floor flange
can be unscrewed from the roof. It would have to be readjusted for the latitude of the
place where it's used.
I can see where the planet analysis could fit into an A.S.F. story and result in many
future stories based on the results found. It would also knock a lot of former science
fiction stories about the other planets and stars, into a cocked hat.
Will be looking forward to hearing from you soon as to both the Venus story and
the working with Dr. Batteau.
Sincerely,
T. Galen Hieronymus.
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ELOPTIC ENERGY ANALYSIS

:1

Tests made August 30, 1957,
thru September 4, 1957.

Body
Organ
Vitality
Hearl
Lungs
Kidney
Liver
Lymphatics
Spleen
Bone Marrow
Chlorophyll
Pineal
Thymus
Pituitary
Pituitary Ant.
Pituitary Post.
Adrenals
Adrenals Cortex
Adrenals Medulla
Thyroid
Parathyroid
Parotid
Stomach
Duodenum
Gall Bladder
Pancreas

Pancreas Islands of Lang.
Colon Wall
Appendix
Prostate
Testes
Breasts
Ovaries
Uterus
Nerves
Alkalinity
Acidity
Sodium

Chlorine

Neurasthenia
Menopause

Venue

ity

1450
16
1218
1135
46

34

1235
22
1205
1315
1326
1210
23
46
1220
50
33
32
46
1232
1531
1124
52
1233
48
1234
34
1536
24
21
1333
31
1213
16
1435
26
23
17
20

Mango
tree

Willow
tree

Pine

tree

Bermuda

grass

Weed
seed

447
16
559
566
32
669
35
465
769
767
969
350
33
36
367
27
16
267
35
656
671
555
766
652
26
652
32
866
27
36
770
23
1067

345
31
457
26
368
31
461
52
562
353
453
357
27
35
468
43
27
251
34
464
557
37
252
36
51
327
34
352
24
33
350
22
458

464
36
467
29
366
31
566
759
651
358
364
458
350
32
461
369
27
468
17
358
547
368
36
354
356
452
32
359
29
39
459
24
465

235
31
355
47
27
369
36
569
269
447
268
471
43
33
570
51
37
271
28
368
362
33
366
47
27
37
353
28
23
26
33
37
371

type
232
31
269
27
459
33
352
361
436
351
464
452
21
37
552
29
37
446
33
457
347
32
247
29
27
366
36
467
22
27
352
54
156

33
768
21
21
32

24
466
26
152
263
32

28
569
47
31
60
46

41
474
48
29
24
62

43
257
24
32
51
26

11

Note: A healthy human being or warm blooded animal would show a balanced condition in which all
values for organs and parts of the body would be nearly the same value except for Neurasthenia and
Menopause, which should be zero, and the sex organs. A healthy male will show very low values of the
female organs and the healthy female will show low readings of the male organs. In some men, quite high
breasts readings will be found. In many nervous cases, males have shown high female readings and females
have shown high male readings. Alkalinity and acidity do not refer to PH values but will be the same
amount as other organ values. The same for sodium and chlorine.
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ODE
"We are the music makers,
and we are the dreamers of dreams,
wandering by lone sea breakers,
and sitting by desolate streams,
world losers and world forsakers,
on whom the pale moon gleams.
Yet we are the movers and shakers
of the world forever, it seems.
"With wonderful deathless ditties
we build up the world's great cities,
and out of a fabulous story,
we fashion an Empire's glory.
One man with a dream, at pleasure
Shall go forth and conquer a crown,
and three, with a new song's measure
can trample an empire down."
By: Arthur Shaunessy
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VI
Explaining the Unexplained
There was a time when it was possible to have an idea accepted if the effects could
be observed, even though there was no completely acceptable explanation of the
action in terms of known phenomena. For example, in 1881, power plants were
turning out electricity that was used for lighting streets, etc., even though it was
many years before there was any kind of meter that would measure those important
features, voltage and current, and it was over 25 years before there was the correct
explanation as to what electricity really was.
Today, a phenomena, even though demonstrable, is not even considered if an
explanation is not first submitted, and it must be an explanation that "fits" into
known and accepted so-called "facts." This attitude retards progress.
There are two hurdles, difficult to overcome. One is the hurdle of semantics or
lack of words that will explain a new phenomenon. The first mistake is to use well
defined words and give them a new definition. For example we say, "He has a
MAGNETIC personality," using an electrical term to explain an emotional response
to a person. The other hurdle is the inertia of thinking. Almost everyone relates a new
idea to old known facts. If the new idea does not readily drop into place among the
known facts, then the new idea is rejected, even though it might be observed in
action.
There is one category where many a phenomenon has been placed for explana
tion purposes, because there was no better known place to put it. That category is,
"It must be Electrical." David Sarnoff, of RCA, has written several articles about
"thinking" and thoughts and emotions and he has asked the question, ''When we
think, are we using some subtle form of Electricity?" Speaking in New York, June 1,
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1949, he proposed a new science which he called ''RADIONETICS" to look inside
living human bodies.
RADIONETICS, he said would use ATOMIC ENERGY and ELECTRONJCS as
tools for "seeing into mind and body." These phenomena are both activities found
in or associated with the ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SPECTRUM. It just didn't occur to
him to consider the idea that there might be some other MEDIUM: than the electro
magnetic spectrum where he might "look" for an explanation of the phenomena of
thinking and emotion.
SOUND is defined as ,"That which is or can be heard; the sensation of hearing,
resulting from the stimulation of the auditory nerves by vibrations carried in the air,
water, etc." Sound requires something in the MATERIAL world or REALM through
which it can travel.
The ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SPECTRUM is where we find electricity, radar,
infra-red, heat, visible light, ultra-violet,X-rays, Cosmic rays, etc. These phenomena
operate in MEDIUM that used to be called the ETHER. Let's still call it that.
These two MEDIUMS, where we find SOUND and ELECTRICITY have both
been quite well explored. At no point has there been any evidencefound that would
lead anyone to expect to find an explanation of the operation of THOUGHTS and
EMOTIONS, in either of these two MEDIUMS.
Instead of trying to make the explanation of the operation of THOUGHTS and
EMOTIONS "fit into" someplace where they obviously do not belong, why not look
somewhere else for an explanation. Why not look for another MEDIUM? The only
reason for not looking for such a new MEDIUM: is the old one, "recognized."
Let's just ignore so-called "RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY" for a moment and
assume that there might be such a new, unknown MEDIUM, and explore it. We have
nothing to lose and much to gain. It might answer many UNEXPLAINED phenom
ena.

Eloptics, a Newly Discovered Form of Energy
Patent No. 2,482,773, entitled ''THE DETECTION OF EMANATIONS FROM
MATERIALS AND MEASUREMENT OF THE VOLUMES THEREOF," has been
received from the United States Patent Office. This is a basic patent covering the
utilization of a form of energy hitherto apparently unrecognized. The name
"ELOPTIC" has been given to the energy for more convenient reference.
We have discovered that all of the electro-chemical series of elements of material
matter and combinations of two or more elements give off an energy emanation
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under normal room temperature and without any kind of special treatment, by
which the presence of the element or molecular combination of elements may be
identified without destruction of the material being analyzed.
We find, for example, that water gives off three frequencies, that of each of the
elements, hydrogen and oxygen, and also that of the molecular combination. The
same applies to alloys, compounds, solutions, etc. whether solid, liquid or gaseous.
ELOPTIC energy emanations have the peculiar characteristic that they can be
conducted over typical electrical conductors and also be refracted similarly to light
energy.
The emanations will refract through a proper prism in the order of the atomic
weight of the constituent elemental content of the material under observation.
ELOPTIC energy from a specimen can be conducted over light rays similar to
optical procedure and can be implanted on photographic film and preserved for
future analysis.
Certain materials that are opaque to visible light, will transmit ELOPTIC energy.
Other materials, transparent to light, will not transmit ELOPTIC energy so readily.
We can amplify the energy, apparently reverse its phase angle of oscillation and do
many other things with it. Additional uses are covered in a "continuation-in-part''
application.
Its potential uses or methods of utilization are so infinite as to stagger the
imagination.
Emanations from metals, etc. in the ground can be detected. Considerable work
in this field has been done already.
Emanations from plants and animals can be analyzed and measured. Two
frequencies can be compared as to their effect, one upon the other.
The phase angle of ELOPTIC emanations can be reversed and used to apparently
neutralize the source of the emanations.
RADIATION LABORATORIES, INC.
4209 MICHIGAN AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
"Complete theories do not fall from heaven ..." Freud.
This well exemplifies the attitude of many people-that if an idea is not
completely developed and the theory so fool-proof as to be beyond question, then
they want no part in it.
Following Benjamin Franklin's discovery of electricity, a scoffer caustically
asked, "Of what use is that kind of knowledge?" To which Franklin kindly replied,
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"Of what use is a child? He may grow into a man."
We are very much in the same position as Franklin. We have discovered a new
force or rather we have uncovered a force that has been here since the beginning of
time, but only a few have recognized it.
The BIG question is, "What shall we do with it?"
At the moment, we are doing two things; continuing research and acquainting
interested people with the idea in order to get their cooperation. That is the reason
for this paper.
The Eloptic Radiation Theory
There is an all pervading media that is capable of being set into activity by certain
forces. This media might be the same as that which is described by electronic and
electrical engineers and physicists as the ETHER in action at higher harmonics than
so far explored, or it may be what has been called ELOPTIC ENERGY. Since it acts
as if it were different from the ETHER, let's call it ELOPTIC ENERGY, since it is the
raw material from which everything is made.
Our material world is made up of combinations of a few units, some of which are
called electrons, protons,and neutrons. These units act as if they were precipitations
out of the ELOPTIC ENERGY because these units may be disintegrated or put back
into their original state in the ELOPTIC ENERGY. There is much in today's scientific
literature that points the way to these conclusions in addition to our own research
results. ELOPTIC ENERGY can take on or manifest several different qualities, such
as frequency and cohesive force.
Just as the ether can be caused to vibrate at different bands of frequencies to
manifest as electricity, radio, heat, light, ultra violet, etc., so can the ELOPTIC
ENERGY manifest in many ways.
When the ELOPTIC ENERGY is properly influenced, it can be caused to coalesce
to the point where material units such as electrons, protons, and neutrons are
formed. When these units are desired to be grouped together, a still further
manifestation of ELOPTIC ENERGY takes the form of the cohesive force necessary
to form the units into elements such as helium, iron, gold, and uranium. A still
further manifestation of the cohesive force is necessary to form elements into
compounds or complex groups. When such units are formed into elements or
compounds, there is a stress field or aura, around or radiating from such elements
and complex groups. This field or aura has a frequency that is characteristic for each
nuclear and molecular combination.
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For example, chromium having in its nucleus 24 protons and 30 neutrons will
have a slightly lower frequency than will iron with26 protons and28 neutrons, even
though both nuclei contain the same total number of 54 units each.
This phenomena is the basis of the idea covered by patents and its use as an
analyzing medium, the subject matter of this paper.
It takes a certain amount of energy to cause the ELOPTIC ENERGY to coalesce
so that the units, protons and neutrons, will be formed. It takes a lesser amount of
energy to combine the units into the group of particles called the element, e.g.,

hydrogen, silver or mercury, and still a lesser amount of energy to form the
molecules of the various compounds.
Such an element or compound can be disintegrated back into its components or
units or even completely back into the ELOPTIC ENERGY from whence it came. The
atomic bomb action obeys this principle.
To disintegrate an element and change it back into its units takes energy, the
amount depending upon the way the energy is applied. Assume a very heavy
weight suspended by a long chain. To cause this weight to oscillate over, e.g., one
foot with one blow from a hammer might require a hammer of very large proportion
and a giant to wield it.
On the other hand, if a small boy gave the weight a push, then waited a bit and
gave another push and another, all timed properly the weight would begin to swing
and in time would be swinging through the arc of one foot.
When a single blow in the form of a fast-moving particle, such as a neutron or
alpha particle, accelerated in a cyclotron, is the "hammer" and the nucleus of an
element is to be broken up, the ''hammer" must strike a tremendous blow (millions
of electron volts) to crack the nucleus.
On the other hand, if a small amount of energy is fed into the nucleus at its proper
frequency, the nucleus will easily, slowly, quietly fall apart into its units, just by
neutralizing the effect of the cohesive force or binding energy as it is sometimes
called.
One of the most used but least controlled and understood methods of setting the
ELOPTIC ENERGY into oscillation is by the MENTAL-EMOTIONAL output from
a human being. Just as the crystal in a radio power oscillator sets the frequency, and
the energy applied to the plate circuit determines the power output, so does the
MIND act to set the frequency and the EMOTIONAL body to furnish the power.
Every time we generate an emotion we start a wave motion in the ELOPTIC
ENERGY. Such a wave motion can travel infinite distances, and it continues to
oscillate until some counter-acting wave motion is set up to neutralize the original
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or until the original wave motion is absorbed by some one or some thing that is in
proper frequency relation to it.
Just as a radio receiver that is tuned to the exact same frequency as a transmitter
acts as if it were connected via some invisible medium to the transmitter by
responding exactly as the transmitter is activated, so does a specimen of certain
things act as if there were a connection between it and the parent body from which
it was taken by responding exactly to all activities of the parent body.

ELOPTICS
This is the age of discovery. One of the recent contributions to scientific discovery
and the one with infinite possibilities for the good of humanity, and the answer to
many of the otherwise unanswerable questions of science, is the discovery that there
is a form of energy emanating, or radiating, from each and every one of the elements
of material matter under ordinary room temperature conditions and without any
unnatural or special preparations.
Not only does each isotope of each element give off an energy but the energy
from each is different in frequency from all others. By the simple expedient of
"tuning in" on an instrument known as an Atomic Analyzer, to the emanations
given out from a complex compound, alloy or solution, the elemental content of the
compound, alloy or solution may be determined and, within certain limits, the
quantity measured.
The U.S. Patent Office issued Patent No. 2,482,773 with seven method and six
apparatus claims in a basic patent, which indicates that considerable research work
has been done toward the utilization of this energy. However, it is quite obvious that
the "surface has barely been scratched," so far as "digging out" all the information
regarding the laws governing the behavior and control of this energy, and the
infinite number of uses to which this discovery will eventually be put.
Instead of referring to "this energy," or "these emanations," the writer has coined
a terminology which, it is hoped, will be helpful until something better is estab
lished. The name is ELOPTICS, combining Electricity and Optics, because the
characteristics of behavior of the emanations from the elements is similar in many,
but not in all, respects to some of the characteristics of behavior of the energies in
those two bands of frequencies of the electro-magnetic spectrum of oscillations in
the ether.
Eloptical radiations have some interesting characteristics. They are similar to
those of electrical energy in that they may be:
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A. Conducted over electrical conductors;
B. Insulated against passage by certain insulating materials;
C. Effected by resistance, capacity and inductance;
D. Effected by magnetic fields;
E. Carried on a flow of electrons;
F. Amplified in a chemical or vacuum tube amplifier;
G. Have the phase angle reversed.
Eloptical characteristics are different from electrical characteristics in many
ways. One example is that 30% black rubber electrical insulating compound makes
excellent eloptic insulation, but ultra high frequency radio transmission line insula
tion, such as used in Amphenol's 300 ohm brown or clear plastic is a good conductor
of eloptical energy.
Eloptical radiations have characteristics similar to those of optics in that they

maybe:

A. Refracted through prisms of glass, quartz, plastic, etc.;
B. Refracted with a conventional grating;
C. Focused with conventional optical lenses;
D. Reflected;
E. Transmitted over a light beam;
F. Preserved on light sensitive emulsions, i.e., photo film.
Eloptical characteristics differ from those of optics in that certain "light transpar
ent" materials are opaque to eloptics and a prism made of black "plexiglass" will
refract eloptical rays. A certain oil paper used in sacks for packaging was found to
be semi-opaque to eloptics, but was quite transparent to visible light.
Eloptical energy may be stored in some materials such as wood, pulp, paper,
water, or ordinary soil. Eloptic energy will pass readily through but will not remain
in ordinary test tube glass. Eloptical energy may be literally ''blown away" by a
magnetic field and is easily dissipated by "grounding" in similar manner to
"grounding" or dissipating a static electric charge.
A vacuum tube oscillator or other type of variable current generator will also
increase eloptical energy to a high order of intensity. It is believed that the intensity
of the eloptical energy is built up through the regenerative action of the electrical
circuit, the eloptical energy being carried on the electron flow through the circuit and
built up as the electrical energy is built up or intensified. By the same devices,
eloptical energy, or its source, may be neutralized by degenerative action of
magnetic energy.
Combining or super-imposing of two or more frequencies of eloptic rays will
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produce a resultant complex frequency or eloptic ray similarly to the super
imposing of two or more electrical frequencies to produce a complex electrical
resultant wave form. By pre-determining the resultant frequency characteristic or
eloptic ray of any certain compound, alloy or other mixture of two or more elemen ts
and using it as a standard, an alloy or compound of similar composition as the
known standard may be identified through "tuning in" on an Eloptic Analyzer to the
resultant combination of emanations of eloptic rays. As an example, the analysis by
the Eloptic Analyzer of two unknown liquids disclosed nine characteristic group
ings within the molecule, four were common to both, but five were found only in one
of the liquids. Comparison with spectrographic and chemical laboratory analysis
disclosed the fact that one of the liquids was pure benzene and the other toluene,
both of these hydrocarbons.
Elements or combinations of two or more elements may be effected by the
bombardment of super-imposing of certain eloptic rays upon them. Certain combi
nations of elements have apparently been disassociated of opposite polarity, re
versed phase angle or degeneration.
Some of the problems yet to be solved are:
A. Learn more about the best conductors and insulators of eloptic energy so
better instruments may be built;
B. Develop a better method of indicating the presence of eloptic energy, (the
present method depends upon the tactile sense of the operator and everyone is not
sensitive enough to accurately operate the device);
C. Learn more about the laws by which the energy is generated, controlled, etc.;
D. Develop a more exact method of measuring the quantity of eloptic radiation
from an element or specimen so as to better measure the mass or quantity of the
content of the specimen.
The solving of some of these problems probably belongs in the field of the
physical scientist but will require a change of present viewpoints and established
ideas and an open-minded approach.
T.G. Hieronymus

Specimens and Standards
Since everything in our material world is made up of one or more of the96 known
elements, and every isotope of every element and every combination of these
elements radiates a characteristic frequency of Eloptic energy, then everything in the
material world can be a specimen for analysis as to its contents or parts or their
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arrangement. This is a very broad statement but so far we have not found anything
that did not lend itself to analysis, limited only by the extent of our knowledge as to
interpretation of findings or the availability of standards for comparison.
Before we can analyze anything, we must have a standard from which to start.
This may be a very small quantity of an element in pure form that we can analyze
and thus get the radiation frequencies of that particular element. We must do this for
all the elements we expect to look for in the analysis of an unknown material, a
material whose makeup we wish to know.
This has already been done for many of the elements, rather complete! y for some,
in part for others. We have worked with over40 elements and all respond in a similar
manner.
Elements in combination can be used as standards for analysis. For example,
pure distilled water can be used to find the frequencies from Hydrogen and Oxygen.
We first analyze the glass test tube and the analyzer itself for all the frequencies
radiating from the materials of which they are made and the amount or radiation
from them. The test tube might have several elements such as boron, silicon, etc., and
the instrument will have copper., aluminum, etc., but this does not bother at all. Next
we analyze the water for those frequencies that show up over and above or in greater
intensity than those from the empty instrument. The difference is in the water.
Removal of the water specimen will quickly show whether the specific radiation was
coming from the water or not. The procedure is relatively simple.
The radiations from the water will be found in two groups, one will be from the
isotopes of Hydrogen, showing two stable and one radioactive, and the other group
will be the isotopes of Oxygen, with three stable and three radioactive. Reference to
standard handbook will show this to be the expected pattern of frequencies.
It is fortunate that all the elements radiate frequencies whose values are in the
inverse order of the weight or contents of the nucleus. This is more fully described
later. This phenomena makes it very easy to chart the various elements as to their
position in the frequency scale. You know just where to look for the radiations from
any particular element.
In the case of such elemental combinations as the hydrocarbon groups, it is not
easy to observe the individual elements from the frequencies radiated, because of
the complexity of radiations from the different molecular groups. The frequency
group for carbon is easily obtained from a diamond or graphite.
After the individual elements involved have been carefully standardized or
charted, the molecular groups must be charted for those combinations in which you
are interested, such as, being able to quickly say whether a very small amount of
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toluene has contaminated what should be pure benzene.
Other types of standards have to do with quantity measurements.

Eloptic Energy
Each isotope of each of the elements that make up our material world gives off
a radiation or emanation of energy. The writer has given this energy named
"ELOPTIC," a word coined from electricity and optic, because the energy has some
of the characteristics and obeys some of the laws that govern those two forms of
energy in the electro-magnetic spectrum.
Eloptic energy is radiated from the elements at all times, under normal room
temperature, without any special treatment such as irradiation, heating, etc.
Elopticradiations are in noway to be associated with the ejection of Alpha or Beta
particles or the emanation of Gamma Rays. Most scientists will deny the existence
of such radiations because they have no way to "tune in" to them and because they
never heard of any such radiations , just as the doctors of the French Academy a few
years back denied the existence of bacteria as expounded by Louis Pasteur, and as
other doctors denied the existence of such a thing as an organism that might be the
cause of Child-bed Fever as preached and demonstrated by Semmelweiss, and for
the same reason that newspaper editors in the United States refused to believe for
nearly five years that the Wright Brothers had been flying a heavier than air plane.
Someone in an "authoritative" position had said he didn't believe it, so the rank and
file agreed with him, without trying it out to see whether it might be true.
All of the old physics books have been rewritten to eliminate the two famous old
"Laws," The Conservation of Energy and The Conservation of Matter, that were set
aside when Atomic Energy was discovered. This year's Nobel Award goes to two
Chinese who disproved another old "law" of physics.
The first evidence of the existence of what is now named Eloptic energy, was
observed by Doktor-Professor DesauerofHeidelburg University in the early part of
this century. There have been many references to the existence of some form of
energy and the writer has collected many newspaper dippings from all over the
world news items.
The first attempts to harness Eloptic energy were very crude due to the lack of
proper equipment with which to "Detect" the emanations and to "tune in" to them
and sort out the various frequencies, one from another. This was the reason why
many dropped the research into the subject, and why many denied the existence of
such an energy after observing a few unsatisfactory "tests."
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The writer first became interested in the idea about 1919. Such apparatus as was
available at that time was very unsatisfactory, yet it gave some results. One success
out of a dozen failures was enough to indicate that there might be something to the
idea. Research was started in a casual way and as the work progressed, there
emerged certain apparent uLaws" of behavior. After years of wark, it was found that
Eloptic energy was conducted along light rays as well as along most electrical
conductors. This accounted for many tests being discounted and written off as
failures when the trouble was in lack of knowledge of the laws of behavior of the
energy.
This is partially the reason why some scientists decided that there was nothing
to the idea because tests were run under conditions that were not favorable.
Discovery by the writer of the fact that Eloptic energy can be conducted along light
rays made possible the discovery of the new method of "tuning in" to the energy
with much greater accuracy and is the heart of the patented method of analysis used
by the writer in all chemical analysis. This is the prism refractor unit that sorts out
the various frequencies and allows the operator to pick up the radiation from one of
the isotopes from an element containing several. Not only does each isotope of an
element give off an energy radiation, but the entire element gives off a distinctive
frequency that is the mean of the frequencies from that element. Also, a combination
of two or more elements such as 1¾0 will radiate an additional frequency that is the
mean for the molecular combination. There is a distinctive pattern of frequencies
from such molecular combinations such as the hydrocarbons, benzene and toluene,
the latter giving more frequencies due to the Cf\ radical. Fortunately, there is a
distinctive overall frequency by which such an elaborate combination of elements
can be easily identified.
This is very similar to the pattern shown on an oscilloscope when a very large
number of frequencies are combined in an electronic circuit. There is shown a
distinctive resultant frequency.
Carry this idea further, we find that complex combinations such as the tissues of
the body of a human being, and animal or plant, will give off a distinctive frequency
by which the particular tissue may be identified. Even entire organs will show a
distinctive frequency for that entire functioning unit of the body.
Research has covered thousands of tests made of known tissues, both healthy
and diseased and many disease cultures have been analyzed for the frequencies
emanating from them. This has resulted in a list of hundreds of charted frequencies
by use of which, many things can be learned about a body that is ill.
The effect of a drug on a tissue may easily be determined. By measuring the
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intensity of the emanation from the tissue, its relative condition as to vitality can be
determined. Then, by introducing the energy from a drug into the instrument, the
originally measured value will be either increased or decreased, depending upon
whether the drug is compatible or not.
The same thing can be done in the case of foods. The general vitality of a person
can be measured. Then first one and another of a list of food samples can be used to
introduce the particular food frequency into the circuit and its effect measured. This
is similar to the "Scratch" test except that it is not painful to the patient and takes a
few seconds for each food tested.
In the case of such a condition as stomach ulcers, the ulcer frequency from the
patient can be measured as to its intensity and then various foods can be tested to
determine whether that particular food will aggravate the ulcer or not. While this
does not constitute a "cure," it certainly can give relief to the patient while allowing
the doctor to administer the proper drugs (which can be determined by similar tests)
to alleviate the condition.
Eloptic radiations can be amplified and directed into a tissue to produce changes.
The energy from a drug that has been found by test to be effective in a certain disease
condition, can be radiated into the patient and it can produce the desired effect that
might have been produced by administering the drug orally. This has been done
successfully in thousands of cases. There are of course, cases that are too complicated
and where all the factors are not known, when such results do not manifest, just as
there are cases where the administration of a well known specific such as a drug,
does not produce the usual, to be expected result.
One experiment that was successful several times involved the infection of Flu
virus by fertile hens eggs. Several fertile eggs that had been incubated for nine days,
were injected with a classical flu virus and returned to the incubator. During the
following forty-eight hours, while under incubation, the eggs were subjected to
certain Eloptic radiations designed to destroy the flu virus. At the end of the two-day
period, the eggs were harvested and the fluid subjected to a precipitation test to
determine the extent of growth of the virus. The tests showed the flu virus to either
be destroyed or its growth arrested.
In the first of the egg-flu tests, four eggs were used. Before injecting the flu virus,
a drop of the liquid just inside the shell of each egg was taken out to be used as our
"specimen" from which to do our work. Then the eggs were each injected with the
usual amount of virus, the hole sealed and the eggs put back in the incubator. There
were only four eggs available so no controls were involved.
The specimen of the egg fluid was taken to our laboratory, placed in an
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instrument designed to amplify Eloptic energy and reverse its phase 180 degrees
and broadcast it. The specimen became the connecting "link" with the eggs so the
broadcast energy went only to the eggs from which the fluid was taken.
The eggs were injected at 1:00 PM and treatment was started at 2:20 PM. There
was a break in treating from 8:50 PM to 10:30 PM, a period of I hr. and 40 min. This
was due to moving the equipment to another location. When the eggs were
harvested after 48 hrs. and the precipitation test was made, it was found that the
eggs, all four of them individually tested, showed less flu than is ordinarily found
when tested immediately after injection without the last 48 hrs. of incubation.
In the second test, 12 fertile eggs with good embryos were divided into two sets
of 6 each, one to be treated and the other to act as controls. Specimens were taken
from one set of 6 eggs, then all 12 were infected. Both sets of eggs were placed in the
same incubator but on different trays, spaced about 3 inches apart, one above the
other. The trays were of wood frame with bronze screen stretched on it.
The same procedure was followed in the treatment. At the end of the 48 hr.
incubation period, the eggs were harvested and much to our surprise, there was only
a trace of flu showing at a dilution of 1/40. There should have been a strong showing
of flu in the control at 1/80. From past experience, we reasoned that the field of
energy around the six treated eggs influenced the other six eggs, that the electrically
connected screens on the bottom of the trays caused both sets of eggs to be equally
influenced by the treatment.
The two virologists who ran the tests were afraid their virus pool had been
spoiled in some manner. It was suggested that a fresh batch of eggs be run but
without any treatment. This was done and the eggs showed flu reaction in the
precipitation test at a dilution of 1/320. This proved that the virus was not defective.
In test No. 4, the eggs were injected first and the specimen taken out afterwards.
This did not prove to be as satisfactory as taking the specimen before injection. The
precipitation test showed flu at a dilution of 1/ 160 after 45 mins., which was much
better than the No. 3 test without treatment where there was an immediate showing
at a dilution of I /320.
No. 5 test was a complete negative in that the eggs showed flu at a dilution of 1/
320. After receiving the test results, an investigation was made to find out why there
was no response to treatment. It was found that there was leakage in one of the
blocking condensers in the amplifier. This had happened before on some other
treatment work. The leakage was intermittent, causing the instrument to work fine
at times and fail to work at other times.
No. 6 test was on 6 eggs to be treated and No. 7 test was to be 6 other eggs, all
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injected at the same time but placed in separate incubators spaced over 50 feet apart.
Specimens were taken of both sets of eggs, in separate test tubes. After the 48 hr.
incubation period, it was found that both sets of eggs had again been treated as the
tests showed clear at dilutions of I /20 on one set and 1 /40 in the other set. Again it
was attempted to determine why both sets of eggs responded to the treatment. Both
incubators were supplied with electricity for the heaters from the same house
wiring. Another and probably more important reason was found. When the No. 1
specimen was taken the writer was present and had the drops of the embryonic fluid
placed on a small swab (cotton on wood stick) which was placed in a 12x75 mm
culture tube for placement in the treating instrument without any further distur
bance. In the other cases, the virologist used a 3/ 4inch x 6 inch test tube with a gauze
plug in the bottom. When the swab with the drops of embryonic fluid was placed in
the large test tube, some of the fluid soaked into the gauze plug down in the bottom
of the tube. The test tube being too large to use in the treating inslrument, the swab
was taken out and placed in a small culture tube. The large test tubes that had
contained the No. 6 and the No. 7 specimens were both thrown in the garbage can
just about the time treatment was started. The close proximity of the two saturated
gauze plugs in the two test tubes in the garbage can could have caused the treating
of one to effect the other.
These specimens act as if there is a "line of communication" between the
specimen and the parent from which it is taken, whether it be a person, an egg, or
in the case of a leaf from a tree. In the latter case, the leaf becomes the "specimen"
and anything done to the leaf is immediately transmitted to the tree.
The important point is that something happened to keep the flu virus from
developing in the embryo of the incubated egg. Tests made for the purpose always
showed that there was nothing wrong with with virus in the pool. When not treated,
such injected embryos always showed flu growth.
Tests No. Band No. 9 were run to show that a photograph of the egg could be used
instead of using the drops of embryonic fluid. Use of photographs in the past had
ben quite successful so no change was expected in the case of the egg-flu tests.
Not desiring to wait for the development of negatives, it was decided to try the
use of a polaroid camera. A friend had such a camera. The eggs were placed on the
ground (there were a dozen eggs in a carton) the photograph taken, and after the
one-minute development period, the print was removed from the camera, the back
of the camera closed and returned to the owner. The print and the eggs were taken
to the virologist's laboratory and the six controls and the six to be treated eggs were
injected. The control eggs were taken from a different dozen eggs and were not in
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the photograph.
After this run was found to be completely negative, in that both sets of eggs all
showed full development of the flu virus in them, again we tried to find out the
reason. Suspecting the trouble to be with the photograph, tests were made and it was
definitely traced to the technique we followed that was responsible for the failure in
test No. 8.
The Land Camera, the polaroid, was an all-metal cased device. When the photo
of the eggs was made the energy route of travel was first from the eggs into the lens
and to the negative, through the negative to the print which was used as the
specimen. When the camera was closed up, the negative was in a completely
shielded metal box and the line of communication from the eggs to the print was
broken.
To prove this, many tests were subsequently made and the results were definite.
Note the results in tests No. 12 and 13.
Tests No. 10 and 11 were not clear cut. The growth of the virus was not
completely arrested as in some of the other tests, neither did the virus develop as in
the untreated cases. We believe the cause was that specimens were taken of both the
control group and the treated group and the specimen from the control group was
left too close to the other specimen during the rest periods between treatments,
resulting in the cross contamination between the two.
TestsNo.12 andNo.13were made onsixeggs each,No.12being treatedandNo.
13 being the controls. A polaroid photograph was again used. This time the film was
removed from the camera to avoid the trouble experienced in test. No. 8. Previous
tests had shown that there was about as much energy in the print portion as in the
film portion, and as the film portion was more bulky, the print was used.
Some time just after tests had shown that the print was satisfactory to use, we
received the telephone call that the eggs had just been injected, so we started the
treatment. A short time later, the writer decided to clean up the laboratory and he
collected several old polaroid films and prints and burned them. By mistake the film
of the eggs under treatment was also burned.
It was the practice to make a check test by analysis every hour to learn the extent
of the flu development as treatment proceeded. It was noted that the flu rates had
dropped to zero. Nothing like this had ever happened before. A search was made for
the negative to test it and it was then discovered that the film had been burned. The
virologist was notified and testsNo. 12andNo. 13 were cancelled. The eggs were not
harvested, but were allowed to remain in the incubator.
While test No. 12 was not completed, we are positive that the flu would have
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developed to the full values as in test No. 3. We did, however,leam a most important
fact. The line of "communication" cannot be broken or interfered with, between the
specimen and the parent from which it was taken, without destroying the possibility
of effective treatment.
There were were six eggs left over from those used in the No. 12 and No. 13 tests.
They were divided into two groups of two good embryo and one fair embryo in a
metal can and placed in the same incubator with the three being treated. The top was
left off the can to allow the eggs to breathe (get fresh air). At the end of the incubation
period, all were found to be treated. This was the best test of all made. The three
treated eggs showed flu clear,that is,noflu at dilutions ofl/40, 1/20 and 1/20,each
egg being tested separately. Two of those in the can showed 0 flu. The other showed
none at 1 /40 dilution. This was TOO GOOD to be true. Both virologists examined
the results and there was no question about it.
From the above report of tests made, it should be evident that there is some merit
to the method of treatment described. While all tests were not positive, several tests
were positive beyond question. In those cases where there were negative results,
there was always a reason found for the failure.
Some very important discoveries of the behavior of Eloptic energy in treatment
were uncovered. There is much yet to be done but even at the present stage of the
techniques employed, it is superior to anything yet developed by orthodox medical
research as there is no known "cure" or effective treatment known that will combat
the flu virus used in these tests. The writer was so advised by the two virologists who
were always present at and conducted the tests above reported on.
These tests were run between November 3, 1954 and February 10, 1955.
T. Galen Hieronymus
1325 Orange Ilse.
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
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LUKEMIA IN WHITE RATS

RATE

RAT
No.
20

RAT
No.
21

9-49
2-76
92-83
3-82
17-29
45-29
44-41
4-95
35-92
23-25
16-28
59-77
6-87
74-65
56-23
3-9
33-39
28-23
6-81
86-4
39-24
77-84
16-25
13-64
9-70
36-35
8-72
3-8
5-91
37-94
59-92
3-54
10-61
5-62

Gen'l Vitality
Heart
Lungs
Kidney
Liver
Liver, Lft. Lobe
Lymphatics
Spleen
Bone Marrow
Chlorophyll
Pineal
Thymus
Pituitary
Pituitary Ant.
Pituitary Post.
Adrenals
Adrenals Cortex
Adrenals Medulla
Thyroid
Parathyroid
Parotid
Stomach
Duodenum
Gall Bladder
Pancreas
Pancreas Is. Long
Colon Wall
Appendix
Prostate, M.
Testes, M.
Breasts, F.
Ovaries, F.
Uterus, F.
Nerves

27
122
55
39
136

42
243
47
155
156

233
21
17
103
216
150
32
23
122
48
31
147
31
148
59
58
37
247
43
156
29
9
136
142
38
132
23
147

158
51
52
48
148
48
153
37
151
43
39
152
47
244
45
152
33
152
39
47
37

26-41
34-84
82-42
37-93
3-23
10-81

Alkalinity
Acidity
Sodium
Chlorine
Neurasthenia
Menopause

41
247
29
152
237
23

52
57
50
151
248

..

..
..
..

..
..

11

152
155
140
146
19
147

..

..

11
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Two white rats were injected
with Lukemia Virus June 9, 1954,
in a virology laboratory, and we
had an opportunity to get
specimens from them and run
tests June 15th, six days later.
The following data indicates the
effect of the virus on the organs
and parts of the body. No
attempt to treat was made.

NOTE: Those places are marked
which show any difference in
effect on the two rats.
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Kansas City, Mo.
On Thursday evening, June 6, 1946, our daughter began showing signs of
nervousness and coughing. We were unable to get Dr. Gilkey that night, but the
following day we took her to him and he gave us a prescription to get filled. Saturday
morning the doctor came by and he decided she should be in the hospital. We took
her to the children's hospital at St. Luke's.
Saturday, our boy, J.D., 3 years old, began to run a fever and started coughing.
He was given a prescription which we had filled and he started taking. He showed
no si gns of improvement and on the following Tuesday he was admitted to the
hospital. He was in the same room with his sister but showed no signs of recognition.
On Tuesday evening Sharylon died, in spite of the fact that Dr. Gilkey and the
house physician had done all that they knew how to do. They had held consultation
with other doctors, and we had called Dr. Walthall in for consultation Tuesday
morning, but he said she was too far gone then. He said it was like calling a fire
department after the building had burned.
We gave the doctors permission to perform an autopsy on Sharylon, so that they
might find something that would help the boy. They said they would have to send
specimens out and have them cultured as there was no place in Kansas City they
could do it, and it would require three days.
Thursday morning I received a call from my superintendent, Mr. Bates, at Wilcox
Electric, and he told me of a friend of Mr. Wilcox's who saw in the paper about our
children, and had called him and told him he had an instrument with which they
thought they could help our boy. There would be no charge for the use of their
instrument or their services if we cared to use it.
I called this man and he explained as much as he could over the phone, and with
what knowledge I had of radio I thought it might work. He told me it would not be
necessary to bring the child to the instrument or take the instrument to the child.
Thursday evening after visiting hours at the hospital we got a specimen from the
boy and went to see them. J.D. did not recognize us or anybody as we left the
hospital, but just stared through his bed rails, with a high fever a little over 104.
We arrived about 8:30 P.M. and they immediately began to analyze the speci
men. Within 30 minutes, without our telling them anything about the boy, they told
us all the doctors had told us and also what the doctors told us about the disease three
days later when the specimen they had sent to be cultured was returned. After the
analysis they started treating the condition. They said when the boy started getting
relief he would probably go to sleep and his fever would drop.
We called the hospital at 10 o'clock and the boy had gone to sleep.
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We left around 11 o'clock when they assured us the boy would be better in the
morning. We stopped at the funeral home for a while and upon arriving home we
called the hospital. It was 12: 15 o'clock and the nurse said J.D. was still asleep, and
they had not awakened him to take his temperature. We insisted they take it and they
did. His temperature had dropped to 99.7 degrees. All through the night we kept
calling the hospital, but the boy slept through the night and his temperature
remained down.
Friday A.M. at 9 o'clock we went to see him and Dr. Gilkey had another doctor
in to see him. Both seemed amazed. J.D. was svVinging on the bed putting his feet
through the bed rail guards. He said, "Daddy, I want a bacon and egg sandwich."
Dr. Gilkey said, ''I believe your boy is going to be all right." He gave him the food,
the first he had eaten since entering the hospital. The only comment Dr. Gilkey ever
made about his recovery was "things sometimes happen this way." We asked the
hospital doctor if the blood they had taken from me and injected into his body (not
into the veins) had brought about the change. He said "No, I think the Penicillin just
started working." They had told us previously that if it did not work in 48 hours it
would not work We did not tell them what we had done.
J.D. was held at the hospital for further observation. He continued to improve
and was released about a week later. It has taken a long time for him to throw off the
effect of all the Penicillin he had taken.
Our children had never been sickly or ill up until the time they were attacked by
this disease. One doctor told me it was this fact that caused them to be unable to
overthrow this illness. Another blamed our children with having poor lungs, but the
doctor who delivered our children said this was untrue, that our babies were
perfectly formed in every way, and their health records up to this time proved his
statement.
We know that the treatment our son received from this source saved his life, and
we are equally sure had we known of it in time we could have saved our daughter.
We have since used these treatments on other members of our family for various
illnesses and have received the same remarkable results.
Jesse & Nadine Reed
Note: The diagnosis made later by physicians was "Aplastic Anemia," in both
cases.
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ELOPTIC ENERGY
A form of energy has been uncovered, that until recently, had been overlooked
by the orthodox scientific world. Because this energy has some of the characteristics
of electricity and some of the characteristics of optics, a word has been coined for its
name. It is ELOPTICS, and this name will be used to denote the energy throughout
this article.
At the outset, it should be made very clear, that ELOPTIC energy is not
ELECTRICITY. It is in no way to be considered as any form of electro-magnetic
energy. It is not a projection of Alpha or Beta particles, neither is it any form of
Gamma Rays. A few simple experiments will soon convince anyone that these
statements are true.
Thales, in the seventh century, discovered static electricity, but it was not until
the work of Galvani and Velta that there was any appreciable progress made toward
utilization of the energy. It was not until the advent of the Flemming valve (two
element vacuum tube) and the DeForest three element vacuum tube, that science
found out what electricity really was. Then the use of electricity really started to
skyrocket.
The same has held true for the development and use of Eloptic energy. It was
probably first noticed when man started to think and emote. It got its first real start
towards recognition in the early thirties, and it took the editor of a science fiction
magazine to give it the publicity that has made a few, but very few scientific minded
investigators realize that there might be something new under the sun. Thanks to
John Campbell, we few who have struggled to find some of the Jaws of behavior of
Eloptic energy now have an enthusiastic sponsor. This article is being written for the
benefit of these scientists who, though few in number, still have the courage, while
keeping one foot on the ground, to be willing to lift their heads into the clouds to see
if there might be something hidden there. May the light of the pioneer shine forever.

Behavior Characteristics
Eloptic energy, just as does electricity and light, obeys certain apparent laws. A
few of these laws have been discovered. There is much more work to do than has
already been done. This means that the real investigator can have a field day. It has
been definitely proven that each isotope of every element that makes up our material
world radiates Eloptic energy. The radioactive isotopes seem to radiate Eloptic
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energy to a greater distance than the more inert isotopes. This distance varies from
inches to a few feet.
Eloptic energy exhibits different characteristics, just as electricity can be static,
dynamic, direct, alternating, have different wave shapes, and other similar charac
teristics. It can be conducted over certain conductors, insulated by certain materials,
shielded, dissipated into the ground, radiated through "space," stored (much as a
static charge in a condenser), generated, (as electricity is said to be generated),
amplified or increased in intensity, and manipulated in many ways similar to the
manipulation of electricity.
It can be refracted through a prism, focused with a lens, diffracted with a grating,
reflected with a mirror, conducted along light rays and manipulated much as light
is with similar devices. Strong light shining on an El optic energy device can dissipate
the energy or draw it away from the device.
Eloptic energy can be "tuned" into. It acts as a radio wave in that it exhibits a
characteristic of having a frequency. It will respond to variations of the three
electrical characteristics of resistance, inductance and capacity. It can also be tuned
into by adjustment of focal length of a lens and the angle of refraction through a
prism. The latter method is the one employed in the analyzer built by John Campbell
as described in the June 1956 issue of the magazine. The angle of refraction,
measured from the face of the prism, is in direct proportion to the atomic weight of
the element.
A magnetic field works on Eloptic energy much as it does on a static charge or
an electric arc. X-rays and ultra-violet rays also effect Eloptic energy, destroying it
or dissipating it. For hours, after the release of Atomic energy, such as setting off a
bomb, Analyzers operating on Eloptic energy go really crazy. All effects are erratic
and the releases from elements seem to be increased out of all proportion to the
values normally obtained.
This may come as a surprise to some, but it is true nevertheless, emotional energy
directed by thinking, also effects Eloptic energy. Practically nothing is known about
the energy involved when we think or produce an emotion. We know that an
emotion can produce a powerful effect upon the human anatomy,such as the glands
that produce perspiration, tears, the release of Adrenaline, etc. Thoughts, coupled
with some emotional energy can be projected by a person and the effect measured,
by measuring or noting the effect on the radiation of Eloptic energy from certain
materials or substances.
Eloptic energy effects everyone. Some people are much more susceptible to its
effects than are others. Probably for this reason, some people cannot operate an
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amalyzer (Eloptic radiation detector and measuring device), some others become
excellent, accurate operators, and others are very erratic in the results they get from
an analyzer. Generally speaking, the coldly analytical, methodical person does not
become a good operator. Neither does a highly emotional person. All of this because
of the probable effect that Eloptic energy has on them.

Detection
Various means have been used to detect the energy from the Analyzer. An early
method was to connect the output of the analyzer to a "subjecf'-a healthy young
person-and then percuss his abdomen. When the energy was coming from the
analyzer, the sound would be different than when there was no energy.
One of the first derivatives from this method consisted in rubbing a glass rod
over the abdomen of the "subject." The presence of the energy from the analyzer
would then be indicated by a dragging or sticking of the rod. Next it was found that
the operator could also act as "subject," by connecting himself to the Analyzer and
observing the drag when the glass rod was rubbed over the inside of his forearm.
The next step was to eliminate the "subject'' as such altogether. This was
accomplished by using a glass plate under which was a sheet of gold leaf connected
to the Analyzer. This plate was rubbed with the hand or fingers, giving a reaction
similar to the glass rod and the operator's forearm.
Soon various other surfaces were tried and found to be satisfactory. One of the
most effective was a strip of soft leather a half inch by three inches, saturated with
India ink and coated with photographic retouching fluid. The only disadvantage of
this surface was that it had to be renewed frequently.
From these experiments it emerged that a successful detection unit has two basic
requirements: (1) it must either be conducting or have a conducting electrode or coil
that will receive the energy from the Analyzer; (2) it must include a surface that is
fairly smooth, but which exerts a certain drag when rubbed by the operator. The first
requirement is fulfilled by either a coil or a metal plate situated under any suitable
contact surface.
The second requirement is very well satisfied by the emulsion side of a photo
graphic plate of film negative, and both of these are still used. The disadvantage of
this type of surface is that it must be kept very dry, as moisture softens the emulsion
and causes rapid wear. A more permanent surface is made by spreading many thin
coats of lacquer on a metal plate. While this too will wear away, it can be made quite
thick and therefore more lasting. A very sensitive and durable contact material is
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found in the plastics, such as Plexiglass. Either the clear or the black will work, but
the black seems to be better. Other surface materials that have been used successfully
are polished Bakelite or copper, stretched rubber sheeting, wood (either side or end
grain), and wood-pulp paper.
Various adjuncts are often employed, either to make some of these surfaces work
at all or to improve sensitivity. The most common of these are rosin, other resinous
materials, talcum powder, oil of cloves (especially on the wood plates), powdered
chalk, cotton or rubber finger stalls, a soft brush held in the hand, and zinc oxide
surgical tape (sticky side out) on the operator's finger. Most modern instruments
also are equipped with a heater under the contact surface.
An interesting sidelight is that a thin film of floor wax on the contact surface will
absolutely prevent detection. Also, the least bit of chlorox or other fluid containing
chlorine on the operator's fingers will completely deprive him of sensitivity-often
for several days. Scrubbing the hands with strong soap likewise is bad. Even too
much heat, as from the use of a flat iron, will desensitize the fingers.
It should be clearly understood that, in the light of our present knowledge the
above apparatus cannot be termed a true detector-at least, not in the sense of a
mechanism which is physically modified by X-energy in any way that can be
registered purely mechanically. Some operators incline to the belief that such a
modification definitely occurs, but as yet this has not been experimentally demon
strated. Other beliefs are that the plate merely reflects the operator's reactions, and
that the ultimate detector is some mechanism in the operator himself, either neuro
muscular or psycho-neuro-muscular. But all are in agreement that the crying need
today is for a purely mechanical detector.
1987 NOTE: None of the ideas advanced as solutions to this problem so far are
solutions. Galvanometers measure the electro-static charge of the human skin.
Computer circuits we have worked with not only are detrimental to human vitality,
but work with them cannot be replicated successfully, which is one of the basic
criteria of any measuring device for Eloptic Energy.

Eloptic Ener gy Instruments
The first instrument was the resistance type. It is subject to change because the
resistance factor will not stay put, but it varies. The reason I went to variable
condensers is because unless you hit it with a hammer, you cannot do much damage
to it. It will not change.
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The word "stabilize" is completely misused now. It's very much like taking all
the different shapes like the pyramid, cones, and tetrahedrons, and magnets that
have an effect energy, and putting them all together because you think that if one is
good, a whole lot of them will be better. Then you can get yourself in trouble! It's like
the story about the general who got on his horse and galloped off in all directions.
That sounds silly but many people do just that. You had better concentrate on one
thing, and try to hold onto it. I have a tape somewhere in which properties of
magnets are discussed. When we speak of resistance methods, we are speaking of
resistance type instruments as opposed to the variable resistance type.
I can show pictures of resistance instruments I built. I discontinued building
them because I know their frailty and shortcomings.
During WWII, I had a workshop in my basement. I hired two men who worked
for an aviation company to work there after their regular working hours for 4 hours
every evening. A number of doctors found out I had a workshop. When one of them
had trouble with his instrument he would send it to me with the request to fix it and
put it in good working order. I had the two workmen fix it. The word got out and
then doctors were sending me instruments, several at a time. When the instrument
came in, it was listed in a notebook by doctor's name., address and number. Then
when the instrument was taken apart, all the things wrong with it were listed in the
notebook., and when it was repaire, a list of all the things found to be problems., all
the materials used and hours spent repairing it were written in the notebook., so I
could bill the doctor for the repairs. Today I find this old notebook interesting
because it tells of all the troubles that my employees found wrong with these
instruments. What is remarkable is the great number of instruments we repaired. All
of these were resistance type instruments.
A magnet in itself does nothing but concentrate energy. If a healer wants to
concentrate, and has no other method, a magnet held in the hand, with the north pole
extended, will collect the healer's own energy, intensify it into a beam. The magnet
in itself is doing that.
The best illustration of that point is this: Take a lens out into the sunlight. If you
hold a paper up into the sunlight, then the sunlight can be focused on that paper until
a little bit of light touches the paper in its own way. If a lens with three square inches
of surface is focused on the paper, you can then set that paper on fire by focusing the
sunlight on the paper. By doing this, the energy of the sun in a three-inch-square area
has been concentrated down into a point.
The earliest type resistance instruments were manufactured with sticks of
carbon built in, with wires soldered on to the ends. Amounts of resistance the
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instruments were capable of were indicated by spots of varying colors (code)
painted on. There were black and bro'Wll spots, then a spot of color, then three colors
indicating the resistance.
There are three types of resistances available on the market. If a resistance has no
color code painted on it, it is within plus or minus 20% of accuracy. That means-that
in 100 ohms, resistance would be anywhere from 80 to 120. That's a terrific range.
The next are the silver bands. If a resistor has a silver band around it, it is plus or
minus 10%. That means that a 100 ohm resistance would be somewhere between 90
and 110, which is still too much for error.
If it has a gold band then it is plus or minus 5% and that means it ranges from 95
to 105. This20% type costs a certain amount. The 10% type probably costs 5 times as
much to buy, and the gold band will probably cost 10 times as much as this cheap
one. Cheap ones are quite inaccurate.
Resistance instruments usually have many dials in a row, with three rows. They
were put together in the decade fashion. They were all of one size, supposedly, but
usually in the 100 ohm place you would find something else and the 100 ohm
location had been changed. These would be made up, then fastened in the panel, the
nuts screwed on, and then the terminals soldered. Careless construction!

The Specimen
The specimen use in both analysis and treating is most important. Improperly
obtained, it can result in undependable results.
In the case of a human being, the specimen can be: a bit of blood on a piece of
sterile paper or cotton, a bit of urine, saliva, perspiration or a few strands of hair.
There are other types of specimens that will work but these will give the idea.
It is most important not to contaminate the specimen or destroy it by mishan
dling. A common mistake is e.g., with a 'Q' tip with saliva, placed in a test tube. So
far this is quite good, then, the operator or someone else picks up the test tube in their
bare fingers and deposits their perspiration on the outside of the test tube. Now,
when the operator attempts to run an analysis on the person whose specimen is on
the inside of the test tube, the operator is also getting the emanations from the one
who handled the test tube, and thus, a wrong analysis will probably result.
The preferred specimen is for it to be inside a test tube. Here again, the contents
of the test tube glass can be important. Most of the "soft'' glass used in laboratories
has lead in it that can be destructive to correct analysis. It has proved to be
worthwhile to use only Pyrex test tubes. The contents will not be so apt to effect the
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analytical results and at least, all specimens will be effected the same way. Remem
ber that everything in the universe is emanating a form of energy.
The specimen test tube should be kept away from" X" Rays, Ultraviolet Rays,
and very strong light or heat, and most of all, away from Magnetic fields.
All of the above applies equally to specimens from plants or other animals. In the
case of work with trees, a leaf from the tree can be placed in a test tube and it will work
well. In some cases, where there is a disease of the leaves, it may be desirable to take
a leaf that shows disease, such as a blight and carve out the affected part for one
specimen and in another test tube, should be placed a new small leaf that does not
seem to be showing the disease. In this way the disease can be isolated from the
natural normal part of the plant.
When working with micro-organisms such as nematodes, it is important to get
the organism that is to be analyzed free from contamination from other similar sized
organisms. There are special techniques for 'washing' even micro-organisms.
A wrong analysis can be made from a properly made specimen, if the proper
procedures are not followed; e.g., a mother comes to the doctor's office with a small
crying baby. The doctor takes a proper specimen from the baby such as saliva on a
'Q' tip and puts it in a test tube. Then, because the baby is in pain or is in distress, the
mother wants to hold the baby in her arms. All emanations from the baby are mixed
with those from the mother and the doctor gets a hodge-podge of emanations from
the specimen until he makes the mother lay the baby down on a table or other place
where there are no contamination emanations.
There is no Magic involved. It is just following the laws of operation of Eloptic
Energy.
My set of "pure" specimens contains over 40 of which about 35 have been run for
angle or refraction (the others have only recently been added). This list covers most
of the water from Llthium, No. 3, to Thorium No. 90 with several sets of at least five
elements in a row.
My plan is to show that all elements refract at a different angle and in the order
of the weight of the nucleus of the isotope tested; that several people can get the same
results from the same instrument; that several instruments can be made that will
work alike (show the same angle within half a graduation); that all instruments will
differ if the angle of the prism is different or if the angle of incidence is different; and
a few other things that may come up.
Now about this work here. I have been giving a lot of thinking to the subject.
Remember when penicillin was first discovered, there was a lot of argument in
medical circles. It is the first medicine to be accepted that would not work in a test
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tube, but would work only in a host. Germs and penicillin will get along well
together in a test tube and the germs will thrive. Put the germs in a human being and
then inject the penicillin, and it goes to work and kills the germs.
If just a poison is all that is necessary in our work, then a violent poison like DDT
or arsenic should do the trick. It does not. Armstrong proved that. We have proven
it many times. There are other factors involved and I am trying to uncover them.
There have been many books written about the AURA that surrounds people.
Our modern religions do not accept many of the things that were generally accepted
throughout the world at one time and are still accepted by more people than there
are who do not. Those who have studied the subject agree that plants and all animals
also have an aura surrounding them. This is a force field of some kind that has certain
properties. One of the properties is its ability to shut out certain unwanted vibra
tions. Let's consider this as it might affect our work.
Recently, while using wevils in spaghetti, we had some interesting if "not what
we wanted" results. We tested some wevils against reagents and found one that
showed a solid zero vitality. I took the jar of at least fifty wevils out in the sunlight,
opened the top of the large mouth jar and quickly took a photograph. I put the
photograph and the reagent that tested zero in a treating instrument. To test the
results overall, I took the jar of wevils in to another instrument and tested the entire
jar. It showed zero vitality.
This indicated that some radiation was keeping the vital reading or radiation of
the wevils from getting into the test instrument where it would have been measured.
I thought we had it whipped until, after several days and many tests that showed the
same zero vitality from the jar of wevils, we noted that the wevils seemed to be as
lively as at the start. When the treatment was turned off, the vitality of the wevils
jumped up and showed normal.
We have tried several variations on this and it came up the same every time. We
had the same results with fly larva. Each time we were treating the larva or the wevil
with what tested to run the vitality of the pest to zero. And still they lived.
We eliminated the possibility of the instrument being out of order by treating
ourselves or others with definite positive results. Our pet, Boots, would not eat, his
whiskers were drooping, his hair was lusterless, and he exhibited other indications
that he was sick. With a few treatments he was okay again. This was enough to
indicate that the instrument was getting results.
Just the other day after months of getting absolutely nowhere, I decided that we
must not be attacking the problem from the right standpoint. I have eliminated the
trouble with the photographs. I know that we can get results with the OLD polaroid
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prints. We have treated trees that were dying and had them start new leaves and
blooms, using a photograph to treat with but using a new leaf each time when
actually testing. e.g. We would take a leaf from a tree and test it for several things
such as vitality; 14-64; 15-42; and other rates that indicate diseases, toxins, vitality
etc. Then we take a photograph with the old polaroid film, put the photo in a treating
instrument and treat with what was indicated for the conditions found. After a few
hours, another leaf would be taken from the tree and tested. The results were noted.
The treatment was continued for several days with the interim tests showing that the
tree was responding. Then it was noted that new leaves were forming, buds
developed and then blossoms showed.
With the leaf from the tree in one instrument and the photo in another instru
ment, one in the house and the other in the lab., the test showed a vast difference
before the treating instrument was turned on and after it was started. In this way we
could tell whether the photograph was working OK or not.
Adding up all these items, I came to the conclusion that we have been on the
wrong tack. When we got results,it was always when the pest was either in the plant
feeding on it or was fed with leaves from a plant that was being treated. In other
words, we do not know of any time when we had results except when we treated the
plant that the pest was feeding on, just as the germs did not die with penicillin in a
test tube, but did die when the host was involved.
In this way, treating the plant to make it poisonous to the pest may mean that
making a plant more healthy is the best way to eliminate its pests. We do know that
healthy people can throw off disease or be immune to disease, while unhealthy
people go down under it. On the other hand, we know that if we can get something
into the plant that the pest will feed on that the pest does not like, it may be the means
to get through that AURA or force field to the pest and thus destroy the pest. We
cannot get through direct. Think about this a little.

Elements in Combination
Since everything in our material world is made up of one or more of the 96 known
elements, and every isotope of every element and every combination of those
elements radiates a characteristic frequency of Eloptic energy, then everything in the
material world can be a specimen for analysis as to its contents or parts or their
arrangement. This is a very broad statement but so far, we have not found anything
that did not lend itself to analysis, limited only by the extent of our knowledge as to
interpretation of findings or the availability of standards for comparison.
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Before we can analyze anything we must have a standard from which to start.
This may be a very small quantity of an element in pure form that we can analyze
and thus get the radiation frequencies of that particular element. We must do this for
all the elements we expect to look for in the analysis of an unknown material, a
material whose makeup we wish to know.
This has already been one for many of the elements, rather completely for some,
in part for others. We have worked with over 40 elements and all respond in a similar
manner.
Elements in combination can be used as standards for analysis. For example,
pure distilled water can be used to find the frequencies from Hydrogen and Oxygen.
We first analyze the glass test tube and the analyzer itself for all the frequencies
radiating from the materials of which they are made and the amount or radiation
from them. The test tubemight have several elements such as boron, silicon,etc., and
the instrument will have copper, aluminum, etc., but this does not bother at all. Next
we analyze the water for those frequencies that show up over and above those from
the empty instrument. The difference is in the water. Removal of the water specimen
will quickly show whether the specific radiation was coming from the water or not.
The procedure is relatively simple.
The radiations from the water will be found in two groups, one will be from the
isotopes of Hydrogen, showing two stable and one radioactive, and the other group
will be the isotopes of Oxygen with three stable and three radioactive. Reference to
standard handbook will show this to be the expected pattern of frequencies.
It is fortunate that all the elements radiate frequencies whose values are in the
inverse order of the weight or contents of the nucleus. This is more fully described
later. This phenomena makes it very easy to chart the various elements as to their
position in the frequency scale. You know just where to look for the radiations from
any particular element.
In the case of such elemental combinations as the hydrocarbon groups, it is not
easy to observe the individual elements from the frequencies radiated, because of
the complexity of radiations from the different molecular groups. The frequency
group for carbon is easily obtained from a diamond or graphite.
After the individual elements involved have been carefully standardized or
charted, the molecular groups must be charted for those combinations in which you
are interested, such as being able to quickly say whether a very small amount of
Toluene has contaminated what should be pure Benzene.
Other types of standards have to do with quantity measurements.
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Naturally, as time goes on and research is continued, many additional uses for
Eloptic energy will be uncovered. We already know that Eloptic energy can be
generated or picked up from a natural source, filtered, amplified and directed into
a tissue of the human body, a plant or animal to produce certain desired effects.

Refraction
When the Eloptic energy from an unknown material is caused to refract through
a proper prism, it behaves in the same manner as energy from the visible portion of
the spectrum, except that the angles of refraction are much more acute.
It must not be inferred that Eloptic radiations and visible light and ultraviolet
radiations are thesameor related because they all may be refracted through the same
prism or that the frequencies are related. Eloptic radiations will behave similarly to
the radiations of the electromagnetic spectrum in some respects and entirely
different in other respects, showing that they are probably not the same energy at all.
A 31.5 ° glass prism with an index of refraction of 1.505 was used in one
experiment. Eloptic energy from a number of elements was caused to enter the prism
at an angle of incidence of 5.5°.
Using the face of the prism as "0" carbon (element No. 6) refracted at an angle of
18.25 ° to the face of the prism, and bismuth (element No. 83) at 48.25 ° . Later,
hydrogen was found to refract through at 16.45°, a range of 31.8 ° for 83 of the
elements of the material world.
Another arrangement employing a 24 ° prism with an angle of incidence of 17°
showed hydrogen at approximately 7° from the face of the prism, and bismuth at
62.3° , or a range of 55.3 ° for the same 83 elements.
A 19 ° black plexiglass prism of 1.487 index of refraction with an angle of
incidence of 19 ° allowed bismuth to refract through at approximately 65.7° and
carbon at 12.15 °. All of the angles were measured with a protractor in a somewhat
crude way because of the construction of the apparatus, but they are very close to
being correct.
If a 90 ° arc is drawn with the center at the point of Eloptic energy emergence at
the face of the prism, between a line projected out in the direction along the face of
the prism, it will be found that all of the radiations are refracted out in this quadrant
(see Prism Refractor sketch).If the arc of the quadrant is divided into 1600 parts with
"0" on the line extending along the face of the prism and 1600 on the line perpendicu
lar to the face of the prism, then it will be found that with a certain apparatus
arrangement, one of the isotopes of beryllium (Atomic No. 4) refracts through at
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approximately 186 on the scale and that bismuth (Atomic No. 83) refracts through
at 1097 on the scale, and all of the other elements and their various isotopes refract
through in their proper relationship, the one having the lowest nuclear weight
indicating a higher frequency and a more acute angle of refraction, and the one with
a heavier nuclear weight indicating a lower frequency and emerging at a less acute
angle. The tests show that Eloptic energy obeys some of the laws of refraction just
as does the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Quantity
There are several methods that can be employed to measure the "quantity" of
material in a specimen. In reality, we measure the intensity of the radiation, and
since the intensity is to some extent dependent upon the quantity of material, we can
get an idea as to the amount of material in that way.
The simplest method is to introduce resistance in the circuit until there is enough
to block out or cause the Eloptic energy to stop reaction at the plate. The amount of
resistance required is a measure of the intensity of the radiation.
There is an important factor about radiation that must be considered and that is,
that the radiation varies with the surface exposed. If you take a given amount of an
element in one chunk such as e.g., cadmium melted into a round pellet, it will
indicate a certain amount of radiation. Then if you grind it up into a very fine powder
and mix it with some inert material such as chalk, it will show a greatly increased
amount of radiation. It seems that the radiation is released from the surface, and the
greater the surface exposed, the greater the radiation indicated.
Again, standards are indicated. Test specimens of different forms of the material
to be tested can be made up for reference in exact quantity measurement.
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Substantiation
At this point, the scoffer usually says, ''That's all bunk!" Suppose we digress a
moment and see to whom he directs his verdict of "bunk."
Dr. Robert A. Millikan, former president of the California Institute of Technology
and Nobel prize winner in physics for this work of weighing the electron, once was
speaking before a joint meeting of technical societies. He showed a large number of
slides, the last of which was a smooth curve with "f" along the left margin and "e"
across the bottom. He said, "Some day we will find that each of the elements (e) of
material matter vibrates at a frequency (D, each different from the other."
Years later, Dr. I.I. Rabi of Columbia University won the A.A.A.S. prize for his
work on nuclear resonance. Quoting from Science News Letter for January 6, 1940,
on this work, we read, "Atoms can act like little radio transmitters broadcasting on
ultra short waves."
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ELOPTICS in Criminology
Dial Body
setting Tissue

9-49
2-76
92-83
3-82
17-29
44-41
4-95
35-92
23-25
16--28
59-77
6--87
74-65
56--23
3-9
33-39
28-23
6--81
86-4
39-24
77-84
16--25
13-64
9-70
36--35
8-72
3-8
5-91
37-94
59-92
3-54
10-61
5-62

Vitality
Heart
Lungs
Kidney
Liver
Lymphatics
Spleen
Bone Marrow
Chlorophyll
Pineal
Thymus
Pituitary
Pituitary Ant.
Pituitary Post.
Adrenals
Adrenals Cortex
Adrenals Medulla
Thyroid
Parathyroid
Parotid
Stomach
Duodenum
Gall Bladder
Pancreas
Pancreas Islands of Lang.
Colon Wall
Appendix
Prostate, M.
Testes, M.

26-41
34-84
82-42
37-93
3-23
10-81

Alkalinity
Acidity

Breasts, F.

Ovaries, F.
Uterus, F.
Nerves

Sodium

Chlorine
Neurasthenia
Menopause

Specimen
suspect

Specimen
evidence

53
42
56
38
143
133
36
128
54
177
124
47
131
47
129
54
134
39
135
54
129
53
127
126
53
137
36
129
48

53
41
54
39
133
138
44
136
52
131
126
47.5
131
31
145
48
134

54

54

132
112
56

133
128
53
47
51

34

133
55
132

48

137
136
52
152
43
152
43

48

53

One of the assistant district
attorneys in a city was interested in
finding out whether ELOPTIC
energy might be used in crime
detection.
A young woman had been raped
and in leaving the room through a
screened window, the man left a
small bit of flesh and some hairs,
caught in the screen wire.
Six suspects were being held for
investigation. The lawyer obtained
saliva specimens from each man and
brought them and the "evidence" to
our laboratory.
Five of the suspects were easily
eliminated. The analysis of the sixth
man and that from the "evidence,"
the flesh from the screen, are shown
here.
NOTE: The difference in values is the
result of the time lag between when the
two tests were run, about 15 min.
However, a definite pattern is evident.

While not legal evidence, the authorities were able to obtain a confession.
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Eloptic Energy
A form of energy hitherto generally unknown has been discovered, and a basic
patent has been issued covering its use.
The name Eloptic has been coined and assigned to the energy. The word is taken
from the first two letters of electricity and the word optic, because the energy has
some, but not all, of the characteristics of both those forms of energy.
El optic energy radiates from or is in some manner given off from, or forms a force
field around, everything in our material world under normal conditions at ordinary
room temperature and without any treatment of any kind. Each element and
combination of elements that make up our material world gives off this energy;
however, the energy from each element differs in frequency from the radiation
coming from every other element. Thus, we have a means of determining the
contents of an unknown material by analyzing the radiations from it without in any
manner destroying or disturbing the object or material in question, or having to
excite it in any manner.
Eloptic energy obeys certain laws just as does electricity, heat and light, and we
have uncovered many, but not all, of these laws and have learned much about the
utilization of Eloptic energy.
Just as electricity in its infancy had few uses because little was known about
conductors, insulators, and the laws governing the action of the force, so is the use
of Eloptic energy today limited only by available knowledge.
We have barely scratched the surface of the possibilities;however, there are quite
a few uses that have been developed and much is already known about the behavior
of Eloptic energy.
We have identified the radiations from over one-third of the elements of material
matter; the ones easily obtained in relatively pure form such as beryllium, carbon,
magnesium, aluminum, iron, copper, zinc, silver, tin, tantalum, platinum, gold,
lead, bismuth, etc. Carnotite ore has been analyzed for radium and uranium. Many
ore samples have been analyzed to determine the various elements contained in
them, and the findings have been verified by more extensive chemical spectro
graphic or other analytical methods.
Combinations of two or more elements give off a characteristic frequency of
radiation by which the combination may be identified. For example, hydrocarbons
such as benzine and toluene have been analyzed and the findings verified by
spectrographic and chemical analysis.
Eloptic energy can be verified by spectrographic and chemical analysis.
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Eloptic energy can be conducted along light rays, focused with lenses, refracted
with a prism and its effect implanted upon photographic film.
An aerial photograph film taken at several thousand feet elevation can be used
to determine the condition of trees or plants over a large area.
The apparatus can be set for any elements such as DDT residue, a stylus placed
on the spot on the film to be analyzed, the energy implanted on the film can be picked
up by the stylus, conducted through the instrument,and if there is the Eloptic energy
of DDT on the film it is evident that there was DDT radiating the characteristic DDT
frequency even though not visible to the eye.
Plants can be analyzed to determine whether the root, stern, or fruit contains the
elements necessary for proper nutrition, such as iron, copper, manganese and other
trace elements. The plant or fruit can also be analyzed to determine whether it
contains arsenic or other poisons from sprays.
Fertilizers, sprays and poisons can be checked to determine their effect upon the
plant or tree. Those substances to which a plant is allergic and those which are
compatible can be quickly identified.
Thus far, only the analytical phase of the utilization of Eloptic energy has been
discussed, and that only in a very limited way; but it should be evident that Eloptic
energy has desirable applications in the fields of:
1. Laboratory Chemical Analysis
2. Mining
3. Prospecting
4. Medicine
5. Nutrition
6. Animal Husbandry
7. Horticulture

Patents
Patents covering the use of this energy have already been issued in the United
States, Canada and Great Britain, and other patents are on file in the United States
patent office.
There have been two assignments made from the United States patent. The use
of the energy for diagnosing, etc., in the medical field for human beings, and in the
chemical laboratory analysis of liquids, alloys and compounds has been assigned to
a corporation of Missouri known as Radiation Laboratories, Inc.
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All the other many uses under the United States patent and the entire coverage
of the Canadian and British Patents remains the exclusive property of the inventor.

Radiation Laboratories, Inc.
This Missouri Corporation was organized for the purpose of obtaining the
additional financing deemed needed to continue research in the development of
special apparatus to sell to the medical field and to the chemical laboratories.
It was set up as a complete coverage corporation that can engage in any legal
form of business, with $100,000.00 of Capital stock of $100.00 par value each and
approximately $73,000.00 is paid up. The inventor took 51 % for the patent assign
ments.
This corporation started business in 1948 and developed equipment and sold it
to doctors. The approximate gross business for the first three years was $16,000.00,
$35,000.00 and $60,000.00. Then it dropped to $10,000.00. This seems to be a result
of the fact that the medical fraternity did not approve of the idea and doctors were
afraid to use the equipment on that account.
Those doctors who do not come under the rules of the American Medical
Association, who bought our equipment, have used it with, in many cases, very
unusual results. (This from letters received from some of them.)
Because of this situation, it was decided to stop the manufacture of the equip
ment in June 1951. Since that time our efforts have been to interest the chemical
laboratory field and continue further research on refinement of both equipment and
technique of operation.

Future Plans
As a result of experience to date, itis felt that we should enlist the aid of someone
or some group who have vision, organization ability and the financial resources to
take over and direct the activities.
The possibilities covered by this discovery are so great as to stagger the imagi
nation, both for humanity and financial return. Much work remains to be done in
research and development of uses and equipment. It is the idea of the inventor that
if he can be relieved of the financial and operational duties and spend the last of his
life his time in research, it will be utilizing talents to the best advantage.
There has been practically no publicity given to the discovery of the Eloptic
energy. This was desirable while the patents were being obtained. Since the release
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of information will probably produce some violent reactions in the scientific world,
it has been the advice of those who should know, that the stage be properly set and
that the releases be through men in the scientific world whose integrity is unques
tioned, so as to avoid the undesirable results of adverse criticism and publicity. We
have carefully followed this advice; however, we feel that we have progressed far
enough in research and development of equipment that we are now ready for the
right kind of publicity.
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RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
January 3, 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL.1-No.1
WEIGHT CONTROL
There is what we believe to be a part of the liver which, when properly
stimulated, seems to have a decided effect on the weight reduction of an overweight
person. It comes at 12.5-31.5 on the Electro Biometer.
In thin people it normally will show an intensity reading higher than the normal
vitality rate (9-49). In fat or overweight people it will show an intensity value lower
than the normal vitality.
Procedure: Treat for three to five minutes daily with the dials set at 12.5 on the
left hand dial and 31.5 on the right hand dial. (Note that the left hand dial pointer
must be halfway between 12 and 13 and the right hand dial pointer must be halfway
between 31 and 32.
One patient lost seven pounds during the Christmas holiday season in spite of
Christmas dinner and several days of overindulgence of sweets, etc. There were no
ill effects of any kind from the treatment; the patient felt fine; the flesh is staying firm
and there are no other unusual discomforts such as flabbiness, tiredness, excessive
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desire for food, etc. There was no effort made to diet or in any way control or reduce
the food intake. There has been no noticeable effect on the stomach or digestive
system. The excessive fat just seems to be slowly melting away.
There are absolutely no claims of any kind to be made for this procedure at this
time. The theory was advanced first by a doctor in Pennsylvania and to him go the
orchids. Inquiries will be directed to him if desired.
You are requested to try this procedure and report your finding and results to us
that we may incorporate them and publish them at a later date. The information
given in this bulletin is experimental and for professional use only.
Louise Hieronymus, Technician.
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
February 16, 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. I -No. 2
CONSTIPATION
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified.
We have had many favorable comments on our first experimental bulletin on
''Weight Control" and we wish to take this opportunity to thank the doctors who
took time out from their busy practice to write us. Our purpose and desire is to pass
along that information and those rates which have been tried and proven, or are
being experimented with by doctors in the field who use our type of equipment.
Since there have been so many requests for information and rates on the
treatment of constipation, we have decided to discuss that subject in this bulletin.
Some of our doctors tell us that they are getting excellent results with the simpler
cases of constipation by treating on 9-70 (pancreas); 13-64 (gall bladder); and 8-72
(colon wall). The length and frequency of treatment must be determined by the
doctor in each individual case; however, a five-minute treatment on each of these
rates seems to be producing desirable results. (With older types of instruments the
treating time may have to be increased.)
As a supplement you might have your patients drink one or two glasses of warm
water each morning upon arising. For best results use an exact pint of water as hot
as can be taken, to which has been added an exact measuring teaspoon full of salt.
There are, of course, more serious cases of constipation which will require a careful
study before attempting treatment. Such cases should be completely analyzed on
the Electro Biometer and a careful diagnosis made.
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No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
We welcome your comments and ideas on these bulletins and will appreciate
receiving your suggestions for future issues.
Louise Hieronymus, Technician.
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
March, 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. I-No. 3
FEVER
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified.
In the past one of the most difficult tasks which confronted the doctor was to
determine the cause of fever. Thanks to the advent of the Electro Biometer this task
is not nearly so difficult because our doctors tell us that in many cases involving
fever, the basic infection may be found in the spleen.
The procedure is to set the right hand tuning dial on your analyzer at 95 (the
location rate for spleen) then set the left hand tuning dial for first one, then another
of various infections, testing each until one or more infections are found that give
fairly high readings as measured on the intensity dial. The single dial setting for
some of these infections are 2- Virus Pneumonia; 4- Malaria; 10 - Undulant Fever;
14- Meningecoccus; 38- Flu; 42-Tuberculosis; 48 - Virus "X"; 68 - Flu or grippe, etc.
As an example, Virus "X:' in the spleen may be found by setting the tuning dials at
48-95. Undulant Fever in the spleen would be at 10-95.
After you have looked for all of the usual infections and do not find any which
show high readings of intensity, then try the following:
1. Set the right hand dial at 95.
2. Set the intensity dial at some value above the vitality reading, e.g., at 20.
3. While trying for a reaction on the plate, slowly rotate the left hand tuning dial
from "O" up until a reaction is noted.
4. Leave the dial at the point where the reaction was noted and measure the
intensity.
5. Reset the intensity dial at 20 as before.
6. Continue around the left hand dial until all points have been measured where
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a reaction is found.
7. Each of these points on the left hand dial except for a few exceptions will
represent an infection of some kind, and since they are fairly high in intensity you
should look for them in other parts of the body.
If the above procedure is not too clear, of if you want more information on the use
of the single dial tuning procedure, write us and we will be only too glad to give more
data.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus, Technician.
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. 1-No. 4
"POLIO''
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
Since the season for Polio is fast approaching we will discuss that subject in this
bulletin. If the case is diagnosed during the initial fever stage before any paralysis
has occurred, it is possible (so our doctors tell us) to successfully treat the case and
avoid any damage.
In the true cases of Polio there seems always to be three different virus present.
They come in at 2, 3 and 14 on the ''Infection" (left hand) dial of your Electro
Biometer. They are always found in the nerves, spinal cord, meneges, muscles and
the muscular response area of the brain. These locations are 11, 27, 50.5, 41 and 46,
respectively. (Note that 50 1/2.)
To diagnose the case, set the left hand dial of your Electro Biometer at 2 and the
right hand dial at 11, and check for No. 2 virus in the spinal cord. Continue to check
2-50.Sfor No. 2 virus in the meneges; 2-41 in the muscles; 2-46 in the muscle response
area of the brain. Next, set the left hand dial for the No. 3 virus in those same
locations; e.g., 3-11; 3-27; 3-50.5; 3-41 and 3-46. Check for the last infection No. 14 by
checking14-11; 14-27; 14-50.5;14-41 and 14-16.
To treat the case, treat on the same rates until a re-check shows that all of the three
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infections are gone from the five locations. When there is fever, all three virus will
be found in the spleen; e.g., 2-95; 3-95 and 14-95. If nauseated, look for them in the
stomach-2-32; 3-23 and 14-32. These three infections may be found in many other
places, but the elimination of the infections in the first-mentioned five locations will
avoid destruction to muscles and nerves. In more advance cases it may require
repeated treatments over several hours. You can only be sure by re-checking on the
Biometer and treating until the fever breaks and the three infections are eliminated.
If paralysis has already started, the case will be slower in responding to treatment
however, paralysis can be arrested and further destruction avoided. The muscles
and nerves can be stimulated by treatment for not to exceed two minutes on 1-11 and
1-41 respectively. Longer than two minutes treatment on these two rates may result
in nervousness.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
We will appreciate hearing from you as to your results.
Louise Hieronymus,
Technician.
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
May 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. 1-No. 5
VIRUS "X"
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
At the time the papers carried the almost daily announcements of the epidemic
of disease, the cause of which was unknown hence the name Virus "X," we were able
to get data on some typical cases and work out the rates.
These rates have been tried out on many cases by quite a number of doctors with
excellent results, so we feel that the time is right to pass the rates on for others to try
out. As you have read in the papers, and as you no doubt have found in your own
experience, the symptoms seem to fall into three basic classifications; namely, those
involving the stomach and digestive tract, those involving the respiratory system
and nerves, and those involving the lymph system and allied glands.
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Where there is nausea or abdominal pains or liver-gall-bladder disturbance, look
for any or all of the following rates: 48-32 (stomach), 48-35 (gall bladder), 48-29
(liver), 48-8 (colon), 48-90 (colon), 48-82 (intestines), 48-94 (duodenum).
Where there is sore throat, dizziness and shortness of breath or tension, look for
48-37 (throat), 48-53 (upper lungs), 48-83 (lungs), 48-93 (lungs), 48-74 (lower lungs),
48-501/2 (meninges), 48-11 (nerves), 48-27 (spinal cord), 48-91 (skin).
Where there is swelling in the lymph glands usually accompanied by fever or
chills, look for 48-44 (lymph nodes), 48-17 (lymphatics), 48-92 (thyroid), 48-98
(triode), 48-95 (spleen), 48-39 (parotid), 48-59 (salivary glands).
Sometimes in severe cases the symptoms of two or all of the above groups may
be found. Sometimes this Virus "X" may be accompanied by one or more other
infections, most common of which is milk virus -56. To check for the latter, subs titute
56 on the left hand dial for 48 in all of the above locations, e.g., 56-29 for milk virus
in the liver.
If the above procedure is not clear, or if you want more information on the use
of the single dial tuning procedure, write us and we will be glad to give you more
data.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case. We shall appreciate hearing from you as to your
results.
See you at the Convention in Kansas City - August 27, 28 & 29!
Louise Hieronymus, Technician.
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
June 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. 1-No. 6
HAY FEVER
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
Hay Fever, Rose Fever and similar terms have been used to describe what the
layman thinks of as separate or different kinds of disease, but which are in reality just
the specific aggravating medium which seems to produce the same symptoms, i.e.,
a running sinus and weeping eyes.
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The basic cause comes in at 85 on the left hand dial of your Electro Biometer. It
is the Poison Ivy rate (2-85) which might better be termed an allergy rate so as to be
all-inclusive, since the skin eruption known as Poison Ivy is only one form of
manifestation.I n Hay Fever the symptoms indicate the involvement of the sinus and
eyes. Look for it in the following places: 85-51 (mucous membrane), 85-31 (conn<?c
tive tissue), 85-33 (sinus), 85-3 (frontal sinus), 85-9 (turbinates), 85-64 1 /2 (cribriform
area), 85-19 (conjunctiva), 85-79 (eyelids), 85-64 (lacrimal ducts), 85-68 (Eustachian
tubes), 85-39 (parotid gland), 85-59 (salivary glands).
Oftentimes, secondary infections will accompany the 85 rate. This is especially
true of the infection rates 32, 64 and 76, which produce a watery mucous. After
checking for the 85 rate in the above list of locations, look for these three additional
infections, e.g..,85-51 (Hay Fever in the mucous membrane),32-51 (one of the watery
cold rates in the mucous membrane), 64-51 (another cold rate in the mucous
membrane), 76-51 (the last-mentioned cold rate in the mucous membrane).
Usually in conjunction with all allergies and skin conditions, the hepatic flexure
of the colon will be involved. Look for the 85 infection in the hepatic flexure by
checking 85-78.
If the above procedure is not too clear, or if you want more information on the
use of the single dial tuning procedure, write us and we will be only too glad to give
more data.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
We welcome your comments and ideas on these bulletins and will appreciate
receiving your suggestions for future issues.
MAK E YOUR RESERVATION NOW FOR THE CONVENTION IN KAN SAS
CITY.
AUGUST 27, 28 and 29.
Louise Hieronymus, Technician.
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
July, 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL.1-No. 7
ASTHMA
I'
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For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
Asthma is a result rather than a cause. The general rate for asthema 2-29, and that
of neurasthenia 3-23, will always be found; however, both of these rates may also be
found in most nervous conditions and should not be considered as an indication of
asthma.
Almost any of the listed infections may be found in the lungs during an attack
of asthma, but the one most often found in the No. 2 Virus found in Virus
Pneumonia. Check for it in the larynx 2-16, thorax 2-53, lower lungs 2-74, bronchia
2-83, upper lung 2-93, and in the thymus 2-77.
Look also in those same locations for the No. 3 Virus (e.g., in the thorax 3-53) the
No. 4 bacillis (e.g., in the thorax 4-53), the No. 84 (e.g., in the thorax 34-53).
Note that the left hand dial is set for the infection, and the right hand dial for the
location.
In stubborn cases of asthma the highest intensity of the infections may be found
in the thymus, e.g., 2-77; 4-77; 60-77; 34-77; 51-77; 53-77; 57-77.
Check the heart for these same infections, e.g., 53-70; 57-70 and 60-70.
Check also for these infections in thececun, ie., 4-60,51-60,etc., and the colon, i.e.,
4-90, 51-90, etc.
If the above procedure is not too clear, or if you want more information on the
use of the single dial tuning procedure, write us and we will be only too glad to give
more data.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in natureand should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case. We shall appreciate hearing from you as to your
results.
Louise Hieronymus, Technician
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
August 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. I -No. 8
"LOWER BACK PAINS"
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
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Since so many of the patients coming to drugless physicians suffer from low back
pains, we feel that the subject is worthy of special consideration at this time.
Sometimes these cases are of long standing and generally the usual adjustment
produces only temporary relief. We know of such cases that had been treated
surgically by the removal of teeth, tonsils, etc., but the condition was not alleviated.
In addition to the pain centering in the region of the sacrum it is often radiated
into the groin and down the back of the legs.
The seat of the infection generally is found in the region of the pelvic floor and
may be located by setting the right hand dial at 96 on you Electro Biometer whether
in the male or female. Often in the male the condition will come in at 30 on the left
hand dial -30-96. Try also34-96; 55-96 or 8-96. In the female the condition often will
be found to be 60-96, 8-96 and sometimes 23-96.
Our doctors tell us that they have had excellent results by treating six or eight
minutes on each of the above-listed rates as found. In cases which do not show
definite relief after a few treatments, look f or other infections in the same location 96 on the left hand dial - or infections in the spinal cord. (Infections of the spinal cord
and general nervous system will be covered in a later bulletin.)
When you have tried out the above procedure we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
We welcome your comments and ideas on these bulletins and will appreciate
receiving your suggestions for future issues.
Louise Hieronymus, Technician.
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
September, 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL.1-No. 9
"BURNS"

For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
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Burns generally are the most painful of the minor injuries and have often been
fatal. Most common of this injury is, of course, sunburn. Every housewife has at
some time or other been burned by hot grease or water while cooking, and every
Fourth of July takes its toll in burns from fireworks.
If the victim can be treated properly and soon enough, the duration of the pain
and length of time for healing can be reduced. If the patient is fortunate enough to
get immediate treatment, it is often possible to avoid all blisters even in quite severe
cases.

A bad case of sunburn can often have all the sting removed and blisters avoided
if treated soon enough.
Two and sometimes three tissues are generally involved: the epiderma (85 on the
location dial), the Derma and nerve endings (91 on the location dial), and the
subcutaneous tissue (42 on the location dial).
In these locations you should look for 71 and 82 (burn rates), 55 (inflammation),
and 40 (congestion).
Treat with the dials set at 71-85; 71-91; 71-42; 82-85; 82-91; 82-42; 55-85; 55-91; 5542; 40-85; 40-91; 40-42.
It has been found that people whose pancreas (9-70) is high and functioning well
will not sunburn easily, but will tan instead. Please check this and see if your findings
verify this observation.
When you have tried out the above procedure we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
The convention - August 27, 28, 29-was a huge success. We congratulate those
who attended and commiserate with those who didn't.
Louise Hieronymus,
Technician.
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
October, 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. 1 - No. 10
"HEART TROUBLE"
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For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
Many people have given up a useful life and gone to bed or to an early grave
because of heart trouble. The majority of these might have been returned to health
if the proper treatment could have been administered.
One of the most common forms of heart trouble is the infected heart where there
are no physical defects or abnormalities. In most of such cases the infection will be
found in both the heart and the splenic flexure of the colon. We believe there is a
direct reflex between the two locations.
The infections most often foundr especially in cases of tachycardia or irregular
heart, are B. Coli. and Flu. They may be found by testing on your Electro Bio-meter
with the dials set for 62-70 (B. Coli. in the Heart); 62-80 (B. Coli. in the Splenic
Flexure); or 38-70 (Flu in the Heart); and 38-80 (Flu in the Splenic Flexure).
In extreme conditions where there is great weakness or collapse as in an acute
heart attack, you may find either or both of two virus at 53 and 57 respectively, on
the location dial. Test for them with the dials set at 53-70 (the 53 virus in the heart);
53-80 (the same virus in the Splenic Flexure) and for 57-70 (the other virus in the
heart); and 57-80 (the other virus in the Splenic Flexure).
In cases of this kind, be sure to look for those virus also in the liver (53-29 and 5729); in the kidneys (53-23 and 57-23) and in the spleen (53-95 and 57-95).
Treat on all of the above rates that are found on the analysis until a re-check
shows them to be eliminated.
If a recovery is not evident, look for other infections in the same locations.
When you have tried out the above procedure we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas on these bulletins and
will incorporate your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus, Technician.
RADI ATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
November, 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
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VOL. I - No. 11
"THE COMMON COLD AND FLU"
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
Of all the drugs,medicine, nostrums,inhalants, lotions, salves, baths, and special
therapies i n use today, there are more of them designed to fight the common cold
and flu than probably any dozen other ailments of mankind. Some people swear by
some special remedy while others obtain absolutely no results from that particular
"cure." Then again, a certain nostrum works fine one time and fails completely the
next time. The explanation lies in the fact that there are dozens of different causes of
colds and flu, and that they each require a different treatment. Some produce a
watery discharge and others a heavy mucus; some cause swelling of the mucus
membrane and others a dry burning sensation; and some are accompanied by fever
and others by aching muscles.
The outstanding characteristic common to all is inflammation of the mucus
membranes, which will be found on the Electro Biometer at 55-51 (55 being
inflammation and 1 the mucus membranes).
To determine the cause in all such cases, it is almost necessary to employ the
single dial method of analysis in which the infection or condition will be found on
the left hand dial and the location on the right hand dial.
The more common causes (found on the left hand dial) and accompanying
symptoms are:
3 - Heavy mucus
5 - Jelly-like mucus and swelling
32 - Watery discharge
34-Pain
38 - Congestion
46 - Nausea, vertigo and swelling
48 - Swelling
64 - Watery discharge
68 - Aching muscles and congestion
76 - Watery discharge
The locations more commonly involved and the right hand dial setting are:
3 - Frontal Sinuses
9 - Turbinates
17 - Lymphatics
19 -Conjunctiva
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31 - Connective tissues
33 - Maxillary sinuses
36 - Postnasal area
37 -Throat
41- Muscle
44 - Lymph nodes
48 - Posterior to turbinates
51 - Mucus membranes
59 - Salivary glands
68 -Inner ear
69 - Eus tachian tubes
A condition which is epidemic in this locality at this time was found at 46 on the
left hand dial. A typical case showed symptoms as follows: sore throat, vertigo,
ringing in the ears, vomiting, fever, and irritation of the eyes. The following rates
were found: 46-37 throat; 46-51 mucus membrane; 46-32 stomach; 46-68 inner ear;
46-19 conjunctiva; 46-9 turbinates; 46-23 kidneys; and 46-95 spleen. The patient was
treated on the eight rates above listed. In some cases, more than one condition may
be found and often in the same locations.
When you have tried out the above procedure, we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus,
Technician.
RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
December, 1948
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. 1 - No. 12
"BOVINE VIRUS"
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
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There seems to be a prevalence, at this time, of a condition produced by what has
been named BOVINE or MILK VIRUS.
In the less acute cases it produces a digestive disturbance. It can lie dormant for
long periods and when conditions are right, it can flare up into acute cases producing
gastric ulcer, diarrhea, symptoms of food poison, etc.
t
I attacks newborn babies and grandparents alike. We are of the opinion that it
originates in milk and some milk products. We have found it in canned milk, even
in the canned milk formula prepared especially for young babies. To find it, set the
left hand dial at 56 and the right had dial at first one location then another.
In chronic cases, it maybe found in the stomach and colon, e.g.: 56-32 (stomach);
56-84 (stomach); 56-60 (secum); 56-82 (intestines); 56-90 (colon).
In acute cases, it maybe found in: 56-29 (liver); 56-23 (kidneys); 56-17 (lymphat
ics); 56-44 (lymph nodes); 56-95 (spleen); etc.
It responds very well to treatment on these same rates, but it should be treated
until all evidence of it is gone, otherwise it may flare up again.
To treat cans of baby formula, plug in the collector and place the cans on the
collector, set the dials at 56-56 and treat 5 to 10 minutes or until no reaction is
obtained when the cans alone are checked for the rate 56-56.
When you have tried out the above procedure, we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus,
Technician.
RADI A TION
LABORATORIES, INC.
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLE TIN
VOL. 2-No. 1
"FIBROSIS"
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
No organ of the body can be expected to function properly if fibrous tissue is
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present to inhibit its action.
The general rate for fibrosis is 51-81. However, use of this rate does not disclose
the exact location and the amount or intensity found is of no real value until the exact
location of the fibrosis has been determined.
Set the left hand dial of your Electro Biometer at 81 and determine the exact
location by setting the right hand dial at various positions until the fibrosis is
definitely located.
In a recent case,x-ray and a barium enema showed constriction of the descending
colon and ballooning of theascending colon. Tests with the Electro Biometer showed
fibrosis of the splenic flexure 81-80; the descending colon 81-90; and the ileocaecal
valve 81-8. Fibrosis was also found in the bile duct 81-23.5. The x-ray also showed
the gall bladder to be somewhat enlarged and ptosed and the Electro Biometer tests
showed the gall bladder too low in function 13-64 and anemic 50-35. Obviously,
these conditions would produce a toxicity of the entire body.
In another case where the patient had been treated extensively for anemia, the
Electro Biometerdisdosed that the blood picture was not deficient but that there was
fibrosis of the stomach 81-32; uterus 81-81; ovaries 81-22; descending colon 81-90;
secum 81-60; and hepatic flexure 81-78. An exploratory operation was performed.
The blood count made in the laboratory just before the operation showed the
hemoglobin to be above normal probably on account of the excessive treatment for
an anemia that did not exist.
The operation revealed rope like fibrosis encircling and distorting the normal
shape and position of the above mentioned organs.
We are of the opinion that more attention should be given to such basic
conditions as this as well as to the treatment of the diseases found.
Treatment on the same rates listed above should dissolve the bifrous tissues and
since plenty of time was taken in their growth, plenty of time would be allowed by
the patient for their entire elimination. Stopping treatment when the patient "begins
to feel good," does not do the job permanently.
When you have tried out the above procedure, we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus, Technician
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RADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. 2-No. 3
"EXCESS HCL"
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
Hydrogen Chloride or, HCL, is normal to certain parts of the body, but like B.
Coli, and some other things, when in excess or when it gets into the wrong places,
it may cause much trouble.
A normal amount in the stomach (72-32) is necessary to digest proteins, but an
excess amount seems to be a contributory cause of stomach ulcers (92-32) or
duodenal ulcers (92-52).
Where an excessive amount of HCL (72 on left hand dial) is found in any of the
tissues of the body, such tissues are apparently burned as indicated by finding of the
burn rate (71 on the left hand dial), and seems to produce an ideal media for bacteria
to develop.
In a recent case, it seemed to be impossible to permanently eliminate infections
from the liver, pancreas, and colon until the HCL (72) and the burn (71) were
eliminated from those locations. For example, 72-29 (HCL in liver); 71-29 (burns in
the liver); 72-34 (HCL) in pancreas); 71-34 (burns in the pancreas); and 72-90 (HCL
in the descending colon), and 71-90 (burns in the descending colon).
HCL (72) and attendant burns (71) have been found in many parts of the body,
and wherever infection seems to persist, look for the HCL (72) and burns (71) and
eliminate them by treating on them wherever found. No tissues or parts of the body
seem to be immune.
In all of the cases so far analyzed, where the HCL and bums were found, there
was a definite hypertonicity of the adrenals (22-46) and it was necessary to correct
this by treating 22-46 to prevent a recurrence of the HCL and its attendant burns.
We believe this to be a very important discovery and it may lead to a new concept
of the so-called cause of disease.
When you have tried out the above procedure, we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
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involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus,
Technician
4209 Michigan Avenue
Kansas City 4, Missouri
RADIA TION
LABORATORIES, INC.
EXPERIMENTA L SPECIAL DATA BULLETIN
VOL. 2-No. 4
"STRAINED MUSCLES"
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
Springtime is strained muscle time. The first mild days make the amateur
gardener get out his seed catalogs, look over his tools and all at once we find him out
digging, planting, carrying water, etc., And since his ambitions usually extend well
beyond his physical ability, evening finds him exhausted, and the next day he is sore
from head to toe, and often in considerable misery.
The would-be baseball player is not immune and the old pitching arm may feel
like a toothache in the muscles, after that first impromptu game.
Analysis on your Biometer will show inflammation and congestion (55 and 40,
respectively on the left hand dial) in the muscles and connective tissue (41 and 31,
respectively on the right hand dial). T reat on 55-41; 55-31; 40-31 for five to ten
minutes then repeat the list until the soreness is relieved.
In one case, a woman who was used to wearing fairly high heels, went to the sea
shore and walked about two miles barefooted on the beach. Result: strained muscles
and tendons in the legs, and they were very sore. Treatment as above described gave
complete relief in a short time.
Refer back to Experimental Bulletin No. 9 on Burns because your patient may
have been over-exposed to the sun and you may have to treat for sunburn in addition
to the sore muscles.
Convention time is fast approaching. As soon as the date and place are set, we
will let you know. Those who attended the Kansas City Convention last year will
never forget the good fellowship and fun combined with the best in papers and
lectures. You can't afford to miss out this year.
When you have tried out the above procedure, we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
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your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus,
Technician
4209 Michigan Ave.
Kansas City, Missouri

R ADIATION
LABORATORIES, INC.
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIALDATA BULLETIN
VOL. 2-No. 5
"PHLEBITIS"
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
Phlebitis is defined as an inflammation of a vein. It is more than that. It is
generally a streptococcicinfection and usually attacks both veins and arteries much
as an acid may attack aluminum.
In early stages there will generally be a strep infection (60 on the left hand dial
of your Biometer) in the arteries (71 on the right hand dial) and in the veins (97 on
the right hand dial). (Thus-<50-71 and 60-97.)
Later where there is pain involved look for staph (34 on the left hand dial). (Thus
34-71 and 34-97.)
In the ulcerative stages look for 8 (left hand dial) and 51 (left hand dial) in both
those locations. (Thus-8-71; 8-97; 51-71; 51-97.)
Where the ulcers break through or show, these same four conditions (60, 34, 8 and
51) may be found in the subcutaneous tissue (42 on the right hand dial) and in the
skin (85 on right hand dial). (Thus-<50-42; 34-42; 8-42; 51-42; 60-85; 34-85; 8-85; 5185.)
It is well to look for these same four conditions in the kidney (23) and liver (29).
(Thus-<5-23; 34-23; 8-23; 51-23 and 60-25; 34-29; 8-29; 51-29.)
Treating on all of these rates found should alleviate the conditions.
When you have tried out the above procedure, we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
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your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus,
Technician
4209 Michigan Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.
R AD IA T ION
LABORATORIES, INC.
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIALDATA BULLETIN
VOL. 2-No. 6
"THE SPLEEN"
Its Relationship toDisease.
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
T oo often disease such as a bacteria, virus, or poison, is considered to be, and is
accordingly treated as a cause, when in reality it is only a last outward effect and the
real cause behind it is overlooked or not given any attention.
For example, we commonly hear the expression, "a skin puncture became
infected", implying that everything was perfect until the skin puncture allowed the
infection to enter. The doctor treats the infected scratch or bruise with a surface
medication or gives penicillin or sulpha and if the wound shows evidence of healing
up, he calls it cured and stops there.
Another person may frequently have similar skin punctures without them ever
becoming infected.
Other people are chronically effected by boils, teeth infections, tonsillitis, etc..
Why? What is back of the obvious result?
We believe that the functional activity of the spleen is back of many of these
tendencies, causing the patient to be either the chronic victim of infections or to be
immune to them.
We believe that the improper functional activity of the spleen is in itself often a
result of disorder within it.
In such cases of improperly functioning spleens, we have found one or more of
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the following conditions in the spleen: Carcinoma -30-95; Sarcoma - 58-95; Fibrosis
- 81-95; Scar tissue - 13-95; Calcification - 7-95; Staphylococcus -34-95; Ulceration 8-95; (These rates apply only to the condition in the spleen).
Permanent results in relieving the patient of recurring general infections will
seldom be obtained and often a specific case of infection will fail to respond to
treatment until these basic conditions in the spleen have been eliminated.
When you have tried out the above procedure, we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus,
Technician
4209 Michigan Ave.
Kansas City, Missouri
THE CONVENTION - CHICAGO -July 21, 22, 23 -HOTEL SHERMAN
RAD I ATIO N
LABORATORIES, INC.
EXPERIMENTAL SPECIALDATA BULLETIN
VOL.2-No. 7
"THE THYMUS"
For professional use by those doctors who are properly qualified and who have
the proper equipment.
Too little is actually known about the thymus in its relation to disease. We do
know, however, that it directly influences the platelet count of the blood, and we are
of the opinion that it has other secretary activity that is directly associated with the
healing of wounds and the elimination of disease.
The theory as stated in standard medical text that the thymus influences the
development of the sex organs and atrophies after adolescence is not entirely true.
In all young people who seem to be fairly free from disease and whose cuts and
scratches heal without festering or becoming otherwise infected, the thymus will be
found to be healthy, and itself free from disease.
In those cases of children who are subject to frequent colds, festering scratches,
and other infections, the thymus is often found to be diseased.
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In older people who act and feel much younger than their years, the thymus will
be found to be active and free from disease. Converse}y, those people whose thymus
is sluggish or diseased, will seem to be older than their actual years.
Some of the conditions that should be looked for are 5-77 (diphtheritic or
swelling in the th ymus); 30-77 (carcinoma of the thymus); 34-77 (staph in the
thymus); 58-77 (sarcoma in the thymus); 81-77 (fibrosis in the thymus). These
conditions should be eliminated by treatment on the thymus rate, 59-77. Treatment
on 59-77 will raise the platelet count of the blood as may be shown by standard
laboratory blood analysis.
When you have tried out the above procedure, we will appreciate your writing
us as to your results. We welcome your comments and ideas and will incorporate
your suggestions in future issues.
No claims are made for any of the data, rates, or methods covered in these
bulletins. The information must be considered as experimental in nature and should
be followed only after you have given careful consideration to the many factors
involved in each specific case.
Louise Hieronymus, Technician
4209 Michigan Ave.
Kansas City, Missouri

Progress to Date
Think of electricity today and then try to picture Franklin with his first "con
denser" charged by energy from a cloud via a kite string. Perhaps some of you
remember seeing in museums some of the early day electrical apparatus and how
peculiar it appeared. Remember the first crystal detector wireless set you ever saw,
and then look at a modern radio installation.
We have spent much time learning which materials are conductors and which
are insulators of Eloptic energy. Our present apparatus while workable, is very
crude compared with what we expect it to be in a few years.
Our present method of detection depends upon the sense of touch of the operator
and that requires training, just as a chemist, a radio operator, a good cook, an artist,
all require training. Some day we will have learned more about Eloptic energy so we
can get it to ring a bell, light a light, or actuate a meter. Until then, we will be
dependent upon present methods.
We have been able to superimpose Eloptic energy upon an electrical current and
amplify it, but since it is not electricity it will not operate electrical devices alone.
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So far we have found nothing that does not lend itself to being analyzed as to its
elemental content with the exception of the air around us and those materials of
which the apparatus is composed, unless there is a fair quantity available.
Despite some of the limitations and apparent crudity of the apparatus and
techniques so far developed, it can do things in the laboratory in a few minutes that
are absolutely impossible or may take long periods of time by chemical analysis. It
can quickly point the way for chemical analysis to follow in order to eliminate many
of the time-consuming tests when an unknown is to be analyzed. It is especially
valuable where there is only a small quantity of the material available. A drop of an
unknown liquid will work better than a gallon. The material to be analyzed is in no
way changed or destroyed during the analysis. Only the emanations normally
radiating from it are utilized.
We are not chemical engineers, physicists or mathematicians, but we have spent
over forty years to uncover a force or energy or phenomena, about which there has
been nothing written that we might follow.
When the United States Patent Office issues a basic patent with a half dozen
method claims covering the use for analysis of an energy that was not mentioned in
any acceptable standard text, it should be quite evident that this is not a wild dream.

Radiation from the Nuclei of Elements
A series of experiments has been carried out that points rather conclusively to the
assumption that the radiation that comes from the various pure elements is from the
entire nucleus and not from the planetary electrons or from either the neutrons or
the protons alone.
The best obtainable pure specimens of the elements Titanium, Vanadium,
Chromium, Manganese, Iron, and Nickel were used. Tests were run on Radiation
Analyzer No. 508. Energy peaks from these elements were measured and the prism
dial settings for each peak were noted. A study of the number of energy peaks for
the various elements indicated that the number coincided in most cases with the
number of isotopes of the respective elements.
One important discovery was that one of the peaks for chromium and one for
titanium were very close together; that is, they refracted through the prism at near
the same angle. The same for another peak of chromium and one for iron, and
another for an iron peak and a nickel peak.
The number of protons in each of the isotopes was multiplied by their individual
mass weight of 1.00758 and the number of neutrons were multiplied by their
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individual mass weight of 1.00894 and the two products added to get a factor
representing the difference in two isotopes of the same number of nuclear particles
but with a different number of neutrons and protons in each nuclei.
Thus, titanium with 22 protons and 28 neutrons has a factor of 50.41708, while
chromium with 24 protons and 26 neutrons has a factor of 50.41436, a difference of
.00272, chromium being the lighter, in nuclear weight.
Titanium - (22 x 1.00758) + (28 x 1.00894) = 50.41708
Chromium - (24 x 1.00758) + (26 x 1.00894) = 50.41436
Difference = .00272
These factors and the prism dial settings were used to produce the curve shown
(Nuclear Weight Factor vs. Prism Angle). One outstanding fact noted was that the
lighter the factor value, the lower the dial setting or higher the frequency of the
emanating energy. Another was the smoothness of the curve. Nearly all points are
in proper relationship. Irregularities are probably due to slight variations from a true
flat of the prism surface.
While plotting this curve, it was noted that in a few cases, there were apparently
too many energy peaks for some of the elements. Further study revealed that there
were radioactive isotopes of the so-called man-made variety that would fit into these
spots. It had already been noted that known radioactive elements gave a much more
violent radiation than the so-called stable variety.
Tests were then made on the various isotopes to determine the distance that the
radiation, or rather, the force field, seemed to extend out from the specimen.
Vanadium showed that the three isotopes radiated 18.5", 5.5", and 15.5" respectively,
indicating that apparently the middle one was the stable one and that the other two
were radioactive. The same thing was done for Iron and the distances were 16.5",
8.5'', 17", 13" and 10" respectively.
After this same procedure had been followed for all the places where there might
be a question, and everything seemed to fall into proper place, it was decided to try
it on elements at the heavy end of the list. Bismuth showed four isotopes in a row
with radiation distances as follows: 13" for the stable and lightest isotope, and 24.5",
22", and 26", respectively, for the radioactive isotopes. Then a gold link bracelet of
very old gold, an heirloom made before the days of so much alloying, was used. The
lightest was the stable isotope with a radiation distance of 6", with two others of
12.75" and 14.5" for the two radioactive isotopes.
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Molecular Combinations
The field of exploration into molecular combinations is too vast to be covered in
this paper. In fact, not enough work has been done to warrant much detail.
The chief chemist of the analytical laboratory of a large corporation learned,
through a mutual friend, about some of our work. He wrote, ''We have recently
expanded into a new field of research and some of the problems encountered are
giving us a great deal of trouble. Your apparatus may be the answer."
We allowed him to bring his specimens to our laboratory and we spent two days
with him, most of the time in getting equipment ready for the tests. Finally, we
analyzed the con tents of four bottles marked A1- A2- A3- A4. We had no idea before
hand as to what was in them. We poured a small quantity of the liquid from bottle
Al into a Pyrex beaker, placed it in the instrument, and proceeded to "tune in" to all
the "broadcasts" that came from the beaker and its contents.
Then we did the same for the liquid in bottles A2, A3, and A4. As soon as we had
listed the five energy peaks from the empty beaker, six from Al, nine from A2, four
from A3, and nine from A4, and had charted them with relation to each other, the
chemist said, "Now I know my trouble. Al is a solvent that works fine, A2 is
supposed to be the same. Our tests and those of the oil company who sells it to us,
say it is the same as Al, but it will not work right and is causing much trouble. It is
quite obvious that A2 has been contaminated by A4, which is Toluene. A3 is
Benzene."
TESTS ON H YDROCARBONS
PRISM
ANGLE

3.1
7.6
11.9
18.7
21.0
24.2
29.5
31.8
36.2
40.4
41.2
48.2
50.5

UNKNOWNS
Al A2

BENZENE
C6 H6
A3

TOLUENE
C6H 5-C H3
A4

47
49

49
46

58
0

57.5
56

51
0
51
51

49
*51
48
51

51.5
0
52
53

56
*56.5
56
58

0
47
0

*51
56
*48

0
0
0

*58
58
*57
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56
0
0
52
47
0
0
0
0
54
0
0
0
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Substantiating Press Article References
Science News Letter, Jan. 6, 1940, work by Dr. I. I. Rabi, of Columbia University:
"Atoms can act like little radio transmitters broadcasting on ultra-short waves." He
won the AAAS prize for this work.
Electrical Engineering, May, 1951, "A study of Nuclear and Electronic Magnetic
Resonance", by K.K. Darrow. Reference is made to the work of Felix Bloch at
Stanford University and E. M. Purcell at Harvard University, both on "molecular
resonance." They verified the work of Dr. I.I. Rabi and carried it further.
Associated Press release, Dec. 29, 1939, Columbus, Ohio, "Man himself as well
as all kinds of supposedly inert matter constantly emit rays." "In today's announce
ment, the first scientific proof of the existence of invisible rays which really travel
from one person to another."
Radio Electronics, Editorial, June, 1951, by Hugo Gernsback, "More and more we
are coming to realize that most life processes are either linked with electronics or are
electronic themselves. This is true of animal as well as of plant life." - "It would
seem that the human brain is capable of producing some type of wave motion or
force capable of traversing hundreds and often thousands of miles. So far we have
no instrument to intercept or record such waves or force."
Associated Press, New York, June 1, 1949, David Surnoff, head of RC.A.,
"Proposed a new science 'Radionetics' to look inside living human bodies, and so
improve people." "Men do not understand how their thoughts and emotions are
born and by what power they grow to fruition." "When we understand each other,
it is because we are attuned to each other electrically, or electronically!"
Miami Herald, March 7, 1951, Copenhagen, Denmark (UP), Agricultural expert
Herluf Hansen asserts, "Nervous farmers have nervous pigs. Any mental distur
bance is immediately reflected in the pig sty."
Miami Herald, March 16, 1950, Vienna, Dr. Hubert Rochracker says, "The
human body sends out minute vibrations that, for good or ill, effect our daily lives."
Miami Herald, International News, Des Moines, Iowa. Norman Rillier says, "A
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quarrel with her husband will have repercussions in milady's hair in five minutes."
Dr. Edward Weiss, Temple University medical school professor, "The body has
some sort of "organ language" for the outlet of tense emotions, which "mimic almost
any disease."
Chicago Tribune,Oct. 13, 1950,Kingskerwell, England, by Father A.J.K. Glazow
ski, a polish priest, and F.J. Billington, a radio engineer, "Every person radiates
waves of energy and every broadcast is different."
Topeka Kansas Daily Capitol, July 7, 1949, Paris (UP), Jules Calte and Andre
Coatrieux, inventors, have perfected a process for discovering metals even lost
persons, with the help of mysterious "radio waves." "Every metal and every person,
living or dead, sends out short waves of different length." ''Personal wave lengths
are as individual as finger prints." "Eventually, I hope to develop it for diagnosing
disease."
San Francisco Chronicle, reporting on work done at Berkeley, California, by Dr.
Felix Bloch, paper entitled "Nuclear Radio Spectroscopy." "Dr. Bloch explained in
detail research in the nuclear induction method of identifying elements through
electric frequencies. The system, developed at Stanford by Dr. Block and associates,
offers a key to greater nuclear understanding by "Tuning in" on the heart of the atom
electrically, without splitting the atom."
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Measuring Metaphysical Projection
It was at a Pathornetric Convention and I had given my lecture in which I
mentioned that you could measure the effect of mental projection.
That evening,. about a dozen doctors wanted to try some experiments in that
field. We took an analyzer to one of the long hotel display rooms and set up the
analyzer on a table at one end of the room. One of those present was Lorie Saunders,
wife of Dr. George Saunders. Lorie was following a serial story in Saturday Evening
Post and the last issue had just come on the newsstand and she had a copy in her
hand. She went to the other end of the long room and sat down to read her story.
Dr. George Saunders, being an excellent operator of the analyzer, said he would
do the measuring. There had to be a "victim" to work on, so George said, "Let's use
Lorie," so he obtained a saliva specimen from his wife and put it into the instrument.
There were four in the group who had some Metaphysical understanding. We
sat at the table near where George was at the analyzer. I saw an ash tray near us that
contained a half chewed cigar with some brown colored saliva on it. I remembered
the picture of the Dutch Boy Paint where the paint was flowing down all over a globe
of the earth. I suggested to the four "transmitters" that we visualize a stream of
nicotine saliva flowing down all over Lorie.
George had measured Lorie's vitality just before we began and he continued to
measure and call out the values. Hervitalitystarted to go down, at firstrather slowly,
then it lowered faster as we got into our visualizing. When her vitality had gone from
in the twenties down to eight, I said quickly, "Open your eyes now." Then I had the
five of us visualize Lorie as being in the center of a Golden Sun. Immediately, her
vitality started to go up and George continued to measure it and finally it reached
so high that it could not be measured.
About that time, Lorie had finished reading her story and she came back to where
we were. She asked, 'What are you doing?" Her husband George asked her how she
felt. She said, "I feel great now but a little while ago, I felt just awful."
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�lIXNESO'i'.\ MIXING & MANlWAC'l'UHI.NG Co::\IPA�Y
"SC:OTCII" C:clluln•c TAl'I\
Muttkl115l tnp.- nncl 01hrr l'ft''IIIUfe •11t."1111IUvc
udhc11lvc t11pc11 for huJuNtrl.,I 11nd coruunu:r
uoc under lh� "SC:OTCII" llrnnd

Orl>!l11ncor11 o(
\\'uh·rpnwf SuuJpupcr
llrnll·r the '"\\'ctorJry'' Urnnd
SAINT PAUL f:JRANCH

SALES OF"F"ICE ANO WA�IZt-tOUSf!
3e '"1 GROVE'. GT

SAINT PAUL 1,.MINNESOTA.
April 22, 1948

Mr. T. G. Hieronymus
RndiAtion Lnbo.ratory
417 East 70th Terra·ce
Kansas City,, Missouri
Dear Mr. Hieronymus:
rn· going through my files recently, I noticed thP.t
it has been 0uite a while since I last heard from you. Your
most recent ietter was · aated July 9, 1947 1.1nd you mentioned
a meeting with Dr. Arthur· Compton.

-I hope you Will pRrdon my persistence but I am
very interested in your a:l=)pa.rntus and would like to try it
on a few of my problems. We have recently expanded into a
new field of research and some of the problems encountered
Are giving us a grea.t deal of trouble. Your appRratus rney
be the answer.

In ypur last letter, you mentioned the possibility
that you coula'visit us and bring an instrument with you.
You are still most welcome. Let me know in E1dvance 1,•hen you
cA.n come, either on a weekday or Et week end., a.nd. I will h:?.va
things ready. If it would be more convenient, I could Rr
r;:,.nge to come to ···-your laboratory E1.nd bring some sRm:ples witrme.
I sincerely hope that we m11y get together in the
.near future to try our samples on your instrument.
Since.rely yours,
MINNESOTA HU'ING & ?,{ANUFACTURnm· COHPANY
CentrAl Research DenArtment
.��

RWP :ag-

R. W. Perlich
Chief Chemist
Analyticf.1.1 L1:1.borfl tory
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TENTATIVE DIAL SETTINGS FOR INDUSTRIAL ANALYZER
At.No.

4
6
4
12
4
6
13
13
6
6
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
34
40
41
45
45
46
47
48
50
51
73
73
73
74
74
76
77
78
79
80
82
83

Element

Prism

Beryllium
Graphite
Beryllium
Magnesium
Beryllium
Graphite
Alluminum
Alluminum
Graphite
Graphite
Titanium
Vanadium
Chromium
Manganese
Iron
Cobalt
Nickel
Copper
Zinc
Gallium
Selenium
Zirconium
Columbium
Rhodium
Rhodium
Palladium
Silver
Cadmium
Tin
Antimony
Tantalium
Tantalium
Tantalium
Tungsten
Tungsten
Osmium
Iridium
Platinum
Gold
Mercury
Lead
Bismuth

186.5
214
247
248.5
252
256
257
304
310
339
364
367
405
416.5
425
454
472.5
504
539
572
629
669.5
707.5
769
774.5
783.5
795
812.5
832
838.5
884
902
961.5
888
901
927.5
940
962.5
989
1055
1062.5
1097

Cl

C2

17
17.5
46.5
56.5

38
29.5
64
47.5

41
39
47
53.5
58.5
38
27.5
21.5
24.5
19.5
47.5
24
73
53
64.5
46
21
39
37.5
43.5
73
61.5
19.5
76.5
59
53
56.5
49
39.5
38
63
57.5
72.5
75.5
92
51
38

21
23.5
39
34.5
42
78.5
38.5
66.5
30.5
38
62.5
56.5
28
41
37.5
18
20.5
56
45.5
43
48.5
47
61
43
76
66.5
46
46
61.5
17.5
74
60
69
54.5
79.5
62.5
31

Data from tests made with Analyzer No. 504, using supposedly pure specimens furnished by Oawson-Kemmerer
and Minnesota Mining, and a few others. Some of these settings are of impurities and probably some may be of obscure
isotopes.
Check the instrument with not only pure specimens of the element required, but with the other elements that may
have an isotope in that region, before testing for the element desired.
T. G. Hieronymus 1/30/54
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Chemical Analysis of Hydrocarbons, Benzene, Toluene
and Two Unknowns
Objective
To assist the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. to find out why some of
the commercial solvent they used, would make good Scotch Tape, and some of the
shipments of solvent would not make satisfactory tape.
A letter datedApril 22, 1948 from that company and signed by Mr. R. W. Perlich,
Chief Chemist,Analytical Laboratory, stated in part, "I am very interested in your
apparatus and would like to try it on a few of my problems. We have recently
expanded into a new field of research and some of the problems encountered are
giving us a great deal of trouble. Your apparatus may be the answer."
After considerable delay due to the fact we were working on the patents and did
not want anyone to see the apparatus until after the patent atty. approved it, we
allowed Mr. Perlich to bring his samples to our laboratory.
Equipment Involved
The analysis was run with one of our early type of prism units. It employed a 30
degree prism and an angle of incidence of approximately 5.5 degrees.
The samples furnished by Mr. Perlich consisted of four liquids markedAl,A2,
A3, andA4.
Pyrex test tubes and other conventional laboratory equipment, not of impor
tance in this report.
Procedure
A few turns of No. 20 insulated copper wire were wound around a 2" x 3" Pyrex
beaker and the ends of the wire were connected to the input terminals of the
analyzer.
A small amount of the liquid from test sample No.Al, perhaps a spoonful, was
poured into the test tube. The amount of liquid was not important except that we
used the same amount for each test so results would be relative.
The actual analysis consisted of starting at one end of the dial and slowly
scanning over the entire length of the dial, stopping at each point where a reaction
was noted and making a record of the dial setting for each energy peak noted.
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After the analysis of the No. Al sample, we did the same for an empty test tube
so those energy peaks that were in the Al sample could be separated out from all the
energy peaks found. There were six energy peaks from the No. Al sample and five
from the Pyrex test tube.
Next an equal amount of the liquid from the No. A2 sample was poured into a
clean test tube, and the same procedure of scanning was followed. This time, three
additional energy peaks were found, that were not in the No. Al sample.
The same procedure was followed in the analysis of samples A3 and A4. On
comparison, samples Al and A3 were similar and A2 and A4 were similar. A3 was
known to be pure benzine and A4 was known to be pure toluene. Thus the impurity
in A2 was toluene.

SAMPLES FROM
MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DIAL
SETTING
3.1
7.6
11.9
18.7
21.0
24.2
29.5
31.8
36.2
40.4
41.2
43.8
48.2
50.5

UNKNOWNS
Al A2
0
47
49
0
0
51
0
51
51
0
0
0
47
0

0
49
46
0
0
49
51
48
51
0
51
0
50
48

BENZENE
A3

TOLUENE
A4

EMPTY
BEAKER

0
58
0
0
0
51.5
0
52
53
0
0
0
0
0

0
57.5
56
0
0
56
56.5
56
58
0
58
0
58
57

56
0
0
52
47
0
0
0
0
54
0
51
0
0
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It was not until after the tests were completed that we were told by Mr. Perlich
what the various bottles contained.
Al was a sample of the commercial solvent used to make good tape.
A2 was a sample of similar solvent but the tape became unsatisfactory after a
short time.
A3 was a sample of pure benzine.
A4 was a sample of pure toluene.
After running the Al and A2 samples, Mr. Perlich said he knew his answer. He
explained that there was apparently an impurity of some kind that kept the solvent,
A2, from making good tape.
When tests on A3 and A4 had been completed, it was evident that the No. A2
solvent had become contaminated with toluene.
SUBSEQUENT FINDINGS
Nearly a month later, a letter was received from Mr. Perlich in which he stated
that they had found toluene by chemical and spectrographic analysis, in the A2
sample of the solvent.
Apparently the amount of toluene in the A2 solvent was small enough to detect
with our method but not by ordinary chemical analysis, and yet it was large enough
to spoil the tape being manufactured with it.
CONCLUSIONS
Molecular combinations can be readily analyzed by Eloptic Analyzer that are
either impossible or very difficult to analyze by ordinary methods.
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"NCOTCII'' Ccllulf111o'fAl'F..
Mn11kln5t 1!1pe 11nd olhtr 11rcMure 11en11llhe
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\\'l\lt.·r11roof S1111d11111wr
UnJcr tho "\Yc10rdrf" Urond
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SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA
O.ctober 6, 194$

Mr··. T. G. Hieronymus
Radiation Laboratory
4209 Michigan Avenue
Kanaas City 4, 1-iisa.01.1,ri
Dear J.!r. Hieronymus:

l

I
!
I
'

We have finished our chemical and spectrographic
analyses on the Production solvent samoles we tested in your
laboratory, and I have gone over the data obtained in your
laboratory. Toluene has nine characteristic groupings within
the molecule; five of these are unique to toluene and four are
nlso found in the benzen� molecule. The data from your labo1•atory are consistent with these facts. However, "there were
t�ro impossible readings obtained on your instrume·nt. Our
analyses proved that one of ·the produotion solvents, 11 A-l 11,
Fas pure benzene and the other, "A-2 11 contained nearly 10%
,·
toluene as I suspecteci. You obtained two energy pealcs on ·
\,t.' .,,,,
sample "A-1 11 which were not found in the pure benzene snmple.
I cannot explain the discrepancy. I also have not been able
�
011 0 ,_/
to correlate the prism readings with either atomic number or�
molecular ·Weight of the grouuinp;s for the organic COl!J:!)Q.!1.!'l.¢1.a._ x ,
The last fact does not bother me as the primary consideration
is to llnve the unit perform satisfactorily for qualitative
analyses. Much more work will have.to be done before all of
the factors can be determined.

o-0-"'

It will be very interesting to see what kind of
c\ll've you will get with these pure metals. Be sure to send
me a copy of the data as soon as you get it.
With best personal regards, I am,

Sincerely yours,

MINNESOTA MIN.ING AND MANUFACTURING COHPANY ·

��?d:cr
R, W, .Perlich
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·· 111.\'/ Yul\f'. �l'AIE CULLLUE UI' AUlllL;UUUlll'.

COltNHL UNlVEl(SITY
ITIIACA, HCW YORK
LAOOnATOnY Of" UACTl!ltlOLOOY

April 23, 19-1'1

Hr . .-T�·;.G a Hioronyrnuo
417.'_Eaot 7Ot)l T0l.'l'lLC0
Kanscis_City 5 , Hiosouri
Deer 11J.·.•.:Jiie1·onyilluo:
:-/. ,:_':t-n1<'·'�u.stig' ll visit hol'.0 has - ma(lo a cloep impresriio11-. upon mo.
: -'He,·.1 tolcl: motabout· some or your.. oun "oxp er ionoea, ancl althouc;h. they
· 'may:'.,Ei'eoin,.,unboliovublo, somothinis •aimilo.r hua been obaorvod oomo
i .15:_-y·e.ars:-:agi:>.' 'in 'Germany. l'. 0iloloso tho abstract of a long ·pap or,
nearJy'ilOO•.-pagos long, which I·mo.a.e 12 years aeo. I have not ·
roau._·:,:the :original paper since.
,-,,.·.•::i'\Your"clisoovorics TThich:•·fit in ,,ell with thooo of tho Eloo:Cro
nio:·Modioal',Foundo.tion, open up groo.t possibilities, posoibilitics
as,:tremena.ous as thoso of. tho o.tdim bomb, and juot liJco o.tomio
_ energy, thcoo rn<linUonEJ may bo used for the bad no rrnll a□ for
· tho:·goou.· of humu.n:l ty.
·,·.·,_"Knowing·:the f.ucta about tho atom bomb, arid lmoriina aomothinc,
about,:tho,plnno·for ).Jiologioal 11arfare, I am scared that.those bio
·'le>gico.l'·radio.ti<ma might bo· uaed to brine death inotcad · or·1io.ppi. noas;i·to.. the· world. In· a. wo.y, theso rnya are more dune;eroua bcoo.\lrJ0
lar'go ,factories are needed to make atom bomb0, but n oinr,lo ·per
' :;soo;;_:,wi';"bh}suffioicn·t _Jcnowlodee. could. mi0uso hidden cnere;loa fqr,
·
·
.. or iniincil. purpooe n.
, ··.· Since· these rudiationa hold. the secret of ·litlfc, thoy alno
· ,hold the 'aecret of lleath, .At present, very few people knor, nbout
.tho.possibilities, and very forr lcnorr all the facts. It scoma
··-imperative that theeo for1 keep their kl1onlcdr,e to thcmaolvorJ,
1
·'·and•'divulge only ur1 much as is necessary to perform tho immcuio.tc
...·,·applications·tdJ cure dioeaae.
.,_.·.. ,.,,.•;:-r•·ha,enrri ttcn in a· similar· senso to Dr, Lust1G;: ru1d llavo
··-·sent,:a'copy•to· Mr.· hurt of tho Elootronic Medical 1''oundat1on.
Under· separate cover, I am ruailillf, you Miss Kimball 1 s stuuy
ot;·tho effect of m11511etism upon the rsrowth of yeast.
Sincerely, yourn

0i-itJ ll •(l4,;,__,
�

✓

Otto Hnh11
Professor of llactcrioloc�
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__ rP•y•r.., ........t1�.

•

------
I IOD 10TH ST.• CORONADO. CALI,-.
• TELEPHONE HEHi.SY 3.3939

July 28, 19�0

Deo.r Hi and Lo:
.
Lerining as we do tor,ard the conservative side, I bnve ·
failed to write to you before now because or a •wait and see•
period IIIY' wire and I felt should pass before we attempted to
report any chMges brought about in the health of our patients
through the use or the •nnipathic. 11
A th:illg such as this is difficult, at best, to evaluate;
however, we feel that we are getting good results from the use
of your instrument.
Two other local doctors n.re also now interested in the
Anlpathic; one.- - working with a medical peysicio.n - espe
·cially, For a Dr. Miller, D. c. from Los Angeles, came doffll
to see them.
Dr. Chllnd.ler, the D. c. working with Dr. Howard, the
· medic told me or the following experiment they carried out:
· They took two cultures - - one strep aJid the o'ciler staph•-·
end destroyed both with the •anipathic. 11 They carried out
a·second experiment in the same wq, but instead ot depend
ing on themselves for the results they sent the •before and
after" specimens to a medical lab for checking with the same
results obtained. This report should mnke you both feel �odl
We wish that both or you are enjoying the best or
everything. \Ve hope that it is still not all work and no pl.q
with you.
In some WIJ:1 we feel that we• 11 be seeing you much sooner
than last expected, and w1sh it so.

-4 ✓

Our best to both of you.
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VII

Agricultural Potential of Eloptic Energy
To date, our research has not revealed any substance that does not lend itself to
analysis by our instrument. Preliminary field tests over the years have indicated that
a wide range of pests and crop diseases can be eradicated or controlled by means of
eloptic energy. Among those with which we have experimented successfully are:
Aphids
Termites
Chinch bugs
Dutch elm disease
Nematodes
Spruce bud worm
Tomato horned worm
Coconut palm disease
Army worm
Mealybug
Tent caterpillar
Mosquito larva
Coddling moth
Potato blight
Tomato mosaic
The use of Eloptic energy in agriculture would offer mankind three distinct
advantages over techniques currently in use:
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1. Economic. The use of Eloptic energy would be far cheaper than the use of
pesticides. The billions of dollars saved thereby would then be available for more
constructive uses.
2. Safety. Man has become painfully aware recently that years and years of
saturating the environment with powerful pesticides and other chemicals has left
the planet badly poisoned. Unlike pesticides and other agricultural chemicals,
treatment with Eloptic energy leaves no harmful residue. In addition, birds or
harmless insects need not be affected at all by administration of this energy.
3. Advanced knowledge of effects. The unique advantage of the use of Eloptic
energy in agriculture is that the farmer or scientist knows in advance what the effect
of treatment will be. By proper testing in the laboratory, he can be assured that the
treatment will be both destructive to the unwanted life form and beneficial to the
host organism. No other form of agricultural treatment can substantiate such a
claim.
As noted above, research already accomplished gives us grounds for hope that
mankind is on the verge of a breakthrough in agriculture just as the population
explosion places more demands upon the farmers of the world. Additional funding
is needed to complete our research and make its applications available for the benefit
of mankind.

Apple Scab
Test No. 20, run June 24, 1955
Specimens
X Scabs from old abandoned apple orchard on Rt. 15.
Y Leaves from same tree, without scabs.
Z Scabs from RM. Benjamin's tree.
BL Scabs on fruit from Pratt 7 /16/53.
BM Scabs from leaves from Pratt.
The scab spots were carefully cut out of the leaves, placed in a test tube and
marked Specimen X.
A similar amount of leaves without any indication of scab spots was placed in
another test tube and marked Specimen Y. Other specimens from other trees were
similarly made and specifically labeled.
Specimen X was placed in an analyzer and scanned for frequencies of radiation
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and the intensity measured. These frequencies were then tested for in specimen Y.
The important frequency was found by this method which told us that we had some
frequency that was radiation from the scab in high intensity but was relatively low
in the good leaf without any developed scabs.
Next, we tested to find a reagent that would neutralize or greatly lower the
amount of scab radiation. One was found that lowered the radiation intensity from
the scab, from an original value of 644, down to 13. We next checked this reagent
against the good leaf, specimen Y, and found that it raised the general vitality of the
good leaf from an original value of 37 (which was low), up to 626.
Treatments were given by broadcasting the combined frequencies from the good
leaf, specimen Y, and from the reagent. The distance from the tree being treated and
the transmitter was approximately two miles.
The first treatment was given June 26, 1955.
A recheck June 27th, showed the scab intensity to have been lowered to 135 and
the tree vitality raised to 351. Another treatment was given on June 27th, and another
on June 28th.
We went to get some new specimens from the tree, and Mr. Benjamin and I were
very much surprised to find that where, on June 23rd, there were lots of leaves with
scab spots ranging up to 5 / 8 inch across, now there were only holes in the leaves. We
found no leaves with scab that we could take for testing.
We conclude that the scab was killed and it dried up and the brown dead spot
shrunk, pulled loose, and fell, leaving only a hole.
Tests on specimens BL and BM showed it to be another variety of scab and a
different reagent was required. This tree is in Connecticut and the treatments were
given from nearby. A recent letter says, "My backyard apple against the spotty scab
which seems to be stopped."
T. Galen Hieronymus, August 19, 1955 (recopied May 17, 1976)

Elimination of Plant Pests by Electronics
We have found that each atom of each element that makes up our material world
radiates an energy, each at a different frequency. We have named this energy
ELOPTIC, a word coined from the words electricity and optics, because the energy
obeys some, but not all, of the laws of behavior of both of these forms of energy. Also
each molecule or combination of atoms that make up compounds, parts of plants
and animals and even entire plants and animals, gives off a specific frequency of
vibration.
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We can take advantage of this phenomena and use it to destroy pests.
First we isolate a specimen of the pest. li it be a larvae, we find one and put it in
a test tube. Next we take a leaf from the host plant and put itin another test tube. Then
with the test tube containing the pest in the analyzer, we measure his vitality. Next
we try first one then another of the reagents we think might be effective in lowering
the vitality of the pest.
When we have found such a reagent, we try it with the leaf from the plant to be
sure we will not poison the plant while we destroy the pest. We prefer to use a
reagent that will be good for the plant at the same time it destroys the pest. Usually
we can find a reagent that works properly, however, sometimes it requires the use
of two or more reagents.
Now we are ready to go to work. We broadcast the energy from the plant leaf and
the reagent, but out of phase 180 degrees. It neutralizes the normal energy from the
pest when it eats from the plant so radiated. This seems to be quite simple and itis.
However, it took years of work with many methods of procedure to arrive at this
simple method. An analyzer has been developed that will tune in to the vibrations
or emanations from a pest or a plant and measure its vitality.
The reagents consist of a small amount of each material in a test tube. Some are
poisons, some are herbs, some are plant oils, some are antibiotics, anything that
gives promise of being effective. We have over 150 test tubes of reagents and are
continuing to add to the list as we find others.
Eloptic energy will travel on light. We can take a photo on black and white or
polaroid film and use it as the specimen of the plant instead of a leaf from the plant.
Aerial photos work very effectively. In this way, we can treat large areas atone time.
A few of the plant pests we have been successful with are: Tomato horned worms
(tobacco horned worms and Poinsettia horned worms are the same), corn ear
worms, tent caterpillars, and many others of this type; tomato early blight, Dutch
Elm disease, and others of this type; Nematodes especially the Radopholus-Citrus
decline vector, and other nematodes.
No pest seems to be immune if we can find a reagent that will react to lower its
vitality. So far, we have been successful in finding the required reagent and the pests
worked with have been many and varied.
In the case of the Radopholus Nematodes, the area was approximately one eight
mile by one quarter mile, we used an aerial photo taken at about one thousand feet
up. After several treahnents over a period of several weeks, the trees put out new
tendril roots that were light brown where the old roots were dark and very brittle.
T.G. Hieronymus, June 1968
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TESTS ON HERMANNS TREE CATERPILLERS
June 6, 1955

.S1.'.E

131

153

14
3
241
54
25
143
45
57
13
.. 159

Ether
Chloroform

19
23
20
6
37
33
1
156
23

34
27
3 l
156
47
42
138
134
3
24.8
59
46
55
34
45
62
27
26
135
52

Photo alone
Photo with Cedar Oil

57
257

42
453

Worm iiloni:
Worm with thi: folloidm::
Tox3phene
DDT 507.
Fcrmatc
-Fritt 3.124
Nicotine
Chlorodane 57.
0 il Citronella
Ni. Napthena te
Cedar ·Oil.'.'
Ni NH3 So4
WNF
£9.balt Sul�te
Manzate
Eucalyptus
!kyt.br.i.t.e
Nicolite Ni As
Arvensus

l:!.a.1.§.!µ.JsL!l.Xtti.e.

4 1'

Li:!!f 11lon!il
Leaf wLtll:

57

42

146
31

259
i9

39.
21•255
27
28
158
36
38
28
22
256
37
. 33
49
149

61
43
4
38
39'
353
54
31
4
47
454
31
23
31
239
26

.3.3-.
15

The treatment was made with Cedar Oil and was successful. '(See letter from ·
Ed Hermann, dated July 26, 1955.) Treatments ran from June 6 to June 13.
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Report on Various Tests (#5, 6, & 7)
Report on Tomato Worm project to date. There are no small worms to be seen
although there were leaves with dozens showing at the time treatments were
started. The large worms were collected when they were 4" or over in length and put
in a box with a screen top and fresh tomato leaves were fed to them daily. At first they
ate voraciously, then they tapered off, all but five are dead. The five are less than 3"
long, very sick, and not eating at all. All, including those that are dead, shrank in
length and diameter just like a sick person who loses a lot of weight. Daily treatments
are being continued. They are being treated from a Polaroid photo and the vial of
Rotenone. The film is not used in the instrument, just the print.
Report on Aphids that were on the Hybiscus next door. A Polaroid photo was taken
and tests indicated Garlic and Chlorophyll Perls. The photo and the vial of Garlic
and Chlorophyll were placed in one of the new instruments and a "Sweep" of
frequencies implanted in a 10 cc vial of H,O. This water was used to give the
treatments.
4:30 PM, May 5th, gave first treatment of 11.5 minutes.
11 :45 AM, May 6th, observed no change in the number of Aphids. Gave 11.5 min.
2:00 PM, May 7th, noted very few Aphids but lots of eggs. Gave 11.5 min. treat.
10:00 AM, May 8th, all Aphids gone from the leaves that had been used for the
detailed observation. There was a new hatching on another large leaf. The bugs were
thick. All eggs must have hatched. Gave 11.5 min. treatment.
This experiment is progressing just as the other one on Aphids did. We kill the
Aphids as fast as they hatch but do not kill the eggs with this modality. NEXT-we
will get eggs and find the proper reagent to kill them too.
Suggestions re Tent Caterpillars from Connecticut.
A study of the data in Report No. 7 shows, for effects on worms and humans:
REAGENT

Rotenone
Erythrite Cobalt Arsenate
Toxaphene
Malaluka extract
NiNh3So4

HUMANS
WORMS
Vitality RedwoodF. Vitality RedwoodF.
7
151
12
226
13
31
26
0
7
31
43
0
17
38
126
0
7
11
0
0

No leaves from the trees are available for test at this time. If Eliot Pratt will send
some, the test can be completed as to selection of a reagent.
Any of these reagents should produce some results. The Rotonone is the best
from the human standpoint but the Cobalt Arsenate and the Toxaphene should
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produce the best effects so far as killing the worms is concerned. Since the Toxaphene
is the best for humans, I would suggest that, pending tests on plants.
T. Galen Hieronymus, May 8, 1955 (retyped May 17, 1976)

Examples of Plant Orientation for Best Results
It has been discovered that plants have a favorite direction in which they are able to grow
best. When a plant is moved, it will grow best if it is placed in the ground in a certain way
and it will not grow best if it is turned in another direction.
To determine the best direction for a given plant, the following procedure should be
followed. If the plant is in a pot ready to be set in the ground, take a large piece of paper and
draw four lines on it as follows: draw one line down the center on the sheet and mark it with
an "N" at the top and an "S" at the bottom of the sheet. Then draw a line across the sheet half
way from top and bottom and mark it, 'W" at the left side and "E" at the other side. Next
draw two lines that bi-sect the angles and mark them appropriately "NE", "SE", "SW" and
"NW", as shown in Fig. 1. Next, mark a line on the pot, position the sheet of paper so the "N"
line points to compass North, and with the pot in the center at the junction of all the lines, with
the mark on the pot over the "N" line.
Take a leaf from the plant, place it in an Eloptic Analyzer and measure the vitality of the
plant while the plant is oriented with the marker line at the north. Next measure the vitality
after turning the pot so the line is on the "NE" line of the paper. Tum the pot each time from
"NE" to "E" and on around the circle, measuring the vitality while the pot is in each position.
When the hole is dug and you are ready to plant in the ground, take the plant and as much
dirt as is possible as indicated by the tests. Again, test the vitality. Tum the plant a slight
amount in one direction or the other until you have found the position that gives the highest
reading of vitality. Fill in the dirt and watch the plant grow.
The followi11g are son,e <'>:,impl ,·,s o_r rr<'per ,:r•IP.111·at i,·:i.
PUMPKIN AVUCAL10 FllU, Cillf.1-'. ti di i :;cus
Jlmt.
Dir,·
Dir.
Arnt.
N
85
N
140

NE

E
SE

�

SW

w

NW

110
140
110
230
170
90
110

G_ARDENIA PLANT
Dir.
Amt.
N
120

NE

E

SE

s

SW

w

NW

52
220
420
80
65
130
200

NE
E

110

SW

100
160
70
100

NW

J.JQ

SE

s

w

BANANA

Dir.
N

NE

E

SE

s

SW

w
NW

2t,0

PLANT (1)

Auit,

265
160
52
· .46
70

210·

150
72

VALF.t:nA onANGE

IJir.
N
NE

r.

SC:

s

SW

w

NW

IIANANA
Uir.
N

NE·

E
SE

s

SW

w

NW
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Amt.

22(,1
121)
2·,o

1?Q
120
100
220
220

PLANT (?)
. Amt.

71
llQ
68
170
65
·110
27.2
58

f'rnK GRAPEFRUIT
!Hr.
Amt.·

N
NE

E

Ii!
s

SW

w

NW

230
300

220

400
220
230
260
230
SNOW
QUEEN
HYBISCUS - In its old location, it showed a vitality of
90 and a T.B. of 640. After
moving to a new location
and direction, it showed
vitality of 660 and T.B. of 90.
The plant was dying before
it was moved.
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Tests Made on Aphids from Hybiscus Plants
OBJECT: To determine the best reagent to kill the Aphids but to do the least harm
to the plants or to human beings who might be affected by the treatment.
Like the test on the Citrus Mealy bug, this test was set up at the time to have
something that could be used to test the effectiveness of a newly designed instru
ment.
Aphids were carefully removed from the leaves until there were enough bugs
(about 50) that would give good test results. Some leaves of the plant were carefully
washed and made free of all Aphids and other pests so as to get the true effect of the
plant alone. A photo was taken of the Hybiscus bush with a Polaroid camera. Tests
were made for vitality (9-49) and Redwood Factor (15.5-58.6).
Object under Analysis
Aphids, alone
Aphids with tablet of: Oxbile
Cold Pills
Garlic & Chlorophyl Perla
Tungsten Nickel Fluoride Salts
Ni Nh3 So4 with H20
Cu So4
Fritt 3124
Malathion 251
DDT 501
· Chlorodane 51
Captan 501
FoI')ll8te
·· · , -: _Aramite·
. Lucky Strike Nicotine
· , Toxaphene 601
· MA (Malaluka Extract)

**********

Leaf alone
Leaf with:

Garlic & Chlorophyl Perla
Nickel Napthenate
Cedar Oil
Rotenone·
Lithium Chloride
· Manzate
Ni Nh3 So4 with ·1120
�balt Sulphate
Tungsten Nickel Fluoride Salts
Chlorodene 51
Formate
Lucky Strike Nicotine
MA (Malaluka Extract)

**********

9-49
152
300
23
0
32
17
351
24
56
106
27
255
19
.260
22
23
19

15.5-58.5

154
427
36
123
131

226
560 i;
29
539
122
352
451
752
22
19
54
344
556
58

355
643
27
30
35
153
441
35

27

0
56
48
360
156
137
15S

Sl

459
27
458
26
54
42

The energy from the photo and the Garlic & Chlorophyl Perls was implant_ed
in water by the "Sweep" method and the Aphids were eliminated completely just
treating with the water ·in the new model instrument.
Tests were run by Louise and Galen
Hieronymus, April 7, 1955
(retyped May 18, 1976)
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Tests on the Citrus Mealy Bug
OBJECT: To determine the best reagent to kill the bugs but do the least harm to
the plant, a Gardenia Bush, or to human beings who might be effected by the
treatment.
A dead twig, denuded by the bugs, that contained a number of the cottony egg
sacks of the Mealy bug, was cut off and placed in a test tube. After a few days the bugs
hatched out and there was a good supply from which to make the tests.
Leaves of the plant were carefully washed to remove all evidence of the bugs, and
a photo of the plant was made with a polaroid camera.
This test was set up not only to kill the bugs, but at that time it was designed to
test out a newly designed instrument that contained a modality that demanded atest
in order to determine the direction to follow in future designs.
For this reason, tests of reagents included only those of the non-toxic, so-called
harmless, varieties. It was found that Viaform, a vormefuge, should be effective on
the bugs and beneficial to the plant.
The Viaform and the photo were placed in the new instrument and the modality
dial set to "Sweep." The energy from the photo and the Viaform was implanted in
a sealed vial of distilled water, a 10 cc ampule of the kind used to dissolve drugs for
injection.
This vial of charged water was used as the entire reagent and specimen in giving
the treatments.
Treatments were for five minutes each daily. Observations were made fre
quently and the tests were made from time to time without keeping any record of
them.
At the start of the treatments, the limbs and twigs of the plant were covered with
thousands of the tiny bugs that ranged in size from too small to see without a
magnifying glass, up to bugs an eighth of an inch long.
The tiny bugs disappeared at once but the large ones stayed on longer. Some of
the larger bugs seemed to have an immunity as they were active though greatly
reduced in numbers. From time to time, it was noticed that there would be a new
hatch of bugs but they lasted only a day and were gone.
The same originally prepared water reagent was used throughout the treat
ments. Treatments were discontinued when it became evident we had eliminated
most of the pests.
Just before the treatments were started, it was noted that the bush was full of buds
but they started dropping off, being stung at the base of the bud where it attached
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to the stem. There was a broMl spot there and the stem of the bud turned brown only
at that spot. The buds stopped dropping off as soon as treatment was started. There
was some other pest working on the plant that we did not work on.
It was obvious that the particular reagent we chose in this experiment did not
effect the eggs, only the newly hatched bugs were effected.
The experiment served its purpose and the instrument has been finished.
Tests were made by Louise and Galen Hieronymus, during March, 1955.
(retyped May 17, 1976)
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!'.Yl!!!. LIFE Q!! VENUS
Body
oq,nn
Vitality
Heart
Luni;s
Kidney
Liver
LY!!!2hatics
Spleen
Bone Marrow,
Ch_l�rophyl
Pineal
Thymus
· P_it_ug_ttrr_
11
Anterior
11
Posterior
Adrenals
,i Cortex
11
Medulla
Tiiyroid
Parathyroid
Parotid
St�mach
Duodenum
Gall Bladder
�meas
"Is. Lang.

Venus

1425
0
1218
1135

0

0
1235
0
1205
1315
1326
1210
0
0
1220
0
0
0
0

1232
1531
1124
0

1233

0

Colon Wall
_A1mendix
Prostate
Testes
Breasts
Ovaries
Uterus
Nerves

1234
0
1536
0
0
1333
0
1213

Alkalinity
Acidity
Sodium
Chlorine

0
1435
0
0

Mango Willow
tree tree

Pine
tree

464
0
467
0
0
366
0
669
0
566
759
465
769
651
767
358
969
364
458
350
0
350
0
0
367
461
0
0
369
0
0
0
267
251
468
0
0
0
656
464
358
671
557
547
0
368
555
0
766
252
652_· __0__:3_:14
. 0 . ,:
0
356
652
452
327
0
0
0
866
3.59
352
0
0
0
0
0
0
770
459
350
0
0
0
1067
458
465
447
0
559
566

0
768
0
0

345
0
457
0
368
0
461
0
562
353
453
357
0
0
468

0
466
0
152
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0
569
0
0

Bermuda Weed
aeed
graSB
235
0
355

0

232
0
269

0

0
459
0
3·69
0
352
361
569
269-- 436
35i
447
464
268
471
452
()
0
0
0
570
552

o---o

0

271

0

368
362

446
0
457
347

366

247

0
0
35:;
0
0
0
0
0
371

366
0
46i
0
0
352
0

0
474
0
0

257

0

0

0

0
0
0

156

0

0
0
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TESTS MA!JE ON A KEY LIME TREE

A young lime tree that bore its first fruit last year, had evidence of
producing only a very few limes this year. The limes showed evidence of Nematode
radiation in the fruit that showed up in the people who ate the fruit. (This
is a fact not recognized by biologists, etc., but it is the cause of much distress
in those who are sensitive or allergic to certain foods.)
Tests showed that dial setings of 2-100 and 39-82 were the frequencies of
the Nematodes and that 14-64 was a frequency that would reduce or destroy the
Nematode radiation in the body.
OBJECT: To attempt to improve the fruit for human consumption (it is not
fit to cat as found), by treating the tree at desired frequencies.

****

********

OBJECT UNDER ANALYSIS
2-100
39-64
Test of empty instrument (slight residual from
0
former treatments) 5:15 PM
0
No. 1 Leaf
232
Leaf from the lime tree
254
Leaf from the lime tree, No. 2 leaf, used to treat the tree on rate 14-64
10 minutes. After that, a recheck showed, at 5:25 PM
0
0
empty instrument
21
18
Leaf No. l
16
Leaf No. 2
7
14
12
Leaf No. 3 (a new leaf just taken from the tree)

14-64
8
26
for
8
455
, 352
455

Recheck. a.t· 7:30.•�.
Leaf 'No. l
t'I
Leaf No. 2
Leaf No. 4 (fresh from tree)

17
19
11

14
15
15

59
56
258

Recheck at 10:30 PM, same day, Leaf No. 4

53

50

48

Recheck Thursday (next day) 10:15 AM
Leaf No. 5 picked fresh

54

51

148

Recheck same day at 10:45 PM
Leaf No. 6 picked fresh

47

77

Treated 10 minutes that evening.

***

··- ·14-1--·-

No recheck.

* **

****

No further tests were made at that time. About 10 days later, there was a
dew crop of blooms and leaves and tiny fruit buds began to show.
It should be noted that the first fruit of the season was on the inner part
of the tree and that a lot of the leaves and the fruit dropped from the tree
prematurely. The fruit usually drops when ripe, but not the leaves so much.
Some of the small fruit that was on the tree when the tests were started,
continued to grow and when ripe, it showed no evidence of Nematode radiation
and was eaten with no bad effects.
Now leaves have grown on the inner part of the tree where they had dropped
and all the new buds have �eveloped into so many small limes that they may be
too much weight for the tree to carry without breaking the limbs.
A mocking bird has made its nest in the tree with four eggs in it. For
this reason, another treatment on 14-64 was recently given.
Tests were made by Louise and Galen
Hieronymus, March 16, 1955 to
May l, 1955.
(retyped May 18, 1976)
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Excerpts from Various Sources Pointing Toward
Elemental Radiations
(1). Patent No. 2,482,773, dated September 27, 1949, entitled "Detection of
Emanations from Materials and Measurement of the Volumes Thereof."
It has been discovered that there are radiations emanating from or released from
each of the known elements constituting material matter.
(2). Page 7, "A Scientific Philosophy of Evolution," by Dr. Oscar Brunler,
Copyright, 1950, first edition, printed by DeVorss & Co., Los Angeles, California.
Everything on earth radiates. This is a scientific fact. Trees, plants, metals,
minerals, and man himself emit radiating energies whose wave-length can be
measured with an instrument. Each element or object has its own distinctive wave
length, and it is this fact which determines the nature and quality of every substance.
(3). Page 30, Organic Gardening, June 1950. Reference is also made to "Farm
Bureau Mirror" for March 1050.
Killing Japanese beetles and American Elm tree pests. Work done by the
Research Division of the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau Cooperative Association. "The
principle theory of the process is that all molecules of matter, in constant vibration
produce electrical impulses and 'broadcast' them much in the manner of a tiny radio
station. - Each molecule can receive a broadcast if the incoming waves are of the
corresponding frequency.
(4). Letter from Dr. Geo. K. Stokes, 1109 Tenth Street, Coronado, California, July
28, 1950.
Dr. Chandler, working with Dr. Howard, M.C. (of San Diego, California) told me
of the following experiment they carried out; They took two cultures -one of strep
and the other of staph-and destroyed both with the "Anapathic." They carried out
a second experiment in the same way, but instead of depending on themselves for
results they sent the ''before and after" specimens to a medical laboratory for
checking with the same results obtained.
(5) Letter from Dr. E.S. Todd, 3314 Manchester Boulevard, Inglewood, California,
July 31, 1950. (NOTE, both references 4 and 5 are of the same set of experiments. The
"Anapathic" was the instrument left for Dr. Miller of Los Angeles, California to use.)
Dr. Miller took the "Anapathic" to San Diego over the week end to show to two
doctor friends. They ran a test of B. Coli, using a fresh specimen of milk.
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Mc GRAw-HrLL PunusmNG CoMPANY· lNc
McCllAw�111LI. Jl1.JILDING
NEWYORK36,N.Y.

July 26th, 1955
Mr. T. Gulcn Hieronymoun
9 Highland Drive
Camp Hill, Pa.
Deur _Galen nnd Louise:
It was so nice to see both of you the other dny and I wo.nt you to lcnow
how much I appreciated the opportunity of going over with you some of the
details ofthe El.optic Radiation device. _
For your records, I think you should know that whatever you did to the
cherry tree on our lawn was GOOD. We don't have a caterpillar in sight!
Here's the chronology �f the project: 0� June 2, 1955, I sent you a
specimen of tree leaf and 4 caterpillars from the wiihd cherry tree on our
property, Cove Lee Drive, (Westport), South Norwnlk, Connecticut. The
tree was riddled with the darn things, crawling all over the place, e'len
on others of our bushes, small flowers such as pansies,etc. Younreceived
this sample from Col. Gross on June 6th and gave a ·tren1Jnent. I had also
sent, along negatives of the tree and surrounding area. As you stated in
your letter to me of June 6th, youbused a reagent of Cedar Oil?
On June 7t.'l nnd 8th, my wife and I noticed that there were many cnterplllnrs
leaving the cheny tree, crawling down tho bark to the ground. Within
two days, to the best of our knowledge, there wasn't a caterpillar in si5ht
on our property. This isn't normal; last year we were still burning off
cat.,rpillars in le.ta June and early July with flaming kerosene torches.
I thought you'd like to hr,ve this report for your records. Something
definite and specific was done here- of thnt I am sure. Thanks very much
for your interest in the case.
Please don't forget to send me the literature you showed me at the Hotel
Statler last week. I' 11 study it and return it promptly to you. Best of
good wishes to you and Louise. I will have amuch longer letter coming to you
in a fdw de.ys.

Sincerely yours,

9

/Lt�

Echmrd W. Hennnnn
Cove Lee Drive
...
....1 ·
South Norwalk,_Conn.,______________
"A NOTE OF EXPUNATION"
started
we
were headed down when
Cedar oil was used, Those caterpillars that
Those headed out the branch? J_
to treat the treo, they escaped down the .. trunk,
destroyed. There was a resi
were
and
ent"
"treatm
the
could not get away from
season,
year
next
the
through
lasted
that
effect
ual
T, G, Hieronymus,

--cJ[.
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Mc GRAw-HILL PunusHING CoMPANY•INc
McGRAW·HILL BUILDING
330 WEST 42ND STREET
NEWYORK36,N.Y.
LON G-ACII 4-)000

June 4th, 1956
T. Galen Hieronymous
1024 North 31st Rd.
Hollywood, Florida
Deer Galen:

Hi there, fellow,,.glad to hear you 'Will be coming north in a few weeks. I
had lunch last Thursday with Henry Gross and Roland Benjamin••• et the Yale
Club•••with Arthur Gray, president of Street & Smtth ( pu blishers of Astounding
Science Fiction) and John Campbell, Jr., editor of same. �ill send you a report
on this meeting in next day or so (I promise!) ••• but have to go to a meeting
in a few minutes so must get to heart of this note fatt.
1,.noops- 1-'re.n Ferrelly just called me •• ,eaid she had seen you end Louise in a
wonderful visit, I 1 m having lunch with her toclay so will get the news about
you illfrom her.
Galen, the wild cherry tree you treated last year bs doing fine! Remember
last May, 1955- you treated it from the picture negative l sent you? Well,
the next few days after you started treatment, the caterpill&rs ceme off it
in droves. � kids spent all day stamping on the darn things. '!his year
May, 1956- not a. trDce of a caterpillar on that tree! \'hile alleround- on
other wild cherry trees ••• loaded with caterpillars!· So there is a residual
effect of the radionic treatment.
Now, the smaller wild cherry in the back yard is also affected. We have had
caterpillars on that for the past three years, �ould you be a sweetheart and
give it a treatment? I am including the pix- negatives and prints- plus e
srunple of the leaves. lhis will make a darn good control on the other tree,
Both are S8:llle species. �ast year, when the big tree got the treatinent, the
little one took a beating from the caterpillars. Now, we want to see what a
trcatmm t will do to it.
v.'ant. t.o work on our plot of lend with radionic treatments ••• will write you about.
it in detail in next letter. Must scram now, in haste. Hope you are all well.
PLF..ASE let I s get together for lunch when you get north??? 'Would love t.o see
y.ou. Note clipping enclosed- from today• s New York Times.
Love. :to you both,

l

l
1

:111
I

.

f�
f
,I

F.dward W. Hermann
Cove Lee Drive
South N0rwalk, Conn.
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Tventy test plot• about two feet 1quare. aeperated by board• ■et on edge. vere fertal1zed aa 1bovn eod aovn
with aye and alloved to grow until they reached the eecond joint atago when about 260 atalk1 vere cut froia ucb plot
4ried and ground to a medilllll finene••• placed in te1t tube■ and numbered from 1 to 20.
The plou were then eoaked with vater and the atubble (about one inch above gl"Ound) vitb root atta.ched vaa
removed, washed, dried and also ground to• aimilar degree of fineneaa and placed in te1t tiibe1 which were lettered,
the atubble fro11 plot Ho. 1 being marked "A", that from plot No. 2 bein g marked ''B" etc.
lotb aet1 of tut tubea vere teeted by the Hieron)1:1UI Analyzer for the effect OD the Vitality of hum.aa being■•
The ba1al vitality rate without any of the plant material vaa 44. the valuea abovn are the r11ult in ucb c.a.e
of the effect of the plant uterial on that vitality rate.
Each vertical colu:m of plot■ had mixed into the aoU of that plot; the fertaU.ur ahovn at the top of t.Mt
column. Each horizontal rov of plota had mixed into the aoU of that plot . the fertall.aer 1hoVD at the left 1ide
of that rov. Thu• plot ..,. 1 vaa drgin aoil vitbout any fertaluer added. Plot lb. 9 · bad both Dried Seavead arid
Manure. Plot No 20 bad Dried Seaveeda Pfeiffer'• ata-rtera Manure and Amoniua. lit-rate, all aixed into the aoil.
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· the tlfllt:111 Root of the plant (92 polnu in the root and 88 point:• in the plant above grou
•
� wu
DOted with Dried Seaweed and Manure in not (9), 98 point• in the root and 94 in the top part of the plant.
.bniua lfitrate alone did the Nme u shown in Plot (11) and vith Amcnium Nitrate and Manure, Plot (16).
T. C. Biuou,,aua. 9•9•52.
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DIRECTIONAL ORIENTAT:i:ON OF PLANT !2_!! � Q!!Qfil!!

When a plant is transplanted, it is usually put in the ground in a hit.
or-miss manner, or it is positioned so a certain better looking aide is out,,',',
There is a best direction for every plant, that will give it the beat
opportunity for growth. It is relatively simple to find the best direction,
if you have access to an EI.OPTIC analyzer.
First, with the plant in a pot o{Jther container, mark one side of the
container with a mark of some kind tha£ can be easily see as the container 11
rotated. Next, establish the directions, North,northeast, east etc. It is
best to scratch the directions on tho ground, first the N - E - S - W directions, then half way between each of the four lines, mark-NE:; SE-- SW
NW so you have eight lines on the ground.
Pl.ace the container in the middle of these lines with the line on the
container pointing North. Measure the vitality of the plant and write it opp
osite N1 thrn the container so the line points towaro. NE, measure the vital
ity am write it opposite NE, continue to·turn the container am measure the
vitality of the plant in the various directions,
There will be one direction that will give the highest reading of vitality, It the plant is placed in the ground accoro.ing to its best direction,
the plant will grow much better that if it is planted in another direction,
The following table lists six plants that were si> tested for vitality.
DIREC'f!ON PINK
IO'!
GRAPE

FRUIT

HIBISCUS

RED FIRE
CHIEF·

VALENTIA
ORANGE

GARDENIA

PUMPKIN
AVOCADO

146

AIR

LAYERED

HIBISCUS

83

N

120

110

220

2JO

NE

52

120

JOO

110

110

E

220

9.5

150

240

220

90

100

SE

420•

160

320•

�!

170

160

80

2JO

120·

220

2:,0•

70

w

65

420*

100

2JO

110

100

1JO

110

220

260

140

·240

NW

200

100

220

2JO

110

�

s

SW

Note that in each ca,e, there is one·best position or direction tor
t_hat particular plant,
T,G,Hieronymus, June 1968.
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Brucellosis Transmitted by Raw Milk
Tests made 9/13/52 at Hillcrest Nutritional Farms Laboratory.
Lowell Pratt, president of the Farm Company, had been ill and asked that an
analysis be made to determine the cause. Tests showed he had 40 points of
Brucellosis Abortus in the muscle.
Dr. McCone, veterinarian for the farms, took sterile samples of milk from each
of the five cows whose milk was being used for human consumption without any
pasteurization or other treatment. The dials of the analyzer were set for Brucellosis
in the muscle. The specimen of Mr. Pratt showed 40points. The samples of milk were
introduced, one at a time, into the analyzer so the energy from the milk could be
mixed with the energy from Mr. Pratt's specimen, and the result of each was
recorded. The following tabulation shows the values obtained:
Mr. Pratt alone 40 points. Reference value.
"with milk from cow No. 1, 40 points No change.
"" No. 2, 34 "Lowered value.
""No. 3, 132" GreaUy increased.
""No. 4, 40 "No change.
"" No. 5, 32 "Lowered value.
This shows that cows No. 1 and 4 were clear; cows No. 2 and 5 indicated the
probability that antibodies had been built up to combat the disease; cow No. 3 gave
every indication of having the disease.
Dr. McCone then said that the No. 3 cow was stunted, gave less milk than the
other cows (held as much as No. 5 cow) and that she had lost her calf at birth.
He took sterile blood samples from each of the five cows and sent them to three
different laboratories for analysis. All three laboratories found No. 3 cow to have
Brucellosis Abortus. The other cows showed negative.
At another time, physical discomfort was noticed immediately after eating
strawberries and whipped cream. Tests with our analyzer showed the cream to
contain a high value of Brucellosis Abortus. Some of the cream was placed in a pan
and boiled at a fast rolling boil for ten minutes. After the boiled cream had cooled,
it was again tested and the same amount of the disease reaction was found. The same
frequencies (dial settings) were used in all tests. It is quite probable that the dead
germs gave off the same frequency rates as the live ones.
It has been observed many times, that the radiation from, so called, dead disease
germs, can produce an effect similar to that produced by live germs.
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Many people suffer from mild cases of certain diseases,, at least tests with the
analyzer show the same frequencies present that are found in cases of the most
violent and definitely diagnosable kind. Some of the mild cases are not possible to
diagnose with the orthodox test procedures usually employed.
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t©.epadm.ent of J\grirultur.e

TOM LINDER

J§hitc <.!tapitol
J\tlnnl:t 3, Oiicoc9ia

July 24, 1953

Radiation Laboratories, Inc.
P. 0. Box 749
Hollywood, Fla.
Att: Mr. T. G. Hieronymus
Dear Mr. Hieronymus:Thank you very much for your informative letter
of several days ago. I would have answered it earlier but
have been out of the state, and have not had the opportunity.
We are very much interested in your analysisAand
would be very much interested in receiving as detailed'
information as possible describing it.
I hope to have the opportunity during the late
Fall of this year to visit you that I might know more about
this equipment.
Looking forward to receiving any information or
literature that may be available on this equipment, and
assuring you that it will be given due consideration.
Kindest personal regards and best wishes.
cerely
£

�/i&o

Administrative Assistant
EW:11
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�.ep-a:dm.ent uf J\iJrintltur.e.

TOM LINDER

.;§;t.itc <!!apitol
J\tlu11ta :l, C!Scoi.·gia
April 15, 1954

Mr. arrl Mrs. T. G. Hieronymus
1024 North 31st. Rd.
Hollywood, Fla.
Dear Friends:-

Since returning to Atlanta,'we have discussed the
possibility of using one of your machines in our experi
Jr.ental work. Before we will b e able to set up the experiment
using this machine, it·is necessary that we-complete several
experil!B nts that are now under way.
Enclosed you will find a chemical analysis of a
number of plants used in salads which I believe you will find
most interesting.

In a few days I will endeavor to get you some fresh
sassafras roots and will forward them to you at that time.

We had a most pleasant visit with you; and appreciate
your many courtesies, and the time you gave us while on the
visit.

I hope to have the pleasure of seeing you again at
some early date. in the future.
Kindest personal regards and.best wishes.
�cere;1/ }_.

EW:11

CeVw�v
Administrative Assistant
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A<'HlCl.l L'l'UH.A I. i,;x1•1,;1.t1MJsN'l' :::i'l'A'l'lUN::;
UNIVl·:llHl'l'Y 01!� JlJ,OUIJ>A

April 19, 1957

icou1·1-: :.!, HOX f,fJN

llr. T. G. Hieronymus
Radiation Research Laboratory
1024 North 31st Road
Hollywood, Florida
Dear Mr. Hieronymus:

On my ,1ay to Homestead next Tuesday, April 23, I 1vill leave
the pure collection of 200 burrowing nematodeo (Radooholuo
oimilis) I promised with you. I 1ill also leave a Syraouoe
watoh glaos suitable for examining living nematodes under
the micro111cope.
If you have arraneed your mioroooope for uoo with tranomitted
light of suitable intensity ·you should be able to .distinguish
betl'reen the burro1Ving nematode and other nematodes 11ith some
practice. Moat persona engaged in this sort o! work use oome
sort of filter between light .source and nematodes being ex
amined. I have tried a number of 'different glass 'filters, oomo
of which work very uell, but have found that thin yellow paper
( sample enclooed) works moat satisfactorily for me. In fact,
for nematode identification and collection, I have discarded
all elaborate microscope lights with filters in favor of an
ordinary shaded desk light, using a filter of yellolV paper
on a wood fr�ne between light and subetage mirror. Since your
inotrument has no mirror, the filter will go between light and
object exrunined. There arc probably dozens of lighting arrange
ments superior to my set-up and I 1 m sure you Will fix up one
that is satisfactory for you. Each person seems to have hio
own ideas on this subject, which is natural since the individ
ual 1 e eight· is the factor to be satisfied.

My schedule for Tuesday is full so I Will not have time to
visit with you. I want to bring th� nematode collection by,
however, rather than send it by mail so as to be sure they
reach you in good condition. They are all active and I 1 d hate
to have them get heated up to point where some might die.
I should be at your place before.noon Tuesday.
S erely yours, __
�
-- ··
�
i
T /? ,
'ttejt.
��B C .
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In line with our conversation yesterday, I am jotting down some of the items of
most probable interest in connection with the utilization of Eloptic energy in military
and public health activities.
The potential uses of Eloptic energy are as great as those of heat, light and of
electricity. It is a natural force that has only recently been observed because a means
of detecting the presence of the force was lacking. Only the bare surface has been
scratched in its uses and understanding of the laws by which it acts.
Most of the scientists with whom I have attempted to discuss the subject, push
the idea aside with the implication that ;'It is absurd. Who ever heard of a force of
that kind." or "Show me anything in the accepted literature where such a force is
mentioned." The idea is ridiculed without any attempt to investigate it to find out
whether it might be true.
It is very easy for any true seeker after the truth,. to try out a few experiments and
prove to himself that the energy does exist and it can be put to work.
1 - Each Isotope of each element of material matter radiates an energy.
2 - The frequency of radiation is different from each isotope.
3 - Combinations of two or more elements radiate a specific frequency for the
combination,. by which that combination can be definitely identified.
4- Eloptic energy can be conducted over certain materials and obeys laws similar
to but not the same as Electricity.
5 - Eloptic energy can be focused,. refracted, diffracted and manipulated and it
obeys laws similar to but not the same as those of light or optical energy.
6 - Instruments have been developed that make it possible to tune in to the
various frequencies of radiation from single elements and combinations of elements
and frequencies have been charted for hundreds of these.
7 - Included in such instruments is a device with which it is possible to obtain a
relative index of the intensity of each radiation, by which it is possible to obtain the
approximate amount of any material involved, when referred to a standard.
8 - Eloptic energy can be amplified.
9 - It can be transmitted to great distances.
10 - Its destination can be pinpointed very specifically.
11 - Radiations from e.g.,. a poison, can be amplified, transmitted to a distance,
and made to alter a living organism at the destination.
12 - Eloptic radiations from an object photographed, will be found to have been
implanted into the photograph film where they can be picked up by an electrode or
stylus, conducted into an analyzer and the source of radiation identified. Camou
flage has no effect on such radiations.
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13 - A material (alloy, compound, solution, etc.) can be analyzed by placing a
small amount of it in an analyzer and testing for the various radiations that are given
off by the material.
14-Contra to No. 11 above, constructive radiations can be transmitted to a living
organism such as a plant or animal and e.g., the yield of a plant be increased or the
health of the plant be improved.
While very meager, the above will give you an idea of the many ways in which
the use of Eloptic Energy might benefit mankind.
T. Galen Hieronymus.
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Mr. Donald A. Quarl•••
Aeel.-t.a.nt leq. ot J>et•nM.
llaeh1ngtoa 2'• D. o.
lenator • wuu... tdn4J.7 •eat • a oopr ot J'CIIW'
lnter to bi• 4atl4 Oot.. 1,, 19"1, aa4 t.bl• 1•
1n ooa,p11anoe wit.h 7G'll' n,quen,tor • •on. ot
'\he . pat.at and other pert.ban,,. data.

Th• •tt.ubed l>roohl&N "111 ciY• JOU ... lb& of
th• •oope ,_or '\h• •t.•dal and a tew
I.JI .'llhioh
I belie" th• U.a · oan be of w.lue ln t.b• .S.11\&r,
prognm. !here an, ot ooure•, 11aft7 ot.h•r••

•1'•

•-.rt.

••ae fOfU ot tbe.N,On ••peoiall.7 eoYere ••
t.a,.rt.ant. lua .r 11111\&ry lnt.en,t. and 1 ·o....s
lt to.,_, atwlltlcm. Tb• tir•t·part of t.b• nport
, MffH, � _,,.,...t....u,1,o.. u,-ou. ot ,.t.M,. aultjen. ... ,,

aan, qw,•t.S.••
and U•u
IJ\IU-•t.lOllle

There will undoubtul7 be
to N d1touaN4 aQd I awU

701,ll'

-•"IT•�
1'. o. Bleron,ima.
102, X. ,11t Road.
Bollywod, Plori4a.

00

S.aat.or John Willlaa•, O.laware.
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l.Ji°l"ICL: UF TIii: /i,','.;l'.;T/\111" !:;r:cw:TAl!V OF Dl:ITNGI:
W/\nHINGTON 2n, 0, c,

J/\N 2 G l�SG
'!

1u:sttArtCH ANO oa:va:LorMltNT

··: o.

I

'·

I , ,

Nr. T. o. Hieronymus
102� N. 31st Streat
Hollywood, Florida
Dear Hr. Hieronymus:

Tho pnpors you forw.u·<lod mo on Octouor 10, 1954 ·
covorine your propooul on Elvptic nadintiono wore re-<
viewed. by my stnff nnd woro nloo reforrod to tho
Nntionnl Inventors Council for review nnd ovaluntion.
'I •

..

It wns tho opinion of tho ociontific peroomwl
ovaluatinG your proposn.l that the personnl equation
had cntcrod illto the tosto which you condu'ltc<l n.nd
that reproduclblo results would not.be obt'ained by
other operators. Thc�·efore, I fool that tho propoonl
in its present state would be of no valuo to tho
Department of·Dcfenso, nnd I run roturnine tho <loocrip. tivo matorinl to you.
'1 :
' Your intoroot in oontnctinct the Dopnrtmont of
Dofonoo on t.hio matter ;1.a approoiatod o • ·
,.·

..

Very truly yours,

I·..- ·.::.,.

. ,· •
·,1_

. :.',":.•·,.. , .... NOTE

\ .

·•·
·
': This "so called · evaluation" was done without anyone
\/. . · ·
.. , •-.�i;\__9_f them ever seeing the i�strument or. askihg for
_·: .· � · ·. ����;:�r �::2 l B2
·'additional' information, ot hying 'to
_
-'----=-=-------' L __J_7-73
-.--get any more information. In' other words� no 11evaluation" was
. made.· ,They· had made up their -minds that there could not be any ,
:-- '• ·
·
· s_ense ··to ·:_thi ldea,,;''an'd :1t_: was. conde�ed· �s a crackpot idea •...

)"'<

f

• .• ♦

'

·•

•. , ..,,::.�•::'·· .':'
, •• ;'t f ,' 1.., �.
.

'

•

.•.> ·,, \ '.

.
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Februa;ry 4, 1957
Mr. T. Galen Hieronymus ,
Radiation Research Laboratory
1024 Horth 31st Roaci
Hollywood, Florida
Dear Galen:
I 1ve been very sl011 in replying on your article, ·because of some lone,
deep, and serious thinkine about the problem of optimum presentation.
I 1ve been checking the reactions to the articles I have run, am doing
it most carefully, and in many ways. The problem is one of presentation
of the facts. Facts alom are of 11 ttle use, ns you, over these nnny
years, have learned, Facts don 1 t help a bit, if you don't succeed, so,ne
how, in makine the other guy� they1re facts.
111:1 skittish as all get· out; I don•t know which way to jump next, and I1m
trying to firo. out---because, in this last year or so, we 11::lve, throueh
Astounding, made more pribgress in getting the story aver than all the hard
work with facts that went before.
Look at the results so far.
1. Claude Shannon of M. I. T. is interested; that1s a real lead in.
2, I got a call from a captain at the Sandia Base; the.t1s the Special_
Weapons research base • . (The atomic bombers have that as home-base.)
The captain was calling to check with me whether the Army should
set up a Psionics Research project at this time. He felt that it
wasn 1 t oui� time--but that the Army should keep a very close eye
on \rhat the arnateurs \-rere doing.
3, The Rand Corporation--one of the top pure-research outfit.s in the
country--sent a raan to see me, and get what information I could �ive
him on psionics. They want in.
'•• I was visited by the Director of Research for Bell Aircraft; he want
ed to find out more about psionics. They want to keep trP.ck of it.
_,, '!'hC; ,\rnric1'n (-/eeklv, the Hearst papers Sunday rnaeazinc, sent a couple
of r.ien around; they were planning an "Out of This World" is::iuc, \J"lth
some clean fun spoofing the psionics business. Their scienceedi:!;or,
and a reporter came arourrl to see me. Their sd.ence a:litor got his ears
pinned back, because 1 could show h:illl wide-open holes in science that
he had never noticed--aro. then Ed Hermann swamped the pair of 1em with
sheer data and facts. Their attitude was mighty different when they
left. The fact that Sandia, Ro.nd Copr., and Bell Aircraft \Jere inter
ested was not without effect.
6. There are various modified versions of that mi�ero.l detector of yours
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Research Experiments for the Purpose of Finding a Method
of Proving the Existence of Eloptic Energy Radiations and
Their Merit in Altering the Normal Life Cycle of Certain
Virus Organisms
Tests were run in Dade County, Florida, between November 3, 1954 and
February 10, 1955. This report is made from data taken at the time tests were run, and
written by:
Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus, PhD.
The experimental study herein reported was designed primarily to provide a
readily repeatable series of experiments by which the following facts may be easily
proved:
1-There is an energy emanating or radiating from each element or combination
of elements that make up this material world.
2 - Materials may readily be analyzed as to the elemental content.
3 -This energy may be manipulated so as to alter the life cycle of certain living
organisms.

Eloptic Energy
For convenience, the energy utilized has been named ELOPTIC, a word coined
from ELECTRICITY and OPTICS since it has been found that the energy obeys some
but not all of the laws governing those two forms of energy.
It has been discovered that there is a radiation or emanation of Eloptic energy
from each isotope of each element that makes up the material world. There is also
a frequency radiated from molecular combinations.
Apparatus has been designed and built by the writer, with which it is possible
to "tune in" to the radiations from such elements or combinations of elements. See
U.S. Patent No. 2,482,773, or Canada patent No. 486,008, or British patent No.
663,978, entitled "Detection of emanations from materials and measurement of the
volumes thereof." Through the use of such apparatus, factors No. 1 and 2 outlined
above, may be readily determined.
In order to prove readily that the life cycle of certain living organisms may be
altered, as mentioned in the third item above, the following experiment was
devised, and it is this experiment that provides the principal part of this report.
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�eparbnent of J\grirulture

TOM LINDER
COMMISSIONER

J§it;dc <.!ra1pih1l
J\.tlanla :1, <!5,or11ia

May 27, 1953

Radiation Lab. Inc.
4209 Michigan Ave.
Kansas City 4, Mo.
Gentleman:-

We are interested in scientific equipment as
possibly being used in a program which we have under
way in Georgia --- A study of the soil (organic matter,
minerals, trace elements, etc.); A study of plants (as
to the various elements taken up by the plant.from the
soil, and the amount of each); A study of animals (the
elements and amount of each in the blood and tissue,
especially in livestock with a known disease); Also a
study in similar manner of human'blood.

We would be most interested in getting.in
formation of your equipment as it may be applied to some
of the above work.
Kindest personal regards and best wishes.
JfEere
�

-�ngo
-;::=j'
Administrative AssistanV
EW:11
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July 1, 1953.

lf1.#}'nfJ 1;,111/!lfl'f,,'/{lflf//'!!l'l.(!flWf.!fY.l/!Nf
r. O. Box 7'i9 Hollywood, Florida.

Dept, of Agriculture.
State of Georgi�.
Atlanta !5, Ga.
Mr.' Earl Wineo,
Adlllinistrative Aset,
Doar Sirs
Your lotter of May 27th ·was just received, it having been sent to the
wrong addre�s in South Mi::uui, I 'H':lB in Kansas Oity having l!r/1 furniture
and laboratory- oquip,nent·movod to Florida when your letter arrived,
Please note the correct addr�ss· is P.O.Box 749, Hollywood, Florida.

It is a pleasure to note the-interest boing ekown by you in tho use
of our apparatus and inetrumonts in tho analysis of. the various elementB
to ho foun� in soil, plants and live stock, Thia equi!'Jll�nt is completely
Britien·and the United States,
covered blf issued patents in Canada, Great
'
;

We dieoov<lred that each iootcipe ot' each element of material matter gives
off or eminateo a radiation. ·The !"fldiation from each isotope ie'different
in frequency from the radiation of a11·othor isotopes. We have discovered
and ptJ.tented a method of refracting the radiations oo they will spread
out over a fanli.1<:e sector; much ae the colors of the rainbow do when
seen through a priem, and o an pick up each frequency or radiation, and
.
of tho frequency wanted, falls. in
by the location where the radiation
the eector, we know what ele�ent or isotope of that element it is,

Le.ct summer, twenty test· plots, each of approxi:uately 250 stocks ot rJe
were mndo up and oach plot was fortalized with a different combination
of manure, com.�ercial fertalizer, een weed, Pfeiffer 1 e starter, otc.
When the otalks had reached the first joint stage with the highest
prction content, the etalke were cut off about one inch above ground.
These otalke frOII! each plot were dried and ground up and a Blllllple of
ench plot was put in a test tube and numbered, The soil was soaked so
the stubble and root etructure could be taken up and similarly dried
and eampled. Thees were lettered so that No. 1 stalks nnd ;•lo, A root
were from the saroe plot,

Many tests were made' one of which was the nutritional value for humane
and i-t;. was amazing the way the tests showed up, Under eomo conditions
of fertalizing, tho energy was all in the roots and little in the stalks.
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Under other combin:>tiono o!' .Cortalizor, the enore;y w110 mootly in the otulko,...
Fron thie, you oo.n aea how the ru111lyeis of plo.nto with our inetru:,ionte would
fit in with the t,eoto to determine tho proper combination of fertalizer
elements for root c1;,9s and ot!1or crops. The a.mount of each of the trace
elements of e.g. copper, so necessary in the fixing of iron can be determined
and aloo just whore it ia concentrated, in the root, the stalk, tho leaveo
or the hc,11d,
Tho milk from five cowo we.a being mixed e.nd ueed for drinking without any
t'orm of puoturization, on tW:o sruno rarm. Sever11l people wore ·not well nnd
we traced tho trouble to e. very mild form or one or the undulant fever straino
in.the milk, There was disagreement as to whetheththis could be possible,
l"/e took oa..rnplc,o of milk direot from ea.oh cow ll?ld found that No. � cow wao
carrying a mild form or Drucillus Abortme,· A vetrinarian took eteril samples
of the blood of eaoh·oow to three different laboratories and the No,� cow
showed positive, the others, negative, The· hiotory of this cow we.a traced
·
nnd found that she had il.bort�d her first calf• (her only one,)

These are two illustrations of·the way in which our analyzer may be employed
to determine what, where and how much in c�nnection with oo1le, plo.nto, an1mal9;
As to h= beingo, the extent or our work 1B so vast to be bB impossible
to cover in a letter.
At the preaent·ti�e, I e.in devoting m:y full time to research and only building
inst?'U!llonts to ordeo. I have·two industrial analyzers available,· We do not
sell them without tho buyer taldng a course·or instructions in operation o.f'
the equipment. Since otnrtinz this policy, we hnve not had any dissatisfied

=n,

...

•

It is only a aho,•t. dfota.nco .f'rom Atl:t.nts. to llollywood, Florida and we would
lik.; very much to have you or one of your represente.tivee com<> here 0J1d see
fir"t ho.nd what can ba done. Vie havc.1 he.d tests on the analyzer tum out so'···-,.
at variance with the accepted ideas, that we will not run 1blind 1 tests.
We much pro.f'er thnt you learn to opornte the appare.tua and then, if tbs
resulto·do not coinaide with orthodox ideas, thors will be no question in
your mind as to the truth, Tho apparatus will now verify prsoonsoiovod or
orthodox ideas unloos the idea is correot,
Looking forward to &eing·or assistance to you in your e.griculturial research
toward better and more nutritional cro!>e and food produots, I Blll,
81nooraly,
\
/,

/,

��
Laborn�
tion

P.O.Bor. 749,

llollywood, Floridn.
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Raw sugar Absorption of Malign Radiations
Material
Raw or whole sugar purchased from a healt h food store in Santa Barbara,
California, early in 1952.
Tests

When first p urchased, the sugar tasted good, it raise d the vitality of both L. B.H.
andT.G.H.
The sugar was kept in a glass jar in the kitchen of an aluminum house trailer at
Sandyland, a beach resort about 15 miles south of Santa Barbara on the ocean.
After a few days, gastric dis turbances caused the sugar to again be tested. It was
found that the presence of the sugar lowered the vitality of both L.B.H. and T.G.H.,
that of the L. B.H. tests showed to be lowered from 42 points to 8 points.
There was considerable swampy ground around the area and subsequent tests
and observations indicated high readings of both Malaria and Flu.
The jar of sugar was kept for further tests, and was taken from California to
Tucson, Arizona, where on March 3, 1952 it was again tested. The Vitality o f Mrs.
L.B.H. was raised from 31 points to 76 points by the sugar, showing that moving the
sugar out of the Malignant area energy field allowed the effect to be dissipated
without treatment of any kind.
This ability of the sugar to dissipate the harmful effects it had absorbed differed
from the case of thewholewheatflourwhich held the effects. See tests 'Whole wheat
flour absorption of Malign radiations."

Whole Wheat Flour Absorption of Malign Radiations
Material
1 - Wheat grown in 1951, in Platt County, Missouri, and stored on the farm.

Preparation
About ten pounds of the wheat was ground in a Dr. Lee grinder for making
bread, in January 1952.
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Tests

Vitality tests showed the ground wheat to be excellent, both before and after
being made into bread.
Some of the ground wheat was taken in January 1952 to Sandyland, south of
Santa Barbara, California. It was kept in an Aluminum House-trailer (Grounded via
metal water line).
Enough wheat flour was used to make two loaves of bread every few days. After
a while or so, it was found that the flour was no longer good; that is, it lowered the
vitality instead of raising it as at first.
Tests showed that the flour had taken on the malignant radiations of Malaria (4),
Flu (38 and 68) and Cancer (30), from the area where the Trailer was located.
Use of the flour for bread was discontinued but the flour was kept for further
tests, for a few weeks in Arizona, then the Trailer, with the flour, was moved back
to the same farm where the wheat was raised in Missouri.
Tests made after March 3, 1952 showed Malaria (4-4), 132 points; Au (38-38), 136
points; Au (68-68), 147 points. No reduction even though the flour had been away
from Sandyland for over a month.

i'
I
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"So came the Captain, with a

mighty heart
And when the Judgement thunders

split the house,
\Vrenchlng the rafters from their
ancient rest,
He held the ridgepole up,
spiked again
The rafters of the home. He held
his placeHeld the long purpose like a
growing tree;
Held on through blame, and
falt.ered not at praise,
and when he fell in whirlwind,
he went down
As when a lordly cedar, green
with boughs
Goes down with a great shout
upon the hills
And leaves a lonesome place against the sky."
Edwin Markham (1852-1940)
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VIII
Tracking the Astronauts
The years of the 1950's and 60' s were busy ones. We both joined The Power
Squadron. We bought a boat, a cabin cruiser, and learned all about running a boat
and boat safety. I became a Commander in The Power Squadron, and Louise gained
some certificates. We carried on various projects in our experimental work with
Eloptic energy.
The days were long and hot in Florida. On a sightseeing tour we fell in love with
the lime green sea and the quaint town of Key West. We went back to Ft. Lauderdale,
sold our home there, and moved to Key West. A Gulf front lot was available, so, over
a period of time, we bought it and built a house according to our own ideas. It was
a Chinese Modern Home facing the Gulf on the western side of the island. I went
fishing every day with a fellow who lived down the street. We became immersed in
Navy society and attended many parties. While living in Key West, I received my
Commission as a Kentucky Colonel, presented to me by my magician friend, Preston
Slusher.
It was during this time we did our famous experiment with the men on a small
submarine, submersed daily from 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM in the Gulf waters off Key
West. We found no attenuation or difficulty in analyzing their general vitality while
they were aboard a "tin-can" submarine sailing 50 feet below the surface of the
water.
I was beginning to suffer from the Florida heat, so we decided to attend a seminar
in Lakemont, Georgia, on Lake Rabun, in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Northeast
Georgia. That was 1968. Soon we acquired a nice lot, and a mobile home, and spent
the summers in Lakemont.
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TRACKING THE ASTRONAUTS IN APOLLO
WITH DATA FROM APOLLO "8" INCLUDED

A QUANTA TIVE EVALUATIONOFTHE
WELL BEING OF THE THREE MEN

THROUGH THE PERIOD
from
TWO DAYS BEFORE LIFT OFF
until
THE QUARANTINE ENDED

A CONSOLIDATED REPORT
SECOND PRINTING

B Y LOUISE and GALEN IIIERONYMUS
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INTRODUCTION
By Rolf Schaffranke
" I am too much of a skeptic to deny
the possibility of anything"•
( Thomas Huxley )
An experienced and well-known American engineer, - Fellow of the American Institute
·or Electrical and Electronic Engineers, a Registered Professional Engineer, takes a
device, protected by US, - Canadian, - ard British Patents ard named ai'ter him,
and three pictures of American astronauts about to orbit the moon I with the help
of a skilled operator and a mysterious, but very real and factual resonance phenom
enon, he is able to track ard monitor all physiological functions of the astronauts
from planet earth to the moon and back again.
Sounds absolutely crazy. Yet it really happened, first, during the Apollo-8 flight
in Dec. 1968 and was repeated again during the Apollo-11 flight in August 1969. It
is repeatable anywhere, anytime, as has been proven out by the information attached.
Before you dismiss this report as " science fiction ", let us reacll that the phenom
enon of " psychometry " is as old as the history of men. The Kahunas, the Polynesian
priests of old knew about a state of permanent resonance, a state of inter-deperdence
of sn object belonging to a distant person, and the person as biological entity. They
referred to this mysterious connection as "aka- threads".
When the famous Scottish crowning stone disappeared from its place in Westminster
Abby in 1950, Scotland Yard did not hesitate to utilize the phenomenon of psychometry
thru the services of Peter Hurkos, the Dutch sensative - and promptly recovered the
relic.
A clear thinking Swiss professor, Eugen Matthias, published a summary of his life
time researches in a book titled (translated) "The Radiation From Man Proclaim His
Whole 'fleing," Dealing with what he calls a "prephysical state of matter", Matthias
was able to put a photograph of a person in the circuit of his instrument, and
determine that person's characteristics from the silver halide in the emulsion, In
a small private research lab in Oxford, England, Mr. George De La Warr pursues
research along similar lines. His co-authored books "Worlds Beyond The Atom", and
Matter In The Making" are thought-provoking to the extreme, and should be of vital
concern to all.
However, as the saying goes, "every progressive spirit is opposed by a thousand
men appointed to guard the past". The Hieronymus experiment is an adventure into
uncharted territory, The potential for future space programs and other applications
is breathtaking. Obviously, we are:not deal�g �th. any form of energy or radiation
officially known to science at the present time. This writer, - and with him other
observers,- is convinced the described experiment will have a history making impact.
He is further convinced that there is a physical basis for this phenomenon yet to
be discovered, This conviction is shared by numerous other engineers ard scientists,
In the past, whenever new inventions or discoveries became completely "unaccountable"
to the orthodox men then in power, pioneers were imprisoned like Galileo, or burned
at the stake like Giordano Bruno. In the past, mankim was not exactly kim to her
pioneers, How many care to recall that Prof, Goddard was called "moon-mad Goddard"
in his days ?
Above all, there is a very urgent message to the American people in this experiment.
If we don't pursue this exiting field of research, other nations and ideologies
w:1.11 certa1 nly do 110 I
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
2
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COMMENTS
By George W. Van Tassel
Designer of the "lntegratron"

Although the tracking of the Apollo Astronauts, by
T, Galen Hieronymus, is a historical breakthrough in energy
detection because of the distance involved; the media of
conduction is the important discovery,
The fact that no transmitter, or telemetry, is necessary
to weigh down the space capsule; the energy goes around, or
through solid objects that shield out radio, and appears to
have no signal loss over vast distances, verifies and conforms
to other advanced researches,
In our research, this absolute conductor has been called
"Mind", It has be"'n called many things, and "Eloptic Energy"
is as good as any of the others, It is a static universal
conductor. It is capable of unlimited frequencies, and time,
distance, or speed, is not involved in its operation as a
conductor. It permeates all space, and matter, and resonates
in perfect harmonics in unlimited octaves beyond human under
standing, Magnetism, electricity, optics, atomics, molecular,
cellular, solar, and galactic laws, are only parts of its total
immensity.
Lakovsky, De La Warr, Drown, Baxter, and many other private
researchers have verified this unlimited conductor. The
universal duality, or positive and negative polarities, seems
to be the only law that requires a decision on the part of
humans to manifest its results.
If all of the researchers who comprehend this vast unlimited
power, could be gathered together to correlate their findings,
science and the understanding of universal law would be
advanced by many hundreds of years. This of course would
eliminate the experts who guard the past, and at present hold
back the future, to protect their status.
Progress has always been the result of the trailblazers who
didn't know the principle wouldn't work. George Westinghouse
found his future in Nikola Tesla, the father of alternating
electricity.

3
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FOREWORD
MONITORING ,!!!! .rufil!! QE � "11" fil B:m!!.f ENERGY
We monitored Apollo "11" from Mon. Aug. 14th, 1969, two days before Lift Off until the
end of the quarantine period, Sun. Aug. 10th, 1969, The same proceedures were followed
aa those used during the monitoring of Apollo "8" last December. Later in this report
will be fourxl. a short description of the proceedure followed and a description of the
phenomena known as�� that was utilized. This report is primarily written
for the purpose of giving information, uncovered during the night, that should be of
interest to those in responsible positions connected with the Apollo Program and to
those Lay People who are interested. in new ideas and discoveries and who want to keep
themselves posted. on what is going on in this most interesting world of ours.
Since a great deal of the information obtained during the Apollo "8" night can be
correlated with that obtained from the Apollo "11" night and since only JOO copies
of the Apollo "8" report were printed and they are all gone, I am inclu:l.ing some of
the Test Data from the earlier night in this report.
� � RADIATION � DISCOVERED
Of all the Data collected and information uncovered. by us during this night, perhaps
the most important and startling is that there is a LETHAL RADIATION � .Q!!_ TI!! !'!QQ!i,
apparently extending from about 65 mile-s above the Moon Surface, down to approximately
15 feet above the Moon Surface. At this later point, the belt stops su:l.denly and the
Moon Surface seems to be very pleasant and most healthful for the Astronauts who were
walking on the Moon Surface.
During Apollo· "8" night, when the men were very near the Moon, there was a noticable
drop in their general vitality values and an increase in the Carcinogenic readings.
We nre watching for this condition during Apollo "11 • flight and it was observable
aa the men approached the Moon, While they were in orbit about 60 miles up, there was
some effect. Naturally, we expected the effect to increase as two of the men dropped
down towazd. the surface and to be greatest when they were actually walking on the Moon.
The first part happened as expected, the vitalities dropped and the Pathologies in
creased until the men actually stepped. down on the Moon, then everything reversed.
See the graphs coTering this situation, At first, we were not sure as to whether
the great increase in tl\;l.,s effect was cauaed by something in the Lunar Lander, or
whether it was entirely ?rom some Moon Radiation. A careful stu:l.y of the exact time
when the men were in the Lander but out near the 60 mile orbit position and when the
Larder was near the Moon Surface, revealed that the effect was quite detinately from
the Moon. This will be more fully covered in this report.
� .Q! THE ASTRONAUTS
Everyone will agree that the health of the Astronauts is of very great importance
during the fiight, A stu:l.y of the Test Data taken during the two nights will reveal
·that some of the six men were not in the best of health at the start of their fiight,
but their health improved. significantly after they were well on their way to the Moon.
More on this subject will be given later in the report.
This is primarily a Layman's report. Any medical man who wants the facts can find
enough information to keep him busy for a long time, analysing the six sheets of test
data taken during the two fiights. For this reason, the three Apollo "8" test sheets
are inclu:l.ed with the Apollo "11" test sheets in this report.
September 4, 1969,

Sincerely,
Galen Hieronymus.
4
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LUNAR RADIATION -BELTS
-The Moon has two RADIATION BELTS, one GOOD and one BAD, Perhaps it woul.d be more
correct to call the BAD one LETHAL, Our tests show that all the Vitality values go
down to just above half normal and the Carcinogenic readings go sky high,
The reverse is true for the GOOD belt and we might call it a BENEFICIENT BELT, All
or the Vitality readings go higher than at any other time during the entire flight
· and the Carcenegenic Talues go down to almost nothing,
The above statements sound. weird and no claims are made !or them, They are however,
based on the tests we made am the data recorded on the Data sheets, We do not know
whether the colXiition found. at the exact place on the Moon, where the Astronauts
landed will also be found. on some other place on the Moon surface, We are quite
sure as to the colXiition 60 miles up from the surface because we coul.d make many
tests while the two fiights were orbiting several times each, around the Moon,
In order for this information to be more easily understood, I have shown the data
from the Apollo "11" Flight, graphically below, The Vitality readings for the three
men are sho1111 plotted for various times while they were in the l\Joom area, The
curves for the two men who -lked on the Moon are almost identical while the curve
tor the third man is almost fiat across the graph,
Note that each of the men, who walked actually on the surface, are shown for more
than one set ot tests in each condition, All three men show similar values while
orbiting at the 60 mile height, Both men show the same very low values while in the
Lunar LalXier but about 1S feet above the Moon surface, Two sets of tests were made
on each man, Both show extremely high readings during the time they were walking on
the Moon surface and again, there were two sets of tests made, When they again were
up in the Lunar Lander about 15 feet above the surface, the readings were again
very low and since they were in that location for many hours, we ran three sets of
tests on each man, As they left the surface and went up to rolXievous with the
Command Module, note that their readings again were similar to the readings of the
third man who had been orbiting the Moon all this time,
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2140 PM
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CONDITION .Q.E ASTRONAUT � AT BEGINNING .Q.E � "11 • fgQ!!!
Infor111ation shown on th• DATA SHEETS in:licates that Astronaut "A" was not in as
good physical con:lition at the start of the night as were the other men. Compare
the data in colUllln "1" tor each man. All three men showed the effects ot High "G"
stress (shown in col1lllln 3) but the other two men recovered. sooner. Reference to
data sheet column "5" will verify this.
Sometime late Wednesday July 16th he probably ate something that was not good. tor
him or that he could not digest properly under the circumstances. The Pathology
readings, shown at the lower eni of each column on the data sheets irdicate troub:
10-81 went up from 7.5 to 280 an:l 10-6,5 went from 94 to 360. Both these rates are
often found in milk or-milk products. 18-36 is a poison spray often found on vege
tables, We found 1500 points of 8.,5-li8, another poison used as a V!'getable spray.
29-33 went from 89 to 390 an:l this can cause headaches. There were 900 points ot
38-12 which can cause sti.f'f neck. The rate 12.5-13 • .5 is often tourd in people who
are allergic to tomatoes or tomato products. We found 1,500 points of' this rate·AJr
that alone could have caused much discomfort.
Something happened. to Astronaut •A u between Thursday July 17th at 10113 P,M. an:l
Friday July 18th at 1111.5 A,M. Compare columns .5 an:l 6. The data in these two col
umns has been plotted graphically_an:l is shown below. It would be most interestinf
to !mow just what happened. during this period. of approximately 13 hours. He shows
such a vast improvement in a very short period of time, so that something must
have happened. to him,
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CONDITION OF ASTRONAUT "B" OF APOLLO 118" BEFORE THE filQ!!!
Why were several of the Astronauts in such poor condition just before their
night? I would consider this question of paramount importance.
Take the case of Astronaut "B" of the APOLLO "8" flight as an example,· Look
at the graphs below. They are plotted from the data sheet for this man and
show data from column "1" for two days before the flight and column "11" for
four days after Lift Off, when he was enroute back to Earth from the Moon.

One would expect that he would be much the worse
cooped up in the small capsule, after the stress
Earth's orbit, getting into Lunar orbit, getting
position for retuming to Earth, than he was two

for wear after four days
of Lift Off, getting out of
out of that orbit and into
days before starting.

Yet the reverse seems to be true. The upper graph is almost flat, showing a
very ballanced condition and the values are all quite high, showing a very
healthy condition, while he was on the way home to Earth.
Note the lower graph showing his condition two days before starting the trip.
The values are almost all low and they are quite unballanced. The average of
all values for the upper graph is 182 and for the lower graph is 1O5.This is
a difference of 77 which is of considerable importance.
I cannot make any reasonable ju:lgement as to why. I can only point out what
the tests show. I have no way of knowing what unusual conditions of exercise
or physical training he went through or what shots he may have been given
that might have impaired his health, Lets hope that some one who has the data
will make a stu:ly of the situation and report on it,

l)
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Astronauts under filQ!! "G" STRESS at Lift Off of APOLLO_:§_:
The upper graph shows the condition of the Astronauts immediately after Lift Off,
of Apollo "8", The lower graph shows the same but for six hours after Lift Off,
Two of the men, "A" and "C" are very similar, "B" shows quite a different result.
My first conclusion was that the two curves that were similar, represented the
effect that should be expected during High "G" Stress of Lift Off, I do not· now
believe this conclusion is correct, after stu:lying the curves under similar con
ditions during Apollo "11" Lift Off, This graph was in the APOLLO "8" report, I
am inclu:ling it in this report because it is important for comparisom purposes,
Compare this with the graph showing "1" Hour before Lift Off vs High "G" Stress,
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EFFECT OF HIGH "G" STRESS AT APOLLO "8" LIFT OFF
The mack curve shows the cordition of Astronauts "A" and "B" of Apollo "8" one hour
before Uft orr. The Red curve shows their condition during Urt Off. I believe that
the corrl.ition before Uft Off should have considerable effect upon the readings that
were taken during the High "G" Stress period.
There is some reason why these men should be so unballanced an hour before Urt Off.
Perhaps a good Psychologist should analyze the Test Data for -reasons. It could be
the physical cordition of the men. If it is, then they were subjected.to something
urdesirable that impaired. their ability to withstard the rigorous effects of Urt Off.
I hope this situation can be resolved so men in future fiights will have a better
chance for good starting corditions that these Astronauts had.

11
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Comparing � � and "11" - fil.Q!:! "G" STRESS at Lift Off•
Charted below are the effect of HIGH "G" STRESS on the men during Lift Off of
the tvo nights, or so I once thought:---iow, I am not so sure. I have accurately
charted the data we measured. Its interpretation is something else. At first, I
thought the two curves of Astronauts "A" and "C" of APOLLO "8" were what should
be expected until I had added the curves of APOLLO "11" night. Then I looked
for other information and found that the condition of each man just before the
·night might have a very important effect on the values taken during Lift Off.
This sheet shows only the curves of data taken the first 25 DJinutes of flight.
Another sheet shows how conditions an hour before DJight effect those at Lift Off.
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��
There is an energy radiating from, or a force field surrounding each isotope
of each element of material matter in the universe,
When two or more elements are joined together into a molecule,of 11111tter, that
molecule radiates an energy that is peculiar to that molecular combination,
When several molecules of matter are joined together into a complex compound,
the compound radiates an energy that is peculiar to that compound,
Instruments have been invented and patented that can "tune in" to the radiations
above refered to, By careful and skilled use of such instruments, it is possible
to analyze almost anything in in the material world·arxl. to discover the constitu
ent components,
A most important feature of the analyzer is the quantity measuring device that
can give an indication of the intensity of the energy radiating from the mater
ial being analyzed,
The energy has been named "ELOPTIC", derived from the words ELectricity arxl.
OPTICS, because it obeys some, but not all, of the laws of electricity arxl. the
lawsof optics,
The energy can be refracted through a prism and conducted along light rays,
It can be conducted along copper wires, insulated by certain types of mater
ials, conducted through electronic condensers or capacitors, arxl. manipulated
in ways similar to that of "conventional electricity".
The energy from a person can be conducted along light rays arxl. implanted on a
light sensative film, and again onto a print made from that film, The print can
be moved to any distance away from the person, arxl. it will act as a perfect re
production of the person, changing from moment to moment as the person changes,
It was this principle that we used in order to follow the Astronauts out into
space, and test them as they changed due to High "G" stress and to other influ
ences they were subjected to during the flight,
From this short explanation, it should be quite obvious to the read.er, that
ELOPTIC ENERGY is in no way related to Alpha or Beta particles or to Gamma Rays,
EI.OPTIC ENERGY does NOT fit into any part of the Electro-Magnetic-Spectrum.
ELOPTIC ENERGY operat"in a different.!@!!,
It is not the intent of this paper to go into the many additional items of
interest pertaining to the behavior of ELOPTIC ENERGY, explanations as to how
or why certain phenomenon occure, or attempts to justify the statements that
have been made, The purpose of this paper is to describe some of the many test
results obtained, furnish quantitative values and other information that should
be of interest to those working in the space program and to others who may be
interested in the behavior of a most interesting form of energy,
We have been researching the phenomenon of EI.OPTIC ENERGY actively for over
thirty five years, Until the printing of the Apollo "8" report, we have done
little to bring this subject to the attention of the general public, No formal
papers have been written for public distribution, The methods arxl. apparatus we
used in this project have been patented in three countries,
A facsfmile of patents from thre� countries i� shown on page 2 2.
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ANALyzING THE TEST DATA
So much information is contained in the Test Data Sheets that it is ha?Q to !mow
what should be mentioned in this short analysis, Some people can look at a column
of figures and get lots of information from so doing, Others cannot, For this and
other reasons, I have made graphs of some of the most interesting information, In
analyzing the data for the men of Apollo "8", I noticed something that might be
correlated with the information sent back via telemetry (radio), I have little in
formation as to just what is sent back in this manner but I have hearo that the
amount of Hemogloben in the blood is one such item, It is important for the medic
al men at Houston to !mow whether there is enough oxygen and not too much carbon
dioxide, Perhaps the following graph can be cooroinated with their telemetry data,
Refer to the data sheets of Apollo "8" for Monday Dec, 23, 1968 for the three men,
column "7" for Astronaut "A"1 column "8" for "B"; column "7" for "C", I have shown
this as copied from the data sheets and by graph below, In oroer to make it stand
out, I show four other readings before that for Chlorophyl and four after, This
shows how difficult it is to isolate important information from columns of figures
especially as the columns are on different sheets (one for each man),
NOTE that the CHLOROPHlL readings are quite low for all three men, It has been
said that "Chlorophyl is what makes grass GREEN and blood RED", If this is correct,
then it is quite significant when the Chlorophyl readings for all three men are
lower than normal, I hope that this will be correlated with information received
via telemetry, The time within a few minutes is shown at the top of each column,
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Astronaut
Column

"A"

"B"

"C"

{a) Left Lobe

188
177
176
121
1J4
184
173
186
176

184
189
185
12.2
12J
178
169
182
178

186
189
184
12.2
124
184
176
171
176

(b)
(c)
(d)
( ef
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Lymphatics
Spleen
Bone Marrow
CHLOROPHYL
Pineal
Thymus
Pituitary
" Anterior

7

8

7

ADDITIONAL INFOR1"..ATION
We are quite willing and ready to furnish as much additional information as it is

within our ability to furnish, to any one in authority in the Space Program, We are
engaged in research in the field of El.optic Energy and allied subjects, We expect
to produce papers from time to time on various aspects of our work so we do not
plan to en,r.age in lengthy correspon:l.ence with curiosity seekers, Any one may get
on our mailing list for information that may be made available in the future, Write
to the secretary of our non-profit corporation,
ADVANCED SCIENCES RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT CORP, Inc,
84 05 N. W. 59 lh Pince, Fl. Lnudcrdnlc, Florida 333 I J
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Tracking the Astronauts

We have known for a long time that El.optic Energy can be refracted by a prism and
that the Energy obeys some but not all of the laws of Optics. When working on the
surface of the Earth, we have had no difficulty in transmitting Eloptic signals to
any distance desired on this Planet Earth. Night time made no difference, either
at the transmitting or receiving end.
As the Astronauts of Apollo "8" went further and further away from the Earth, we
being strong without any diminishing of signal
strength, One of our most agreeable surprises during the Apollo "8" F1.ight was
the fact, that we could continue to receive their signals as the·men went further
away from us. Our next surprise came when the signals cut off almost as if a switch
had been thrown, as the capsule neared the Moon. I at once tested out the analyzer
to try to find why. When the instrument proved to be working properly, I considered
just what to do next. We continued to make tests and all at once, the signals resum
ed as strong as originally. At that time, radio connnunication was interrupted by
the Capsule being out of "Line of Sight" with the Earth. Then the vitality of the
Astronaut we were working on at that time, dropped su:l.denly. We noted the exact
time and later found it was due to the higer "G" stress following firing the
Retro - Engine for slowing down so they could go into Lunar orbit. Thus, we knew
that the engine had fired even though they were not in radio contact with Earth.
became accustomed to the signals

I dug out my Nautical Almanac, made a time diagram of the Sun and Moon positions
Eloptic Signals and found that it was just as the
Capsule went into Moon shadow or darkness. Thus did we prove that El.optic Signals
travel on Light Rays out in Space. The first outage period was approximately 43
minutes. This time out dropped to 33 or 34 minutes for the time our signals were
interrupted.
at the exact time of losing

For any stu:l.ents of Celestial Navagation who wish to check this, I have shown on
a diagram, the relationship of Sunlight to the time of signal interruption. This
also shows when Radio signals were interrupted,
@ 4113 AM EDT (+2D
CONDITIONS AT THE� SIGNALS FIRST STOPPED, Dec. 24. 1968
°
°
+ 2113 TIF),°"To = 80 1 ZD =+51 GMT = 09131 LHA of Sun = 235 ; LHA of Moon = 182 1
°
°
Earth
North
Pole
is
shown
UP,
NOTE
Moon.
the
of
Diff. = 53 1 Sun was 53 west
j'<>

A= Location of Capsule when we first
lost signals in Analyzer. when
Capsule went into darkness,
Capsule location when Radio went out.
C = Location when Analyzer signals return
ed, Capsule into Sun Light again,
D = Capsule location when Radio signals
came back into operation.

(:

E= Capsule in smaller orbit where Analyzer
signals were lost later.
NOTE - In the larger orbit, signals
were out approximately 43 minutes.
In the smaller orbit the time out
was approximately 34.minutes,

Shad

Capsule
Approach-

t

l_,Q
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Column No.
July Day and Date 1968
Eastern Daylight Time
Time Into Flight
Time of tests ) (Start
in each column) (Finish

w
w
a

9-49 Gen'I Vttaltty
2-76 Heart
92-83 Lungs
3-82 Kidney
17-29 Liver
45-29 Liver Lit. Lobe
44-41 Lymphatics
4-95 Spleen
35-92 Bone Marrow
23-25 Chlorophyl
16-28 Pineal
59-77 Thymus
6-87 Pituitary
74-65 Pituitary Ant.
56-23 Pituitary Post.
3-9 Adrenals
33-39 Adrenals Cortex
28-23 Adrenals Medulla
6-81 Thyroid
86-4 Parathyroid
39-24 Parotid
77-84 Stomach
16-25 Duodenum
13-64 Gall Bladder
9-70 Pancreas
36-35 Pancreas Is. Lang.
8-72 Colon Wall
3-8 Appendix
5-91 Prostate
37-94 Testes
5-62 Nerves

1

2

S-21
Th-19
11:ooAM 6:38AM

11:00
11:12

6:38
6:53

119
129
124
148
129
117
99
108
116
106
122
134
125
114
122
106
115
138
132
137
146
128
140
137
125
113
151
167
136
114
103

122
116
86
111
101
98
91
79
96
89
129
130
196
146
136
172
152
150
148
132
119
96
85
105
92
129
137
132
150
139
169

3
S-21
8:06AM

0015
0022

84
98
79
84
72
70
92
96
83
75
93
76
154
167
160
172
159
176
152
174
156
134
119
92
84
95
96
72
96
77
196

4

6

0206
0214

0658
0705

7

8

9

1 0

M-23
1:52PM

T-24
4:55AM

T-24
5:06AM

T-24
5:22PM

T-24
7:15PM

W-25
12:33PM

+1D
0500
0512

+2D
0601
0613

+2D
2104

+2D
2115

+2D

+3D
1123
1135

+4D
0442
0451

171
168
157
178
172
170
187
171
163
152
188
182
172
169
164
151
183
173
179
169
170
179
172
168
164
152
156
109
106
121
103

184
182
191
182
177
188
177
176
171
134
184
173
186
176
182
192
187
179
173
182
173
186
172
186
177
170
183
153
166
156
203

198

16

188
201

152

12

172

5

Sn-22
S-21
S-21
9:57AM 2::49PM 12:51PM

124 170
72 166
86 159
79 165
91 171
85 · 160
201 166
175 173
166 167
146 156
75 188
63 172
71 169
60 156
77 172
91 159
96 186
89 172
164 159
176 158
137 171
126 184
92 171
80 164
98 156
85 174
74 152
98 178
91 149
96 146
94 165
Astronaut: A-8

2131

N

0

s

I
G
N
A
L

s

1 1

184
177
173
171
168
183
196
187
173
156
187
172
187
182
184
193
187
203
189
171
186
192
174
171
178
168
186
173
165
182
159

1 2

194
187
192
182
173
170
192
187
182
173
188
179
172
194
187
184
203
196
187
182
173
170
187
178
172
198
186
179
192
185
197

1 3
M-30

1 4

t-m,

12:05PM
12:15PM

181
204
197
189
172
159
173
182
171
157
181
169
204
187
181
172
169
157
194
186
178
172
192
183
169
187
184
174
168
184
196

......
Cl

�
-Q.,
t'Tj

;::;·

t'Tj
�
(",)

3-23 Neurasthenia
10-81

w
w
1-4

160
132

106
69

176
75

400

500

400
54

171
84

186
196

310
400

151
121

73
87

153
44

182
400

400
300

166
400

76
182

180
79

700
154

800
500

600
300

500
86

73
173

171
61

72
600

700

134

73

89

66

800

42
500
60
300

209
205
300
72

97
70
400
71

30.5-95
68-41
38-21
10-32
5-78

300
24
200
72

400
152
132
300

118
79
58
82

108
78
70
400

41
72
57
191

9-49

119
126

122
124

171
161

1

2

91
400

185
210

10-65
30.5-29

800
300

47-90
4-9
18-36
7.5-9

Average

Column No.

300

500

84
114

124
104

170
165

3

4

5

6

7

400

500
72
61
700

12

300
89
64
300

500
95
57
310
300

172
220
72
252
201

86
92
89
300
79

184
177

198

16

188

184
178

194
184

181
179

7

8

11

12

13

9

10

'-j
�

�-.....

�
("I)

14

.....
.::i

::::

Astronaut: A-8
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Column No.
July Da'.,'_ and Date 1968
Eastern Daylight Time
Time Into Flight
Time of tests ) (Start
in each column) (Finish

VJ
VJ
N

9-49 Gen'I Vitality
2-76 Heart
92-83 Lungs
3-82 Kidney
17-29 Liver
45-29 Liver Lft. Lobe
44-41 Lymphatics
4-95 Spleen
35-92 Bone Marrow
23-25 Chlorophyl
16-28 Pineal
59-77 Thymus
6-87 Pituitary
74-65 Pituitary Ant.
56-23 Pituitary Post.
3-9 Adrenals
33-39 Adrenals Cortex
28-23 Adrenals Medulla
6-81 Thyroid
86-4 Parathyroid
39-24 Parotid
77-84 Stomach
16-25 Duodenum
13-64 Gall Bladder
9-70 Pancreas
36-35 Pancreas Is. Lang.
8-72 Colon Wall
3-8 Appendix
5-91 Prostate
37-94 Testes
5-62 Nerves

2

3

6:54
7:07

00000
0006

4

5

6

7

I S-21 I S-21 I S-21 I S-21 I Sn-22 I Sn-22
11:13AM I 6:54AM I 7:51AM I 4:49AM I 2:16PM I 11:53AM I 4:26PM
Th-19

11:13
11:25

99
93
89
101
112
96
129
112
132
128
127
99
92
81
97
88
84
106
164
98
90
11
96
123
106
121
111
101
96
88
83

99
96
97
92
89
81
114
129
139
147
134
124
135
128
121
119
112
129
152
128
146
128
147
129
105
93
74
72
67
73
95

93
73
60
124
84
73
149
161
152
124
172
134
210
152
140
400
153
162
156
129
210
124
92
152
134
121
84
168
89
129
185

0158
0204

118
93
89
123
148
137
124
148
93
69
97
88
74
76
92
72
93
71
106
96
75
98
91
154
158
173
172
153
98
91
71

0625
0638

177
108
138
156
172
199
168
164
159
168
162
156
173
164
168
159
171
164
173
171
167
157
171
173
168
175
176
151
124
125
168

+1D
0402
0416

149
163
154
136
125
151
178
164
159
174
178
168
153
172
160
186
176
160
119
161
118
102
92
139
128
166
132
122
145
155
172

Astronaut: B-8

+1D
0835
0845

186
178
187
183
174
186
178
172
186
178
185
180
174
188
173
184
184
170
171
182
175
192
174
187
181
152
176
124
118
126
173

8
M-23

+2D
0510
0522

174
182
179
168
164
184
189
185
175
123
178
169
182
178
173
148
169
163
187
172
178
168
152
174
165
175
183
136
148
152
186

9

110 111 112 1131 14

T-24
4:00AM
+2D
2049
21:04

191
194
187
184
174
193
185
177
196
152
193
198
203
196
202
208
196
198
193
197
201
194
177
172
166
193
196
169
174
185
172

1 5

1 6

+6D
0304
0310

9:57AM
10:03AM

I T-24 I W-25 I W-25 I Th-26 I F-27 F-27 M-30
I 3:40PM I 11:30AM I 10:47PMI 10:20PMI 10:32AM I 10:55AM I 9:57AM
+3D
0754
0806

197
189
177
173
198
209
192
186
176
160
192
178
172
181
174
166
152
177
196
161
186
184
174
166
187
169
193
142
173
166
186

+4D
0341
0352

+4D
1456
1538

193
186
196
181
177
172
186
182
187
176
191
178
171
188
177
194
189
182
190
186
181
177
175
172
178
192
197
168
181
183
176

196
187
192
182
187
197
192
186
193
208
203
201
196
191
202
218
202
194
189
202
204
213
191
186
188
197
171
156
171
164
184

+5D
1421
1443

198
204
212
204
188
182
174
181
177
213
194
173
207
187
176
191
178
192
194
187
194
169
160
178
169
84
186
176
172
166
192

+6D
0241
0254

178
174
173
169
182
192
196
182
176
164
182
174
160
168
165
222
228
207
222
216
232
66
60
207
218
37
210
174
71
75
350

178
172
201
188
180
163
191
180
174
186
181
198
178
189
181
201
198
196
201
196
214
202
179
171
164
204
169
174
88
84
73

182
176
179
176
173
170
203
188
206
211
187
210
177
173
171
189
182
211
186
181
175
171
169
178
173
169
196
164
204
207
186

n:i

......
a
�
-Q._
t,-j

;::;·
t,-j
�
n:i

133
95

223
69

150
73

163
63

500
600

300
97

172
92

178
170

73
189

202 83
200

300
187

91
73

154
89

151
97

105
93

122
64

42
600

269
373

71
92

173
154

70
169

88
400

58
28

700
42

900
500

1400
900

708
400

300
106

400
64

64
76

107
76

300
500

44
18

400
202

170
73

103
192

7.5-9

84

93

72

84

75

71

800

368

91

154

181

72

27

68-41
38-21
10-32
30.5-95

132
500
9

93
60
51
98

72
91
85
89

79
61
400
109

83
173
92

80
53
400
70

700
48
600
500

83
62
300
600

300
92
400
97

32
21
64
170

250
75
192
156

73
80
400
300

85
74
204
45

99
105

99
113

149
151

186
173

174
169

191
187

197
177

193
182

196
191

198
182

178 178
175 176

182
184

7

8

9

10

1 1

1 2

1 3

14

3-23 Neurasthenia
10-81

76
117

195
93

10-65
30.25-29

226
129

47-90
4-9

9-49
VJ
VJ
VJ

Column No.

Average

1

2

148

300

93
143

118
107

177
161

3

4

5

6

72

1 5

...,

�
R--

�-

16

�
;:a

;.:!

Astronaut:

B-8

Column No.
July Day and Date 1968
Eastern Daylight Time
Time Into Flight
Time of tests ) (Start
in each column) (Finish

VJ
VJ
�

9-49 Gen'I Vitality
2-76 Heart
92-83 Lungs
3-82 Kidney
17-29 Liver
45-29 Liver Lit. Lobe
44-41 Lymphatics
4-95 S pleen
35-92 Bone Marrow
23-25 Chlorophyl
16-28 Pineal
59-77 Thymus
6-87 Pituitary
74-65 Pituitary Ant.
56-23 Pituitary Post.
3-9 Adrenals
33-39 Adrenals Cortex
28-23 Adrenals Medulla
6-81 Thyroid
86-4 Parathyroid
39-24 Parotid
77-84 Stomach
16-25 Duodenum
13-64 Gall Bladder
9-70 Pancreas
36-35 Pancreas Is. Lang.
8-72 Colon Wall
3-8 App endix
5-91 Prostate
37-94 Testes
5-62 Nerves

1
2
Th-19
S-21
11:26AM 7:07AM

11:26
11:35

129
154
147
140
120
97
94
89
78
117
137
152
106
124
113
105
102
97
93
91
88
116
108
98
93
107
95
90
119
105
93

7:07
7:15

129
147
135
125
153
129
123
152
141
171
152
148
156
145
152
136
127
145
146
156
147
164
142
152
155
144
128
121
93
89
121

3
S-21
8:06AM

0007
0012

72
93
85
92
72
89
71
92
81
106
92
84
172
177
156
176
147
174
198
132
152
73
88
73
85
73
95
84
84
73
58

4

5

S-21
S-21
10:05AM 2:29PM

0214
0220

134
122
96
88
76
92
81
111
98
119
132
104
87
78
75
92
98
86
166
173
160
147
173
125
137
124
97
92
111
102
91

0638
0651

6

7

8

Sn-22
12:31PM

M-23
1:23PM

T-24
5:18AM

+10
0440
0459

+2D
0532
0 544

+2D

176
171
166
181
176
169
176
170
171
167
175
168
167
175
168
182
178
167
177
173
187
178
169
164
182
178
172
164
136
123
171

Astronaut: C-8

176
159
176
158
182
163
171
163
164
151
171
164
164
152
177
172
164
182
176
164
184
124
102
109
92
137
104
127
102
132
108

189
186
177
176
173
186
189
184
175
124
184
176
171
176
173
182
175
168
169
175
170
192
194
186
182
173
193
183
159
177
176

10
T-24
6:59PM

9

+3D
1108
1123

2127

186

16

N

0
154

s

I
G
N
A

L

s

196
193
188
194
186
199
190
199
39
42
52
75
186
197
184
197
184
197
185
152
184
166
152
122
124
186
184
150
167
152
202

11

12
W-25
M-30
12:14PM 11:32AM
+4D
0423
0435

192
187
203
191
185
190
198
192
185
185
196
179
184
198
193
190
207
208
202
206
194
185
176
172
171
201
193
153
176
171
169

13

14

11:32
11:49

186
180
177
174
193
202
214
217
211
218
206
217
189
184
177
172
186
181
176
174
189
177
173
187
182
178
198
183
202
210
206

c

Cl')

�
-Q.,
t°T'j

;::;·
t°T'j
;:::
(,;,

165
176

126
71

70
86

500

325
132

178
90

164
216

700
87

152
137

107
66

127
90

196
189

169
700

170
62

191
72

27
141

165
172

900
1050

900
500

300
132

73
86

11

89

85

72

68

400

75
600
54
900

152
300
300
26

91
209
196
76

68-41
38-21
10-32
30.5-95
5-78

600
70
400
29

51
178
141
94

139
122
76
151

200
66
600
95

67
92
400
92

59
86
500
203

41
63
300
800
200

178
256
216
73
72

85
98
89
98
209

9-49

129
105

129
139

176
149

189
176

18

196
160

192
204

186
191

10

11

3-23 Neurasthenia
10-81

w
w
CJ-.

206
96

405
198

10-65
30.5-29

79
64

47-90
4-9
18-36
7.5-9

Column No.

Average

1

2

500

300

72
107

134
111

176
170

3

4

5

6

7

8

8

9

12

"-3
�
�

�13

14

::s

;:i

Astronaut: C-8

Column No.
July Day and Date 1969
Eastern Daylight Time
Time Into Flight
Time of tests ) (Start
in each columnlJFinish

w
w

9-49 Gen'I Vitality
2-76 Heart
92-83 Lungs
3-82 Kidney
17-29 Liver
45-29 Liver Lit. Lobe
44-41 Lymphatics
4-95 Spleen
35-92 Bone Marrow
23-25 Chlorophyl
16-28 Pineal
59-77 Thymus
6-87 Pituitary
74-65 Pituitary Ant.
56-23 Pituitary Post.
3-9 Adrenals
33-39 Adrenals Cortex
28-23 Adrenals Medulla
6-81 Thyroid
86-4 Parathyroid
39-24 Parotid
77-84 Stomach
16-25 Duodenum
13-64 Gall Bladder
9-70 Pancreas
36-35 Pancreas Is. Lang.
8-72 Colon Wall
3-8 Appendix
5-91 Prostate
37-94 Testes
5-62 Nerves

1
M-14

2

3

4

5

8

9

10

1 1

F-18

S-19

Sn-20

Sn-20

Sn-20

11:1 SAM

3:20PM

3:55PM

5:02PM

11:osPM

M-21
1:10AM

6

7

12

1 3

1 4

M-21
10:45AM

M-21

Tu-22
5:00PM

1 5

1 6

1 7

18

T-29
3:00PM

S-10
2:40PM

0307

3:00PM

2:40PM

0317

3:15PM

2:55PM

134
121
142
144
151
156
152
149
139
142
155
149
142
153
152
150
163
153
157
140
159
172
152
171
166
159
152
156
172
166
159

137
156
152
166
159
153
152
164
153
156
171
156
176
160
153
152
193
169
162
156
178
169
160
153
173
153
176
169
174
161
174

Th-24
Th-24
12:18PM 12:35PM

2:35PM

W-16
8:02AM

W-16
9:32AM

+1D

+2D

+3D

+4D

+4D

+4D

+4D

+SD

+5D

+6D

+8D

+8D

2:35

8:02

0001

0612

1243

0147

0553

0624

0731

1337

1540

0115

0423

0730

0247

2:46

8:14

0010

0624

1255

0158

0604

0634

0743

1349

1544

0127

0431

0742

0254

128
112
137
120
150
134
121
117
152
204
146
106
94
86
94
91
157
105
97
84
122
144
153
107
93
149
132
92
119
144
148

127
114
129
122
149
136
160
121
136
149
135
126
132
126
147
170
150
143
132
144
157
149
121
103
152
149
123
101
127
145
178

122
119
106
122
154
171
155
172
152
145
124
105
96
128
155
176
152
169
211
172
153
108
94
72
102
88
153
96
72
96
219

104
121
113
106
95
41
76
117
112
101
43
89
76
72
111
95
81
111
94
91
81
119
102
74
103
99
94
63
106
123
230

155
163
151
156
149
169
154
174
154
178
161
155
173
162
153
173
193
157
174
169
157
171
164
155
172
160
170
155
176
168
173

W-16
T-17
3:44PM 10:13PM

127
97
106
94
97
134
145
152
137
134
139
149
149
159
149
102
93
91
88
105
93
89
107
95
108
122
109
99
102
96
93

Astronaut: A-11

156
170
167
176
173
160
178
165
156
176
172
164
156
179
173
168
176
168
178
161
160
176
173
176
176
171
179
171
176
167
180

123
112
98
93
90
80
89
90
97
92
90
86
79
72
69
70
70
60
69
64
72
61
63
67
72
63
62
43
168
178
39

90
85
76
80
72
76
91
92
80
91
82
73
87
92
81
96
87
78
92
79
93
102
79
92
70
81
68
84
126
118
92

178
171
159
177
171
171
161
182
179
174
162
154
174
161
153
178
172
169
178
173
179
171
164
176
171
156
156
172
164
172
157

79

176
184

79
92
79
74
94
85
97
94
89
98
94
88
93
89
89
74
91
95
86
96
89
96
89
96
76
79
91
89
76
89
92

1:55PM

102
123
135
155
175
178
171
160
155
176
169
160
178
173
155
178
170
164
157
176
170
159
177
171
177
166
178
151
179
169
159

138
146
152
154
153
143
155
159
149
140
152
167
155
152
143
160
168
158
170
156
172
164
155
170
169
158
168
157
174
168
156

178
172
189
179
174
188
176
171
165
178
171
164
181
175
170
162
177
178
176
173
167
178
174
179
174
177
174
164
178
173
179

160
161
171
152
173
160
153
172
165
155
173
159
173
155
172
165
173
163
152
170
154
138
152
157
169
152
174
161
175
167
159

ni
CJ)

�
t,'j

;:;·
t,'j
;::
ni

3-23 Neurasthenia
10-81
30-50
10-65
30.5-29
29-33
47-90
4-9
18-36
7.5-9
30-53
58-53
81-53
10-32
12.5-13.5
38-21
8.5-48
95-85
VJ
VJ
'-l

9-49

Average

Column No.

209
73
332
89
328
72
16
254
89
227
404
90
121

128
123
1

198
174
65
114
84
71
63
91
74
101
117
104
94

127
137
2

409
85
73
90
71
89
79
408
73
93
214
332
511

88
75
104
94
307
325
85
237
90
73
223
93
97

240
280
114
360
61
390
73
360
225
111
91
83
94
900
1500
900
1500

160
72
106
90
73
107
73
218
74
99
73
111
101
94
173
95
85

169
115

155
164

122
134

127
113

104
101

3

4

5

6

96
73
96
72
135
92
73
96
89
79
98
86
13
176

27
23
510
73
264
74
82
42
70
700
500
82
91
75
47
70
120

76
90
483
73
318
87
76
223
86
415
320
218
214
87
76
74
92

47
79
38
72
40
69
11
7
26
11
10
43
13
6
31
9
45

156
170

123
81

70
82

178
167

77

7

8

9

1 0

314
200

300
308

1 1

420

102
165

138
158

178
174

160
162

134
153

137
161

1 3

14

1 5

16

1 7

18

91
97
1300
79
85

77

400
76
293
112
91
85
96
92

77

79

73
400

163
72
222
62
124
91
93
76
100
91
76
98
91
86
76
310
97
415

310
72
77
89
76
100
91
76
73
176
210
96
107
91
73
46
111
119

74
64
206
99
293

12

157
59
76
69

173

77

72
72
90
172
90
160
173
160
70
58
72

174
94
148
300
174
73
115
92
73
91
278
243
224
90
23
43
14
76

324
79
72
122
72
83
63
93
73
97
90
97
86
78
122
80
103
412

�-

�
(':)

�
;::i
;:

Astronaut:

--�-

A-11

-

- �--�..----

I

-rm·•--c�r-

U,J
U,J
Clo

Column No.
July Day and Date 1969
Eastern Daylight Time

M-14
W-16
2:47PM 8:15AM

Time Into Flight
lime of tests ) (Start
in each column) (Finish

-

-

-

-

2:47PM
2:56PM

8:15AM
8:26AM

0011
0018

0625
0634

127
145
156
132
125
145
136
129
124
119
107
133
151
156
152
145
130
146
136
128
143
133
124
116
145
111
102
92
124
148
111

146
155
145
157
159
151
155
169
151
169
153
166
171
160
152
182
173
159
152
147
160
151
171
156
175
165
152
169
151
144
198

9-49 Gen'! Vitality
2-76 Heart
92-83 Lungs
3-82 Kidney
17-29 Liver
45-29 Liver Lit. Lobe
44-41 Lymphatics
4-95 Spleen
35-92 Bone Marrow
23-25 Chlorophyl
16-28 Pineal
59-77 Thymus
6-87 Pituitary
74-65 Pituitary Ant.
56-23 Pituitary Post.
3-9 Adrenals
33-39 Adrenals Cortex
28-23 Adrenals Medulla
6-81 Thyroid
86-4 Parathyroid
39-24 Parotid
77-84 Stomach
16-25 Duodenum
13-64 Gall Bladder
9-70 Pancreas
36-35 Pancreas Is. Lang.
8-72 Colon Wall
3-8 Appendix
5-91 Prostate
37-94 Testes
5-62 Nerves

1

2

3
W-16
9:42AM

96
93
107
138
122
109
100
94
111
106
95
114
132
125
116
174
96
136
115
108
131
153
168
152
169
152
168
148
164
151
211

4
W-16
3:56PM

144
128
152
153
162
153
192
160
152
193
159
152
150
163
151
141
191
159
159
169
153
169
149
193
159
197
197
168
151
147
192

5

6

F-18
S-19
12:05PM 7:45PM
+2D
0236
0246

118
136
152
138
151
172
155
171
156
174
162
153
172
155
178
171
160
153
174
160
174
169
160
173
177
165
172
164
163
176
170

+3D
1014
1022

155
171
154
174
157
179
171
159
153
176
157
176
171
165
153
178
172
178
171
165
174
169
160
178
172
160
174
166
175
178
172

Astronaut: B-11

7
Sn-20
4:07PM
+4D
0636
0644

39
31
24
19
16
14
14
39
57
172
44
26
14
14
10
9
4
26
16
13
9
28
22
17
12
20
15
14
198
176
9

8

9

Sn-20
Sn-20
11:53PM 12:35PM
+4D
1407
1422

+4D
1523
1525

183
178
177
173
165
174
173
169
159
178
171
160
174
168
176
167
160
174
191
176
169
159
153
179
169
160
157
171
156
173
161

177

173
167

10

11

M-21
M-21
1:00AM 11:08AM
+4D
1528
1530

76

193
196

+5D
0138
0148

85
79
79
76
93
98
84
93
76
92
96
81
93
83
96
93
81
98
93
80
102
91
76
97
92
98
74
97
92
107
92

12

13

14

T-22
8:11PM

T-29
3:10PM

Sn-10
2:55PM

+6D
1040
1049

-

-

3:10PM
3:23PM

2:55PM
3:03PM

153
171
174
173
171
176
169
172
156
176
169
158
173
172
174
166
160
179
169
165
159
155
177
171
181
172
160
173
181
173
176

156
153
158
171
159
176
162
175
162
155
179
169
168
159
169
160
153
173
179
172
161
156
179
171
165
164
178
170
161
153
174

153
159
152
161
153
176
162
173
164
153
175
168
153
178
174
166
178
171
171
168
159
154
176
173
164
156
173
165
171
178
171

�

CJ)

g

�
-Q..
t"T'J

;::;·
t"T'J
;:::
�

3-23 Neurasthenia
10-81
30-50
10-65
30.5-29
29-33
47-90
4-9
18-36
7.5-9

96
73
72
109
68
16
9
9
89
93

175
142
89
73
85
92
74
84
89
64

171
236
90
73
91
122
98
93
72
102

188
57
72
84
73
91
72
92
72
44

12.5-13.5
38-21
8.5-48
95-85
UJ
UJ
\,Q

9-49
Column No.

Average

127
131

146
161

1

Astronaut: B-11

2

202
173
159
310
76
70
94
75
90
73

74
111
92
79
111
93
84
74
93
85

3
65
600
92
400
73
88
223
96
90

36
83
67
73
81
73
75
98
79
99

68

96

85

85
95
91

96
132

144
163

118
163

3

4

5

155
168
6

39
36
7

28

410

14

320

9

400

13

230

183
169

177

8

9

76
10

76
99
200
76
310
92
510
74
98
190

69
80
91
65
106
95
73
124
93
76

170
74
72
96
79
62
91
72
92
68

74
97
74
97
84
106
91
73
92
76

93
79
95
1200

143
72
116
346

93
73
86
167

114
91
79
310

85
87

153
166

153
170

156
166

13

14

11

12

""',

i::l

�-

�
�
;:s
;:i
:::
�

VJ
1-j::,,.
a

Column No.
July Day and Date 1969
Eastern Daylight Time

2
W-16
8:27AM

8

9

M-14
2:57PM

W-16
9:49AM

W-16
4:06PM

F-18
1:55PM

S-19
7:34PM

Sn-20
4:33PM

Tu-22
4:17PM

Tu-29
3:55PM

10
Sn-10
3:04PM

Time Into Flight
Time of tests ) (Start
in each column) (Finish

2:57
3:09

8:27
8:37

0018
0026

0635
0646

+2D
0425
0434

+3D
1003
1012

+4D
0702
0711

+6D
1148
1200

3:55PM
4:06PM

3:04PM
3:14PM

138
152
155
150
143
152
143
156
146
145
157
140
152
163
162
148
154
134
144
136
127
110
136
148
172
151
152
117
108
102
151

134
145
152
152
166
143
173
164
152
169
158
170
152
144
175
164
176
156
179
168
154
173
163
179
163
147
174
160
164
154
178

149
159
153
161
153
178
172
160
174
160
175
170
173
171
173
160
177
170
163
153
176
171
160
177
171
160
171
166
172
177
165

134
119
142
135
128
142
148
141
155
152
153
152
155
149
145
157
152
149
164
155
149
144
134
128
151
176
171
154
172
168
177

147
156
147
166
155
173
164
156
177
156
173
167
165
156
152
176
159
176
166
160
175
160
176
170
155
177
171
153
179
172
169

127
151
146
173
164
179
164
156
174
165
156
174
168
175
168
159
178
171
165
155
173
167
172
165
160
176
173
166
177
171
176

153
167
156
152
176
173
158
174
164
178
173
177
171
164
178
171
175
179
172
164
157
178
171
166
174
165
178
172
178
166
181

9-49 Gen'I Vitaltty
2-76 Heart
92-83 Lungs
3-82 Kidney
17-29 Liver
45-29 Liver Lft. Lobe
44-41 Lymphatics
4-95 Spleen
35-92 Bone Marrow
23-25 Chlorophyl
16-28 Pineal
59-77 Thymus
6-87 Pituitary
74-65 Pituitary Ant.
56-23 Pituitary Post.
3-9 Adrenals
33-39 Adrenals Cortex
28-23 Adrenals Medulla
6-81 Thyroid
86-4 Parathyroid
39-24 Parotid
77-84 Stomach
16-25 Duodenum
13-64 Gall Bladder
9-70 Pancreas
36-35 Pancreas Is. Lang.
8-72 Colon Wall
3-8 Appendix
5-91 Prostate
37-94 Testes
5-62 Nerves

1

3

128
138
125
103
98
94
128
116
92
106
94
104
136
148
129
103
94
121
115
138
128
107
104
98
116
104
125
133
124
149
170

4

133
118
104
126
142
133
149
146
154
163
171
153
192
182
194
193
192
169
153
164
168
153
173
148
136
149
168
151
169
152
174

5

134
131
151
159
153
160
152
173
156
171
160
153
169
159
168
154
175
156
172
157
172
159
176
164
156
174
178
156
174
169
176

6

Astronaut: C-11

7

11

12

13

14

.....
0

�
-Q..

.....
;::;·
tTj

�

("I)

3-23 Neurasthenia
10-81
30-50
10-65
30.5-29
29-33
47-90
4-9
18-36
7.5-9

125
115
86
76
69
206
209
79
208
116

159
86
37
53
27
22
12
59
80
59

215
91
72
92
79
92
102
207
96
75

71
84
64
73
18
89
93
72
93
82

12.5-13.5
38-21
8.5-48
95-85

VJ
i,i:,..
�

9-49
Column No.

Average

138
139

134
162

1

Astronaut: C-11

2

171
76
91
73
97
79
125
123
98
85

205
108
79
73
90
98
91
73
130
60

181
80
91
76
98
92
89
75
96
80

159
71
69
94
71
73
96
89
96
72

171
76
96
169
69
93
86
96
128
91

93
85
76
94
80
97
92
121
112
94

72

92

76
72
89
11

99
90
73
93

76
83
94
93

126
173
73
421

128
118

133
158

134
163

3

4

5

149
168
6

134
150

147
164

127
167

153
170

7

8

9

10

....,

�

�11

12

13

14

;::s
;:::.
:;;:

The Story of Eloptic Energy
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6311 yucca st.
las angeles, col ifornio 90028

25 August 1972
Mr. T.G. Hieronymus
P.O. Box 91
Lakemont, Ga. 30552

My home phone is (213) 462 - 7093
Preferred mailing address is at home;
1538 eassil-Place, L.A., Ca. 90028
Current affiliations: Director Bio-Medical Research As:
President, Alpha-Metrics Co. (Biofeedback equ

Dear Mr. Hieronym!,s,
I was delighted to reach you and talk with you in person last night, as I have known
about your extremely valuable work for many years now.
The time is certainly long overdue for a fair and thorough re-evaluation of PSI phenomena,
and particularly your own contributions to this field.
Since my obervation that certain brain-wave states may be the significant "key" in
the human bio-computer, and these "Theta" states appear consistently in successful
operators and appear to be totally lacking in non-scoring operators, I intend to
personally do an in-depth investigation of radionics, radiesthesia, and the hardware
involved.
As I mentioned, I have owned and experimented with several types of devices
(Drown, de La Warr, Hunter, etc.) but never an actual Hieronymus.
So I genuinely appreciate and value the excellent observations you chose to share with
me on the telephone yesterday.
I definitely will keep you informed of any and all developments on this end, and since
my work is not government funded, (it comes out of my own resources) 1 'm sure it wi II
be as honest and objective as I'm capable of manifesting.
Enclosed are a few items of interes!. The Puharich paper was extremely timely and
interesting to our local grcup·
. , · (mostly engineers, physicists, and underground
scientists exploring X-dimensional phenomena on our own time)
Puharich feels, in private communication with me, that the Backster effect is attributable
to plain water, and the plant is· contributing only the cellulose "sponge" that mechanically
holds the water in position between the electrodes. He intimated that better "Backster"
effects could be obtained by simply using a test-tube of distilled H20 and electrodes,
however we have not found time to replicate this as yet.
I'm sure you've seen the Sept. 1972 Saga magazine article; a Xerox is enclosed just in
case • ..
And since you mentioned an interest in Pyramidology, I'm enclosing a rare gem of research
done by Mr. Edward Kunkel of Warren, Ohio. If you read this, it may change a number
of previous assumptions•.•at least it certainly did for me, after I'd overcome the initial
shock and prejudice in my own mind •••
I'm off to Arizona this afternoon for about four days, and I'm really looking forward to
talking with you again.
When I was in high-school, my Class A ham ticket was W6 VNS, however I let it expire
about fifteen years ago. What's your call ?
Thanks again for communicating; I feel we have a l';)..9/ ':,°t�har
�

d'�U#./L7
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6311 yucca st.
los angeles, california 90028

METRics
12 September 1972

Q,
II)
C:
Q,

Dear Friend,
I think we're winning
Enclosed is a Xerox of a most interesting paper just received. It was presented by
professionals for professionals at• the recent "Parapsychology and Medicine" confer.e:,ce
in San Francisco.
If I had my way, you would be awarded a long overdue "Nobel Prize" for your contributions
to this field.
O.K ., enclosed are relevent papers (read the Menninger Research Foundation paper by
the Dr.s Green first) and my own bibliography, plus some reprints from "popular press"
clippings on the work I've been doing since late 1969.
I'II be sending you an instrument just as soon as production catches up .. probably within
a week or ten days of today. I've been plagued with all sorts of interruptions, delays,
and technical problems (including not getting deliveries of components when promised)
and relly thought I'd have your system mailed off to you before now, so apologies.
The instrument you'll receive is a gift to you and your foundation; I'd be honored to
have your comments after you've tried it.
My own replica of the Hieronymus system is about finished; the glass tubes, bakelite,
etc., are very hard to find, and the first tuning bank was a bit too small for comfort,
so I'm starting over again.
I noticed that with a setting of l on left dial and 46 on right dial, I've experienced some
very real "training" dreams while asleep. I came across this setting "occidentally" and
wonder if it is O.K. to continue this rate at night ?
Also, I have quite a few questions, and hope to be calling you again soon, It looks like
the middle of October before my teaching schedules will permit an in-person visit.
Thanks for all the beautiful help you've been extending me.
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6311 yucca st.
los angeles, california 90028

METRics
19 Sept. 1972
T.G. Hieronymus
Box 91
Lakemont, Ga. 30552
Dear Friend,

Thanks again for the infonnation and help.
I'm really "hooked" on this field of investisation, and I spent some time recently
running clown all of the articles/editorials/letters-to-the-editor that I oould find
on the subject of your device.
After I got it all together, some of the old Astounding Science Fiction magazines were
literally crumbling •••
Anyway, I photographed all of the pages, then pasted them up so as to oonserve space,
and re-Xeroxed the lot ••• which boiled down about 85 pages of original material
to these 40 pages enclosed,
I thought you'd enjoy seeing this again,
At least here it all is in one place.
Thanks again, and I'm really looking forward to visiting with you and Louise.
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T. Galen Hieronymus and Louise Hieronymus at their
summer home in Lakemont, Georgia, in 1969.
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MEMORABLE MEMORIES
My beloved teacher and friend, Galen Hieronymus, passed away at age 92. This event happened
February twenty-first, 1988, and as one two thousand miles away, I was having severe stomach
cramps for no known reason.
I had the privilege and the honor to be impressed by his keen, humorous, and broad open mind
totally absorbed in fundamental learning, and this while I was still at a very young age. So I guess
it is quite natural that I feel strongly the loss of a precious teacher who could certainly have taught
me a lot more. Then, I am left, wordless, to express my intense support to his widow, Sarah, who so
devotedly stood by till the end, and to all the many relatives and close ones that he left here on this
plane of life.
For this occasion, I wish to convey in these few words, all the respect, appreciation, and love that
this extraordinary man deserved.To pursue this rather impossible task, I need to say, that as is the
case for many others, he has changed my life, and moreover, in a very profound way, my
understanding of life.
In my humble opinion, Dr. Hieronymus is certainly and easily one of the most impressive
scientists of the 20th century. He has done repeatedly what many could not have imagined. He left
to his wife, Sarah, but also to us fellow workers, the immense responsibility to carry on his life work
with what is known all over the world as Eloptic Energy. May his constancy, honesty and strict ethical
principles in working at it to the very end, serve as an example to us all-and also to the researchers
being born today, that will come to follow his pioneer trail through the unknown, and pave the way
to the 21st century's fundamental science.
To say that his life's work, carried in many directions at an impressive pace, "against" current
general opinion in science, is only now, after 60 years, receiving some understanding in the light of
expanded quantum relativistic mechanic theory and strong support from modem discoveries in the
field of weak neutral interaction in particle physics. And this by top scientists who don't know much
of him-it is to note Dr.Hieronymus's important singular standing and merit in the field of science.
Finally, my feeling of the loss of my "young teacher " and friend, Galen, is somehow and
paradoxically lightened as I remember 1984, standing in his laboratory, bombarding him with
questions, as he, with his usual enthusiasm, expressed with discernment, precision and clarity,
gained from decades of experiences, his sharp understanding of basic life phenomena, ending with
his own powerful and very personal wit and warmth, "When you stop and think about that, you do
something about it." Well ...All right, Doctor Hieronymus ...But ...It is a hundred year old job
... Your genius just gives too much work for the world ...And ...So much gain ...
But he didn't really hear what I said, he was back at work! Why should a man that had retired from
a full career as director of engineering work at Kansas City Power and Light before I was ever born
behave like that? Well, he later told me part of the answer-he felt in kindergarden all his life,
scratching the surface of knowledge, but learning something new every day!
And as I ponder over what he taught me, I know, he is doing just that, in space-time, somehow:
scratching at the surface of knowledge ...
Guy Theberge
Research Associate (ASR&D)
Sherbrooke, Quebec
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IX
1974-1980
As I look back over the five years following Louises' death, I find that after the
sorrowful aloneness I experienced with the terrible realization that my loyal life
partner and assistant was no longer with me, I entered a limbo where I blindly
trusted those people whom I should have been able to trust. I did not suspect
anyone's motives or examine carefully anyone's actions. My mind went around in
circles, always coming back to conviction thatmy workmust go on, beating its wings
against the fact that I was alone, desolate, lonely, with no knowledge of where I could
find anyone with the understanding of the purpose and intent of my pursuit of
further knowledge of the levels and uses of Eloptic energy.
The years from 1974 through January 1979 brought me such frustration, disap
pointment and discouragement I had never before experienced. It was truly the
"dark night'' of my soul.
I sold my house in Tamarac, FL, moved my possessions into a warehouse, and
stayed for a while in a small apartment belonging to one of our friends, N.W., who
suggested to me that I make serious plans to continue my work. A widow, she had
to pay a sizeable sum in income taxes each year, and had no dependents. Since my
corporation, Advanced Sciences R & D. Corporation, Inc., is a non-profit, scientific
and educational corporation, our friend, N ., arranged to give a sizeable monthly
check as a donation to the corporation, which helped me by making it possible for
me to continue my work, and helped her by lessening the yearly income tax she had
to pay. N. was like a dear sister to me. She and her mother were old friends of both
Louise and myself, and we loved them both. I was especially appreciative of N's fine
knowledge of business.
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With that arranged, I took a trip back to Lakemont, GA, to the Retreat. There were
several old friends at a UFO conference there that week. George and Doris Van
Tassel, J.C. and Geneva Lydon, Dr. John Martyn and Bill Bussey (an excellent
photographer and engineer from Atlanta). Also, a seminar was booked, to be taught
by Sarah Elizabeth Gran. I was interested in meeting her. George Meek had stopped
in Tamarac to see me in December 1972, and left me one of her tapes, made when she
was working with the Mandel foundation in St. Pete, FL. I was impressed by her
voice, the message of the words, and the apparent ease with which the message
flowed in complete continuity. George had told me she was a very fine sensitive
channel, one of a few he had encountered in the U.S.
The weather was beautiful. The seminar and conference proceeded according to
schedule. After the activities were finished, M. invited Sarah and me to dinner with
her, and afterward, Sarah counselled me on some specific projects I was contemplat
ing.
I was impressed with the clarity and truth of what she told me, and the logic of
the advice she gave me. I perceived she was indeed a clear sensitive channel, also I
realized she was an attractive, lovely woman. That's as far as mymind could go from
the loneliness in which it lay dazed. I think I fell in love with Sarah right then, but
I was so busy with decisions, trying to get my life in order. I didn't forget her,
however, and later I wrote a letter to her, and mailed it, but I never knew if she
received it or not, since I never received an answer.
M. wanted to get away from running the Retreat fulltime. We made an agree
ment that she would furnish the land and I would put up the cash for my part of the
cost of a pre-cut round-house, we had agreed we both liked. We would build two
apartments, in the house. I would live in the downstairs apartment, where I would
have my living quarters, my lab and workshop. She would live in the upper
apartment, and also serve as Secretary-Treasurer of Advanced Sciences R. and D.
Corporation, Inc. I trusted her, so I turned over management of the corporation
funds to her, and paid half the money for my apartment to her. But somehow, M.
needed money, so over the ensuing time, the cash money from the sale of my house
in Florida melted away, and I woke up one morning to find that she had spent most
of the money. The idea of building a two-story duplex apartment was gone with the
money. Shocked and astonished, I said I must have a place of my own so I could get
on with my work. The Oasis property down the road from the Retreat was available,
so I made an offer to purchase the property. It consisted of an old house, a small
building with a roofed lean-to on one side, and three acres, fronting on Lake Rabun
Road. M. asked me if I had any use for the other two acres. With my mind on getting
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a place to live and work, I didn't think about it, but just said "No." So she said she
wanted the two acres. I agreed. As she said all paper work could be taken care of at
the same time the deal for the purchase of the property was concluded, I accepted
that, since I thought she meant for the part of the property she wanted, so she could
pay for her part. I trusted her and she set up all the arrangements. In my blind trust,
and in my grief, it never occurred to me to look at the amount of the mortgage, and
ask why I was paying the full price of the property when I was only getting a third
of it.
Six years later, I realized the trick she had pulled on me. When she talked me into
signing over my rights to 2/3 of the property to her, all she had to do was wait for
the time it took for me to finish paying the mortgage payments, and she would have
the property free and clear of any financial encumbrances. When I finally realized
the truth, I gave a friend the money to buy the mortgage and assign it to me-so it
was never free and clear for her.
Later N. wrote to her, outlining the legal aspects of her actions while she was an
officer of Advanced Sciences R. and D. Corporation, Inc. Eventually she returned to
me the lot she had not sold, and she bought and returned to me the lot she had sold
(eleven years later).
I rebuilt the shop building and the lean-to on the side, built a garage on the main
building, replaced portions of the floor which were in poor condition, carpeted the
floors, and moved in. I had to bring up my shop machinery and laboratory effects
from Florida. It took quite a while to get everything placed to my satisfaction. I was
very blessed with the assistance of Judith Turner and Robert Ross, two young people
sent here by Paul Solomon (psychic of Virginia Beach, VA). Judith catalogued my
Reference Library, and made files by title and by author. She filed my papers, subject
matter and letters (accumulated)from 1920 through 1976. The greatest thing she did
for me was to assemble all the rates we had found for the use of my Eloptic-Energy
Electric-biometer. This she typed on half letter size sheets, both sides, and put it in
an appropriately sized Ring Binder. We made copies of the pages of Rates Louise
and I had worked out over the years.
When we worked in Kansas City, MO, at "Radiation Laboratory," we had
published Rate Bulletins for physicians and chiropractors who had purchased and
were using our equipment. These Bulletins contained the numbers which made up
the Rate Lists or the wave-lengths of the diseases we had experimented with in our
Eloptic Energy Research.
The Book we made contained:
1. An alphabetical list of diseases and Rates for each.
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2. A numerical list of Rates.
3. A diagnostic list of diseases and rates.
4. Experimental treatment rates.
5. Special treatment rate bulletins.
The Book, which we called the "Eloptic Directory," was copyrighted.
The accomplishment of this was one of the noteworthy accomplishments of this
period of my life, and I was most grateful to Judith Turner for the excellent
organization of this energy research material, and the publication of this book.
I decided not to sell the copies of the book, but to reserve this book and furnish
only to purchasers of my instruments this information.
Robert Ross spent his time daily checking and "fixing" any problems with any
of my equipment. Consequently, when these two wonderful young people found it
necessary to seek gainful employment, the time and effort they had spent in my
behalf left me with my books catalogued with files of author and title, and locations
on library shelves completed, my office files in excellent condition, and all my
equipment in excellent working condition. That was one of the brightest events of
this miserable five years after Louise's death.
Another was a lecture tour I made to Brazil with Bill Cox. Bill was a long time
student of the late Verne Cameron (the great Dowsing Master of the Southwest). We
went to Brazil for a month, each being guaranteed a fee for each lecture. These were
public lectures. Imagine our surprise, when we were preparing to return home, we
found that we could take only$300.00 each out of the country. Since the accumulated
lecture "fee" amounted tomuchmore than that, the Brazil trip was almost a total loss
financially.
I enjoyed lecturing, getting acquainted with various people, and the "healing"
meeting of Spiritists I attended. The scenery was beautiful, and the sojourns in Sao
Paulo, Rio, and Belo Hoizonte most interesting. But I found no real opportunity for
any public acceptance of my work with Eloptic Energy, which was of course, a great
disappointment to me. I met many Spiritists and Spiritist groups. It seemed to me
that their appraisal of my research work was almost as harsh as that of the
"orthodox" scientists I had encountered.
Another interesting episode was my trip to New Hampshire to work with a
young man who had become an excellent operator of my Analyzer Instrument. This
6-week trip afforded me a great opportunity to research the paper company's
problem of the great destruction of Spruce trees in forests along the U.S.--Canadian
border by the Spruce Bud Worm. I flew with the Fire Patrol (of which my friend,
Dave Waddell, was an active member) so I could see for myself the dead trees in
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these forests. I finally found a man who was raising Spruce Bud Worms in his desk
drawer, so I could obtain some specimens. With the work we did with the speci
mens, I was completely satisfied that I had the means with my Eloptic Analysis and
treatment Instruments to eliminate the pest. However, getting anyone in authority
to listen to me, presented an apparently unsolvable problem.
One odd thing happened during this 6 weeks: Dave and I decided to build a
Cloud-buster device. Dave was a very proficient welder, so we had no problem with
assembling the cloud-buster. After some practice with the cloud-buster, we became
aware of the presence of odd shapes and colors (of a flying object), from time to time.
When in our need to find out what it was we consulted a medium in a nearby town,
we learned that it was an Etheric craft, not only attracted by the cloud-buster energy,
but also manned by energy entities unfavorable to our purposes of research. Be that
as it may (I didn't trust the infonnation)-but it was as probable as any other
information we could get.
Life in Lakemont resolved itself in this schedule: Breakfast at the Retreat with M.
at8 AM. Work on projects at my workshop at the Oasis until noon, a sandwich at the
Oasis alone or a trip into Clayton for lunch at the Clayton Cafe. Read, or work at
records until 5 PM, then dinner with M. at her home at the Retreat, or take M. out to
dinner. Bob Ross ( who changed his name to Joshua) and Judith Turner were married
and were living in the small house on the Retreat property. They sometimes
accompanied us.
I was accomplishing organization of my research findings over the years, but I
still needed a good operator of my instruments in order to carry out the projects. I
still had to work alone. I had not found it easy to operate the instrument for
information and/ or my research projects.
Louise had been a wonderful research partner when we were working with
research of energies, diseases and methods of using Eloptic energy techniques to
cancel out disease conditions. She was totally interested in healing people. But
because she cared, she helped me with my agricultural research and my pollution
removal projects. I missed her more and more.
I knew M. was a "channel" and at times did good work. I thought that if I could
get her to take any interest at all in my research projects, she could have been of
immense help. She seemed to be a bright, attractive woman with a flair for
counseling and helping others. But she took no interest whatsoever in my research
work, except to plan how she might make money out of sales of instruments.
When I needed tools and supplies it seemed easy for her to object to any purchase
of tools I wished to make. I continued to observe her, and in so doing, I was forced
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to admit that regardless of her elegant manner, she couldn't even write a proper
business letter. At meals and other times, I listened to her scathing criticisms of other
people. I saw her total lack of demonstrations of affection for anyone. I had had a sort
of idea of proposing marriage to M. before my observation of her character and
personality forced me to give some second thought to the idea. I finally concluded
that I was not too old to be interested in not only a working partnership with a
healthy, attractive, affectionate, loving woman, but a complete marriage in every
respect. My observations of M. over several years led me to accept that she was not
as intellectual as I had thought at first, had no real interest in scientific research, and
that she was also what is known in medical circles as a "frigid female." I heard her
mention proudly to some friends that, "I am not an earth woman"-so I dropped the
idea of marriage with her completely.
Later on, during a business trip to Switzerland in my capacity as President of
Advanced Sciences R. and D. Corporation, she (M.) accompanied me as Secretary
Treasurer of the Corporation. While we flew to Switzerland, our luggage took a trip
to Miami. This made even so short a time abroad uncomfortable and more expen
sive, since we each were forced to purchase clothes. The President of A. Inc. had his
secretary arrange hotel lodging for us and entertained us at dinner. In his living
room after dinner he addressed both of us. "Tell me, please," he said, "what is your
relationship?" M. looked startled, and before I thought what I was saying I blurted
out, '1 wouldn't marry her if she was the last woman in the world." Our host gasped
and changed the subject, but the situation stayed tense, and he soon called his
chauffeur to take us back to the hotel. M. didn't speak to me for the next several days.
After I thought about this, I confess I was not very gallant, in that I said such a
thing so emphatically-but I was so disappointed in M. and what was lacking in her
character, I made that emphatic statement without thinking. My disappointment
and frustration since Louise died was almost more than I could bear.
M. had told several mutual friends she was going to marry me. It could have
happened had she been less critical of everyone, less authoritarian and more
affectionate, passionate and human in her nature. I saw very plainly she was not the
woman she appeared to be, and I thanked God I had the sense enough to wait and
observe, instead of impetuously getting myself legally tied to her, and then finding
out what I knew about her.
Another event of this period was the organization of the U.S. Radionic's
Congress. Jerry Gallimore of Indianapolis, IN, was the moving spirit in this event.
I was a charter member. The purpose was to educate the public gradually as to
nature and uses of the method of Dr. Abrams, Mr. Colson, Dr. Ruth Drovm, De Le
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Warr, of England, etc., and to encourage exploration of energies by such methods.
In the few years since the organization of the group, a new name, ''U.S. Psychotron
ics' Association, Inc.," was adopted, and finally, early in the 1980s the corporation
became an IRS recognized,non-profit corporation. I was disturbed to see,over these
few years, events I had observed in some other groups begin to occur in the U.S.P.A.,
namely, the perpetuation in office of the same people over and over.
I had been elected "Veteran Director" (Board member) for life-but as I observed
the ineptness and lack of direction of the organization, I began to have second
thoughts about the possibilities of the group and the fact that membership in the
organization might turn into being a problem. The whole thing seemed to be turning
into a jolly get-together once a year to listen to some lectures and gossip among
themselves. There seemed to be no purposeful activities, no on-going programs, or
any concern for building up the group's influence. I began to feel there was no real
purpose.
M. had been a close observer of Henry Mandel's work as a healer in St. Pete
Beach, Florida, over the years, and had steered many people to him for healing. He
died at the age of 83, in 1978. In January 1979, M. told me she had invited Sarah
Elizabeth Gran to the Retreat for the month of February.
I had been considering the situation in which I found myself, since the projects
I was engaged in were not progressing as they should have been. I had no one to
discuss my ideas with, and no one to care whether I did anything or not. I had built
a few instruments, and M. had sold them at a high price, over my objections to the
high prices. But she insisted, so I didn't argue.
Everything considered, my Lakemont sojourn was not satisfactory. I was seri
ously considering selling my house and returning to South Florida to live. I was a
very unhappy, lonely man. As a native of Scorpio (astrologically) I tend to be
secretive about my ideas, plans and the trend of my thoughts, so I had said nothing
to anyone about making plans to leave Lakemont. I decided to say nothing and to
become acquainted with Sarah when she came to the Retreat in February, 1979. I had
heard that she was married but she never talked about her domestic life. My
informant said she seemed unhappy.
Her visit was a delight. As I became acquainted with her, I enlisted her aid in
getting acquainted with my Low Self, as I might begin to train him as the Huna
teaching suggests. We were in touch with several of the I AMTeachingMentors, and
also many of the physicians-in-spirit who were involved in the New Age Hospital
on the Summerland Slope of The Astral Plane. I explained about my work, and she
seemed to be interested. She had read the articles published in the Psychic Observer
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by Henry Nagorka (Washington, D.C.) and asked intelligent questions about my
current projects. I found her to be quiet, but a good conversationalist, and she
possessed a great intelligence. She was well-read and could converse on almost any
subject. I concluded that I would pursue further acquaintance with her. Before she
left at the end of February, I had her promise that she would return in May, when
she finished closing out her personal work in Ft. Smith, AR, where she had been
living.
She came back the last week in May and began working with me. She became an
excellent operator of my instruments, and had an inquiring mind suited to research.
I found she was also what is popularly known as a workoholic, and possessed an
uncanny way of shaking a concept until she found the very last shred ofinformation
in it. As I guessed, she had an affectionate, compassionate nature-and she could
cook!
I severed my arrangement with M., ceased to attend her "Sunday Services" or
associate with her, and went to work with my new Secretary-Treasurer, with my
projects, my corporation business, and with publishing the information gained in
our frequent "channeling sessions," as "The Oasis Magazine."
She (Sarah) seemed happy working with me, and she found working with the
instrument thrilling and realized the great potential for good it presented.
I was happy, too. I accepted that now it was at last possible to get on with my
work and really accomplish results. I asked Sarah about her relationship with her
husband. She replied that he had left her and had gone to Florida and refused to
come here to live. She wished to live here so she could continue to assist me in my
work, and she did not intend to go to Florida so she was considering a divorce. I told
her that when she was free, I would be most honored if she would marry me. And
that'sjust what happened,on February 13, 1980. It was a new, wonderful life for both
ofus.
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Dr. Hieronymus and friend. This picture was
taken while Bill Cox and Galen Hieronymus were
on a lecture tour in Brazil in 1976.

Bill Cox, Associate of the late Verne Cameron,
Editor of Pyramid Guide, and Lecturer,
Author, and friend of Dr. Hieronymus.

f
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T. Galen Hieronymus in his workshop in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in 1970.

Dr. Hieronymus being interviewed in his Library at his home, The Oasis, in
Lakemont, Georgia, by a Television Reporter in 1976.
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Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus at l..tlkemont, Georgia, in 1978.
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June 21, 197-1-.

.Toh.,_ Tl. b.:M'�
. t"".'rmg.
f�e���en�, ��eTica� �1rn:1�ic1.
�' 1 .-� 'i�"'.' . "l_wi; :'_ l"'lt"�C, A�7!!! •
y ... ..,,:t1 �t-1:�,. !-'.c. '1:'.i;)"i

Yem ,,,;, l "'lr')'TP.�• 11-'1,,,., •'1hAt P.. won<!er:t'ul imr-nri�e it w.c•.� to �et
yon.1'.' 1.r?tte- or.' ,Jun!'! fi,rf tinrl t"ta nnnlC\'1�1 i t-,,:i�. Bernio •s
1 'l"::-1:e-:- of M::i .,.. �11 ·1·� +.-, !�,,� ')P.--r--+:,�.in1•." brnu�hi;
:m .c1r r:0 •re�,
··

...,.;.....,.�.M�_,� 1

,�,-...

""'..,��,.�,

r,.!"',.�.r�-�

:k;(li.,t;i1"'.·:-: .

in.

�s:".'..,�.c '.1"!.� ··•i'. .1 cnoJ.o�r, � oo'!'ly to yrm. 'vhcn
I -, 'I
I ,.,,_..-: ':e-': 'h·!':·-:: �;� �r: hm1P. .i:-: 'H-. T,�11-'ll'l"".'1,al� :i'J.ori�:1, I 1·1!11
1. 0n\ itp ·• 1 ni: ,,f ·1�1'')i;'1::; "i'.rl nt."he'l'.' 1:1-!;.'1 '.\n1 !'Ion� 1 t to :him.
,1•·:!.�in ,.,.

1

Bi:>;.•�1i..,� ".'�-.:'!=!!'P., i;0 ,,. ft {:'te�vi vc:.•.r :1tn t.h'lt •:n" ·m·�'.ln,iter'I +.o
hir-.! 'J" [)1>1 �,.,.-.'."."•t. I •.·.rrv� t.hP. · ·other on"! who :>:'IICP.iverl a fif1;oen �111:.1.1? n:i.n ( it rP.al ly waa a me,JaJ. ) at that R8J'I\� time.
U!!C1"1 ;"'l:;:!l ··•J.•rn ,.,.,.,o•-ir-mterl ��, 1"!."'\"'.lO o:v3.�e to me. I 'ha,ro hnth
rny i1 ;le ha-1.ge "·:n1, tho 1r, ye'.1r rne,,aJ., '.J.lflo �r Sil-.,er Bnnver
l'\n°l T"!:r �,:,,:J 0:--.g:i.o cl:i': 1"1.ncl:laoe I recei-rc'1 wh�n I •:rn..'J n
Chi(lfteC"?". o:� }:ic - 0 - Say.
I n'l'"P.!' :'.'!3C8i·m -'! my 50 ye�:r. voter�n ...-,in. I would vory r:ruch
J.il�e +,o '1.:-..vflit. I 1.p�11ieri fo� it but there 1tm::i � new Scout
·r.:t�ecu1;1Ye '/ho l'h_•n·n-:i11r: n.11 nf 11f1 \-!ho Here on not r,.ctiva in
the KA.ner:i.� '11ty are�. I h:irl been in Florirla and was active
in maintninin� a Sen Scout Ship sponsored by the United
�+.ate� �nwer. c:;qu"l.�r.on.,, �1�01 thAir charter the yonrs I
�q c:;�(l'.".'P.t.�ry "I.nil. '1orni,�n•lo:-:, holpon. them get a bo:1t from
thi> r.nl'lc:i-t. n,,-..-..A, o-t.c.
�.. cn11<1,q ri:f:" my lo�e fn::- th.o K').nqa.□ •Jity Council, I m.<J.int,'.i).in
"lri. ey ·;conntin,"; cnn+,:,,_ct thr.ou:-:,;h t'lie K.a .council �:n.1 ne·•,er
"·" A· "'.n:,r+.hi'1'1."'; -f:".' 1n w!t"i th.c '11'!1:;!.ll loo:,,.l Council n.nll dirb1ot
1".""10�..- "'.n7on� in thl'l.t �o,m�il.. '11hf! Ka.nmv:i 01 t:,.r •'!xocuti ve sent
c1y 5C y"!a::- rJ.T)T)lic1=ttinn hac1<: with the worr'. tl1P.t I :,houH
n;-1ply thrc:111",h tho local cnuT!.cil. I �:r.�otc �oc �.bou'; it and
t.c r.::.1a he would get 1 t :i. ,.,m:·-,ved. '.:lhon I did not receive
tho :.•.1.1.rd, I droppr:'." it. It nc\·' "'-1'11e':'.1'.'S that it was lost
in Roe's files. If it can be is�ue1, I would a�preciate it.
Sincerely yours,
cc Bernie

T. G. Hieronymus, President.
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OOPY

THE BARRETT PRINT SHOP
450g East Twenty-fifth Street
Kansas Oity, Missouri
November 14th, 1930

To '!Thom It '.fay Conoern:

This is to oertify that T. G. Hieronymus started ih the Boy
Scout of America on Beptember 6th, 1910 •

.!£nroll1ng in my

troop, w'lich at that time was Troop 5 of Kansas City.

He

passed the Tenderfoot teats and took oath on November 10th
the snme year.

1911.

He transferred to Troop 4 during the year of

To my knowledge, he was active in scoutin5 in various capacities
up to the time he received hia Fifteen Year Service badge.
We received this badge at the same moment.

Our beloved

oan Beard presented we two and three others with a fifteen year

service medal from the Kansas City Counoii to� oontinuoua
service here in Kansas nity.

Any tu�ther information that I

oan supply, will be �lad to furnish.

Youre very truly,

Signed (Ohas. A. Barrett)
(Chas.A. Barrett}
Oistriot Oommiseioner.
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BOY BOOUT 811:RVIOE Rl!:OORD
Joined Boouta 3eptember

or

T.G.Hlli:ROJITIIUB

6, 19l0, Troop 5, Ohas. A. Barrett, s.11.

Made patrol leader of the Cobra patrol.
Beoame tanJerfoot November 10, 1910.

we took the firat overnight hike that waa taken ln Ianaaa Oity, 110.

Transferred to Troop�. Wm. M. Rhode■, S.K. Bprlng 1911.

Passed 2nd class (the first in the K.O. Council to paes lt)
June 22, 1911 at the first eoout of the
na1 las Park near 1Cansaa 01 ty, !lo_.

x. o.

Oounoll held at

Pacaed lat olaas in the fall 1911.

Demonstrated a portable field wlreleaa station in Convention Ball
at the ryeoember 30, 1912 round-uµ and aent �eseagea to another

perma.nent station in the hall.

�ent to the llexican border with the Sigbal Corpe fro■ lliaaouri

fro n June 1916 to January 1917.
Assistant scoutmaster troop�In military aervloe August

5, 1917;to Franoe, Ootober 18,1917

returned home June 1919 (waa carried on reoorda o� Troop� aa

A.S.M. during military eervloe)

Aeat. Booutmaater troop� from middle of 1919 until ooaiaaloned
Dietrlot Oomm1sa1oner in eitller 1920 or 1921 and aoted in that
capacity until middle or 1927.

l!erit badge examiner in •·ureleaa• from middle of 1919 until in

1925.

Yerit badge examiner 1n Eleotrio1ty from 192, to present time.

�aa Sooutmaeter of Oamp troop •T• al tbe •Ginger Blue• oaap 1D

the 01arka 1921.
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ADVANCED SCIENCES
RESEARCH anJ DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, Inc.
June 21, 1974.

T. G. HIERONYMUS

LABORATORY NO. 2
P. 0. Box 109

DIRECTOR

Lakemont, Georgia

8405 N. W. 59th Place

30552

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33313

�Prni� C:-C1C1CT:r-um
Goor!'ur.!-li �ho]_� "'roruc+.ior.r..•
t:in·e>1·-'.' :"iT'l'iT''.';S, trlr. 7'2632

,Tu flt r!"r.!'hreri 8 J ""tter from Jack Armfltronr: and he enclosed
�- (•.-,-rv r,f ,.,-,,r 7 r.,t;+,er to Ro� f.:i-f:e<'I 'Mf'lY'C'Yl 13. 1>.':,_at memories
y(!1n· �e !;i;e�· i.Jrou<>;hi: b2ck, ·i;:ncla"'e" ir. e. cor-y c,·f my letter
+.r ,Tc::ck .�n J ·.-·'iJ7 n0t. r<:>T'P.'"'t ,,rh,,t I to1·1 '.1-lim,
Yrm c1r" T hoth ,..r><'CiYM1 ni.1r fi -rteen ye"'-r: rr,e·J:,.1� .r�r.!!' -�11.�
h .y;! _- 0f c:i,, lTYJcJ e ·•· n th,, :�<'.!'le ni?;ht in Co:rn·ention F.ell.
0

0

Ir.uJ"'i> �r .., I met in N0el, 1110, while I "''HS at Scout Ca.int and
"he \•"'"' V"'C"Jtionirf' frorn Te.xoR. \•r"' werf'! T!'"'l.r-r.ieil A.8 yeB.rs
'.''1' -·.-:: ,... ·c::r" 01" l:.�t }'ebru,•.ry. ;_·e liV':)(' CJhou.t seven 111ontha
oJ -�};,, Y<'"T' i" ·:.'+,, J.:,,,J.cler•'r.,Je. J<'J.cn:•id::t <.inrl about five months
''u::·i;-:; �he .;LIJT'::,c:r in Lakeinont, Gco1·gi8 on Lake R':l.bUTI about
? ,;-:c,,·1 f.-,,,t ,,] (W'lt.icn,. l "ln ·>el] jn,, 1ty ?Jor.ia.::- hn:rr.l" c>nd h'3.V8
;,_l,J :·�, f,Ac ',0--""'L th:!·n:·' ·1 ·,c:.:e,, c:1.n(1 in t;torc1r:e 01t Ty 13.boratory
tr·c:-1", .�'PYI J s:c>t t,�ir" -·ove' to m�,r T->1ke:o,011t ril::!.ce, I ;,.-ill
se-:-;:' yot' "'0,:1'.' ;�hr, + c .., e>n-� othe:::- item1 .for �rour collection.
1

:::

�:,··.:i;- ;; • :•i� 1�r>-:- ''nr' I •i.11 ".ll t11e enr,:ineerinf ,tn" I surervj ,:,2'' , C't'G,·' of •r;>t. i:r,en who b1.>.ilt the C'U!l:P et 0.c�ol7., Mo.
I T0:,,t0·1 ,-c- 1n.tl er �,o-:-:r.,,i•.'ec1 Toe'-<' ·cu,,he!', ::>cir comnres3or:,,
truc\".'s, 8.nCT other tools etc. and I rented them to the �overn
ment for the u:mal fee ,:in,.l turnwJ. all money over to Roe and
lie ,::i('ll j_t to buy '.'uc:r. rr:2-t�risls we coula not be.!!' borrow
or t�lJrour :-ii:-outl:rirr frien.,1:J out of, 1-3.na it was in that w·ay
v:e m'1.1'l::!Cl'f'!(i tr h1ll1" t,i-, .. r,,-.. r,:,,-, Camr. I !!?Ye �iC�':-�C'.:: c! �
1r-': r-f"t11e o�,.,"." .., -l:10� 'ln1 v 1fll '!e'!l.cl them to you, I <Jent one
0t· my cori,.,tructiori foremen from the K. C. P. !'l.nn. Tr. Co and
r w,,�p t1,,•r 1::rin'l e::1.c!-f we�Jr all one winter. 1ve haa to u�e
\•'PA l::ibor _,.,,.,,1 flTlully <:rot the Camp fini':!hed. Brnie Mofllin
\•r;:rJ t.re 'Scout He:>•1ou:>rte:r"l man on the �ob. c•Je ha,5. lots of
-r-e::il !"n.afl3ches but we finally mac1c i-t. Amour: the item:J waa
e. 100 Ft. lonrr swimming nool, 650 foot well, n:ile of road
t T>O':Jcr plant to make electricity ( we had 4 gas engines to
·;,u:::1-r• ··r:ter and run 'c(mer::,_tors )
1

Hou� t.c ;,-et thingo moved and u.npa.cked thi8 1mmmerii and will
sort out a lot of stuff for you. I am not much of a letter
,-rriter but would like to hear .from and old buddy once in a
while.
.\11 rpy best,
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AMERICAN HUMANICS

June 6, 1974
O/fil·ers
Simon Roaitzky
S• Jo11eph, Missouri
Lnnirman ofth,, Boarrl
II. Roe Harlie
Kuns,lM City, M1s1u,11n
Founder
John A. "Jock" Smith
Los An11cle11, Cuhforma
Vice Chairmun of the Uourtl
Jame■ Daleo
KansasCity, Missoun
LeicalCoun11cl
Andy L. Fordcmwnlt
Ka111<;f1< ( ·1ty, Mi1<1,011ri
Tn•a1mrcr
Garrett J. Troff
Kulumarno, Michilo(an
S1•crt>tary
nonald (;. Snid�r
National Alumni Pn-sident
AtlJnta,Georjl'ia
,Jo. S. Stoni:
K,•011:iuqua, li,w.1
lmmediatl'l'asl l'r<·sid,•nt

Past Presidents
Edwin M. Chnk
St Loui11, Missouri
Zt"non C. R. H11m,cn
All,·ntown, l'enn11ylv11nm
Ralph W. McCreary
lnd1.111:1, J',•11ni<.vlv,1111a
,John ll. Mill11
llall,1s, T,·xa11
Dwill'ht J. Thomson
Cmcrnnatt, Ohio

Staff
,John I), Arm11tronl{
l'res1dt•nt
Margaret A. Htth1tcud
l)1rector-A!umn11Student IU,htlmns
Robert J. Dyer
HumanicsCounselor
PPppn{l1rw Univer11ity
Mahbu. C;1l1forni11 \Ki:.!.t;!"i
Gordon I •. Imlay
Humanic11Coun11clor
Mu111ouri VnllcyC0ll1•,::p
Mnnd1al!, Mi11i,u,uri fi.'i;W)
M. Kip Ki11tlcr

llumanu·K <'ounK,•lnr

l11dwm, Cl'_nLrnJ '-;'ollct,:t•
lndmnapol111, lndu1na 41i�:l7
J11me11 I.. lloh1•rt11
llumunic-11Coun11elor
lligh l'omt ('nll,•itr
lliKh l'oint, N. Cnrnlinu :!7:lfi:l
W. Earl Taylor
Humanics Counselor
SalemColleKe
Salem, West Virl(inia :.!64:.>.6

Mr. or Mrs. T. G. Hieronymus
8405 N. W. 59th Place
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33313
Dear Mr. or Mrs. Hieronymus:
On May 9 Roe Bartle, for many years Scout Executive in
Kansas City, died. I have been working closely with him,
accepting the responsibility as President of American
Humanics on January 1.
I was examining some of his old files, I found the
attached check dated February 7, 1961. Of course,
the check is no longer negotiable, but it inadvertently
was lost in Mr. Bartle's files, and quite likely the
purpose for which it was written, an application for
50 year veterans status in the Boy Scouts of America,
was never obliged.
As

At this late date, I did want to call it to your attention,
and if I can be of any assistance in completing the appli
cation, do not hesitate to write me back. In his latter
years Mr. Bartle had serious vision impairment, and
it became increasingly difficult for him to handle his
routine administrative work. When he received your
check he was Mayor of Kansas City, and even during
those busy years maintained his active interest in Scouting
and indeed in American Humanics, an organization that he
founded.
I knew Mr. Hieronymus from my early days as a member
of Roe Bartle's staff in Kansas City, well remembering the
Scout Round-Ups where such strong leadership was given.
Kindest personal regards to you.
cer/ty yours,

1...)..,..-.A

--

Arms:�
ent

JDA/pkc

Youth Leadership Tomorrow . . . Through Educational Opportunity Today!
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r,w,c.,n NI(

H.L.;

Goodrum-Nichols Productions
Eureka Springs, Arkan;os 72632

March 13, 1974

Dear Roe:

I auppoae it would ae in order to ■tart thie l�tter wit� au introduction--
•o many year■ laave paaaed aince I la■t ■aw you, you llave met countle•• thouaanda
in your many service■ contriautioa■, loaal, national and international, tllat one
could not expect you to even recall one individual.
Jernie, ie the handle you
mipt remember me by.
Strance llow many time■ you wal� into my thou,!Chta when I
realize how few time■ I wa■ privileced to ae with you. At one timft your na.me
wculJ come up in conversation wttla fri•nd1 a.nd we would talk of your creat iwpact
on tile Scoutinc movemi,nt; your leaderuip witla a collece,tlae Scoutinc fr»tercity
which you insi:ired; your place 111 the political field ae mayor of a creat c ity
a.nd your international eontaet, in trade. I used to tlaink that mqbe, just m&¥•e
you would come down iato tlae llilla and cet you a little place on the lake where
you could cet &WA¥ from tlae preaeure of thr ace in wlaich we live, but I've
nner laa the plea■ure of lceepillc all ve tile friendship wllicla becan 10 lo11c acc. Tim•
never made any promi••• on lastinc fri�ndahipa but aa I crow older I think tlae one
ri,,:rat I laave 11 tllat one 1■ not privile,;ed to laan a •two-way• communication
with people wlao laave aade a 1a■ti11c iapres1lo11 on taeir life.
My writin� you la tile out;trovta of a little project tlaat becan durinc the winter
which llae crown into a aoet 1ntereet1nc eveninc activity.It all b�can with a aerie■
of event■ waicla s ort of fell into a definite pattern whicla called for a fuller
d•velop■ftnt. fir■t, on• wintry day I euu.:eeted to Mae that we diC into aer cedar
'hope caeet' wllicll I had made for aer tile year before we were married and ••• 1!
we could find three in■ir;nia of mine, uq Eagle pin, tlae fifteen year pin tlaat Dan
l�ard presented to me at a ■cout ■onclave while I wae in K.C. and my great big
first cla■e badce, 'tr'antinc tr, see tlleiii cami, about by reading a ■hort article of
one of ta., a■troaauta who took three eymbole of th� Cllriatian, Catholic and Jewish
faiths with him to tile moon. Well, in tile ■aid hope cheat we found three thin candy
boxee fillei witla old ko�ak 11eptivee. W�at a find, I had not ■een them for fifty
year■, tl:ey covered 'II¥ cro1<inc up y1·ar1 in 'T' acticitiee' scoutinc, WWl, ■claool.
Since the little bueineee I am in d.,al■ with much photography and we are equipped
to do ma� thin:;■, I decided to e�larc• tlaem into 8xl0 '10111■■• That started it!
About the aam■ time two ,treat volunteer Sco'.lt�r• paeeed aw■.3 in ,�uth.,aat 11.anaae
and they llad done a tllin:; that I neveu llad done, that wa■ of lte�pin:; lot ii of
clippinc• and pr-:,;rame of ■coilt activitiee. On eoin,; tkru their effect■ tlaeir aone
found many items that tile� thou,:ht that their �9d 1 c c!:;ht want paeaed on to me.-- •�d
10 ta" second pli.aae \ecna. Then one � their caae a lettRr f-rcm a postma■ter, who
believe it or 11ot, hl&d run into a ••ttered up larce r.nvelope whia.lt had oe,11 mailed
!11 1938 and contained a batch of material and photo■ of the laat camp I ran for the
7 county area council in s.E, Xan■a■• Taey kad laid 111 the bottom of a dirty old
mail ■ack all tao■■ year■ to tlae end ofl97... 31 The poatm11tre1■ wae the wife. of a
chap with whom I llad cone to Jake-r U. back i■ 1921, Re la&d pa■■ed on but elae recalled
hearing from aim of me and with ■om• sleuthing ■h• found I wa■ here in the hills
and ehe sent the photo■ h�r• to me. Gotnc thru aeveral aoxee of craft materials,
muaic, slid••• movie■, notee, lone &an• in their usefulne•• and making an atempt
to cut 'lite down to sis•' I ran into items, name■ and event�• mentioned and
thi,ee were added to tile pile. A• Mae and I la&d th� fun of reminiecence ah• said_
I've
on� day, 'I've heard you m"ntion. ■o ■II.Dy pt!Opl,, places und events, thet
heard of Defore why don't you OrCIIJllZe them into some eemblanc� of Chron�
o 1,: ca1 order for ua to ct ve to Cauck.

nrv�r

't .'.r.'•,

,II,
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It aae crown to g eelaool-e1selooe8-l•at volumee, It'• �e�n fun. Jut I've aeveral
,ape to b" filled. I �ava little to aaov tlaat I put in eome adventuroue yeare in
Kansae City, What I mipt aave eaved for memory'• pace• muet laave been deetroyed
waen �• ,uunp on tlae Gaaconada near Wicyaaaville wa• deetroyed. I nave tvo al)ota
taken at �•t"• Park, the only National conftrence I ,ot to attend vbile 1evv111,
there; :two amall picture■ of the ae•• hall teat and tlae 500 1cout1 in formation
at Noel., and one lett•r, from you, vlaicla I trea1ure, which you sent to me in 1935
when I received a >e-er award.
It'• beea a loa,, lo11g time,-- 1923-1927 or thereabout■ 11 eure ancient hietory.
I have •�eolutely no coatact■ witla anyo111t in Karuaa City and I a:n retic�nt to
vrit• an Executive and aak him if there mipt be 8ZJJ po•sibility of aeour\ne eome
r ..pri_nte, or l!Ven to iorrov any .,x1at111, ""�tive of "vr.nte eo lon, paet. I ion•t
rf'.moiber vlao did our plloto,:raphy, pf'rhape 1 t va.e llenry Moore, but I vould eur.,ly
lon tc, laave a fw uota ot eom� of tlD.e th111,a that we mieht bave photo�aphed,
I vrot,.a letter to Norton Luette, who once told me whil" v1■1t111, lure tllat Ju d.id
eome volWlteer vork in the acout offic", iut !received no anavr.r, eo lae mipt
laave paeeed 011. I tlaoupt aome one of the oldate�, micht go thru any old ecrap
books of tboa11 y•r• and be aile to �• that happened vhib lae vae llere!
If you laave any eu,c-ation I would de41ply appr�ciate your help.
N1111ee-- how I'd love to viait with ol' �.�. Thr�aher- Georc:e Truitt- Frank McKnipt
Strra,Stein and Lu■ti�. There wa1 T�G_Hi!ryo_nom�u•- and lob Stich of KC Power and
11,;b.t, how ve thrilled vhen 'Ii' laada�ne called 1 w1releae8 and we
did a one t,our Ahov from 4 to 5, on WlllF and scout■ from aa fal' away ae ·,1yomi11e
would eet fiddlinc: vith the 1 cat•a vhiakera• waitinc: to c;et our •tunine-�r.
1.umb•r that l"itt!';"rald of tlae radio et&i'f would pla,y on the player-piano. A.n<'
then lettere would come iack,--' I could laear you Just as plailll • And before I
left the boya vere talkinc: and exhibiti�c: eet■ they called Super-b�trodynee,
There va■ :Judley Smith, breakin� a vorld's record for mak:inc: a fire vttllout matcll•■.6 and three tenths eeconde. Nov tllat wae ftOmethin,, Our boyfl eettinc: a aational
record on wall-ecaline! Little thine• took on bit me"-lline■ iack in tho••�•·
,;1<ii• Ste••art, eon c,f one or our ieet vuluJte•ra, Dr. E.L. Stevart, ..,llen laa vae
�Ina r•co,:nltlon fer ""In,; tb� f1r■t lloy to hav• all th,. m erit 'oadc;ea • .llld Ile
�t tn�m tne Aard w�!
11111.Uni "'"d-1 30 lach ,aclHe to k"'-'P lnterut alive Ill tn .. Sea ecout troop, aad
tne excitsment of eallinc: them on a Sunday afternoon at Swope Park,
Sba,1nc: th� firet Indian Ceremonia}, 'The Jurfalo Glloet duce� ue1nc: a hundred
boye, and all the bolrlfo�ed eh .. tland pon.ifll we C<Juld ,:..t from conceesionarea of
;,,,ny ri,lea, the little fellow, and 'aqu ..wa ,lra,r,:;inc: in the travoia loaded Vitll
ml niature tepees,
funny, how little thinew atand out, and many important •vente lo•e their 11"11f1cuce.

•,rould love ll .laear tram ;you aome Um•, altho I kllov you muat lie ae involved in J:11>.ny
thinea a■ ;you alway• have been. What a creat 1nflu•nce you laave It.ad on 10 many,
many of whom you vill have never bown pereonally,
Wieh you could come don BQme day this eprin, and watclD. eprine com• into th• hill8,
We'd have·to take turns on I Do you r•emberT 1 , but what a d� it vould ii!,
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Ap!l,ll 6, 1979

TO:

AU Ch-i.eo.6 and Ckle6.tain.6
TIU.be 06 J.l.i.c.-0-Say

FROM:

Me/I.le L. Mc.Conne.l.l, CluuJunan
50th Anni.veJU>aJr.y Pkomo.tion Cormiletee.

It ,u, owr. pla.n to d,u,p.f.ay the p,i.ctwi.u 06 the. c.kle6.6 and ch-i.e6.tain.6 06 the.
TIU.be. dwwig the 50th a.nniveJU>111L!f 6e.a4t. Thu e wiU be. on d,u,p.t.ay .ur. the
Gkeat Hall a6t� tdi.lc.h we wUl comb.ur.e. them .ur. a votume. 6M pll.UMva.tion.
S.ur.c.e we would .li.ke 6ok a.ll p,i.ctwi.u to be. iu un.i.60� iu po.6.6.lb.te.., we have.
Hle.cte.d the B" X 7 O" 6o�at. Me/I.le. WaL.kM wiU be. tak.lng thue. photog�h.6
6M tho.t,e. 06 U6 .ur. the Kan.6a.6 CU:y Mea. The.iJ Me. to be. ta.ken 6Mm the. llk:l.l.6t
up. Vo you have a c.o.6tume.? 16 .60, ple.a4e. weM .lt. But .l6 you do not, a head
�U.6, 6an, apll.On.6, JUbbon .6� and chokM wUl be. ava.il.a.ble. 16 you plan to
weM thue, ple.a4e weM a pla.ur. c.oloked .6� and dMk tMU6eJU>. Ckle6ta.i.n'.6
nec.klac.e .6hould be woM.
S.lt.ting.t, wiU be �ged by M�. H.l-6 IIUlllb� at the .t,tud,lo .l-6 221-3189.
Plea.t,e c.ontact h.lm to �ge a .time. Vead.li.ne 6M th,u, .l-6 Ma.y 1, 1979.
Fok tho.t,e c.h-i.e6.6 and c.kle6ta.ur..6 idto do not �.lde .ur. the Kan.6114 CU:y Me.a,
we kequut that you have .6uc.h a p,i.ctw[.e ta.ken M .6end U6 a �c.ent p,i.ctwi.e
wh-i..c.h c.ould be enlall.ged to B" x 7 O". Mail to He.a/Lt 06 AmeJUca Counc..ll, Boy
Scouu 06 AmeJUc.a, 2 Gate.JAkty CentM - Su.lte. 1017, Kan.6114 CU;y, Kan.6a.6 66101.
The 50th Anni.veJU>aJr.y c.ele�on wiU be. one. 06 the. h.lgh.li.ghu 06 the. ye.M.
We Me �.ur.g e.v�y c.kle6 and c.h-i.e.6ta.ur. to be. p11.uent 6M the. 6e.a4t on June. 16th
(.ur. c.o.6tume .i.6 po.6.6.lble. 6M the. new Ch-i.e6ta.i.n'.6 c.�emony}. 16 you have. not been
kec.e.lv.ur.g "Cedalr. Smoke." let me know and I wiU get you .ur.60/Ulltl.t.i.on keglVUii.ng
kel.>�va.tion.6.

Fiue bear claw steps suggest the fiue decades of Mic-O-Say and the influence of Chief Lone Bear.
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TRIBE OF MIC-0-SA Y

HEART OF AMERICA COUNCIL, B.S A.

COU NCIL

,,...

OF

CHIEFTAINS

HONORARY PRESIDING CHIEFTAINS:
1930

Chieftain Lone Eagle

Herman Henricl

Deceased

1931

Chieftain Standlng Rock

Walter Everlel

Deceased

1932

Chieftain Strong Lightening

Walter Negbaur

Deceased

1933

Ch I efta In Speaks True

Oscar Thomas, Sr.

Deceased

1934

Chieftain Iron Bear

Frank Gentrl

Deceased

1935

Chieftain Lone Moccasin

Judge E.E.Klrkland

Deceased

1936

Chieftain Giant Buffalo

Walter Kroh

Deceased

1937

Chieftain Loud Thunder

George H. Charno 1 Sr.

Deceased

1938

Chieftain Gold Star

Herbert P. Brown

Deceased

1939

Chieftain Catchum Wampum

Elmer L. Hughes, Sr.

Deceased

1940

Chieftain Strong Elk

Michael Onofrio

Deceased

1941

Chieftain Blue Fox

J. R. Battenfeld

Deceased

1942

Chieftain Blue Wampum

Nathan Rieger
1119 Walnut, K.C. ,Ho. 64106

1943

Chieftain Chained Lightening

T. G. Hieronimus

1944

Chieftain Friendly Elk

Rollie B. Hall

Deceased

1945

Chieftain Guardian Eagle

H. J. Massman, Jr.

Deceased

1946

Chieftain Strong Tree

Edmund Wilkes, Jr.

Deceased

1947

Chieftain Smiling Sun

Howard P. Anderson

Deceased

1948

Chieftain Blue Sparks

Jack P. Whitaker, Sr.

Deceased

1949

Chieftain Speaks Wise

J, C. Bond
Unknown
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1950

Chieftain Red Fire

Charles Czeschln
1530 W. Holly
Blytheville, Ark. 72315

1951

Chieftain One Who Walts

Homer E. Paris, Sr.

Deceased

1952

Chieftain Oak Tree

Judge Ray C. Cowan

Deceased

1953

Chieftain Horn Bill

J. Claude Vance
5011 W. 57th Terr.
Mission, Ks. 66205

1954

Chieftain Big Red Thunder

Elvin K. Luff

1955

Chieftain Big Leaping Star

1956

Chieftain Roaring Red Flame

842-1230
John W. Starr
c/oR.B.Jones P.O.Box 1364,K.C. ,Mo.64199

1957

Chieftain BI g Watcher of
the Moon

1958

Chieftain Big Black Panther

Lowell R. Johnson

1959

Chieftain Heat Moon

421-3355
Ralph Trogdon
914 Commerce Bldg.,K.C.,Mo. 64106

1960

Chieftain Whistling Beaver

James Daleo

Deceased

1961

Chieftain Makes Tepee Safe

Art Reppert
1930 Kings Highway
Liberty, Mo, 64068

781-4733

1962

Chieftain Gray Sky

842-4275
George Charno
1107 Commerce Bldg.,K.C.,Mo. 64106

1963

Chieftain Spark of Flre

221-1464
Lee Reeder
828 W. 53rd Terr., K.C.,Mo. 64112

1964

Chieftain Big

Elmo Kreisler

1965

Chieftain Day Rider

353-5018
James W. Stephens
10700 E.50 Highway, K.C.,Mo. 64138

1966

Chieftain Tai I Golden Corn

Edward H. Mader
12012 E.Oakrldge Road
lndep., Mo. 64052

252-8534

1967

Chieftain Big Dancing Red
Flame

Col. Lester B. Wikoff

Deceased

1968

Chieftain Herb Seeker

333-1943
W. Bryant UpJohn
6701 Valley Rd.,K.C.,Mo. 64113

1969

Chieftain Mighty Elm

524-0853
George W. Brown
307 Corder,Lee's Summlt,Mo. 64063

Creeping

Fox

Deceased

Joseph E. Johnson
33 Sycamore Hill Rd.,Bernardsville,N.J.07924
Carlos Cortes
842-6170
1523 Broadway, K.C.,Mo. 64108
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1970

Chieftain Strong Red Circle

A.H."Red" Cromb
362-4134
3007 W. 67th, S.H.,Ks. 66202

1971

Chieftain Soaring White Eagle

252-1612
Roy Degenfelder
10700 Westport Rd.,lndep. ,Ho. 64052

1972

Chieftain Strong Healing Hands

Dr. Wilbur T. Hill
781-4244
839 Hillside, Liberty, Ho. 64068

1973

Chieftain Big Crested Eagle

221-5072
Norman Gordon
1100 Traders Bank Bldg.,K.C.,Ho. 64106

1974

Chieftain Twin Silver

524-3616
Merle HcConnel1
905 W. 6th, Lee's Summit, Ho. 64063

1975

Chieftain Rust I Ing Grass

452-1888
Reed Kenagy
B-K Supply Company
432 N.E. 32nd St. ,N.K.C. ,Ho. 64116

1976

Chieftain Long Legs

371-4322
Cliff Tozier
306 Huron Bldg. ,K.C.,Ks. 66101

1977

Chieftain Wind In The Leaves

362-5350
Tom Higgins
Twin City State Bank
P.O. Box 3160, K.C.,Ks. 66103

1978

Chieftain Fading Red Cloud

1929

Chief

1955

Moccasins

CHIEFS

OF

George Lieberman
677-5050
6025 Metcalf Lane
Shawnee Mission, Ks. 66202
HIC-0-SAY:

H. Roe Bartle

Deceased

Chief Swift Eagle

Charles E. Henion

Deceased

1956

Chief Guarding Eagle

John 0. Shanks
4607 Bedford Blvd.- Forest Hills Park
Wilmington, Delaware 19803

1960

Chief Bright Flame

888-4249
Ebert H. Hay
10508 Wedd St. ,O.P.,Ks. 66212

1965

Chief Driving Rain

William E. Burns
3719 W. 30th, Topeka, Ks. 66614

1969

Chief Crazy Eagle

321-5151
Daniel H. Wheatcroft
2 Gateway Center - Suite 1017
K.C., Kansas 66101

Lone Bear

The following men have been named as Honorary Chieftains for special recognition.

They are recognized voting members of the Council of Chieftains.
Chieftain True Heart
Sam C. Reaves
531-2744
209 Brush Creek Blvd. Apt. 102
Kansas City, Ho. 64112
Chieftain Sign Haker

Ed Wright

Chieftain Yellow Calf

T. Byron Hunt
7356-50 Ave.,N.E. - Seattle,Wash. 99195
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Honorari Chieftains cont 1 d:
Chieftain Hunting Moon

Don C. Baldwin

Chieftain Broad Oak

Joseph E. Macy
4102 Spring Oak Dr. ,Cincinnati ,Ohio 45230

Chieftain Many Eagles

2925 Minnesota Avenue,

321-9683
K. C., Ks. 66 I 02

Lorne W. Barclay

Deceased

Chieftain Great Eagle

Walter W. Head

Deceased

Chieftain Curly Hawk

E. D. Modi in

Deceased

Chieftain Swift Spear

Finley F. Fiske
28 Swanage Drive
Belle Vista, Ark. 72712

Chieftain Curly Buffalo

I. W. Wall

Deceased

Chieftain Crow Moon

John L. Marshall

Deceased

Chieftain White Bear

Dr. L, G. Soule
524-1652
512 N. Hurray - Apt. B116
Lee's Sunmit, Mo. 64063

Chieftain Lone Star

Wal 1 ace 11Pappy'1 Grube

Chieftain High Red Eagle
Chieftain Quiet Fal I Ing Rain

Deceased

Alden Barber

Unknown

F. Will lam Lewis
321-5151
2 Gateway Center - Suite 1017
Kansas City, Kansas 66101
1979 PRESIDING CHIEFTAIN

DIRECTING CHIEF
Chief Crazy Eagle

Daniel H. Wheatcroft
2 Gateway Center - Suite 1017
Kansas City, Kansas 66101

321-5151
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ADVANCED SCIENCES

Rf.SEARCH and DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, Inc,
T. G. HIERONYMUS
DIRECTOR

May 25, 1976

LABORATORY NO. 2

30552

Capt. R. L. Skillen
Room 205 Building 93
Washington Navy Yard
Washington, D. C,
2037.4
Dear Capt, Skillen:
Attached you will find a copy of my letter, dated Oct, 18, 1954,
to Mr. Donald A. Quarles, Assistant Secretary of Defense, and the
brochure that accompanied that letter. After over three months of
delay, during which time Mr. Quarles made no request for further information,
he wrote the letter dated Jan. 26, 1955, a copy of which·_was furnished
to. you .while you were here in Lak�mont, Georgia.

TGH:jet
enclosure

.•
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Ootober, 18, 19"'•
>'.
Mr. Donald A, �uarl•••
A1111tant Oeoy. ot D•t• n•••
·'
llaahlns:ton 2,, D. o.
Do11r Hr; -<lu11r��11

Beno.tor 111111uie kindly ■ent me• oop:, ot your
letter to hirn dated Oot. 15, 19'4, and th11 1•
in oo,oplinneo with your roqunot for• oop:, ot
the pat�nt and other p�rt&nant data.

Th• att•chod brochure will give you 1om1 1doa or
tho ooope �r the material and a rev way• 1n,w1oh
I believe tho idea can be ct value 1n the 11111t.&r:,
prosrnm, Thero aro, or eoureo, m�ny othore.

l'a.i;o four or the report Hpooially oo-,ore • very
i10portant lt-.. o.f rn111 hry 1nt.ereot and I o°""end
it to your attention. The tiret part or tho report
cover• tho more eoiontlfio aapnote of tho eubjoot.

Thero will undoubtedly be man� quoetion• and ld•••
to be dleou11ed and I•nlt you! _�gge■tlon••·
,
'
S 1naerely, �/f.
.
. o. Hlero�••
• , .... 'l'.
..-...
102.r. N. ,i■t Road,
Hollywood, Plor14••

·

.,

/..�

co
Senator John W1ll11.1111, Delaware.
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fil,Qll!!, RADIATIONS

***

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCHES BY
T, G. HIERONYMUS*
INVENTOR AND GRANTEE OF BASIC PATENT NO, 2,482,773,
ENTITLED, "DETECTION OF EMANATIONS FROM MATERIALS
AND MEASUREMENT OF THE VOLUMES THEREOF" AND OTHER
PATENTS BOTH ISSUED AND APPLIED FOR.

***

* Fellow,

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

Fellow, American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Honorary Doctor of Philosophy, U. S. P.
Senior Member, Institute of Radio Engineers.
Registered Professional Engineer, State of Missouri.
Licensed by Dept. of Co11111erce, Radio Telephone First Class.
American Born Veteran of World War I, Rainbow Divn., A. E. F.
Graduate, Officers Training School, Langres, France, 1918.

***

(Report to accompany letter of Oct. 18, 1954
to Donald Quarles, Asst. Secy. of Defense.)
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ELOPTIC - � newly discoycrcd form Q.f_ energy.

The discovery has been made that every isotope of every element of

material matter gives off or is surrounded with a radiation or field of energy.
This is not in any way related to Alpha or Beta particles or Ganua radiation

as understood by physicists.

For the sake of brevity and to avoid confusion,

this radiation has been named EI.OPTIC and a basic patent has been issued, by
the U. S. Patent Office, covering its use.

Similar patents have also been

issued by Canada and Great Britain.
Eloptic energy may be conducted along electrical conductors and devices

and obeys some but not all of the laws of electricity.

Eloptic energy may

be reflected, refracted, focused, and manipulated similarly to light and
may also be conducted along light rays.

Because it obeys some of the laws

of both electricity and optics, it has been named Eloptic, a word coined from
the first two letters of electricity and the word optic.
Eloptic energy obeys certain laws just as each other form of energy obeys
certain laws.

Not all of these laws have been uncovered or observed so far,

but enough is known so the energy may be utilized in many ways.
Not only have the laws of behavior had to be discovered, but insulators,
conductors, means of detection, means of measuring quantity or intensity,
and many other features were discovered or devised as we went along.

delayed progress in the utilization of the discovery in industry.

This has

Much is

yet to be done in further improving the operation of present apparatus but
we are far enough along that we have a very useful tool by which almost

anything in the material world can be analyzed and its contents determined.
All of the research thus far has been done quietly, without publicity,
and little has been done to bring this discovery to the attention of orthodox
physicists in universities or in industry because we did not have enough
information to be able to tie Eloptic radiations in with accepted ideas
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*2 *
of physical phenomena.

We feel that we now have such information, and

while it is not complete and we do not have all the answers to all questions
that might be put to us, still we have sufficient proof to lay before any
open-minded person who is willing to try it out and try to prove that such
radiations exist and may be successfully utilised.
Each isotope of each element radiates and the Eloptic energy shows a
different frequency for each.

Combinations of elements that form moleqular

patterns radiate an Eloptic frequency for each different pattern.

In the

analysis of Benzine and Toluene, the various molecular groupings were
observed.
frequency.

Those that were similar in the two materials came in at the same
Thus, if the frequency pattern of knowns is established for

reference, the frequency pattern of an unknown can be determined and compared
to the pattern of the standard for quick analysis.
Anything in the material world is subject to being analyzed, whether
mineral, vegetable, animal, human being, solid, liquid, or gas, simply by
utilizing the frequency of the Eloptic radiations from the object to determine
the contents.

Only a tiny bit or fraction of a gram of unknown material is

required for the analysis and the sample is not in any manner disturbed or
destroyed by such analysis, nor does the sample have to be irradiated or
treated in any manner whatsoever, to prepare it for analysis.
When Eloptic energy from a material is caused to refract through a prism,
it behaves in a manner similar to the refraction of light except that
the rays emerge from the prism at a more acute angle.
Energy from Beryllium, the number 4 element, emerges from the prism
at less than 10 degrees from the prism face, while the energy from Bismuth,
the number 83 element, emerges at an angle of over 60 degrees to the face
of the prism.

These refraction angles depend upon the prism material,

prism angle, the angle of incidence, etc.
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*3*
Over half of the ninety-six well known elements have been worked with
and all obey the same laws and react the same way in that they all radiate
Eloptic energy and may be analyzed.

These cover gasses, liquids, and :solids

and range from Hydrogen, the No. 1 element, to Thorium, the No. 90 element.
Naturally, the elements easiest to obtain in relatively pure form are the
ones we worked with most.
A series of seven elements, Titanium, Vanadium, Chromium, Manganeese,
Iron, Cobalt, and Nickel, were used for a very detailed analysis and from
this, it was definitely determined that each isotope of an element gives
off Eloptic radiations and that the frequency of the Eloptic radiation is
inversely proportional to the contents of the nucleus of the isotope.
The number of protons in a specific nucleus was determined and this
number was multiplied by the established proton weight value of 1.00758.
The number of neutrons in that nucleus was multiplied by the established
neutron weight of 1.00894.

These two values were added to get a weight

factor that indicated the relationship of total units in the nucleus without
reference to binding energy factor.

This procedure was followed for all the

elements in the series.
These seven elements were each analyzed for Eloptical radiation peaks
and the dial settings for these radiations were plotted against the weight
factor of the isotopes.
perfectly together.

The attached chart shows the way everything. fits

There are four cases of isotopes of different elements

but with a similar number of nuclear particles and they plot correctly in each
case.

It should be noted that radioactive isotopes behave the same way as

non-radioactive isotopes except that the distance that Eloptic energy extends
out from a specimen is greater for the radioactive isotope.

E.g. from a specimen

of Gold, the stable isotope radiated out about five inches while the radioactive
isotope radiated out to fourteen inches. It varies with the specific elemerit
and the specific isotope.
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An observed phenomena that is of great military interest is the fact that
the Eloptic radiations from objects photographed are conducted along the light
rays and also implanted on the film.

Again, when light is sent through the

film, some of the Eloptic effect is carried over and implanted on the print.
The objects photographed can be analyzed by use of the energy radiated from
the photograph (either the film or the print).
As an example, a large mass of iron in the form of a gun or tank might
be under a pile of straw, or otherwise camouflaged, or a naval vessel might
be camouflaged by growing trees in tubs on deck, making it impossible to
detect by presently used methods.

However, the Eloptic energy from the iron

would be carried by the light rays through the camouflaging material and
implanted on the film in the camera even though such rays are invisible to the
eye.

By placing an electrode on the film or print at first one spot, then

another, and conducting the Eloptic energy into an analyzer adjusted to the
frequency of iron, the location of the tank or ship could be determined.
The same procedure could be followed to locate concentrations of troops
under camouflage, buried ammunition dumps, gasoline tanks, etc.

Eloptic

radiations, such as from the above examples, can be utilized directly.

To

determine this, we fitted an electrode onto the eye piece of one barrel of a
pair of binoculars, and connected it by Eloptic conductor to an analyzer set
to detect the radiations from copper.

When the binoculars were directed toward

copper power wires up in the air, using the other barrel for sighting, we
were able to pick up the radiations from the copper wires.

Thus, it is

readily apparent that the device might be used for aerial reconnaisance.
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Charles T. Turley, Mph.D.
Magnetoblocnemical Research Specialist
1070 Post St. Apt. 1
San Francisco, CA 94109
11/1/79
Dear Dr. Hieronymus:

'!bank you so very much for your efforts to assist me in losing my excess
weight and in helping me quit smoking cigarettes, Both have already been
very successful, I am losing about two lbs. per day now, on a steady basis
and my smoking has been cut in half, All I can say is your ability to
influence a persons Logoidal energy fields in a benificial manner are very
effective. God bless you.

After my last tel,-con, with Ms, Gran two weeks ago, we had agreed that the
best time for me to visit you would be after the first of the year, By then
I will be in a good financial position to afford the trip,

I would appreciate your assistance with an introduction of me, via mail, to
Rev, Paul Solomon, I would like to establish regular corrispondence with
him, but do not know his mailing address and felt that his being a friend of
yours would make for a more proper introduction, if you could inform him
of my past work, my future desires in research and my desire to establish a
regular pattern of corrispondence with him,
Two questions please, before closing this letter, (1) Do you feel that
aging is the result of matter loosing energy through superimpositions of
changing telluric and cosmic fields ? (2) Is it possible to use your
devices to detect pending earthquakes, through arial photography? If so,
I would like your assistance in developing such a technique, as a result
of the pending danger here in my home area,

Enclosed, please find my Christmas card to you and with my best wishes to
you, your family, associates and friends I look forward to your reply and
I am,
Respectfully Yours,

� �- d-..,Q.�

Charles T, Turley, Mph, D,
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GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Region 6
1500 East Bannisttr Road
Kansas Cil.J, Missouri

61/J/

June 6, 1977

Mr. T. Galen Hieronymus
Advanced Sciences Research and
DeveloJJ11ent Corp.
P. O. Box 109
Lakemont, GA 30552
Dear Mr. Hieronymus:

Thank you for sending me the three documents on Nieonic Energy, Eloptic
Emanations, and Tracking the Astronauts, plus the "I Am Decree" and Ford's
Prayer. I enjoyed all of them and found them intensely interesting.
Your papers are very well written with exceptional clarity. It is unusual
to find technical papers so easily readable,
I was discussing your experiments with a friend who has been retired a
good many years, When I mentioned your name he said, "Why I know him.
He used to attend 'I Am' meetings in Kansas City." My,ffiend's name is
A. Ross Patrick, better known as Pat. He also mentioned a Ballard and a
Bill Caseer (I am probably misspelling Caseer, but that is what it sounded
like) who were also very active in "I Am" work years ago. Pat, who is 85
years young, and his wife Edna drove to Cincinatti, Ohio, last month to
visit their daughter and son-in-law, proceeded to drive to Florida for a
few days, then back home. Some trip for such senior citizens to make,
don't you think? Pat said he wished he had known where you were in
Georgia before they left and they would have stopped by to see you on
their way to Florida.

As we discussed on the phone, I would like to assist you if I cun. Your
work is such that I think the Government should support it. Frankly
though, we will have to bridge a communications gap that makes the Grand
Canyon look like an irrigation ditch, Minds that have spent a lifetime
being molded by the academic and scientific communities into conventional
thought patterns feel threatened by any new body of information that
challenges the laboriously acquired conventional knowledge that is their
security blanket. T�e standard defense is a closed mind. I believe the
best way, and it may well be the only way to bridge this gap, is to
"spoon feed" the scientific and academic establishments by exposing only
a small portion at a time of your theory and methodology that can be
detected and observed by existing techniques and apparatus. Like the
farmer teaching an orphaned calf to eat by pushing its nose into a bucket
of milk and shorts; once the calf gets a taste, no further urging is
necessary.

Ktep Freedom in Tour Future With U.S. Savings Bonds
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I think some of the recent developments in the ancient art of Chinese
acupuncture can be developed into a presentation vehicle that will be
acceptable to the scientific comrrunity; that will provide evidential
phenomena which can be detected and observed with conventional scientific
"tools." Consider the following:
1.

Photographs of the human aura show the aura increases in
intensity when the subject looks at bright sunlight. The
author of this experiment states, "apparently the subject
is absorbing energy from the sunlight through his eyes
increasing the intensity of the aura."

2.

If I recall our conversation correctly some 23 or more years
ago, you said that sunlight contained the energy you were
experimenting with.

3. The meridian treatment,.points on acupuncture charts coincide
precisely with the aura intensity points revealed in photo
graphs made in experiments conducted by Dr. James Roland of
Kansas City.

4. Japanese scientists have developed rather elaborate electronic
acupuncture treatment apparatus that can detect field inten
sity at the meridian points. The degree of intensity registers
on conventional meters,

5. Using the Japanese apparatus, Or. Roland charts the field
intensity at the various meridian points on a patient and
from that develops the acupuncture treatment that is administered to the patient.
�
In the light of items 1 through 5 above, it would seem that��
energy amplifier could charge a subject's aura to greater intensity and
the Japanese acupuncture apparatus could detect the increased aura intensity at the meridian points, The increase in intensity would register
on the instrument meters. In other words, the human body would be functioning as a transducer linking your Nieonic amplifier and the Japanese
aura detecting apparatus. Members of the scientific and academic establishments could then witness visual evidence of the presence of Nieonic
energy registering on a conventional meter pointer and scale.
Additional backup evidence could be provided by variations in aura inten
sity revealed through the photographic technique being used by Or, Roland
and his colleague to photograph aura meridian points, -Incidentally, or.
Roland gave a series of lectures in Japan over a 30-day period starting
in mid-April. He casually mentioned he had been able to photograph the
meridian points and this caused considerable excitement, He refused to
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give details of the experiment pending publication of their paper in a
scientific journal. He had to promise them a copy of the paper as soon
as it was published. The un�versity held a surprise ceremony to confer
an honorary degree on him the afternoon of the last day of his visit.

Prior to receiving your packet of information in the mail, I had asked
or. Roland to read the "Saga" article and had discussed same with him.
He is a very open-minded person and was intensely interested. He asked,
"Would Mr. Hieronymus sell us a machine or rent us one so that we could
experiment?" We were in agreement that we would be reluctant to have
someone attempt to build a machine based on the information in the Saga
article and in your patent, He (and I) felt "it would be working in the
dark and there would probably be techniques of application we would need
to learn from you." He said, "See if Mr. Hieronymus would be interested
in working with us and, if so, perhaps we could go visit him and see.his
machine." Accordingly, I am relaying his words to you for your considera
tion.
I believe other parts of your Eloptic theory and principles could be
separated from the whole to provide the basis for research projects
acceptable to the conventional scientific mind, Some years after I
visited with you and Mrs. Hieronymus, your name came up in the course
of a conversation I had with c. Earl Hovey. As best I can remember the
conversation went something like this, "Did you go look at his bean
plants?" "No I didn't." "You should have. He grows beans in his
basement without benefit of sunlight. He has those plastic plates in
the soil of all the boxes of beans except those boxes he uses for com
parison purposes (control boxes ). The boxes he broadcasts his energy
into grow healthy plants and they actually pick beans from them. The
plants in the control boxes come up, little pale things, curl over and
die." Hovey also mentioned a small boy (I believe he said he was the
son of a sports reporter for the Kansas City Star) that you cured of
Leukemia.

The ability of Eloptic energy broadcasts to support growth without direct
sunlight should be of interest to .the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) which is currently funding research in photosynthesis
with the hope-of developing a practical biochemical process for syntheti
cally converting sunshine to energy, The U.S. Dept, of Agrdculture is
always funding research in plant growth and their scientists and grantee
scientists should be interested in having a tool that would permit plant
growth in an isolated environment free of the uncontrolled energy (sun
light) variables attendant to growth in a natural setting. Presentation
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of these fragments (and others) cf Eloptic theory and practice would need
to be made in mundane terms completely isolated from any reference to the
underlying theories and Astral considerations. Once these researchers
began producing results unexplainable in terms of current scientific and
academic knowledge, there could be no turning back. Soon the flow of
reports between research groups and universities, results of one group
"duplicating" the experimental results of another, etc., would shatter
the current credibility barrier and start a new scientific Renaissance.

I am obviously very enthusiastic �bout your discoveries a·nd their poten
tial. The only point upon which you and I appear to differ, judging from
our. recent telephone conversation•, is the emphasis or_ lack of emphasis
you appear to place on· the use of El optic energy in the field pf healto
treatment and cure. I would give this aspect number one priority by a
wide margin. I see ill health as the number one bane of humanity. Right
now my elderly mother is in extremely poor health and has been in poor
health for over 40 years. I feel any method that offers solutions to
such health problems should be the focus of the most intense developmen
tal efforts our society can generate,

I don't want to oversell my ability to promote acceptance and support of·
your Nieonic energy apparatus and methodology by the Federal government;
I have suffered too much frustration coping with the "organization mind" to think that penet�g_ the attitudinal barriers surrounding these
minds will be easy. 1 Nevertheless, I have some fifteen years experience
helping people promote new products and processes within the Federal
government and I can honestly say that my peers consider me one of the
best in the business.
I would like to assist you in any way I can. Please let me know if you 1
would be interested.
Sincerely,

cJr'/�t-�'l�tcd0?-::fl�
F. HOWARD WHITELEY
Regional Director
Business Affairs
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JOHN &: GRETTA FRYE
1905 West 6200 South
Bennion, Utah 84118

30 August 1976
ADVANCE SCIENCES RESEARCH FOUNDATION
mR, T, Galen Hieronymus
P.O. Box 109
Lakemont, Georgia 30552

�

Dear Sir,
myself, and associates, among whom are engineers, scientists and men or in
tegrity are presently engaged in research & development in the areas of (1)
Wind energies, Solar energies, Orgone, "L-force• energies including those
of Pyramids and other geometric configurations,
We have read with great interest,accounts by various authors, those things
you have accomplished in the field of Psi-onics, We feel �hat in some ar
eas these writers were overly enthusiastic, however it appears to us that
you have developed something that has a tremendous application in the areas
of agriculture, the gao-physical and environmental,
No doubt you hsve received letters and communications from every type on
most every level of approach concerning your efforts, The only way we can
establish a viable rapport with you would be in person to person contact,
If you feel to communicate with us, we will endeavor to arrange to meet
with and discuss these various fields in great depth with you,

rl'.'.1::�

�Frye�

JF/gf
Encl, S,A.S,E,
cc,Steve Gregory
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Flames of revenge cook a
b�ana-leaf packet (left) of
poisonous bark and an intend
ed \ictim's "essence," such
as nail parin!fs or feces. The
Gimis attribute most death
and illness to rituals similar to
this. initiated by men seeking
toa,·enge the death of another.
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FERTILITY RHES and
SORCF.RY in a New
Gulnea Village. by
Or. Gillian Gilliaon.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
Page 124-July 1977.
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Marie-� MetaCenter, Inc.

o

Non-profit, non-sectarian, spiritual society for Mark-Age works

MARK-AGE

Periodical■ <> Synclic:ation■
Book■
Film■
�
Rad i o
New■
Televi■ion
Recording■

Marie-Age Inform-Nations (MAIN) o Interdimensional & interplanetary information & educauon
327 N. E. 20th Terrace

Telephone 573-3967

Miami. Florida 33137, U.S.A.

October 14, 1975
Dear Galen,
Nark and Yolane.a. sey a fond hello!
They had been infomed of
Louise's pa.ssine and were saddened to have her gone; Yolanda particularly
scndri her thou{3'hts of love and encouragement freqently,
I am presently a full-time staff member here at Mark-Age, serving
as the medical director of the research divi'sion of Healing Haven, My
medical studies were completed in Syracuse, New York and included
specialty training in pRychiatry,
Ra.dionica.lly, I studied with
The two enclosed reports will
E.s.rk G.1.llcrt uhilc he was in mcland,
civc you some idea of the work at Healing Haven over the la.st year or so,
lbturall;• throuch Hark and Yole.nda I have heard of your work with
ra.dionics.
I hn.d hoped to attend the conference that you spoke at
ce>.rlier thic �,ear - the U.S. R dionic Conc;:ress I believe it was called,
Ilut r:,y dutie:;, here lrnpt me toB enc.aced to allow me to leave,
:But had
J cone I woul,; have enjoyed meetine with you and discussing your work,
This brin,:;-s ,ne t�he purpose of this letter,
In our Healing Haven
files we: h�vc �rou:r: :!"eport on the radionic findines of the astronauts
t11:·t �•011 :riuhli.c:hcd,
nut, 1-Je are interested in the other work that
�-·ot1 h:0}.rn <1on� inch.uJ.in0 thn.t 1.-rith :plant8, insect control, a.11d industrial
(\��1} i.cr.!.tio:1c.
��,. 1976, He hope to expand our present research into these
<.•.!.'C:-rts ��H'. o::ncct to htr.tc rr.ore stttff l:'!ernbers who would do such work.
1
rhe�efoI·c, ,..,� 1.-rould hope that y01.1. cou.J.d send e.ny reports of your work
in thone �.2·ean,
ile would also be interested in a:n::r information concerninc
yott'!'.' wor}:: in :.....�dionics in ar..:,r wa:y.
I looJ.: for,mrcl to hearinc from you a..'ld hope that sometime we might
meet to ciscuss radionics end other such endeavors,
Love in action,

�ie{_,tll�, t1J>.

Robert H, Knapp, M,D.
Healing Haven
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Ralf Srhaffranke, vi,:.?.5;.�J'.· v"f'·�s .
sen. RESEARCH [ODSULTAnT

Listed in "NATIONAL ENGINEERS REGISTER", Engineers Joint Council, N.Y.

Feb, 1 st, 1980

MEMBER
American lntthuta of Aeroneutlc1 •nd A1tronautlc1
New York, N. V.
Portc:hunflkr•I• Fuer Geoblologle,
Munich, Germany

Dear Galen 1
Just a short note to inform you that I am in contact with
Ross in Lakemont, have not given up, plan to be l:ack your 11!1.Y in March,
Have a meeting scheduled with a flight crew member of the French CONCORDE
SST next week, looks prolllsing with a chance to obtain a contmct fm Aerospatiale
Comp. in Fmnce. They are loosing money with their star- plane ( fuel consumption
too high} and are willing to look into some of the more exotix potentials for an
aux, electric corona discharge propulsion modification,. a la " ether- effect ".
Was in Nashville 3 weeks ago by plane, 11!1.nted to rent a car to see you, but
Hilde fell on the ice, broke her wrist, pretty helpless, l:ack to work now again,
So I am tied� down again, for the next few weeks any"B.y,
Charles called and told me about your decision not to testify in his
hearing, I understand, Charles applied cowboy methods with his publicity campaign,
I like him a lot, but everybody has to make his own experiences,
Well, give my thanks to Samh and keep well, Will see you in March, I hope,
for final settling down in the South, It's about time too I
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Advice to an Eloptic Energy Student
"Spend time with your Gray's Anatomy and take it a section at a time and give
yourself a project of covering the whole thing in a six-month's period or a year. Get
in mind the anatomical makeup of the individual so that you'll know what is meant
when you talk about the spleen or the thymus-a general idea of what it is.
Where to begin? You mention the word radiesthesia and I think you should
consider some basic things here. You know we live in two worlds. I wrote a little
treatise on this and I'll give it to you. You have the physical octave and then we have
the astral world, and we're living in that at the same time. When you are thinking
about what I am saying, what is the physical aspect of thinking? It isn't physical is
it? It's another world. The emotions are not physical.
Do many people believe what you believe? I said at the Psychotronics Conven
tion that Gallimore was making an error in insisting that the emanations were
coming from the electro-magnetic realm.
He's looking at it from the physicists' standpoint and it just won't fit; it won't fit.
You know what we did with the astronauts, don't you? Alright. Here we were and
we tuned into them, and they were a quarter of a million miles away, and the signals
were just the same as they had been when they were 300 miles away in Cape
Canaveral. The reaction was the same. The signals were no weaker, but with radio
they have to be at terrific amplification to pick up the radio signals from that
distance. That tells you that we are not dealing with the same thing as radio, and
radio is in this electromagnetic spectrum. What we're dealing with is over here.
Let's start now with some basic fundamentals and this you will want to
transcribe and have for reference. I mentioned on Saturday that I want to get some
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terms and some factual data corrected because as I told you there are many names
for these energies we want to talk about. Reichenbach called it Odie Force. W. Reich
called it Orgone Energy.
Do you know what I mean by an Isotope of an element? In this chart on the wall
here are all the elements that make up our chemical understanding of the physical
octabe. Hydrogen is number 1. Then Helium is number 2 and Lithium is 3, Berilium
number 4. And you go up the line to IO-Antimony, Iodine and you go clear up the
line until you come to GOLD and Mercury-79 and 80, and then you get into all the
radioactive. An energy radiates out from these elements and that is why they are
called radioactive.
There is energy emanating from these that are shown with squares. These are
radioactive and manmade more or less. They are artificial, more or less. This is a
disintegration backwards down to LEAD or Bismuth. Radium disintegrates and
gradually goes back to lead again.
Let's go back for a moment. We are getting into quite a deep thing that we Mil
have to cover in order to get a basic understanding. There are3 basic building blocks
of the Universe. The electron, the proton and the neutron. Now the electron is
negatively charged; it is a small device and it's spinning. The proton weighs over
1800 times as much. It's positively charged but has an equal amount of charge, that
is one electron and one proton are negative and positive and equal, only opposite,
you understand.
The neutron acts as if it were a close marriage of the two because it's neutral. The
positive and the negative neutralize each other and it manifests no outward
appearance of charge. That is why it is called neutral or a neutron. Now, an element
is made up of-all the elements starting with Hydrogen, which is a gas-of these
combinations. Now, if you look at this chart over here, this represents the electron
and here is the proton in the nucleus. Now this electron is orbiting around that and
at a very high speed. It's actually not moving in a nice smooth orbit but is oscillating
like this, sort of spiralling. Now that combination there produces the physical
element Hydrogen. Hydrogen is the smallest element we have in the physical world.
Now we have the neutron shown as this here. When you put a heavy hydrogen;
you've heard of heavy hydrogen? Well heavy hydrogen means that there is one of
these in the area. There's a neutron right along side of this proton and it makes it
twice as heavy, because there are twice as many units in the nucleus, see, and yet it
has only one electron because in a balanced unit there is always the same number of
negative charges as there are positive charges or protons. No matter how many
neutrons there are, that doesn't carry a charge. It only holds weight and no charge.
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Now here's a heavy hydrogen and you notice it has the extra unit in it here. Now
the
case of Helium, helium would not only have two electrons and two protons
in
but it also has 2 neutrons in it so it weights ... 4 units. It has 4 times as much as the
hydrogen does ... hydrogen, a unit of one. And deuterium is not a unit of 2 but it
weighs twice as much. You go by the number of electrons. Now in the case of
Helium, helium is the 2nd element. It has 2 electrons and 2 protons and 2 neutrons
so it weighs 4. Now let's go to that other chart. We have a little scale here that I want
you to see. You take these two protons and the 2 neutrons and you take the weight.
They have been weighed and the weight of 2 protons is so much and the weight of
2 neutrons is so much. All protons have the same, or a standard weight. And add that
all up together and you get a mass weight of these 4 units. When you put these
together in a Helium nucleus such as you had here you notice that these two positive
charges are clumped together. Ordinarily,like charges repel each other, but they are
not repelling each other and do you know why? It is because some energy has been
removed. And so when we put them together in the form of a helium nucleus, the
same number of parts. We take some energy away from them. Some of the energy
is pulled out, then they bind together.
What causes the energy to be withdrawn? How do we accomplish that? That is
a natural process. Otherwise they would repel each other, you see. So the helium
nucleus doesn't weigh as much as the components of which it is made. Because it has
lost energy. It has lost that amount of energy so the helium nucleus weighs 4.00820
while the other is 4.00304. Look at the difference here-.03024 mass units has been
removed. Now that's what makes this stick together.
Yes, the removal of energy has made the rest come together, otherwise they
would have repelled each other. If we have a disease that is made up of everything
in your whole body-and all the disease and everything are made up of all the
elements-if we have something like a tumor, for instance, that we don't want,if we
put energy into this, equal to this amount here, then these will repel each other and
it will fly apart and cease to be a helium nucleus. It will just be the individual
components. Get that? Now that is basic, so if we have a tumor and we can find the
frequency of the tumor we can put that same kind of energy in, out of phase, 180%
out of phase, it will just disintegrate and fall into parts. The parts of the building
blocks are used in the body. Once they are separated and regain their own
individuality, the body can use them because they are no longer in the wrong form.
The body needs them. That's right. It's something that has already been done or
made up and you take it apart. It's a foreign substance, or form, or scar tissue or
growth or something that doesn't belong.
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You put energy into it to break it up into its components. Then the tumor ceases
to be a tumor. Now let's look at the parts. These are the things that the rest of the body
is made of, so it just uses the rest. It's natural.Just like something you can break apart.
You've got the pieces to use over again, constructively. Do you get the idea of the
thing? Now this is very important because that is how we work on disease.
We take energy right out of the thing we don't want and turn it around and use
it against itself. That's how all these treatments are made. Even drugs are picked so
as to produce an effect, sometimes they are poisons and sometimes they are not, but
just to give you an analogy, you know what a purgative is? A lot of them are poisons
which the body tries to get rid of. That's why poisons are used very often. Sometimes
we poison people because we don't have any other way, we don't know any other
way to get rid of it.
Let me explain it this way, we'll say that here are 3 things. To know anything
about this you have to know about this, and to know anything about this you must
know about this, and so on. Where to begin? All right, now, we are starting right in
the middle, aren't we, and isotopes and so on. All knowledge is based on something
else. All knowledge (everything you've ever learned) has been in reference to
something else. You say you're tall. There are people taller than you are so then you
are short with them, aren't you? So you see what I mean. So what I'm trying to say
is that everything is referred to something else. So we have to know a little bit about
the reference in order to understand the thing that we are trying to refer to it.
There is nothing good or bad in the Universe. Now let me prove it to you. If you
were in noonday sunlight 24 hours a day, day and night continuously, and
somebody asked you, what is Light? How would you explain it? You couldn't
explain it, could you? That's all you'd ever had. You wouldn't have anything to refer
to. You have to experience darkness in order to know what light is. All right. What
is Good? It is the same thing. It is a degree of good. You have to understand what bad
is before you can understand Good. How else are you going to know? I consider that
there is only one sin and that is to disavow the Great Creator. It's the only one there
is. U I inadvertently harm you, that's not a sin. Now it could be if I were to say, oh
gee, that was fun, I think I'll do it to someone else. That's not right. It is wrong, isn't
it? So we've got some reference points there, haven't we? We can understand Good
because we can refer it to bad. We say that something is hot. What does that mean?
Well, it means that it is hotter than something that isn't as hot. So everything is a
reference. Everything is referred. Anything we do is referred. It's the same thing
with what we are doing here. And if we get over into analysis you're going to find
that there are certain things in the body makeup and in the normal action where
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you're going to want to be in the middle of the line.
Now, for instance, just to give you an example, the energy that comes in at 22- and
77-on the instrument. 22-is HYPERtonicity and 77 is HYPOtonicity or low. ff you're
taking some of these people that are drumming their fingers and tapping their foot,
moving around, and they can't sit still for a minute, check on 22- and you'll find a
too high reading.You take another lethargic person, and they're dull and just want
to sit, then you'll find a high 77. You want them to be either. You want them to be
in the middle. See what I mean. Now, you shift from one to the other and can shift
a person from one to the other. You can do the same thing with a number of things
in the analysis field and you will find that if something is low and you raise it and
get it too high, it's equally as bad.
Assuming right now that the person has come to you for help, is there anyone
whom I cannot help? Yes, definitely. Why? Because they will undo. I think I sense
what you are saying. They will undo daily what you are trying to do for them. Now
if somebody is eating something that is causing them trouble and you try to treat
them and they keep on eating the same thing it is like re-infecting yourself. You
know what I mean? You have to help to educate them. Half of a doctor's job is to re
educate his patient. It's important that you study the patient's habits and attitude
and food and all kinds of things in order to find out what it is that they are doing
wrong.
You know that it is well stated that America is the best fed and most undernour
ished nation on the globe. Now that sounds like opposite statements in the same
sentence, doesn't it? But we are fed the wrong foods. Junk food, it's called. Now
that's one of the things you're going to have to get into, too, watching the effect of
various kinds of foods. We are addicted today to almost everything synthetic. You
know they give drugs to cattle in order to make the meat tender. It's artificial. You
know that when you were a youngster Vanilla was probably one of your favorite
flavors. You know it's almost impossible to get now-a-days. It's all synthetic. Now
for the juice with which they made Atar of Roses ... now synthetically made. All the
perfumes are synthetically made. You can't afford to use the real thing, it's too much
trouble. You can do it so easily chemically. We are living in a completely artificial
world. That's why doctors are needed with new techniques because the poor people
are being fed wrong foods. They are living in the wrong environment. Everything
... almost synthetic and wrong when you get right down to it. And so a doctor has
to be a philosopher and a minister and a consultant and a phycologist and a little bit
of everything in addition to the medical side so you see what you're letting yourself
in for.
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If you have anything the least bit wrong, you find out what it is and correct it and
then leave yourself alone. Nature takes care of things. So if you get a little bit off, you
let nature take care of the situation. If you do that, you'll really be in good shape. I
can testify to that.
Most of the people without energy ... well, there are a lot of reasons. I told you
one a moment ago ... the 22- and the 77- the HYPO and HYPER tonicity. Good health
and reasonable right eating ... I don't eat the right foods but once in a great while.
I watch starches and I stay away as much as I can from cake. Everytirne I eat cake I
get in trouble because we checked baking powders some years ago and only found
one that was good for people and some natural sugar used today. It's all artificial.
Most of the sweetening today in cooking is corn oil.
The ISOTOPES of all the various elements emanate an energy. The electron and
the proton emanate energy. All these devices do. An instrument such as mine can
tune into those emanations. Now you can call that more or less the physical way of
approach, but you can also use your mental and emotional abilities, if you've trained
them, to ask questions and get answers. There are various ways you can do that. Let
me give you an illustration. We'll say that you are using a pendulum or a forked stick
or a dowsing rod and you want to find out whether there's any water down here.
You're walking over the ground and you've said to yourself, now I want to find some
good water,andiwant ananswer, yes or no,if there is any water. You're saying that
and then you're going along with whatever you're using and you're holding your
attention on water. You have to hold it steady on water and then you get to thinking,
I wonder if I'm going to make that date tomorrow, or will so and so come who is
supposed to, or your mind begins to get off here and you pass right over where the
water is, and then you think, oh-oh, back to water. Now radiesthesia is like that. If
you're not concentrating completely, you miss the boat.
When you set the dials on an instrument, that is not going to change. It's not going
to change. It's going to stay right there. It becomes the equivalent of concentration.
See what I mean? It's fixed. And you're going to get an answer or you're going to
measure the amount on your instrument, on your intensity dial of what that is, and
you'll get your reaction at that point, but you don't concentrate on it. In fact, what
you want to do is to keep your mind passive and not think in terms of, I wonder if
this person has cancer? Or do they have so-and-so? You don't do that. You set the
dial and let the instrument give you the answer. Now it isn't going to lie to you. But
if you're trying to override the instrument, and a powerful personality can override
the instrument, I call them dishonest operators. They don't recognize it, but it's a fact,
because they force the instrument to give them an answer that isn't true by
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overriding what the instrument wants to give you. If you had a specimen in here;
there's energy emanating from that specimen, and these dials are like the dials on a
radio set; they tune to a certain station. The specimens represent all the stations that
are broadcasting, and you pick out a particular one. How many parts do you have
in your body. You've got a lot of them. You want to measure the heart so you set the
dials for the heart, and now that instrument is only going to give you an answer yes
or no. The heart is there. It isn't going to give you the value on the lungs or on
something else. So that's the difference between radiesthesia where you have to
concentrate and hold the mind. If you're good at it there is nothing wrong with it.
It works within those limits.
Then we go back to the make-up of our material world. First of all we said the
building blocks are the electrons, the protons and the neutrons. Now these are
emanating energy. We've got a lot of snow out here and you decide to go out there
and make a snowman. A snowman is made out of snow. He takes on a shape and
a personality, but he's still made out of snow, isn't he? Now the snowman represents
somethingyou have madeout of it. See what I mean. Now electrons and protons and
neutrons are made out of material, but they've been given a special shape. They are
spinning and those little things shown as round dots up there are actually spinning
at a high rate of speed, like a little top, and the direction of their spin has a lot to do
with their characteristics. Well, who started to think spinning in the first place? It's
an interesting question, isn't it? And what keeps it spinning? You know nothing runs
forever. It's the energy that goes in that keeps it spinning. That same amount of
energy has to come out or else the thing will get hot, won't it? All energy that is put
in with nothing coming out ... will get hot. That is the end result. Unless the energy
comes out in work. Energy keeps that electron spinning and a certain amount comes
out and it is that which we pick up. It comes out. The material of this watch is
emanating energy right now. It isn't deteriorating as a result. It isn't radioactive. In
radioactivity, energy is thrown out and it keeps getting less and less and less. But the
energy in this watch is emanating out here several inches. You can set the dials on
the instrument for gold, and you can tell whether or not there's any gold in this.
We have talked about my experiment with SILVER which was mentioned in the
Secret Life of Plants. I discovered then that the silver was emanating an energy that
they don't understand when they go hunting for treasure or for Uranium using an
instrument, that the energy can travel along and then come out of the ground in
another place. I didn't mean in the case of the silver experiment that the energy was
rotating.
In the case of a person or a body you've got a specimen of that person and so you
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are in contact with them. It is just as though you were touching them. Now I can
touch you with a wire and run the wire up to an instrument or I can take a saliva
specimen from you; it's a direct contact. So I'm dealing now with the specimen of
you. But when you're out in the ground it is open, wide open. It is everything. It's
a little difficult to get all the features of this.
Yes, definitely.Then we got back to the silver experiment. If this silver were up
there on the table, insulated, then it would build up an aura around itself and that
would be that; but when I buried it in the ground I put it in a good conductor. The
ground is a conductor and so the energy of the silver was conducted to the
northwest, and then itcameoutof the ground there. That's a natural phenomena that
we had to learn. Don't get confused because you see it was the ground that was
conducting it.
But why did it come out here and not up here? There was ground everywhere.
Because there were three forces acting there. You have the corealus force of the
rotation of the earth.And the phases of the moon that are affecting it, and you've got
the earth's magnetic field.All these things are affecting the energy that is out in the
ground and loose. But in the case of an instrument here we concentrate directly on
a direct connection with the individual, animal, or plant.
Now if you're out in the ground, on the ground, and in contact with the ground,
can
affect your energy because that can be conducted through the earth. On the
it
other hand, when you're here on the floor, you're insulated, you see. The energy is
not being transmitted away. Now if we wouldn't pick you up until we got close, and
then we'd pick you up, you see. That's the important item.
Now there's an item ... we're covering too much territory, really, but we'll come
back to them. Here's the case of a baby who is ill. The baby is crying. The mother
brings it in and you're going to see what's wrong, so you take a specimen of the baby.
The mother is holding the baby, so you're getting the mother all confused with the
baby.That's the point. You must have her lay the baby down. Then you can get an
analysis of the baby without the mother's. You find that out very quickly.
I mentioned the fact that the elements emanate energy. All right now, let's take
table salts. You know what table salt is? Yes, it is sodium chloride. Right. It is sodium
and chloride. Sodium and chloride are two elements we find up there. And you take
ordinary distilled water. You know what that's made out of? H2O, yes, well. Yes, it
is 2 of Hydrogen, and Oxygen. Ok. They are two elements, aren't they? So now we
have added something new. Here we have the hydrogen and the oxygen and the
oxygen emanates energy as oxygen, but when you put those two together, in
addition, they emanate a resultant which is water.
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Do you know what your liver consists of? Probably 30 or 40 elements. You divide
it all up and get tested in a chemical laboratory, you'll find hydrogen, oxygen and
nitrogen. You'll find all kinds of elements and you'll find some of the metals and
things in there that individually are there, but collectively they make what you know
as liver. Now we want the rate for liver, so we look in our list and find the rate for
liver. Now that is the total of all these things. You see, that's where your H,O,the H,
2 of them,and theO come from. If you look at the combination here it consists of one
hydrogen molecule and one oxygen molecule. If you look at the list you'll find that
in the nucleus where all your protons and neutrons are. The first element in the list
is hydrogen which has one proton, and the next one has two and it has two electrons.
Each one is negative and they repel each other. One may be going one way and the
other another way, you know, but they're in orbit and won't come close.
Now that's the largest number that will ever be in what's called the shell of
Helium. Lithium has 3 protons in the nucleus and three electrons. This other one is
out in a bigger orbit ... and then the next will be that same distance out and so on
up until you get 8 and then that one is filled.
Now, what is filled? The shell. You can have a maximum of 8 in that one. In the
first one you can have a maximum of 2. The first shell is 2, the second layer can have
a maximum of 8. But in this particular case there are two missing,. to be full. So we
have only 6 in this shell and we have a missing place or an empty place here. One
missing here and another missing just opposite it.
Let us talk about the Metaphysical Forces. Oh, I think you have to go way back
and try to interpret Biblical statements, and statements from other teachings and
religions. The religions are very often vastly distorted. So you have to do a lot of
studying and reading between the lines. I've tried to come up with a model of the
universe as I tried to see it, pulling together as much of the factual data as I can find
and screening out the absurdities and the obviously wrong theories and ideas. This
is strictly my own opinion, but! think in the beginning,or way back,a longwayback,
the Great Creator decided to give free will, and he has never yet interfered with that
free will. Now that means you can do things constructively or destructively if you
choose to do so. There are naturally individuals in the physical octave right here
today who are destructively oriented. Those who would rather steal from somebody
else rather than make the same effort in trying to help themselves.
There are those who may start out constructively, and then for some reason they
become highly destructive in their intent. Are you familiar with the interesting
stories of Dr. Foo Man Chu? There are those who have progressed greatly and then
for some reason or another something soured them against humanity. Then they
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have developed in an opposite direction, in a negative way. Now that happens both
in the physical and in the mental octaves, or rather in the physical and the astral
octaves. There is no difference, really. You just lose the physical body, but the
personality, the real you is the same whether in the physical or not.Now let me finish
this or else we are going to get off on a tangent. I'm trying to develop a line of thinking
here. Those on the other side of the veil, without a body, if they are negatively
oriented and want a body, they will try in one way or other to influence one in a
physical body. In some cases they have beenknmvn to actually drive out, push aside,
the real you, the lower middle self, and take over the body. They use their influence
on the individual to get them to do things which they wouldn't otherwise do.
Now there is no question that what I am saying is true. There is all kinds of
evidence of it. But you can forget about what our orthodox religions say about Satan
and the devil and Hell and things of that kind.
Everyone himself makes his own Heaven and Hell. And there isn't any particular
place that is so designated and inhabited by little red devils who run around with
little pitchforks. That is a figment of the imagination. But people can get themselves
into a state where for all practical purposes they are almost in that situation. Their
own emotions will drive them crazy. There's no question about the fact that those
on the other side, if they choose to, can come back and either completely take over
a body here, drive out the traveling pair (the lower and middle selves) for loss of a
better expression, and completely take over. There are cases where they would take
over for a period of time, and then allow the real self to come back in; and thus you
have the dual personality. Then you get the person who can be very lovely at times
and then, very negative. You'll find that situation.
There have been known cases where there have been as many as 6 or 8 entities
from the other side that have actually taken over and attached themselves to a body
on this side. Are you acquainted with the work that Dr. Henry Mandel has been
doing? Have you ever listened to any of his tapes? I have listened to many of this
tapes. He has removed literally thousands of entities from people who were
possessed. That has been a lifework with him. He's done a terrific job. Also, he has
brought into this plane of communication lots of discarnates, who are not possessing
anybody, but who are wandering around lost because they don't know what to do.
He has corralled them and sent them into what he calls "progression." Where they
can continue the way they should. "Putting them into the light" is another way of
putting it, depending entirely upon the advancement of the individual as to what
state they are able to go to. I think I've covered what you asked me, about possession.
You see it's not just one state.
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One of the most diabolical places that you can go to is a bar where the lights are
so low, and you can hardly see, and everything is either red or black (or being under
drugs or the influence of alcohol). It's a direct invitation for entities. There are many
on the other side who are addicted to drinking, who died under those conditions.
They can't satisfy their emotional hunger for drink in the astral, and so they attach
themselves to someone in a bar and get them to drink so that they can have the
emotional response. It may be only for the moment, as long as you're there. If you
get up and walk out, they'll leave you alone. On the other hand, there are other cases
where they have attached themselves, and then when you leave, you've got an
entity! Those are the undesirable conditions. Anger and fear are the two most
devastating emotional conditions we can get into. What's the difference between
hate and anger. I think there's quite a difference, but anyhow, hating someone or
being angry with someone or with some situation, or being extremely fearful is a
wide open invitation for trouble.
The best way to protect yourself is the way we were taught in the I AM
movement. In the early days of it, in the 1930s, I went to dozens of their 10-day
lectures. I used to arrange radio programs for Mrs. Ballard. They always said to keep
yourself surrounded at all times with a wall of light. Now, that's not understood by
a lot of people. Do you remember the sparklers we used to use on the 4th of July? You
know what they look like. They are little intense sparkles of light. Very intense. You
will continuously know that you are protected with a wall of light made of that, not
just something white like the paper. That's dead. These are alive and scintillating.
But here's the point, if you know and you know that you know it, then it's yours. But
if there's any question in your mind about it, then you might as well forget it. If
there's any doubt in your mind as to whether or not it is working, it's of no use. I don't
care where you go and what circumstances you're in, if you know that you're
protected, then you will be. That's the opposite of fear. Because fear will undo it. The
use of the Violet Flame daily and continuously is the most desirable thing. One, to
protect yourself. No, that black light, or slightly ultraviolet light that we use in the
room with the instrument is different. It is the first cousin. It will take care of the air
and it will keep entities away because they don't like it. They don't like this
ultraviolet.
You visualize the Flame. It is not in the physical. You don't seeit here. It is actually
visualizing of yourself being in a deep blue-violet flame as if you are standing up in
a flame. Did you ever read the book SHE? It's a very famous one and she maintained
her youth by standing in a flame.
Visualize yourself all of the time as being in a violet flame. Coming up from the
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feet and being all around you.What that does is to dissolve everything negative in
your aura. That's the most desirable thing you can do. And then if you put that wall
of light around yourself, you'll keep negative things from coming in. However, the
wall of light can be punctured by an instant of extreme irritation or of anger.
If you sustain a shock and are fearful, you are punching a hole in your protection.
You have to try to not do that any more. After all, we're here to learn; we're human
and are here to make mistakes and learn by them. You don't want to put yourself in
a shell and shut yourself out from the world.Be continually protected and KNOW
that you are protected. Now the KNOWING is your own confidence in your own
ability and in yourself.If you're operating an instrument or trying to help someone
else, or driving down the road, if you can be conscious continually of this violet flame
and the wall of light around yourself ... did you ever see the chart from the I AM
movement?
From pictures I have seen and people I've talked to who are acquainted with
them ...the analyzing instrument is just an elaborate form of the Abrams resistance
type device. The resistance type was the first one, and it is subject to change because
the resistance does not stay put, they vary; and the reason I went to the variable
condenser is because unless you hit it with a hammer, you are not going to do much
damage to it. It will not change.
The word "stabilize" is completely misused there. Using magnets is something
else that has effect, and it's very much like taking all the different shapes you can
think of, like the Genesa and the Pyramids and Magnets and all kinds of things that
have any effect on energy, and putting them all together thinking that if one is good,
a whole bunch of them will be better. And you can get yourself into a mess. It's like,
the old general who got on his horse and galloped away in all directions. Now that
sounds silly, but a lot of people try to do that.
I have a tape someplace in which magnets were mentioned. It is said that the
magnet in itself does nothing except concentrate. If you are a healer, and you haven't
any other modality, and you want to intensify, you can hold a magnet in your hand
with the north pole out. It will collect your O'Wll energy and intensify it into a beam,
but it in itself is only doing that. The best illustration is to take a lens and go out into
the sunlight. If you hold a piece of paper up to the sunlight you are going to get a
certain amount of light on that piece. Each little bit of light touches the paper in its
own particular spot. If you take a lens, we'll say, that has three square inches of
surface, you can then focus it and set that paper on fire, by focusing the heat from
the sun in this way. You are taking the energy of the sun in a 3-square inch area and
concentrating that down to a point. You haven't made something new.You've only
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taken a lot of sources and put them together into one. You see what I'm trying to get
at? Now that's what a magnet will do, and a magnet will pull your energy in and
concentrate it. It will be more effective if you particularly need or want to, but I
wouldn't even bother with that method. I think it's a very crude method of doing
things. The word "stabilize" is completely a misnomer. It doesn't mean anything.
So when we speak of De La Warr, we are talking about resistance methods, or
resistance type instruments as opposed to the variable resistance type.
I don't want to go into the Radionic type of equipment; all of the English stuff,
almost completely., is resistance type.
I can show you pictures of resistance type instruments that I built and I
discontinued building them because I know their frailty and their shortcomings.
During the second World War, I had a workshop in my basement and two men who
came there moonlighting. They worked for an aviation company. They came and
worked for me for 4 hours every evening. I was doing some construction, and a
number of doctors found out that I had a shop. They had trouble with their
instruments. So one of them would send mean instrument ... 'Will you please work
this over and put it in shape?" I had these two young men do that. The word got out
and the first thing you know I had several instruments in there at a time. Year before
last when I was getting ready to go to Indianapolis to the Conference, I was looking
for some things to take along, and looking over some files, and believe it or not, I
found a notebook similar to the one you have right there, that one of these boys had
kept. When an instrument came in he'd have a number on a page, and he'd put a
sticker on that instrument and on it would be Dr. Jones and the number 16.He would
write that down with the address of the doctor and so forth. Then he would take this
instrument apart and he wrote down in this notebook all the things he found wrong,
and then at the bottom he would put the number of hours that he spent on it and the
materials he used so that I could bill the doctor for the work we did. I found that old
notebook. It was interesting that it told of all the troubles that they found with these.
They were all resistance type instruments. Not only that, for some reason I got about
7 or 8 of the units out of these that they happened to take out because they were
defective, that didn't get thrown into the trash can. I've still got them.
There are 3 types of resistances you can buy on the market. If a resistance has no
color code on it, it is within plus or minus 20% of accuracy. No, that means that in
100 ohms resistance would be anywhere from 80 to 120. That's a terrific range, you
see. The next are silver bands. Now here are some silver bands. It has a silver band
around it. That means it is plus or minus 10%, and that would mean that a 100 ohm
resistance would be anywhere between 90 and 110, which is still too much for error.
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Now if it's a gold band, then it's a plus or minus 5%, which means that it would range
from 95 to 105. Now this costs a certain amount, this 20% type. They probably cost
as much as 10 times as much as this cheap one. Now these are inaccurate. The
construction here is very poor, the way this has been put together. Now these were
taken out of instruments.
Now, as an example, they would have a row of dials and you've seen these types
with a whole row. Maybe this is0-1 and this is 1 and this is 10 and this is 100 and this
is 1000. That's the way they are: the decade. And some of these instruments, a lot of
them, had as many as 9 dials in a row. Just a decade like this. They would put them
together all of one size supposedly, and then this would be the 100 ohm place, but
instead you'd find it somewhere else, and you'd find this one over here. They were
just carelessly put in there because they'd make these up and then solder the
terminals on. They'd be all wrong. We found them that way. Careless construction.
And yet still working.
When you start out with this and measure it you'd find that it would measure a
certain amount. If you'd lay that aside for two years and then come back to it to re
measure it, you'd find that it had changed, because CARBON is not stable and that's
what these are.
And carbon is always used in these resistance types? If you go through and test
these you'll find that they are not the same ... with age.I went through all this. That's
why I won't use them. I just don't want any part in it. I can show you pictures of
instruments that !built with the resistance type. I did it because I was forced into it.
After working with it for a few years I found that they were not dependable. I just
don't use them and I don't want any part in them. My work in the beginning was
strictly research. I was experimenting to find out what things did and how they
operated. I wasn't interested in manufacturing something to make a sale. And then
I was upshed into it. A doctor sat down on my desk and wrote a check for $1000 and
said, "All right now, get busy." Well, that was the beginning of my going into the
instrument business. He had a big practice. I made 18 instruments for him. Anyhow,
that's another story but it illustrates something. And I don't want any part of any of
these English instruments.
'What about Mark Gallert's instruments?"
That's an inductive type. It won't vary, but I don't like that system. You see you
have a whole row and you have to remember all those numbers-all of them. How
many do you have to remember of mine? Just one or two.
I don't like to get into knocking some other device except that I will not have
anything to do with the resistance type. I know because I built them. Just forget them.
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They are not dependable, because you try to work out a rate on an instrument and
get a different rate from a condition just because the instruments are not calibrated.
They are not the same. And that's how we got onto this. Doctors were having trouble.
One doctor would be using a certain rate for a certain type condition and the other
one would say, 'Well, I can't do that. I tried that rate but it won't work. I find that
this works." And it's a little variation, and it's because their instruments are not the
same.
And yet, on the other hand, as Bob Beck pointed out, it seems to be largely
thought that makes these things work. In many cases he found that the doctors were
getting good results with their instrument and yet on further examination he had
found that the whole instrument, or some of its vital parts had all rusted out. This
proved to him that it was a different energy being used. The doctor's KNOWING
that it worked seemed to make it work.
OK. All right. We are back to radiesthesia. IF you are powerful enough and can
concentrate and put out enough energy, you can accomplish things without any
instrument whatsoever. But I haven't seen anybody yet who could do that, dependa
bly. Dependably, I say. You can do it often but you can't do it dependably. If you
leave an instrument alone and don't try to over-ride it, it will give you the true facts.
So you could say that the reason that I do not like the resistance type instrument
is primarily because they are not reliable. They are not accurate, not precise, and this
is what I am really after.
You can overpower an instrument and make it work. It isn't the instrument
working then, it's YOU. Then you're back to radiesthesia.
There are people who are looking to get something for nothing. They don't want
to pay for it. If they can get you, who have paid for something, to give that
information to them, they are going to get it for nothing. I'm not out to make a fast
buck. I have spent a lot of hours and a lot of years and a lot of hard work and a lot
of money in learning the things that are in that book. And I don't propose to give it
away to people who have no business with it. Now if they have business with it, they
will get it the legitimate and proper way and that's it. I've copyrighted it. Almost
every page is marked copyright.
Almost invariably people write to me wanting information about building an
instrument. They want to start treating their families and their friends. Now doctors
are licensed; they spend eight years trying to get enough information so they can go
into practice. Someone wants to come in and do it without any training, and they can
do a lot of harm. Not only that, but it's against the law, and the Food and Drug
Administration has had 2 laws passed by Congress. One, that any advertising or a
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label on a bottle be construed to be equal to the medicine in the bottle. In other words,
any advertising that I might do, or any instructions that !might write in that journal,
are in the same class and considered to be the same as a label on a bottle. It comes
under the Food and Drug Administration. Also, any device that might be built is
construed to be the same as the contents of that bottle. So they put the instrument and
the instructions in the form of a bottle and a label, and it comes under their law, and
they administer it. That's how they are trying to get their thumb on everything.Now
that's why this situation in California that just came up is the first breakthrough
against that domination. Because of that situation I went out of business building
instruments. I had a Food and Drug man in my factory for three months, day after
day. I'm not joking; I know what it's like, you see, I've been through this. He came
to get something on me, but I did it the other way around and made a Christian out
of him. In fact, I think they had to send him to Siberia, really. We sold him 100% on
what we were doing. That's another story.
Let's for example say that Bob Beck, who is a very gifted person, asks me a
question about something in the directory. I know, he's told me already that you sent
him all the notes on your Directory some years ago-not the finished product, but
very similar information. In other words, you entrusted him with your rates at that
time, so that I do know that you trust him.
We'll he's perfectly capable of getting a Directory for himself if he wants one.
I don't want my instruments copied because I know what people have done.
They say, Oh, this is no way to do it. Why, it would be better if you do it so and so.
Then they ruin it and make mistakes and get into trouble.
And if you spend a lot of time learning something, why should you give it away
to somebody? Let them go and get it the hard way like you have. You're not doing
it the easy way. Let them do it the hard way, too.
I'm going to go into the situation of agriculture and killing bugs. What is the
difference between a bug on a tree and killing a bug in a patient?
Well, now that you mention it that way, I don't really see any difference except
that with bugs and those things having to do with plant life., one tends to think in
terms of ecology and of putting things out of balance in nature.
There isn't any difference. A tree is trying to grow and maybe it's a fruit tree and
trying to furnish you peaches or apples. A bug comes along and eats and destroys
the fruit and keeps you from getting it and harms the tree. A patient comes along
who has a bug inside of him. He is sick. Are you going to say, "My conscience won't
allow me to treat you, I'm sorry." With Dutch Elm disease (that's fungus in the sap
channels that closes them up), the fungus is a growing plant. It's alive and gets into
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the sap channels and feeds on the sap and closes the channel up so that the sap can't
get out to the limb.
Do you think it's right to kill bugs?
I was disturbed by it and asked Serapis Bey through Linda Love the same thing.
I got positive and definite answers. I said I don't want to add tomy Karmic debt. I'm
working and trying to eliminate all my Karmic obligations. And I certainly don't
want to add any more. I've been put into the position here of killing insect pests,
plant pests and destructive pests. Now what is the situation? Is it alright for me to
kill those pests? The answer came back He said, rather than think in terms of killing,
it would be better if you would look at it as ...when you're destroying a plant pest,
think of it as elevating them to a higher plane of evolution, because when you look
at it, the big animal eats the small animal. That one eats a little smaller one, and that
one eats a still smaller one.Each one destroys something that can't fight back. A bug
gets on the tree and the tree can't fight back. Well, that was one part, and the other
was, a long time ago I read someplace, and I wish I could remember just where it was,
that the Powers That Be realize man was in such a desperate state, that something
had to be done, and so they came to his rescue.I'm going to use a story. Jesus used
parables. They were stories to illustrate a point.
Here's a man who is carrying a very heavy pack. That's his Karmic debt. And he's
reached the foot of a hill in the road.He's down on his knees practically because of
his heavy load. There's not a chance of his getting up that hill to go on. Along comes
a Good Samaritan who says to him, "If you will do as I tell you, I will makeit possible
for you to carry your load to the top of the hill." He doesn't carry if for him. And the
man said to him, "All right, I'll do anything you say." So the Good Samaritan took
2
/3 of the Karmic debt off his back and laid it to one side temporarily.He said, "Now,
all right, get up and take what you have to the top of the hill and leave it and come
back." Then he took half of what was left, and he was able to handle that. He took
that up to the top of the hill and came back and took the rest of it up to the top of the
hill. He made it.The Good Samaritan did not take away his Karmic debt. He did not
assume it himself. He didn't say I will relieve you of it. He showed him a way out.
I read that somewhere a long time ago. I'm trying to use that as an illustration.
Mankind, through his negative construction of things and misuse of things, has ac
cumulated an enormous amount of negative energy.We have a lot of it here today,
too. Now, we have Free Will, and the Powers That Be are not going to come along,
as our Baptist friends have said, now if you just believe in Jesus, then he'll relieve you
of all your Karmic debts. That's a lot of hooey. There's nothing to that.
Mankind got himself, in a former civilization, a long time ago, maybe 150, 000
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years ago or so, I don't know ... but he got himself into such a situation that put him
into a terrible state. So the Powers That Be said, all right, we will take this negative
condition, all these negative thoughts and emotions that you have generated, and
we will put that into the form of stinging insects which you will have to take care of
some day, but it will relieve you of the situation so that you don't have to have it on
your shoulders to carry. Now think of this. What good is there to a mosquito?
He said that before man started to harm his brother there was no need for any
protective device, but when one man attacked his brother, the brother had to
develop some means of protection. When the man came at him with a rock, he picked
up something to act as a shield to keep from being hit.
Thus developed armor and weapons and it gradually grew and grew and we
have it today. Bigger armament and bigger protection, bigger guns and more of
them.
Plants are very close to humans. They are very fond of humans, but they had to
protect themselves against animals and so developed spines and poisons and all
kinds of objectionable things. They did it because man started it. A long time ago a
man took a cactus that had spines on it. He just loved it and made it understand that
no one was going to harm it. The cactus grew and put out offspring, you know how
it does. He transplanted that with no cross-breeding of any kind, and just kept on
loving this and., after about 4 or 5 generations, the cactus finally came out without
any spines on it. Now it proves to you that this is true. You can try it yourself. In a
year or so you could prove it. Get yourself some fast growing plant. It proves to you
that the spines were not a necessity to the plant. It thought that it had to protect itself,
and so it put out the spines. Now, it's the evolutionary process that everything has
to evolve. The rocks gradually evolve. The water erodes the rocks down to dust-like
particles and it becomes soil. A plant grows there and takes that soil into its system.
Then some rabbit comes along and eats the plant and takes it into its system, and it
goes on and on, doesn't it? It's evolution.
To make a tall story short, all the questions I asked and the answer that I got is
that it will help in the evolutionary process. That is correct, but to be angry at
something and want to kill it does you harm because of your attitude towards it. If
you have a prayerful attitude in eliminating something that is destructive, then it's
all right. Now, who is the most important on this planet? Mankind or bugs? Bugs are
destroying the plant life. You know that statistics show that less than 20% of all the
grain grown, which means rice and wheat and everything else, less than 20% reaches
the consumer. The rest is destroyed. I'm talking about the grain that is actually
grown. By bugs, rodents, poisons, all kinds of things. They're not doing us any good.
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So, about your attitude of improving mankind-if you're going to go into the
healing arts, I don't care what method you use, you're going to have to destroy the
poison or the disease or the tumor, or whatever, b y changing its environment. I don't
care how you are going to do it, but you're destroying it. You're destroying it and
so you had better get out of that business unless you can change your attitude and
understand that you're taking part in the evolution of everything.
It rings a bell. When you think of the cactus putting out the spines it is doing just
what mankind did. So, it's your attitude towards it that is important. Now if you're
taking part in an evolutionary process and you destroy something so that it can
evolve, you are doing it a favor. I happen to be in a position of being a curious
researcher who wants to know. I don't want to accept anybody's opinion unless it
fits in. Now a long time ago I learned never to say, "I don't believe it." But you tell
me something that is not one of my ideas and I won't say, "I don't believe it." I will
say, "Look, I can't accept that, but I'm going to take this idea and I've got an invisible
shelf up here, and I'm going to put this idea up on that shelf. Five years from now
I might have to go and get that and dust it off and it fits perfectly, but ifl say I don't
believe it I am closing an emotional door." You'll either forget it or something
happens, or for some reason you can't use it. So don't accept what I tell you just
because I tell you unless it sounds logical and reasonable and fits in with your
thinking. But give it that test. I do. I don't care who it is, I give it that test. And as an
example, just because someone comes from the other side I don't accept it, and I'll
tell you why.
A few years ago at the Lodge, we had Mandel there, and his little girl was there
in a trance, channeling; one of the men from the office was sitting there with his eyes
closed and someone who was comingthrough said hewasSaintGermain andletout
a yell to wake up this man. He said, "Don't go tosleepwhilel'm talking to you." Well,
I was dumbfounded because I have heard Saint Germain a hundred times through
Ballard and he never acted that way. And then later on we had a chance through
another channel to ask who that was. And theanswerwas,it was an imposter! That's
the way it goes. So you have to remember, when the phone rings and someone tells
you something, you have to use the best judgement you can. Ask questions, listen
to the voice, get ideas about them and make up your decision about whether you
believe them or not. You don't know.NOW that's true of all information that comes
from the other side. And it's true of what I am telling you.Now you can say, I believe
he is honest, referring to me, and he's going to try to help me. I hope that's true. But
I could tell you an untruth if I thought it was true, and be honest with myself, you
see. I might answer a question the wrong way and give you the wrong answer. It
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might not be intentional to harm, but it might be that I'm misinformed, so you have
to take everything I tell you that way. You've got to take everything you read and
everything that anybody speaks to you about, don't you? You instantly decide, I
believe that or I don't. I accept that or I don't accept it.
So, I've made quite a study of the philosophical side of things, not from just that
standpoint. I'll express it this way and then I'll leave you. I made a model, a long time
ago of the Universe. I tried to do this: Now if I were the Great Creator, why would
I have done so and so? So then I'd dig in to try to find out what the cause of that thing
was. Why was that? There had to be a reason. You see I think the Great Activity. No
two arms and two legs, you know what I mean? It's beyond our concept, but he had
a reason for everything that was done, so if we see something that looks like a
stinging insect, you say now why on earth would the Great Creator do that? And
some people ask, why did he put this burden on me? Someone has lost a baby. It's
the most stupid thing to take that attitude. That entity probably committed suicide
and had three years to go and had to come back on the earth to live three years. See
what I mean? That was finishing out another pattern. Now that's what I mean by a
model of the Universe. I've tried to take all kinds of information. I've sorted out my
books over the years. I've gotten rid of twice as many as you can see there. They're
in boxes stored or given away. I've had to boil it down to what is good for reference
and so forth. There are a lot here that should be boxed up, too. But I work on the
theory that if there's one paragraph in a book that I can accept, then I keep that book.
I don't have to accept the rest of it. And if I tell you a hundred things and you can
accept one of them that does you some good, you can discount the rest and it's
worthwhile. Now that's my feeling about it and if you'll make up for yourself a
model of the Universe ... and you get a new idea and try to fit it in. Now if it won't
fit, then one of two things, it is either false, or this one that you have here is false, or
you have to take half of this away and half of this away and bring them together. In
other words, you try to fit things in and make them fit. Do you know what I'm trying
to say? That's the way I do. In science I find that it's very valuable to do things that
way.
And I'll tell you something else that I highly recommend if you have a philoso
phy or a belief, bury it. Get rid of it. Because when you say, I believe this, you
automatically say that you won't have anything to do with anything else. That
doesn't fit my belief, you see. Now, medical people came along and they believed
just the opposite, and what about the herb people? And what about all the various
metaphysical healers? You see they're in a head-on collision with the medial people,
you see. So, they can't all be right, but there's good in everything. And so if we can
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just pick that paragraph out of a book and take another paragraph out of another
book, we'll begin to put together real, valid things. We don't have a belief or a
philosophy. A French scientist, years and years ago said, "I off with my cap and cape
in the cloakroom all preconceived ideas, and then I enter my laboratory where I
allow Nature to speak." Now you come in when you take off your hat and coat, and
hang them up, and you leave behind all preconceived ideas and you go into your
laboratory not to prove a philosophy or belief, but to allow Nature to speak, to tell
you and to give you the Truth. You're not trying to prove anything. See what I mean?
Most research is done to prove a point, and if you work hard enough you can
prove your point even though it's wrong,. because you try the experiment that
proves it and you won't try the other one that disproves it!

l
II

Tuesday, October 4th... PM, Lakemont, GA

Specimens
I want to get into some of the essential things and then I want to spend a day or
a couple of hours or one day on the panel and the adjustments.
I don't like the word "witness," I hope you'll use the word "specimen."
I just got a brand new copy of this and I'm going to quote it. Max Freedom Long?
Yes. I'm going to quote it at this point because it's appropriate. The shadowy body
of the subconscious is what we're going to mention here, and its activity. "The
shadowy body of the subconscious; it is the most dense of the three. It is of such a
nature that it sticks to whatever we touch or perhaps see or hear. When we're
removed from the contact it draws out a long and invisible thread of itself which
connects one with the thing contacted, in the form of a semi-permanent union." It's
permanent until you destroy it. "It is not known how permanent this thread or the
main body itself may be, but it seems to survive far longer than dead physical
substances. That's very important. All things are supposed to have, for the Kahunas,
a shadowy body, be they crystals, plants, animals, fabricated articles, men or Gods
... even thoughts, the latter being very important in the magical system and its
practices. Now, that's from Max Freedom Long's book, Secret Science Behind
Miracles.
Now that's called an AKA thread. If it were not for that, there would be no such
thing as a specimen. When you contact an individual; let's talk about an individual
because animals are the same or trees or plants; it doesn't make any difference. But
let's just say the body. The body is emanating energy. Every organ, every tissue,
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everything about you, every disease that happens to be within you, everything is
emanating an energy. Andanything that contacts you. I can run a wire ... I can leave
an instrument in the other room ... I can run a wire here and run it up, and if I bring
it up to within a short distance of you, 3-4 inches, I'm in contact with you. Now all
of your energies are being transmitted over the wire to that instrument.
Now an AKA thread is like a wire. If I have a camera, I have a film in that camera
and lenses in front of it that focus on you and put your light and dark areas on that
film. All of your energies are being conducted on LIGm. They are also implanted
on that film. All of your energies are being conducted. Therefore, a film becomes a
specimen. It's the other end of an AKA thread tied to you. Do you understand?
I put that film in front of a sensitive paper and put light through it. I pick up the
same energy and implant it on the picture. But there's the interesting thing, if I
destroy the negative or film, then ii may, and probably will, break the connection
between the two. So that this picture no longer isas good a specimen as itwouldhave
been.
The negative is needed because that's where the impression was made directly
in the first place.
Also, I have found that if I put this negative in a metal container, it acts like a
Faraday Cage, or Shield, and it's like opening or breaking the circuit. I've done tests
like that.Here we've got a wireand ifwebreak the circuit in this way, we've opened
ii, haven't we? Breaking and opening the circuit means the same thing. It acts like
a switch that's open. If I shield this it is in between you and the print, and if! shield
this it seems to stop the operation.
What is a Faraday Cage made of?
A Faraday Cage is any kind of metal shield that will shield against the electro
magnetic spectrum radiation.
It's wise but not absolutely necessary. But I want you to know why some people
say don't use a picture ... you always use a film and then they don't explain. Well,
then others will say, well, I've had good results with a picture. Because they had the
negative. At least, it hadn't been destroyed.
Now, as an example, when we did the work with the astronauts, I had to take a
chance. I wrote to Washingtonand found out where the official photographers were.
There's an official photographer. All these astronauts, the whole gang, all those who
are in training, would go there and have their pictures taken in civilian clothes and
in their uniform or costume. So I sent and got both. I got individual pictures (8 x 11),
glossy prints of each individual man. I also have a group picture, but you don't use
that because you get three people, and you only want one. So I used a picture of the
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individual man as the end of the AKA thread with him.
''You assumed then that the negative was available?"
I had to. I had no control over the negative. But they were officially made by a
photographer. He had them on file there in Washington. When we tried it out we
found that we were OK. We didn't have any trouble. No trouble with Apollo 8, and
11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. We worked a little with all of those. We didn't do a complete
study on every one. Our main study was really on 11. We did a great deal on 8, just
about the same amount on 8 as we did on 11. We used photographs. I've used
photographs for a lot of my plant work.
Now, for instance, I wanted to work Radopholus nematode on hundreds of
citrus trees in a large grove. I don't know how many there were. It wasn't one of the
enormous groves, but it was a big grove with hundreds of trees-orange and grape
fruits, primarily. I got a photographer in a small town up in Florida and made
arrangements with him. He had a crop-duster plane take him up. I said I wanted a
picture at 1,000 ft., at 500 ft., and at 2,000 ft. So they went up at 500 ft. and took a
picture. We put flags at the four corners of this grove. We got him to do this because
I wasn't sure. If he had a narrow range camera and was down too low, we wouldn't
get the whole row. On the other hand, if he gets too far up, he will cover too big an
area. It was experimental in a way. Because if he had a wide angle lens, even at 200
ft., he'd get the whole grove.
I wanted all the trees in that grove and every tree that was in that photograph
would be used for the treatment that I was going to give later on, you see. If you're
working with a large number of people and one of them has a condition, you don't
want to treat everybody. If you want to analyze, you can't with a lot of people in the
picture. You've got to have one, you see. Remember that. And if two people are
touching, if one person is standing by another person and touching, and you are
operating with your photograph, you're going to get both of them. So, in your office,
if you are working with someone, you want them sitting in a chair, comfortable. Or
you can lie them on a couch or something. And you want them separated from other
people. And if it's a baby, don't let the mother hold it. Not while you're doing the
analyzing. Now that's important. If you're doing an analysis from a photograph you
don't know what that person is doing. Remember that's being affected if he happens
to be starting to eat a meal just at the time you start to analyze the first few tests, or
before he's eaten anything and the saliva probably is beginning to run because he's
sitting at the table and he sees the food ... and then if he's starting to eat, the digestive
system is beginning to operate and you' re getting changes, aren't you? So remember
that all of these things enter in. If you're working on somebody and he's at a distance
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and you don't know what he is doing, you're taking a chance on your analysis being
correct. Because if he happens to pick up something like a bottle of drugs it's
affecting right then. So I want to warn you. It's not that you can't analyze someone
at a distance. You have to be aware of the conditions and be sure that you're not
having trouble from that standpoint. Now you can also help that by visualizing that
individual being surrounded with a wall of light that you're in contact with. You
exclude other people out. That's a good thing to do. You just realize that you've got
the other person in a little ball of light and you're in contact with them and that
excludes anybody else. You have isolated yourself and your patient from everything
else and then you can run an analysis. Get the idea?
Now let's talk about what constitutes a specimen. As an example, a man in charge
of my factory came in to me one day and said, "Do you know that Joe was taken to
the insane asylum last week?" And I said no. Joe was a friend of his who lived in a
house near our factory. Right close by. I just met him casually because he came over,
and he and Jessie, my foreman, were good friends. And he said, "Do you think you
could do anything with him?" What was the matter? Well, you know he was quite
a fisherman and hunter.He had a good job and was making good money. He had a
pickup trick that he spent $5,000 for, and he had several good guns, shotguns and
rifles for hunting, and a lot of good fishing equipment-reels, and things like that.
And for the last several months, if someone admired a rod that he'd paid$25 for he'd
say, "Like to have it?" And then he'd give it to them. H someone would say, "Gee
that's a nice reel you've got there, what did you pay for it?" He'd say, "Well, I don't
know. Would you like to have it?" And he sold his pickup truck for about$5.00. And
his wife got scared. He was having trouble. He got rid of a lot of his guns and his other
stuff, and his fishing gear and his truck. His wife went to the court and said, "I'm
afraid that he'll give our home away." So they committed him. They took him on a
Monday morning to the State Institution. Jesse came and said, "Do you suppose you
could do anything about it?" 'We can try," I said. "Get me a specimen of him."
'What do you need, he's not available." 'Well, get me something that he has worn
that has perspiration on it." ''How about a fishing hat?" He had a favorite fishing hat
that he always wore fishing-a dilapidated old hat! I said that would be great.
So he went and got this man's favorite fishing hat with a sweat band. It made a
good specimen. So we used that. Knowing that the problem was mental, the first
thing my wife did was recognize that, being mental, it would center somewhere in
the brain. She set the dials for that part of the brain. There are half a dozen major parts
for the brain. She set that and then started searching. She found a tumor in the Pineal
gland. Now the Pineal gland is not much bigger than a good sized grain of wheat,
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and it doesn't take much of a tumor to be as big as the gland itself. Well, she found
that and started treating on it right away and her treatment showed. You could re
check and see that she was getting results. This· is just a case history. The following
Sunday was visiting day. His wife went to the asylum and went to the office and told
them who she was and who she wanted to see. And they said, "Oh, have you come
to take Joe?" No. Well, there's nothing wrong with him. He's down in the grand
room playing Pinnacle with the guards." She went down. He greeted her normally.
The nurse in charge said there was nothing wrong with him ... said he was a little
bit off when he first came in but now he's perfectly all right. She went home then and
later checked with Louise, my wife. Louise said that as far as she was concerned,
there was no tumor left. She had dissolved it back into its component parts. Later his
wife went to court and through all that red tape and finally, after about 2-3 weeks,
they let him go.
We had used an old hat that someone had worn. Now don't let these people tell
you that you have to have hair, or that hair won't work, or that you have to have a
signature. I can take a pencil and a piece of paper, and all I have to do is to put some
marks right there. You can tear that off and put that in your instrument, and you've
got a specimen of me. There are superstitious type people who say, "Oh, you've got
to have that in the form of a signature." Well you don't. It isn't the signature that
makes the difference.If isn't the color. The only thing that color might do is influence
your analysis in some way because of the chemical used in it. Now you know that
this is carbon. You know that the body is largely carbon. We call this a lead pencil,
but it is far from lead. It is carbon. Held together with a substance that allows it to
keep its shape. Diamond and coal are both types of carbon. And this is another form
of carbon. All right, I don't want to get too far off on a tangent. Back to specimens.
What will work and what is desirable to use in an office are not necessarily the same
at all. Now I wouldn't advise doing things in an office that will work that might
stretch the credulity of the individual. In the other training that you've been getting,
you take urine and saliva specimens, don't you?
Ok, now you can have Q-tips ready and dip the Q-tip into that little crucible, or
you can have them put theQ-tip in their mouth. It doesn't make any difference. And
then you cut that Q-tip off with a pair of scissors. Don't handle it and drop it into the
test tube. And leave it open so that it can dry ... a few hours to a few days depending
on the dryness of the room. That is the best way. Have it in this test tube with a
number on the cork to identify it. You'll have the same number on your analysis
sheet. The case history is very important. Broken bones aren't too important, but
have they had any tumors or operations?That reminds me that later I will talk to you
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about appendix and organs that have been removed. Not right now-I don't want
to get off on something else. I want to talk specimens.
Now you can take a garment, something that a patient has worn like a shirt.
Especially if it has perspiration on it. Now that's a nuisance to bother with. It will
work, but in practice, you don't want to think about it.
Remember I told you about my foreman, Jesse. We had first gotten acquainted
with him from the front page of the newspaper. His little girl had died the day before,
and in the morning his little boy had been taken to the hospital with an incurable
disease, and he was in a coma. When I got home from the office Louise met me at the
door and showed me the newspaper and said, "I want this case." It showed that he
was working for Wilcox Co. I happened to know J. Wilcox, so we got in touch with
him that way. I got hold of him and said I wanted to talk to him about the boy, and
he was half in tears, of course.
I said, "What I'm going to suggest to you won't cost you a thing. It's an
experiment, but first of all do the doctors have any hope?" Well, the little girl died
yesterday and they couldn't do anything for her, he said. "The boy is in a coma and
they don't expect him to live through the night." So I said, "Then you have
everything to gain and nothing to lose by trying something else. This won't cost you
anything."
"We're experimental and yet we like to help." And he said, 'What can I do?" I
said, "You and your wife go to the hospital. First of all you get an envelope and put
it in your coat pocket and get a little kleenex or cotton, I don't care what. Tear off a
piece of kleenex 3-5 inches square and have it in that envelope. Of course with the
boy being in a coma, the nurse will take you to the room. They'll take you in but they
will stay with you. Have your wife get the nurse's attention and go and lean over the
boy and just swipe his mouth with the Kleenex and then, put it back in the envelope
and stick it in your pocket. We don't want anybody to see it; we don't want any
trouble with the doctors."
They brought it over and we set up an instrument at the table where we could all
sit around. Louise started in on him. She called me and said, ''I think I've got it." It
was sudden; it wasn't chronic and spread all over. She could find exactly what it
was-Aplastic Anemia-that hit very suddenly. So she had started treating right
then and started getting results, because you can measure and then treat on it for a
while and you re-measure and, if the value is down, then you know you've begun
to get to it. If it doesn't go down, then you know it is something else that's holding
it. That's important to know. Well, anyhow, after a little while, an hour or so, she said
to the mother that the boy was going to be all right. Now that's really sticking your
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neck out. She could have said, well, we're doing the best we can and we hope we'll
get some results. No, she said the boy is going to be allmright. She was confident
according to the test and she said, "You go on home and get some sleep and get in
touch with us tomorrow and let us know how the boy is." Well, by this time it was
11:00 at night and instead of going home-they'd been up for three days, first with
the little girl and then with the boy-and instead of going home they went directly
to the hospital. I don't blame them. They insisted on the nurse letting them go up to
the room. He was in a private room. They went up there. The nurse was amazed
because the boy was out of the coma and asleep and breathing normally. So she
rushed to the telephone to call the doctor that a crisis had passed. Of course, they had
to call on the phone to tell us that the boy was out of the coma and sleeping
peacefully, and that the nurse had called the doctor. The doctor had rushed over to
the hospital because he knew it couldn't be. He just knew it couldn't be. It wasn't
anything he did. Now, ifs a simple thing when you find the cause, but the doctor
didn't have any way of testing it. But these are not miracles. They're just in line of
action when you understand what it is. There is nothing miraculous about this. If
you can look back and see what could have been done 75 years ago and when we're
talking about today-they would have considered it absolutely a miracle. And in a
lot of places today, it would be called a miracle by certain people because they knew
it couldn't be done.
I've got the records here in the files. This man then came to me the next week after
they'd taken the boy home. He came out to my house and said, "I don't know what
you've got, but whatever it is I want to be a part of it." He said, "I want to go to work
for you." I said, 'Well, right now, I'm really not in a position to do anything but I'm
just on the verge of starting to build apparatus because some of the doctors have been
pestering me to build them some equipment. And I had done some on my own with
the help of these two men that were working for me." And to make a tall story short,
Jesse was with me for about 3 years running my factory. And so if I start building
instruments again, I'll turn them over to him to build if he wants to do it. He's just
retired; he'd be glad to do it. Up until now, until this court case in California-it
changed me. If it hadn't been for that,! would not have done anything. Because I feel
it's a breakthrough, I feel now the time is right. It wasn't right last year.
DON'T TRY TO RUN UNTIL YOU FIRST LEARN HOW TO CRAWL.
Let's not start talking trignometry and calculus until we have first learned to add
and subtract. Then the other will come in its time, but you don't start in that because
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you'll get confused and you won't know where you are. And you'll be going in
circles.
You know what first impressions are like. Somebody comes in, the floor needs
sweeping, and there's stuff scattered all over the place. Now that has nothing to do
with your ability, but it's the impression they get. However; if they come in and the
place looks neat and orderly, and when you come in you have a professional look
and you've got a white jacket on, right away their confidence in you is going to go
right up there. You know that, so start THAT way. Start with the image of a
professional, not a sloppy non-descript-maybe, now it doesn't mean than an
Einstein has to be dressed up in Madison Avenue clothes. That isn't the point, but
he doesn't have to look like a bum. You know what I mean. He can have his hair like
he used to wear it, but it can be neat and not look like a bum. Now it doesn't detract
from his knowledge, but what's your first impression of somebody. You want to
turn around and walk out, don't you? Now that's what you have to watch out for.
It has nothing to do with your ability, but it has a lot to do with the confidence that
that patient is going to have in you, and remember three things that I told you ... as
a teacher, the knowledge of the subject, the ability to get it over to the patient or the
student, and then to install confidence in the student that you are going to help them
and get them to understand this. Now don't try to bolster your own ego. Just say to
your patient, "Now you are here for help, and I'm going to give you all the help I can.
I am going to do everything within my power to get the results that we want to get
out of this, so we'll cooperate now just as a team activity.Part depends on you and
part depends on me, but we're going to work as a team and we're going to make this
work. We're going to get you well." You know how you'd feel if someone talked to
you like that. That's part of the building of the image. They've got to have confidence
in you.
Now, to specimens-that's the subject. If you will have your specimens as I told
you in test tubes and put them in racks and not strewn around every old way. I can
show you a doctor down in Florida-honestly, he drove me crazy.He had one of my
big cabinets and he would take a piece of small tissue and wrap it around a Q-tip that
and stick the whole thing in one of these little paper cups. He writes the patient's
name on the cup and he's got 'em stacked all over the floor. Stacked up ... hundreds
of them.
Put the number on the cork. That's the thing to do.Now if you take an adhesive
label, that is easy, but it has chemicals in it, and you put it on the bottle and then put
the bottle in the instrument, you've got the adhesive and every kind of thing. Cork
is inert. Don't handle the specimens with your bare hands. I told you how to pick
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them up. Always handle them with a kleenex. Don't try to wear gloves. Just take a
kleenex and pick it up this way. Have a box of them right there.
Let's talk about the instrument panel. Have you got the sketch I made for you?
Let's talk about the panel for a moment and the general rates and what they
mean. Do you remember that I said you could have a single dial rates and double dial
rates? Now that means just exactly that. Where you use two dials for something or
one dial for something and the other for something else, don't let that confuse you.
Just remember that where it's written with both numbers with a dash between them,
that's a double dial regardless of what it is for. And you'll find that if you want to
refine things sometimes you can get into a double-dial rate and it will be a little more
specific than a single dial. Not necessarily, but you notice the graduations on that
and you notice the knife edge on that pointer ... well accuracy is terrifically
important and you'll find a lot of half rates in the book.
Now there are all sorts of rates. There are rates for various and sundry things in
that book. As I said, there will be some for single and some for double dial. Don't get
confused. In a double dial rate you are not speaking of condition and location. You
are using the dials for the same thing. They are nothing but tuning dials. In the
double dial you use both dials for one purpose. In this system of the double dial we
usually use location, but not necessarily. Now, for instance, aluminum is a condi
tion. It is a material. It isn't a location really. It's a condition that you would find in
the body. Well, there's a double dial rate for aluminum. There is also a single rate for
aluminum, for instance, aluminum poisoning, when you use it just for that. Just for
the aluminum itself and not any particular location. If you're using the 2-76, the heart
rate, a double dial rate, you're dealing with the heart but not with any condition,
particularly, just the heart itself. That's when you want to measure the vitality of the
heart itself. You set it on 2-76 and it will give you the heart.
Then if you want to find out whether there is any aluminum in the heart location,
you go to the single dial rate for the heart and the single dial for aluminium
poisoning. There is a single rate for heart and a single rate for a lot of conditions, and
it's just a matter of tuning whether you use a little finer tuning with a double dial or
not, you see. That's it. Well, keep that clear in mind because the single dial system,
when we discover that, was worth its weight in gold to use because you could tune
to a specific location on one dial, and then look for things in that location on the other
dial. Conditions, you see. I'llgive you this as a case history, because it fits in here with
rates.
This man came to us and he had his eye all bandaged up and said he had a corneal
ulcer and the medical people could do nothing for him. He was a surgeon and he'd
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been to the best. All they wanted to do was to remove that eye so as not to infect the
other eye and make him blind. Well, he said he didn't want to lose that eye because
then he'd be through with surgery, you know. So he heard about our work. He knew
it was experimental. We weren't running a practice or anything like that.
So we didn't have a rate for the cornea. Now the reason I mention this is because
we are talking about rates. But we did have a rate for inflammation and so we set up
the condition on inflammation on the condition dial knowing that was inflammation
in this eye. We didn't know what else was there but we knew it was there. It was very
obvious, you see. It was swollen and so on. So we knew there was congestion and
inflammation and so we set one dial, the condition dial, for inflammation and then
started searching for the place where we found inflammation. We found a reaction
at some point. You start at zero and slowly turn the dial, feeling for a reaction and
when you get it, you immediately measure the amount of it, and if it's only a little
bit, you ignore it and go on to where you get a large amount of something, because
we knew this was a large amount, you see, relatively.
Well, we came up with a location where there was a large amount of inflamma
tion and, since he was otherwise in pretty good health and there was no indication
of inflammation any place else, we assumed that it was in the eye, of course. So we
came up with a new location then. You see, you scan and you find the location which
you did not have before. Se we make a note of that on our list. (We keep a record of
everything.) Then leaving that dial set at that location, we change the inflammation
dial; that's a condition dial, and then we started scanning the inflammation dial;
that's the condition dial, and then we started scanning with it. Or if you want to, since
you know that you have strep, staph, and B-Coli, and a number of infections that
might have been there. Well, we can check those specifically and if we find one with
a terrifically high rating, then we know that it's there. So you can treat that out. Now
if you get complete, total results then that's OK, but if you don't, it means that you've
treated out something that was there but there's also something else that's causing
trouble. And so, sometimes you've got to scan to find it. If it's something you don't
recognize, but with experience you'll find that there are a lot of short cuts, but
experience will teach you how to look for certain things, and the probabilities that
it is not this, but it might be this, and so forth.
We're talking rates, of course, that's our subject. But in the case of the man with
the corneal ulcer, we started out with a known condition, but we didn't know the
exact location. In the eye is not enough. That's too big. It's like saying it's in the body
or in the head. We had to have a specific point. We were looking for the ulcer-the
corneal ulcer. So we looked for ulceration. We knew there was ulceration in it, so we
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found the location, the new location where there's a lot of ulceration.We knew that
ulceration is not a cause. It's a result, so that there was something else that caused
it.So then we left the dial for the new location and took it off of ulceration and started
scanning for something else, looking for strep and staph, C-Cole, and the various
infections that might have been in there. It might have been one of the cold rates or
it might have been something else that caused it. And it could have been a foreign
particle which you can't tune into. The infections, which are scavengers, by the way,
you can tune into.
We found what the infection was and started treating. Now remember the
instrument turns the rates 180 degrees automatically. That's the nature of it.
Electronically, when you introduce ...into the tube ... you have a grid and you have
a plate and there's your cathode. You introduce your signal into the grid and it
affects the flow of energy to the plate, but it just happens if you put a sine wave ..
. you know what a cycle is ... if you put that into the grid, it will come out looking
like this, exactly opposite 180 degrees. Now if we put this into a second tube it's
going to come out back the same as this, but if we put it in a third tube it's going to
be back like this. So you can say that an odd number reverses 180 degrees and an even
number amplifies in the same phase. We use three tubes, so we reverse, don't you
see. So what's coming out into the plate ... there's a coil in that plate and it's coming
right out of the reaction plate. You know your reaction plate. It's coming right out
of the plate circuit of the last tube into those coils and so what's flowing in here is 180
degrees out of phase with the specimen, which is the source. If at anytime something
isn't clear, we'll stop and clear it up. We're getting energy out of the plate both for
you to feel and get your reaction.It is effecting the individual. We have a coil of wire
in that plate.It's radiating energy. It is radiating energy not only to the surface of the
plate, but also out, and what you feel is its effect on that surface. It's also going out
and it's effecting the source. That's where it's coming from-the source. And that's
the only thing it is attuned to. It's energy from the source, amplified and turned
around out of phase so that it will affect or neutralize the cause of it. Now that's the
basis of treatment. You're redialing the energy from the instrument by way of the
coil in the plate. And here's a point that's important. Do not leave a specimen in the
instrument and the dial set for something and then go away and do something like
answer the phone. Take that specimen out. Because, even though you think you're
analyzing, your intent is to analyze and find causes by virtue of the specimen being
there, and the energy being amplified, and the dials being set for something, even
though you accidentally leave. They're set for something and it might be something
crucial. It's going to radiate out and effect the one thing that it's in tune with, and
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that's the person from whom the specimen came. Now that's vital and terrifically
important, so you want to keep that in mind. Do not play around with the instrument
with a specimen out and lay it on the table and put it in a rack.
When you turn the power off you're cutting down on the amplification but it's
still acting like the original Abrams instrument which had no amplification.
I put amplification in to speed up the action, but you can unplug it and that's
what a lot of people can't understand. How on earth an instrument can work even
though the power is turned off. All they're doing is losing the amplification. That's
all, but the energy will go on through. You can analyze without any power. When
you're using your pendulum you're getting a "Yes" and "No" answer without any
power from any place you see. But this gives you more power.
Youcananalyze without power because for that you don't need too much power.
Now you may find that there is a little stronger reaction with the power, but
remember this, you're going to react to only a certain amount of energy from that
plate. Any additional energy you won't notice. See what I mean? So whether you
have power on or not is not too important. Very often you will work without turning
the power on in analyzing. It isn't necessary. Now that's what a lot of people don't
understand. All right, let's stay with the panel here-and the rates.
You've found something then that you think is what you've been looking for, but
the proof of the pudding is in the eating, and so you treat on that, and if it treats and
the condition starts to be alleviated, you know you're on the right track. See what I
mean? The of one of the two men that worked in my basement workshop was a red
headed gal at one of the big industry's clinic. There was a doctor there. She was
subject to migraine headaches and this doctor couldn't do a thing for her. She had
been to hospitals and they couldn't do anything. When she'd get one of these
migraine headaches, it was just terrific and there was nothing they could do for her.
Well, her husband (who knew what we were doing here) asked whether there was
anything we could do for his wife's headaches. We said we'd have to catch her at a
time when the headache was on. So he brought his wife with him and she had a
terrific headache. Louise set her down and took a specimen on her and started
checking and came up with what she thought was the answer. She started treating
the girl. She was sitting there and talking and after a little bit Louise re-checked, and
when she began to see it coming down quite well, after a little bit she said, "How do
you feel?" The girl said, "All right." 'Well, what about your headache?" She had a
funny look on her face and said, "Oh, it's gone." It had slowly reduced and she
wasn't conscious. It isn't something you turn right off. She had her attention on the
conversation and hadn't noticed. When she went home that night she did not have
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a headache.
We told her not to talk about it because other people wouldn't understand. Well,
the next day she was so enthused she had to go back and tell her doctor about it. Her
doctor said, "Oh, there's nothing to that stuff; we investigated that years ago and
there was absolutely nothing to it." He convinced that girl there was nothing to it.
She went on having her migraine headaches and would not come back. The point I
wanted to make was thatLouise found what she thought it was and started treating
her and then she would re-check and treat, re-check and treat, and so forth. Now if
you' re running a practice you can't spend a lot of time with one person. You can give
a person 20 minutes or 30 at the most, but you're going to have routine type of
patients. You're going to have critical and special type of conditions. If you want to
make yourself a good reputation, get into handling the cases that others cannot
handle, because you have the facilities for doing it ahead of you, and you can take
care of cases that are incurable.
Now this is not the subject that we started to talk about, but I want to impress on
you that what you can do in the laboratory is one thing. What you would do as a
business person, running a business to make a living, is another. It's an entirely
different situation. Ethics enter into the picture. The almighty dollar enters into the
picture. I can't criticize doctors too much for liking to have Mrs. Jones come in once
a week for a treatment, because it's a steady income and,if you can have enough Miss
Jones', you're going to be sure to pay the rent. You see what I mean. And I have to
stop and tell you a story.
An old man, a medical doctor, raised a son and sent him through medical school.
The boy had graduated and had come into the office with the old man. He got used
to the old man's routine. The old man decided for the first time in his life he would
take a vacation. Sohe took a vacation for a month, and when he came back, he talked
to the boy and said, "Well, how have things been going?" And the boy said, "Just
getting along fine," and he told him about the latest case. "Do you remember that
Mrs. Jones who used to come to you all the time?" He said, "Yes, what about it?"
'Well," he said, "I cured her up in a week." The old man said, "You what?" He said,
'Well, I found out what was wrong with her and cured her up in a week and she
hasn't been back since." The old man said, 'Well you fool, don't you realize she
helped put you through medical college?" That's a good story and it's true and the
woman really liked to go to the doctor's office once a week and have a treatment. She
really did and she was willing to pay for it. It was part of her security and social life.
Absolutely. That's right ... to talk about her operation and so on. And "Oh, I
always go to Doctor Jones every week." Dr. Jones was making a little income from
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her along with a lot of other people like her. Now there's a case where you don't cure
up Mrs. Jones. You don't say, you're cured, you don't have to come back again. You
leave it to her. You'll have to search your own conscience as to how you're going to
handle these things because there are charlatans who just love to have these people
coming over and over again, and then there are the other ones who want to get rid
of them to make room for somebody else. That's another aspect. Get them out, get
'em away and finish them up! Cure them up and leave room for a newcomer to come
in and get your services.So there's something you have to look into and study for
yourself.
To get back to the panel, to the dials on it and what they represent and mean.The
intensity dial as I have told you is used to measure the intensity of whatever it is
you're analyzing. No matter what it is. If you set the rate for 2-76, the heart, you've
set if for the heart. The heart energy is there and is going to b� measured, the amount
of it, and if it's low, it can be from one of two causes. It can be low due to the fact that
it isn't functioning normally, which is reasonable. But why isn't it functioning
normally? Either there is an infection in the heart or there is some other condition in
the body that is holding the heart down, shall we say, or incapacitating it. You have
to look for what it is that's causing it.Now one thing don't do. DON'T TREAT ON
THE HEART RATE. The body is natural and if it is left alone it will function. It's
because there is a cause ... so I use this illustration ...the pack mule that's loaded
down and can hardly struggle, and you get a whip and whip the mule. Treating the
heart, if there's an infection in the heart, means it is overloaded.When the mule is
overloaded, you take off some of the load, and then the mule can perform.But you
wouldn't expect a mule to carry a load beyond its capacity. Well then, don't expect
the heart to do a job beyond its normal capacity.
Now that's a very important item. Don't treat on a low organ ever.You look for
the cause. Why is that organ low? There is either something wrong with it. There's
either an infection,and I'm using the word infection as an all-over condition.There's
a condition that is there causing trouble or there is a series of checks and balances in
the body, and for instance, the parathyroid acts as a kind of a check on the thyroid.
Now you can have the thyroid low with nothing with it, if there's something wrong
with the parathyroid which is holding the thyroid down. Now there are a lot of
reaction cases like that in the body. (the check and balance system), and you have to
learn those things. This is not a simple thing.To become a doctor is not a simple thing.
A medical man spends at least 8 years, and then he goes in as an intern, you know,
to learn, to get practice, doesn't he?
Don't treat on rate that applies to any organ, when you're first looking for
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trouble. The adrenals would be the same thing. Now there are times when you can
pep something up if it is in a certain condition. You'll find quite a bit of information
in the journal there on some specific conditions. Now remember if the heart appears
to be in trouble something else is causing it. The heart alone is a pretty good
dependable organ. It's a pump. It's a muscle and it goes along day after day doing
its job, and left alone it will do it for an indefinite period.
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THE GREAT TRANSLATOR

One of the world's great translators of spiritual and metaphysical knowledge has quietly stepped
beyond the reach of our everyday senses. Unlike many great teachers that have come before, Dr.
Galen Hieronymus entered our present reality during a period of outstanding scientific growth and
achievement. His lifetime spanned the period from the first Spark Gap radio transmission and man's
first wobbly jumps in the air; to wristwatch Television and manned rocket landings on the moon.
Like all advanced thinkers, his new teachings were not readily received.. Even though he had
produced some of the first instrumentation in the field of Radionics-the kind of instrumentation
that Science usually demands to translate phenomenon into our common reality of numbers and
movement-it was an era of scientific "witch burning," when established institutions were not
willing to take the first step toward recognizing energies outside the established text.
Galen Hieronymus spoke of a field of subtle energies which guide and mold what we call our
reality. The "eloptic" energies of which he spoke, not only form patterns to which our visible reality
will react, but interact through communication lines that are not limited by the speed of light, nor by
distance or shielding materials. One of Dr. Hieronymus' lesser known works was the tracking of the
biological functions of the first U.S. astronauts in the trips around the moon; through the use of
Radionic techniques-and with zero communication delay.
One of the Hieronymus patents was on an analysis device which translated the various "eloptic''
energies of all elements to angular read-outs, through a prism-like transducer. This instrument, like
the calibrated Radionics instruments, required a trained operator; which kept the development out
of the "non-subjective" box into which modem Science had put itself.
More recently, however, Dr. Hieronymus and his close associates directed their efforts to the
"non-subjective" science of Cosmiculture, which encompasses the field of soil and plant growth
modification. Again the esoteric field of "etheric pattern modification" has been translated into what
could be called our everyday reality of materials and parts. This field is destined to be eventually
embraced by the so called scientific community, because it is "non-subjective" in its operation, and
the recorded data will be transformed into what the community calls knowledge.
Unlike some of the other great knowledge translators, like Nickola Tesla, who suffered a lonely
transition, Galen Hieronymus is survived by his wife, Sarah, who has been a constant partner in his
development work; as well as a fully supportive family; and associates-which make up Advanced
Sciences R&D.
Galen Hieronymus and his associates have lived to see the newest field of Quantum Physics
"catch-up" to their esoteric teachings and physical translations. Science has suddenly been dumped
out of its "objective" box, to face a very subjective universe. All of the recent publications are
elaborating on the "observer effect" on the nature of subatomic particles. Electrons can be observed
affecting the spin characteristics of other formerly associated electrons nearly a mile away, with no
delay in communication whatever. The observers must also admit, at this point, that it would not
matter if the electrons were as far apart as "from here to the moon."
The world will someday know that they have had not only a great translator, but a great friend;
because Galen Hieronymus has always worked on only those things that would make the world a
better place to live.
For those of us who have worked with him,and who will be continuing the extensions of his work,
we know we will beexperiencinghis continued help. For those whoare continuing in similiarly noble
work, and who have not had the privilege of knowing Galen Hieronymus, you can be sure that you
will have a chance to compare notes at another time and place. -A good friend, J. Paul Jones
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After Sarah and I were married, at last I had peace of mind, a knowledgeable,
talented helpmate, and time to get organized and continue my work.
We both had had spiritual experiences: I with the I AM Group with Guy W.
Ballard, and his work, Sarah with the teaching of Rev. Marnie Koske, whom she
loved dearly. We were both ordained Ministers. I was a Minister of the Universal
Church of the Master, and held a Church Charter, though inactive at the time, under
their jurisdiction.
Sarah, ordained in Christ's Universal Healing Shrine Churches, had for several
years been Pastor of Christ's Holy Presence Church in Florida, and was a member
of Sologa Group 49 of Florida. Shewas an accomplished clear channel, and had done
research work over the past ten years with several organizations. She was most
interested in the work of George Meek, and his MetaScience Foundation, with
whom she hadworked over a period of five years, in the early work on "Spiri-Com."
We both felt we should contribute to the work of The Spiritual Hierarchy of this
planet, in their endeavor to hold to a minimum the damage being done to Planet
Earth by pollution, violence and economic and political problems.
Material was given to us by various authorities and members of the spiritual
worlds. Sarah transcribed the tapes; Grace Helen Taylor typed the material; and I
organized the material, made the index and put the material together. Larry Blazey,
a friend and commercial artist, created the cover design. Julius Egloff (a geology
scientist and friend) did a stylized picture for us. This was "Oasis."
In the fall of 1979,we advertised for a semi-retired couple, sincewewereworking
long hours, and had not much time to do the chores and the cooking. We ate in
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restaurants most of the time. We hired local people to cut the grass.
One of the psychotronic's group members answered the ad. He was a Board
Member and an officer of the U.S. Psychotronic's Association.
I was, at that time, elected Life Member of the U.S.P.A. and "Veteran Director"
on the Board.
I thought I could trust this man, since we were associated in the U.S.P.A. What
a mistake that was! Thus began the experiences by which I learned about Peter Kelly,
and my so-called "friends" of the U.S.P.A.
Pete came to Lakemont and parked his camper truck in our yard. He was in
trouble. He had wrecked his truck and was waiting on an insurance settlement. His
wife had left him and had taken their son, Eddy, with her to New Orleans. She was
working in a restaurant there.
Peter was vastly overweight and very much out of condition. His cooking might
have been all right in restaurants, but it was entirely too "gourmet." My digestion
just couldn't handle it, so Sarah resumed preparing meals for us, and we worked two
or more hours later at night to make up for the time it took to prepare food for us.
We did tests on projects I had been waiting over five years to finish.
Sarah became an excellent operator of my instruments. She was always inter
ested in my research work-always enthusiastic and ready to work.
She was very kind to children. When Pete's wife sent their little boy back to
Columbus, Ohio, to their old home to stay with a neighbor, and he w as not in school,
Sarah asked me if I would let him come here so he could be with his father and go
to school. She knew the child was upset and disturbed over his parents' problems
and their separation. She said that in such situations her sympathy was always with
the children whose lives were all upset by their parents' immattue behavior and lack
of love and understanding. She had raised four children of her own and had helped
rear two others, so I deferred to her judgement and let Peter bring the little boy here.
Eddy did very well in the little country school and apparently enjoyed it. Of course
it was very different from big city schools and the children he met were not the rough
and tough characters such as he dreaded in the big city school.
I began working with the concepts and information gained through the success
ful experiment I did in 1931-that of bringing solar energy down a wire into a dark
basement. I grew plants with Chlorophyll in the dark. I made designs and, by the end
of 1980, I had a working model of a device that later I called my "Cosmic Pipe," using
a 4-inch-round pipe as a housing (and also to utilize the form-energy of the shape of
the pipe). Over the next two years we built and tested these all over the South.
We had successfully miniaturized my instruments, changing from vacuum
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tubes to transistors. One of my greatest problems was the inconsistency of the
energy values of transistors I found on the market.
Most of these were made in Japan or Korea. Their values varied greatly. Many
of them were doped with arsenic and other poisons. Testing these proved very time
consuming, but it was necessary, so we did it. We discarded many of the transistors
and other components we had purchased, since we dared not use poisonous
components in my Analyzer-Treatment Instruments.
At this time (80-88), I was building and testing computer circuits and trying to
mate these to the ideas of measuring Eloptic energy, with the hope that this might
turn out to be the ultimate transducer design I had been working for so long to attain.
I thought it likely, though I knew from past work that Eloptic, or the basic energy of
everything, is not electricity, but can ride on electricity. Also Eloptic energy is not
optics, or light, though it is carried on light. Light of any color cannot be used in the
Instrument to affect conditions, but if the energy of the Light is charged into a vial
of distilled water, then the energy of the colored light may be used to treat out
conditions inimical to the human body, plants and animals.
In my research of the potential of computer circuits, I was interested in observing
the effect the constant miniaturization exerted on the effect of the energy of the
material used in the components.
This observation gave me some ideas about the uses of these miniaturized
components. After some study and research, I discarded these ideas, because of
several ipso facto reasons:
1. Testing the energy of such components built into the schematic of my
instruments. The main fact that emerged from these tests was that the general
vitality or 9-49 of humans, plants and animals was affected unfavorably, lowering
the subject's vitality to a great degree, while values for carcinoma, sarcoma,
leukemia and tuberculosis were raised to an unbelievable extent.
I observed this phenomena over a period of seven years of consistent testing of
specimens. Laboratory animals developed cancer, lung and nerve degeneration
from treatment by instruments containing computer circuits. A friend who did such
tests on laboratory animals collaborated on these tests with me in 1984 to 1987 and
gave me full records of his tests, and results of my treatment of groups of mice and
rabbits in his laboratory.
For that reason, I do not build computer type instruments, and I cannot
conscientiously endorse any that are on the market today. Of all I have observed, the
Digitron, built by Bill Lawson, formerly of Arizona, now living in Texas, is the least
dangerous to human, animal and plant tissue and vitality.
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In my opinion, consistent use of computerized instruments is like playing
Russian Roulette with a loaded gun. Most of these are built by amateurs in the field,
who want only to build a salable device so they can cash in on the present interest
in Eloptic energy (and so-called psychotronics), and couldn't care less about the
effects on the human beings who buy and use these devices to treat themselves.
In 1981, Sarah and I began an experiment to see if we could affect the genes of a
big white oak tree in our yard. We tested and chose a large paper shell pecan which
had great vitality. It was a large, long nut, with distinct pecan-type markings and a
very thin shell, with a sharp point at one end.
After testing the vitality and the effect of the energy of the pecan on the white oak
tree, we chose to affect with the pecan energy, and record these findings. I set up a
low-energy treatment instrument and began a long treatment period of the oak tree,
using some of the cambium bark of the white oak tree as a specimen of the tree. We
charged a vial of distilled water with the pecan energy and intensified it several
times. Then we charged the energy of the cambium layer bark into a vial of water,
and began a long period of treatment of the white oak tree with the pecan energy.
We checked the vitality of the tree from time to time and measured the effect of the
pecan energy on it, and recorded the results of these tests.
The oak tree was 35 feet tall and possibly thirty or more years old.
The original acorns had been round and very bitter. The next fall we noticed a
trend toward length instead of roundness with all the acorns of the tree we could
find. The squirrels took so many of them for their winter food supply. What the
squirrels didn't take, the chipmunks gathered from those fallen on the ground. We
had to get up early to get any of these for our tests.
Sarah had been involved in doing some hybridizing in the past, involving
crossing hibiscus plant varieties with wild varieties of mallows, for color, form and
herbal energies, using the orthodox methods. She had also treated with the instru
ment various non-related bulbs with each other's energy, with a wild variety of
results. One of these was an experiment in which she used the instrument to
bombard a helpless onion bulb with the energy of a yellow gladiola corm. After a 2month period of inactivity caused by shock, no doubt, the onion grew rapidly and
wildly, reaching a height of over 3 feet tall, and growing in a distinct gladiola leaves
pattern, though the leaves were limp, and required staking.
These early attempts at genetic engineering of plants were just an exploration to
see what possibilities such methods presented, and not to prove or disprove a
theory. At present we are beginning a Transmutation test on seedling citrus trees
and seedling white oak trees with the purpose of finding a method of eliminating the
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time required to hybridize plants, by implanting in the genes of the plant with the
most desirable traits, more desirable traits of an alike or opposite plant. We have
done tests, with the result of gathering sufficient evidence that the test seed or plants
may have additional beneficial traits impinged on their genes, and undesirable traits
treated out (eliminated by treatment with the Eloptic Energy Analyzer). This type
of research and development is a specialized field of research in itself, and needs the
full attention of a dedicated Eloptic Scientist who wishes his work to be of great and
unique benefit to the human race.
This can be developed to produce citrus, apple, plum, pecan, grapes, etc.,
without the several years of time it takes to produce seedlings, cut and graft
individual plants by the thousands, and wait at least 5 years to grow producing trees
and vines.
Among other things, we did some work in attempting to find successful
treatments for diseases of the pancreas and liver.
We had one project in regeneration of the pancreas and the liver, especially in
diabetic conditions, since we became interested in documenting the after-effects of
Radiation Therapy. We had been very successful in finding substances for use in
neutralizing cancer. In our inquiry into the effects of Radiation (cobalt and Chemo
therapy), we found out of 100 specimens of people who had undergone these
therapies, evidence of liver, pancreas, spleen, and gall bladder damage, ranging
from middle degree radiation burns, with corresponding problems in organ func
tions.
Our work with AIDS was based on working with the energies of the AIDS virus,
using enlarged photos of the AIDS virus obtained from Government Agencies
concerned with Public Health. Since we did not have live specimens to work with
(except in one instance a virus photo and 1 specimen supplied to us by a former
Research Associate), we ran many tests involving the energy of the AIDS viruses
charged into vials of distilled water, in at least 15 intensities, ranging from low to
very high readings of the intensities of the disease.
These we measured, and used, in at least 100 experiments treating with various
reagents which tended to build up the immune systems and reduce the vitality of the
AIDS virus. This is an ongoing project, with the purpose of putting together an
ongoing program of eliminating causes such as metallic poisoning, radiation
damages, antigens and nicotine intensities, encephalitic damages to nerves, adding
vitamin and mineral energies, nutritional aids, eliminating hormone imbalances,
and regeneration of the immune system.
Our experiments were based on the theory we have proven to our satisfaction,
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that germs do not cause disease, but are scavengers, attracted by weakness and
feeding on toxins generated in such weak areas.
We are still doing some advanced projects in these areas.
In 1984, for the first time, we showed our Cosmic Pipeat the Western Psychotron
ics Association in Denver, along with our other instruments.
You notice I say "Our Pipe" and "Our Instruments." I do this because Sarah was
not only my wife in every sense of the word, but also she had become my partner in
all our activities. We had shared our work, our fun, our experimental projects, and
our agricultural and health research.
This agricultural work was based on what I learned in Pennsylvania and Florida
in the 1950s and 1960s., when I had eliminated Gypsy moth worms, army worms,
fungus, nematodes, corn borer worms, corn ear worms, tent caterpillars, tomato
mosaic disease, lime tree disease, yellow palm disease, squash larvae, Mexican
potato beetles, citrus and peach tree scale, and many other pests.
This time we studied and devised soil tests, water contaminants elimination,
methods of cleaning feed, measuring and enhancing the vitality of field crops and
vegetables, and elimination of animal, plant, and tree diseases.
Our first Cosmic Pipe customer was Eugene 'Whitey" Kurkowski, of Grant,
Nebraska, to whom we are indebted for some spectacular results with wheat seed
energy intensification. He has since done some very good work with Eloptic Energy
projects in connection with his two 80-acre wheat fields.
In October 1984, we had had a pitiful letter from a fellow from Texas whom we
had met in 1981 in Florida. He had stopped by to see us in late 1981. He had been
working for our friend Jane. We heard later he had been dismissed from his job with
our friend, but she never discussed this with us, so we didn't know why. I only wish
she had told us the facts about what had happened. It would have saved us a lot of
trouble.
The man wanted a job. At that time we had only one employee. Sarah and I both
worked all the time, sometimes doing our laboratory work in the evenings until late
at night. We were still doing tests on the potentials of the Cosmic Pipe.
We discussed the situation and decided to hire the man. He wrote that he was
broke. His wife had filed for divorce. The bank had repossessed his car, and he
wanted to leave Texas. We offered him $100 per week, and a place to stay as our
guest. He came to Lakemont and began to work for us. He knew very little about our
work, so we had to teach him the basic information.
We paid for a business booth at the Acres U.S.A. conference that November to
promote the use of our Cosmic Pipe. The three of us attended the conference and sold
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a few pipes, and instruments, which gave us some cash to work with.
In January a couple from the Midwest spent a few days with us, learning to use
the instrument and the Cosmic Pipe. They became sales people for us. We were
advertising in Acres, U.S.A.,at that time.In orderto getout all the orders in time, we
hired two young men. One was a local man who had just finished his enlistment term
in the Air Force. The other was a veteran who was a second year student in
electronics at the Northeast Georgia Technical School.
He worked form 4 PM until 11 PM in the shop. The other man worked form 8 AM
until 4 PM. Both of these men were intelligent, quick to learn and honest.
This gave us four employees,and we began to learn about the Labor Department
of Georgia. We hired three more, one to do lab work, and another man and a girl to
work in the shop. I learned about employees from these three! I fired the girl when
I told her to build a Tesla Coil for me, and she couldn't do it. Then I found out her
brother and the young man I had hired were doing her work for her, so she could
collect her pay. Her brother was angry because we fired her, and built our anapathic
instrument with a shortened wire, so that metal fatigue, as the knob moved with
scanning, would break the wire and ruin the instrument after a research associate
had already begun to use it. He became quite impertinent, and put up an obscene
sign in the shop's assembly room. His wife, who worked in our lab, was doing
unsatisfactory work. Sarah got tired of the situation and dismissed them without
notice. Then she waited for them to try to collect unemployment insurance. The
sister who I fired for incompetence, filed a claim, but didn't pursue it since I listed
the cause of dismissal as incompetence on the job. The other two probably figured
we had enough against them and enough witnesses that it wouldn't be worth their
trouble to apply. So I learned about employees from them.
The fellow from Texas seemed willing to work and had a lot of enthusiasm. He
was tall, with red hair, and wore a grin. His education, though patchy as to
consistency, was fair. I inquired privately into his background and was amazed to
learn he had been divorced twice and had been fired from almost every job he had
ever held. Of course I wondered why, and concluded to keep an eye on him
continually. I had a premonition that he would eventually prove to be more
dishonest than K. I should have paid heed to that premonition.
Later on, I found out he was the fellow who "liberated" two tons of Micro-min
(an alluvial clay very useful to farmers) from John Scott, who lived near Crescent
City, FL, and took it home to Texas with him. If I had known that, he would never
have been associated with us, regardless of the "energy" he claimed to put into our
business.
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One of my surprises was that after he met the mother of one of our shop
technicians, he seemed to live without much sleep. They were the scandal of the
neighborhood with their intimate relationship.
We raised his pay and still let him use our mobile home to live in. Finally, on his
demand for "more money," Sarah laughed and told him to get married. Much to our
surprise, he and his live-in girl friend made plans to do so. They had two ceremonies,
one civil, at an Oconee County, South Carolina, Judge's office, and the spiritual
ceremony at a beautiful big waterfall not far from Lakemont. Sarah performed the
ceremony and Judge Leisher and I participated in it. We hoped marriage would
settle him down somewhat and let him put his attention more on his work.
We hired another man whom we had tried to help with our experimental cancer
projects. He had asked us to use him as a subject of one of these projects, which we
did. Our work in this area got him out of bed and on his feet again. He said we saved
his life with our Eloptic Energy methods. He also had worked for our friend Jane.
Later we found he had been dismissed from her employ for sheer hypocrisy and
lying, and had been caught in the act.
His agricultural knowledge was thorough, but like the other man's education,
was behind times and out of date.
I should have fired both these people immediately when I found out their
backgrounds, but I hoped they would change and use their opportunity with us to
learn and become better people.
Being married didn't help our Texas friend's personality. He became more
arrogant, told more lies, and didn't take much interest in his work. We were paying
him at that time more than the going rate in this area for such work, and gave him
a $2,000 bonus at Christmas in 1985 for his past good work.
We found out in January 1986 that he and his wife, whom we had taught to
operate our instruments, were doing soil, water and food tests for our customers for
pay, and had not told us about it. Then we had phone calls of such a nature that we
were forced to accept that he, and a research associate of ours from Connecticut, had
sold our equipment to farmers in South Georgia-after the Southeast Exposition in
Moltrie, GA, the past October-and had not turned in the money to our bookkeeper
and secretary, who had been with us several years, and whose loyalty and honesty
had been proven many times.
We were going to Florida at the end of January on a combined business and
vacation trip. At that time,he gave us anote demanding$20,000 a year, plus a weekly
bonus. I told Sarah to lay him off a few weeks, and we would talk to him when we
returned. The upshot of it was that he never came back to talk to us. He came here
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only when we were gone. At our Conference at Ole Clayton Inn, the last of February,
he arranged a meeting with our customers and associates, and approached one of
them with a proposal that he should finance a business to build our instruments and
duplicate our work. We became aware of the fact that he had gotten into our files and
helped himself to a great deal of information. We investigated the legal aspects of
this. When he began advertising a device he built for sale (one of which was sent to
us by a friend, one of whose customers had purchased one), we were amazed to find
the device was built on our principles and using our components, but we shouldn't
have been, since he stole all his information out of our files.
Since then, he and his friend, our former Research Associate from Connecticut,
have completed a whole set of devices using our techniques. One of these devices is
an instrument using a 360° dial. We tested such a configuration twice. Once when
we used vacuum tubes, and once after we miniaturized our instruments using
transistors. Using all our knowledge of the natural laws of Eloptic Energy, we found
that the rays emitted from the lower half of the dial are dangerous, the energies of
enhancing the energies of all such diseases as cancer, kidney malfunctioning,
fibrosis, and nerve disease. These tests gave us much information, so we concluded
that such devices are dangerous, and over a period of years, we saw disease,
disability, and death of all treated with this type of instrument. So we twice tested
and discarded this 360 ° dial and do not use it in any of our instruments.
Our research is aimed at finding methods to enhance health of people, animals,
plants and soils, rather than to build devices for sale just for the money we can
acquire in that manner, regardless of the automatic damages that can be done to
people by the use of such devices.
Of course the lies this fellow and our former research associate have told to our
associates all over the Midwest have marked them for what they have shown
themselves to be.
One of these lies concerned a situation caused by one of our shop technicians, an
ignorant fellow, and the other employee whoselife we saved with our research work
in cancer.
Sarah and I had noticed for over seven years that farming with the use of deadly
chemicals was extremely dangerous to humans. Many times there were accidental
spills which drenched the person handling the chemicals, thoroughly soaking his
clothing, resulting in skin burns and breathing in of deadly fumes. We began a
program of researching effects of seven typical farm herbicides and pesticides in
1981. Thus began our immunity research. We continued this research by seeking and
finding various substances, such as nutritional supplements, energy substances,
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hormones, etc., that would cancel out the result of these substances. We found these
to be few and far between, but over the years between 1981 and 1986, we found a few
substances whose ability to cancel out the effects of chemicals undeniably existed.
Hugh Level, who became one of our research associates in the winter of 1985,
introduced us to Bio-Dynamic Compost-building substances, as pioneered by Dr.
Rudolph Steiner in the 1920s era, and we found 2 of these to be very helpful in
combating the adverse effects of chemicals on the human body. Here we went back
to our AIDS research and the work we had done to document methods of treating
the central nervous system, vascular system, skeletal structure, gastro-intestinal

system, elimination systems, and endocrine systems of the human body to enhance
the strength of the genetic blueprint and the auto-immune systems of the human
body. Thus we worked with both these parallel areas of research at once.
However, by the summer of 1986, we had progressed to the point we could see
something of the results we were searching for.
We had treated ourselves and those people of our staff, who had given their
permission, with several vitality enhancing substances over a period of two years.
When we went to Denver in 1986, to fulfill our lecture obligation there, we left one
treatment, a test of our combination reagent, in which the poison was counter
balanced and cancelled by the 3 substances we had found were more positive in
effect on human vitality than the negative effect of the chemical poison. We left a
specimen being treated in the lab, with our reagent charged with protective energy,
a specimen of the subject with us and checked it with our portable instrument twice
a day. If we had found any deleterious effects at any time, I would have phoned our
secretary, Jimmie, immediately to terminate the experiment by removing the
specimen from the well, and turning off the power. We did not find the reagent to
be at all dangerous to the subject.
When we returned from our trip and tested the effects on the specimen, we found
something had interfered with the test, and we had to start all over again with the
experiment.
We found out later that one of the shop employees, a son of the woman our Texas
man had married, had gone into the lab, noticed whose specimen was in the well of
the treatment instrument, took out the reagent, opened it, and called our employee
(who had acknowledged that we had saved him from dying from cancer), and
together tried to analyze the reagent, at which process they had very little skill and
knowledge, and damaged the experiment beyond use. The shop man quit his job
here before we returned, giving his resignation to Jimmie. The other man and his
wife, whom I had been forced to warn to stay away from people who were not
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friendly to us, were spending hours every evening with the Texas man, carrying
gossip and helping him use the incomplete information he had stolen from our files.
I told Sarah to terminate his employment and tell him to take his mobile home off
my land. I do not have to tolerate hypocrisy, lies, disloyalty and lack of application
to the work I pay an employee for performing.
So he became angry and accused Sarah of trying to kill the person whose
specimen was in the well of the instrument when he and the shop employee
interfered and ruined the experiment. We had used the employees, with their
permission, during the active testing of the chemical-cancelling reagent we had
made, doing all our preliminary work treating and testing the effects of the
chemicals by using vials of water into which the energies of the chemicals had been
charged, and checking the effects of reagents on the chemical's energy in the vials
of water.
So the fellow who kept saying he was so grateful to us for saving his life, ruined
an experiment which had taken months to do, and interfered in our chemical
immunity project, when we were just almost ready to give the results to our research
associates to use in their documenting the results in chemical accidents and spills.
When he was fired from here, he joined his thieving friend from Texas in telling
the biggest lie of all, that Sarah tried to kill him with an instrument.
I can truthfully say this: an instrument could be used to harm someone, I am sure,
just as an automobile can, but our work has always been constructive in purpose and
accomplishment. Sandy Asbill (Texas) and George Gibbs (cancer research subject)
and Donald Mattioda (former Research Associate) will reap the rewards of their
stealing and lying, and their ingratitude to Sarah and me (who always helped them
instead of hurting them), just as Kelly did when the FDA forbade him to sell the
books containing the proprietary information he plagiarized from my copyrighted
material. This is a law of the Universe, and works invariably to the detriment of the
thief, the liar, and the hypocrite, and the egotist. We will not have to lift a finger to
do anything to accomplish this, since it is a natural universal law.
I also point out that my wife, Sarah, has helped many people. Some are alive
today only because of her compassion and willingness to spend her time to use her
knowledge and skill to save their lives.
No one has treated her and me so cruelly, so dishonestly, and so falsely as these
three men have. We regret that we ever allowed them to be here.
So we learned about employees and associates from them!
I am thankful that all employees are not like the ones I have cited here, we would
never get any work done if that had been the case. We have had some very good,
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truthful, and loyal employees during these years.
Jimmie, our secretary will have been with us five years in February. I do not
worry about his integrity, honesty and loyalty since I know by experience that he has
all of those sterling qualities. Alan left a very remunerative job with a large electronic
company in early 1986 to work with us. I have found him to be completely
trustworthy. Mike, who worked for us in the shop for over a year, was a student at
North Georgia Tech, about sixteen miles from here, during the weekdays, and
worked in our shop from 4-11 p.m. daily. His work was excellent in quality. If I asked
him to do anything for me, he did it cheerfully, willingly, and correctly, just like
Jimmie and Alan do.
So I have learned from these men about employees.
Besides these positive inputs, I have confidence in all our many Research and
Sales Associates across this country, Canada, and in some foreign countries. In my
opinion, there is nothing so disgusting as the scientist who sets up his research work
to prove that his own theory is right and all others are wrong. I have encountered
very little of that among scientists working on the frontiers of esoteric sciences, and
our own Research Associates.
The moral contamination today seems to exist among Egos, who work for money
and fame, and do not mind falsifying research data to accomplish their goals.
My years since late 1979 have been very happy and filled with achievement in
spite of all the hardships and the work of making ''bricks without straw'' or carrying
on a business with small working capital. We have literally pulled ourselves up by
our bootstraps, as the old saying goes.
I realize now that I may not be here much longer. I will be 92 on my birthday in
1987, a few months from now. My strength is less than I had last year, but my mind
is still keen. I have over twenty projects begun, and we are working to complete as
many of these as possible.
When it is my time to leave this physical world, I am ready to go. I have
completed my arrangements for disposing of this physical body which has served
me well during my sojourn in this world, and I have Sarah's pledge that she will see
that my wishes are obeyed.
One thing I want to say here: If any "channel" ever tells you that he or she has
received a message from T. Galen Hieronymus, in-spirit, disregard it completely. It
is a lie. I will never be sending any messages through any so-called sensitives or
channels. If such a message is called to your attention, you can rest assured itis given
by a lying spirit seeking to deceive. I have not trusted "channels" in this world since
1983. Most of such work today cannot meet the challenge: "ls it truthful? ls it harmful
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to anyone? Does it contain enough facts to be verified? Is it designed to scare
people?"
My wife is the only channel I can find whose work has always met that challenge.
My plan and my commitment is to return to physical body in this world as fast as
possible, for I still have much work to be done and much research to pursue in order
to establish the work I have spent this lifetime to accomplish, as a viable common
knowledge and accepted practice. It is my intense goal. All my plans are already
made to achieve this goal in the not too distant future.
I caution you also, that many people will say they worked with me in my
research. This also will be untrue, so do not believe it. My beloved wife, Sarah, has
been my only research partner in the last nine years, since May, 1979.
Louise, my wife for 48 years, was my research partner from 1934 through 1972,
when she became ill and could not continue to work with me.
In the late 1970s, I worked a month in New Hampshire, studying the Spruce Bud
worm infestation in the Spruce Forests. Dave Waddell was associated with this
study. In my earliest days, I studied the emanation patterns of mineral elements'
energies. Stanley Rogers worked with me in studying this phenomena. So be
warned: if anyone tells you he worked with me inmy research work, he is telling you
a lie. There is not a word of truth in such a statement.
Here, I pause to give credit to many independent researchers who use my
equipment, and who carry The Research Associate Card from Advanced Sciences R
& D Corporation. We serve as Consultants to these people, and share our expertise
and experimental experience with them upon request, while they share also with us
the information they have gained in individual research of subjects of common
interest both to them and to us.
Of all the people I have come in contact with over the years, I say thanks for
friendly, interesting and helpful friends. To: Tak Kidochi, Dean Stonier, Eugene
Kurkowski, Darlean Moreland, Jeffrey Smith, Preston Nichols, Haroldine, J. Paul
Jones, George Meek, Robert Beutlich, Nathan Babcock, David Prater, Gene and
Arlene Litwiller, Don Bohler, Ronald and Pat Schultz, John Albright, Chief Two
Trees, Wayne and Diane Harrod, Joe and Virginia Falcone, Leroy and Theresa
Shartz, Rev. Wayne Taylor, Melvin and Shirley Ereb and Jim Dem.mitt and all their
friends in the heartland of America, Jane Pedrick, Bill and Vivian Tisher, Dr. George
Douglas, Dr. Dean Howell, Dr. Robert Beck, Ph.ct., Stanley Sobel, Ken and "Liz"
Miller, Warren Williams, Lana Moore Williams, Martha and Bill Bussey, Dr. George
King, M.D., Dr. Don Cornelius, Mrs. Louise Coldren, Patrick Marcellino, Glenda
Schmidt, Hugh Lovell, Jerry Hedges, Mark Moeller, Dr. Richard Vail, Dan and Marie
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Murray, Dave Waddell, Joshua and Judith Ross-and the list could be longer.
One last caution: If anyone tells you he or she worked as my "Research
Associate" over a period of years, ask him or her to show you the "Research
Associate Card of AdvancedSciencesR& D Corporation, signed by me as President,
and by Sarah, as Secretary /Treasurer, of the Corporation. That is one way to
positively identify our Research Associates.

Of People and Places
One of the great joys of living is to meet friendly interesting and interested
people. The 1980s brought us many of these.
Jane Langford was one of those who became a special friend. Her farm, "Precious
Little Farm," near DeLand, Florida, became a testing ground for us. We treated
Citrus Scale and other diseases out of the orange grove, treated the hay fields with
a Geranium juice reagent (while working on the proper combination for the
Reagent) so that the fall army worms left it in great droves, treated one spot
successfully to get rid of nematodes, carried on Cosmic Pipe tests there, enjoyed
some of the most delicious organically grown citrus fruit we had ever tasted, and
spent some relaxed pleasant days there.
One of our more interesting experiments was begun to find the cause of the hives
from which Sherry, a friend of Jane's, was suffering. The odd thing about Sherry's
illness was that the manifestation began with a slight itch in a skin location, which
became a raised wheal on the skin. Then another and another such itching raised
wheal would appear, until Sherry was in such agony she would go into a coma.
Taken to the hospital emergency department, she would be given sedatives,
carminatives, etc., and remain in the hospital until the condition disappeared, only
to appear again after a short time. She had been to the State University hospital for
tests, which revealed allergies, but got no results so far as healing the situation was
concerned. She had been to a famous clinic, but to no avail.
We analyzed the situation with our equipment, and found that the chlorine in the
city water was the culprit causing the outbreak of hives. We treated the excess
chlorine out of her system, and she began drinking spring water, with no more hives
and allergies.
We found a similar situation later. A nurse in Long Island, New York, sent us a
picture of her cat, Bosco. Bosco was a handsome Chocolate Point Siamese cat.
His owner was quite concerned that Bosco was having '1acksonian" seizures. He
often ran round and round, frantically clawing at his back. He did not froth at the
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mouth, but could not remain still. With the Eloptic Energy Analyzer we checked
Bosco for allergies, and found that Chlorine was the culprit. We treated out the
Chlorine, and warned his owner to buy spring water for Bosco.
At this time we engaged in an interesting project with the Eloptic Energy
Instrument. We monitored an interesting operation by a prominent surgeon, which
took place in a large university hospital. A friend who was there with the patient
phoned us as the patient was being taken into the operating room. By monitoring her
vitality with the Eloptic Analyzer, we knew when the Anesthetic was given, and
when the abdomen of the patient was opened. At that minute, our instrument
registered an abrupt rise in the Strep and Staph count intensity. We treated the
patient for a sudden hemorrhage and checked her condition ten times per day
during her recovery period. One day in scanning her condition with our instrument,
we were amazed to find a high intensity of food poisoning. This presented a puzzle.
How could a person on intravenous feeding get food poisoning?
About that time her friend phoned to say the patient was sick with all the
symptoms of food poisoning. I told her to check the intravenous feeding bag. She
phoned back later that day to tell us that she had checked the intravenous device's
food bag, and it contained the liquid food in a spoiled, rancid condition. She left it
as it was, sought and obtained an appointment with the surgeon and told him about
the spoiled solution in the feeding device. He didn't believe her, so he went to the
patient's room to see for himself what was the trouble. He found it just as she had
described it. The nurse's aide had not changed the bag for several days, and
continually poured the new "chicken soup" into an already contaminated bag.
Needless to say, the surgeon created a great understanding of necessary sanitary
precautions among the nurses and nurse's aides, and it did not happen again.
We attended several conferences during this time, and were speakers at most of
them. As I recall, there was the 1981 U.S.P.A. conference in Dayton, Ohio, at which
I was the Keynote Speaker. My Keynote Address didn't go too well with the leaders
of the group. I had observed several things happening which as Scout Executives,
Commissioners, and Scout Masters, working with thousands of Scouts, we had
always tried to eliminate.
These were: (1) Perpetuation in office and on the board, over and over, of a certain
group of people; (2) A lack of a sense of responsibility among officers, board
members, and committee members, an atmosphere of "let George do it." I had not
seen anything dishonest, only a shirking of responsibility, a lackadaisical attitude
toward the organization on the part of those who tended to perpetuate themselves
in office. Then there was the situation of a board member and officer, who being
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allowed to use my Copyrighted (1976) Rate Book, copied it, rearranged it, and
published it as his own, at the same time beating the drums to his loud cry that he
was a student of Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus. This was patently a lie, since he had come
to us to do the chores and the cooking. He was too obese to do many chores, and my
digestion couldn't stand his cooking. He was in trouble financially, his wife had left
him, and so on and on. I would have asked him to leave, but we had allowed him
to bring his small son here and enroll him in school, and we would not hurt the child.
All this is what I had in mind when! told theConference,inmy Keynote Address,
that it was high time to do a thoroughhousecleaning of the U.S.P.A., beginning with
the Board and the Officers!
We began publishing the Advanced Sciences Advisory in 1981, beginning with
light pages in the first few editions. We enlarged the publication, made it half letter
page size, and published science-frontier subject papers by many amateur authors,
as well as our O'Wn papers.
Since the U.S.P.A. Board and Officers, who continued to perpetuate themselves
in office, paid no attention to my Keynote Address, we did editorials about the
situation of the Board Member and officer who plagiarized my copyrighted rate
book, until we were accused of trying to destroy the U.S.P.A.
My attitude was that the U.S.P.A. was operating under a disadvantage of having
a dishonest man on its Board and as an Officer. The U.S.P.A. needed a houseclean
ing, a purgative action, to cleanse itself of dishonesty and a thief on the Board, and
list of Officers, to say nothing of not enough delegation of authority, not enough
committee work, and continual perpetuation of the same people in office-all signs
of internal decay of an organization.
I was a Charter Member, a Life Member of the Board, an elected "Veteran
Director," but I came to the conclusion that since I had earned some National and
International prestige for the research work I had done and the instruments I had
developed, that any tithe the U.S.P.A. gave me was for the purpose of exploiting my
name for their own purposes.
In 1983, I put together copies of Kelly's book and my copyrighted Rate Book,
showing that he had copied even the mistakes in my book, and presented my paper
after the 1983 conference at Portland, Oregon, in July. I waited and waited, and no
word came for a long time from the Board of the U.S.P.A. as regards the request I
made of them for justice, backed by evidence of Kelly's plagiarism of my book
Finally in September, I received a letter from the U.S.P.A. President, Henry Nagorka,
excusing himself for the delay by saying he had been to Australia.
The message from the U.S.P.A. in reply to my presentation of the evidence of
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Kelly's thievery of my copyrighted material was, "Boys, shake hands and forget
your differences for the good of the U.S.P.A."
That did it! I had doubted for a Jong time the real motives of my so-called friends
and fellow charter-members. Now I accepted fully their stand. I immediately wrote
my resignation from membership in the U.S.P.A., from being a Life Member and
Veteran Director on their Board. It was no honor to be affiliated with an organization
which not only condoned thievery and dishonesty, but refused to accept the fact that
the U.S.P.A. was rotten at the core.
I printed an announcement that I had resigned from the organization and had
nothing whatever to do with it. This announcement I put on the 1st page of our
Advanced Sciences Advisory, and have run it in every issue since 1983.
In 1982, the Denver Chapter, the largest group involved in membership in the
U.S.P.A., hosted the U.S.P.A. meeting held in July at the Colorado School of mines.
For some reason, the U.S.P.A. rewarded their efforts by deciding to hold their
1983 meeting in Portland, Oregon1 instead of meeting in Denver again. The Denver
group decided to cancel their membership in the U.S.P.A. and have their own yearly
conference. We were invited to speak at the conference, held at St. Regis College,
Denver, in 1983, which we did. Dean Stonier and his group were very hospitable. We
thoroughly enjoyed the Conference. After the conference, we were shown the sights
of Denver, a delightful city, and taken by Dean and Phyllis to Central City, an old
mining town in the mountains, where we were introduced to the breathless delights
of "The Oh My God!" Road, a local phenomena.
We participated in the program of this wonderful Western Psychotronics Asso
ciation for five successive years.
As the group grew and its interests became more cosmopolitan, the name was
changed to Global Sciences Institute.
Last year, 1987, we did not participate in the program because we had already
made commitments to attend the Eastern Acres Conference at Carlyle, Pennsylvania
in August, just after the Global Sciences Conference in Denver, sowe had to go there.
Altogether, counting the I AM conference at Stapleton Plaza in Denver, we
participated in seven conference programs in Denver.
Advanced Sciences Research and Development Corporation was chartered in
1967, under the Laws of the State of Florida, while Louise and I still lived in Florida.
When Sarah and I began working together, I had set up the Corporation offices
in my home in Lakemont, Georgia, and registered the Corporation under the Laws
of the State of Georgia. Over the years since 1980, the Corporation's scope expanded.
We established the Institute of Advanced Sciences to fulfill the Corporation's
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commitment to education. We offered a few correspondence courses and began
work on putting together other courses, all concerned with teaching an understand
ing of Eloptic Energy, a term I had coined in the Office of the Patent Commissioner
in Washington.
Our good friend Nancy Williamson, in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, had helped
finance my research for a number of years by a regular donation from her large
income from her father's patents, which as a donation to Advanced Sciences
Research and Development Corporation, Inc., a 501-C3 Non-Profit Corporation,
enabled her to take it off her income tax return. Though her donation seemed large
at first, inflation soon whittled it down. I had built and sold a few instruments over
the years, and taught students how to use the instruments, but with the increase of
inflation and increasing expenses of running the Corporation, it was necessary to
build and sell instruments to finance the corporation's activities.
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Dr. Hieronymus building roof over the patio
of his home in 1981.

Dr. Sarah Hieronymus and Nadyne Reed in
Lakemont, Georgia, in 1984.
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Dean Stonier,
Dr. Hieronymus,
Bill Lawson,
Dr. Sarah Hieronymus
and Melva Lawson, at
Western Psychotronics
Association
at St. Regis College,
in Denver, Colorado,
in 1984.

Professor Sam Lentine,
Dr. Sarah Hieronymus,
and Jennie Wolff,
at Advanced Sciences
R&D Corporation
August 1984.
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Dr. Hieronymus with Dr. Barry Ratner, and
Jerry Hodges (of Agnihotra Movement)
at Advanced Sciences in 1983.

Preston Nichols, Researcher par excellence, and
his Assistant, at Advanced Sciences R&D
Corporation, Lakemont, Georgia, in 1984.
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Dr. William Brown and wife,
Maria Brown at ASR&D
Corporation office in 1984.

Dr. Hieronymus and Stan Sobel in
San Diego, California, in 1984.
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Research Associate, Mark Moeller, (Pea Ridge, Arkansas) and Tac Kikuchi at
Del Mar, California, examining tomato plants in 2500 acre tomato field being
grown under Cosmic Pipe Energy in 1985.

The Cosmic Pipe in Blueberry field
in Arkansas in 1984.
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Dr. Hieronymus taking a water sample for testing from a pond in an Apple
orchard in Habersham County, Georgia.
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Daniel and Alan Mitzlaff installing Cosmic Pipe in Apple Orchard, 1986.
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Kansas farmer admiring his Organic Wheat, grown with Cosmic Pipe energy
without sodium fertilizers and chemicals.

Alan Mitzlaf f checking Cloud Buster designed by Dr. Hieronymus, and built
by Alan and Dr. Hieronymus in 1987.
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Rolf (Rho Sigma)
Schaffranke,
Hilda Schaffranke,
and Eric Ryder at 1st
Annual Hieronymus
Energy Conference,
at Ole Clayton Inn,
Clayton, Georgia, 1986.

Nathan Babcock, Research Associate of
Advanced Sciences R&D Corporation
and Mrs. Louise Coldren after installing
a Hieronymus Cosmic Pipe on Mrs.
Coldren's farm in Rabun County,
Georgia, in 1987.
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Dr.'s Galen and Sarah
Hieronymus and group
fromMUFON
Association and Energy
Conference in Dallas,
TX, in August 1986.

Dr. Galen Hieronymus
addressing Hieronymus
Energy Conference,
Clayton, Georgia,
Janaury 1987.
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Samples of Wheat, 1987, from 2 Kansas
Farms. The larger sample, larger seed
pods, greater root system, grown
without sodium fertilizers and chemical
poisons, with the Hieronymus Cosmic
Pipe. The smaller sample was grown on
neighboring farm with sodium
fertilizers, poisonous chemicals, and
anhydrous ammonia.

Dr.'s Sarah and Galen
Hieronymus at Global
Sciences Conference,
Denver, Colorado,
August 1986.
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RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT C,ORPORATION, Inc.
Dr. T. Cairn Hirronymus, Ph.D.
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When you need results in a hurry, there is nothing like the results
you get from a "Genuine Hieronymus" anapathic in�tn,ment. Take for instance,
in the morning there may be a cow or two that needs attention. with an
analyzer it would take a couple of hours, but with the anapathic, only
minutes. Just put the specimen in and set it to scan. Within 35 seconds
it is done. Turn to treat and set timer for 20 minutes. When the buzzer
sounds, the job is completed. Then attend to the second one, within an
hour you're done!
The farmer that has any number of livestock surely must look into
having his own anapathic instrument. The savings alone on the vet bill
could pay for the instrument in a very short time. Remember, this 1s a
one time investment. Host fanners could well save 80% or 90% of their vet
b111 s each year! How much money would you save? You know farming today·
is different. We must start looking for ways of spending what little money
we do have just once. How many times have you waited to call the vet,
then it took more than one service call to your farm? So many times if
you would take care of the problem yet tonight, it would be better in the
morning.
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Radionics owes its next great impetus to a pioneer of
radio, Thomas Galen Hieronymus, formerly of Kansas City, who
produced some ingenious instruments which used vacuum tubes
for "amplification" and condensers, instead of resistances,
To Hieronymus belongs the honor of being
for "tuning",
awarded one of the most unusual patents ever granted by the
United States Patent Office.
This patent - No, 2,482,773
granted in 1949 - describes an instrument for the 'detection
of emanations from materials and measurement of the volumes
thereof.' As a detector, it used a rubbing-plate, which, by
this time, many were using instead of a human abdomen, When
fingers
the plate
is stroked,
the
encounter tactile
resistance or "a stick" when the emanation is tuned in,\)
Excerpt from:
RADIONICS: A Science for the New Age
By: Edward

w.

Russell
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ADVANCED SCIENCES R&D CORPORATION
Our Corporation currently produces eight Eloptic Energy
Instruments. These include: The Portable Analyzer/Treatment
Unit, The small Portable Analyzer Unit, The Reagent Beam
Projector,

The Specific Rate Beam Projector,

The Anapathic

Auto-Scan/Treatment Unit, The Homeopathic Preparator, and a
Small, Medium, and Large Cosmic Pipe.
The Portable Analyzer/Treatment Unit can be used as
The Small Portable
both an analyzer and a treatment unit.
Analyzer is used only for analysis.
The Reagent Beam Projector is used as a treatment unit
with many purposes, from cleaning water to treating odors
out of chicken houses, treating algae out of cattle watering
tanks, and treating dampness out of hay, to name only a few.
It can be used in conjunction with the Portable Analyzer/
The Specific Rate Beam
Treatment Unit for large projects.
Projector works as a treatment unit as well, but it has the
flexibility of utilizing both reagents and Eloptic Energy
Rates to treat out negative energies.
The Anapathic 'Auto-Scan/Treatment Unit is an automatic
instrument without a tactile sensor plate. The Homeopathic
Preparator will charge a homeopathic preparation into a
small or large container of distilled water, depending or:
the dosage required, as when homeopathic preparations ar€
desired in quantity, such as for treating a herd of cattle,
The Cosmic Pipe is designed to balance the soil, witli
an abundance of solar and planetary energies picked up at
the accumulator in the top of the pipe, modulated bj
energies needed by the plants, and broadcast undergrounC
into the soil to aid the plants in their transmutation of
elements into what they feed upon.
It is not necessary tc
use fertilizers when the pipe is used,
All of our instruments and pipes that we sell are sole
with the purpose that they be used for experimental use ir
research to improve the quality of life and health of planti
and animals. Being experimental in nature, it is not
intended that ·they be used in violation of any Federal 01
State law that applies,
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THE INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED SCIENCES HOME STUDY COURSES
our Horne Study Course in Basic Development of
Sensitivity is now available to students. This course is c
prerequisite to all of the other courses that we offer
except Science of,Eloptic Energy.
Basic Development in Sensitivity covers the sensitizin�
of the senses used in everyday work and learning. In order

to use present day Eloptic Energy equipment, hands and tht

sense of touch should be developed to be efficient.
ThE
excercises and practices outlined in this course arE
designed to do exactly that.
There are twelve lessons anc
practice outlines in this course.
For more information or
Institute of
this and other courses we offer, write to:
Advanced Sciences, P.O. Box 109, Lakemont, GA 30552.

ELOPTIC INFORMATION ENCYCLOPEDIAS
Advanced Sciences R&D is pleased to announce that it
has for sale a set of Encyclopedias consisting of thE
following ll books:
1. Dr. T .G. Hieronymus & Advanced Sciences Research anc
Development Corporation, Inc. ····•····••···•••···•···$25.0e
2. General Information ·····••···••····••···••···•·•··$15.0E
3. UKACO Project Information ···••···••····••···••..• ,$ 7.Se
4. English Radionics ...••....••...••.••.••...•••.••.•$15. 00
Dr. Ruth Crown's Reprints (Radio Therapy)
5. Volume #1 ··••··•••··••···••••·•••···••··••···••··•$15.00
6. Volume #2 ··•····••··••····••····•···••···•·•·•••··$15,00
7. Volume #3 ••····••···••···••··•••··••••··••···••···$15.00
8. Dr. Albert Abrams & Dr. Thomas Colson ··•••··•••·••$25.00
9. Dr. J.W. Wigglesworth & The Pathoclast •...•••.••••$10.00
10. Various Rates and Their Uses •••···••···••··••····$35.0e
11. Reprint: "The Secret of Life", By G. Lakhovsky •.. $15.00
Reports Available
�ll.c "11" •. •••••••••$10.00
12. Tracking The Astronauts In Ap�
When placing an order, please order by the number as well as
the title of the book.
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COSMICULTURE - THE NEW AGE AGRICULTURE
By: Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus
Let us begin our appraisal of the new system of
Agriculture we call Cosmiculture with this very suitable

quotation by Appolo Astronaut, Edgar C, Mitchell:
"There are no unnatural or supernatural phenomena: ohly
very large gaps in our knowledge of what is natural.

We

should strive to fill those gaps of ignorance."
In our work for the last fifty-odd years, that is
exactly what we have been doingl We have been pioneers in

the exploration of subtle energies,

in our attempt to fill

the gaps in what is known about the higher, finer energies
of matter and energy, outside the Electro-Magnetic Spectrum.
We feel that so far we have been successful in our quest for
knowledge, but we know there is still much to learn. In the
nineteen-thirties, I did a successful experiment in an
effort to learn if solar energy could be conducted over
wires.
When I found that it could, I realized what a
tremendous sea of energy we on this planet are living inl
At that time we had not yet entered the Chemical Era in
which we live today.
Then there were no toxic chemical
Pesticides and Herbicides, no sodium type commercial
fertilizers.
It is only since the Vietnam War that the
nerve destroying toxic chemicals developed for chemical
warfare have been recommended to the American Farmer for the
purposes of killing insect pests and destroying weeds.
It is only lately that exorbitant prices for inadequate
commercial fertilizers and all the modern medicines designed
for livestock have made paupers of free-spirited farmers of
this nation and other nations, wherever these Chemical
farming methods have been exported. Several years ago, as I
saw the plight of the producers of the food of our nation, I
got out my 1930 experiments and began seeking ways and means
of using the sea of Free Energy all around us.
The result
of this experimentation is "The Cosmic Pipe" and our new
method of farming we call "Cosmiculture".
First of all, the Rules o_f Eloptic or Subtle energy,
apply to all phases of life on this planet, including the
minerals and soil of the Planet.
Everything is emanating
energy, since all things are made of crystallized energy.
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It is generally accepted that the Atom is the building block

of Nature.
As Dr. Rudolph Steiner, the great pioneer of
Bio-Agriculture wrote and taught, "the natural methods are
the best methods.
The natural energies provided by nature

are the greatest remedies."
We have all around us, as Dr. Steiner reminded us in
his lectures on Agriculture, a great sea of energy: cosmic
energy, solar energy, lunar energy, planetary system energy
from the planets of our solar system and the planetary
energy or the Eloptic Energy of our planet Earth itself,
Without sunlight or the solar energy, there would be no
photosynthesis, and no full growth of plants: Ergo, no
harvests,
The other energies are more subtle, but
necessary, nevertheless.
We also have so much electro
magnetic and sonic energy in the atmosphere today that the
Federal Government has been considering limiting the number
of radio and television stations licensed in the future,
because of our present level of electronic and sonic smog.
All this is energy: free energy, which we found may be
tapped and conducted over wires. We have been building and
testing our Cosmic Pipe for the purpose of carrying these
cosmic energies from space down into the soil to be used for
the redemption of the farming land from the load of poisons
the chemical means of agriculture has imposed upon it, and
balancing the soil content.
In order to fulfill our quest for free energy for the
farmer, and as a means of cleansing his land from poisons
and growing healthy stock and crops, we have had to
understand the situation of this planet orbiting in a sea of
energies.
We had to learn about methods of bringing the
energies from the areas mentioned by Dr. Steiner, into
practical contact with the earth and the roots of plants.
we already had the results of our experiments for over fifty
years, our Eloptic Energy Analyzer and Treatment Analyzers.
The use of one of our Eloptic Energy Instruments will give
the farmer a means of analyzing and treating poisons out of
feed for stock, of eliminating insect pests by treating
plants and at the same time raise the vitality of plants.
Use of a "Genuine Hieronymus" Analyzer gives the farmer a
wholistic method of analyzing and treating sick stock,
improving the health of flocks, treating fields for improved
yields, etc. with the energies of finer media, We trust at
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the same time consciousness is being expanded so that we ma
all gain a little more understanding of these energies,
The "impossibility of the impossible" is no longer
true hypothesis as we discover more and more about th•
nature of energy and the various forms and distinctiv,
categories of energies. All the results of our research o
the past is becoming more and more credible today, in th,
light of what is becoming accepted by scientists an,
manifested in the everyday working world in which we live
So we combine the "Genuine Hieronymus" Eloptic Energ:
Analyzer and our proved methods of working with it for bes
results, with our new Cosmic Pipe, for the achievement o
that type of Agriculture we call "Cosmiculture". We are no·
prepared with the "Genuine Hieronymus" Eloptic Energ·
Analyzer and Treatment Instrument and the Cosmic Pipe, t,
use the finer media energies for the benefit of mankind.
When the Cosmic Pipe has been installed, it i:
gathering "Cosmic" energies of space into its head, from th,
air, putting them down a conductor through a resonanc,
chamber to a modulating well, where we place whatever w,
wish to modulate the energy with, and then it goes on dowi
into the amplifier-radiator in the pipe, set at least tw,
feet deep in the ground.
There the modulated energies ar,
broadcast horizontally in a broad band out through the soi
to the roots of the plants.
The results have beeJ
tremendous. For many years we have seen soil being treate,
with soil nutrients and the use of organic methods o
culture
show
peaks
and
valleys
of
soil
nutrien
deficiencies.
In the six years of testing Cosmiculture w,
have seen soil come into full balance in six months withou,
the addition of tons of nutrients.
Harvests have beei
doubled, the time of production shortened by two weeks to ,
month and the natural sugar content of fruits, melons am
berries has been markedly increased.
Hay crops have bee1
tripled, with heavier bales.
Tests we have done in the evaluation of methods o.
gathering energy with the pipe have proved that larg,
amounts of copper or aluminum used in some manufacture,
devices are extremely detrimental to people and cattle a:
well as plants, so I have eliminated aluminum in the pip,
and held copper to the barest minimum possible.
We hav,
found that huge amounts of copper radiated into the grounc
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through the soil have thrown the iron-copper balance out of

harmony,

decreasing

the

amount

states.

In our own vicinity,

of

iron

in

the

soil

and

increasing the amount of copper beyond the needs of plants.
The Pipe also has had some effect on the weather in the
areas where we have these installed, in fifteen different
we have noticed that we nc

longer have violent weather and storms. The rain is gentle
and falls often. Temperatures have been mild, compared with
temperature before we installed the big pipe in our land,
We teach the farmer Cosmiculture with the Cosmic Pipes,
to bring energy into the various fields and to modulate the
soil with the Reagents needed by the soil, and with the
"Genuine Hieronymus Eloptic Energy Analyzer and Treatment
Instrument. We now can define this as a Wholistic method of
agriculture which includes use of Natural Cosmic energies
for the soil balance and rejuvenation, the use of the
Analyzer and Treatment Unit to balance animal and poultry
digestive systems, analyze the animals needs, analyze soils
and organics, analyze and treat out water pollutions and
We show you how to graph your
take care of insect pests,
data so that you Can read and understand the balances and
imbalances in you soil, crops, seed and plants.
In this manner, with the tools of Cosmiculture, you can
have a definite work-plan, based on definite (not guessed
at) evaluation of each field's individual needs, the health
and food needs of your animals and chickens and turkeys and
a means of correcting such health problems that have
resulted from long time feeding of poisoned feedstuffs. We
teach you to eliminate the costly guessing techniques now in
practice among the "orthodox" farming methods, allowing you
to avoid expensive duplication in plant and animal food and
heal th programs, Thus you are able to individually monitor'
with the "Genuine Hieronymus" Eloptic Energy Analyzer and
Treatment Instrument, the problem areas and know for sure
just where help is needed and give the help needed
immediately.
You can take care of pollution problems and
eliminate expensive pesticides·and fertilizers. At the same
time,
your
Cosmic
Pipe
equipment
��
balancing
and
harmonizing you soil, with free energies of Cosmic strength
and power, resulting in soil balance, rejuvenation of soil,
enrichment of soil, revitalization of soil and harmonizing
of soil.
This treatment of the soil results in earlier
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fruition, increased yield, higher quality, nutritious crops,
healthier stock, greater profits, elimination of pesticides
and reduction in the use of fertilizers. The quality of the
food you produce will be greatly improved, The net result,
of course, is more money in you own pocket1 a reward for
your labor and the satisfaction that is every farmer's
birthright;
Satisfaction with your work and it's rewards
and Joy in living a harmonious life.

"! !
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CONDUCTING CHLOROPHYLL ENERGY OVER WIRES
About 1930,
I decided to try an experiment of
conducting Chlorophyll Energy over wires.
I had been
conducting Eloptic Energy over long distance via wire.
A wood platform was installed on the south side of the
house about six feet above the ground in order to get the
desired potential of energy which increases with distance
above the ground.
Having some wooden cigar boxes available, I cut boxes
apart and cut pieces and made eight boxes that were 2" x 2"
x 4" although any size boxes will work.
Aluminum foil was placed on the bottom of seven boxes
inside so as to be in contact with the soil. Similar pieces
of foi 1 were placed on the under side of the lid of each
box. Wires were connected to each piece of foil, the wires
from the lids were extended to the sun plates, the wires
from the bottom foils were connected to the water pipe and
thus grounded.
See Figure #2 for details of the bo,
construction.
Refer to Figure #1 which shows a "side" view of the
installation. Figure #3 shows the system of connections,
Seven plates were placed on the platform so as to picK
up energy from the sun and a wire was connected to eacli
plate and extended down into the basement, each box having
the top foil plate connected via wire to a plate out on the
platform in the sunlight. The eighth box had no connection
to the outside, it being the "control".
The plates on the platform were all different in size.
The smallest was 2" x 4", the next 4" x 8 11 , the largest was
about 8 11 x 10" and one plate was copper screen wire.
Some dirt was screened and 1/2 inch of dirt placed in
each box. Oat seeds were selected, all of uniform size and
planted in two rows of 5 seeds spaced in each row, the 1/2"
of dirt was placed on top in the box.
The same amount of
water was added to each box as needed from day to day.
All of the seeds sprouted about the same time. Then we
noticed that there was no chlorophyll in the 10 plants in
the control box.
All of the boxes connected to outside
plates had plants with much chlorophyll.
We were quite surprised to note that the plants in
boxes with large outside plates seemed to look as if they
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had been subjected to heat.
Apparently the large outside
plates were bringing in an excess of energy compared with

the effect of the small size outside plates.
very

soon,

the plants grew

too tall

for

the

small

amount of "head room" in the boxes so each box was equipped

with a spacer to•raise the top of each lid up about 3/4".
The boxes were placed on a shelf in the end of the
basement where there was little light, with no windows at
that end.
Also, the shelf was kept dark by a board placed
The
in front and another on top to exclude all light,
plants were dark all of the time except when they were
examined by a flashlight.
A friend tried to duplicate the experiment, but did not
follow all instructions.
Their basement was only about 3
Instead
feet from basement floor to ground level outside.
of placing the outside plates above ground 6 feet, they laid
on the ground, thus they did not have the
potential
difference between outside collector and inside boxes and
the experiment was a failure. Also, there was a window near
that let much light into where the boxes were placed.
Anyone who expects to duplicate an experiment should be
sure they know all the factors and that they follow the
instructions exactly without any substitution or change.
And as to changes, if you are trying to get a special result
and are trying out several methods or ideas, one of the
cardinal points to doing good work is to make just one
change at a time. Then you know just what the results are.
If you make two changes and the result is a failure, you do
not know but that one of the changes and the result is a
failure, you do not know but that one of the changes may
have been alright. (See Figures #1, 2, and 3 next page).

By: Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus
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THE PORTABLE ELOPTIC ANALYZER /TREATMENT UNIT
This instrument is used to analyze, monitor, and
positively manipulate Eloptic Energy.
It is used for animal and family needs, treating
crop plants, raising the energy of fields and crops,
soil testing, plant growth analyzing, treating animal
and plant health, etc.
This portable energy package

includes: The Portable Eloptic Analyzer/ Treatment Unit
(which comes in its own case with lid for easy

transport), Two books (The Eloptic Energy Manual and
The Cosmiculture Manual), assorted Reagents, and a wall
socket power supply.
As with all r·i our instruments,
it comes with a one year warranty a�"inst defects in
manufacturing and workmanship.

THE SMALL PORTABLE ELOPTIC ANALYZER UNIT
This is a new instrument that we have recently
developed in response to several requests for an
individual analyzing unit.
It utilizes the analyzing components from our
Portable Analyzer/Treatment· Unit, but it does not
contain any of the treating components.
It is only
This instrument is very good for
used for analyzing.
those of you who want to continuously monitor and
analyze an ongoing project. It is also excellent when
used with some of our other instruments and equipment
such as our Beam Projectors or our Cosmic Pipes for
various and assorted projects.
This package includes: The Small Portable Eloptic
Analyzer Unit, a Small Rate Book, several test charts,
and a wall socket power supply.
This instrument also
includes a one year warranty.
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THE SPECIFIC RATE BEAM PROJECTOR
This' instrument utilizes the treating capability
of
the Portable Analyzer/Treatment
and
has the
It can be
versitility of the Reagent Beam Projector.
used in much the same way as the Reagent Beam
Projector, but it has the bonus of being able to treat

on specific rates of Eloptic Energy to cancel out

negative conditions, much the same way the Portable
Analyzer/Treatment Unit works in treatment mode. It is

great

for

using

in

conjunction

with

the

Portable

Analyzer/Treatment Unit if you have a project where you
do not want to tie up your analyzing instrument while
you are treating out a problem.
This package includes�
The Specific Rate Beam
Projector, Selected Farm Reagents, One Book (The
Cosmiculture Manual), a wall socket power supply, and a
one year warranty.

THE HOMEOPATHIC PREPARATOR
This instrument is another one of our new designs
recently developed,
It was developed in response to
requests from those people who are working with large
amounts of Homeopathic Preparations,
This instrument utilizes some of the technology
that went into the development of the Reagent Beam
Projector, but with the central design purpose being
This
that of preparing Homeopathic Preparations.
instrument is very useful to those researchers who
prepare large amounts of Homeopathic Preparations at
one time.
This
package
includes:
The
Homeopathic
Preparator, One Book, Two Kits of Homeopathic Remedies
suitable for EXPERIMENTAL USE in treating, a wall
socket power supply, and a one year warranty.
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THE COSMIC PIPE
The Cosmic Pipe is a
self-driven broadcaster used
directly
in
the
field
to
stimulate
biological
trans
mutation and effect a balanced
harmony in the soil, resulting
in
improved
quality
and
quantity. When the Cosmic Pipe
has been installed,
it is
gathering the "Cosmic" ener
gies of space into its head,
from at least six feet in the
air,
putting
them
down
a
conductor through a resonance
chamber to a modulating well,
where we place whatever we
wish to modulate the energy
with and then it goes deep
into the ground.
There, the
modulated energies are broad
cast horizontally in a broad
band out through the soil to
the roots of the plants.
The
results have been tremendous.
For many years, we have seen soil being treated with soil
nutrients and the use of organic methods of culture show peaks
In the years of
and valleys of soil nutrient deficiencies.
testing Cosmiculture,n we have seen soil come into full
balance in six months without the addition of tons of
Harvests have doubled, the time of production has
nutrients.
been shortened by two weeks to a month and the natural sugar
content of fruits, melons, and berries has been markedly
increased.
The Cosmic Pipe is offered in three sizes: Small (up to
10 acres*), Medium (up to 640 acres*), and Large (up to 2500
acres*).
*Acreage may vary due to terrain.
All of the Pipes come
with instructions and Selected Farrr. Reagents.
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ILLINOIS DAIRY TEST SUPPLEMENT
Gene Lit w eller, Dealer
Phone (815) 389-2720
Pounds of
Milk/Day

Date
April 26, 1985
May 10, 1985
15
16 "
17 "
18 "
19 "
" 20 "
" 21 "

Cosmic Pipeline Installed
Approximate time of "Shed-down"

-o-

12.0
114.0
150.0
150.0
125.9

223.5
272.3
400.4
467.5

" 22 "
" 23 "

" · 24
25

tf

"

"

461.4

II

26
27

"

559.0

It

491.9

"

28

"

"

29

"

II

30

461.4
444.0
480.0
522.4

II

II

JI

II
II

*Note: Milk prices based on Average $13.00 per cwt.
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Income

Increase

-o-

1.56
14.82
19.50
19.50
16.37
29.05
35.40
52.05
60.78

59.98
72.67
63.95
59.98
57.72
62.40
67.91

$ 693.64 TOTAL
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ILLINOIS DAIRY TEST
March 24, 1985

Soil Test from Map

Average 292.28

May 14, 1985

Soil Test from Map

Average 637.0

April 26, 1985

Installed "Cosmic Pipeline"

May 31, 1985

Milk Record
May 15, 1985

"

II

"

"

"
II

"
"

34.6

17
18

36.3

2214.3

35.9

21

22

23

2189.9

37.5

2287.5

38.3

2336.3

41.5

2531.5

43.0

2623.0

40.4

24

25

2464.4

41.4

26

27

28
29

II

tr

JQ

II

3I

2178�J

2214.3

36.3

"
II

::::%.

36.3

20

�

Daily Production

34.4/cow

16

19

Average 687. 14

Soil Test from Map

Cows on "old" feed this
date.

Cows started feeding
Greenchops "new" feed.
Added one cow

Started feeding "new"

Alfalfa Hay.

61 cows

2525.4

41.9

2555.9

4 I .8

2508.il\
2544y•60 cows

41.4

2525.,

42.4

42.4

258&.4- *61 cows
40,508.5#

* 27 of 61 cows are first-calf heifers.

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July

Bacteria Count

Wisconsin Mastitis Test

68,000
11,000
22,000
17,000
15,000
2,000
79,000
1,000

12
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ADVANCED SGIENGP.S
Rf-SEARCH ..J DEVELOPMENT C.ORPORATION, I.e.
Dr. T.

Galen

-

w
�

Hieronymus, Ph.D.

Dr. Sarah E. Hieronymus. Ph.D.
S-0.eery-T,..wr..-

......-.-.....
�.O.aoa lff

(404JHZ•H47

RClll SOR.JLTZ, Deal e r
Buxton, N orth Dakota
ercent

ncrease

+14.40%
7.14%
+ 1.52%

A -'- .'- --"-'--'-7"'"'.xrm�'-------+-+20
te r
2
S-'-'
t a::..:1"-'
k d i are
"- .'""' 4'""' 4-'- %-'----
-=c..., ;;,; :..;, - ,,,; ;..;. ·c....,--+""'"'0 -'·�-"------+-' v
Stalk Wall Th i ck2 1.xrm
3+ 6.36%
ne ss

C.OSMIOJLTURE ENERGY FEED ANALYSIS
Energy DigestabiIity
C.osmi 'whe at
1150 Fe rt. 'whe at

786
436

Prot ein
C.osmi c 'whe at
Camercial 'wheat
l'bte :

11%*

12.3%

595
210

Bushel
�e i.,ht
58(1
59(1

Feed Assim.
738

394

Yield
50 bu/ac
50 bu/ac

Protein
Content
48.5
205

Sold**

$2.14
S2.68

* Wet wea t he r cause d four-week s de lay in harve st.
** Price based on 13% protein scale .
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Mineral

lrrbal.

O.cmical Metal I
Poison Poison

73
67

.52
.54

64

Gt:oss/Pv:.

C.ost

Net/I

$ 2.00
iS.50.00

SI0.5.c
S 84.(

SI07.00
1S134.00
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When Iowa Lays on the Paper

The use of law is ever a fascinating subject. Attorney Generals opine, prosecutors
make deals, wash out charges and in general act tough when they have helpless people
under chain and gun. Some months ago, the Attorney General of Iowa laid some
paper on just about everyone in sight connected with radionics. For reasons not at
once apparent, the Attorney General's Office of Iowa decided-without understand
ing the grammar of the subject-that those who dealt with eloptic energy wen:
defrauding the public.As proof, these guardians of citizens' wallets likely plan to call
up people who have never spent ten minutes investigating the subject, and therefore
-aren't worth talking to.
There an: about 300 furm magazines in t.l1e U.S. Acres U.S.A. is perhaps alone in
reporting on things like Tesla's multiple wave oscillator, cosmic pipelines, towers of
power-on radionics, in short, and other forms of fringe science that have been
around for decades-even a century-and if Dr. Phil Callahan is correct, centuries!
We have wondered aloud why those who wish to experiment with these things in order
to unveil nature's secrets have to flee to dictatorships in order to find a little freedom.
Radionics is simply a low level energy system that can be directed. Dr. Pat
Flanagan explained the concept in an Acres U.S.A. interview. "When an operator's
mind and emanations from the tuner are on the same wavelength, a type of resonance
is established, and the detector indicates this mode. The Hieronymus detector is
simply a sheet of bakelite or plexiglass under which is placed a flat spirally wound
coil, connected to the output of the amplifier and the ground. When resonance is
established, there is a change of tactile characteristic in the top of the detector.The
change of characteristic is detected by lightly running the fingertips on the surface of
the detector plate while tuning the vernier dial of the prism. Hieronymus established
numbers which correlate with the known chemical elements and combinations....
Although the Hieronymus machine cannot be explained by modern physics, it does
have merit by the fact that results can be duplicated."
Mark the words, can be duplicated. It is well known that then: arc thousands of ra
dionic units in the field.Farmers.using the scanner for instant soil tests have caused
traffic to the testing labs to fall out of bed. Is this the reason for the Iowa Attorney
General's sudden interest in how people spend their money?
There is_ something ludricrous about government people worrying about the welfare
of a citizen's wallet in any case.Governments are proficient in only four areas-kill
ing, stealing, lying and making woodenheaded decisions, including one to destroy in•
dividual businesses. Determining the secrets of nature is simply beyond the scope of
an Attorney General's office.Thus enters the so-called expert-in this case someone
who has concluded in advance that density on a photograph says nothing, that cells
do not vibrate, that energy forms other than electromagnetic do not exist, on and on.
Our bodies contain approximately 200 quintillion cells. In this fabulous number
there arc hardly two cells vibrating with the same frequency. This being partly due to
the incessant activity taking place within the cells, and partly to the specific
characteristic of different tissues, plus other factors.From a biological point of view,
it would be impossible to find at any given time two individual cells exactly alike in
every respect. Every cell of every individual tissue of any particular species-land,
animal or man-is characterized by its own oscillatory shock. In discquilibratcd
cells, it would be necessary to generate as many wavelengths as there are different
cells in any given body. The problem would thus seem to be insoluble. With
remarkable insight Georges Lakhowsky finally evolved a solution.He designed a new
type of apparatus, the multiple wave oscillator, generating a field in which every cell
could find its own frequency and vibrate in resonance.The practical results he obtain•
ed in various hospitals soon confirmed the validity of his theory. His agricultural ex
periments were equally impressive.
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Lakhowsky came to New York. He was promptly run down by a car, Against his
wishes the drivers took him to a hospital. In three days he was gone. Had he survived,
he might have gone to Iowa, where an Attorney General-who did not have the fog•
giest notion of what it was all about-would have laid some paper on him.
There is no end to government agencies making fools of themselves. What did the
government really accomplish by jailing Wilhelm Reich and Victor Irons? What did
the American gestapo really achieve by smashing the electronic end of cell therapy
and making the nation safe for coal tar derivative drugs?
In any fair arena, a literate person could mop up the floor with the Iowa Attorney
General's office, but such an arena is not available. So the battle is tilted the other
way. Served with papers suitably leaked to the press, Harley Ahrens of Morrison, JI.
linois was promptly fired from his school job. Minnesota veterinarian Dan Skow was
forced to sue for peace, figuratively smashing his machine. Across the nation farmers
cower. No one can afford to fight the Iowa Attorney General fraud boys, A piece of
paper served on anyone instantly costs and costs and costs. Win, lose or draw, the vie•
tim is punished and the government people laugh all the way to the bank, and
perhaps when enjoying all that sick leave for not being sick. No one has a problem
defending SI25.00 an hour for worthless legal conversation, but new ideas can't be
tolerated.
The farmer is entitled to more. He is entitled to be left alone so these fringe sciences
can sort themselves out, with the valid surviving. But there is danger in this. The
answers might come out wrong for the fossil fuel industry, the grant slurping pro
fessors, and the bureau people who have a vested interest in upholding the four pillan
of government mentioned above.

acreS�USA.
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T. GALEN HIERONYMUS - Radionic Pioneer
November 21, 1895 to February 21, 1988
We mark the passing of Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus who was a true pioneer in
the field of radionics. Dr. Hieronymus was a discoverer of unique attributes
of the life force which he termed "eloptic energy". His work has stimulated
His patent No. 2,482,773 has become a
continuing research in radionics.
standard concept which many radionic instruments have been built from, some
using just the pattern drawn on paper. People with original thoughts are few
and far between.
Galen's presence on this earth has influenced many to look
beyond the norm and Borderland Sciences Research Foundation honors a man who
blazed a trail for others to follow. Rather than eulogizing, we present an
important experiment from his patent for future researchers to work with.
Growing Plants in the Dark
by T. Galen Hieronymus
Radiations from each of the known elements of matter produce some form of
energy, probably electrons
which can be made to flow along electrical
conductors. The flow from each of the
elements having characteristics
different from the others.
Conversely, the flow of
electrons along a
conductor produces a radiation having characteristics of the radiation from
each respective element.
Such of the known elements as are required to feed growing plants have
been transmitted to the plants through metallic conductors as the plants were
entirely isolated from the elements upon which they were fed, More precisely,
seeds were planted in boxes in a darkened basement room.
One of the boxes of plants containing some of the seeds was used as a
control and no apparatus for transmitting element radiations thereto provided,
The remaining boxes of plants had electrodes or plates of conducting material
mounted or otherwise disposed adjacent thereto, and each box of plants was
separately attached to a conductor extending to a point outside the building
where electrodes or plates were attached to the conductors and allowed to
remain exposed to the light,
Such of the known elements as required to impart normal characteristics
to the plants were apparently fed thereto by having the radiations of the
elements from the light conducted to the plants through the wires and
associated electrodes.
The treated plants were relatively healthy but the control plant assumed
the characteristics of growing vegetation which has been deprived of the
elements in natural light. Particularly was the control plant devoid of
chlorophyll while the remaining plants were green,
Dr. Hieronymus' work will be carried on by his wife Sarah and their co
workers at Advanced Sciences Research and Development Corporation, PO Box 109,
Lakemont, Georgia 30552.

Page 14, MAY-JUNE 1988 JBR
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XII
Laboratory Techniques
Developed by A.S.R. & D. Corp.
By: Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus, Ph.D., President, A.S.R. & D. Corp. and Director
of Research, July 15, 1983.
Today, many who use Eloptic Energy types of instruments are interested in the
use of their equipment to enhance their garden, protect from insect pests, etc. This
paper will attempt to solve for the reader some of these vexing problems. At least it
will furnish some information regarding proven methods that might be of interest.
The subject of Specimens comes first. We have the "thing" to be analyzed and the
instrument as the analyzer. They must be brought together in some manner. If the
object or "thing" is smalL it is a simple matter to put it in the well of the instrument.
If the "thing" is too large, then some other method must be utilized. Most people
wish to use a "specimen" of the "thing" to be analyzed. Very few people know how
a specimen works or can be utilized. Let us explore that idea first. In a book by Max
Freedom Long titled, ''The Secret Science Behind the Miracles," we can find the
answer. This book covers the psychology and religion, and the "magic'' that was
used by the Kahunas who were the Priests of the Polynesians who colonized Hawaii.
Their psychology covered ten "elements." The physical body and three spirits
that occupied three bodies and utilized three "voltages of Vital Force." The Bible
refers to this as ''The Father, Son and Holy Ghost." The description of the Low Self,
or subconscious, contains the key that we want. Long's book, page 138, reads as
follows:
A. The shadowy body of the subconscious. It is the most dense of the three. It is
of such a nature that it sticks to whatever we touch (or perhaps see or hear), and when
removed from the contact, draws out a long invisible thread of itself (called an AKA
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thread), which connects one with the thing contacted, in a form of semi-permanent
union. All things were supposed by the Kahunas to have a shadowy body, be they
crystals, plants, animals, fabricated articles, men or gods-even thoughts (the latter
being very important to their magical system and practice). This substance is an ideal
conductor of vital force, and can be used as a storage place for it. When heavily
charged with the low voltage of the force it becomes rigid and firm enough to be used
as a "hand" or instrument to move or affect physical objects-such as in table
tipping, etc.
(EditorialNote -This is the force that Uri Geller uses to bend spoons.)
We use this same phenomena when we take a leaf from a tree and use it as a
specimen in our instrument. We have what they call an AKA thread connecting the
leaf to the tree from which the leaf was taken. Another important phenomena is that
anything that happens to the tree is instantly indicated by the leaf in the instrument.
Also, when the instrument is used to affect the leaf, it will instantly be affecting the
tree from which the leaf was taken. Thus, if we set the instrument dials for the
purpose of sending a certain energy to the leaf, we will be sending that same energy
to the tree, We can sum up this by stating correctly that, "anything that is done to the
leaf will affect the tree and anything that affects the tree will show up in the leaf as
will be indicated on the instrument."
I have named the energy we are dealing with "Eloptic Energy." Eloptic energy
is easily conducted by many types of conductors such as a copper wire, light rays,
etc. When we take a picture of an object, we have an AKA thread connection between
the object photographed and the film or print from that film. Thus we can take a
photo from a high place such as an aeroplane, of hundreds of trees, and we have a
specimen or AKA thread connection between the photo and each tree, and we can
send energy over that AKA thread to the trees by treating the photo with whatever
we wish to affect the trees in the photo.
The AKA thread phenomena, while not recognized by orthodox physics or
chemistry, is very easy to prove workable and so very useful. Voodoo practitioners
use this phenomena. See slide.
SLIDENO. l
TheNematode has been listed by Entomologists and other authorities as "The
number one enemy of mankind." The nematode could destroy all plant life on the
Planet. Man cannot live without plant life because plants give off oxygen and take
in carbon dioxide while man does just the opposite, he exhales carbon dioxide and
breathes in oxygen. Thus they compliment each other.
Most of the dangerous nematodes that destroy or damage plant life are so small
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as to be seen only with the aid of a microscope set for between 40 and 80 power. They
are so small that it requires special techniques to get them out of their environment
and onto a microscope slide where we can see them. Such a technique has been
developed and is very successful.
There are many varieties of nematodes, some valuable such as the common
fishing worm which is a nematode. There are two types that are of interest to the
gardener or one interested in improving trees such as orange and other citrus trees.
One type lives in the soil around plants. Another type is the one that burrows into
the tendril roots of trees. They require entirely different methods to get them onto
a microscope slide for observation so we can determine whether they are there.
The burrowing type requires very little equipment to get at them. Since they have
burrowed into the fine tendril root and are microscopic, we cannot very well cut the
root and extract them. Instead, we make them come to where we can get at them.
We will take the citrus burrowing nematodes first. Dig down about two feet
under an orange tree at a point about where rain will drip off the outer branches and
you will find many very small tendril roots. We only want the very small roots. Take
a double handful of the tiny roots and wash them thoroughly. If a hydrant is close
by, wash them to get all dirt and "any other variety of nematode" off the surface of
the small roots. It is very important to do this immediately after the roots have been
removed from the tree. Another way is to have a large bucket of water handy and
wash the roots thoroughly in the water. Then put the well-washed and still very wet
roots in a container such as a pint or quart mason jar. Close the top to keep the
moisture from evaporating. Set the jar at a slight angle to the table so all the water
that drips down will end up in the jar at the bottom and on one side.
SLIDEN0.2

The nematodes will know that the source of their food, the sap in the roots, has
been cut off. They will start to back out of the roots through the hole where they first
entered and will drop down to the bottom of the jar. After 24 or 48 hours, use a pipette
to take a small amount of the water that has collected at the bottom of the jar and put
it in a container that will allow the water sample to spread out over a large area but
not over 1 /s to 1 / 4 inch deep. After a few minutes for the water to settle down and the
nematodes to drop to the bottom of the layer of water, the microscope can be used.
The type of nematode that lives in the soil, but feeds on the roots such as citrus,
and such as the kind that will destroy carrots, require a different method to get at
them for examination. A special device has been developed for this particular
problem. It is shown on the slides or transparencies and on the attached drawings.
We call it a Nematode separator.
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SLIDEN0.3
My first separator was made by soldering together two five pound coffee cans
and some pieces of 1 /4" copper tubing and a few other items as shown on the
drawing. The funnel was made from a piece of thin copper sheet. After the device
had been used several times, it was noted that electrolysis had caused several holes
to be eaten in the tin covered steel coffee can. Because of this condition, I made
another separator using all copper and brass. All copper would be better.
SLIDEN0.4
The second part was made out of a smaller can that would fit loosely into the top
can of the main unit. This was a "tin" can with all of the top cut out and with all but
a narrow rim cut out of the bottom. To the narrow rim, I soldered a piece of bronze
screen. This is shown in the sketch.
To use the separator, proceed as follows:
1. Dig your dirt sample. In the case of a citrus tree, pick a spot as far out from the
trunk of the tree as the widest branches or at whatmight be called the drip line, where
most of the rain and moisture would drip in a ring around the tree.
In the case of a garden such as where carrots are involved, take the dirt from moist
soil at about the depth where damage to the root of the plant is noted.
Remove any roots and rocks and use only the soil where the nematodes live.
2. Take a piece of clean Kleenex tissue and separate it into two sheets. Use one
sheet that is free of torn places. Place the Kleenex sheet in the can with the screen
bottom, being careful to avoid tears or holes. Hold the tissue in place and place the
soil on the tissue, being very careful thatNO dirt gets past the tissue.
3. Fill the main container with clean water up to a point about an inch from the
top. Open the pinch damp and allow a small amount of water to drain away and to
fill the rubber tube. (Use water free from chlorine as chlorine will kill the nematodes
and you want them alive.)
4. Very CARERJLLY, lower the can with the sample down into the main part and
allow the water to SLOWLY rise up through the tissue and dirt of the sample. If you
try to do this too fast, it will tear a hole in the tissue, and some of the soil of the sample
will get through that will stain the sample used in the microscope examination and
cause other trouble.
5. Set the separator with its sample in place in a cool place where it will not be
disturbed. Allow 24 to 48 hours for the nematodes to wiggle down out of the upper
sample container into the clean water of the funnel and on down into the rubber tube
just above the pinch clamp. The fact that the soil is completely saturated with water
makes it easy for gravity and the tendency of the nematode to wiggle, to get him
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down where you can reach him.
6. One of the best containers for taking samples of the water from below the pinch
clamp is a clear plastic or glass coaster used to place under rollers of a bed or other
furniture. These will allow the water to spread out over a wide area and less than
1
/ 4" deep. Some microscopes have a very short range between the lower lense and
the object. You cannot use any container that has high sides such as a beaker.
Concave slides are too small. A petri dish is too large generally. The plastic coasters
are available in most hardware stores.
Place the plastic coaster dish under the end of the rubber tube and slowly open
the pinch clamp and allow some water to flow into the dish to a depth of NOT OVER
1/4". Allow the water to settle, then examine the sample under the microscope set
to 40 or 80 power. Move the dish slowly as you look for nematodes. There will be
some dead roots and dead nematodes, but the live ones will wiggle.
SLIDENO.5
One variety of nematode found in human beings is called the pin worm. This is
a much larger variety than the ones that attack citrus and other vegetable products.
Some of the burrowing variety have a different "mouth" and some of them have a
hypodermic-like beak that is used to penetrate the "skin" of e.g., a carrot. This plate
was given to me by a doctor. I do not have the name of the author or the book title
so I can't give proper credit f or use of the picture.
There are too many types and varieties of pests to cover more than a few in a short
paper such as this. Fortunately, the method of eradicating them is similar in many
cases. The picture on slide 6 was taken from an ad for a poison by the Ortho Co. It
shows three pests and several crops that are affected by such pests.
As mentioned at the start of this paper, you must first get the "thing" in the
analyzer. The following is a general procedure that covers many pests.
SLIDENO.6
1. Try to get one of the pests in a position that you can work with. In the case of
e.g. a worm or larva such as the lower shown in slide No. 6, get one into a small test
tube with a cork. 2. Place the test tube with specimen in your Eloptic Analyzer. Set
the dials for general vitality 9-49, and measure the intensity of emanation. Write it
down.
We assume that you have a variety of "reagents." These are test tubes of a variety
of materials such as herbs, antibiotics, chemicals, etc. that can be used in destruction
of plant pests. We have over 900 test tubes of "reagents" for use.
Place one (NOTEONE) of the reagents in the instrument well with the test tube
of the pest and measure the intensity of the combined emanations. Write it down. U
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it lowers the vitality (9-49) reading considerably, then leave it in the well. If it raises

or lowers only a small amount, discard it. Try another of your reagents. Follow this
procedure, trying one or more reagents until you find a combination that will lower
the vitality (9-49) reading of intensity to zero or very near.
3. You now have something that will probably destroy the pest but of great
importance is, "What will it do to the plant on which the pest was feeding?" Take a
leaf from the plant involved, remove all test tubes from the instrument, insert the test
tube with the leaf and again measure the intensity of vitality, in this case, of the plant.
Write it down. Now insert the test tubes of reagents that were found to work on the
pest. Measure the intensity of this combination. If the result shows that the reagents
lower the vitality of the plant, then you cannot use these reagents. You might just as
well poison the plant.
Discard these reagents and try some other reagent or combination of more than
one until you find a reagent or a combination of them that will destroy the pest but
will increase the well-being or vitality of the plant. Now you are ready to treat the
plant to destroy the pest, and at the same time, to improve the well-being of the plant.
If you have more than a few plants you should take a picture of ALL the plants
in the garden that are involved. If only one or a very few, you can take a leaf from
each (NOTE EACH) plant and use that as a specimen of the plants.
4. Place the plant specimen and reagent specimen ALL together in the well of the
instrument or in a "Broadcaster" and treat the plants to destroy the pest.
Not always, but sometimes, more than one pest can be destroyed at the same
time. Generally, it is better to attack one pest at a time.
SLIDEN0.7
I mentioned taking a picture of many plants. If the area to be treated for a certain
pest is such as to involve several or many plants, then it is impossible to take a leaf
from each plant. In this case, you must take a photograph of the larger area. Be sure
to show some part of each plant in the photograph. Then the photograph print or
film is used as the specimen of all the plants shown in it.
In this case you place the photograph and the tested and selected 'reagents' in the
broadcaster or treating instrument, turn it on and leave it as long as necessary to
produce the desired results.
SLIDE 7A-Pratt Farm Tests
Millions of trees are annually being destroyed by the Spruce Bud Worm.
I spent six weeks studying the Spruce Bud Worm situation. I went to Twin
Mountain, New Hampshire. While there, I took three trips via plane over a two
hundred mile oval route with the fire patrol, that covered a very large area almost
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completely covered with Spruce Trees that were being hurt by the Bud Worm. I
talked with the Foresters of the St. Regis Paper Co. who own much of the tree covered
area in the United States and Canada.
One of the foresters taught me a trick he had tried out that made the Bud Worm
leave its hidden place of concealment and get out where he could collect them. He
cut several twigs from the top of the spruce trees that had been damaged by the
worms, twigs about eight inches long. These twigs were tied together with a white
cotton string around the bottom end of the twigs. Then, they were suspended upside
down in a large paper grocery bag where a hole was cut. The bag was dosed with
paper clips or staples. The string came out of the hole and was suspended under a
light bulb. The worms felt the heat of the bulb and saw the light and started to crawl
out of their places and up the string, to get to the tip of the twig where they wanted
to eat the spruce bud. Instinct prompted them. They did not know the buds were not
up above where they were.
While they are very small, about 1 /16 to 1 /s inch long, they are brown and can be
seen as they slowly crawl up the string. It is easy to use a toothpick to flick them off
and into a test tube, so that they might be analyzed.
After being hatched out in later summer/ early fall, the bud worm will go to a
spot under a spruce needle and will weave a "hammock" under the needle, and will
encase himself in a snug covered-over hammock where he spends the cold icy
winter. When the spring sun and warm air awaken him, he knows the buds are ripe
for him to eat. (Show Spruce Bud Worm slides.)
Where the "thing" is a long ways away from the laboratory, it may be necessary
to send specimens through the mail or via United Parcel Service or by Plane. The
preparation of specimens for such travel is important.
If the specimen is a soft bodied worm, care must be taken that it does not get
crushed while in transit. If it is a type that is normally moist, then it must be protected
from drying out. If it is an air breather, it must be provided with air.
These conditions must be given attention before packing for shipment. Moist soil
without gravel or other objectionable material can be used for some varieties. Peat
moss can be used for some types. Water in protected vials can be used but take care
in packing so the glass tube will not be broken.
Nematodes that ordinarily live in moist soil will "drown" if kept too long in a
tube of water. They will dry out if not properly handled or packed for shipment.
These are just a few of the problems that we have had to consider in our years of
research.
We cannot give data on all pests you will find. Attached are some plates copied
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from a government publication, INSECTS, published in 1952 by the Department of
Agriculture. See references.
SLIDES NO. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
There are many books available for theone whoisinterested in the cubject. Bel ow
is listed a very few that have been of value to the writer. I recommend that you
consider them.
The title of this paper is Laboratory Techniques. I have attempted to give the
reader some information on a few of the techniques that we have found to be
effective. We cannot cover all conditions that might be encountered.
References:
Insects. Published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1952.
Write the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C.
Plant Diseases. U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Organic Plant Protection, by Roger B. Yepson, Jr., of Organic Gardening and
Farming. Rodale Press, Inc. Emmaus, PA 18049.
The material in this paper is the property of the Author and Advanced Sciences
Research and Development Corporation, Inc. It is available to members of the
U.S.P.A. for their own personal use.
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Postlude

By: Sarah Hieronymus, Ph.D.
The foregoing material was transcribed from a series of cassette tapes, made by
Dr. T. Galen Hieronymus in preparation for using this material in the autobiography
he was preparing to write.
These tapes, except for editing as to grammar, and punctuation, have been
rendered just as the recorded material was transcribed. I have followed my Beloved
Galen's plan to include in this book certain material from his files he had already
asked me to collect and arrange in chronological order for him, for this purpose.
Dr. Galen Hieronymus died on the evening of February 21, 1988, very suddenly,
after a tremendous effort to save his life by Dr. George King and nurses and the
emergency room crew of Rabun County Memorial Hospital, Clayton, Georgia.
His death was a tremendous shock to us and his friends. He was a happy, lively,
friendly man, who looked and acted much younger than his age of 92 years (born
November 21, 1895).
Since Advanced Sciences R& D is engaged at this time in working with a number
of Dr. Galen's research projects, we feel that our job at present is to carry on his
research, to continue to build his equipment f or Eloptic researchers and scientists in
agriculture, health, and allied fields of interest, and develop his interests in expand
ing the educational functions of Advanced Sciences R & D Corporation as he had
planned in our present five-year program.
We express here our heartfelt appreciation to all those who phoned us or wrote
cards expressing sympathy for our loss, which has also been expressed by many as
the loss to the world of a great explorer of the Nature of Energies, an inventor, a
scholar, a student of deeper truths, a loving husband, father, and friend.
His great acceptance of and faith in the Greatest Eternal Love and Sacrifice, and
his expanded knowledge of nature and the forces of electricity, optics, and the
essential energy of Life itself, which he called Eloptic Energy (to the study of which
he devoted his life and work), marked him as a scientist of great intent and purpose.
We miss him sorely, and mourn his transition, and at the same time rejoice that
he is following his own plans in the progress of his own evolution.
"He will come back! He will come back, as long as the red earth rolls! God never wastes,
not leaf or tree!
"Then why should he squander souls'"
-Rudyard Kipling
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Once in a while our paths cross with someone who greatly influences our life and
plants the seed for a new beginning. For me this person was Galen Hieronymus
when we first met in a conference in Upland California in 1978.
Galen's presence was like a lighthouse beacon and a super electromagnet which
attracted my full attention. Galen had a charisma and a specialness which one could
sense in his presence which made him unique from all others.
Galen provided my first introduction into Eloptic Energy which captured my
interest then and continues to provide significant challenges. I must admit my
skepticism was present at the beginning but has since vanished.
Galen was a great scientist with theories of Eloptic Energy which were beyond
the consciousness of the majority on our Planet Earth. Galen was a scientist with
unquestionable integrity who shared his knowledge openly with all who were
sincerely interested.
Galen's research and the equipment he designed and developed, repeatedly
demonstrated the efficacy of his theories in everyday practical applications.
Crop quality and yield per acre can be increased significantly using the prin
ciples Galen continuously shared.
Polluted ground water supplies and toxic dumpsites can become history with
application of Galen's research findings.
Lakes which have been ruined by acid rain can be restored and revitalized using
principles of Eloptic energy.
The vitality of human life and animal life can be increased significantly through
balance of their Eloptic Energy Fields.
Galen devoted the majority of his life to Eloptic Energy Research. Mankind is
only approaching the kindergarten stage of understanding this great soul's lifetime
efforts.
The earth has suffered a great loss with Galen's Transition but his research will
continue to bless the inhabitants of our great Planet forever.
The research Galen started must continue until mankind's consciousness can be
raised to reap the benefits forever.
Galen, it has truly been a blessing and an honor to have known you and to have
been a friend and research associate. Thank you for making Mother Earth a better
place, for our children and their children.
Until our paths cross again, know that you will always be loved.
-Stan Sobel
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